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PREFACE TO THE ORiaiNAL EDITION.

In consideration of the length to which the Second Volume

of this Grammar was likely to extend it seemed desirable to

publish it in parts i). Those which are still to appear will first

complete the Morphology of Nouns and Pronouns, including the

history of the Case-Endings. The latter section will be com-

paratively brief, since the ablaut of the inflexional syllables

has been discussed in all its most important points in connexion

with the Formative Suffixes. Then will follow the Morphology

of Verbs (Stem-Formation and Inflexion), and finally a list of

Additions and Corrections to the First Volume, [and an Index

to both].

A third and last volume of smaller dimensions will contain

the Syntax. In this part of Comparative Grammar very little

work has been done, at least very little that can be called

scientific, and hitherto no one has tried to give any systematic

account of the subject as a whole. For a long while, I confess,

I could hardly make up my mind to include it in the present

work, but I have been greatly encouraged to make the attempt

by the appearance of the fifth Volume of Delbriick's Syntah-

tische Forschungen (Altindische Syntax 1888), which, though it

is not directly concerned with Comparative Grammar, has done

a great deal to prepare the way for a general history of Indo-

1) The different parts of the German edition will appear as separate

Yolumes in English.



VIII Preface to the Original Edition.

Germanic Syntax. And in my work for the third Tolume I hope

to have the help of 0. Behaghel's Grundzuge der germanischen

Syntax which has been announced for some time.

I haTe accepted as necessary one or two alterations in the

transcription of Avestic; td instead of J9 (before »*, see vol. I

§ 558 p. 415), s for all three signs s, s and s. As regards these

sibilants we ought still, in all probability, to make some dis-

tinction between the sounds in such words as histaiti = Skr.

tisthati (I § 556 p. 410), masya- = Skr. mdrtiya- (I § 260

p. 212 f., § 474 p. 350), syaopna- = Proethnic Aryan ^ciautna-

(I § 448 p. 333, § 478, 4 p. 350). I accepted with other scholars

the theory which Bartholomae advanced in Bezzenherger's Bei-

trdge YII 188 ff. as to the respective value of these three signs

in the Zend alphabet, and, so far as I can see, it is not disproved

by Geldner's recent edition of the Avesta. At the same time

it is certainly not confirmed by the results of Geldner's work,

and Bartholomae himself, with Hiibschmann and others, now

follows him in writing s indifferently in all cases. Thus I had

no alternative.

In Celtic Prof. Thurneysen has given me the same generous

assistance as in the first volume. My pupU Dr. "W. Streitberg

has helped me in correcting the proof. To both I may here

offer my hearty thanks.

LEiPZie, Oct. 1. 1888.

Karl Brixgmann.



TRANSLATORS' PREFACE.

In the two years that haye followed the translation of the

Pu'st Yolume of the Grundriss der vergleichenden Sprachwissen-

schaft by Dr. (now Professor) Joseph Wright, the difficulty of

the task has sensibly diminished. The methods and the nomen-

clature of the scientific school of Comparative Philology have

found their way more and more into the work of English

teachers, and it has become far easier to decide what innovations

can, and what cannot be reconciled with established usage. Such

words, for example, as 'thematic', 'ablaut', 'analogical', 'conta-

mination, 'proethnic' are completely naturalised. The last we
have universally adopted as the clearest equivalent of the German

ur- prefixed to the name of a group of languages: 'proethnic

Greek' is Greek older than the rise of its various dialects ; 'pro-

ethnic Indo-Germanic', or more simply where there is no am-

biguity, 'the proethnic language' is the parent of the various

families of Indo-Germanic speech.

On the other hand the new subject-matter of the present

volume involves new difficulties. On almost every other page

of the original the word Grundform is used to denote the original

form from which any particular word has been developed by

phonetic change, and considering the frequency of its occurrence

we could see no alternative but to adopt it bodily into English.

Again some such expressions as 'fertile' (produktivj and 'ex-

tended' (erweitert) were indispensable to describe the history of

the different suffixes. The process of deriving a feminine form



Translators' Preface.

from the mascnline stem of an adjective (Germ. Motion) we have

called 'differentiation'. To express the change by which a sub-

stantival compound becomes an adjective, or in terms of Sanskrit

grammar, by which a karma - dharaya - comT^omid becomes a

hahu-vrihi German scholars have created a new verb mutieren,

i. e. the Lat. mutare ; the word 'epithetised' which is used for the

first time in this translation is an attempt to describe the nature

of the change a little more explicitly. Thus in English hlacTihird is

a simple or non-epithetised' compound, Greatheart, rosy-fingered,

in Latin magnanimus, in Greek ^odoSditrvXog are 'epithetised' (see

p. 92). The ambiguity of the word 'formation' which like the

German Bildung does double duty, to denote sometimes an

abstract process and sometimes its concrete result, is a source

of considerable difficulty, which might well be avoided by using

such a term as 'formate' to express the second meaning; and

the convenience of words like trans-formate, re-formate affor-

mate (Umbildung, Neubildung, NachbildungJ is at once obvious.

But the change is not absolutely necessary and therefore, since

this is a book of general reference, it seems fairer to the

reader to suggest it in the Preface rather than to introduce it

directly into the text; perhaps however we may assume the

licence in the following volumes.

A small but perpetually recurring difficulty of which the

reader should be warned, has been the translation of the pre-

position zu in its technical sense, for which we have no exact

equivalent in English, except such phrases as 'directly related

to', 'connected in accidence with' and these would be, to say the

least, a little wearisome, if they appeared twenty times on a

page. It really covers several shades of meaning ; in 'amcttn, zu

amo' 'tult zu fero it means used as a tense of; in 'ansCltus' zu

ansa, a derivative of; in 'modestus zu modus', used as a deri-

vative of; in 'Lat. inclutus zu Gr. xXvco', containing the root of;

and so on. The nearest English equivalent in the first two

cases would be the preposition from, in which there is a more

serious ambiguity, used as it is to denote both historical and

logical connexion , 'tulT from the root tel-', 'tuM from fero'.



Translators' Preface. XI

Sometimes of course the two coincide, but only in the case of

words of which the first was in use in the form in which we

quote it before the second came into existence, suavior 'comes

from' suavis historically as well as logically because it is a

special formation in Latin (in place of the Indo-Germanic stem

*syiCid-iios-); whereas the genitive patris can only be said to

'come from' the nominative pater in the logical sense, not the

historical, since both are descended from proethnic forms. The

rule therefore that we have adopted has been to write from

in the logical sense only where there can be no possible doubt

that that is its meaning; where there would have been any

danger that the reader should infer from it a historical, derivative

relation that was not implied in the German, we have used

beside. Thus in the examples given above we should render Hult

from fero' but 'modestus beside modus (see p. 418). The line

is of course hard to draw, but for safety's sake, we have used

beside in all cases of doubt. To do so universally, i. e. to have

written always 'patris beside paier instead of 'from pater'

seemed a little pedantic. On the other hand from has of course

its proper derivative significance in such phrases as 'ansatus

from ansa', where in German von and zu are used indifferently.

The German aus connecting a form with its immediate phonetic

antecedent, e. g. 'Lat. fissus aus *fid-to-s' we have followed

prevailing usage in rendering by for, 'fissus for *fid-to-s\ The

reader will find that for is used only in this sense of direct

phonetic connexion; to describe an analogical substitution

(Germ. fiXr) we have regularly kept to 'instead of.

In minor matters, such as abbreviations, and details of

printing we have followed English rather than German precedent.

For obvious reasons however we have retained the order of the

original in such phrases as 'Gr. Att. 'Innog 'Skr. Ved. sray-istha-

(cf. p. 244), where they occur in a list of forms from different

languages. But we have ventured to retain the symbol : which

occurs on every page , and denotes that the forms that it

connects stand in a definite relation to one another, and this,

when it is not otherwise explained by the context, is always



XII Translators' Preface.

one of regular phonetic correspondence; for instance it is invariably

used to connect an Indo-G-ermanic form with the words which

represent it in the derived languages e. g. Idg. *Uu-t6-s : Skr.

iru-td-s, Gr. hXv-to-s etc. A modiiication of this symbol, for

which it was equally impossible to find a substitute, ': cp.' means

'partly related to' 'in some respects to be compared with'; it is

employed where the forms compared are not completely parallel,

but only to some extent, e. g. on p. 39, § 23 'Skr. dn-dpta-s : cp.

Lat. in-eptu-s'; here the two words are parallel, but not identical,

as the Latin form is derived from *ap-t6-, the Sanskrit from

*ap-t6-, see Yol. I § 97, 3 p. 91. Similarly on p. 60, § 34

'Lat. sim-plex : cp. Gr. d-jiXoog' implies that the compounds are

parallel, but identical only in their first member; p. 193, § 75

Gr. TJ/iiE-Tsgo-g : cp. Lat. nos-ter\ that the use of the suffix is

the same in both. It would be difficult to enumerate all the

varieties of positive meaning that may be implied by this

practically colourless symbol; to remove it altogether would be

to re-edit the whole Grammar, not to translate it. The symbol :

is also placed at the end of a general statement which is im-

mediately followed by a list of illustrative examples, but other-

wise it is not used as a mark of punctuation. On the other

hand where the scientific brevity of the original made the con-

nexion of the argument a little difficult to follow, so that some-

times the meaning of a whole paragraph turned on the signi-

ficance of a comma or a bracket, we have felt less scruple in

giving it more explicit expression.

In the first hundred pages and in the sections on the Meaning

of the Suffixes, the reader will find a few additions to the text

for which the translators are responsible. "With Prof. Brugmann's

permission we have inserted illustrations from Modern English

beside his own from Modern German, where the latter are

given to illustrate some general principle. These interpolations

are all enclosed in square brackets.

At his request we have departed from Dr. Wright's usage

in one important respect by using Old Church Slavonic in-

stead of Old Bulgarian as the name of the language of the
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Slavonic apostles Cyril and Methodius. We hesitated for some

time between 'Welsh' and 'Cymric', but decided on the whole

to keep the latter in conformity with the first volume. The

Corrections and Additions' of the German edition are embodied

in tlie text, together with several other minor alterations, mainly

of misprints, which Prof. Brugmann has sent us. To him we
would offer our hearty thanks for his constant help in matters

of difficulty. We owe to Dr. Wright's courtesy a list of Corri-

genda in Volume I.

The translation is a joint work throughout, but Mr. Conway

is everywhere responsible for its final form, as Mr. Rouse will

be in the remaining volumes, which we hope will follow the

parts of the German edition as they appear, at much shorter

intervals than has been possible so far.

The present volume has demanded a year's continuous work

and a good deal of anxious consideration from us both. But

we shall be more than rewarded if it can do anything to extend

the share which English-speaking students can claim in the

marvellous increase of exact knowledge which the book itself

records. It is the boast of modern discovery to have made the

world more thinkable and human life more full of meaning in

a thousand ways; and before the century reaches its close. Com-

parative Philology, that is, the History of Language, will have

attained no mean rank in the great sisterhood of sciences whose

task is to explore the history of man. /

R. Seymour Conway.

W. H. D. Rouse.

Cambridge, Aug. 1. 1890.



CORRIGENDA.

VOLUME I.

P. 1J2 I. 6 Read the. variation instead of the opposite.

P. 350 last line but one. Kemove the comma after cases.

P. 529 Rem. 2 1. 2. Read velars palatals and dentals instead of lingual

palatals.

See also the footnotes to pp. 118, 167, 274, 367, 432, 434, 441 in Vol. II.

YOLUME II.

P. 153 I. 5 read should perhaps for micst ultimately.
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SIGNS AND ABBREVIATIONS.

* prefixed to a form indicates that it is not on record, but only inferred

from other forms in the same or kindred languages. Prefixed to a

root it implies that that form of the root does not occur in any word

of which we have record.

V^ = root.

• =^ 'to be directly compared with'.

: cp. =- 'to be in part compared with' (see the Preface, p. XII1.

. . . .after a form denotes that its final sounds cannot be exactty determined,

(e. g. in *men-s-r ... p. 186 all that is said of the suffix is that it

began with »•).

a" denotes a sound which was either a, e, or o but cannot at present be

more closely identified.

A small figure added to the name of a book denotes the edition referred

to; e. g. Paul, Prinoip.-

Hom. A, B, . . . i2 = Horn. II. book 1 , 2, ... 24.

Horn, a, ^, . . . w ^ Horn. Od. book 1, 2, ... 24.

cp. = compare,

lit. = literally.

orig. ^ original, or originally,

esp. = especially,

scil. or so. = scilicet, i. e. tlie word which follows it is to be supplied in

the preceding phrase,

ib. = ibidem.

loc. cit. = in loco citato.

Pr., 0., Mid., Mod. prefixed to names of languages denote Proethnic, Old,

Middle, and Modern respectively,

poss. = possessive (adjectives).

dimin. = diminutive (adj. or subst.).

denom. = denominative (noun or verb).

There remain the usual abbreviations of Gender (m. f. n.). Number (sg.

du. pi.), Case (nom. gen. etc.). Degree (pos. conip. superl,). Mood (ind.

impv. etc.) , Voice (act. med. pass.), Tense (pros. impf. etc.) and Part

of Speech (subst. adj. parte, sup(ine) ger(und) etc.).

It is unnecessary to add a list of the abbreviations for the names

of the languages. The latter are fully enumerated in the Introduction to

the First Volume (p. 4 ff.). Observe only that A. S. = Anglo - Saxon,

O.Sax. = Old Saxon.



MORPHOLOGY: STEM-FORMATION AND INFLEXION.

§ 1. All the developements of language denoted by the

terms Stem-formation and Inflexion are based upon one common

principle, the juxta-position and more or less intimate fusion of

elements which were originally independent ^. The units of speech

produced by this kind of composition became in later ages the

types on which new words were made ; and many such standard

forms, which were in use long before the dissolution of the pro-

ethnic Indo-Germanic community, still serve as models for new

words. But this process of blending groups of independent words

into single forms has been continually repeated all through the

centuries; and thus new types have been successively evolved,

to be in their turn the means of further developement. Yet

these new types have never brought about any material change

in the general method of forming words which had been

adopted by the Indo-Germanic language in its proethnic stage.

Certain primitive types, which were characteristic of the morpho-

logy of this family of languages, remained in constant use

wherever they were spoken; and the forms which have arisen

in later times, from the coalescence of words grouped in some

syntactic relation, have always been cast in the mould of one

or other of these prescribed models.

1) See Vol. I § 13. U.
Brug-mann, Elements. I. ^



Morpliology: Stem-foi'mation and Infli'xion. § 1.

It is therefore the business of the grammarian, in this

division of his subject, to exhibit these processes of composition,

and the new formations to which tlieir analogy gives rise.

In this department of the history of language, the main line

of division is that which separates Noun and Pronoun on the

one hand from Verb on the other. In dealing with the former

class, we have to discuss terminations of Case, and the many

different methods by which nouns or pronouns form their stems

;

in the latter class, we have to consider terminations of Person,

and the equally numerous methods by which verbal stems are

formed. These two departments, however, constantly overlap.

Verbs are formed from noun-stems, as Gr. Tl/x.d(o 'I honour

from rl/nTJ 'honour Lat. plants from planta ("Derivative Verbs")

;

and, on the other hand, nouns often contain verbal stems (for

example, the so-called participles, gerunds, infinitives, and

supines, e. g. Gr. part, d'coamv inf. Masiv as compared with Scoaui

'dabo'). Forms of this double nature are accordingly discussed

in both divisions of Morphology.

In either case we shall begin with those words whose

structure exhibits most clearly the principle of composition,

which is the basis of the whole formative system of the Indo-

Germanic languages; we shall begin, that is, with compounds

in the common acceptation of the term, such as Gr. lnn6-6a/to-e

'horse-taming' arro-^dXlw '1 cast away'. Last of all will be

treated those elements of words whose original independence is

now least obvious, i. e. the signs of the cases on the one hand

and the personal-endings on the other.

Throughout our discussion we shall consider both the

forms as such and the meaning attached to them. Here we

shall meet with questions of Syntax, which however includes too

many heterogeneous elements to be fully treated in connexion

with Morphology.

It is necessary first to offer a few remarks on the general

principles of formation whose action can be traced in the history

of Indo-Germanic. To a certain extent these will merely repeat

in greater detail what has been already said in the General



§2. Morphology: Stem-formation and Inflexion. 3

Introduction (I § 13. 14) to explain the use of hyphens, and of

a few special terms, which will be found in this work.

§ 2. "When a group of words connected in some syn-

tactical relation is fused into a single form, it is called a

'compound'; e. g. Gr. /Iwamvgoi 'sons of Zeus' from Jiog

aovQoi, Mod.H.Gr. hungersnot 'pressure of hunger' from Mid.H.G.

hungers not, [Eng. commonwealth from common wealth]. The

compound — to restrict the term for the moment to those

consisting of two members — becomes a simple word when

either its first or its second member has lost its connexion

in the mind of the speaker with kindred word's which are un-

compounded, and consequently the comparative independence

which it formerly had. This process may give rise to a word^

which to the speaker's consciousness is absolutely simple, e. g.

Lat. nom. sing, qui for *quoi ^) i. e. *quo 'who' + * (deictic par-

ticle, cp. Umbr. po-ei sing, 'qui' pur-i pi. 'qui'), O.Pers. nom.

sing, hatw 'this' from *ha = Skr. sd + the particle u = Skr. 4,

Lith. bii-Jc 'be it, as though' which contains the particle -M -k,

Lat. s-ub no doubt for *(e)x-ub (I § 568 p. 425); or else the

element in question loses its full meaning, and being used

with the same value in a considerable number of words is reduced

to what is called a suffix or a prefix; as -heit, a suffix which

forms substantives denoting a quality, found e. g. in schonheit,

which originally meant 'beautiful condition' (in O.H.G. and

Mid.H.G. heit is still an independent word), [Germ, heit = A.S.

had Mid. Eng. hod Mod. Eng. -hood in maiden-hood etc.] , Lat.

4ter, a suffix used in forming adverbs, e. g. breviter, which ori-

ginally^ 6re»e iter 'short-way' {iter 'way'), O.H.G. ala- ('omni-') an

intensive prefix, e. g. in ala-festi 'firmissime', Mod.H.G. stock-,

also intensive, e. g. stock-finster 'pitch dark' stock-dumm utterly

stupid' [cp. Eng. stone-deaf, stone-blind] (see Tobler, tJber die

Wortzusammensetzung p. 116 if.). If a word is compounded with

itself the process is called reduplication, e. g. Gr. Trd^t-nav en-

1) It is a moot question whether qoi in tlie Duenos-inscription is qui

or cui; see Zvetaieff, Insoriptiones Italiae inferioris, 1886, p. 80 sqq.

1*
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tirely'. Here also either of the two parts may be degraded by

a process similar to that which gives rise to a suffix or a prefix

;

e. g. on the one hand Mod.H.G. mur-mel 'murmur' (Lat. mur-mur),

where the termination -mel has the character of a suffix, and

or the other hand Skr. ci-kit- 'comprehending, aware', where

ci- is a kind of prefix.

§ 3. No hard and fast line can be drawn between a phrase

or group of words connected in some syntactical re-

lation, and a compound.

It is no doubt a fair definition of a compound to say that

it is fully formed when the whole becomes in any way isolated

from the parts of which it is composed as used independently

(I § 13 p. 14). Lat. magnopere, for instance, was isolated from

its component elements magna opere by its vowel contraction;

Lat. denuo, from de novo, by the weakening of -ov- to -u- due

to its enclitic position; and Horn, nav-fj/nag 'all day long' by

the circumstance that the neuter *7iav (for *7r«?'T) when used

independently took a long a from nac; naaa. In Gr. Aioq-xovQoi, in

Lat. pleMscitu-m, und in Mod.H.G. gross-vater grandfather', smss-

holz 'licorice' the isolation was caused by the meaning of the

whole being more definite and limited than the meaning con-

veyed by the mere syntactical grouping of the parts [cp. Eng.

best man, hlachbird]. Again in Attic Greek oiTio-^aiva 'I go away'

ix-fidXhu 'I throw out' Lat. ab-eo, e-jicio the cause (or rather one

of the causes) was the restriction of each one of the prepositional

adverbs to use within a particular series of combinations. Thus

the causes of isolation , and of the accompanying change of a

phrase into a compound, are very diverse and quite easy to

appreciate. But isolation is a matter of very gradual develope-

ment; and we cannot fix a point at which the phrase passes

into the compound, least of all in ancient languages, where we
cannot appeal for help to the consciousness of any living speaker.

At every stage in the developement of language we find com-

pounds in process of formation ; and, naturally enough, it is often

impossible to decide whether in any given instance a compound
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is completely formed or not. Thus opinions may and do difFer

whether the spelling to be adopted is Sitcpilog or 6n rpilog,

xaQfjao/uocovTsg or y.ccQij y.o/LiocovTfg , and so forth, in Homer (see

La Eoche, Hom. Textkr. 311 fF.), senatusconsuUum or senatUs

cdnsuUum in later Latin, and in Mod.H.Gr. aus himmelshohn or

aus himmels hohn (in Schiller, compare his phrase an ufers rand),

moglicherweise or moglicher weise, wenngleich or wenn gleich.

Remark. According to a very common view, if a phrase is included

under one accent, it is proved eo ipso to be a compound; but this is in-

correct. In that case every syntactical combination of two words where

the second word is an enclitic (cp. I § 669 p. 534 § 672 p. 538 and

elsewhere) would be a compound, which no one would maintain. Nor
can the formation of derivatives from a given phrase by means of se-

condary suffixes be taken as a certain proof that the group is a true

compound (e. g. Gr. dLoaxoi^siov from di.os xoZqoi). For the need of a

derivative often creates a compound where the original is only a phrase;

cp. Gr. xaXoxdyaS-ia from xaXog xiya9-6t, Mod.H.G. langweilig from lange

weile, [Eng. freetrader from Free Traded, Gr. fyxf'qiaioe adj. 'in the head' from

kv xfg)aZfj, na^aS-aXdaaiog 'situated by the sea' from jraja 9dXttaaav, Skr. anu-

satya-s 'consistent with truth' from dnu satyam (cp. § 15), O.C.Sl. ohonur

polmw 'situated on the further shore' from ohu onu polu (§ 47). Thus a

derivative of this kind, itself a true compound, may be formed while

the original phrase is only on its way towards becoming one: cp. also

Lat. Sacravienses as compared with sacra via; quartadecumdm as com-

pared with quarta decuma, O.G.Sl. p^tmades^tmiX 'fifteenth' compared with

pqti na desqte 'fifteen' ; Avest. aspa-vira-jan- 'striking horses and men down
to the earth' compared with aspa mra (a Dual combination, cp. § 27).

Where a compound consists of parts each of which can be used

as an independent word, the following are the surest signs that it is

a true compound: 1. If the termination of one member of the phrase

is transferred to words which are incapable of taking it when uncom-

pounded; e. g. when Gr. Sioa-Soros (Siog gen. sing.) gives rise to such a

form as Ssda-^oros (cp. § 17). 2. If the case-ending or other inflexion

of the first member, which was essential to the meaning of the original

compound, loses its force in analogical formations; when for instance

'A(>]i-i.vxo( (Hom.) 'A^ei-9vaavog 'fimbria Martialis' (Aeschyl.) are formed in

imitation of aQtii-ipuTog a^e(<parog 'slain in war'. 3. If the phrase is 'epi-

thetised' (§ 50), as afgi-oixo; 'having one's dwelling in the air', not 'a

dwelling in the air'.

§ 4. It is equally impossible to draw a hard and fast line

between a compound and a simple word. One part of a

compound is reduced or degraded to a suffix or prefix,
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or generally to an inflexional element, by losing in some

way or other its connexion with the simple word in the con-

sciousness of the speaker. This isolation may affect the meaning

only ; take e. g. the Lat. suffix -iter in breviter longiter and the

like, which were originally compounds (for hreve iter, longum

iter, see p. 3 above), the O.Ir. intensive prefix hith- (originally

'world-' cp. hith 'world') in such for;;is as hith-heo 'semper vivus,

immortalis' hid-slcLn 'semper salvus' etc.; or it may affect only

the form, e. g. Mod.H.G. -tel in drittel viertel etc. as con-

trasted with tell-, or it may affect both at once, e. g. Mod.H.G.

-lich in weiblich (orig. = 'having woman's form') beside leiche

leich-dorn [= Eng. -ly in wife-ly A.S. lie, Eng. lych-gate. The

suffixes in hat-red, friendship hishop-ric etc. were independent

words in Old English]. Isolation is most complete when the

simple word passes out of use altogether, e. g. Gr. TioS-aTin-^

Lat. Jong-inquo-s prop-inqiw-s , the second part of which is

the Skr. -awe- 'directed somewhither' (§ 163), Mod.K.G. schon-

heit, whose second part was still an independent word in

Mid.H.G.; the same thing has happened in the first part of

a compound e. g. in Germ, ala-, as in Goth, ala-mans pi. 'all

men' O.H.G. ala-war 'quite true' (the only form used independently

is alia-, for *al-no). Thus even in the proethnic Indo-Germanic

period the temporal adverb *e, seen in such phrases as *S hherom

'I bore' *e dfleom 'I saw' (Skr. dbharam dd^sam, Gr. tcpsQov

Edoa/.ov), had no doubt sunk to the level of an inflexional

prefix, because it was no longer used except in these combinations

with enclitic preterite forms. Sometimes the conscious con-

nexion with the simple word is lost because one member of

the compound chances to resemble some common suffix in

sound ; the compounded word is then treated as equivalent to

this suffix, and the whole becomes a simple word: for instance,

Gr. >ind--i^o) 'I set down' ("tw for *si-zd-d, y^sed-) was associated

with verbs in -ito>, as noXs/Liltio, hence the fut. Att. y.a&nS Dor.

xa&iiw; O.H.G. gom-man (gen. gom-mannes) 'married man, man'

was associated with simple nouns like eban zeihhan, hence such

new formations as gen. sing, gommanes nom. ace. pi. gommana.
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But in all these cases the change of function is very gradual;

in every period we find compounded words in course of be-

coming simple inflexional elements. Compare further Skr. lid-aiic-

'iXTpweiYds' praty-dnc- 'backwards' prdnc- 'forwards' and the like (see

§ 163, and observe their later association with the suffix qo-, § 86);

Armen, -a-vor in lus-a-vor 'clear' etc. , corresponding to the

Gr. -(p6po-g (§ 28); Gr. -siStjg in Qeo-eiSi]g 'godlike, divine' etc.;

Lat. -gn-o- (cp. gen-usj in hemgnu-s, malignu-s and similar forms,

-ig-d- (cp. agere) in navigcLre MigcLre flammigare and so forth

(Leo Meyer, Bezzenberger's Beitr. YI 130 flF.); O.Ir. -md,r [mcLr

'great') in ardd-mar 'very high' Mod.Ir. buadh-mhar 'victoriosus'

(Gliick, Kelt. Namen 77. 80 ff.), O.Ir. -lack (slog 'troop') in

teg-lach 'household , familia' lucht-lach 'the gens m toto , the

district community' etc. (Zimmer, Kelt. Stud. II 25 ff.); Mid.H.G.

mt-hart lug-hart, Mod.H.G. aller-hand geivisser-massen and aller-

best aller-meist.

K em ark. The reverse process does not often occur, i. e. when an

element once a suffix or a prefix is raised in the speaker's consciousness

to the dignity of a compounded word; but we find it e. g. in Mod.H.G.

leu-mund 'repute, character' (popularly connected with mund 'mouth') =
Skr. ird-mata- (§ 82) , hro-same 'the crumb of the loaf (influenced by

same 'seed') from O.H.G. brosma, Avest. yuvae-ca taite, where the latter

form was abstracted from yuvae-tat-, and shows how the suffix -tat- was

regarded in the speaker's mind. (§ 102 Rem.). A further example is Mod.H.G.

ivahn-sinn wahn-tcitz, whose first part was the prefix wan- pr. Germ, "iiama-

'lacking, without'. [So the suffix in Bug. wed-locJc has nothing to do with

the verb to lock, nor that in cray-fish (from Fr. ecrevisse) with fish. Si-

milarly rotttide-lay = Pr. rondelet].

It has already been pointed out in § 2 that the transition

from a compound to a simple word does not always give rise to

an element of the nature of a suffix or prefix. The following

conditions are necessary for the production of an element

of this kind: 1. the principal member of the compound must

be etymologically clear; it must be associated with a kindred

word or a kindred group of words: 2. the part so degraded

must appear not in isolated words only but in a group of

words, and in all of them it must have the same meaning:

3. this meaning must be more or less abstract and general
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(Paul Princip.2 294). "When these conditions are not fulfilled,

the resultant forms may be called obscured compounds. To

the speaker's consciousness they may appear absolutely simple

words (apart from the endings of declension or conjugation

which were ultimately affixed), as Mod.H.Gr. welt for O.H.G.

wer-alt [Eng. world, A.S. woruld]^ Lat. surcfo for *sub-regd.

Or even if they produce the impression of a word containing

a suffix or prefix, it is only because their initial or final part

has become associated with real suffixes and prefixes through

some phonetic resemblance, e. g. Mod.H.Gr. adler for O.H.Gr.

adal-ar ('noble bird of prey') , Mod.H.Gr. wimper 'eye-lash' for

O.H.Gr. wint-brawa 'wind-brow', Mod.H.Gr. albern 'foolish' for

O.H.G. ala-wari, 'very friendly' whose terminations resemble

those of such words as saltier, Schneider, silhern and the like

[op. Eng. righteous for right-wise, as though its formation were

the same as that of duteous plenteous, window from Icel. vind-

auga 'wind-eye' compared with meadow fallow, scabbard whose

second part is identical with -berk in hau-berk, Mod.H.G.

berg-en, not with the -ard of poniard petard etc.]. A third

group consists of polysyllabic words like Mod.H.G. brdutigam

(O.H.Gr. bruti-gomo 'bride-man') Lat. usUrpo 'I use' for *usU-rapo

[cp. Eng. nightingale A.S. nihte-gale 'singer of the night',

wiseacre ^H.Gr. weissager, watershed whose second part is Mid.E.

scheden A.S. sceadan Mod.H.G. scheiden]. Here the second

element has not become clearly associated^with previously exis-

ting suffixes, while on the other hand such words as these are

not conceived as absolutely simple. No general definition can

express the way in which the instinct of the speaker regards

them; each case must be treated by itself.

Obscured compounds undoubtedly existed as early as the

proethnic period of Indo-Germanic ; and in its later stages they

are nowhere rare. The following examples may be assigned

to the proethnic vocabulary : suSlcuro- 'father-in-law' (Skr.

hdiura- Gr. sxv^6-g Goth, svaihra), *siiSsor- 'sister (Skr. svdsar-
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Lat. soror etc.)'), *uih^ti- 'twenty' (Skr. vj-^ati- Gr. ftxun s'iy.o6i

etc.), no doubt also *nizdo- i. e. *ni-zd-o- {Vsed-) 'settling

place, nest' (Skr. nidd-s Armen. nist etc.), *per-ut(-i) loc. 'last

year', connected with Gr. fsr-og (Skr. parut Gr. nspvat etc.),

*pir-sto- *pf-sti- *per-sti- 'prominence, something prominent' be-

side \/~'sta- 'stand' (Skr. pfsthd-m 'prominent ridge, height, peak,

top' L.Germ. and Dutch vorst f. OiS..Qi. first m. A.S. first fyrst t.

*roof-ridge') , *sou 'this' i. e. *so + the particle u (O.Pers.

hauv Gr. ov in ov-rog), *nei 'not' i. e. *ne + the deictic par-

ticle * (Avest. na^-cis 'no one* Lat. nf Lith. ne% cp. § 15).

Even where this obscuration is found in more than one language

it may often have arisen during the individual developement

of the languages in question: e. g. Skr. piddycLmi 'I press' (pf.

piptde) for *pi-sd-, Gr. 7ii£t,a) 'I press' for *pi-sed-^ originally

'sit upon'; Lat. credo O.Ir. cretim 'I believe' beside Skr. Srdd

dadhami 'I believe, trust' (cp. § 160, 1). Examples peculiar to

single groups of languages are: Skr. ned-%yas- Avest. nazd-yah-

'nearer' for *na-zd-, originally either 's(piCMv, ngoOrj^isvog {y/^ sed-

'sit') or 'approaching' {\/^sed- 'go, move', Gr. 6S6-<;). Skr. hhisdj-

'physician', no doubt to be resolved into hhi-sdj- 'conjuror, ma-

gician', cp. abhi-sajati 'he bewitches, curses'. Gr. ky.aro/^-^T;, cp.

Skr. iata-gu- 'having a hundred cows'. dso-noTTj-g originally 'lord

of the house', dd-neSo-v originally 'house-floor', see § 160, 2.

wy.gttv6-g probably to be resolved into w-xsuvo-c 'lying around',

and compared with Skr. d-sete, see § 66. onncag omog 'how

(soever)', orrt on 'what (soever)' for *(t/o() ntog, afoS tt, cp.

H.G. so hweo, swie 'howsoever' so hwer, swer whosoever'. Lat.

sm6 super for orig. *(e)hs-upo *(e)ks-uper, cp. Gr. a^-vnsg&s.

ap-erio op-erio beside Skr. f-noti 'he moves something, makes

away with it', with apa 'he makes away with, removes, opens'.

pergo for *per-rego. surpul for *sub-rapm. promo for *pro-emo.

noenum non for *ne-oinom. superbu-s for *super-fu-o-s, y^bheu-^

cp. Gr. vnEQ-f-laXo-g I § 166 p. 147. Goth, preterite fret

1) The -sor- in *s'iiesor- seems to have been a root-syllable, but the

word appears to have attached itself to nouns like *bhrdtor- 'brother' *d6tor-

'giver' (§ 119 ff.), just as &r. xa^-i^oi was associated with nole/ui^io etc. (p. 6).
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O.H.G. /m; 'he devoured' from pr. Germ. *fra-eti, O.H.Gr. hiutu

O.Sax. hiudu 'to-day beside O.Sax. hiudiga A.S. heodce^ for

*hm-dgu = Goth, hia daga 'on this day (cp. Kluge, Paul

Braune's Beitr. XII 376 f.). Mid.H.G. hange adv. 'anxiously' for

*bi-ango. Mid.H.G. gunnen for O.H.G. gi-unnan 'to give freely'.

Mid.H.G. niht 'nothing' for O.H.G. niwiht. Goth, ni vaihts 'not a

whit'. Mod.H.G. umt, Goth, and-bahti, [Eng. huzzy O.E. hus-wif.]

Obscured compounds of this kind will be treated along with

the rest, although no doubt by this method words will often be

classed together which were very differently regarded by the

speakers of any given period.

Lastly, it should be observed that the terms Suffix and

Prefix, particularly the latter, are sometimes used in the science

of language with a far wider sense than that which has been

here assigned to them. One of the members of a compound

may be called suffix or prefix, as the case may be, simply be-

cause it appears with the same meaning in each one of a group

of words. Thus we meet with such phrases as 'the compound

dno-fiaivdi with the prefix aTrn.

§ 5. When one member of a compound has become a prefix

or a suffix, the group of words which contains it generally

creates similar forms, and is thus enlarged by analogy. The

more general the significance of such an element, the more

readily are words of the same type formed; take for example

the extent to which -heit -lich (mann-Jieit mdnn-Uch) have spread

in Mod.H.G., and in Latin the future ending -ho (cale-bo),

which is derived from Idg. *bhu-d {\^bheu- become').

If a suffix or a prefix at a given epoich can be employed to

produce new forms on the analogy of those already in existence,

it is called fertile or living, and if not, barren or dead.

Suffixes or prefixes which once had great vitality may die out, to

be perpetuated only by memory in a certain number of examples,

and no longer used for the formation of similar words. Thus

the suffix -ti- (§ 99. 100), used in all the Indo- Germanic

languages to form nomina actionis, was still fertile in proethnie

Germanic, but in the High German period was restricted to a
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limited group of nouns, such as zucht 'breeding, discipline' an-

kunft 'advent' geburt 'birth'; its place has been taken principally by

-ung (as in schenkung 'donation'), which still maintains its vitahty.

[In English it has been largely replaced by -ness^ e. g. drought

dryness, dearth dearness, sloth slowness]. In like manner the same

suffix was dead in Latin by the beginning of the literary period

(e. g. messi-s, mors stem morti-), and its place had been taken

by -tion- (as fissio natio captatio), which is fertile even in late

Latin. Again, -o-, in Homer still a living conjunctive suffix for

verbs in -/.u (io-jiKV, a'ks-ral) came down to Attic Greek only

in a few forms which had a future meaning, such as eSof-iai ;^£w;

in its place we find -oj-, which remained in active use throughout

the classical period.

In a historical account of Indo - Germanic morphology this

point must always be kept in view; and we are further bound

to look for the reasons why one element used in forming words

has died out and another taken its place. Thus for instance

the suffix -ti- just mentioned fell out of use because it had

split into several different forms by phonetic change; cp. Goth.

ansti- ga-baiirpi- ga-mtmdi- ga-dedi- (pronounced ga-dedi) us-

stassi- (cp. § 100 under Germanic); so that the unity of het

group was destroyed. But language always seeks like phonetic

expression for like functions; and thus new suffixes of other

and usually fuller form were preferred , and encroached more

and more upon the old ones.

An adequate consideration of this aspect of Indo-Germanic

Morphology is here impossible. Unfortunately the present

position of the science of language precludes such an attempt,

and , in any case , regard must be had to the due limits of

this work.i)

1) In monographs on "Word-Formation full justice has been done to

it; see e. g. K. von Bahder in his work 'Die Verbalabstracta in den german.

Sprachen', 1880. I may record my complete agreement with the principles

laid down in his Introduction (pp. 1—9).
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§ 6. In § 2 reduplication was mentioned as one of the

factors in the formation of words in Indo-Germanic. This subject

also calls for a few preliminary observations.')

Here too we start from the juxta-position of two originally

independent words. The same word is repeated twice or

still oftener, to express repetition or lengthened duration of

a process, or such ideas as universality and intensity. At every

stage of the developement of the Indo-Grermanic languages,

so far as they can be traced, we find this process going on;

and it is undoubtedly as old as human speech itself. Now no

hard and fast line can be drawn between the mere repetition

of a word independently and the new single word arising from

the coalescence of the original with its echo, if only because the

aim of the repetition is nearly always such that the resulting

form has the nature of a compound. Cp. Skr. piba-piba 'drink!'

(Rgv. II 11, 11 piba-pibed indra Sura soma 'drink, drink the soma,

mighty Indra'), dive-dive 'day by day', prd-pra on and on', ydtha-

yatha howsoever'; Grr. nd/.i-TTav 'altogether', npo-npo-y.vXii'^ojusi'oc

'rolling on and on' (Horn.), /.luKlov fA.dllov 'magis magisque', nXsov

ttAe'oi' 'more and more'; Lat. »wa«e mane, audi (Plaut. Asin. 229);

1) Compare: A. F. Pott, Doppelung (Reduplication, Gremination) als

eines der wichtigsten Bildungsmittel der Sprachen, beleuohtet aus Sprachen

aller Welttheile, Lemgo und Detmold 1862. — &. Gerland, Intensiva und
Iterativa und ihr Verhaltniss zu einander, Leipz. 1869. — The Author,
Tiber die sogenannte gebrochene Reduplication in den indogermanischen

Sprachen, Curtius' Stud. VII. 185 ff. 273 ff. — H. Osthoff, tjber Xak- und
lul-, zwei Falle gebrochener Reduplication, ibid. VIII 449 ff. — Id., Zur

Reduplicationslehre, Paul und Braune's Beitr. VIII 540 ff. — A. Bezzen-
berger, Zur Beurtheilung der attischon Reduplication, in his Beitr. Ill

309 ff. — H. Collitz, Tiber eine besondere Art vedischer Composita

['Iterativcomposita'], Verhandl. des 5. internat. Orientalisten-Congresses 11,

Berlin 1882, p. 287 ff. — Leo Meyer, Vergl. Grramm. d. griech. und lat.

Spr. I^ 1093 ff. — Hainebach, De Graecae linguae reduplicatione praeter

perfeotum, Gissae 1847. — R. Fritz sohe, Quaestiones de reduplicatione

Graeoa, Curtius' stud. VI 277 ff. — C. Jacoby, Die Reduplication im
Lateinischen , Danzig 1878. — E. "Wolfflin, Die Gemination im La-

teinischen, Sitzungsber. der bair. Akad. 1882, p. 422 ff. — Fr. Diez,
Gemination und Ablaut im Romanischen, Hofer's Zeitschr. fur die "Wissensch.

der Sprache, 1851, p. 397 ff. — A. Bezzenberger, Zur Lehre von der

Reduplication im Litauischen, in his Beitr. I 252 f.
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jam jam, semper semper, quis-quis, ut-ut, Ital. colpo colpo, piccolo

piccolo.

In this way repeated words had been fused into single forms

even before the inflexional period of the Indo-Germanic parent

language; and there is nothing to prevent our referring immedia-

tely to this oldest type of reduplication any words in the descen-

dant languages in which the whole root is repeated; e. g. Skr. gdr-

gar-a-s 'eddy' ddr-dar-ti 'he shatters, breaks up', Gr. ^dg-^aQ-o-g

'speaking unintelligibly' dy-uy-Hv 'lead on', Lat. quer-quer-u-s mur-

mur, 0.C.81. glagolu 'noise, word' for *gol-gol-u (I § 281 p. 224).

"Where, however, the reduplication is part of the structure

of a simple word, full reduplication ('reduplicatio Integra') is

comparatively rare. As a rule there is hardly more than a

suggestion of the repetition, 'reduplicatio mutila', e. g. in the

perfect forms Skr. ri-rec-a Gr. Xs-Xoin-s 'he has left', Lat. tu-tud-it,

Goth, ga-rai-rop 'he applied himself, and in Skr. ii-iir-a-s cold,

frost', O.H.G. fi-faltra 'butterfly'.

It is usually the former of the two syllables which has this

abbreviated form. It is then regarded in the speaker's conscious-

ness as a prefix, like the adverb S, the so-called 'augment' (cp.

Gr. s-(f£vyov : ns-cpsvya) and other degraded initial elements of

compound words ('reduplicatio praefixa'). This mode of regarding

it was supported by the unreduplicated forms which usually

existed side by side with it; these the speaker's thought connec-

ted into one group (e. g. ntrpsvya beside qisvyco rfsv^o/uai cpvy^

etc.). Where the simple form corresponding to a reduplicated

form had died out, or if it survived had lost all connexion with

it in the mind of the speaker, the redupHcation had not so clearly

the stamp of a prefix; e. g. Skr. jd-gar-mi 'I watch', Gr. Ti-yag

(Fi-yavT-), Lat. me-mor me-moria, Skr. da-dru- A.S. te-ter Lith.

de-dervine pustular eruption'.

Less frequently the second element of the redupUcated form

is debased ('reduplicatio suffixa'). The commonest example i.s

what is called 'broken reduplication', e. g. Skr. dar-d-u- 'eruption

on the skua' Lat. derbiosu-s for der-d-u- (I § 170 p. 150) beside

Skr. dar-dar-a 'burst' and the Skr. da-dru- etc. already mentioned,
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Grr. /.(o^-|(t-cu 'bogie' beside fi6p-/Lion-o-g fear', noo-n-rj 'needle,

clasp' beside n£(}6vrj 'clasp' nsgdw 'I pierce', Lat. bal-b-u-s beside

Skr. bal-bala-karomi 'I speak stammeringly', gur-g-es beside gur-

gul-io, Lith. miir-m-iu 'I growl' beside Lat. mur-mur. Here

nothing of the nature of a suffix could arise because there

were no clearly defined groups of words with which these

single forms might have become respectively connected, as was

the case in the reduplication of the perfect. Only where there

was some accidental phonetic resemblance to an already existing

suffix did the element of reduplication assume the character of a

suffix; e. g. Groth. val-v-ja 'I roll' (resembling ufar-skad-'O-ja):

cp. Gr. sA-sA-f'fw; and this often occurred in examples of

reduplicatio integra and of redupUcatio praefixa as well, if the

last element happened to sound like some suffix: e. g. Mid.H.G.

Mod.H.G. murmeln = O.H.G. murmulon mur-mur-on (Lat. mur-

mur-are) like lisp-eln schauJc-eln hand-eln; Skr. cakrd-m 'circle,

wheel' Gr. mulo-q 'circle' A.S. hweowol 'wheel' (Idg. *qe-ql-o-)

like Skr. abh-rd-m 'cloud' Gr. ad--Xo-s 'contest' A.S. tun^-ol 'star';

Mod.H.G. zittere zittre (for pr. Germ. *ti-iro-mi) like schnatt-ere

schnatt-re zimm-ere zimm-re; Mod.H.G. thdt (for O.H.G. te-ta,

reduplicated perfect) like schau-t\

Remark. How are the types de-der- {di-der-) and der-d- related in

their origin to the full form der-der- ? First as regards de-der-, Pott and
other scholars may be right in assuming that this is not a phonetic cor-

ruption of der-der-, but a mere 'suggestion' of the complete syllable, which
was felt to be enough, de-der-, they maintain, is equivalent to der-der-

in intention though not in fact, and there is no need to assume that

such a form as der-der- preceded it. They point to such words in

colloquial French as me-mh-e 'little mother' be-bke 'beastie' Ba-harpe 'Bab'

(dimin. of 'Barbara') Cha-chale 'Charlie' as examples of the same principle.

In single instances, however, phonetic change may have produced this type

of formation, such a form as der-dr-o- becoming de-dr-o by dissimilation.

Again, in the process of broken reduplication different agencies may have
been at work, and in any case the examples of this kind have not

all the same history. Here too dissimilation may sometimes have been
the cause; der-d-o- may stand for der-dr-o-. And sometimes der-der-o

may have been unconsciously resolved into derd-ero- , and thus being

associated with words of the same type as Skr. pat-ara- 'flying', may have
given rise to new formations in which derd- was taken as the 'root'.
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It should be remembered that we are here discussing only the ulti-

mate origin of these different kinds of reduplication. "When for instance

snch a form a de-der- had once been evolved it became a creative type, and

the later examples (e. g. all extant reduplicated perfect forms) are — directly

or indirectly — mere analogical formations , made on the model of those

in which the genuine process of developement had taken place.

We have still to mention one more resemblance between these

forms and compounds in the strict sense. In reduplicated words,

as well as compounds, the real nature of the form may be

obscured in some way or another, especially by phonetic change,

and the result is a w^ord which the speaker supposes to be

absolutely simple (disregarding of course derivative suffixes,

and any case-endings that may be in existence at the time);

e. g. Skr. sed- (in the perf. indie. 1. pi. sSd-imd opt. 3. sing.

sed-yd-t = Avest. ha-zd-ya-fi etc.) Lat. sed- (in sed-imus sed-are)

for Idg. *se-zd' i. e. *se-sd- from \^sed- 'sit'; Lat. ser-o 'I

sow' for *si-so op. Grr. "tj/ui for *ai-ai]-/.a, \/^se-; Mod.H.G. beb-t

= O.H.Gr. bibe-t, Skr. bi-bhe-ti 'he fears' ; another example which

must be as old as the proethnic period is the perfect stem *ed-

(1. pi. Skr. ad-imd Lat. ed-imus Goth, et-um, Lith. part, ed-^)

for *e-ed- from \^ed- 'eat'.

§ 7. Lastly, we must consider Vowel-Gradation (Ablaut,

see I § 307 ff. p. 244 ff.) as a factor in the formation of Indo-

Germanic words.

This appears in elements of all kinds: in root syllables,

e. g. i- ei- 'go' Gr. l-usv sI-/ai; in suffixes used to form noun-

stems, e. g. -tr- -ter- Gr. va-XQ-og na-TBQ-sg, or verb-stems, e. g.

the present suffix -nu- neu- Skr. ci-nu-mds ci-no-mi; in case-

endings, e. g. the genitive ending -s -es -os Skr. suno-s O.C.Sl.

nebes-e (for *-es) Gr. vscpt-og ; in personal endings, e. g. 3. sing.

-ti -tai Gr. SlSu)-oi dldo-Tm; and in the reduplicatio praefixa^ e. g.

Skr. pres. imper. act. ci-kiddhi indie, med. (intens.) ce-kite from

eit- perceive'.

We saw in vol. I (loc. cit.) that vowel-gradation, a mechanical

consequence of shifting accent, has quite as little to do with

morphological differences of function as any other phonetic

variations which arose within a given group of forms through
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the action of what is called phonetic law. For instance, the

o-form of ablaut which appears in the root-syllable of perfect

forms like *de-dorlc-e *le-loiq-e (Gr. SsSopus Xikomf) , as distin-

guished from *derh- *leiq- and *dfk- *liq- in other forms of

the verbal system, had originally no more connexion with the

meaning of the perfect, nor had the e-form of ablaut, found in

the formative suffix in the accusatives *p9-ter-ip, *mcli-ter-i^ (Gr.

narsQa fi'tjTSQo) etc., as distinguished from -tr- -tf- in other

cases, originally any more connexion with the notion conveyed

by the accusative, than (say) the a of the second persons ola-d-a

Xa-xs^ as contrasted with the S of the 1. and 3. persons olSa

'iSfxtv olSs, had to do with the distinction of persons. But the

arbitrary phonetic differences produced by ablaut in the various

groups of forms often acquired in time a special meaning, the

particular phases of ablaut becoming closely attached to the

particular idea conveyed by the whole word, and appropriated to

this or that function in connexion with it. This is most clearly

seen when such formative elements as had served, either solely

or primarily, to distinguish the meaning of a particular form from

that of other members of the same group, have been lost, thus

leaving only the ablaut to indicate the meaning; e. g- Mid.H.G.

1. pi. pres. hinden we bind' pret. bunden 'we bound' = Goth.

bindam bundum^ Idg. present stem *bhendho- preterite stem

*hhebh'^dh-; Goth. ace. aiihsan dat. (loc.) a^hsin (nom. aiihsa

ox) = Skr. uMdn-am (uksdn-am) uksdn-i; Goth. ace. fadar

hropar dat. fadr bropr cp. Gr. narsp-a naxQ-l. Thus even in

proethnic Indo - Germanic the vowel -grade -ter- e. g. *p9ter

father' (Gr. narrj^) had become in the nom. sing, the chief ex-

ponent of the special meaning of the case, as opposed to the

voc. sing., Gr. ndrsQ, and differences of ablaut like dfQKoiro Sgdxot,

Xsinoi Xinot had become connected with different kinds of action

(continuous as opposed to momentary). In the same way other

phonetic differences which had arisen accidentally became the

exponents of different meanings. For example, in the masculine

i-declension in Old High German it so happened that the whole

plural had come to have the modified vowel : gesti etc. as opposed
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to the sing. gast. The cases of the plural had originally been

sufficiently distinguished from the singular by other means. But

later on final -e was lost in Upper Germany, and partly so in

Central Germany; and hence the modified vowel became, and

still is, the sole sign of the distinction of number in the nom.

and ace. : sing, gast pi. gest (gast). Afterwards on this analogy

tag was formed as a plural for tag^ and arm for arm etc.

In this way a definite phase of vowel-gradation in the Indo-

Germanic languages has often become the mark of some definite

meaning; so that the relations of Ablaut are of special impor-

tance in any account of their morphology.

In accordance with what has been previously said (I § 310)

we distinguish 'Strong' and 'Weak' forms in the elements of which

words are built up. The weak form shows the vocalism of the

Lower or Weak Grade of Ablaut, the strong form that of the

Higher or Strong Grade, and in each class again there are

differences, which in forms of the strong grade may be very

considerable (cp. e. g. I § 311).

The simplest of all the phenomena of vowel-gradation are

those which appear in the terminations denoting case and person.

In the formation of stems, especially those of nouns, very

complicated relations have sometimes arisen, chiefly because the

original differences of gradation have been readjusted in course

of the various processes of levelling' which the forms have

undergone in one direction or another. Some such readjustments

must have taken place soon after the differences in gradation had

first appeared, i. e. long before the proethnic language had broken

up ; and since then the process has been continually repeated.

In this branch of our enquiry we can scarcely hope for anything

like complete success in investigating the original distribution of

the different phases of Ablaut.

Yet in a considerable number of groups of forms we have

attained to a fair degree of certainty, and can even now reproduce,

in all essential points, the vowel - gradation shown by the stem

at the period of the first separation of the tribes. In many classes

of noun-stems the formative suffix had Strong-Grade vocalism in

Brugmann, Elements. II. 2
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the nom. ace. voc. loc. sing., in the nom. ace. du., and in the

nom. (no doubt also ace.) pi., e. g. Gr. na-rrjg nu-Tsg-a nd-rsQ

na-vaQ-i , rra-rcQ-i, nn-ttp-sc na-TS^-ag; and in the other eases

that of the Weak Grade, e. g. nn-r(j-6g, Tra-r^-dHv na-Tpa-di. And

similar distinctions hold good to some extent in the stem-syllable

of root-nouns, e. g. Skr. pat pad-am pad-as as opposed to pad-e

pad-ds etc. The terms used to distinguish these forms are Strong

and Weak Cases respectively ; a more detailed account is reserved

for the sections dealing with Case-formation. In the verbal system,

the three singular persons of the active generally had the strong-

form, and the plural and dual of the active with the whole of the

middle had the weak form; and indeed this difference appears

equally in root-syllables, e. g. Gr. fl-^n i-/.ii-)', in suffixes of Tense,

e. g. Gr. 6d/.i-vi^-/m Sdfx.-va-i.av , and of Mood, e. g. Gr. i-lrj-v

S-J-/.UV (*ia-l7^-V *6G-T-fl£l').

§ 8. We have seen in the foregoing pages that the Indo-

Germanic formative system in all its branches is really based

upon composition. This being the case, the task of systematic

morphology is to exhibit, first the processes of composition which

gave rise both to what are usually known as compounds, and

to all formations containing elements of the nature of suffixes

or prefixes ; and secondly, the developement of the analogical

formations which are associated with these. It is clear however

that this task can only be very imperfectly accomplished.

The furthest point to which we can trace the past history

of ludo-Germanic speech, without entering upon a region of the

merest conjecture, is an epoch when, so far as we can judge, many

elements originally independent had become so completely lost

in composition as to show no vestige of their original character

either in meaning or in form. The instinct of the language for

the particular kind or kinds of composition by which these

elements had assumed the shape in which we find them had

by that time completely died out, and it is hence very probable

that there had already been a good deal of shifting and dis-

placement. It is therefore impossible for us to say whether

any given formative element ever existed independently in
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precisely the form which it has when we remove it from its

surroundings, or whether one or other of its sounds may not

have been a later accretion which originally formed no part of

it (cp. Mod. HG. -keit, I § 14 p. 16, [Eng. -ology in ge-ology,

cp. theo-logy], Lat. -cetu-m in bucetu-m busticetu-m, which was

abstracted from such forms as nuc-eu-m Tlic-etu-m). By that time,

too, hundreds of complex forms may have become simple units

both in use and in appearance, so that, strictly speaking, we
cannot be sure that any one formative element which we regard

as a unit in morphology was really a simple form to start with.

In modern times we are not in a position to determine what the

actual processes of composition may have been — they were

certainly many in number— whose work began and ended before

the proethnic community was dissolved : all that can be done is

to accept as data their after effects, direct and indirect. I would

take this opportunity of once moie calling attention to a point on

which I have already laid sti-ess (vol. I p. 17 f.). The formative

elements which date from the proethnic period we call by such

names as 'root', 'suffix', 'prefix' ; but this does not imply that they

were originally independent words. Thus the division of a word

by hyphens, e. g. *seq-e-tai (Q-r. sn-s-rai Skr. sdc-a-te), merely

indicates the parts which the speaker probably regarded re-

spectively as the kernel of a whole group of forms (seq-), or

as a formative element used in different words with the same

special function (-e- and -tai).

Among the forms that serve to show the method of formation

which prevailed in the parent language there are comparatively

few in which we can feel sure that our analysis actually agrees

with the original process of composition, so that the hyphen really

marks the point where the word originally divided. We feel most

confidence in analysing reduplicated formations like Skr. ddr-

darti; next, in the case of the augment, e. g. *e-dfko'm 1 saw*

(Gr. E-SQaaov) ; and the same may be said of some of the personal

endings, as -mi -mai, -ti -tai, e. g. ei-mi 'I go' (Grr. et-^i), since

these are no doubt connected with *me- T Ho- 'the, that'.

The case is different with later compounds formed after

2*
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the first division of the language had taken place; e. g. Ski'.

ekacitU-hhavanti they become of one mind' Lat. cale-ho for *c(tle

fud. Here, unless the contrary is expressly stated, our hyphens

always imply the assertion that in the case of the oldest examples

of any formation which gave tlio type for the whole grouj), each

of the parts thus separated was once really an independent word-

Remark 1. Of late years much labour and ingenuity has been spent

in the attempt to determine the original form of Indo - Germanic 'roots',

especially since the publication of de Saussure's suggestive M^moire sur le

systeme primitif des voyelles (Leipz. 1879J. This subject, important as it

undoubtedly is, I must dismiss with only a reference in passing, because

of the grievous uncertainty of the theories hitherto advanced; nor do I wish

to suggest to the beginner that he need at the outset give any special

attention to the question. I still feel wholly uncertain whether Idg. *age-

iigo- (Gr. pres. nye-n ayn-//sv, subst. Kj'f ayo--) was earlier or later than

"ag- (Gr. In-ax-To-S) and Idg. *gen9- (Skr. juni-tdr-) than *gen- (Skr.

jdn-man-), whether the shorter form came from the fuller or whether the

latter was derived from the former by the addition of -e- -o- and -a-. The

relation of Idg. *ple- (Lat. ple-mi-a) to "pel- (Goth, fil-u Skr. pi-par-ti)

is also quite obscure. *ple- may be regarded as standing for an older

form "jielt-., and its -e- as an element not originally belonging to the root.

But we may equally well regard "pelt- as the original simple root-word

from which all shorter forms have been derived. The authorities are cited

by Hiibsohmann, Das indogerm. Vocalsystem p. 181 ff., Johansson, De
derivatis verbis oontraotis linguae Graecae p. 82 sqq. 93 scjq., Bezzen-
berger, Getting, gel. Anz. 1887 p. 417.

Remark 2. Another question much discussed is that of the so-called

'root determinatives'. Certain consonants frequently appear as the final

sound of roots in a larger or smaller number of the words which belong

to them. E. g. -cVn- in Skr. ra-dli-a-ti 'brings about, prepares, satisfies'

Goth, ga-re-d-an 'to reflect upon something' O.C.Sl. r«-rf-;7« 'to reflect upon,

care for' beside Lat. ?g-ct, ra-tio Goth, ra-pjo 'ratio'; Gr. -nv-f^-w 'putrefy'

beside -nv-ov 'pus'; 0.C.8L i-u-fCl go' beside Gr. sl-fii 'I go'; further, in

the suffixes -illi-ro- -dli-lo- -dli-mo- (see § 77J. -s- in *kley,-ti- 'to hear'

Skr sru-s-ti-s 'courtesy, readiness' part, tro-s-a-mdna-s O.Ir. cluas 'ear' (I

g 516 p. 377) A.8. hln-s-t 'hearing' O.C.SL slu-ch-u 'act of hearing, hearing'

beside 'Icleij,- Skr. part, iru-td-s Gr. xXv-ru-q etc., and in *ten-s- 'extend, stretch

out' Skr. tg,sayati 'he pulls this way and that' vi-f:isti-s 'span' O.H.G. dinsait

'to drag, trail' Lith. tesiii 'I stretch' beside ten- Skr. fut. tanisyd-ti Gr.

Tfvfl etc. The use of this -s- became widely extended in the Aorist and

Future and also in Desiderative formations; it may also be etymologically

connected with the -es- in Gr. '^-ea- (|^w 'I scrape, smooth' aor. ^^la-aa)

beside ^-v- C^vo)) and qes- (Lith. Jcas-aU 'I scratch' O.G.Sl. ces-ati 'to comb,

curry') ; in afi-ea- (a/Ssa-nai 'to quench') beside afi-ij- {e-a/Sij 'was quenched')

and seg- (Lat. segui-s etc.) ; in ii-fs- (Lat. ves-t:-s) beside eu- (Lat. ind-uo
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]jitli. au-riii au-U), and many similar forms. -0%- -ii- may sometimes be

regarded in the same 'way, e. g. in .srejt- 'flow' (Skr. srdv-n-ti Gr. jj=i)

beside ser- 'move forward' (Skr. ndr-n-ti 'goes, flows' Gr. oo-firj 'haste, im-

pulse'). There need be no hesitation in assuming that in such instances we
are dealing with elements which were not originally integral parts of the

lirimitive word, or 'root', and that therefore, in parallel forms which we
find without them, they have not been lost, but simply never existed. The

name we give them — determinatives, formative suffixes, or what not — is

a matter of no importance. Their origin and their original value are

obscure. "Where, as -s- in the aorist,, they have a definite grammatical

function, they may be named accordingly. Thus I describe -s- in Mux-n-a

as an aorist-suffix, although I take it for granted that this element had

iiriginally nothing to do with the meaning of the aorist; but in doing so

I imply no more than in calling e. g. -mini in Lat. legiminl {— Xeyo-fjsvoi

§ 71) a suffix of the second person plural.

FOliMATiON AND INFLEXION OP NOMINAL (AND

PRONOMINAL) STEMS.

S 9. Our discussion so far has led us to the conclusion,

that in the Indo- Germanic languages the first step towards a

complete inflexional system is to be seen in the nominal com-

pounds whose first member is an uninflected stem, and redu-

plicated nouns in which neither of the two members has sunk

to the level of an inflexional element; that is, if we consider

them apart from their case-suffixes and from any further deri-

vative elements or other particles which may have become attached

ro them. It seems appropriate, then, to begin our account of

the Morphology of Nouns, by treating first of Compound Words

and of Reduplicated Porms.

COMPOSITION OF NOUNS (NOUN-COMPOUNDS).')

THE COMPOaNDS CONSmBRED IN RESPECT OF THEIR FORM.

§ 10. ^Ye may distinguish four classes of compound forms:

I. Compounds whose first part is the stem of an inflected

noun or pronoun, e. g. Gr. f.ioi'o-ysi'7]g compared with /.wro-g;

1) F. Bopp, Vergleioh. Gramm. III^ § 962 £f. F. Justi, tJber die

Zusammensetzung der Nomina in den idg. Sprachen, Gottingen 1861.
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II. Compounds whose first part is a word which never

admits of inflexion in any period of the history of the Indo-

L. Tobler, Tiber die "Wortzusammensetzung nebst einem Anhang iiber die

verstarkenden Zusammensetzungen, Berlin 1868. F. Meunier, Les com-

post syntaotiques en Grec, en Latin, en Frangais etc., Paris 1872. Ot. Meyer,
Beitrage zur Stammbildungslehre des Grieoh. und Latein., Curtius' Stud. V
1 if. ; Die Dvandva-Zusammensetzung im Griecb. und Latein., Kuhn's Ztschr.

XSII 1 ff. L. Schroeder, tjber die formelle TJnterscheidung der Eede-

theile im Griecb. und Latein. mit besonderer Beriicksichtigung der I^ominal-

composita, Leipz. 1874; Die Accentgesetze der homer. Kominalcomposita,

dargestellt und mit denen des Veda verglichen, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIV 101 ff.

H. Osthoff , Das Verbum in der Nominalcomposition im Deutsoh., Griech.

Slav, und Roman., Jena 1878. The Author, Brstarrte Nominative, Curt.

Stud. IX 259 ff. — Aryan: W. D. Whitney, Sanskrit Grammar § 1246 ff.

R. Garbe, Das Accentuationssystem des aind. Nominalcompositums, Kuhn's

Ztschr. XXIII 470 ff. F. Knauer, tJber die Betonung der Compp. mit a

priv. im Sanskrit, ibid. XXVII Iff. F. Spiegel, Gramm. der altbaktr.

Sprache p. 102 ff. F. Justi, Handb. der Zendspraohe p. 377 ff. F. Spiegel,

Altpers. Keilinschr.^ p. 171. — Greek: D. Pezzi, La lingua greoa antica,

1888, p. 169 sqq. R. Roediger, De priorum membrorum in nominibus

Qraeois compositis conformatione, Leipz. 1866. W. Clemm, De compp.

Graeeis quae a verbis inoipiunt, Giessen 1867; Die neuesten Forschungen

auf dem Gebiete der griech. Compp., Curt. Stud. VII Iff. F. Heerdegen,
De nominum compositorum Graeeorum inprimis Homerioorum generibus,

Berl. 1868. G. Meyer, De nominibus Graeeis compositis, Breslau 1S71;

Zur griech. Nominalcomposition, Curt. Stud. VI 247 ff. K. Zaoher, De
prioris nominum compositorum Graeeorum partis formations, Halle 1873

;

Zur griech. Nominaloomposition, Breslauer philol. Abhandlungen I, Breslau

1886. F. Fiigner, De nominibus Graeeis cum praepositione copulatis

capita seleota, Leipz. 1878. 0. Neckel, De nominibus Graeeis compositis

quorum prior pars casuum formas continet, Leipz. 1882. R. Sohroeter,
Quas formas nominum themata sigmatica in vocabulis compositis Graeeis

iuduant, Kothen 1883. For other references see E. Hiibner's Grundr. zu

Vorlesungen iiber die griech. Syntax, p. 29 ff. — Latin: R. Kiihner,
Ausfiihrl. Gramm. d. latein. Sprache I p. 693 ff. F. Stolz, Die latein.

Nominalcompoaition in formaler Hinsicht, Innsbruck 1877. F. TJlrieh, Die

Composita bpi Plautus, Halle 1884. F. Skutsch, De nominum Latinorum

compositione quaestiones selectae, Neisse 1888. For other references see

E. Hiibner's Grundriss zu Vorlesungen iiber die latein. Gramm.^ p. 43 f. —
Keltic; J. C. Zeuss, Gramm. Celt.^ p. 853 sqq. — Germanic: J.Grimm,
Deutsche Gramm. II (1878) 303 ff. F. Kluge, Verbalpartikeln in der Zu-

sammensetzung, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVI 68 ff. und 328, Lautverschiebung in

zusammengesetzten Worten, ibid. 82 ff. J. Kremer, Behandlung der ersten

Compositionsglieder im german. Nominaloompositum , Paul und Braune's
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Grerrnanic languages accessible to our iiivestigatiou , and onl)'

appears in compounds, e. g. Gr. a-/?«roc;

III. Compounds whose first part is an old adverbial word

(with or without case -ending), which was also used uncom-

pounded, e. g. Gr. ini-Otrog compared with sm (sot);

lY. Compounds whose first part is either a case-form which

when it first entered into composition was a living member

of some case-system, or an adverb which had only become such

during the developement of the separate languages, and had the

force of an adverb at the time when it was compounded; e. g.

Gr. AioG-y.ovQoi and nav-ai'oXog.

No differences in principle are implied by this classification.

It is chiefly intended as a convenient means of survey. lu the

course of the developement of the different languages, the boun-

daries of the various classes often wavered considerably, and

here and there new formations arose which departed widely from

the type originally proper to their particular class.

Classe I and IV are often contrasted as 'genuine' and

'spurious' compounds. The latter are also called Juxtaposita.

Proethnic Indo - Germanic.

§ 11. Class I. This type of formation was certainly re-

presented by a large number of examples in the Indo-Germanic

period, although there are not many compounds which occur

simultaneously in different branches of the derived lan-

Beitr. VIII 371 ff. Th. S torch, Angelsacha. Nominalcomposita , Strassb.

1886. — Balto- Slavonic: J. Krenier, Behandlung der Suffixe in der

Fuge uominaler Zusaminensetzungen im Litauischen, Bezzenberger's Beitr.

VII 8 ff. C. Pauli, Die Composition [in Prussian], Kulm-Schleicher's Beitr.

VII 209 ff. A- Alexsandrow, Litauische Studien I, Nominalzusammen-

setzungen, Dorpat 1888. — F. Miklosich, Vergleich. Gramm. II 347 ff.

;

Die nominale Zusammensetzung im Serbischen, Denkschr. der Wiener Akad.

XIII 1 ff. Baudouin de Courtenay, "Wortformen und selbst Satze,

welche in der polnischen Spraohe zu Stammen herabgesunken sind, Kuhn-

Schleicher's Beitr. VI 204 ff.
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guages, and therefore may reasonably be classed here. Several

have a numeral for their first member; e. g. Skr. dvi-pdd-

Gr. Sl-novq Lat. hi-pes A.8. twi-fete two-footed'; Skr. tri-dant-

tri-ddnt- Lat. tri-dens 'three-toothed'; Skr. Safa-pdd- Lat. centi-

pes 'hundred-footed'. O.Pers. hama-pitar- Gr. b/.w-7TdTo)Q o/to-

Tjdroioc, O.Icel. sam-fedr 'having the same father, a common

father'; Gr. ouo-yvwg Goth, sama-kunja- see I § 142. p. 128.

Avest. pouru-nar- Gr. noXv-dvwg 'rich in men'; Skr. puru-

dqsas- 'rich in wondrous deeds' Gr. noXv-6ijvsa' nolvjiovXov,

noXv/.iT^riv (Hesych.). Gr. wnv'-novg Lat. acu-pedius swift-footed';

Skr. cliu-pdtvan- Gr. mxv-nstTjg 'swiftly flying' Lat. *acu-piter,

which popular etymology changed to accipiter, as though from

accipio, and even to acceptor. Skr. nf-mdnas- 'having the

mind of a man', Gr. \4vS()o-usvri^. Skr. ndvajd- i. e. nava +
ajd- 'driving ships, seaman', Lat. navigo 'I navigate' from *nav-

igo- 'driving ships'. It is to be noticed that these formations

scarcely ever correspond exactly; we have usually to suppose

that analogy has modified the forms in the separate languages

(e. g. Gr. \AvSoo-fj.i:vi]q instead of *dvd(ja-., see § 29).

§ 12. The termination of the first member.

Stems in -o- had -o-, cp. Gr. 'nni(i-6auog 'taming horses'.

Gall. Devo-gndta {devo- 'god'), Goth, garda-valdands 'master of

the house', JA\h. gera-dejis O.C.Sl.f/o6ro-rZe;'* 'benefactor'. Whether

-e- occurred as well as -o- (cp. Gr. 'Ays-Xaoq beside dyo-g, see

§ 29. 30) is doubtful. The final vowel of the stem seems to

liave remained unchanged even where the second part of the

compound began with a vowel: Skr. Yed. yuhtd-asva- 'who

has horses yoked', O.C.Sl. Mlo-oku 'white-eyed' (cp. also Pruss.

dago-augis 'young sprig of a tree' deina-algenika-mans dat. pi.

'to day-labourers'), see I § 600 p. 453.

Stems in -S-, in compounds formed in the separate

families of language, sometimes end in -a-, and sometimes have

the same form as the o-stems. The former is frequent in Aryan

and Greek, rare in Latin and Lithuanian: Skr. urvara-jit-

'gaining arable land' Avest. daena-vazah- (proper name) froiu
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darnel- 'law, faith', Gr. (iovXrj-<i>oQoc 'giving counsel', Lat.

fabfi-giims 'proceeding from beans', Litli. sziksznd-sparnis 'bat'

(properly 'leather-winged creature'). The -o-form is not un-

common in Aryan and Greek; it preponderates in Latin and

Lithuanian; and in Keltic, Germanic and Slavonic it is the'

only form found: Skr. Yed. tiJcha-cMd- 'breaking the pot'

from ulihd- , Avest. gada-vara- 'wielding a club' from gada-

(= Skr. gadd-), Gr. vXo-rofiog 'felling timber' from vXij, Lat.

ali-pes from ala, Gall. Teuto-hddiac% beside O.L'. titath f.

people' ground-form *teuta, Goth, airpa-kunds 'of earthly origin'

from airpa, Lith. galvd-raisztis 'headband' from galva, O.C.Sl.

glavo-holije 'headache' from glava. From these data I do not

venture to draw any definite conclusion for the proethnic period_

It seems to mc, however, improbable that the transition from

-a- to -0- took place independently in all the different languages.

Lideed it is certain that the latter was the regular form in proethnic

Indo-Germanic when the compound consisted of an adjective + a

feminine substantive: Skr. ^m/a-Wiflr^/S 'beloved wife', Gr. c/koo-

tioXk 'upper part of a city', O.Ir. sen-mathir 'old mother, grand-

mother' from *seno- (cp. however § 39), O.H.G. junc-fromva 'young

lady' for *jungo-, Lith. jaund-marte 'young woman' sen-mote 'old

mother, grand-mother' for *sena- (cp. O.Ir. sen-mathir)^ O.C.Sl.

pluno-luna 'full moon'.

Stems in -f- and -u- had -*-, -u before consonants and

ii-, -uu- before sonants. Skr. dht-jdvana-s 'exciting devotion,

inspiring', bhru-kuti-s 'frown'. Skr. kriy-aditya- (man's name)

from sri-^ Gr. av-ay/os 'choking swine' from av-c. Compare Skr.

insti'. pi. dhi-su beside instr. sing, dhiy-d.

^ Stems in -^-, -t*-, nasals, liquids, and such of the

stems in explosives as were declined with vowel-gradation

had regularly the weak form of ablaut, from the proethnic

period onwards, in compounds as well as in derivatives (e. g.

Gr. (jaQv-dai'intoi' like (Infjii-njg , Skr. pit^-deva-s like pitf-tm-m).

Stems in -i- and -u- had -«-, -ii- before consonants. Skr.

tri-pdd- Gr. Tgi-novg Lat. tri-pes A.S. dri-fete 'three-footed', Gall.

tri-garanus 'with three cranes', Lith. tri-kojis 'creature with three
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feet' O.C.Sl. tri-zqhu 'ti-ident, three-prong'. Skr. agni-dhdna-m

receptacle for fire', Lat. tgni-fer. Proper names containing

*liesu- 'good': Skr. vdsu-rOcis- Avest. vohu-raocah-, Grail. Visu-

rlx (woman's name) O.H.G. Wisu-nch. Skr. paiu-pa-s 'cattle-

keeper' Goth, faihu-friks 'covetous' Gr. i]3v-(F)sm]g 'speaking

sweetly' Skr. svadu-rati-s 'bestowing beautiful gifts', Lat. manu-

festus, Gall. Catu-riges ('battle-kings') O.Cymr. Cat-mor, O.H.G.

Hadu-mdr, Lith. virszu-kalnis 'mountain peak'. Before sonants

we find sometimes -i(i)-, -u(u)-, sometimes -/-, -u-, cp. I § 120

p. Ill ff. The first form is certainly original in such words as

*tri- 'three', *dru- 'wood': cp. Skr. Ved. tri(y)-arusa- 'marked

with red in three places', Gr. tqI-o'Qoz 'three-branched', Lat. tri-

ennium, Gall. Tri-obris, O.H.G. dri-orter 'triangulus' ; Skr. Ved.

dru(v)-anna-s 'having wood for food', Gr. Agv-oxp. Cp. further

Skr. Ved. hdri{y)-akva-s 'having golden-yellow steeds' h^sti(y)-ojas-

'vanquishing the nations' beside ahy-drsu-s 'falling upon dragons',

puru(v)-amka-s 'having many semblances' madhu(v)-dd- 'eating-

sweet things' bahu(v)-ojas- n. 'strength of arm' beside pulv-aghd-s

'harming much' (examples Avith -y-, -v- — which alone occur

in classical Sanskrit — are rare in Veda; see Edgren, Journal

of the Amer. Orient. Soc. XI 71) ; Gr. ^oDxi-avEiga fem. 'nourishing

men', voXv-mTroi; 'rich in horses'; O.C.Sl. has an isolated example,

medv-Mi 'bear' ('honey-eater') from medu = Lith. medu-s honey'.

Stems in -n- may have sometimes had forms in -t}-^ before

consonants, and forms in -n- or -^jm-, before sonants. -^- may be

inferred from Greek compounds like xprj-^s^wov 'head-baud' for

*>i()a(n)-n-, oro,ud-/.lvToc 'with famous name' (I § 224 p. 192).

We may set beside them Lat. nomen-clator ndmen-culatus and'

Skr. compounds like Sirm-handhanoL f. "head-band' nama-dha-s

'name-giver', and also vfsan-vasu-s 'strong as an ox' (cp. vfsan-vant-

and Vfsan-ydti- for *ufsi}- 1 § 225 p. 192). As examples of -w- before

sonants might be given Gr. aQv-utSoc, 'singing for the prize of

a lamb' (late), xw-mmg 'dog-eyed', Lith. ssicn-obMei pi. 'hawthorn

('dog-apples'), and for -^n- Ved. v^san-asvd- 'having stallions

for steeds, drawn by stallions' (said of a chariot). Yet it is

very uncertain whether those forms are the direct representatives
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of original types. Wliat we most commonly find is a sub-

stitution of o-stems for the stems in -w-, and this mode of re-

presenting the M-stems in composition appears to me undoubtedly

proethnic. Gr. y.To-xpavov 'capital of a column' from xtiov,

aKf-io-dsTov 'anvil-block' from cixaiov, ati.io-^acp'tjg 'dipped in blood*

from a/^(«, Lat. hoiin-cida, sangui-suga , numi-clatori (inscr.),

Mid. Ir. talam-chumscugud 'earthquake' from talani gen. talman

(§ 37), Goth, guma-kunds 'of the male sex' from guma gen.

gumins^ duga-dauro n. 'window' ('eye-door) from diigo gen.

dugins; Skr. compounds like ilrsa-bandhana may also be

classed here, and all the more confidently because such forms

as Skr. uksdnna- = uksa-anna- 'devouring oxen' (from uksan-)

Avest. zrvayii- = zrva-ayu- 'specified time' (from zrvan-)

clearly show the type of the o-stems (cp. yuktdkva-). This

substitution of o-stems for stems in -n- is obviously connected

with a similar change in the final members of compounds, as

Skr. tri-parva-s 'with three edges' from pdrvan-, priyd-dhama-s

'occupying a charming position' from dhdman-, Gr. a-nnQo-c

'boundless' beside d-TT£i\Koi' (stem *7JSQfov-)
, av-ct.if.io-c 'bloodless'

beside dv-ai/.ta)v, Lat. ex-sangui-s for an older *ex-sanguo-s (see

§ 93, under Italic) from sangiien, subllmu-s, later suh-limi-s

(properly 'reaching up to the lintel') from Umen.^)

Stems in -m-. Skr. sa-kft 'once' Gr. d-TiXdng 'single' Lat.

sim-plex., Idg. *sip,-, from *sem- 'unus' Gr. sic neut. iv. Gr. Sd-

TTsdov 'floor in a house', then 'ground' generally, for *d'>p,-, from

*dein- 'house', see § 160, 2.

The Indo-Germanic type of formation in r-stems is shown

in Skr. pitf-irdvana-s 'gaining glory for one's father' and pitr-

artham 'for one's father's sake'. Cp. also Gr. TST(>d-yvo-g 'con-

taining four measures of land', from the Idg. stem *qet'y.er-

{rsTQa- = Idg. *qetuf-^ cp. I § 285), Goth, bropru-lubo 'brotherly

l) No inference can be drawn from auoh Germanic examples as Goth.

hauli-Uairta- 'haughty' beside hairtan- n. "heart". For even granting that

stems like these had always been )i-stems , the a-inflexion must in any

case have been forced upon them by the analogy of the strong declension

of adjectives. Cp. Leo Meyer, Got. Spr. p. 247.
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love' (? see § 40) and Gv. navfj-mvv /.no-z 'named from the father',

avSQ-dyQia 'spoils of an enemy'.

Stems in -nt- had -i^t-: Skr. b^had-rathd- 'having a great

car', Idg. *bhfgh'^t-.

Stems in -s-. Gr. /uva-f^ovog 'killing mice', Lat. mus-cipula

'mouse-trap', Idg. *mus-. Stems in -es- no doubt had -es-:

Grr. (Tax£a-(p6()og 'shield-bearer', Goth, sigis-ldun 'prize of victory,

Skr. rajas-t-Ar- 'hastening through the sky', -s- no doubt

occurred as well, cp. Skr. mandhatdr- 'thoughtful, devout

person' for *manz-dhatar-, beside mdnas- Gr. /.avog. The use

of -o-stems in their place, which is found in Greek, Latin,

Keltic, and Slavonic (§ 29. 34. 37. 47, cp. also the Germanic,

§ 40 Rem. 5) may be an independent developement of the

separate languages.

§ 13. The action of analogy produced many changes in

what we must assume to have been the original forms of the

initial members of compounds.

On the one hand, we find one kind of stem taking the

place of another, e. g. a stem in -o- replacing a stem in -i-,

as Slav, gosto- instead of gosti- (§ 47). We have just seen

(in § 12) that changes of this kind arose even in proethnic Indo-

Germanic. Thus it may well be the case that *dui- 'two' (be-

side nom. ace. du. *duou: Skr. dvdii etc.) was formed in this

period to correspond with *tri- 'three' (cp. e. g. *dui-pod- 'two-

footed' beside *tri-pod-) just as Gr. 6ia-y.6nioi was modelled on T(jitt-

/.oatoi, nui'Ta-jiovg (for nsfTt-novg) on sntd-novg, and so forth ; a

different explanation of *dui-, which does not seem to me con-

vincing, is given by Bartholomae (Ar. Porsch. Ill 39). In the

developement of the separate languages the use of -o- as the

connecting link in compound words was especially frequent;

hence this ending has been called the 'vowel of composition'

('Compositionsvocal').

On the other hand, the stem is sometimes replaced by a

case-form (the compound thus passing into Class IT). Of this

kind are new formations like Skr. agre-gd-s (loc. sing.) beside
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the more archaic agra-ya-s 'going at the head', Gr. IlvXotyfvijg

(loo. sing.) 'born in Pylos', Mod.H.Gr. hefehls-haher lands-mann

(gen. sing.) for the older forms hefelch-haber land-mann. In

this class also a few examples may be proethnic, cp. Skr.

astd-pad- astoL-pada- Gr. oy.rw-novc 'eight-footed', Lat. octo-jugis

(Goth, ahtdu- seen in ahtdu-dogs "eight-day' (adj.) for *ahto-,

following the uncompounded ahtdu) with the form of the nom.

ace. du., and similarly, with the form of the nom. ace. sing.,

Gr. e/MToi-i-TTovi -TTtiiog Lat. centtim-peda beside the more archaic

Skr. sata-pdd- Lat. centi-pes -peda (cp. also Goth, handa-faps

'centurio', Lith. ssimta-kojis 'hundred-footed').

Remark. Cp. the occurrence of the -o- of the nom. aoc. du. in the

case-endings Skr. -a-hhyam Lat. -o-bus [chtdhus). Skr. asta- (seen in Ved.

aita-harv,a- etc.) and Lat. octi- (seen in ocli-pes etc.) do not represent the Idg.

stem *o1ko-, from which the dual was formed, but they follow the analogy

of sapta- and septi-, cp. Gr. oxra- beside oxrw- in imitation of ima-.

The same substitution of case-form for stem is seen in

certain derivatives formed by means of suffixes ; examples of

thirf are Skr. tad-iya-s 'belonging to that' tad-vant- 'provided

with that' {td-d nom. aoc. neut.) ki-yu-s 'desiring what?'

{ki-m nom. ace. neut.) , Skr. divd-tana-s 'diurnus' {divCL instr.

sing, 'by day', § 69), Skr. uccoiis-tard-in 'higher' (uccais instr.

pi. 'high', § 75), Gr. juv/oi-raTog 'furthest back in the corner'

(/ivxol loc. sing, "in the corner, within', § 75), Gr. uiw-g 'powerful'

{i-(fti instr. sing, 'with power, with might'), Lat. extre-mu-s {"extre-

adv., § 72, 2) , Goth, jdi-n-s 'that' (m.) (^ioi loc. sing., § 66).

§ 14. Class II: Idg. *^- *^m- 'un-', connected with *we-

*ne 'not' (Skr. nd nd etc.) : Skr. a-mfta-s d-martiya-s 'immortal' an-

aSvd-s 'without horses', Armen. an-get 'unknowing', Gr. a-/iijJQOToc

d-fifSQoOio-g (cp. I § 120 p. Ill) av-innog, Lat. Tn-somnis (Skr.

a-svapnd-s 'sleepless'), O.Ir. e-tromm 'not heavy, light', O.H.G. un-

ende n. 'endlessness' (Skr. an-antd-s 'endless'), cp.I§227p.l94; and

the parallel form *f- 'un'- = Gr. va- vtj- etc., see I § 253

p. 207. Idg. *diis- 'mis- ill-': Skr. dur-manas- 'illwill, male-

volence', Armen. t-gU 'unknowing', Gr. dvo-/iiEt'iji: 'ill-disposed',

O.Ir. do-chruth 'deformed, ugly' (from cruth 'form', the c being
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changed to ch on the analogy of so-chruth 'beautifully formed',

see I § 658 p. 510 f.), O.H.G. zur-lust 'wilfulness, illwill'.

These initial members of compound words may once haye

been independent adverbial words which were restricted even in

the proethnic period to use in composition
;
just as Idg. "su 'well'

and *semi half, which in Aryan still occur as independent words,

in the other branches of Indo-Germanic only survived in com-

pounds.

§ 15. Class III. This class may be split up into nume-

rous subdivisions; only a few of them can be noticed here.

Adverbs used in the separate languages as verbal pre-

positions are compounded with verbal nouns. Idg. *epi-dh9to-s

added': Skr. dpi-hita-s 'shut, enveloped' Gr. sni-dsTog 'added'.

Idg. *dpo-qiti-s 'expiation, punishment': Skr. dpa-citi-s Gr. omo-

natg. Idg. *ni-zdo-s 'place for sitting down' {y/^sed-) : Skr. nidd-s,

Arm. nist, Lat. mdu-s, O.Ir. net, O.H.G. nest, see I § 590 p. 447.

Idg. *peri-srouo-s 'a flowing round' : Skr. pari-srciva-s, Gr. nspi-

pgoog. It was not before the period of separate developement

that adverbs of this kind were closely united with the finite

verb, as in Gr. im-rld-tjfii, and it is clear that the older practice

of compounding them with nouns gave considerable impulse to

this tendency.

Remark. The group of purely verbal compounds then reacted upon the

olass of nominal compounds. It is true enough to say that e. g. Gr. f'inxos

'eminent, prominent' is not a compound of li and S^og, nor Goth, aflets

'remission, forgiveness' a compound of af and lets, but that those words

are simple derivatives from the verbs f^s/w and afleta (J. Grimm, D. Gr.

II [1878] 694, Zacher, Zur griech. Nominalcomp. 8) ; and there is after all

good reason for adopting Zaoher's name for them, 'pseudo-compounds'. But

it must not be forgotten that in creating such forms the language is merely

adding new examples to old classes, whose types have come down from

the proethnic period, and that by far the greater number of the so-called

compounds in the Idg. languages were certainly not formed by any real

process of composition , but merely through analogical imitation of old

typical forms ; that is to say, they are only 'pseudo-compounds'.

Adverbs, used in the separate languages as prepositions

governing a case, are compounded with nouns which are found

governed by them ; syxscpaXo-g = sv y.s(ftaXfi mv. In the proethnic
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period, when this group of forms began to develope, prepositional

phrases like Skr. dnu satydm 'conformably to truth' Gr. iv KKpahJ

'in the head' Lat. ante portam can hardly, as yet, have become

a recognised construction. The need of derivatives, however,

had already given rise to compounds, exactly in the same way

as in Mod.H.Gr. lang-weilig is derived from lange weile, in Lat.

Sacravienses from sacra via etc. (cp. § 3 Rem. p. 4 f.). Then,

the more firmly the prepositional construction established itself

in the separate languages, the easier was it to form correspon-

ding compounds, and the more freely were they coined. Skr. api-

-karnd-m 'that which is situated by the ear, the region of the

ear', Gr. inl-ymoc adj. 'on the earth'. Skr. updri-martya-s

'rising above mortals', Gr. vntQ-avd^fjanoc vnsg-rivwQ (the same).

Lat. inter-vallum 'that which is situated between two palisades

{inter vallos) , intermediate space', Skr. antar-hastd-s adj. 'in

the hand'. Goth, uf-dipeis 'under an oath, bound by an oath',

Skr. upa-kaksd-s 'reaching to the armpit'. Lith. per-galve f.

'that which is laid over or around the head, cowl', Gr. nsQi-

y.sqiaXov nfpi-y.srpaXaia 'head- covering'. It is noteworthy that

Sanskrit and Greek agree in using as adverbs the ace. sing,

neut. of these adjectival compounds, e. g. Skr. praty-dksa-m

from praty-dksa-s 'lying before the eyes', ati-matrd-m from ati-

-mdtrd-s 'exceeding the proper measure', Gr. sfx-nsSov from ei.i-

-nid'og 'situated on the earth, firm', vnsp-/ico()ov from *vnsp-/uopo<;

'beyond destiny'.

The negative particles *ne, *nei (cp. 0. Brugmann, Uber

den Gebrauch des condicionalen NI in der alteren Latinitat,

1887, p. 32 f.), *me are compounded with the pronominal stems

*qi- *qo-. *ne: nd-ki-s 'no one, nothing, not' {ki- instead of the

regular ci-, see I § 448 Rem. p. 383). *nei: Avest. nae-d-s

'none', Lith. nS-kas O.C.Sl. ni-kuto 'none'. *me (prohibitive)

Skr. md-ki-s, Gr. /.ij^-nq.

§ 16. Class IV. Compounds of this kind do not appear

in any great numbers until the later periods of the history of

the languages. Of these, too, by far the greatest number are

due to no real process of composition, but merely to the ana-
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logy of already existing types. The following may be regarded

as formations which had the character of compounds as early as

the proethnic period.

The words for the tens from thirty upwards, as Gv. T()ia-

y.ovra, TETTaQd-y.ovra, which have a nom. ace. pi. neut. as their

initial member.

Idg. *du6-deTvi}i *duu6-dekm 'twelve': Skr. dvd-daka duva-

daSa, Avest. dva-dasa (with a instead of a, following dva), Gr.

Jw'-Jsxa dvoj-Sfv.a, Lat. duo-decim (with o instead of o, following

duo); compare Skr. dvddaiama-s Lat. duodecimu-s twelfth'.

Idg. Hreiez-dekm 'thirteen' : Skr. trdyo-daka , Lat. tredecim (I

§ 594 p. 450), Mid.H.Gr. dri-zehen (the sounds at the junction

of the two words have been modified on the analogy of the

two uncompounded forms, for -zd- would have become -st-

in Germanic).

Remark. "We may generalise so far as to assume that in proethnie

Indo-Germanio there already existed compounds for all the numbers 11— 19.

Yet it must be noticed that the names of the numbers up to nine are not

all genuine case-forms , e. g. Idg. *penge 'five' seen in Skr. pdncadaSa

Lat. quindecim Goth, fimftaihun.

Possibly there were also in the Indo-Germanic period com-

pounds containing case-forms of '''diu- 'heaven'; cp. Skr. divo-ruc-

'shining from heaven' Gr. Ama-dovog given by Zeus', Skr. divi-

jd-s dwi-jata-s 'born in heaven'. The Greek compound dsa-

nor-ijg 'master of the house', whose first member was the Idg.

gen. ^dem-s (I § 204 p. 171 and § 160 below) may also have

been inherited from the parent language.

To this class also belong such forms as Skr. tad-vaSd-s

'having a desire for that', Gr. noS-mro-g 'whence coming?' with

the form of the nom. ace. sing. neut. See I § 228 p. 195 and

t? 163 below.

§ 17. The forms of this class , like those of Class I, gave

rise to many analogical innovations. The most noteworthy of

these is that the case-ending of the first member of the com-

pound ceased to be regarded as a case -ending, and was used

in composition with nouns which could not be joined with
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it un compounded; c. g. Gr. dsooiSovog (beside Hso-c, gen. Hsov)

on the analogy of Sioo-Sorog, Mod.H.G. hilfstruppen 'auxiliary

force' (beside die hilfe, gen. der hilfe) on the analogy of forms

like hungers-not. See § 24. 32. 44. 47.

§ 18. Compounds of all classes have been used from the

earliest period as personal names ^), and it must be assumed

that even in the parent language this was the commonest method

designating of persons.

It remained in living use amongst all the Indo- Germanic

peoples except the Italic 2). Examples are: Shr. dSva-medha-s

(asvu- 'horse'), dur-mitrd-s (dui- 'mis-'), upa-diSa-s (upa 'hither,

tills way'), divd-dasa-s (divas gen. of div- 'heaven'); Or. ' [nnd-

/.laxog, A-d/iitjTog, Yno-Siy.og, 'AQi]l-Xvxog ; Gall. Deoo-gmJfu [devo-

'god') , Su-cariis Su-caria O.Bret. Hu-car Ho-car [su- 'well'.

Skr. su, SU-, cp. I § 573 p. 430), Ro-smerta (ru: Gr. n(jd)-

(ioth. Aicstro-valdtis with Latinised termination (austro- 'cast'),

O.H.G. Wolf-boto {wolf- 'wolf'), O.H.G. Un-forht (un-: Gr. «-);

Ijith. Vaisc-nor-s, Nor-buta-s, But-vila-s {^'vaisza-s or '*vaiszu-s

'guest' cp. oaiszinu 'I receive as a guest, entertain', nora-s 'will',

/>(Vto-s 'house')'*) , Pruss. Btiti-hdjes [huta- house') Austi-gaudis

(austa- 'mouth') Na-bute [na 'after, in accordance with'), Serv.

Vuko-mir (oiik ( ).( '.81. oluku 'wolf') , Ljubo-mir (G.C.Sl. Ijidin

'dear').

These compounds had in many respects a peculiar history.

Amongst the Greeks and the Germanic peoples, it was a

custom to insert in a child's name one of the words which were

found compounded in the name of the father or the mother :

1) See in particular A. Fick, Die grieeh. Personennamen nach ihrer

Bildung erklart, mit den Namensystemen verwandter Sprachen vergliehen

und systematisch geordnet, &6ttingen 1874.

2) And perhaps the Armenians. On the suhject of personal names

in Armenian I have received communications from Prof. Hiibschmann,

and I am satisfied that in the present state of our knowledge it can

neither be affirmed nor denied that this people retained any genuine

Indo-Germanic compound names. In the case of geographical names,

however, the old principle of nomenclature may be said to be still fully

in force.

3) In Lithuanian this mode of forming family names is now obsolete.

li )
11 K- III ii n I) , Elements. II. 3
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e. g. JTvo-y.pdriji; son of Alvo--Arj,^, Ev-/.Qurijg son of Ev()v-i(QdT7]g,

'AvSgo-vTxng son of Nlxo-y.lfjg ; in the 8* century a. d. we have

Walt-bert son of Wald-ram, Wald-bert and Wolf-hert sons of

Hram-bert, Wine-gaudus son of Wine-burgis (Stark, Die Kose-

namen der Grermanen, p. 159) i). This explains the fact that

words of the most heterogeneous meaning were often combined

to form one name, as Grr. 'Innd-lac, 'PoS-mnog, O.H.Gr. Wolf-dag,

Fridu-gundis.

One of the two compounded words was sometimes used

alone as an abbreviation for the whole name (these are called

'Kurznamen' 'short names'), and suffixes expressing endearment

were often added at the same time to this single stem. Tliis

practice of abridgement, which shows the same kind of

linguistic thrift as we see e. g. in Mod.H.Gr. bahn = eisenbahn,

lager = lagerbier, soda = sodaioasser, kilo = kilogramm, ein

viertel neuen = ein viertel liter neuen weines, in London slang

phrases such as zoo = zoological garden, pops = popular

concerts, bus = omnibus, and in Grr. na, aa from Trartj^, fiarTjo^,

may be regarded as unquestionably belonging to the proethnic

period. Skr. deva-s devaka-s devika-s deviya-s devala-s devila-s

= deva-datta-s deva-ksatra-s deva-travas- etc. Grr. Ztvhg Zsvilai;

= Zsv^-mnog Zfvii-Sauog Zsvii-dsog etc. Grail. Toutus Toutius

Toutilliis ^= Touto-bocio O.Cymr. Tnt-ri (cp. Gall. Toutio-rtx) etc.

O.H.G. Wolfo Wolfilo (Goth. Vulfila) Wolfing = Wolf-brand

Wolf-braht Wolf-gang etc. Pruss. Bute Butil Buteko = Buti-

-labes etc. Serv. Vuk Vukoj Vukel Vukolin = Viiko-voj Vuko-

-mir etc. {vuk = O.C.Sl. vluku wolf). This shortening was

also effected by dropping the first member of the compound.

1) In Greek the influence of the father's name may be observed even

in names consisting of single stems, the formative suffix being taken over to

the new name, e. g. BqcI^cvIXos son of Ba9--vUog, Ilao/iiv-Caxoq son of 't>d-Caxo(;.

See J. Baunack, Stud, auf dem Oebiete des Griech., I 1, 57.

2) The psychological side of this practice of abbreviation has been

examined by Behaghel (Die Deutsche Sprache, p. 68 f.). It springs from

the general tendency to leave unspoken vrhatever can be understood,

or is at once suggested by the immediate context.
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e. g. Gv. KX^Tog = 'AvuxlfjTog (a bishop in the first century),

Vulfus = Hun-ulfus, Scirorum primas, saec. Y, Jornandes c. 54.

Where this kind of abbreviation took place the feeling for

the etymological structure of the compound was sometimes lost,

and so the initial consonant or consonants of the second

member remain in the curtailed form. Gr. NTy.o-fj.ag = Nly.o-

-/.irjSrjg, A7jiJ.o-n&ag = /iTjjLio-O&ivt^g, Ev-xQig = Ev-xptjarog,

IloXv-^a} = IloXv-^svrj. O.H.G. Adal-ho = Adel-bero and Adel-

holdus, Sibo = Sibold Sigi-bald, Eat-po = Rat-poto, Thiemo =
Thiet-marus, Ercam-hius = Ercam-hertus.

Remark. I do not know what view to take of the frequent

strengthening of a medial consonant in abbreviated names in Greek and in

Germanic; e. g. Gr. Sfyvia, 'Aya&S^d, /lixxm, Kallo-rvw, Klso-fifdiq, 0so-xx(o,

Nixo-TTw, Kho-»9ig, O.H.G. Itta = Ita-berga, Sicca = Sige-i-lch Sig-hertus

Sig-friius, Aggo = Ago-hardus. Cp. Pick, Die griech. Personennamen

p. LIX sq. and Bezzenberger's Beitr. Ill 277 f., Baunack, Studia Nicoli-

taina (Lips. 1884) p. 47 f., and Studien auf dem Gebiete des Griech. I 1,

60, Stark, Kosenamen p. 19 ff.

The student should compare the examples of abbreviated

names in other languages collected by R. Mowat, in his essay De

la deformation dans les noms propres (Mem. de la Soc. de

Lmg. I, 171 ff.).

§ 19. Accentuation of Compounds. In languages where

the free Indo-Gfermanic accentuation can still be observed, the

position of the accent in compounds varies considerably in many

ways, and it is certain that even in the proethnic period a

complicated system had been developed. Certain principles,

however, can be everywhere recognised, and must probably be

assumed as holding good for that period.

1. Where the meaning was not 'epithetised' (§ 50) the

compounds of Class I (see above) were usually oxytone if the

second member was a nomen agentis : Skr. radhra-codd-s 'driving

on the weary' {codas 'driving on) .aha-hagd-s 'driving on the

steeds' {hayd-s 'driving on'), Gr. ipv/o-nofinog 'conducting souls'

{nofinog 'conductor') natSo-rgocpog for *7TaiSo-TQO(p6g (I § 676 p. 542 f.)

'nourishing children' {rpocpog nourisher'). On the other hand,

where the meaning was 'epithetised', the first member usually

3*
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bore the accent, no matter of what parts of speech the word was

(H3mpounded : Skr. hdri(y)-asva-s 'having golden-yellow steeds

hiranya-keka-s 'golden-haired', Avest. stehr-paesah- 'adorned with

stars' = pr. Ar. *stf-paths- (I § 260 p. 212, § 288 p. 229 f.,

i; 674 p. 539), Gr. liadv-/.olno<; 'with deep, full bosom' kIvto-

nuiXog 'having glorious steeds' yaXy.o-TiovQ 'bronze-footed' (as regards

instances like svQv-^sf&^ng 'with wide stream' for *sv^v-fjsfd()og

see I § 676, 2 p. 541 and "Wheeler, Der griech. Nominalacc.

43 if.), A.S. fyder-fete 'four-footed' for pr. Germ. Jipur- (I § 529

p. 384 f.) like Skr. cdtus-pad-. Thus we find existing side by

side forms like Skr. rcLja-pntrd-s 'king's son' and raja-piitra-s

having kings for sons', Gr. Trav-rgonog turning all' (cp. Toonog

'turner, strap by means of which the oar is turned') and nolv-

T(jo7ro: 'of many wiles' (cp. rnnnoQ a turn') with many similar

examples.

Remark 1. The exceptions to these rules still need careful iuvesti-

fjation. Thus for example, Sanskrit compounds of -pati- 'lord', though they

belong to the immutatn or unepithetised class, accentuate the first member,

as (jand-prdi-s 'lord of a troop' pur-pati-s lord of a stronghold', and the

'/ of Goth, -fadi- in hunda-fndi- 'leader of 100 men' points to the same
accentuation, pv. Germ, "/undd-fadi- (I § 530 p. .386 f.). May not this

substantive have been originally a nomen actionis meaning 'rule, lordship'

(cp. § 1491, so that the compounds in question would originally have been

mutatci (epithetised ) P

2. Compounds with *)}- *)j,u- \m-' accented this ]n'ofix if

they were the same part of speecli as their final member. Skr.

d-kumara-s 'non-boy, matured yontli' (kumard-s), d-dtrgha-s not

long' (dlfghd-s), d-ksita-s imperishable' (kSitd-s), dii-andha-s 'not

blind' (andhd-s). Gr. u-dino". 'gifts that are no gifts' ((Solpct),

d-dijlog not plain' (Jz/Aol,')
, d-(f&iT(K = Skr. d-ksita-s, av-ulioc

Insatiable'.

Remark 2. If the phonetic law for m, which was laid down in

I § 226, is correct, Skr. an- and Gr. uy- must once have been regular

even where the next part of -the compound began with a consonant.

In that case the unaccented a- a- of epithetised compounds like Skr.

(t-tamds- 'without darkness' Gr. a-cS(J-)fTii 'fearless', must have passed into

more general use, thanks no doubt to the fact that before a sonant every

*^K- , accented and unaccented alike , regularly became an- ar- ( cp. dii-

-andha-'i and cm-ends- 'sinles.?', tiv-alroi and oy-airJjjj 'shameless').
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3. Compounils cousisting of adverbs + participles in -to-,

abstract substantives in -;'/-, or similar verbal nonns (Class 111),

had the accent upon the adverb, just as the corresponding forms

of the finite verb in a principal clause threw back their accent

upon the adverbs which qualified them (cp. I § 669 p. 534).

Skr. prd-tta-s given up' Gr. ncio-d'orog abandoned', Skr. prd-tti-s

Grr. TTfjo-CioOiq; A.S. fru-cod Groth. frd-kim^s 'despised', O.H.G.

frd-tat 'transgression'. In Greek the accentuation followed new

rules; thus we have ano-TfXevTTjTog instead of *n-no-riliivtaxoc,

djjn-riaic, for *a770-r(ff(L,-, cp. svov-()8£l)-(iog above, 1.

4. Cumulative numerals (Dvandva) had the accent on the

first number, as Skr. dvd-dasa Gr. 3i6-iir/.u 'twelve'.

A] yan.

§ 20. In the proethnic period of Aryan the existing

types of formation underwent no important changes.

In certain forms, as Skr. diva-magha-s, we find -a- where

we should expect -a-. These no doubt arose by analogy in

proethnic Aryan, if they are due to the influence of Indo-

Germanic stems in -a-, or if they contain the form of the

instr. sing. See § 22, with the Remark.

Examples of compounds which accurately represent the Indo-

Germanic types are : Skr. vlra-hdn- Avest. vira-jan- 'slaying

men'. Skr. dva-hata- Avest. O.Pers. ava-jata- 'beaten off, struck

down, killed' : cp. Lat. cm-. Skr. dilre-iritta- proper name, Avest.

dUrae-sruta- 'far-famed', containing the loc. sing, of the stem

dura-.

§ 21. In Sanskrit, nominal compounds were freely

developed. In the Veda and the Brahmana compounds con-

taining more than two members appear but rarely; but in

the classical language, especially in the artificial style, stem-

compounds (Class I) consisting of several members are quite

common, e. g. sahala-niti-Sastra-tattva-jna-s 'knowing {jna-)

the essence (tattva-) of all (sakala-) manuals (iastra-) of deport-

ment {riiti-)\ Later poets created compounds which were ab-
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solute monstrosities; see the examples given by Justi, Uber die

Zusammensetzung der Nomina, p. 17.

§ 22. Class I.

o-stems. aiva-yuj- 'yoking horses': Glr. 'iTino-Lvyog. Yed.

yuktd-aha-s and yuMMva-s 'for whom horses have been yoked';

in classical Sanskrit only the contracted form occurs. No satis-

factory explanation has been given of the -cl- in Ved. dhCi-

-magha-s 'rich in horses' gurtd-vasu-s 'possessing agreeable things'

and other similar examples.

Remark. Cp. -a- beside -a- in Iranian (§ 25) Here we may con-

ceivably have either 1. the feminine -a- (cp. Grr. S-avazij-tpogos beside

xhayaro-ipogog § 29); 2. Ar. a = Idg. in open syllables (I § 78 p. 69);

3. the effect of some principle of rhythm (cp. Avest. aco. ver^pra-/an-em

beside gen. ver^fra-yii-o nom. ver^pra-Ja -Jo); or 4. the instrumental in a

taking the place of the stem. The origin of the a need not, of course, be

the same in every instance. Cp. also Skr. aiva-vant- and the like, § 127.

S-stems. Ved. jiyd-vaja-s "having the speed of the bow-

string': Lith. gija 'cord'. Parallel to these are forms with -a-,

Yed. ukha-chid- 'breaking the pot (ukhd-)' etc., see § 12 p. 24 f.

f-, M- stems, saci-vasu-s 'powerful', tanu-tydj- 'abandoning

life and limb'. Cp. § 12 p. 25.

*'-, M- stems, tri-pdd-, pasu-pd-s, tri(y)-arusa- etc. (§12

p. 25 f.). Cp. also dyu-ksa- 'dwelling in the light of heaven'

beside div-it- "going to heaven' (cp. instr. pi. dyti-bhis : instr. sing.

div-d) : nom. sing, dydu-s, Gr. Zsvg.

Nasal stems, nama-dha-s etc., see § 12 p. 26 f. sa-kft

Gr. a-7rXo'og, see ibid. p. 27. '

r-stems. 'pitf-kravana-s 'bringing honour to a father",

pitr-artham 'for a father's sake'. Cp. § 12 p. 27 f.

M^-stems. bfhdt-ketu-s having a lofty banner': ace. sing.

bfhdnt-am. Cp. § 12 p. 28.

es-stems. rajas-tur- "hastening through the atmosphere'.

The -0- in rajo-megha-s 'cloud of dust' vaco-vid- skilled ia

hymns' {vdcas: Gr. s-nog), like the -0- of the instr. pi. {rdjo-bhi&)^

is taken from the nom. ace. sing, in -o (rdjo), see I § 591 p. 447 f.,

and § 24 below.
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It is not uncommon to find the types of Classes I and IV
confused, a case-form taking the place of a stem. Examples are

given in § 24.

§ 23. Class II. u-gata-s 'not gone, untrodden': Gr. a-(iaTo^

'untrodden' ; dn-clpta-s not reached, not reaching to, unskilful'

:

cp. Lat. in-eptu-s. dus-pWra-s 'hard to make one's way over,

hard to pass': Gr. dva-jioQog, the same. The opposite of the

latter form, su weH', was not restricted to use in compounds

until the post-Vedic period (as in su-srdvas- 'famous') ; cp. § 20.

Class III. prd-tata-s 'outspread' prd-tati-s 'an outspreading':

Gr. nQo-tuntg 'a stretching forward, assertion'.

dnti-gfha-m 'the space over against (before) the house': Gr.

nvTi-d^vQov 'the space over against (before) the door', anu-

satyd-s 'conformable to truth {dnu satydm)'. pari-hastd-s 'placed

round the hand (pari hdstam)'. d-deva-s 'going to the deity

(devdm a)'.

§ 24. Class IV. pita-mahd-s 'grandfather on the father's

side' (gen. pitamahdsya) from pita mahd-s 'pater grandis'; from

which came the feminine derivative pitamaM 'grandmother on

the father's side'. Cp. Lat. ros-marmiis gen. rosmartm § 36.

divo-jd-s 'child of heaven' (gen. of div-). dasydh-putra-s

son of a slave-woman' (gen. of dast). brdhmanas-pdti-s 'lord of

prayer', Subhds-pdti-s 'lord of adornment' (gen. oi brdhman-, Subh-).

yudhi-sthira-s proper name, 'firm in battle' {[qc. of yudh-). divO,-

kirtya- 'to be repeated by day' (instr. of div-).

This group of forms was considerably enlarged because

case-forms were sometimes substituted for stems in compounds

of the type of Class I; e. g. divi-kSit- 'dwelling in heaven' (loc. of

div-), apsu-ksit- 'dwelling in the waters' (loc. pi. of ap-), agre-

(jd-s 'going at the head' (loc. of agra-, agra-ga-s is also found),

vcljam-bhard-s 'carrying off booty' (ace. of vaja-), agnim-indhd-s

kindling fire' (ace. of agni-). In such compounds as these there

can have been no transition from a phrase to a compound word,

but merely an analogical imitation of compounds already in
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existence; for at the time when these were formed, their final

members were no longer in use as independent words.

The same holds good of all such 'epithetised' compounds of

this class as had that meaning as soon as they came into

existence ; cp. rayds-koima-s 'having desire for wealth' (gen.) from

kdma-s 'desire', dure-antas 'ended, ending in the distance' (loc.)

from dnta-s 'end' (compare dUre-irutas, a proper name, 'far-

famed'), satdtn-uti-S 'furnishing a hundred (ace.) aids' from uti-S

'help' (with the simple stem: satd-vaja-s 'furnishing hundredfold

sustenance').

It often happened that the case-ending of the first member

was used in new formations after it had ceased to be recognised

as such, so that one part of the new compound shows a case-form

which does not appear when the word is independent : thus vdnas-

pdti-i 'lord of the wood' (stem mna-, gen. vanasya-) is formed

on the analogy of compounds ending in -as-pati-S, whose first

member was the genitive of a consonantal stem, as brdhmcmas-

pdti-i; vasim-dhani-s 'concealing treasure' instead of *vasH-

dhara-s (cp. vasu-dharu-s) from vdsu n. 'treasure', on the ana-

logy of forms like dhuran-dhara-s 'bearing a yoke' (ace. dhiir-ani)

kulan-dhara-s 'sustaining one's family' (ace. hda-in).

A further consequence • of the dull appreciation of these

case-forms was their use in new formations without theu* proper

meaning, i. c. as though they were simple stems. Thus e. g.

apsii-, loc. pi. of ap- 'water' (apsu-ksH-, see above), was used in

place of ap- in apsu-yogd-s 'the binding effect of water' (Ath.-

Veda X 5, 5 beside soma-yogd-s 'the binding effect of soma'),

cp. the adjective apsavya-s 'situated in the water', which was

formed from ap-su as madhavya-s from mddhu ('sweet draught').

In imitation of old pronominal compounds like tad-vaM-s,

containing the neuter element -d (§ 16), neuter pronominal forms

in -m were made to serve as the initial members of compounds,

as idd-rupa-s 'having this form' beside masc. aydm 'this', km-

karana-s having what cause?' beside masc. kd-s 'who?' (op. the

parallel Vedic form kdd-artha-s 'having what purpose?' kad- =
Lat. quod).
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From the proetlmic Aryan period onwards combinations of

two dual forma were common; e. g. mitrd vdrmja, 'Mitra and

Varuna, properly 'Mitra and the other (so. Varuna) and Yaruiia

and tJie other (sc. Mitra)'. Each dual form was inflected in-

dependently. Side by side with them, however, we find mitrd-

vdrundhhyam mitra-vdrwt),ayos^ which should be compared witli

such forms as dvcl-daiabhiS trayo-daiabhis. In these the process of

composition is complete, and the same may be said of the new

compounds formed on the model of those whose first member

is a dual form ending in -a, as agnavis^u 'Agni and Yishnu

(Ath.-Veda) instead of agm-visnu (cp. agni-Soma in the Rij;-

Yeda); which is shewn also by the substitution of -a- for

-a, as the termination of the first member, on the analogy of

Class I; as parjdnya-vdts, beside parjdnya-vdtd 'rain-cloud and

wind'. Cp. also the derivatives in -vant-, mitrd-vdruna-vaiif-

'accompanied by Mitra and Varuna'.

The compounds pits-putrau 'father and sou' mMH-pitarau

mother and father' hotd-potarau 'summoner and purifier' must

have been preceded by older phrases such as pitcl putrah, mUtn

pits,, hota pota, which did not receive the dual inflexion until

the process of composition was complete. Cp. O.C.Sl. bratu-

-sestra § 47.

When anyo-'nyam and paras-param 'alter alterum' had

become compounds, the inflexion of the initial member was

dropped and the form of the nom. sing. masc. was applied to

all the cases ; hence e. g. anyonycLm altera alteram' instead of

*anya anydm, tayoJi . . . kCLmo 'bhut . . . anyonyam prati (Nala 1,

17) 'eorum (in eis) amor enatus est alterius in alterum' instead

of *anyasya anyam prati. Cp. Gr. allrjlovq § 32, Mid.H.G.

ein-ander § 44 and Lith. kits kitq § 46.

§ 25. Iranian.

Class I. Stems in -o-. Avest. ye/^ra-Za- 'victorious'

:

Skr. vftra-hdn-. Avest. yuxta-aspa- and yuxtdspa- 'for whom

steeds have been yoked': Skr. yuktd-asva ynktdsva-. Avest.

snraoxsan- (proper name) = srira + iixsan-. O.Pers. xsasa-
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pclvan- guardian of the land, satrap' : Avest. xsapra- Skr. ksatrd-

'lordship, kingdom'. O.Pers. orsayclrsan- (proper name) = xsaya-

-\- arsan-. Sometimes -a- is found in place of -«-, as Avest.

nscL-dS, 'giving what is pure', ace. ver^pra-Janem beside nom.

ver"pra-ja-, O.Pers. ariyci-rclmna- (proper name), perhaps also

nva-marsiyu- 'dying by suicide' (cp. Avest. xwa-dama- 'having

one's own faith'); on this point see § 22 Eem. In Avestic -o-

is often found instead of -a-, the form of the nominative being

used instead of the stem (cp. the Author, Curt. Stud. IX 269,

Bartholomae, Die Gapa's 81); e. g. daevo-data- 'made by the

demons' (beside daeva-yclea- 'demon-worshipper'), even where

the o-stem was neuter, as xsapro-dah- 'bestowing lordship' (nom.

xsapre-m). This -o- spread still further; see below.

Stems in -a-. Avest. da^na-vazah- (proper name), from

daena 'faith'. At the same time we have forms with -a-, Avest.

gacta-vara- 'wielding the club' (gada-) etc. (see § 12 p. 24 f.)

and with -o- instead of -a-, compounds like daeno-disa- 'teacher

of the law'-

Stems in -i- and ti. Avest. agi-cipra- 'sprung from the

serpent', pri-ayara- 'space of three days'. Avest. poiiru-nar-

'rich in men', urv-dpa 'with broad stream', per^'pu-ainika- 'with

wide front', O.Pers. paruv-zana- (read paruzanu-) 'rich in people'.

Here too we sometimes find in Avestic the form t)f the nomi-

native in place of the simple stem: e. g. nasus-pacya- 'burning

of corpses' or 'arising in the burning of corpses', hazus-aojah-

'strong-armed', vatdhus-data- 'well made'.

Nasal stems. Avest asava-frazanti- 'pious offspring' from

asavan-. Forms with -o- instead of -a- on the analogy of

the o-stems: Avest. bar^smo-zasta- 'holding twigs for offering

in the hand' from har^sman-. Avest. zein-frapah- 'encompassing

the earth' from zam-.

Stems in -r-: Avest. stehr-paesah- 'adorned with stars'.

ner'^-bar^zah- 'man's height': Skr. n^-bahii-s 'man's arm'. Com-

pounds in which the strong form of the stem is inserted : nar^-

gar- 'devouring men', cLtar^-carana- 'belonging to fire', with others

like them; cp. dat.abl.pl. star^-byo beside ner^-byo. The form
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of the nom. sing, has replaced the simple stem in Utars-cipra-

beside atar"- dpra- 'sprung from fire, combustible'.

Stems in -nt-. Avest. raevas-cipra- 'of splendid family'

{-sc- for -tc-, see I § 473 p. 849) from raevant-. O.Pers.

daraya-vau- (proper name) 'possessing property' (gen. ddraya-

vahaus) for *darayad-vahu-: cp. Skr. dhdrayat-Mitis 'sustaining

the races of mankind'; cp. Hiibschmann, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVI
603 f.

Avest. ms-pati- 'lord of a village : Skr. vii-pdti-s. zar''z-dah-

'giving the heart' with -zd- for -d + d- (cp. I § 476 p. 351),

from zar^d-: Skr. hfd-.

As examples of the nominative used in place of the simple

stem we may notice here Avest. vcixs-a^sa- 'the desire of the hymn'

(stem vac-), afs-cipra- 'sprung from water' aws-data 'resting

in water' (stem ap-), her^fs-xwar- 'eating flesh' (stem kehrp-).

Stems in s-. Avest. vacas-tasti- 'preparation of words,

text', temas-cipra- 'sprung from darkness', aogas-dastema- 'most

helpful'. Compounds with -o-, which was taken from the nom.

sing., are ayo-zaya- 'with iron weapon' ayo-ver"pra- 'with offensive

weapon of iron' ayo-ayra- 'iron arrow' (Skr. ayo'gra- 'pestle')

from ayah-: Skr. dyas-. O.Pers. vahyaz-data- (proper name), like

Avest. vanhaz-dah- 'giver of the best', beside the comparative

Avest. vahhdh- 'better: Skr. vdsyas-.

Remark. The student should compare the Avestic use of the nomi-

native form instead of the stem in derivatives made by formative suffixes

and even in the simple eases: si-lrd-tara- 'move beautiful' {srira-'), spento-

tema- 'most holy' (spenta-), like daevo-dsta ; MSanus-tema- "wisest' I hu-Sanu-

)

like nasus-pacya-; dat. abl. vay'z-hyo from vac- like vaxs-afki-. Cp. § 13

p. 29.

§ 26. Class II. Avest. a-yru- 'not pregnant, virgin:

Skr. d-grii-; O.Pers. a-ksata- 'uninjured': Skr. d-ksata-; Avest.

an-asavan- 'impious' : cp. Skr. dn-fta-. Avest. dus-manah- 'think-

ing ill' Skr. dur-manas- Gr. Sva-f-avij^. The Idg. *su 'well'

(Avest. hu-berHa- O.Pers. u-harta- 'well born, well cherished':

Skr. sti-bh^fta-), the opposite of Idg. *dus-, appears in Avestic,

just as in the Veda, as an independent word (Am).
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Cliiss III. Avest. itpa-i/ata- 'suliactus, mariii'd': Skr. upa-

i/ata-. O.Vn-H. fra-tarta- 'dv:i\vii away' : cp. Skr. prd-flrna-.

Avest. paiti-bisi- 'directed against the enemy, conquering-

the enemy', antar^-daxyu- adj. Vitliin the country, pairi-

ilaxyu- 'lying around the country', updpa- 'adj. in the

water'.

§ 27. Class lY. The use in Avestie of the form of the

nom. sing, instead of tlio simple stem, as in daeoo-data, has

been spolten of in § 25 p. 42.

The Avestie adjectives aKroniaiuyaoa- and spentoinuinyava-

were no doubt formed from the phrases aidro mainyus 'tlie evil

spirit' and spento maiuyus 'the holy spirit': cp. Skr. pitamahl

^ 24, Gr. JVfciTroliTi]^ § 32. O.Pers. aura-mazda (with ace.

aura-mazdam) 'Ormuzd' should be regarded merely as a con-

cretion of two nominative forms, not a compound of two stems

{aura- 'lord', mazdah- 'wise one') : Avest. ahuro inazda.

Avest. drujim-vanant- 'overcoming the fiend' (ace. of d?-iij-

f.). viren-jan- with the ace. sing, beside vTra-jan-, see § 20.

ahuin-me/nc- 'life-destroyiug with the ace. sing., beside ahv-

-mer^c-. mspa-hisant- 'able to do everything' (ace. pi. neut. of

cispa-). durae-fradata- 'made in the distance' (loc. of dura-),

rapae-star- 'standing in the chariot (loc. oH rapa-)^ Avarrior : cj).

8kr. savye-Sthar- 'standing on the left', -stliar- for *st-tar-.i see

I § 316 p. 255. Epithetised compounds: dar^yein-jiti- 'having

one's life long (ace. sing. neut. of dar^ya- used adverbially), long-

lived'; z"iiias-cipra- 'having an earthly origin (z^mas- gen. of

zam-); ayrae-rapti- (proper name) 'whose chariot is at the head'

(loc. of ayru-).

Avest. aevan-dasa- 'undecimus' frou) *aevan-dasa- 'undecim';

the first half of the word is no doubt aeoem, the form of the

neuter and of the masculine alike.

Combinations of two dual forms occur in Avestie as in Sanskrit

(§ 24 p. 41), e. g. ahura mipra aud mipra alittra 'Ormuzd

and Mithra', apa nrvaiir 'water and plants' (ap- 'water', nrvarU-

'plaut'), pasu vlra 'cow and man'. But the fusion of these

elements is not by any means so close as it is in Sanskrit,
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since the first member always retains its own inflexion, e. g.

ilat. ahiirae.ihya mipraeibi/a. (']>. Bartholomae, Bezzenljerger's

J',oitr. X 267 ff'., XTIJ 'u f.

^V r m e n i a n

.

§ 28. Class I. Here the Indo-Germanic differences in the

termination of the stem of the first word were largely obliterated.

Where the second member begins in a consonant we find an -a-,

the so-called 'vowel of composition', whose origin is as yet un-

explained.

Compounds in which the second member begins in a sonant:

dr-ancl 'door-post, threshold' from *dur-^ pi. dur/c. hair-anun

'having one's father's name' from hair, gen. haur. skesr-air

'mother-in-law's husband, father-in-law' from skesur, gen. skesri.

hing-ameay adj. 'of five years', from king.

Compounds in which the second member begins in a consonant:

dr-a-kic 'duor-companion, neighbour. Isn-u-goin 'whitish' from

Insn, pi. liisim-k, 'itvyji'ifiata and goin 'colour . lus-a-vor 'clear'

from lois, gen. lusoi/, 'light', -vor being a suffix which corresponds

to the Gr. -rpngnc 'bringing ; a later compound is lus-a-ber 'light-

bringing, eulighteuer' (cp. I § 485 p. 858 for an account of Idg.

bh). ms-a-ker 'eating flesh' from mis, gen. msoy, 'flesh', ini-a-rin

'unigenitus', from mi, gen. mioj, 'one'. Combined with the ter-

mination of stems in -io-, -a- became -f-, e. g. age-vor 'wearing

ii tail' from agi. This -a- was even introduced into com-

pounds whose first member was the case of a noun; see below,

Class IV.

Remark 1. This Towel of composition, -a-, no doubt formed the

original ending of some one form or set of forms when used as the first

member of a compound, and then became general. Phonetic laws, however,

forbid our assuming that this represents the Idg. suffix -o-. I conjecture

that it first occurred in words borrowed from the Iranian (e. g. har-a-pan

'doorkeeper' = O.Iran, ''civara-pana- or *dvafa-pana-), and thence spead

farther by analogy. Compare the -o- borrowed from the Greek in Latin

compounds like albo-galerus, § 34.

Remark 2. It is not clear whether such compounds as siii-cli 'sucking

the breast, suckling' {sti)i, gen. iteun, 'woman's breast'} akn-kol 'in one's
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eye, visible' belong to Class I, but have never had the composition-vowel

-a-, or whether they contain case-forms (Class IV).

Class II. an-han 'carens ratione et verbo': cp. Gr. ci-cpcovog;

an-kin 'without a wife, widower': cp. Gr. a-yvvoq; an-anun

'av-dii'v/Lio;; an-arg 'unhonoured'. t-get 'not knowing' (beside

an-gef): Skr. dur-veda- 'unlearned'; t-zor 'not mighty, weak'

(beside an-zor). Its opposite, h- = Skr. su 'well', is found only

in composition; e. g. h-zor 'excellent in strength, mighty'.

Class III. Excluding ni-st, which has become a simple

word (§ 15 p. 30), I know of no compounds containing pre-

positional words that are certainly proethnic. I strongly suspect

that ham- 'with, together' (e. g. han-dart 'quiet, soft': cp. Skr.

sq-dhfta-; han-des 'proof: cp. Skr. sq-deSa- 'information') was

borrowed from Iranian (Avest. ham-).

Class lY. haur-eihair 'father's brother, haur gen. sing,

of hair, diuc-azn 'divine race, he who is of divine race, demi-

god, hero', diuc gen. pi. of dev, which was borrowed from

Iranian. The vowel of composition, -a- (see above. Class I), is

inserted e. g. in arn-a-Tcin 'husband's wife', afn gen. sing, of

air] meXs-a-ser 'loving sins', meXs ace. pi. of mel.

air-ev-ji 'man and horse, knight' sometimes inflected both

of its parts, e. g. gen. arn-ev-jioi/, sometimes only the final noun,

gen. air-ev-jioy; cp. Mod.H.G. der wert deines grund und bodens,

'the value of your estate".

Greek.

§ 29. Class I.

Stems in -o-, where the second member began in a con-

sonant, had -0-: dypo-vo^tog dwelhng in the country {dygo-g).

It must be left an open question whether the -s- in such

compounds as 'AysXaog (from dyo-g 'guide') agxi-noXig (from

dg/o-Q 'governor') was derived from Indo-Germanic stem-forms

in -e-, or whether it was substituted by the Greeks for an

older -0- in consequence of the association of the first member
with a verbal stem (for which see § 30).

Where the second member began in a sonant, elision was
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the rule (I § 600. 603 p. 457): inn-ayroyo-g 'transporting horses'

("tttto-?). This elision dates from the proethnic period of Greek,

and the type then established gave rise later to such forms as

v.axtiia 'ill condition (e/m for *aix^i I § 564 p. 421) rpd-sgyoi;

'loving work' {:-gyni' for ftgyoi', I § 164 p. 145), by the side of

which we also find phonetically regular forms like Qulidnv/oi^

'holding a staff' (for *Qalido-{o)oxo(:) Kaxo-fo/o? xdxnvgyoQ 'doing

evil'. Forms like doa/i'o-vrpijg 'woven by spiders' (Philo) are

obviously new formations of a later date ; cp. Lat. multi-angulus

§ 34, Goth, galiuga-apaustaulus § 40.

The stem-final -o-, as we shall soon see, was extended from

o-stems to others of the most widely different classes ; mono-

syllabic stems were least affected by the tendency (e. g. xh>^^V^>

nvy-fici/og; see below).

-a- (Ion. Att. -?;-) often appears instead of -o-; e. g. davari]-

(fOQOQ beside d-avaro-fogog 'death-bringing' {d-dvaro-g), 6/.ili()rj-yev7]g

'rain-born' (6V«/i^o-c).

Remark. This -a- appears side by side with -o- even where the

latter was due to form-association, as aaniS-?j-rp6gos beside aaniS-6-Sovnoq

stem aanCS-, see below.

As regards the origin of this -«-: the wide extent of its usage is

certainly due to the action of analogy, and it is conceivable that its origin

is to be found 1. in forms like vfs-j^fyif? {vEtj-ytvtjq) oXiyt]~7isX^o)Vf which con-

tained adverbs like Dor. aVs a^a, x^vrpa (Westphal, Meth. Gramm. II 8 f.,

Mahlow, Die lang. Voc. A E 131 f.); 2. in a number of instances where a-

and o-stems existed side by side; 3. in such compounds as vixri-ipo^o: ^ovlr;-

(poQog, alSgij-Yst"!? ftoigij-ysfi^f, the terminations -titpogog -riysv-r/f being regarded

as indivisible and thus coming into general use
;
just as in Attic, compounds

like ga/SSovxog Qa/SSo-;) and compounds like xaxovgyog {xaxd-v), being vir-

tually analysed gafid-ovxog xax-ovgyog, gave rise to new formations , Tzoh-

ov)(Oi nav-uvqyog and the like ; and just as feminines from ra-stems, such as

Tfxratva i. e. *TsxTav-!M (from rtxTuov), suggested new formations like Xiix-

aiya (from Xiixo-g^ (§ 110). I feel certain that a great part at least of the

instances where -s- is found in place of -o- are to be explained in this

last way. Cp. also -ti-mg {-a-fsn-) in § 127.

Stems in -cl-: followed by those whose nom. sing, ends

in -la (§ 109). vty.7]-(p6gog 'bringing victory' {vty-rj). iidgicc-cpogog

'bearing a water-vessel' {vSpi'a). Ion. f.iotgrj-ysvi]<; 'born to good

fortune' {j.ioi(ja for ^/.loQ^a). By the side of -a- there are a few
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instances of -a- ; as 'AXaa-doog, tI/lioj^oc for *rli.ta-ogoq 'guarding

a- man's honour, protecting, helping' ("Wackernagel , Kuhn's

Ztschr. XXVII 263, XXVIII 132); the historical relation of -a-

to -a- is obscure, -o- frequently appears instead of -«-: Nty.o-

/laxo-g: viy,ri; noXlTo-(pd-6pog 'destroying the citizens': noXinj-g;

Dor. sario-Tia/iiav 'house-owner': sOvla; asVko-nog 'storm-footed':

aslXn. The influence of o-stems is seen also in the loss of the

final vowel of the stem when the second member begins in a

s(mant, e. g. Nty.-innog. Cp. § 12 p. 24 f.

Stems in -I- and -u-. An original type of formation

may be preserved in such compounds as av-ay/og choking swine'

(dv-g). Cp. § 12 p. 25. Where the second member begins in

a consonant we find the vowel short, thanks to the analogy of

the preceding group: e. g. 6v-(f!og(i6g 'swineherd'; in the same

way we have loc. pi. av-al for *(ii;-« following av-6g av-iov etc.,

see § 160, 4. Some forms insert -o-: v-o-/Liovfficc 'swine's music

(iv-o y.rovog 'killing swine', l/dv-o-ifidyog 'eating fish' beside i/&v-

I'lolog 'striking fish' : lxi)'v-g.

Stems in -i- and -n-. |t««)'r(-7ro'Aos 'busied with prophecy':

unvti-g. jiuin-ai'iioa f. 'nourishing men' : *(iiTivi-g 'act of nourish-

ing'. anrv-ytiTwv 'living near the city': aoTv. noXv-avS-rjg 'with

many blossoms': noXi'i-g. Cp. § 12 p. 25. "\Vith -o-: if)vai-o-Xoyog

'investigator of nature' : fiai-g.

vai'-Tr7]yng 'shipbuilder' for *natj.- (I § 611 p. 461): cp. Skr.

iiclu-cara-s 'going by ship'. From such forms vav- came to be

used even where the following member began in a sonant, e. g.

yav-a^X'^g 'ship's commander', instead of va{f)- (cp. Lat. ndv-igo

^ 11), which is contained in Nia(}xog if this is for Nsa(}xog,

from *JVi]-aoxog (cp. I § 611 ad fin.). Examples of inserted

-0-: v-Tj-o-aaoog 'preservirig ships', which may be compared with

^o-o-xXsip 'cattle-thief {(io-tj-rn/nog 'pasturing cattle') beside jSov-

)'n/Lwg ; hence the correspondence of vtjo- (ioo- with the Skr. forms

nciva- gam-, which appear as the initial members of compoimds,

is an accident.

Stems in -«-. With a = Ing. i^i: nm^fa-xylvTot,- 'with famous

nanic'. We should no doubt compare y.vi'u/.nua 'dog-fly'; the regular
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form would be *xva-i.ivia ; the -v- came from forms like y.vv-6g xvv-

Tjyog ; *Kva- = Skr. Suva- (instr. pi. Suvd-bhis) Idg. *Ruify,-. It is

questionable whether such compounds as y.vv-mmg 'dog-eyed' are

the immediate representatlTCs of any original type of formation.

With -0- instead of the w-suffix : e. g. alo-xQcivo-v 'capital of

a column. See § 12 p. 27.

Compounds in which we have a strong form of the M-stem

are a new formation in Greek. If their second part began in

a consonant, -o- or -a- was inserted. <pQiv-o-/^avijg 'mad'. y.Tov-6-

»Q&vov beside vIo-kqclvov (see aboTe). Q'tjv-o-ipoQfvg 'bearing a

sheepskin'. ayuv-o-d-sTtjg 'director of a contest'. h/j.sv-7J-o)(og

^closing in the harbour (cp. noh-a-oxog) beside Xi^iv-o-axonog

'watching the harbour . axvlv-rj-^oUa 'the shooting of rays' be-

side aKTlv-o-§oUa. Probably the only example without -o-{-a-')

is (ppffi-ndgog 'with impaired understanding' Hesych. (the correct

spelling is due to Lobeck), which appears beside <fQsv-o-

fiavrjg and the like as fisXay-^Qoii^g /usXdy-xQoog beside /nslav-o-

xpoog 'with dark skin' (jiskcig gen. nskav-og, compar. /xeXdv-nQog),

cp. also xh-vi'^ beside x^Q-6-vintgov p. 50. Where the second

member begins in a sonant: (pQsv-aiXijg 'distraught in mind';

TSKTOv-apxog 'presiding over the artificers'; aycov-uQxijg 'director

of the contest'.

d-na^ 'once': Skr. sa-hft 'once', Idg. *sm-. x^ov-o-TQsq>i]g

'nourished by the earth', beside Skr. ksam-, a new formation

like xZov-o-Kgavov; as to v instead of fi see I § 204 p. 172 and

below, § 160, 2.

Stems in -r-. Whilst the Indo-Germanic type was faith-

fully followed where the second member began in a sonant,

e. g. TtaTQ-mvv/Mog avSg-dyQia (§ 12 p. 28), where this began in

a consonant it was the rule to insert -o-, as nuTQ-o-fovog

'patricide'. This was preceded by a form *naTga-cpovog, cp. loc.

pi. navQu-ai and Skr. pit^-Srdvana-s. Thus we still find rsTgd-

yvog = Idg. *get'u^-^ where a was preserved by the parallel

compoujids with snra- etc. ') The strong form of the stem is

1) I no longer compare the first part of the pi. avSgd-noSa with

Skr. «f- (Or. Meyer, Gr. Gr.' p. 23), but I regard the word as a new for-

Brugmann, Elements. 11. 4
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often found instead of the weak, as aaTSQ-o-siSrjg 'star-like'

from aofijg ddtegos; this is regular in nomina agentis such as

'kafinrrjQ-o-cpogog 'bearing lights' {XafinvTJg) QrjtoQ-o-diSdmaXog

'teacher of rhetoricians' (pj/rajp); the original type is shown

by Skr. hotf-sddana-m 'seat of the offerer' {hotar-); see § 120.

Monosyllabic p-stems sometimes have and sometimes have not

-0- or -a-: x^Q-i'^'^ 'water for washing the hands' and /biq-o-

vmrgov xsQ-o-vmrpov wash-hand basin' (for the etymology of ;fs/p

cp. § 132), nvQ-yiai'ij 'burning-place' and nvg-o-siSijg 'fire-like'

nvQ-fj-xoxoQ 'producing fire'.

Stems in -nt- show here as in their declension (§ 125.

126) their strong instead of their weak form. Jpraxoir-o-

/.laXXog 'with snaky locks', the weak form of the stem being

*dQav.aT-. oSovT-o-cpvtjg 'sprung from teeth', yiyavt-o-cpovog 'killing

giants'. navT-o-filaiig 'all-hateful'. Before sonants: nuvr-ag^o-g

'all-goTerning'.

Stems ending in other explosives, nvy-jud/og 'pugilist'. no6-

mutjg 'swift-foot, swift-footed'. These usually have -o- or -a-:

<pXoy-o-EiSrjQ 'flame-Kke'; viqt-o-^oXog 'pelted with snow'; damS-o-

-dovno<; 'clattering with shields' daniS-i]-<p6pog 'shield-bearing'.

Stems in -s-. /u.va-(p6vog 'killing mice': Lat. mUs-cipula.

es-stems have -so- in poetic diction, as insg-^oXog 'hurling

words, speaking boldly', iyxsa-^ogog 'spear-bearing'. At the

same time we find -o- instead of -sa-^ sometimes even in Homer,

and regularly in prose : dpo-Muog 'spinning wool', ino-notoQ 'epic

poet', dkrjd-o-ixavTK; 'prophet of truth'; similarly xptvS-dyytlog 'mes-

senger of falsehood', where the second part begins in a sonant.

-0- for -eo- no doubt aroso from the similarity of the nominative

forms, snog: "nno-g. Examples with -a- instead of -o-: ^i(pi]-

(poQoq 'sword-bearing' (beside ^icpo-cpopog), &vt]-7i6Xog 'busied with

sacrifice'.

mation modelled upon m^anoSa (Iw. MiiUer's Handbuch 11 70 Bern. 1).

Of course it is conoeivable that this form arose at a time when *7rar^a-

ipovoi: was stiU spoken and that afterwards the -a- in ivSQa-noS- remained

because it was supported by the -a- of TSTga-noS-. Cp. also Wackernagel,

Kuhn's Ztsohr. XXX 298.
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Stems in -aa- were treated in much the same way. GsXao-

-q)6pog 'light-bringing', xsgaa-fogog 'horn-bearing' (cp. Skr. jyotis-

paksa-s 'winged with light', § 134, 2). At the same time we
find forms with -o- -a-, as xspo-gpopog, upso-Soxog and xpsTj-^oxog

'holding or containing flesh'. There is no example amongst

-es-stems analogous to Horn. y.spa-o-^6og 'worker in horn' (with

regard to the apparently similar Hom. iXso-^gsmog beside to

'iXog see p. 34 ff. of R. Schroeter's treatise cited on p. 22).

§ 30. Prom the phrase y.aXog KayaS-og was formed the

abstract substantive xaXoK&yad-la 'character of a y.aXog y.ayad-og'.

Cp. O.C.Sl. osmo-na-desqtu § 47 and the use of the bare stem

in Mod.H.Gr. phrases like freund- und verwandtschaft, gold- und

silberschmid.

In Greek, as in Germanic and Slavonic (§ 41. 47), a large

number of compounds came to be regarded in a new way.

Their first member now appeared to the popular consciousness

to have a verbal instead of a nominal force. This gave rise

to many new formations in which real verbal stems were

employed as the initial members of compound words.

Thus ravv-yXaaffo-g, whose meaning originally was 'with

outstretched (adj. *tavv-g = Skr. tanu-S) tongue', was explained

to mean 'stretching out the tongue' (and compared with xdw-rai)^

q)i.X6-^svog 'to whom a stranger or guest is dear ((piXog)' was

explained as loving one's guest' (and compared with <piXsco),

<fivyo-7rT6Xs/.wg 'unfriendly {*(pvyo-g: cp. Lat. luci-fugu-s) to war'

as 'fleeing from war' (and compared with sipvyo-v), and so forth.

Hence arose new formations like /ulno-'^svog (first modelled upon

the form (pM-^svog, cp. (.arysca : qnXsw) 'hating a stranger', (patvo-

fn-jQig 'showing the hips' (q>aino), id-tXo-novog 'willing to work'

(id^sXw). As to the -s- of "Ayl-Xaog, apxs-y.a/.og etc. see § 12

p. 24, § 29 p. 46. If this is not the e-form of the suffix,

and so derived from the pre-Greek period, we must assume

that it was borrowed from forms hke ayi-i ays-rs when the

first part of such compounds came to be regarded as a verbal

stem.
4*
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New formations of all kinds were introduced by compounds

like nQxpi-fj-^gotog Tavval-nrtQog agxsai-yvio^, the initial members

of which were abstract nouns formed with the suffix -ti- (§ 100)

rsQxp-ig 'delight' ravvai-g 'outspreading' agxsai-Q 'help, strength-

eniag', because these were associated with the aorists in -a-

(sTtQifta srdvvaa rJQxsaa), and were consequently regarded as

having a verbal force, 'delighting men' 'spreading the wings*

'strengthening the limbs'. The new verbal signification was all

the more easily established in these forms because of compounds

like (pvyo-TiToXsfiog, whose first member had been identified as

an aorist-stem at an earlier stage of Greek. Thus in the first

place, where the abstract noun and the rf-aorist showed different

grades of ablaut in the root-vowel, that of the latter was intro-

duced: by the side of nraal-apxog {(Srdaig) arose 2rrjni-xoQog

'bringing on the chorus' (on the model of sarTjoa)
;

qi^iai-fi^Qorog

'destroying men' (on the model of s(f)&Taa) as contrasted with

(pd-ioig. Kext, the connexion of these aoristio compounds in

the mind of the speaker with such others as Xnno-ipvxsM

givyo-TiToks/xog ap/s-Kaaog qivy-cdxf^tjg led to an imitation of the

ending seen in the initial members of these latter forms. Hence

compounds like XsixfJo-d-Qi^ 'having lost one's hair' nsgos-nohg

'destroying cities' ^Srrjn-uyoQrjg (contrast araai-aQxog from ardai-g).

But on the other hand the -i- of compoimds in -ai- crept into

compounds whose initial member was the stem of a present or

a strong aorist. Hence such forms as aXs^i'-Kamg 'keeping off

harm' (^dlsi:co) lad^i-nrjSiig 'forgetting care' {slad-ov , cp. Xrjai-

H^QOTog). This process of mutual assimilation may have been

aided by the double type of the ff-aorist, s6Ei£,a and l^ov existing

side by side. Many other new formations were caused by

the association of these -Oi- compounds with those of Class IV

whose initial member was a loc. pi. in -tft, as ogsai-TQocpog reared

on the mountains' ; see Osthoff, Yerb. i. d. Nominalc. 193 ff.

Lastly, we must notice certain other new formations: JTpwrsfft-

-Mog (beside Hgwro-Xaog , from npStog 'first') formed on the

model of ^Aysal-Xaog 'AgxeOi-Xaog and the like, and 'EQ/nijai-Xswg
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'EQfirjat-dva^ 'Eg/itija-avS^OQ (from 'Egfirj^) modelled on such

forms as 'Ayrjoi-Xaog 'HyT^ai-dva^ 'Ayt^a-avSgog.

§ 31. Class II. d-yvcoTo-g unknown: Skr. d-jMtas Lat.

^gnotus for *in-gndtus (I § 506 p. 370); dv-vSpog 'waterless':

Skr. an-udrd-s. On the analogy of forms like d-vnvog 'sleepless'

a-oivog 'wineless', in which the hiatus was due to the loss of

some consonant (the older forms were *d-avnvo-g, *d-foivo-g,

though the latter can hardly have been developed regularly from

a pre-Greek form %-uoino-, see I § 225 p. 193), there were

formed several other compounds like d-oS^og d-olog (with 66-

cp. Lat. od-or; o^og = Goth, asts) by the side of the forms

dv-od/Liog dv-olog which are also found. dva-cpoQog 'hard to bear'

;

cp. Skr. dur-bhara-s 'hard to bear, to nourish'.

Class III. ino-^sroff placed under i;7ro'-5^fff(e 'groundwork,

foundation': Skr. upa-hita-s 'placed under, situated' Lat. sub-ditus

sub-ditio (stA- for *x-ub-? see I § 568, 2 p. 424, II § 2 p. 3).

TTQoa-sansQog 'towards evening': Skr. prati-dosd- 'towards

evening', na^d-jiaxvgog 'situated near one's staff', nagd-vo/uog

'contrary to law', dvd-loyog 'corresponding to Xoyog'. sy-nscpuXog

'being in the head, brain. These compounds generally end in

the suffix -to-, as vn-aani6-io-g napa-9'aXdaa-io-g sv-ayd)v-io-Q

;

see § 63.

ov-Tig 'no one' beside /xij-ng, no doubt took the place of an

Idg. form *ne-qi-s at the time when *ne was driven out of use

by ov, a form whose origin is still obscure (cp. § 15 p. 31). Later

arose ovd-si'g 'no one' and the like.

§ 32. Class lY. By the side of Sw-Ssxa (§ 16) arose

^v-d'fxa 'eleven' (Iv- nom. ace. neut.), rgsta-xai-SsKa 'thirteen,

ttTrapsa-xai-^saa 'fourteen' (nom. pi. masc. fem.); another word

for 'thirteen' is the Att. Tpia-Hai-Seaa (ace. pi.), note also the

form TpstaxaiSsxaTog 'thirteenth', and others of the same sort.

From Nea noXig fNewtown') were formed gen. Nsag noXsag

and Nsanokswg, and further NsanoXtrrjg. Similarly rQiTTjfioQiog

'making the third part' was probably based on rglrrj fxoga.

Aioa-itovQoi 'sons of Zeus', hence Aio6xovqsiov , Sioa-Soxog

'given of Zeus', properly 'one given belonging to Zeus' (gen.
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of Zsvg). vsoia-oimi 'ship's houses, arsenal' (gen. of vavg). voci-

xva/^og pigs' bean' (gen. of vg). riskonowijaog for Jlelonog vrjOog

'island of Pelops' (cp. I § 565 p. 422 f.). Sit-tpdog or d'lt (piXog

'dear to Zeus' (loo. of Zsvg). dovQi-xrrjrog 'won in battle' (loc.

of doQv). iapi-Sgsnrog 'plucked in spring' (loc. of sap). 'Jih/.i-

h'eScov "^ruling in might' (loc. aXy.-i). KriQsani-cfogrjXog 'driven or

impelled by the Keres' (loc. pi. of >t??p). naat-fisXwv 'of interest

for air (loc. pi. of nag). ^Iqii-fudovna (proper name) 'ruling with

might' (instr. of Y-g Lat. vi-s). nav-ij!/uag 'the whole day (ace.

neut. of nag). vovv-s/ovToag 'in an intelligent way' (ace. of vovg).

This group of forms was considerably enlarged by the

employment of case-forms instead of the first stem of the original

stem-compounds (Class I). Among mixed formations of this

kind are compounds whose final member has survived only in

forms belonging to Class I, and no longer exists as an in-

dependent word, as nvloi-ysv-ijg 'born in Pylos' (loc. of Ilvko-g),

doQi-fiaxog 'fighting with the spear' (loc. of dogv), 'fyi-xpdxTjg

proper name (cp. 'I<fc-/.tsSovaa above), vow-sxvg 'having intel-

ligence, intelligent' (cp. vovv-sxovxmg above), Sixaa-noXog 'admi-

nistrator of justice' (ace. pi. of Swrj, cp. I § 204 p. 171).

As these words were formed not by any real process of

composition but on the analogy of already existing compounds,

so also were those which never had any but an 'epithetised'

meaning ; e. g. aigl-oixog 'having one's dwelling in the air' (dsp-i).

"When the termination of the first member was a case-ending

whose true character was no longer clearly perceived, it often

happened that it was applied to stems with which it properly

had nothing to do, as dsoa-Sorog 'god-given' (also d-s6-6oTog,

from S-so-g) on the analogy of dioa-d'orog ; AvmaovQa a town in

Arcadia ("Wolfs-tail', from Xvno-g) on the analogy of forms

like Kvvoa-ovQu ('dog's tail') ; nosairgocpog 'nourishing grass' and

noiaixpoog 'grass-coloured' (from 716a noiij 'grass, herb') on the

analogy of forms like ogsai-rgocpog and avd-eal-xQtog (with loc.

pi. of to oQog 'mountain' and to avd-og 'blossom').

A further consequence of the obscuration of the case-

ending of the initial member, was the use of this ending in
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new formations as though it were only the ending of a

simple stem, and therefore with no trace of the function

properly belonging to the case; e. g. arald-q>o(<)v 'with un-

troubled mind' (cp. aToka-cpgoveiov, araXd cpQovswv, ace. pi. neut.

of draXo-o), aQst-d-vaavog 'fimbria Martialis' (cp. dpsi-cparos 'slain

in war, loc. of "4()ijg) , nvgi-tjy.rjq 'with fiery point' nvpl-nvoog

'breathing fire' nvQl-naiq 'fire-child' (cp. nvgi-y.avcJtog 'burnt with

(in) fire", loc. of nvp), 'Alxi-voo-g 'Alxi-cpprnv (cp. 'Alxi-zus^wv),

Xoloi-^oQog 'consuming gall' or 'consuming like gall' (cp. xo'>^'>i-

Pacpog 'dipped in gall' beside /oX6-^a(f)og /oAo-jSa^iTj'?), xr^gsai-fopog

'death-bringing' (cp. Ktjpsam-cpopijTog p. 54), Ixd^vat-X-ijiarijp 'fish

stealer' {l/&vg) etc.

Eemark 1. Compounds containing real stems in -i-, a.s /javn-noXog,

may also have given the appearance of simple stems, to initial members of

compounds which were locatives ending in -i- like nvQi-. And in dis-

cussing those forms which contain locatives pi. in -m-, stem-compounds

like TeQifiC-fj^QOToq afxfii-yvtog Tavvnl-Trrfgog (see § 30 p. 52) must not be

forgotten. Compare also the fact that the abbreviated form '^Hoi-g was
made from '"Hqi-yirfia 'HQi-yoytj and the like, whose initial part was the loo. ^gi

'early', no doubt on the analogy of Zeuii-g : Zevii-Ssfioq ; and in the same
way the abbreviated form 'Iifi-f was made from 'hpi-avama and like, which
contained the instr. l-tpi.

It should be observed, however, that a large proportion of the new
formations we are now considering are only found in late poets whose
diction contains much that is artificial.

The form nav-, found in use as well as navx-{o-) , is the

neut. ndv which stands for *nm>r, and was used originally with

the force of an adverb in compounds like nav-aloXog 'all-gleaming'

ndv-6o(po<; 'all-wise' ndft-TTQcorog 'quite the first, the very first'.

From these forms it spread to others,with the same meaning as

navr-(o-), e. g. Ilav-sXlTjvsg 'the united Hellenes' ndv-S/^/uo? 'con-

cerning the whole people' ndiLi-/iii]vog 'lasting through all the

months', nav-ovgyog 'clever in any business' followed the type

of forms like na/.ovQyog i. e. y.am-(f)spy6g.

Remark 2. In some combinations, nuv- may possibly be the regular

phonetic representative of the stem Travr- (cp. ;(e^- beside ^ee-o- and the

like). So much may be admitted; but it seems to me improbable that this

was generally the origin of the form.

Other examples with adverbs : ayMla-Qslrrji; 'flowing quietly'
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(acc. pi. neut.), dfia-Tpoxiu 'collision of wheels' (instr.), naXai-

(parog 'told from of old, foretold' (loc).

sy-xfigi-9^sTog placed in the hand'; s/u-nvQi-^ijtTjg 'standing

in the fire' derived from the phrases iv xftpi dsivcu, sv nvpi ^rjvai.

allrjXovq 'each other', which was used as readily of two

single things or persons as of two pairs or two larger contrasted

groups, must imply a proethnic Greek phrase *a%h)g-aXkov, du.

aXho-aXka, pi. *aXh)i-a}Jkovg. *a'kXaX'k- arose by contraction in

the combinations *a}.Xa-aXXav *aXXa-aXXa, and then spread through

the other cases. Next the dual and plural inflexion was used

even where only two siagle things were spoken of. Lastly -sXX-

became -aX- Ion. -rjX- (cp. Wackernagel, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX
294 f.). A more detailed discussion may be found in Pleckeisen's

Jahrb. 1887, p. 105 ff.

Similarly we have aixoa-avxo- (also ma-avro-) in the Delphic

dialect and elsewhere. Originally the phrase avTon-avrov was

used only in reference to a nom. sing. masc. in the sense of

'ipse sui', with the parallel forms *a.vxa-civTS.g etc. But when

the phrase passed into a single word, the first member became

incapable of iaflexion, and the form of the nom. sing, masc, as

occurring most frequently, was used throughout. Hence e. g.

Delph. inscr. xvgisvovoa avroaavrag and y.vpisvovrsg uvxoCavTmv,

Heracl. inscr. ^sr' avxotiavrwv.

The genuine forms noS-ano-q aXXoS-ano-g, whose etymological

structure had become obscured (§ 16 p. 32), gave rise to new

formations like rjfisianoQ 'born ia our country, countrymanl

naVTodanog 'of all sorts or kinds, manifold', as though the second

member of the compound were -Sano-. The same d occurs in

orriQ oTTi 'who (whoever)' for *af6-d ng, *of6-S xi, see § 4 p. 9.

xovxo = *x6 V TO, where v is a particle = Skr. ii. The

forms masc. *ov- and (em.'*av- = Idg. *s6 u, *sd u, date from

the pre- Greek period and perhaps these were pronounced as

monosyllables *s6^ *sau even in proethnic Indo-Germanic : op.

masc. Skr. so, O.Pers. hauv. Then the neuter x6 was added to

these with the force of an adverb (cp. O.C.Sl. kU-to 'who?')'

giving the forms *o^to *avTo (for *airo, by the regular change,
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I §611 p. 461) and a new formation xovto (instead of *rod'-i;-ro).

Then these forms, whose ending was invariable, were influenced

by other pronominal forms whose endings were inflected, and

thus we have finally ovtoq avra etc. Cp. Delbriick, Synt. Forsch.

lY 139 f., Osthoff, Morph. Unt. IV 257 f., G. Meyer Gr. Gr.2

p. 396.

The phrase i/navrov = i/.is avxov 'me ipsum' gave rise in

Attic to the new formations sfiavtov ifiavTu! , while in Ionic

ifiswvTov = s/.iio avvov (cp. twvto = to avto) produced ifieayvrw

and sfismvTov.

Italic.

§ 33. In the Italic group, especially in Latin, the practice

of compounding noun-stems by the method of Class I survived

in popular speech, though only to a small extent. Amongst

the Romans it received an artificial stimulus and attained a

certain degree of importance through the close adherence of

Latin poetry to Greek models. But eminent stylists and gram-

marians of the classical period recognised the spurious character

of words coined on Greek types, and protested against en-

cumbering the language with new formations of this kind.

The developement of the Fourth Class of compounds, however,

was by degrees extended all the more widely for this restriction

in Class I. As regards Classes II and III, Italic stands in the

same position as the other branches of Indo-Germanic.

§ 34. Class I. We may discuss the Latin forms first.

Stems in -o-. Where the stem-final of the first member

was not entirely lost before an initial consonant in the second

part, it took the the intermediate form of the irrational vowel.

Accordingly it usually appears as -i-, e. g. helli-ger (beside

helium); before labials and before I as the sound intermediate

between u and i, e. g. centu-peda centi-peda, magnu-ficus magni-

ficus^ cunu-ligus. Where -o- appears instead, as in alho-galerus

Uno-mammia sexcento-plagus (Stolz , Die lat. Nominalc. 19 £F.),

we must assume that it is due to the influence of words bor-

rowed from the Greek, or sometimes to the influence of Gallic (cp.
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the Armenian -a- in compounds, which — if our conjecture

be right — was borrowed from Iranian, § 28 Rem. 1 p. 45) ^).

The final of the stem has completely disappeared in prm-ceps

from pnmo-, oin-vorsei (8. C. de Bacch. 19) from oino- uno-,

and some other instances; see I § 633 p. 474. Where r, fol-

lowing a consonant, preceded the final Yowel of the stem, it sank

with the latter to ^, perhaps as early as the proethnic Italic

period, whence the er which appears in the historical period of

Latin; e. g. sacerdos, which was directly preceded by the

form *sdcf-do{t)-s (see vol. I loo. cit. and Stolz, Wien. Stud. IX
304 f.) ; such words as sacru-fex sacri-fex, agri-cola were formed

afresh at later period 2), just as acri-tcLs took the place of *clcertcis,

which would have been the regular form, and facili-toLs arose

by the side of the older form facul-tas. Where the second

part began in a sonant, the vowel was elided, as somn-

ambulus, rem-ex, magn-animus, flex-animiis ('touched to the

heart'); such forms as multi-angulus (beside mult-angulus) came

into use later on by analogy (like Gr. a^axvo-vff-ijc, § 29 p. 47)

see I § 604 p. 458.

Since compounds like albo-galerus cannot count as genuine

Latin formations, we are left in doubt whether the -i- (-M-) of

historical Latin stands for Idg. -o- or -e-. The probabilities

however are in favour of the former. Cp. § 12 p. 24.

Stems in -{o- regularly show -i-, as medi-terraneus from

mediu-s, offici-perda from officiu-m. Cp. capis I § 135 p. 122,

also Groth. arhi-numja § 40 and the remarks on the gradation

1) The -0- of ho-die must be regarded as of genuine Latin origin,

if Danielsson (Stud, gramm., TJpsal. 1879, p. 51 sq.) is right in his ex-

planation of the word; he supposes that an old form *ho-die (Class IV)
was re-modelled on the analogy of Class I (cp. mulH-modis § 36), and that

the was preserved from being weakened to -i- or -u- by its position in

the accented syllable. But perhaps we ought rather to derive ho-die from
an instr. sing. *hS, with its o shortened on the analogy of modo and similar

words (cp. quo-que). A third derivation is suggested by L. Havet, M6m.
de la Soo. de Lingu. IV 229 sq.

2) sacerdSs was not transformed into *sacridos , because its com-
ponent parts had ceased to be clearly recognised.
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of the suffix -io- which will be found in § 63. If this -i-

stands on the same footing as the -f- of *sacf-dos (see

aboTe), the derivative socie-tcis (from sociu-s) must bear the

same relation to the above mentioned compounds as sacri-fex

to sacer-dos. Med-amna 'MsaonoTa^aa follows the analogy of

magn-animu-s (see above), trit-avo-s then might be referred

either to a form Hritio- (cp. tertiu-s, Avest. pritya- etc.) or to

Hrito- (cp. Grr. tqIto-s).

-i- corresponds in Latin to the -o- which serves in Greek

as the Vowel of composition after most consonantal stems, cp.

e. g. 6SovT-o-<f)vi]g 'sprung from teeth' and dent-i-frangibulus.

It seems probable that the Lat. -i- here sometimes represents the

Idg. i of i-stems (cp. tgni-fer from %gni-s), especially when we

consider how frequently the consonantal stems pass into the

i-declension, e. g. nclv-i-s and dent-i-bus dent-i-um § 93 (Italic).

Then e. g. nav-i-fragus (beside the older nau-fragus) will have

been formed from nav-i-s, that is from an «-stem.

Stems in -a-, -a- is hardly to be found except where the

second member has sunk to the level of a suffix: faha-ginuSy

cp. fabalis fabaceus; olea-ginus -gineus. Elsewhere the forms

are treated like the o-stems. tubi-cen : tuba ; aqui-ducus : aqua.

tubu-lUstrium and tubi-lustrium : tuba, -o- (a Grecism) : vio-

curus : via ; blatto-sericus : blatta (cp. holo-sericus). glori-ficus i

gloria . like offici-perda. The l of tibl-cen (: tibia) has not been,

explained ; is it parallel to Skr. Saci-vasu-s ?

Stems in -i- and -u-. angui-cornis : angui-s. tri-dens : dat.

tri-bus. morti-fer : gen. pi. morti-um, Skr. m^ti-s. The disap-

pearance of the final -i- of the stem in fun-ambulus from funis

is to be explained as due to the analogy of o-stems
;
funi-am-

bulus was a later analogical formation like muUi-angulus (p. 58)

;

cp. also sem-ermis sem-ustus beside semi-ermis semi-ustus from

semi- = Skr. sOmi 'incomplete, half, -u- occurs in w-stems

only before labial sounds, as in acu-pedius (cp. Gr. wxv-g 'swift')

manu-festus (manu-s), and since in such instances i is some-

times written as well as u (mani-festm) the sound must have
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been intermediate between u and i (I § 49 p. 41 f.). Thus the

M-stems also were treated in the same way as those in -o-.

nau-fragus, like Gr. vav-nrjyog, is no doubt a complete, not

a syncopated form; ^av-igo is of the same kind, cp. § 11

p. 24 ; nav-i-fragus and nclv-i-ger are new formations. Similarly

we have bu-caeda and hov-i-cidium : cp. Gr. /Sod- and (io-o- § 29

p. 48 ;
yet we must notice, first, that bou- was probably bor-

rowed from Oscan (I § 432 Rem. 1), and secondly that the

meaning 'great' in bu-mammus etc. points to Greek influence.

Nasal stems. nomen-clMor like Gr. 6voi.ia-KXvxo(;^ homi-

czda (ace. homin-em) : Goth, guma-kunds 'of the male sex' (guma,

gen. gumins), sangui-sUga (sanguen), inscr. numi-clatori. See

§ 12 p. 27. With the last group we should probably com-

pare nUncupo for *nomi-cupo, cp. princeps p. 58. There is a

third group, the largest and the latest formed, consisting of

words like imagin-i-fer germin-i-seca Anien-i-cola aquilon-i-gena,

«p. Gr. (fpsv-o-fiuvfjs etc. (§ 29 p. 49).

sim-plex : cp. Gr. a-nXdog, § 12 p. 27. We must also

mention here septem-fluos decem-peda nun-dinae, beside which

are found septi-remis sept-ennis, dec-ennis (cp. octi-pes oct-ennis

from octo).

Stems in -r-. frcltr-i-clda soror-i-cTda , cp. Gr. narp-o-

<p6vog QriTOQ-o-SiSaay.akog (§ 29 p. 50).

Stems in Explosives, dent-i-frangibulus serpent-i-gena.

ped-i-sequos frond-i-fer. voc-i-feror. reg-i-fugium.

Stems in -s-. nas-turtium mus-cipula. judex for *iouz-

dic-s, ju(s)-stitium , and beside it jur-i-dicus. Stems in -es-

show -i- and -er-i- : foedi-fragus volni-fictis and foeder-i-fragus

mUner-i-gerulus. The forms with -i- only are no doubt due to

the similarity of the nominative terminations of the two stems,

foedus : haedu-s. Nouns in -os -dris (§ 133) : labor-i-fer odor-i-

sequos; the form ruini-fic5 by the side of rumor, implies, as

does also rumus-culu-s, an older word *rumus -eris or -oris

(cp. decus beside decor), cp. also horri-fer -ficus beside

horror. The form cini-flO, from cinis -eris, is due to the

nominative-ending -is (cp. angui-s), since we could hardly derive
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it phonetically from a form like *cinis-fld ; cp. the new formations

cucurM cucumim beside cucumis -eris, and another word whicli

must also be explained by reference to the form of the nomi-

native, lapi-ada from lapis -idis.

Remark. We must no doubt assume the loss of -i- through syllabio

dissimilation in the following : trucidare, for *trtK[i-c\ldare, arcubii ('qui

excubabant in arce') for ''arc[i-c]ubn, cordoUum for *cord[i-d]olmm. See

I § 643 p. 482. The monosyllabic stems contained in pelluviae for *ped~

luviae (I § 369 p. 280), sdl-stitium (beside sol-i-fer) and other such com-

pounds may or may not have dropped an -i- (I § 633 p. 474). "With

pelluviae compare malluviae for *man-luviae.

In the monuments of the Umbro-Samnitic dialects this

class of compounds is very scantily represented. If we dis-

regard compounds containing numerals, and uncertain instances.

like the Osc. .ovfrikiinuss, whose initial part is mutilated (Pauli,

Altit. Stud. II 118), there remains only the Osc. med-diss

med-dis, whose first part is the same as the Umbr. mef-s mers

'ius, fas' (§ 132. 163).

du- for Idg. *dui- 'two' is peculiar to the Italic languages

:

Lat. du-plus du-plex du-cenU du-bius (I § 170 p. 150), Umbr.

du-pla 'duplas' du-pursus 'bipedibus'. I regard it as a new

formation of proethnic Italic, suggested by quadru- : Lat. quadru-

plus -plex -pes, and in early Latin *quadru-centt for quadrin-

gentl (Wackernagel, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXY 288); quincwplex etc.

are formed on the same model. Umbr. petur-pursus 'quadru-

pedibus' was a new Umbrian formation.

§ 35. Class II. Lat. in-jugis: Skr. a-yuga-s Gr. a-^vyog

'unyoked'; in-eptus : cp. Skr. dn-apta-s 'unattained, unskilled'.

Umbro-Samnitic has an- 'un-', which seems to correspond ta

Gr. V7}- = Idg. *f- (I § 253 p. 207): Umbr. antakres

'integris' Osc. an-censto fem. 'incensa, not valued'.

In ItaUc, Idg. *ne 'not' was also restricted to use in com-

pounds, as Lat. ne-fcis.

Class III. Lat. com-motus Umbr. comohota 'commota',

Lat. con-ceptus Falisc. cun-captum 'conceptum', Lat. con-ventio

con-ventus Osc. kiim-bennieis gen. 'conventus'; O.Ir. com- e.g.

ro co-scad 'correptus est'. Lat. per-emptus per-versus Unibr-
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per-etom 'peremptum' : 8kr. pari-vrtta-s 'turned about' Lith. p6r-

versta-s 'reversed , changed'. Lat. ab-ditus : Gr. ano-dsxog 'set

aside, secret', ab-ductio: Mid.H.Gr. abe-zuht 'a drawing away.

Lat. por-tentum por-redum Umbr. pur-ditom 'proditum' : no doubt

to be compared with Gfr. ndpa (Stolz, Arch. f. lat. Lexicogr. II

498 f.).

Lat. inter-me(n)stris inter-menstruos Umbr. anter-menzaru

'intermenstruarum', cp. Lat. itder menses. Lat. amb-urbiwm,

Oac. am-Tianud abl. of the stem am-viano- 'that which lies on

both sides of the way', hence 'vicus, platea' (cp. Biicheler in

Nissen's Pomp. Studien 499). Lat. per-nox per-dius (per noctem,

per diem); per-fidus {per fidem fallere). sub-jugu-s {sub jugo).

ante-novissimus {ante novissimmn).

Idg. *ne 'not', as has been said above (Class II), was restricted

in Italic to use in composition, as Lat. ne-fcls.

Lat. ad-modum. in-vicem. af-fatim, 'to satisfaction', de-nuo

for de novo I § 172 p. 152. Uico for Hn sloeo 'on the spot'.

I § 81 p. 73. pro-fecto for *pr6 facto properly 'as good as

something done' I § 682 p. 549. Many such phrases were

reduced to single words largely thi'ough the enclisis of the

noun and the isolation caused by phonetic change.

§ 36. Class IV. In Umbrian desen-duf corresponds to the

Lat. duo-decim (§ 16 p. 32), cp. Gr. Ssna Jd'o beside Sui-Sixa.

Lat. un-decim, explained in I § 683 p. 474 as standing for

*unu(s)-decim , may contain other case-forms; according to

Wackernagel (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV 284) it stands for *unum-

•decim, cp. Gr. Sv-Ssxa.

Lat. Ju-piter Juppiter is said (no doubt correctly) to be =
Gr. Zsv ndxiQ, and is therefore a vocative used as nominative

(I § 612 p. 463), Umbr. lu-pater. Lat. Dies-piter, gen. Dies-

pitris; an analogous form is Mars-piter, also Maspiter (I § 269

p. 217). The words postri-die cotti-die {cotti- for *quetti-, see

I § 419 p. 307, § 431 p. 320, originally meaning 'on which-soever

day of a series'; Wackernagel, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXEX 147 gives

a different explanation), and mert-die (properly 'in the clear
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day', from meru-s, see Stowasser, ArcMv f. lat. Lexicogr. I

273 ff.) contain two locatives. The nom. merldiSs is like the

Mod.H.G. die mitternacht 'midnight', which comes from the gen.

dat. mitter nacht 'at midnight', and cottldianu-s meridicinu-s like

mitternachtig.

We have a group of words which did not become com-

pounds until the literary period of Latin: holus citrum, r5s

marmus, fenum Graecum, jus jurandum, res pUblica, alter uter

etc.: gen. hoIusCltri beside holeris citri^), rosmarini beside roris

marim, alterutrms beside alterms utrius and so forth (Neue,

Formenl. 12 590 f.).

Sacravienses from sacra via, qimrtadecumatit from quarta

decuma (legio).

In some cases the initial member follows the analogy

of Class I: Aquiflavienses from Aquae Fldviae; equiferi 'wild

horses' ovifer 'wild sheep' instead of equos ferus and ovis fera,

influenced no doubt by the type of Greek compounds like aly-

ayQoq 'wild goat' av-ayQog 'wild boar' (cp. the Author, Rhein.

Mus. XLin 404); multi-modts, omni-modis instead of multis

modis, omnibus modis (Danielsson, Studia grammatica, Upsal.

1879, p. 51).

In the literary period of Latin, phrases like aquae ductus and

aquae ductio, agrt cuUura, plehis scitum, fidei commissum, capite

censi, jure consultus etc. became compounds. Then, by a tran-

sition to Class I, aqui-ductus, cp. aqui-ducus 'vSQaycoyog. pater-

familias^ like Mod.H.Gr. mutter-gottes, 'mother of God' leih-hrSt

'loaf of bread' (O.H.G. leip protes) Pol. stuka-miqsa 'piece of

meat'.

*quot anni, *quot menses^ originally relative clauses (cp. Gr.

6ar)iA.sQM 'daily'), in course of time ceased to be regarded as

such, and then the compounds quotanms
,
quotmensibus were

1) The i of the form holisatra (Apioius) was due to the analogy of

compounds of Class I like multi-sonus; for the formation is too late to

admit of the supposition that it was caused by the natural course of

phonetic change, as in the second syllable oiilico for *insloco (I § 81 p. 73.)
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formed, like Ms anms (Wackernagel , Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX
146 f.). Cp. Lith. kas-vakarq § 46.

breve iter, longum iter became hreviter , longiter, and so

forth. Thus arose the adverbial suffix -iter -ter. See Osthoff,

Archiv f. lat. Lexiogr. lY 455 ff.

nu-dius tertius 'the day before yesterday', properly equivalent

to 'nunc dies tertius' (nu = Skr. nu Grr. vv etc.). Hence nudius-

tertiUnu-s 'belonging to the day before yesterday'.

mdle-volens, male-dicens (from which were formed malevolen-

tissimus, maleduentior, cp. Mod.H.G. tieffuhlendst,freigelegener).

bene-volens. Derivatives of these are malevolentia benevolentia,

and on their analogy were formed malevolus benevolus, maleficus

beneficus for the older forms mali-mlus beni-volus, mali-ficus

beni-ficus (Class I, cp. bemgnus for *beni-gnu-s, I § 619 p. 466 f.).

A compound found in Tertullian, altegradius = alte gradiens,

shows the same type as male-volus.

In later Latin, as we have already seen (§ 33 p. 57),

this class grew more and more extensive. Especially where

the inflexional differences of the cases had disappeared, and

the first member of the compound consequently lost its

proper meaning as a case, compounds of Class IV came

more and more into favour. By far the greatest part of the

nominal compounds now found in the Romance languages

belong to this class. This disuse of Class I, in favour of Class IV

is most clearly seen in 'epithetised' compounds, as French

rouge-gorge 'red-gullet' pattepelue 'hairy-paw' i. e. 'fawner, sneak'.

See A. Darmesteter, Traite de la formation des mots composes

dans la langue frangaise etc., Paris 1875.

Old Irish.

§ 37. Class I. The final vowels of the stem of the initial

members were accurately preserved only in Gf^allic. In Irish

they suffered syncope and disappeared (I § 634).

Stems in -o-. O.Ir. ech-rad fem. (collective) 'horses': Mod.

Cymr. eb-rwydd' quick' Gall. Epo-redia, pr. Kelt. *ehy,o-reda- (as to

the second part, see Zimmer, Kelt. Stud. 11 24), beside O.Ir. ech
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'horse', Skr. diva- Gv. "tttto- etc. O.Ir. dag-duine 'bonus homo',

from dag 'bonus' '): Gall. Dago-vassus. O.Ir. Doman-gart:

O.Cymr. Dofn-garth, Gall. Duhno-rtx Diimno-nx, from domun
'world'; dotnan- for *domno- through the intermediate stage

*domi}-^ see I § 623 Eem. 1 p. 469. Gall, vergo-hretus name
of a magistrate amongst the Aedui, = 'cuius indicium efficax

est', beside O.Cymr. guerg 'efficax'; Nerto-mdrus from nerto-

'strength, might'. In Irish the change of ^, c to ^, _;>;
(th^ ch) at

the beginning of the second member indicates that the firsi:

originally ended in a vowel (I § 514 p. 375 f., § 658 p. 510),

as fir-threhaire 'true wisdom' from trehaire^ nocht-chenn 'bare-

headed' from cenn. The same is true of the / in such com-

pounds as find-folt 'white hair' from folt, and the s in com-

pounds like macc-slabrad 'plaything' from slabrad 'chain' (I § 576

p. 431, § 658 p. 510). "Where the second member began in

a sonant, -o- disappeared in proethnic Keltic: e. g. O.Ir. find-

-airgit 'white silver' (cp. Gall. Vindo-magus) flr-aingliu 'veros.

angelos'; so in Gallic we find Art-alhinnum beside Arto-briga

as compared with O.Ir. art 'stone'; here too should be classed

compounds like Mid.Ir. (h)uasal-athair 'patriarch' ('august father'),

if the elision of -o- in this position was later than the loss, of

initial p- (I § 339 p. 268).

Remark. In &all. -u- is sometimes found instead of -o-, e. g. Virdu-

marus and Virdo-marus, Adiatu-maru-s and Adiato-rlx, and sometime*

-a-, as Reita-gemts (Bsser, Beitr. zur gaUo-kelt. Namenkunde I 5. 6 f.).

These differences are due in part to an inexact representation of un-

accented vowels in writing, but in part also to dialectic variation.

O.Ir. aili-thir 'stranger, pilgrim' from alio- and Ur 'terra'.

nue-litridi ace. 'novos, recentes litteratores' : cp. Gall. Novio-

dunum 'Newtown'.

Stems in -a-. It may be assumed that -o- was regularly

found even in proethnic Keltic (§ 12 p. 24 f.). Gall. Teuto-bodiact

Touto-bocio beside O.Ir. tuath f. = Goth, piuda f. 'people', com-

mon ground-form *teuta, so that no doubt O.Ir. Tuath-char and

1) "With this combination of adjective and substantive, and with those

to be mentioned below compare § 39.

Brugmann, Elements. II. 5
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O.Cymr. Tiit-ri originally had -o-. O.Ir. dal-tech 'forum' (house

of assembly') dal-suide 'forum' ('seat of assembly') from dal f.

O.Ir. briathar-chath 'battle of words' for '*bretro- through the

intermediate stage *breff-, beside briathar f. 'Avord' for *bretra-

(I § 623 Eem. 1 p. 469, § 634 p. 475).

Stems in -«'-. O.Ir. nmir-bran 'mergus' ('sea-raven') from

O.Ir. muir n. 'sea' for *mori : Grail. Mori-tasgus Mori-dUnum. In

these and other words the palatalisation of the last consonant of

the first member is an obvious trace of the -i- which once stood

before it (cp. buaid-lia 'fornix', properly 'ti-iumphalis lapis' from

buaid n. 'victory', sain-chenelce 'proprium genus').

Stems in -it-. O.Ir. cath-bundach 'victorious in battle' cath-

lach 'battle-host, assembled fighting men' catli-charpat 'battle-

chariot' from cath 'battle' : Gall. Catu-slogus {= cath-lach) Catu-

riges, O.H.G. hadu-. bith-beo 'semper vivus', from O.Ir. bith

'world', which when used as the first member of a compound

took the meaning 'everlasting, ever' (cp. § 4 p. 6) : Gall. Bitu-

riges. fid-bocc 'ligneus arcus', from fid 'wood, tree', O.H.G.

witu 'wood'.

To determine the chronology of the loss of the final vowel

in the first member, we have the evidence of such forms as the

nom. pi. gnimartha beside sing, gnim-rad 'act, deed', compared

with the M-stem gnim , cp. ech-rad above. Since -ar- came

immediately from -f-, and this came from -re- (I § 634 p. 475),

the stem-final of the first member must have already disappeared

before the process of samprascLrana began. Indeed, even in

Grallic we find Lugdunum for Lugu-dunuin (Dio Cass. XLYI
c. 50 TO jlovyovdnvrov, vvv Se ylovydovvov y.aXnv/Liii'ov).

Stems in -n-. For these the form in -o- is substituted,

as in Gr. /.To-y.qBvov (§ 12 p. 27) ; e. g. Mid.Ir. talam-chumscugud

'earthquake' from talam, gen. talman, f. 'earth'.

Stems in -r-. The examples of these stems are not free

from difficulty. O.Ir. athar-gein 'procreation (of the father)'

mathar-marbthach 'matricide' mathar-lach 'matrix', the -thar

being no doubt for *-fr-o- (cp. Gr. ur^To-o-y-rnvoQ). athr-amil

'patri similis' mcid.r-amil 'matri similis' beside forms like sain-
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samail sain-email. Where the final member begins in a sonant:

athir-oircnid 'patricide', sethar-oircnid 'murderer of a sister' is

no doubt modelled on forms like mclthar-marbthach, where the

gen. sing, determined the type.

Stems in Explosives. All of these must have had -o-.

O.Ir. carat-rad 'friendship' from cara, gen. carat; compare

G-all. Carent-o-magus. Mid.Ir. oiged-chaire 'friendship between

guest and host' from oegi, pi. oegid 'guest'. O.Ir. rig-thech

'king's house' ng-fdiih 'royal poet' from »•*, gen. rig, king',

cp. Lat. reg-i-fugium. Cp. also Gall. Ginget-o-r%x beside Cinges

gen. -etis O.Ir. cing, ace. cingid, 'vir fortis, heros' ; Gall. Brig-o-

banne and *Brig-o-gilum (whence the modern Brigueil and

BrieuUes-sur-Bar) , beside O.Ir. bri, gen. breg, 'rising ground'.

Stems in -es- show in Irish the same type as Gr. slgo-

y.ojLiog. O.Ir. teg-lach 'household, familia' (O.Cymr. teulu 'familia'),

beside tech n. 'house'= Gr. avkyog, tecnate 'domesticus, familiaris'

for *tech-gnate (the spirant having been assimilated to the initial

consonant of the second member) a derivative from *tech-gnath

(gnath 'consuetus'). O.Ir. leth-chulba 'the pillar by the side, the

second pillar', led-marb 'half dead', from leth n. 'side, half. It is

probable that Gallic names like Cartis-mandua Civis-marus (see

Zeuss^ 785. 853) represent the same type of compound as Gr.

insa-fioXng; yet it is at least possible that a vowel has fallen out

after the -s-, cp. e. g. gen. Viscari for *Visu-cari.

§ 38. Class II. Idg. *^- 'un-' appears in Irish in different

forms according to its phonetic surroundings, e- before t, c:

O.Ir. e-tromm 'not heavy, light' e-cain 'indecens' ; but in Cymr.

an-, as annheilwng 'unworthy': O.Ir. etualng-ithe 'indignatus', cp.

Mod.Cymr. cant: O.Ir. cet 'hundred', I § 243 p. 201. in- for

*en- before d, g (op. I § 520 p. 878) : O.Ir. in-derb 'incertus'

in-gnad 'insolitus'. an- before vowels, Idg. *^w- I § 243, 4

p. 202: O.Ir. an-eolas 'inscientia', beside eola 'gnarus', an-se

'heavy' beside asse 'light'. By analogical transference an- came

to be used before explosives, even in O.Ir. : an-cretem 'infidelitas',

an-dach 'nequitia', an-glan 'immundus'. Further examples of this

5*
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kind are an-Jiss 'inscitia', an-hsiicl 'instabilis' {foss 'quietude)',

Mid.Ir. ain-mine roughness' and the like.

do- du- in do-chruth 'deformed' etc.: Skr. dus-, cp. § 14

p. 29. The opposite of this, so- su- = Idg. *st(-, is kept in

Keltic (as in Armenian, § 28 p. 46) only in composition: O.Ir.

so-nirt 'good in strength, strong' from nert 'strength', su-thain

'everlasting' from tan 'time'.

Class III. O.Ir. cuim-rechta 'alligatus' beside con-riug

'alligo': cp. Lat. com-esus. es-arte 'caesus, expalmatus' beside

es-arcon 'excisio': cp. Gr. ii-aifjsTog 'selected'. etar-scarthi

'divisa': cp. Lat. inter-fectus. acsiu 'act of seeing' dat. acsin

beside the pres. ad-chiu: cp. Lat. ad-emptio.

O.L'. ess-amin Mod.Cymr. eh-ofyn 'fearless' Gall. Ex-ohnus

Ex-omnus , from pr. kelt. ex 'out' = Lat. ex and (O.Ir.) omim

'fear'. Gall. Amhi-renns ('around the Rhine'), Ad-ledus ('by the

ive r Ledus'), Are-morica ('before the sea').

O.Ir. ro-, an intensive particle, as ro-mor 'very great' ro-

chain 'very beautiful', stands for pre-Keltic *pro- (I § 339 p. 268)

:

cp. Gr. np6-y.aXog 'very beautiful' np6-y.ay.og Very bad'. O.Ir. er-

«r-, also an intensive particle, as er-chosmil 'very similar' er-chian

'very long', comes from *ex-ro- ; for the loss of the -o see I § 634

p. 475.

§ 39. Class IV. Besides compounds in which an adjectival

stem was followed by a substantive (Class I), in Irish, as in the other

Indo-Germanic languages, inflected adjectives were combined

with substantives. Such phrases often developed into compounds,

and this process was all the more natural because the adjective lost

the characteristic inflexion of many of its cases, and thus the

phrase looked like a compound of Class I. Hence the two groups

overlapped, and in particular instances it is difficult to decide how

the compound arose. In none of these words have we any clear

traces of the destructive influence which the accent elsewhere exerts

upon the final members of compound words, e. g. drog-scela 'mali

nuntii' dag-gmm 'good work' (I § 685 p. 552), and therefore

we might in all cases decide in favour of Class IV. But there
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is nothing to prevent our assuming that compounds belonging

to Class lY influenced the accent of those of Class I. See

Zimmer, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIV 224 f., Kelt. Stud. II 19 ff. We
shall find a similar confusion of two different types of compo-

sition in High German, § 44.

Germanic.

§ 40. Class I.

Stems in -o-. Where the second member began in a

consonant the vowel seems always to have survived in proethnic

Germanic. In Gothic w^e find stems sometimes with -a- and

sometimes without, but no rule has yet been discovered to

account for this difference, although it must be connected with

some variation of accent i): giida-faurhts 'God fearing' gud-hus

'God's house' from gup 'God', dina-baur 'innate, native' din-falps

'simple' from dins 'one', Idusa-vaurds 'speaking folly' Idus-qiprs

'with empty stomach' from Idus 'loose, empty, null', akrana-ldus

'fruitless' from akran n. 'fruit', piudan-gardi f. 'king's house'

from piudans 'king'. In West Germanic, where the vowel still

appears as o in the oldest monuments (I § 83 Eem. I p. 77),

the law of syncope described in I § 635 p. 476 was in operation;

but its results were largely obscured by new formations. The

following are examples of the regular developement. O.H.G.

tago-sterno taga-stern 'daystar, morning star', spilo-man spila-man

'player', wego-wlso wega-wiso 'guide'. On the other hand we

find boum-garto orchard', ivin-rebe 'vine', himil-zungal 'stars of

heaven', houbit-band 'head-band'. Parallel to these stand such

forms as eban-lih 'aequalis' regan-mUnod 'rainy month' atwn-zuht

'respiration' accar-bigengo 'agricola' vogal-chrut 'chick-weed',

which come from prehistoric ground-forms containing *ebno-

*re^no- *edmo- *akkro- "fuzlo- (cp. Goth. ihna4eiks, figgra-gulp

'finger-ring' and Austro-vahhis , Count of Toulouse, 588 A. d.).

However, it has still to be determined (cp. Kaufmann, Paul-

1) See Holtzmann, Altdeutsohe Gr. I 2, 55; Kluge, Kuhn's Ztschr.

XXVI 81; Kremer, Paul-Braune's Beitr. VIII 381.438. Kremer's theory

is the least satisfactory.
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Braune's Beitr. XII 537 ff.) how far the historical form of the

first member may have been clue merely to the influence of the

uncompounded word (eban regan etc.).

Remark 1. In O.H.G. through the partial coincidence of the i-

and the a-declension, -i- often intruded in place of -o- -a-, as wegi-rih

beside wego-rih wega-rlh 'waybread, plantain' (properly 'way-ruler'). Cp.

Rem. 3 infr.

The treatment of -o- in proethnic Germanic, where the

second member began in a sonant, is uncertain (cp. I § 606

p. 459). It is possible that in some forms the hiatus remained

(see above, § 12 p. 25), cp. Goth, galiuga-apaustaiilus 'false

apostle' (from galiug n. lie'), O.H.G. sigo-era sige-era beside sig-

-era 'honour shown for victory'. Elision is by far the most frequent

:

Goth, hals-agga 'curve ofthe neck, nape' from halsa- 'neck', all-andjo

'complete' from alia- 'all'; O.H.G. wer-alt O.Sax. wer-old A.S.

wor-old O.Icel. ver-qld 'age of men, period, world' beside Goth.

vair (stem vaira-) 'man', O.H.G. ein-ougi A.S. dn-ed^e O.Icel.

ein-eygr 'one-eyed' beside Goth. dins. O.H.G. eban-alt 'equally

old' Mid.H.G. oster-cihent 'Easter-eve, day before Easter' for

*ebn- *ostr-, show the same analogical change as is seen in O.H.G.

ebano ebanon (see I § 215 p. 182 f.); the regular type is pre-

served in Vestr-alpus, an Alemannic chief (Ammian).

Forms containing the suffix -io-. Goth, alja-kuns 'of other

origin, strange', frdpja-marzeins 'derangement of mind' {frapi n.),

and on the other hand, with a long syllable before the suffix,

arbi-numja 'receiver of an inheritance , heir' {arbi n.) , aglditi-

-vaurdei 'improper speech' {aglditi n. 'impropriety'). Cp. the

contrast of gen. sing, harfis and hairdeis , I § 120 p. 112 f.,

§ 143 p. 128 f , II § 63. In West Gothic -i-, not -Ja-, is found

from the sixth or seventh century onwards even in the former

class of words. In Old High German -i- is universal, as eli-

-lenti 'foreign' eli-horo 'alienigena' heri-berga 'camp, shelter' arpi-

los 'without inheritance'. It is questionable whether we should

assume that -i- had appeared after short syllables, as in eli- (cp.

0.Sax.eZ^-few<i^0.Fris.^7^-te«rfe), before the consonant-strengthening

(I § 143 p. 129) and the syncope (I § 635 p. 476) of West

Germanic (Sievers, Paul - Braune's Beitr. Xfl[ 488 fl^.) ; see
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Kaufmann ibid. 537 fF. -Jo- -iio- are frequently found in proper

names belonging to different Germanic stocks in the first centuries

A. D., as Xagid-,in]oog Hario-haudes, Inguio-merus.

Stems in -&-. It may be assumed that even in proethnic

Germanic -o- was regular (§ 12 p. 25). Goth, airpa-kunds 'of

earthly origin' from airpa 'earth', hveila-hvairbs 'accommodating

oneself to the time, -ngriay.aiQoq from hveila 'time, while'. O.H.G.

Ijeto-man 'one who prays' beta-hus 'house of prayer' from beta

'prayer'; on the other hand erd-nhhi 'kingdom of earth' from

erda^ brdch-manot 'month of the first ploughing, June' from

hrcicha 'land broken up'. O.H.G. ahsal-pein 'shoulder-bone' from

ahsla 'shoulder', like vogal-chrut. O.H.G. erd-ajihil ('earth-apple')

'cucumber, melon' from erda-^ scab-tsen 'shaving tool' from scaba

'shaving tool, plane', like wer-alt. Mid.H.G. nadel-aere 'needle's

eye' from O.H.G. nadla Goth, nepla 'needle', like oster-abent.

Compare p. 70.

AVords containing the suffix -ie-, -ia-: Goth. pUsundi-faps

'leader of a thousand' from pustindi f. (nom. pi. pusimdjos)

'thousand'; O.H.G. sunti-los 'sinless' from suntia suntea sunta

'sin', redi-hdft 'eloquent' from redia reda 'speech', like eli-lenti]

see above.

Remark 2. In these feminines -o- and -a- often occur as well as -«-,

e. g. redo-haft reda-haft, hella-fiuf 'hell-fire' (from hella Goth. Imlja 'hell').

Here analogy has been at work; this new formation spread in the -ie-{-ia-)

stems, not in those with -jo-, because the sonant -/- which stood at the

point of juncture was not supported in the former class of stems as it

was in the latter (op. heri-herga beside nom. aco. heri) by the case-forms

of the unoompounded word; the -i- of the compound was especially liable

to alteration after the i of the original word had been completely assimi-

lated to the preceding group of consonants.

Stems in -i-. In proethnic Germanic -i- was no doubt kept

in all compounds whose second member began in a consonant.

Goth, -i-, as gasti-gops 'hospitable' from gasts, draiihti-vitop

'service in war, fight' cp. ga-drcmhts (stem ga-drauhti-) 'warrior'

;

rarely the -i- is lost (cp. the loss of -a- above) : brup-faps

'bridegroom' from brups 'bride', put-haurn 'horn for blowing' from

*ptdi- 'noise, sound' = O.Icel. pytr Mid.H.G. du^. In O.H.G.
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the forms are syncopated according to rule, steti-got 'genius loci'

iuri-sul 'doorpost, post', but tat-rahha 'narrative of what has

happened' gast-lius 'strangers' shelter' truh-sa7,o trnt-saio (Mid.H.G.

truht-saeie) 'lord high steward'.

Remark 3. In O.H.&. through the partial coincidence of the i- and

the o-deolension -o- -a- often took place of -(-, as scrita-mal beside scriti-

-mal 'pace, step' from scrit, pi. scriti. Op. Rem. 1 above.

Stems in -u-. In proethnic Grermanic -u- always appeared

in compounds whose second member began in a consonant.

Grothic has always -u-, as faihu-gairns 'covetous' from faihu

'cattle, possessions', filu-fdihs 'vevj various' from filu 'much, very'.

In O.H.G. the forms were altered by the law of syncope : fihu-wiari

'cattle-pond', filu-sprahhi filo-sprahhi 'speaking much', loitu-hoffa

wito-hoffa ('wood-hopper') 'hoopoe' from witu icito 'wood', Hadu-

mar proper name (hadu- 'battle': Gall, catu-), but on the other

hand tod-lih 'mortalis, mortiferus' from tod = Goth, ddupu-s

"death', hungertag 'day of fasting' for ^hutdgm- (cp. accar-bigengo

p. 69) cp. Goth, huhru-s 'hunger'.

Stems in -n- in proethnic and later Germanic show the

same type as Gr. /.lo-y.Qavot' (§ 12 p. 27). Goth, guma-kunds 'of

the male sex' O.H.G. gomo-heit goma-heit 'persona' beside Goth.

guma O.H.G. gomo m. 'human being, man', cp. Lat. homi-cida p. 60.

O.H.G. hatio-crad hana-crat 'crowing of a cock' from hano Goth.

hana m. 'cock'. O.H.G. namo-haft nama-haft 'having a name'

from namo m. Goth, namo n. 'name'. Goth, duga-dauro n.

('eye-door') 'window' O.H.G. oug-lrawa 'eyebrow' from Goth.

dugo O.H.G. ouga n. 'eye'. O.H.G. herz-blidi 'heartily agreeable'

from Jiersa Goth. Jiairto n. 'heart'. When the second member
begins in a sonant: O.H.G. brunn-adara 'vein of a spring' from

brunno Goth, brtinna m. 'spring, brook'.

Remark 4. It is noteworthy that the type of compound containing

a genitive (Class IV), such as hanin-fuo'^, Franchono-lant (§ 44), common
enough even in O.H.Gr., in later times continually encroached upon the

stem-compounds of Class I, particularly in the Modern period. The chie

factor in this developement was the circumstance that -en came ultimately

to be the ending of other cases besides the genitive, and hence lost its

originally definite character. Cp. J. Grimm, D. G. 11 (1878) p. 528. 591 ff.
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Stems in -r-. In Gothic we have the form bropru-lubo

'brotherly love' ; it is uncertain whether the first part represents

Idg. Hhratf- (I § 299 p. 237 f.), or whether, like the nom. pi.

bropr)'us, it was a new form modelled upon the t«-stems. bropr-a-lubo

also occurs, cp. Grr. narg-o-(p6vog etc. O.H.Gr. pruodar-lih 'brotherly'

may be variously explained; fatar-erpi 'patrimonium' is in any

case a new form instead of '*fatr-. We also find pruader-llh

fater-lili and the like, where e is due to the influence of the

inflected forms of the uncompounded word.

O.H.G. fmnt-lih 'hostile' friunt-lth 'friendly', fuoyscamil

'footstool', like Gr. S^of/.ovr-6-/.iaXloc, noS-o-arQa^T]. At the same

time it must be observed that in O.H.G. many of these con-

sonantal stems have gone over bodily to one of the vowel-

declensions, e. g. manod 'month' (Goth, still has dat. sing, menop

nom. pi. menops), with which compare e. g. manod-sioh 'lunaticus'.

Stems in -s-. Goth, sigis-ldun 'Tpvize of victory' (cp. Goth.

Sigis-meres Burg. Sigis-mundus O.Frank. Sigis-bertus etc.) from

sigis n. 'victory' (stem sigis-a- or sigiz-a-) : Skr. sdhas n. O.H.G.

egis-lih 'horrible' beside Goth, agis n. 'fear' (stem agis-a-), cp.

also O.H.G. egis-o m. 'fright' egis-on 'frighten' like Gr. UMxea-

-(pcpog. The following may also belong to this group, if they

have lost the vowel of the suffix -es-: Goth, pruts-fill A.S.

ctrust-fel (for *druts-) 'scab' and A.S. Hens-broc, name of a

place, compare probably O.Icel. hms (only in pi.) 'fowls'.

Rather more frequently we have -es- stems extended by -o-:

Goth, diz-a-smipa O.H.G. er-smid 'copper-smith', O.H.G. Lembir-

-bah (cp. Kelbiris-bach with the gen. sing., Class lY) Mid.H.G.

eier-vel (A.S. ce^er-felma) 'skin of an egg', Mid.H.G. rinder-hirte

'cowherd' (A.S. hrySer-lieord 'herd of cattle'). After -er- became

a sign of the plural (§ 132) the first member of these com-

pounds took a plural meaning {rinder- hirte = 'herdsman of

cattle').

Kemark 5. The transference of these stems to the o-deolension

(§ 132), caused by the loss of the final -"os in the nom. and aco. sing.,

gave rise to alterations of the stem in compounds, on the model of the

o-class; thus O.H.G. rhid-stal. The oldest example of this type is perhaps
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the form reqiia- 'darkness' (op. Goth, riqis Slcr. rdjas-}, seen in requa-

liviihano, which occurs on an inscription of the second or third century

A. D. (found in the District of Cologne) , if Holthausen is right in ex-

plaining it as 'living in the darkness'; hut perhaps it is better to refer it

to the analogy of nom. *reqiwz : *wiilfa-z.

§ 41. In many compounds, in Germanic as in Greek and

in Slavonic (§ 30. 47), the popular conception of the first member

underwent a change, and the latter was regarded as having a

verbal instead of a nominal force.

Thus in O.H.G. first of all nominal stems in -i- (for an

original -«'-, -io-^ -id- or -ie-) came into immediate connexion

with verbs in -ten, e. g. spuri- in spuri-himt 'hunting-hound'

(Mid.H.G. spiir spur f. n. 'trace, track') came into connexion

with spiirien spurren 'to trace'; smelzi-gold ('melted gold') 'refined

gold, standard gold' {smelzi n. 'gloss produced by melting, enamel")

with smelzen (Goth. *smaltjan) 'liquefy'; deche (older *decchi-)

seen in deche-lachen 'cloth or sheet for covering' (decha, older

*decchia , 'covering') with decchen (O.Icel. ])ehjd) 'to cover';

slengi-stein 'sling-stone' (slenga, older ^'slengia^ sling') with slengen

(O.Icel. slengva) 'to sling, hurl'. Hence numerous new formations

whose initial members were real verbal forms, as deni-lachan 'cloth

for spreading out, tent-cloth' from denen 'to spread out', tvezzi-stein

'whetstone' from wezzen 'to whet'. The next step was to give a

new verbal signification to nominal stems ending in original -o-;

thus O.H.G. strtt-muot 'eagerness for the fray' strU-lou/t 'race'

(strtt m. 'strife') was referred to stritan 'strive', scelt-wort 'abusive

word' {scelta f. 'abuse') to sceltan 'to abuse', giving a type which

was followed by large member of new formations like melc-fwi,

'milk-vessel' from melchan 'to milk'. Then, when the o and e in

inflexional syllables had sunk to e, which also represented a

and e, when e. g. beta-hus 'house of prayer' and beton 'to pray' had

become bete-hus beten, and lina-berga 'railing, trellis' and linSn

had become line-herga linen respectively, the numerous forms of

this kind gave a fresh impulse in High German to the verbal

interpretation of the initial members of compounds, and the new

type of formation already established was taken into yet wider use

;

e. g. Mid.H.G. lebe-site 'manner of life' from leben 'to live'.
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Remark 1. In Mid.H.Q-. the stems of all classes of verbs had
begun to be used in the initial part of compounds , and the number
of such verbal compounds has been considerably on the increase down to

modern times. There were always a number of words which to the

popular consciousness appeared halfway between nominal and verbal com-
pounds ; as do even now such words as slreit-lust , tnnz-lust , schlummer-

-statie, raitb-vopel, cp. sireit and sireiten, tarn and tanzen etc. [Similar

uncertainty is felt in English witli regard to compounds like shoir-room

painf-hrush u'ntch-tower slaughter-house.] But such forms inevitably came

to be regarded as verbal when the noun was no longer used uncom-

pounded, e. g. in beiJiaus, which was formed from O.H.G. beta Mod.H.G.

beie 'prayer', but, when this noun was lost, was of necessity connected with

the verb beten.

Remark 2. The same process of analogical formation arising from

a new interpretation of nominal stems is found in the other "West Germanic

dialects and in those of Scandinavia ; whether it also took place in Gothic

is doubtful. See Osthoff, Verbum in der Wominalc. p. 10 if.

Remark .8. Connected with this is another characteristic of High

German which may be mentioned here; — the new meaning given to the

initial member of adjectival compounds in -bar, -linh, -haft. -sam. E. g.

O.H.G. ctanc-bari Mid.H.G. danc.-baere at first meant exactly "gratias (re-)

ferens' (O.H.G. dane Goth, pagks 'thanks'), O.H.G. scin-bar! Mid.H.G. schiri-

bwre literally meant 'bearing an appearance, having an appearance'. !Now

when the second member had acquired the character of a suffi.x, the first

was referred to the verb to which it was akin (Mid.H.G. danken and

schinen'). Hence further new formations like Mid.H.G. hel-baere 'seeking

to hide oneself Mod.H.G. irink-bar anu<end-bctr etc., in which the second

member is used like a primary suffix. See Osthoff loc. cit. p. 112 ff.

§ 42. Class II. Grerm. mw- 'un-' before consonants and

before sonants: Gr. d- av- etc. Goth. un-Jciinps O.H.G. im-kiind

'unknown': cp. Gr. a-yvdixo^. Goth, un-veis O.H.G. un-wis 'in-

experienced': Lat. in-visus; Goth, un-viss 'uncertain': Gr. a-invog

'unseen, unknown' (cp. a-otvog § 31), cp. I § 527 p. 382. Goth.

un-agands 'not fearing'; O.H.G. un-ende n. 'endlessness': Skr.

an-antd-s 'endless'. Germ, tuz- 'ill-, mis-' = Gr. dvff-: Goth.

hiz-verjan, a denominative formation , 'to doubt' ('be chary of

faith'), O.H.G. zur-wdri 'suspiciosus, suspectus'.

In the course of the separate developement of Germanic

several particles were restricted to use in composition, e. g. fra-

= Gr. Tifjo in Gothic and in "West Germanic.

§ 43. Class III. Goth. /ra-ZcitH^s A.S./Va-co^ 'despised':

cp. Skr. prd-jndta-s 'different, recognisable'. O.H.G. frd-idt
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'transgression': cp. Gr. TrQ6-&tGi(; 'a setting forth', Lith. pra-deti

'to begin' pra-dMa 'beginning'. As regards the accent see § 19, 3

p. 37. Gotli. af-stass f. 'separation, defection': cp. Gr. uno-

-naaic 'separation, defection'. O.H.G. in-ziht f. 'accusation : Lat.

iii-dictio, Gr. sv-i^si^tg 'an information'.

Goth, anda-nahti n. 'the time towards night': cp. Lith. afit-

TiakU 'that which one has on one's neck {ant MMo), burden', Gr.

avva, di'Ti. uf-dij^eis 'under an oath, bound by an oath': cp. Gr.

vn-aanlSiog. faura-dauri 'that which is before the door, street':

cp. Gr. TTapa-daXdaciiog.

Goth, mip-gasinpa m. 'travelling companion', Mid.Ii.G. mit-

erhelinc 'co-heir': Gr. /.iha. Goth, nfar-fidlei O.H.G. ubar-fulH

f. 'superabundance': Skr. updri.

O.H.G. niu'iht Mid.H.G. niht 'notliing' contrasted with Goth.

i>i vaihts 'nothing' ni vaihtdi 'in nothing, not at all': Goth, vctihts

'thing, something'; we have also O.H.G. neoiviht 'nothing' for

m eo wiht 'no thing at all'. O.H.G. neoman Mid.H.G. nieman 'no

one' for ni eo man^ cp. Goth, ni manna and manna ni 'no one'.

§ 4=4. Class lY. O.H.G. drl-ziig A.S. d:n-ti^ 'thirty =
Goth, preis tigjus ^ ace. prins tiguns; O.H.G. zwein-zug A.S.

twce7t-ti^ tiven-ti'^ 'twenty' was derived from old phrases con-

taining a dative, cp. Goth, tvdim tigum 'duabus decadibus'.

Other instances of this kind do not occur until later periods.

Tlius Mod.H.G. jung-geaelle 'bachelor' neu-jahr 'ISTew Year' oher-

rock 'overcoat' are from the Mid.H.G. phrases junc geselle 'young

comrade' niuwe jclr^ ober roc, and these forms are therefore stem-

compounds (Class I) only in appearance. Mod.H.G. jeder-mann

'every one', gen. j'edermanns, from jeder maun 'every man'. From

the common phrases in which a preposition («•«, in etc.) was

combined with a place-name consisting of adjective and sub-

stantive, arose new nominative forms, as Mid.H.G. Hohen-burc,

Hohen-vels; cp. the nom. sing. SdnvCLben from sen Sivdben

(dat. pi.).

Many compounds in Germanic contain the genitive. In

High German these continually grew more numerous; their
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developement out of mere phrases may often be traced in

the literary monuments of the language, e. g. Mod.H.Gr. liimgers-

not from Mid.H.G. hungers not, Baierland from O.H.Gr. Beiero

Imit.

O.H.Gr. (Alemann.) Zios-tac A.S. Tiwes-dae^ O.Icel. Tys-

-dagr Tin's (Zio's) day, Tuesday', cp. gen. Gr. /Ii(f)-6c: Skr. div-ds.

Similarly O.H.G. donares-tag A.S. dunres-dce^ O.Icel. pors-dagr

'Thursday'.

Goth, baurgs-vaddjus 'wall of a fortress or city' from baurg-

'fortress, city'. Instead of dulgis skula 'he who has a debt

(dulg-s m.) to pay, debtor' (Luke 7, 41) it is perhaps better

to write dtdgisshula. Crim.-Goth. hcemis-clep would no doubt

in Wulfila's Gothic appear as *hdimis-hldifs "house-bread'.

O.H.G. gotes-hiis 'God's house', huinles-fliuga (beside hunt-

fliuga) 'dog-fly', SuSho-lant 'Swabia', hanin-fuoT, 'crow-foot' (name

of a plant, lit. 'hen's-foot'), ohsin-zunga 'ox-tongue' (name of a

plant), gerstun-korn 'barley corn', Franchono-tal 'Frankenthal'

(valley of the Franks); with these latter forms containing the

gen. sing, or pi. of w-stems cp. § 40 Rem. 4 p. 72. In this

class (not in Glass I, § 40) should no doubt be placed the further

examples O.H.G. truhti-gomo 'follower' bruti-gomo 'bridegroom'.

In the Mid.H.G. period first occur compounds with the gen. pi.

aller, as aller-best, aller-gro^est; in O.H.G. we have the phrase

allero be7,7,ist. Prom the beginning of the Modern period

substantives are compounded with adjectives in forms like

manns-toU (Mid.H.G. mannes tol) 'av^go/navijg geistes-arm (cp.

(cp. Mid.H.G. lusters arm) 'poor in spirit'.

In Mod.H.G. it was often forgotten that -s was a sign of

the genitive in such compounds as Jiunds-fliege. Hence many

new formations; on the one hand, forms like hilfstruppen

'auxiliary troops' nahrungsmittel 'means of subsistence, pro-

visions' from hilfe and nahrung, gen. sing, hil/e, nahrimg

(Grimm, D. Gr. II 922); on the other hand forms like bauers-

mann reitersmann instead of bauermann 'countryman' reitermann

'cavalry-man'. Similarly in English occurs doomsday : A.S. dom-

dce^, herdsman: Mid.Eng. herde-man. Cp. § 17.
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Remark. Compounds containing a dative or aceusative governed

by the second member do not seem to occur in Gothic nor in the older periods

of High Grerman. In any case we must reject the view (Mahlow, Die

laugen Vocale p. 100) that Gothic seinai-gairndi ''rpHavroJ (gloss on 2 Tim.

3, 2) contains a dat.-loc. and means 'desiring for his ovra, i. e. for himself.

It is a matter of choice whether to regard this , like the reading

Idusaivaiirddi beside Idiisavaurddi
'
fiaTaioXoyoi (Tit. 1, 10), as a mere

mistake in writing, or to assume that the scribe wished to represent the

sound of e instead of a, following the pronunciation of his day; cp.

SiHtjai-frijMS (Lat. Siiniefridus) in the Naples Document ("Wulfila ed.

Bernhardt p. 649), where ai is certainly to be read as e.

The close connexion between the nom. sing, ein and the

oblique cases of ander, which was established in O.H.Gr.,

produced the Mid. and Mod.H.Cx. ein-ander. In O.H.Gr. we

still find such a phrase as sie sind ein anderen ungelih 'they

are unlike each other' (lit. 'one to others'). Cp. Skr. anyo-nya-

§ 24 p. 41.

Balto-Slavonic.

§ 45. During the proethnic period of Balto-Slavonic only

a few new uses seem to have been developed. Two points

may be mentioned.

1. The original Indo-Crermanic compounds with *^- 'un-'

(Class II) gave way to compounds with *ne 'not'. Cp. Lith.

ne-gale 'weakness, sickness, disease' O.C.Sl. ne-mosti 'feebleness,

weakness', with Lat. in-valitudo O.H.G. un-maht. Besides *«e-,

another particle, which appears in Lith. as b^, in O.C.Sl. as

bezu, and is connected with Skr. bahis 'outside, without', had

no doubt begun to be used as a negative prefix; cp. Lith. be-

{liignis O.C.Sl. bez-dnnu 'groundless', Lith. be-divis O.C.Sl. bez-

bogu 'godless'.

2. The compound adjectival declension came into use, as

Lith. geras-is 'the good (masc.)' = geras j\s (I § 147 p. 131),

O.C.Sl. novu-Ji novy-Jt 'the new (masc.)' (I § 84 p. 80).

§ 46. Lithuanian.
Class I. The nom. sing, of compounds of this group

generally ends in -is masc. (gen. -to) and -d fern. (cp. § 63).

Stems in -o-. Where the second member begins in a

consonant, -a- is found less and less frequently in the course
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of the literary period; the conditions of its loss still need careful

investigation (cp. I § 636 p. 477, § 664, 1. 2 p. 522). The old

form veida-mainis is now veid-mainys ('changing the countenance')

'hypocrite' from veida-s 'countenance'. Old form aiiksa-kasiSj

modern duks-lcasis 'gold-digger' from duksa-s 'gold', darha-vete

'place of work' from ddrla-s 'work', svetimd-szalis 'foreigner,

stranger' from svetima-s 'strange', gera-dejis 'benefactor', visa-

galls (beside vis-galls) 'all-powerful, almighty' (or perhaps the

last two contain an ace. neut., and belong to Class IV?). szon-

kaulis ('side-bone') 'rib' from ssona-s 'side of the body', vilk-fautis

'wolfs egg' (a kind of malodorous fungus) from vitka-s 'wolf,

minkszt-protis 'weak in mind, soft-head' from mmkszta-s 'soft,

tender'. In Prussian -a- is generally kept, e. g. lauca-gerto

'partridge' from lauka-n ace. 'field', labha-segtsna-n ace. 'benefit'

from lahha-s 'good'.

Where the second member begins in a vowel, -a- is always

dropped, e. g. ven-dkis 'one-eyed man' from vma-s 'one'. In

Prussian on the other hand (as in Slavonic, § 47) the stem-final

is kept; dago-augis 'summer shoot or sprout' beside daga-gaydis

'summer wheat' (cp. deina-algenika- below, p. 80).

Forms containing the suffix -io-. We still find -ja- in the

older authorities, e. g. nauja-vedis 'newly married man' from

nauja-s 'new'; cp. Pruss. caria-ivoytis karige-wayte 'review' {g in

karige- = j) , crauya-wirps 'blood-letter' from crauyo krawia

'blood'. In the modem language -io- stems are treated as though

they were stems in -o- or -i-. The stem-final has been lost

e. g. in jaut-vede 'leading-rope for oxen', jdut-akis 'ox-eye' (a

plant) from jdutis -csio 'ox', veMige 'cancer' from vegy-s 'crayfish',

krau-hidys 'blood-letter' from kraiija-s 'blood'; examples with

-a- are grebl-a-kotis 'rake-handle' from grebly-s, brol-d-vaikis

'brother's son' from broli-s. Cp. also nauji-kaulis 'bony ex-

crescence'.

Remark 1. "We meet with spellings like nauj-veda beside nau-veda

'newly married man', Icrauj-gysU 'vein of blood', v'ij-malunis 'windmill' (cp.

haznycz-hemis beside hagnyt-kemis belowj. These forms cannot be said to

represent the stage preceding the loss of the j, which is only restored in

lihem from the unoompounded word.
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Remark 2. This treatment of jo-stems in composition, which is

also found in Lettio, reminds us of the treatment of the same stems where

they are extended by derivative suffixes : jdut-akis like jaut-mis jaut-ditis

'little ox'. The form zem-obulps (from zeme), which will be noticed further

on, should be compared with karv-iize karv-dite 'little cow' from kdrvi

'cow'. In Prussian hel-lax de 'spear-shaft' (beside kelia-n 'spear') seems to

correspond to these Lithuanian compounds.

Stems in -a-, -o- is quite rare; the example sziksznd-

sparnis 'bat' was mentioned on p. 25. These stems are usually

treated like stems in -o-. galva-mdys and gah-sudys 'murderer

from galva 'head', vasara-sziltis 'warmth of summer', harzd-

shutys 'beard-shaver, barber' from harzda 'beard', nugar-haulis

'backbone' from nugara 'back', bal-upe 'moorland stream' from

bata 'moor, marsh', vasar-augis 'this year's shoot' from vasara

'summer', like ven-akis ; cp. on the other hand Pruss. deina-

algenikamans dat. 'to day-labourers' from deina-n ace. f. 'day

(Lith. nom. dena).

Peminines in -ia -e -i are treated like the -io- stems. g\r-

parszis 'little wild pig' from glria glre 'wood', hamyt-kemis

(also bamycz-kemis, see Rem. 1) 'village with a church' from

baznyczia 'church' (borrowed from Slav.), zem-skire 'landmark,

field-boundary', sem-obulys 'earth-apple' from geme 'earth', maft-

-merge 'bridesmaid' from marti, gen. marczios^ 'bride'. An
example with -a- is kregM-a-zole 'swallow-wort' from kregMe

'swallow'. In Prussian, the feminines which correspond to the

Lith. feminines in -e show -e- and -«-, the equivalents of Lith. -e'-,

e. g. ape-witwo 'river-willow, osier' from ape^ Lith. upe 'stream',

icosi-grabis 'spindle-tree' from wosee 'goat' (Lith. *o#e, cp. masc.

osy-s).

Stems in -«-. tri-rqsis 'three-pronged'. In words of more

than one syllable -i- is rare, e. g. nakti-kovis 'roving at night'.

The forms are usually without -»"-, as ak-mirkis 'twinkUng of

an eye, moment' from akl-s 'eye', dnt-kiauszis 'duck's egg' from

dnti-s 'duck'; cp. Pruss. perst-lansta-n 'dust-window, window-

shutter' beside O.C.Sl. prustt f. 'dust'. Here and there we have

-a-, as ugn-d-vete 'fireplace' from ugnl-s 'fire' (cp. darbd-vete)^
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Remark 3. These stems may have first followed the analogy of

stems in -o- {ugn-a-) and then dropped the -a- {ah- ant-), or else the -/-,

where it does not occur, may have fallen out by regular phonetic change,

leaving the forms to be remodelled by the analogy of compounds like

darha-vetL In any case this group of compounds also (see Rem. 2) must be
compared with diminutival formations like ak-Mi 'little eye' ugn-iiiis 'little

fire' etc.

Remark 4. aky-mojis = ahiu mojis 'moment, twinkling of an eye'

ahy-moju 'instantaneously' (which wo can scarcely suppose to have been

influenced by forms like ahy-ti uhy-la-s etc.) may perhaps contain the nom.
ace. du. used as the dual stem, alct for *aki, see I § 664 p. 523. Cp. the

retention of the original i in try-lika 'thirteen'. Whether ie in Bretken's

ahie-mirhsnis 'moment' (Bezzenberger's Beitr. zur Gesch. d. lit. Spr. 270)

stands for ia is doubtful. — It may be asked in passing how we should

how regard the y in aby-pusei 'on both sides', which contains the dual

abl pusl, where ahi comes from *a6e'. Should we compare (in spite of

the different accentuation) the relation of apy- to api- ape, of pry- to

pri- pre-?

Stems in -u-. -u- was on the whole rather better preserved

than -a- and -i-. alu-daris 'brewer' from aM-s 'beer, virszu-

galvis 'upper part of the head, crown' from virszu-s 'upper (part)'.

The loss of -u- {-iu-) and the intrusion of -a- in its stead

appear to be connected with the partial transition of M-stems

iato the o-decl. : pB-valgis 'midday meal' from petus pi. 'midday',

smog-mdys 'murderer of men' smog-edys 'devourer of men' from

smogu-s 'man', gyr-pelnys 'ambitious person, braggart' from

gyriu-s 'fame', -pig-a-kalhis beside pig-kalbis 'proficient in

speaking' from pigii-s 'easy, cheap'. The form placz-kojis beside

plat-kojis 'broad-foot' {platu-s 'broad') is explained by reference

to the cases which have -to-, as dat. sing, placzid-m, cp. bamycz-

kemis beside hamyt-kemis p. 79.

Amongst consonantal stems there is scarcely a single

example of a genuine type which has not undergone some

destructive change in the course of its developement. szun-

-ohMei pi. ('dog's-apples') 'hawthorn' from szu, gen. szuns,

'dog', like Grr. nvv-comg, can scarcely be considered a direct

representative of an original type; this is shewn by the

forms szun-muse 'dog-fly' szun-szUdis 'stercus caninum', which

by the rules of formation in Indo-Germanic should have been

*szvin- (= Skr. iva- Idg. *lcm^-). moter-ioles pi. 'mother-wort'

Brug:mann, Elements. U. 6
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(from mote, gen. motefs, Voman') shows the strong form of the

stem, in contrast to the original type.

Class II. Of this class there is no trace in Baltic.

Class III. pra-inintas 'named' : 8kr. 2}rd-mata-s 'contrived,

uttered', per-pintas 'plaited crosswise': 0.C.81. pre-pqtu 'drawn

outwards, outspread'; per-Justas 'girt over, girt about': Grr. nsgi-

^warog 'girt about'.

per-galve 'that which is laid over or around the head, hood':

cp. Gr. TTsgt-xscpaXov nsfn-y.srpaXata 'head-covering', apy-vakaris

'the time towards evening' {afSvdkarq). pa-stale 'drawer under

the table {po stalu)'.

at-laikas at-lekas 'remnant': O.C.Sl. otu-Uku. sdn-dora

'concord', sqszhvos pi. 'sweepiags': cp. O.C.Sl. sq- Skr. sam-.

ne-kas 'scarcely any one, hardly any one', ne-vena-s 'not

only one, not alone', but Pruss. ne-ains ni-ains 'no one', cp.

Lat. noenu-m non.

Class IV. du-szimtu 'two hundred' ir^-samtoi"three hundred'

(for Hrys-szimtai according to I § 664, 6 p. 524) beside du

szimtii = try(s) szimtai. try-lika 'thirteen' keturio-lika 'fourteen'

no doubt contain the nom. ace. pi. neut. Accusative forms

:

sz\-7net 'this year', ssq-niZkt 'this night', anq-syk 'that time' for

sz\ metq, szq ndkt\, anq syk{. We have no doubt instrumentals

in sze-ims 'on this side' ana-pus 'on that side' from piise 'half.

aby-pusei 'on both sides' is formed from ahl pusi 'both sides' (cp.

Rem. 4). Du. nom. masc. fu-du fem. je-dvi, dat. instr. masc. jem-

-dvem fem. jom-dvem, from /is 'he' and dii 'two', similarly du.

pacziu-du from pats 'self, with other forms of the same sort.

In some dialects we find kas-vdkaras adj. 'every evening'

kas- mets adj. 'every year', originally subordinate relative clauses,

i. e. 'which ever evening (year) it may be' (the Author, Lit.

Volksl. u. March. 320, and for a similar usage in Slavonic see

Miklosich, Vergl. Gr. II 376, IV 87). In other dialects the

analogy of accusatives of time like td (ss\) vdkarq 'in the

evening (this evening)' gave rise to kasvdkarq, kasmetq,

similarly kasdSnq 'daily' and other forms ; and, with loss of the
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ending, kasmet kasdSn etc.; and further, derivatives like hasdSnis

kasdenlnis 'daily'. Cp. Lat. quotannis § 36 p. 63.

Compounds having a dependent genitive for their first

member are rare; e. g. szuns-^degius ('dog-tailed person')

'flatterer, fawner' from szu, gen. szuns, 'dog'. There are more

examples in Lettic, as femes-mate 'earth-goddess' from feme =
Lith. Seme 'earth'.

Remark 5. How are we to regard hiUs-ange 'house-door' (buta-s

'house'), and Lett, gads-kdrta 'time of year' (^gads 'year', stem gada-)

which seems to be a form of the same kind? "Was there a stem *butes-?

(No great importance perhaps should be attached to the Prussian form

huttas-taws beside huttan-taws and hutta-tawas 'house-father').

Further, what is the origin of the y in harsztymetis 'hot time'

{karszla-s 'hot', hafszti-s m. 'heat'), hrangymetis 'dear time, dearth'

{hrangu-s 'dear'), darhymetis 'work-time' {ddrha-s 'work'), vasarymetis

'summer time' (vasarA 'summer')? Should we start from the nom. pL

harszti mStai (cp. ahy-pusei from ahi pusl, Rem. 4) or a form *karsztyn-

mStai? For the general use of the ending -ymetis cp. Gr. -^^joo'po; ~>]ysv>\i;

§ 29 Rem. p. 47.

kits kUcf, 'one another' is now regarded so much as a

single word that the first part retains its masculine form even

when the subject is feminiae. In Bretken (16* century) we still

find moterissMs geddja presz kita kitq 'the women sang against

each other'.

§47. Slavonic. Class I. Many of the following examples

are not popular combinations, but a scholar's translations of

Greek compounds.

Stems in -o-. The stem has -o-, whether the second

member begins with a consonant or a sonant. O.C.Sl. bogo-

-rodica 'mother of God' from hogu 'God', crmo-vlasu 'black-

haired' from cnnU 'black', crino-oku 'black-eyed', hogo-izhranu

'chosen of God', bogo-ucenu 'taught of God".

Forms with -ie- from -io- (I § 84 p. 80) : voje-voda 'leader

of a host' from voji pi. 'warriors, soldiers', Ime-proroku 'false

prophet', from lusi lying, false', gnoje-imenitu 'y.onQwvv/.iog'

(nickname of a Byzantine emperor) from gnop 'dung', mqSe-

-ubijica 'homicida' from mqz% 'man'. Through the preponderance

of the forms with -o-, this sound often took the place of pr.
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Slav, -e- iu later Slavonic, e. g. Serv. konjo-zohica ('equum

nutriens') 'bag of fodder'.

Stems in -a- always show the ending of the o-stems.

vodo-nosu water-vessel' from voda 'water', rajco-pisanije (/sipo-

YQa(pov) 'bill of debt, bond' from rcika 'hand'; rqko-obycinu 'ac-

customed to the hand, tame'. zemlje-m6rije 'land-measurement,

geometry' from zemlja 'land', zmije-nogmu 'snake-footed, with feet

of or like snakes' from zmija 'snake', duse-gubmu 'destroying

the soul, annihilating' from dusa 'soul', zmije-ohrazinu 'having

the form of a snake', duse-uhijtca 'murderer of souls'. Serv.

zmijo-glav 'snake-headed' for the older and true form zmije-.

Stems in -i-. tri-zqbu 'tiident' from tri 'three'. Many

examples have -o-, following the analogy of o-stems: as gosto-

Ijuhim 'hospitable' from gosti 'stranger, guest', zvSro-vidtnu

'having the appearance of a wild beast' from zvSri 'wild beast',

sumrito-nosivu 'death-bringing' from sumriti 'death', zvSro-

ohrazmu 'having the form of a wild beast'. We often find -e-

(but this is late), e. g. zvere-vidmu beside zviro-vidinu, zvere-

-imenittnu beside zv6ro-imenitinu 'named after an animal', pqte-

-vosdt 'guide'.

Eem ark. It is a question Tvliether in the latter examples -e- is

the e of the stems in -to- (yoje- etc.) , as OsthofP assumes (Verb, in d.

Nominalc. 213) , or the « of forms like iiqteml for pqtinn (I § 36 p. 36,

Leskien, Handb.^ p. 21 if.). Osthoff's view seems to be the true one.

Stems in -u- have -o-. syno-tvorjenije 'viodsaiu, reception

into the position of a son' from synu 'son', medo-tocinu 'sweet-

streaming' from medii 'honey'. Compare the transference of

w-stems to the o-declension , which is found in the very

earliest authorities; such forms as synochu instead of synuchu

(I § 52 p. 44, and Leskien, Handb.2 p. 21 ff.), need hardly be

taken into account ; see the last Remark. As regards medvedl.

see § 12 p. 26.

kniv-o-politije 'bloodshed' from the stem hruv- 'blood', gen.

sing, kriw-e, Idg. stem *qniu- *qru-, cp. Gr. i/»v-o-(pdyog. Yet
the forms with -o- may not have sprung up until after some
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of the cases of the word had been formed afresh in the i-

declension, as nom. hriiv-t.

Stems in -n-. kamen-o-vidmu 'liaving the appearance of

a stone' from kamy 'stone', imen-o-nosinu 'bearing a name' from

imq 'name'. The original types of formation seem to liave

completely disappeared.

Stems in -r-. matere-dosaditeK and matere-uhijica

'matricide' like zvere-vidmu (see p. 84 above). Beside these

we have, without -o-, cetvrS-guhu 'quadruplus' for *cetver-guhu.

Stems in -s-. Generally -o- appears instead of -es-; cudo-

-tocinu 'sending forth wonders, spreading them abroad' from ctido

wonder', oko-izmetmii 'casting out the eye' (on the other hand

Ru8S. and Serv. have oce-^ Russ. oce-vidnyj 'appearing to the

eye') from oko 'eye'; compare the transference of forms from

the es-declension to that of o-stems, as instr. sing, neborm

beside nehesimt. More rarely we find -es-o-^ as cudes-o-tocmti

beside cudo-tocinu, nehes-o-podrasatelmu 'imitating heaven', cp.

loc. pi. nebesechu instead of nebeswhU.

Of Class II no examples remain in Slavonic.

Class III. pro-stritu 'outstretched': cp. Skr. prd-stirm-s

'stretched forth, outspread', u-vqstu 'crowned' u-vqsti 'to crown' :

cp. Pruss. au-klipt-s 'hidden' Skr. dva-hata-s 'struck back,

driven off; slain', iz-^tu 'taken out' iz-^ti 'to take out': Lith.

isz-imta-s isz-imti.

pri-morije 'the region by the sea' {pri mori). na-glavije

'turban' (that which is on the head [na glavS]). Cp. Miklosich,

Denkschr. d. Wiener Ak. XIII 19 f.

sq-logU 'censors tori': cp. Gr. a-\o/o;, Idg. *som- *sm-

'together, with', pa-dtisti 'step-daughter': Lith. p6-dnkra.

Class IV. bratu-sestra 'brother and sister'; this was in-

flected like the nom. du. of an o-stem, hence bratUsestroma;

compare the dimin. brattisestnca. Jisusu-Chruitosu has gen.

Jisusu-Christosa. diwa-desqtmti 'twentieth' (beside dvo-des'itmu),

derived from dma des^ti ('two decades') 'twenty'. Many

similar examples occur in modern Slavonic dialects; e. g. in

Polish ivielka-noc (great night') 'Easter' has gen. dat. ivielkanocy.
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polu-nosti 'in the middle (loc.) of the night (gen.), at

midnight', and similarly polu-dme 'at midday'; compare polu-

-nostije 'midnight' polu-dmije 'midday', polu-nostmu adj. 'of

midnight' polu-dmmu adj. 'of midday', obonupolmu 'situated on

the further bank', derived from obu onu polu 'on that side, on

the further bank', pqti-na-desqtmu 'fifteenth', derived from p^tt

na desqie ('five on ten') 'fifteen'. "With -o-, the 'vowel of com-

position', inserted: osmo-na-desqtu 'eighteenth', cp. Gr. xaXo-

-xayad-la § 30 p. 51. Compare on this subject Baudouin de

Courtenay in Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr. IV 204 ff.

kruvi-proUtije (beside kruv-o-prolitije, see above) 'bloodshed',

gen. of kruvi 'blood', domu-zakoniniku 'house-manager', gen. or

loc. of domu 'house', bratu-cqda (beside brato-cqdd) 'brother's

daughter', dat. (possessive dat.) of bratu 'brother', bogu-mnzuku

(beside bogo-mnsuku) 'hated of God' bogu-milu (beside bogo-milu)

'dear to God' (proper name), dat. of bogu 'God', doma-c^dici

'domi natus, vernaculus' doma-sivtct 'living at a place, inhabitant',

doma adv. 'at home' from domu. As the special meaning given

by the case of the first member became obscured, there sprang

up formations like Czech. Bohu-sud on the analogy of Bohu-mil,

cp. O.C.Sl. bogo-sqdMne adv. 'dei iudicio'.

The -i- appearing in the cases of the «-stems (krmi-prolitije)

wsLS connected in popular usage with verbs in -iti and treated

as having an imperatival force. Such a form, for instance, as

Misti-drugu (Czech. Msti-druh) was properly 'ultionis socius',

imsti being gen. of mtstt 'vengeance'; but since misti was also

2. sing. impv. of mtstiti 'to avenge', the word came to be

regarded as meaning 'ulciscere socium'. This change of

meaning produced a large number of compounds which were

either formed on the new type, or altered to suit it, e. g.

Serv. Ljuhi-voj ('love the warrior', Ijubiti 'to love') instead

of *Ljubo-vof, cp. Ljubo-brat '(fila^slrpog. See Osthoff, Yerbum
i. d. Nom. p. 209 flP. Cp. § 30. 41.
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NOUN COMPOUNDS CONSIDERED IN RESPECT OF THKIR MEANIN'G.

§ 48. In Stem-Compounds of the proethnic Indo-Germanic

type (e. g. Skr. aSva-hayd-s Gr. 'ivno-^OTO-g) the nature of the

relation which the first member of the compound bore to the

second was quite undefined to start with. It was implied solely

in the particular meaning which happened to be assigned to

any one such combination. The logical relation between the

two parts must naturally have assumed a different character in

different cases. If the parts of a compound meant 'sun' and

'moon' respectively, the logical connexion between them would

not be the same as if they meant 'sun' and 'beam': 'sun and

moon' in the first case, 'beam of the sim' in the second. If

words meaning 'man' and 'slaying' were compounded, they would

be related in one way ('slaying a man'); words meaning 'spear'

and 'slaying', in another ('slaying with the spear'). A number of

compounds whose parts had the same logical connexion would

form a group, and many such groups arose in the proethnic

Indo-Germanic period. Hence even the proethnic compounds

of noun-stems may be arranged in a series of Classes according

to their meaning. These Classes, we shall find, need no serious

extension to include all the compounds of this kind formed at

later times in the separate languages.

The compounds whose initial member was a definite in-

flexional form have a different history. From the first this

inflected form gave to the relation between the parts a per-

fectly defined meaning, e. g. Skr. divi-jd- 'born in heaven',

divo-riic- 'shining from heaven'. It must be observed, however,

that in later times the special meaning attached to the inflexional

ending of the initial member was often forgotten. Cp. § 17

p. 32 f.

The native grammarians of India and modern students of

language in Europe have devoted much labour to the task of

classifying compounds according to their meaning.

Remark. It must be confessed that in these attempts at classification

scholars have almost from first to last allowed too much influence to u.
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desire for logical symmetry, and too little to the true historical method,

which abstains from all criticism that is merely a priori and that is

not directly suggested by and limited to the nature of the facts to be

studied. In particular it is often forgotten that in most compounds the

mutual relation of the two parts in the mind of the speaker which the

scholar has to reproduce is a conception far too indefinite and variable

to be confidently assigned, as too often it is, to this one or that of

the numerous classes of meaning. Hence there has often been a

needless amount of contention as to whether a compound belongs to

one class or the other, whether for example Skr. sahhi-gana- (^saJchi-

'friend', gana- 'band') is one of the Dependent [Whitney, Skr. Gr-

§ 1263] or of the Descriptive [ib. § 1279] compounds (whether it is

equivalent to 'amicorum caterva' or 'arnica caterva'J; or whether nargo-

in naTQo-qiovsvf 'patricide' is to be regarded as genitive or accusative. But

as a rule these precise relations of meaning were simply imported into

the words by the grammarian — a mistake natural enough where

a paraphrase was needed to render the compounds into other languages

— whilst the speakers themselves were content with a general impression

of the meaning. If the established canons are to be strictly maintained,

we must at least allow a large number of intermediate stages, in which

the different classes meet.

§ 49. There are two leading principles by which we can

distinguish the different kinds of compounds, which go back to

the proethnic period and which are of primary importance in

any attempt to classify the compounds according to their meanings.

First 'coordinating compounds, (called in Sanskrit dvandva)

are opposed to 'subordinating compounds'; and secondly

'non-epithetised' (nicht mutierte) are opposed to 'epithet-

ised' (mutierte) compounds'. But in neither pair were the

contrasted classes ever absolutely distinct; there were always

various intermediate stages between one class and the

other.

In the first of the two conti-asted classes, the coordinating
compounds, the two members stand side by side on the same
level, nothing more being implied than the addition of two items;

these may be regarded as joined together by 'and', whence such

compounds have been called 'copulative'. In subordinating
compounds, on the other hand, one member is defined more
closely by the other; the one contains the principal idea, the

other is merely an adjunct subordinated to it.
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The subordinating compounds certainlj' formed by far

the larger group in the Indo-Germanic period, and so it has

remained in nearly all the subsequent developements of the

separate languages (Sanskrit is an exception, see p. 90 f.). The

way in which one of the two members was defined by the other

was shewn in each case by their meaning or grammatical character,

and in all periods it has varied between very wide limits. We
may instance the following groups of compounds with parallel

meanings in the different languages.

1. Skr. rdja-rsi-s 'a sage who is a king, royal sage', Gr.

larpo-iiiavric 'a seer who is a physician', Lat. angui-pes 'having

a foot which is a serpent, serpent-footed', O.Ir. rig-faith 'a

prophet who is a king, royal prophet' han-cliu 'a dog which is

a female, bitch', Goth, piu-magus 'a boy who is a servant'

(translation of na~g) O.H.G. gold-ring 'a ring which is gold, gold

ring', Lith. 6hel-medis 'a tree which is a pyrus mains (ohelis),

apple-tree', O.C.Sl. konje-clovSku 'a man who is a horse, centaur'.

2. Skr. maty-svasar- 'mother's sister', Armen. skesr-air

'mother-in-law's husband', Gr. naTg-ddsXcpog 'father's brother',

Lat. mus-cerda 'mouse's dung', O.Ir. rig-thech 'king's house',

Goth, piudan-gardi f. 'king's house', Lith. broi-a-vaikis 'brother's

child' O.C.Sl. brato-cqda 'brother's daughter'. Cp. compounds

containing genitive forms like Skr. mafuli-svasar- 'mother's sister',

Armen. haur-eXbair 'fatlier's brother'.

3. Skr. adhara-hanu-s 'lower jawbone', Armen. Kaj-air

'valiant man', Gr. dy.go-noXig 'upper city, upper part of the city',

Lat. pleni-lunium 'full moon' longi-pes 'having a long foot', O.Ir.

find-folt 'having white hair', Goth, hrdinja-halrts 'having a pure

heart', O.H.G. junc-frouwa 'young lady', Lith. j&'d-varnis 'black

raven' rud-kaklis 'having a red neck' O.C.Sl. krivo-nosu 'crook-

nosed'.

4. Skr. saptd-rsay-as pi. 'the seven wise men' (name given

to the Great Bear) tri-ratrd-m 'space of time including three

nights', Armen. hing-am 'five years, quinquennium', Gr. rpi-novc

'three-legged frame' rid Q-nrnov 'team of four horses', Lat. bi-pes

tri-noctium, O.Ir. tre-choste 'tripod' Gall, tri-garanus 'provided
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with three cranes', O.H.G. zwi-houhit 'having two heads', Lith.

tri-rqm 'having three prongs' O.C.Sl. tn-zahu 'having three

teeth'.

5. Skr. tamra-dhumrd-s 'dark tan-coloured', Grr. (o/go-^avS-oi;

'pale yellow', O.Ir. dub-glass 'dark blue', Mid.H.G. hleich-gruene

'pale green', Lith. j'Hld-beris 'black-brown' Russ. svetlo-zelenyj

'light green'.

6. Skr. veda-vid- 'knowing the Veda, Veda-knower', Gr.

^ov-nlij^ 'goading oxen, ox-goad', Lat. ju-dex 'declaring right,

judge'.

In this way a large number of categories may be distinguished;

but the boundary line between any two is never clearly marked.

The coordinating compounds have nowhere been largely

developed except in Sanskrit, and there only in the post-

Yedic period. Probably there was a time in proethnic Indo-

Germanic when no compounds of this class existed except those

which had a case-form for their initial member, e. g. *dud-deJc')p

twelve' (2 + 10): Skr. dvd-daia etc., see § 16 p. 32; and

dvandva compounds with a stem for the initial member only

arose when compounds containing a case were re-modelled on

the analogy of the older subordinating class, which had the

simple stem. This process of conversion may often be traced

with certainty in historical times, e. g. Skr. parjdnya-vdtcL in-

stead of the older form -parjdnyd-vdtcl 'raincloud and wind' (§ 24

p. 41), cp. also Gr. xalo-yMyad-ia , vrjlino-aatl^XfTrfXaiog, O.C.Sl.

osmo-nadesqtu (§ 30 p. 51), and Skr. pUrva-purvas for purvas-

-purvas and the like, § 53. The use of the stem instead

of a case cemented the combination more firmly; and such a

process would be all the more natural because many com-

pounds of the subordinating class approach very closely to the

coordinating compounds in regard to the particular relation

subsisting between their parts, and there was never any sharp

distinction between the two groups (cp. p. 91).

"Whether dvandva compounds were formed with the simple

stem in proethnic Aryan is doubtful. Even in the Rig-

Veda, coordinating compounds containing the simple stem
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occur only rarely by the side of those containing a case; e. g.

ajavdyas {aja-avdyas) pi. 'goats and sheep'. The extension of

the class is a special developement in Sanskrit, spreading

only by slow degrees, until in the classical language we find

any number of nouns thus strung together into what was gram-

matically a single word, as muMiahdhurupoLdatas {mukha-hclhu-

-uru-pcldatas) 'from countenance, arms, thighs, and feet'. In

non-Aryan languages, coordinating compounds containing a

stem are, on the whole, comparatively rare. In Greek no clear

examples occur until rather late, e. g. lvQ-a6niS- 'lyres and

shields' seen in rogvsvTo-XvQaOmdo-vt^yrig 'joining together turned

lyres and shields''), vv/d-rj/nsgov 'diem noctemque', Aoirpci avdgo-

-yvva 'baths for men and women alike', lsvxo-fts}.ag 'white and

black'; in Modern Greek there are many formations of this kind,

as yvvaim-naiSa 'women and children', /.laxaigo-nioova 'knives and

forks'. Lat. reci-procn-s, originally 'going backwards and for-

wards' (§ 86 a), su-ove-taurilia (the form su-ovi-tauriUa is perhaps

more correct) 'a sacrifice in which a pig, a sheep, and an ox are

slain'. In Keltic and Germanic I know of no examples except

those whose initial member may conceivably be a case, as Mid.Ir.

irat-gaisced 'mantle and weapons' gorm-gel 'blue and white'

O.H.G. sunu-fatar-ungo Hild. 4 'people of the son and the

father (-unga- is a suffix which denotes 'belonging to' something,

cp. § 88) and O.Sax. gi-sun-fader 'son and father', whose initial

member may be nom. sing. (cp. O.C.Sl. hratu-sestra , where

it is certainly so). Lith. vyr-moterinis 'concerning man and

wife, concerning married people", Lett, mi/ch-dufas 'barley

and oats'; O.C.Sl. maje-zenu 'having the nature of man and of

woman, dvSpoYvvog (Gregor. Naz.), Russ. h&lo-rimjanyj 'white

and red' (of the face).

We have already remarked that there is no fixed boundary

between coordinating and subordinating compounds. The Greek

i,aT()6-/.iavTig^ which was placed in the latter class on p. 89, may

1) This would be a dvandva compound even if the scholiast's ex-

planation were correct: o't To^vsvuvm ivQa; xm unnCSag nijyvvovai.
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be also taken to mean 'one who is physician and seer', and

similarly there are two possible explanations of such compounds

as rgay-sXctcpoQ 'goat-stag' y)ar/.v-niy.Qog 'bitter-sweet', Lat. dulc-

acidus, and many more in all the Indo-Germanic languages.

§ 50. The distinction between the two classes of compounds

which we term 'non-epithetised' and 'epithetised' (other terms

widely used are 'primary' and 'secondary', compounds of 'lower' or

of 'higher order'; the second class is called by the Sanskrit gram-

marians haliuvrihi) depends upon a certain change of meaning in

the compounds, developed in proethnic Indo-Germanic, and since

that time constantly repeated in new-examples. For instance,

*dus-menes- 'evil mind' (imrmdatum) acquired the meaning 'an

evil-minded person' (mutatiim) (nom. sing. Skr. durmands Gr.

dva/Lsvijc)
, and in Modern German dick-kopf 'thick-head'

means 'a thick-headed person' [cp. Eng. redbreast etc.] The

essential point in this process is the conversion of a substantive

into an adjective; the concrete meaning was disregarded, so that

the idea remaining in the word was solely that of the quality

or qualities which belonged to the concrete person or thing.

This developement of meaning is one which may often be

traced even in uncompounded substantives, and it will often

meet us again in the course of our investigation. The substantival

origin of these forms is still sometimes shewn in the deficient

expression of their adjectival function ; e. g. in Greek poJoJa'xruAo-

'rosy-fingered' was used in spite of its -o- for the fem. as well

as the masc, and xpvao-y.oin]- 'golden-haired' in spite of its -?]-

for the masc. as well as the feminine. But extended formations

were very soon developed to give fuller expression to the ad-

jectival character of the compounds; for instance the adjectival

-io- had come to be used as a convenient affix in the proethnic

period: cp. Skr. ddia-mas-iya- 'happening every ten months' etc.,

§ 63, 2. It is probable, as we saw in § 19 p. 35, that there

was even then a difference in accentuation between the mutata

and the immutata.

The student must be on his guard against the idea that

every epithetised compound in the Indo-Germanic languages
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has passed through this course of developement for itself. By
far the greatest number were formed with the derived sense,

on the model of older forms.

Both subordinating and coordinating compounds containing

substantives are found with the epithetised meaning; e. g. Grr.

noXv-otvng 'having much wine' and avS^o-ywoc, 'intended for men

and women' Q.ovtq6v). Examples have been given in the pre-

ceding section, and to these a few may be added from

the group of subordinating compounds. Skr. Mranya-heka-s

'golden-haired', Armen. hast-a-bazuk 'strong-armed', Gr. Xtv/.-

(oXsvoc 'white-armed', Lat. mclgn-animus^ O.Ir. nocht-chenn 'bare-

headed', Goth, hrdinja-hairts 'who has a pure heart', Lith. minkszt-

galvis 'who has a weak head' = 'soft-headed' O.C.Sl. crino-

vlasu 'black-haired': cp. the non-epithetised compounds Skr.

adhara-hanu-s 'lower jawbone', Gr. axgo-nohg 'upper city' etc.

p. 89. Skr. a-putrd-s 'who has not a son, sonless' Armen. an-hin

'who has no wife, widower', Gr. a-naig 'childless', Lat. im-berbis,

Mod.Cymr. an-niwedd 'endless, unending' (from Mid.Cymr.

ditced 'end' = O.Ir. dead) ;
in Germanic and in Balto-Slavonic

there is no group of epithetised compounds with *^- 'un-', but

cp. Mod.H.G. eine verfolgte unschuld = 'innocent person', lit.

'persecuted innocence', Lith. ne-kalbd 'no-speech' = 'who says

nothing'. Parallel to these are the non-epithetised compounds,

Skr. d-kumara-s 'no boy (any longer)', Lat. in-imicu-s, O.H.G.

un-chraft 'weakness', etc.

Finally we must observe that even between niutata and

immutata no sharp line can be drawn. Take for example the

Greek aSa^a Sojoa 'gifts that are no gifts' (Soph. Aj. 665).

Here ad'aga may be regarded equally well as a substantive or

an adjective ; so also noXig V!onTo?jg (Aesch. Eumen. 690) and

similar instances. In these the feeling of the language may be

as undecided as it is e. g. in the Mod.H.G. phrases es ist not

'there is need of it, it is needed', er ist schuld 'he is the guilty

cause, it is his fault' and the like. Speaking generally, no sharp

distinction between substantive and adjective can be drawn in

the Indo-Germanic languages (§ 138).
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REDUPLICATED NOUNS.')

§ 51. We distinguish three groups:

I. Forms in which the first element of the reduplication

is a more or less complete form of the root, e. g. Skr. gdr-

-gar-as 'eddy';

II. Forms in which it is a noun-stem, e. g. Skr. stikha-

sukhena (instr.) 'very gladly';

III. Forms in which it is a case-form, e. g. Skr. dive-dive

'daily, day by day' (loc).

With the second group should be compared such compounds

as Skr. suJcha-svClpa-s 'pleasant sleep' ; with the third, compounds

like Skr. divo-jd-s 'child of heaven' (§ 10 ff.).

§ 52. Class I. A number of the words belonging to

this class may have been either formed directly as nouns, or

derived from older reduplicated verbal forms. ISo certain line

of distinction can be drawn; and though we shall here take

no account of verbal nouns in the strict sense, i. e. participles

etc. (e. g. Gr. y.s-y.Qay-Mc)-, yet we must include many nouns

which were certainly formed in connexion with the verbal

system (e. g. Gr. y.s-y.(>ay-/ii6-g).

As regards forms with 'broken reduplication' see § 6 p. 13.

1. Many reduplicated forms derived from roots beginning

in a consonant stand in more or less clear connexion with in-

tensive verbal formations, as Skr. ddr-dar-ti 'rends asunder,

shatters'.

Skr. gar-gar-as 'eddy', Gr. yuQ-yaQ-su'iv uvula' ysg-yeQ-o-g

'throat, gullet', Lat. gur-gul-io gur-g-es, O.H.G. quer-chal-a quer-

-ch-a O.Icel. kver-h 'throat' (for the interchange of r and I see

I § 282 p. 225 f.): cp. the Skr. intensive verbal forms, part.

jar-gur-clna-s and 2 sing, j'al-gul-a-s. Skr. bam-bhar-a-s 'bee',

Gr. n£n-(f)Q-7)6(6v a kind of wasp: *bhem-bh(e)r- for *bher-bher-,

see I § 282 p. 226. Gr. ti]-&7] 'grandmother' rij-d-i-g 'aunt',

Lith. de-de 'uncle' O.C.Sl. d6-du 'grandfather'.

1) The authorities on this subject are cited on p. 11, footnote 2.
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Skr. gad-gad-as 'stammering', beside gdd-a-ti pronounces'.

cafi-cal-cas 'moving to and fro' beside 3. sing, cafl-cal-ya-te.

Avest. rq-rem-a- 'resting, reposing', from \/~'rem-. Skr. re-rih-

-d-s 'licking' m-vij-d-s 'hastening'.

Gr. pd^-^aQ-og 'speaking unintelligibly': Lat. bal-b-u-s, cp.

Skr. hal-hal-a-hardmi 'I stammer', yoy-yvl-o-i; 'round', beside

yavlo-Q 'milk-pail, vessel'. nai-ndX-rj 'flour-dust', beside ndl-rj

'flour-dust, dust', Lat. pollen.

Lat. quer-qtier-u-s 'cold, so as to make one shiver'; com-

pare perhaps Goth, faurht-s 'timid' (Bezzenberger in his Beitr.

XII 77, and above, I § 444 p. 329). Mar-mar (Song of the Arval

Brethren) : Gr. tidp-fia()o-g 'gleaming, shining' ? (Pauli, Altital. Stud.

rV 56 fi'.). derbiosu-s 'full of scabs or sores' for *der-d-u-

(I § 170 p. 150): Skr. *dar-dr-u- dar-d-U- 'eruption on the

skin', can-cer (I § 269 p. 217): Gr. xap-/.-ivo-g Skr. kar-kata-s

'crab'.

O.Ir. dor-d 'susurrus' (cp. 3. sing. mid. derdrethar 'there

is a sound, a cry'): Gr. rsfj-d-Q-els 'empty chatter' rov-d-^-v'-g

'murmur', graig 'drove of horses' for *gra-gi- ? : Gr. ysg-ysg-a'

noXkd Hesych., ydg-yao-a 'swarm, heap' {yocQ-yalom 'I swarm'),

Lat. grex stem gre-g-; cp. § 160 Rem. 1.

Mid.H.G. mur-mer mur-mel 'murmur, growl, dull sound'

(O.H.G. mur-mur-on mur-mul-on 'to murmur'): Skr. mar-mar-a-s

'roaring, roar', Lat. miir-mur, cp. Gr. ^op/uvpco for */Lio(>-fivg-i,w

'I murmur, roar', Lith. mur-m-iu 'I growl'. O.H.G. miio-ma

mother's sister' : Lith. mo-md O.C.Sl. ma-ma 'mother'.

Russ. pele-pel-ka pere-pel (I § 251 Rem. 2 p. 224 f.) Lith.

pe-pal-a (or pe-pal-a) Lat. pdi-pal-a Pruss. pen-pal-o 'quail':

cp. Lat. pul-pid-cLre pul-p-cLre 'cry, shriek' (of birds) ? O.C.Sl.

gla-gol-u 'noise, word' for *gol-gol- (loc. cit.): Skr. gar-gar-a-s

a musical instrument, Gr. yaQ-ya.Q-1-g' d-opv^og Hesych. (cod.

yagyufjTjg). Lith. han-kal-a-s 'bell' han-kl-ys 'guitar' O.C.Sl. kla-

kol-u 'bell' for *kol-kol- (loc. cit.) : Skr. kar-kar-l-s 'sound'. Serv.

vje-ver-ica Mod.Slov. v6-ver-ica Lith. vo-ver-e vai-ver-i-s Lett.

wd-wer-i-s Pruss. we-war-e : Mod.Pers. var-var-ah Mod.Cymi".

gwy-wer 'squirrel'. Mod.Slov. Mod.Bulg. pa-prat Pol. pa-proc
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Russ. pa-porot' and Lith. (borrowed?) pa-pdrti-s 'fern', cp. O.H.Gr.

var-7t 'fern'.

2. In other nouns from roots beginning in a consonant the

form of the reduplication must be compared with that seen in

verbal forms with Idg. e, such as Grr. J"e-Jop/-a xE-xA-ero; and

there is no doubt that in some cases there is a direct connexion

between the verbal and nominal forms.

Skr. ba-bhr-u-S adj. 'brown', (when used as a subst. it means

a large kind of ichneumon) Avest. ba-wr-i-s 'beaver', O.H.Gr.

bibar (cp. filu 'much' ground-form *pelu) Lith. bebru-s O.C.Sl.

bebru 'beaver', Idg. *bhe-bhr-u- ; Gall. Bibrax and Lat. fiber

belong to 3 (infr.), so also perhaps Corn, befer 'beaver' (which

however may very possibly be a word borrowed from A.S.).

Skr. ca-kr-d-m 'circle, wheel' Avest. ca-xr-e-m 'wheel', A.S.

hioeo-wol hweol 'wheel', Idg. *qe-ql-o-, cp. also Gr. xjJ-xZ-o-? vol. I

§ 427 p. 314 and the unreduplicated O.C.Sl. Jcolo (stem koles-)

n. 'wheel'.

Skr. va-vr-i-s 'covering' va-vr-d-s 'hiding oneself Avest. -vaoiri-

'husk' (for '*ua-ur-i-, I § 160 p. 144), cp. the Skr. perfect stem

va-vr- from var- 'cover over'. Skr. cd-kr-i-s 'effecting' ca-kr-u-s 'ac-

compUsher', cp. the perfect stem ca-kr-. Skr. da-d-i-s giving

dd-dh-i-S 'bestowing', cp. the present and perfect stems da-d-,

da-dh-. With these compare Ved. scL-sah-i-s 'victorious', with the

perfect stem sa-sah-. Skr. da-dhj^S-d-s 'bold, courageous'. Avest.

za-zar-an- 'raging'.

Gr. ri-TKV-o-^ 'tension of the limbs', from \^ten-. Tt-Tgut

probably 'guineahen', beside Ts-T(ja'?fii cackle'. xe-xpiirp-aXo-g and

M-)iQv(p-alo-g 'net-headdress, hood', beside xs-y.gv(p-a. ^E-(]7j-lo-g

'accessible, profanus', beside ^t-^i-j-yM. >i£-xQaY-/.i6-s 'cry', beside

xe-y.pay-a. ns-noi9-rjfft-g 'trust' (late), beside ni-noid^-a. ae-avcp-o-q'

navovpyog Hesych. ns-nk-o-g 'outside garment, cloak, covering,

the peritonaeum', probably to be compared with nsXka 'skin,

leather' niX/na 'sole of the foot or shoe'.

Lat. nie-mor: cp. Gr. f.is()-pf()-o-g 'noteworthy, horrible' and

Skr. perf. sa-smara (Osthoff, Pad-Br. Beitr. VIH 549 f.).
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fe-br-i-s, compare Skr. bhur-d-ti 'is unquiet, throbs', sed-es for

*se-zd-, V^sed-, cp. I § 314 Rem. p. 253.

O.H.G. zittar-oh A.8. teter pustular eruption', pr. Germ.

'He-tr-u-: Skr. da-dr-u- Lith. de-der-vine 'pustular eruption', cp.

Lat. der-b-iosu-s etc. formed on the type of 1, p. 95.

Lith. te-tervina-s 'heathcock' O.C.SI. te-tr&vi 'pheasant': Gr.

ri-TQt^ re-TQui rs-TQawv a kind of fowl, cp. also Skr. ti-Uiri-s

ti-ttird-s 'partridge'. O.C.SI. pe-pelu (beside po-pelu) 'ashes', cp.

Czech, pld-pol 'flame'. Lith. te-td O.C.SI. te-ta 'aunt, nurse': Gr.

Ts-rra 'little father, dad', cp. Skr. t<Z-td-s, a word used by parents

in addressing children and vice versa, Lat. ta-ta, Lith. te-ti-s 'little

father'.

3. In another group of formations from stems beginning

in a consonant, the reduplication resembles that of verbal forms

with Idg. i, such as Gr. "-(}rrj-/xi, and there is no doubt that

sometimes they stand in direct connexion with them. On the

whole, however, such forms are rare.

We have no doubt a genuine Indo-Germanic example in

Skr. M-iir-a-s 'cold, frost; cold (adj.)' (ground-form *M-Ml-o-),

with which Bugge (Arkiv for nord. filol. II 355) connects O.Icel.

hela f. 'rime' for pr. Germ. *xi-xl-dn, and possibly another in

Skr. M-iu-s 'young creature , child' if it is identical with Gr.

M-xv-g 'strength' (compared with Skr. svil 'to swell out', Gr.

nveto) ?

Skr. ci-kit- "comprehending, aware', cp. pres. ciket-ti. si-

-iay-d-s 'driving onwards', si-sndtha-s 'grasp', ci-kur-a-s 'hair of

the head', beside Lat. cirrus?

Gr. Tt-S-TJVT] ri-rdrj 'nurse' ri-T&o-g 'mother's breast', beside

&r)-Xri 'mother's breast', ^i-^adtg a kind of dance (late), beside

^i-^dt.m. l-OTo-g 'weaver's beam, mast', beside 'i-Grfj-jui. l-nxi]

'cry' beside i-dx<» for *fi-FaxM. Si-Saxij 'instruction' beside Si-SdouM

(for the X cp. Ss-dldaxa). yi-yaQ-ro-v 'grape-stone', beside Lat.

grd-nu-m.

Remark. In Ti-»vij.a).o-q 'wolf's-milk' (a plant), Ti-Tv6-<; a giant (cp.

Skr. tu-tu-md-s 'strong') and the like, it is possible that , has come from

V, as in ni-yu-TO-;, see I § 48 p. 41.

Brugmanu, Elements. II. 7
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Lat. qui-squil-iae, beside Grr. y.o-dxvl-^dTia 'shreds of leather'.

ci-cer , compare no doubt Skr. kar-kar-a-s Gr. y.aQ-Y.aQ-o-g

(Hesych.) 'hard', ci-conia, Praenest. conia. ci-cind-ela, beside

candeo.

O.H.G. fi-fultra {fi-faltra? op. Mid.H.G. vi-valter) A.S.

fi-foldara O.Icel. ^-/n'Wi 'butterfly. O.H.G. wi-ivint 'whirlwind',

beside a present *ui-ue-mi? O.H.G. tviiimman 'to swarm' for

*wi-wimman (Kogel, Literaturbl. f. germ, und rom. Phil. 1887

n. 3).

4. Even nouns derived from roots beginning in a sonant

stand side by side with parallel reduplicated forms in the verb.

Skr. ul-ul-i-s 'ululabilis' or 'ululatus', Gr. ol-oX-v-c 'howler,

womanish man' oX-oX-ry/j 'shriek, cry of mourning', Lat. til-ul-a

'little screechowl'; cp. also Skr. ar-ar-e used as a sudden call,

Gr. Dor. aX-aX-a 'battle-cry', Mod.Bulg. ol-el-e, an exclamation

of sorrow. Skr. Ved. viy-an-a§-i-s 'piercing', Gr. nod-ip'-iY.-rjg

'reaching down to the feet', beside Skr. perf. an-qi-a Gr. sv-

-syy.-sTv; Gr. -sx- in words like noS-ev-sx-rjg no doubt stands in

place of the regular form -ax- = -riJc- through the influence

of the syllable -syx-.

Skr. ar-ar-i-s ar-ar-d-s 'leaf of a folding-door', no doubt

from s/^ar- 'to arrive at anything, fit oneself in' Gr. aQ-aQ-taxe

'he fitted on'. as-iS-isu-s 'hungry' beside the desiderative ds-

iS-isati 'he wishes to eat'.

Gr. aY.-uy.-itt 'acacia' ax-ax-ij 'point , edge', beside ay.-avo-g

'thorn' part. ay.-ax-/-isvo-g 'pointed'. dX-dXay^' >] nXdvi] Hosych.,

beside aX-aofiai 'roam about'. ay-ayvgrr^V dyvgrtjv Hesych., cp.

nav-rjyvQi-Q 'general assembly', dy-wy-o-q 'leader' dy-My-rj 'guidance',

beside aor. dy-ay-tlv. sS-f]S-wv' cpayidaiva Hesych., iS-wS-i'i 'food',

beside perf. sd-ijS-oy.a part. td-Tjd-iog. 6n-am-ij 'sight' nap&si'-on-

-tn-tj-g 'ogling the maidens', beside perf. on-ion-a. oy.-mx-ij 'sup-

port' like the Homer, part. 6vv-ox-(a/-6rf is a late formation,

since the root was segh-.

Lat. up-iip-a 'hoopoe': Gr. dn-aqi-o-g and sn-oip. The vo-

calism of these words seems to have been influenced by analogy

:
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dnacpo-g was no doubt popularly connected with animal names

in -a(po-g (§ 78), snorp with adjectives in -oip like aJS-oxp.

§ 53. Class II. This class is scantily represented; and

although it is probable a priori that such forms should have

come into use ia the same period of the proethnic language

in which stem-compounds like Skr. dvi-pdd- Gr. di-nod- had

arisen (§ 10. 11. p. 22 ff.), yet all extant examples seem to

have come from compounds consisting of repeated case-forms

(Class III), which were afterwards re-modelled. This latter would

be the same process as we assumed for coordinating stem-

compounds such as Skr. parjdnya-vdta (§ 49 p. 90), which these

reduplicated forms approach very closely in usage as well as in form.

Skr. uttarottara-s for *utara-utara-s 'always iacreasing'

uttarottara-m adv. 'ever higher and higher' sukha-sukhena instr.

'very gladly' (Panini). pUrva-purva-s 'he who from time to time

is first, precedes', superl. purvapurvatama-s , instead of which

in the Yeda we have purva-s-purva-s. ekaika-s 'one at a time'

for *aika-aika-s, comp. ekaikatara-s, instead of which in Vedic

we have eka-eka-s = *ekd-eka-s, pr. Ar. *aika-s-aika-s (I § 556

p. 411 f., § 647 p. 491).

Armen. mec-a-mec 'very great' car-a-car 'very bad', with

the same -a- as e. g. dr-a-kic § 28 p. 45, which would not

prevent our assuming that the first part was originally a case-

form; see p. 46, under Class IV.

Gr. (late) avr-avTO-g with the meaning of avrocaTog and of

Lat. ipsimus ipsissimus^ cp. O.H.G. selb-selbo § 54.

A Keltic form which should no doubt be mentioned here

is O.Ir. al-aile 'alius', from which ar-aile arose bydis similation

;

also Cymr. ar-all (Zeuss^ 359. 402); further the form alaaili

with indala n-ai in Zeuss, p. 360.

§ 54. Class III. It may be assumed that this type

dates from the proethnic period of Indo-Germanic. It is however

difficult to say how far the words of this class ia the separate

Indo-Germanic languages were merely analogical formations

modelled upon older forms already existing, and how far they
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arose from an actual repetition in which the repeated word

was still independent (e. g. poor poor child). In all languages

and at all periods such doubled forms might very naturally

arise. Moreover it must be once more observed that the

boimdary line between a phrase consisting of a word used

twice in succession (as Lat. me me, Vergil Aen. IX 427) and

a new single word (ineme, tete, sese) cannot be regarded as

constant.

Skr. toq-tvam 'thou, a strengthening of tvdm, Lat. me-me

te-te sese, Mid.Cymr. mi-vi for *ml-mi, a strengthening of mi T,

ti-di for *ti-ti, a strengthening of ti 'thou', ni-ni a strengthening

of ni 'we'. Skr. ydd-yad 'whatsoever', tjatha-yatha 'howsoever',

like Lat. quid-quid qua-qna quantus-quantus. Cp. also Skr.

prd-pra and Gr. npo-n^jo (Hom. ttqoti (jo-y.vXlvSoi.icu) 'on and on,

ever forwards' ').

In Sanskrit we frequently meet with doubled forms like

dhar-ahar 'day by day', pade-pade 'step by step, at every step',

ddme-dame 'in every house', priyd-s-priya-s 'very dear'.

Gr. ndix-nav 'entirely': cp. Skr. sdsvacchasvat 'on and on,

ever anew' for *sdsvat-sasvat (I § 352 p. 274) ; sd-svant- = Gr.

u-nuvT- see I 166 p. 147, § 384 p. 289.

In Latin we find only the pronominal forms; such as me-mii,

quis-quis and the adv. jam-jam. ips-ipsus (for '"tps(e) ipse) is

uncertain (Wolfflin, Gemin. p. 472). In later times were de-

veloped such forms as Fr. bon-bon 'sweetmeat' jou-jou 'toy';

Ital. tututto 'entirely' stands for *tido-tuto (tutto tiitto) through

syllabic dissimilation (I § 643 p. 481 S.).

Mod.Ir. mor-mhor 'great, chief, principal'. Mod.Cymr. mwy-

-vimj 'more and more' gwell-well 'better and better'.

O.H.G. selb-selbo 'idem ipse'. Mod.PI.G. dial, dll-all "complete,

at an end' loS-we (Rhine-Pr. , i. e. loeh-tveh) n. 'small wound'.

1) The comparison of Skr. sq,-sam 'together' 'with Mod.Bulg. sn-.v

Russ. SOS 'with' is certainly not warranted. I regard the latter as a con-

taminated formation, occasioned by the phonetic changes of pr. Slav, sm,

which in certain positions became s. Similarly we have Mod.Balg. vil-v

'in'. See the Author, Morph. Unters. Ill 71.
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Cp. also O.H.G. so-so, a strengthening of so 'so' (possibly instr.

of *suo-).

Lith. j\-ji jo-jo from j\ 'eum' jo 'eius', and the like.

NOUNS CONTAINING FORMATIVE SUFFIXES.'

GENERAL REMARKS.

§ 55. "We have already remarked (I p. 16 ff., II p. 3 ff.)

that no sharp line of distinction can be drawn between what is

1) Besides Bopp's Yergleioh. Gramm. Ill, Schleicher's Com-

pendium, and the grammars of single languages by "Whitney (Skr. Gram.)

Spiegel (O.Baotr. Gram, and O.Pers. cuneiform Insor.) , Justi (Hdb. der

Zendspr.) Leo Meyer (Vergl. Gramm. der gr. und lat. Spr. II), Kiihner

(Ausf. Gramm. d. gr. Spr. I und Ausf. Gramm. d. lat. Spr. I), Pezzi : La

lingua greca antica), Zeuss (Gram. Celt.), Grimm (D. Gram. IT. Ill),

Schleicher (Lit. Gram), Kurschat (Gram. d. lit. Spr.), and Miklosich

(Vergl. Gram. II), the reader is here referred to the following works:

G. Meyer, Zur Geschiohte der indogerm. Stammbildung und Decli-

nation, Leipz. 1875. K. Brugmann, Zur Goschichte der Nominalsuffixe

-as-, -jas- und -vas-, Kuhn's Zeitschr. SXIV 1 ff. F. Weihrich, De
gradibus comparationis linguarum Sanscritae Graecae Latinae Gothicae,

Giss. 1869. H. Collitz, Die Flexion der Nomina mit dreifacher Stamm-

abstufung im Altind. und im Griech., Bezzenberger's Beitr. X 1 ff. G.

Meyer, Beitr. zur Stammbildungslehre des Griech. und Lat., Curtius'

Stud. V. H. Bbel, Starke und sohwache Formen grieohischer und la-

teinischer Nomina, Kuhn's Ztsohr. I 289 ff. E. Forstemann, De com-

parativis et superlativis 1. Graecae et Latinae, Nordh. 1844. Th. J. Gonnet,

Degres de signification en grec et en latin d'apres les principes de la

grammaire oomparee, Paris 1876. L. Schwabe, De deminutivis Graeois

et Latinis, Giss. 1859. A. Leskien, Die Declination im Slavisch-Li-

tauisohen und Germanischen, Leipz. 1876. — B. Lindner, Altind. Nomi-

nalbildung, Jena 1878. Chr. Bartholomae, Zur arischen Flexion der

Stamme auf -r, -n, -w, -;, -v, Arisohe Forschungen I 25 ff. — G. Curtius,

De nominum Graeoorum formatione linguarum cognatarum ratione habita,

Berol. 1842. Chr. A. Lobeck, Paralipomena grammaticae Graecae, 2. vols.

Lips. 1837, Pathologiae sermonis Graeci prolegomena. Lips. 1843. F. Stolz,

Beitrage zur Declination der griech. Nomina, Innsbr. 1880. Kretschmar,

Bildung der Comparationsformen der griech. Sprache, Bromberg 1842.

K. W. Gottling, De gradibus comparationis Gr. linguae, Jena 1852.

J. La Roche, Die Comparation in der griech. Sprache, Linz 1884.

Janson, De Graeci sermonis nominum deminutione et amplifioatione,

Leipzig 1869. — H. Diintzer, Die Lehre von der latein. Wortbildung und

Composition, Koln 1836. C. Paucker, Materialien zur latein. Worter-

bildungsgeschichte (adjectives in -orius, -bilis, -ost/s, -ictus, -ivus) in 'Vor-
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called the root-portion of a word and the formative suffixes. Some

of the elements which are treated here as formative suffixes may

have originally been the last sound or sounds of a root, that

is, of a word which does not owe its existence to composition;

and this may be true of the whole group of sounds of which

the suffix consists, or it may be only its initial part which

belonged to the root. I must exclude all conjecture as to which

of the particular Indo-Grermanic suffixes had this origin.

In the following pages only those suffixes are discussed

which had already become suffixes iu the strict sense at the

time when the separate Indo- Germanic languages began to

be developed.

§ 56. Many formative suffixes whose meaning is simple

can be resolved into distinct elements ; e. g. -tro- into -U—\- -o-,

cp. Ski", ari-tra- m. n. 'oar' beside ari-tar- ari-tr- m. 'oarsman'

(§ 62) , -isto- iato -is- + -io-, cp. Skr. ndv-istha- 'novissimus'

beside nav-yas- 'novior (§ 81).

Generally speaking we find that compound suffixes of this

sort in the later periods of the history of language are due to

either one or other of three causes.

arbeiten zur latein. Spraohgesohiohte', Berlin 1884. Gr. Muller, De linguae

Lat. deminutivis, Lips. 1865. Kessler, Die lat. Deminutiva, Hildburgh.

1869. W. Corssen, Tiber die Steigerungs- und Yergleichungsendungen

im Lateiniseben und in den italischen Dialekten, Kuhn's Ztschr. HI 241 ff.

— Wh. Stokes, Bemerkungen iiber die irischen Deklinationen , Kuhn-
Sehleicher's Beitr. I 333 ff. 448 ff. Id., Celtic Declension, Transactions of the

Philological Society for 1885, and in Bezzenberger's Beitr. XI 64 ff. —
Th. Jaeobi, Untersuohungen iiber die Bildung der Nomina in den german.

Sprachen, Breslau 1847. P. Kluge, Nominale Stammbildungslehre der alt-

german. Dialekte, Halle 1886. Gr. Burghauser, German. Nominalflexion,

Vienna 1888. K. von Bahder, Die Verbalabstraota in den german.

Sprachen, Halle 1880. L. Siitterlin, Geschichte der nomina agentis im
German., Strassb. 1887. H. Falk, Die Nomina agentis der altnordischen

Spraohe, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIV Iff. — A. Leskien, Spuren der stamm-
abstufenden Declination im Slavisohen und Litauischen, Archiv f. slav.

Philol. Ill 108 ff. C. Pauli, Preussische Pormlehre, Kuhn-Schleicher's

Beitr. VII 155 ff.

"Works which treat of a single suffix will be cited below
in the sections devoted to the separate suffixes.

See also the lists of authorities on the history of case-formation.
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First, a word or a group of words may have been trans-

ferred from one declension to another. The formative suffix

is then amplified at the extremity nearest the ending of the

word. This enlargement of the stem was usually brought about

by the coincidence of two declensions in one or more forms;

these similarities gave rise to new analogical formations. Thus

e. g. the origin of the Avestic participial suffix -ant-a- (nom.

sing, baranto, gen. harantaM) was that the accusative termi-

nation -em (harant-em : cp. Gr. cpspovr-a) was placed on a level

with that of aspe-m (stem aspa-) and similar forms ; the origin

of the Gothic suffix for names of kindred, -tr-u- (nom. pi.

broprjus), was that the dative termination -trum (bropru-m:

cp. Skr. instr. bhrat^-bhis) was placed on a level with that of

sunu-m (stem sunu-). In this way nouns which at first had

no formative suffix often came to possess one; as e. g. Goth.

fot-u- was due to such case-forms as the ace. sing, fot-u =
*pdd-m (see § 159).

Secondly: a suffix sometimes coalesces so completely with

a part of some word to which it is added that the point of

junction can no longer be perceived, and accordingly when it is

used afterwards, the suffix appears in new words with part of

this preceding word attached, as though it were a single element

in the formation. Thus in High German the suffix -{i)ncirja-

(e. g. O.H.G. sculd-inclri 'debtor'), which is found parallel to

-arja- (e. g. O.H.G. mad-ari Mid.H.G. mcLdcere 'mower, reaper')

and has the same meaning, came from words like gartin-ari

'gardener' {garto gen. gartin 'garden') weidin-dri 'hunter'

{weidinon 'to hunt'), and in Greek the feminine formative

suffix -aiva in Xvx-aiva y.dnp-aiva and so forth, came from words

like ystraiva i. e. *ysiTav-i,a (from yshcov), Xsaiva i. e. *lefuv-fM

(from Xiwv)-, see § 110.

Thirdly: two elements used in forming derivatives, which

are nearly allied in meaning, are combined into one ('contami-

nated'). An accumulation of suffixes like this often arises simply

from the attempt to give fuller or more distinct expression to the

characteristic meaning (such as that of comparison, or a diminutival
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sense and so forth). Thus we have comparatives and superlatives

like Skr. jyestha-tama-s from jyestha-s, Gr. aixsivo-xsQoq slayioTo-

-rarog, compared with d^sivcov sldj^taro-g, Lat. super-ior extrem-

-issimus from superu-s extremu-s, O.H.Gr. hinter-oro from hintero,

Goth, hindum-ists from *hinduma, the H.G. diminutive-suffix

-l-lna- in kitz-lein kind-lein and the like (O.H.G. cMzz-ila and

chizz-in) , the (rare) Skr. abstract-suffix -tm-ta as in purusa-

-tvdta- 'mortality, the manner of men (parallel forms are

purusa-tva- and piirusd-ta), the Lat. -n-eo- in adjectives of

material, such as aeneu-s populneu-s (beside these we have

aenus populnus and aereu-s populeu-s) with other examples.

It may be assumed without hesitation that the second

and third processes gave rise to compound suffixes even in

the Indo- Germanic period. In the second class should be

placed e. g. -m- beside -i- in *pot-m- lady' (Skr. pdtm Gr.

noTvicc), which came from such forms as Heksn-%- (Skr. taksni-

Gr. rsuraiva), the fem. of *teJi:son- 'carpenter' (Skr. tdksan- Gr.

TsxTO)v); see § 110. To the third class belong the superlative-

suffix -t-Trimo- (§ 73), the abstract-suffix -ta-ti- (§ 102), and others

of the same sort.

§ 57. The original meaning of a suffix used in forming

nouns can only be decided in instances where it became a suffix

in the course of the developement of the separate languages

e. g. in the case of Mod.H.G. -lich^ Fr. -merit. In the case

of the proethnic suffixes, their etymological origin, and there-

fore their original meaning is altogether obscure. In order to

keep within safe limits, we shall confine ourselves to determining

where and how these suffixes were employed at the period

when the parent language split up into its difi^erent branches;

beyond this we cannot go with any hope of certainty.

If a suffix becomes fertile (see § 5) , the direction in

which its meaning develop es is often decided not by the idea

which it properly and originally contained, but by the meaning

of the complete word or group of words on the analogy of

which the new words are formed. Special stress must be laid
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on this point because it is seldom sufficiently recognised in

attempts to establish the origiaal meaning of the proethnic

suffixes, and because it helps to show the great difficulty of such

an undertaking.

In Latin, for example, juven-ta 'time of youth' (Groth. ^un_da,

common ground-form *iuui^-td) suggested senec-ta 'time of old

age', and septentridn-oilis 'northern' gave rise to mertdiondlis

'southern'; in A. 8. mf-en 'evening' vs^as formed in imitation of

mor^-en, while on the other hand in Mod.H.Gr. we find a dia-

lectic form morg-end like abend; in O.H.Gr. hief-altra 'hip-tree,

wild dog-rose' (from hiufo), ma7,7,-aUra 'maple tree' were formed

in imitation of affal-tra aphol-tra 'apple-tree' ; and in Greek

r.anQ-Mva (fem. of xdnQo-q 'boar'), Xvy.-aiva (fem. of Xvy.o-g 'wolf')

in imitation of Xsaivu 'lioness' (for *Xifav-i.!t). Here then we have

examples of suffixes denoting time of life (Lat. -tcL-}, the points

of the compass (Lat. -iondli-)^ time of day (A.S. -en) and so

forth in course of developement. The specialising process has

gone further in the case of e. g. -mo- (§ 64) in Latin and

Germanic as a suffix for forming names of colours, Lat. helvo-s,

c/ilvo-s, fulvo-s, furvo-s, flavo-s (?), O.H.G. gelo 'yellow', solo

'black, dirty', falo 'fallow, pale', A.S. base 'purple', O.Icel. hqss

'gray', O.H.G. grcio 'gray' and others (Kluge, Nom. Stammb.

81), which perhaps arose simply from the two forms *ghel-uo-

(Lat. helvo-s O.H.G. gelo) and *pol-uo- OJI.G.frdo O.C.Bl.plavu).

Cp. further the Greek -acfio- used as a suffix for names of

animals, § 78. In all these instances the special meaning of

the suffix is imported into it, and not a natural outgrowth of

its original meaning; in the same way it is certainly due to a

secondary analogical developement that -en- so often recurs

in words denoting parts of the body which can be traced back

to the parent language , as in the words for head (Skr. sTrs-

-dn-, Gr. aurfi-xpavog 'two headed', O.Icel. h)'arse), for eye (Skr.

aks-dn- Goth, dug-an-, cp. I § 444 Rem. 3 p. 331), for ear

(Goth, dus-an-, Gr. ovar- for *ova-ixT- *ous-^-t- and so forth;

see § 114.

In the same way many functions of the proethnic suffixes
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are no doubt derived (even where it cannot be distinctly preyed)

from analogical extensions of their use, with which the

meaning originally inherent in the suffix had nothing whatever

to do.

> Remark. Thus I think it probahle that the use of the suffix -a- to

denote female sex (e. g. Idg. *e1cua- 'mare': 8kr. dk'a- Lat. ei/iia Lith.

asze/i) did not spring from the original meaning of the suffix, but that

some one or some few words in a, perhaps *gna- *gnna- ^genCi 'woman'

(Skr. gnd- etc., see I § 428 p. 315 f. § 437 p. 325) and *mama,

'mother' (Lat. mamma O.H.G. muoma Lith. moma etc.) — in which

the feminine gender was sufficiently implied by the root-part of the word,

just as much as in *mater- 'mother' (Skr. mats etc.) — gave the suffix

its special function, the expression of female sex; and that these forms

were then followed by new formations like *eftMo- beside "ekijfO-. Many
things whose names contain an a-suffix assumed in the popular con-

sciousness the shape of female beings though they have nothing to do with

animal sex, e. g. Gr. afXrirt] 'moon'. In these words we shall generally find

that the gender to begin with was purely 'grammatical', and that the a-suffix

by which the word was associated with words like *e'kua, was the real

cause of the fancy which represented the imaginary personality as a woman
and not as a man: conversely, for example, the Grreeks imagined iinvog as

a male being, solely because of connexion of the word in form with male

names in -o-s, such as ^fd;. The notion that primitive man was endowed

with so marvellous a wealth of fancy as to regard the great majority of

things devoid of life and things immaterial as persons , nay more as

persons belonging to one of two distinctsexes, and that the whole

system of gender in nouns sprang from this source , is a one which by

this time should surely have been abandoned. Cp. the Author, 'Das

Nominalgeschlecht in den indogerman. Spraohen', Techmer's Internation.

Ztschr. f. allg. Sprachwiss. IV. p. 100 ff.

§ 58. Following the example of the Sanskrit grammarians,

scholars divide the suffixes used in noun-formation into Primary

and Secondary. The former are employed in deriving words

from roots or verbal stems, the latter in derivatives formed from

noun-stems. Thus e. g. -tor- is a primary suffix in nom. pi.

Skr. dcL-tdr-as Gr. Sm-rog-si; Lat. rfa-ior-es 'givers', ^\x. jani-tdr-as

Gr. yivs-Top-se Lat. geni-tor-es 'begetters', Skr. bodhayi-tdr-as

'awakers' Gr. ijyTJ-rog-sc 'leaders' Lat. arCL-tor-es 'ploughers', but

-%- is a secondary suffix in Skr. vfh-t Mid.H.G. willpe 'she-wolf

(beside Skr. vfha-s Mid.H.G. wolf 'wolf') and in Skr. vidus-i

Gr. ISvta f. 'knowing' (beside the masc. Skr. vidvdn Gr. sldug perf.
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part, from \/^ueid- 'see, know'). Occasionally secondary suffixes

are added even to inflected case-forms, e. g. -tero- in Skr. uccais-

-tara- and so forth; see § 13 p. 29 above.

In an historical account of the developement of the Indo-

Germanic languages, this difference furnishes us with no useful

basis of classification. In the first place, it is to say the least

very questionable whether every suffix was originally restricted

to one of these two functions. In any case the distinction

hardly applies at all, even in the earliest times, to many of the

most widely used suffixes, e. g. -io- -iio-; op. Skr. yaj-ya-s

Venerandus' Gr. ay-w-g 'holy', and Skr. pitr-iya-s Gr. ndrp-to-g

Lat. patr-iu-s 'fatherly, father's'. Again, we often find that

suffixes which were at first restricted to the primary or the

secondary use change their function in the course of their

history (for other instances besides those which will be discussed

below see "Whitney, Skr. Gramm. § 1139 and Osthojff, Verb, in

der Nominalcomposition p. 116 fP.); and this change sometimes

seems to have taken place even before the separation of the

languages. One example of this is -ies- -ties- -is-^ the suffix of

the comparative (§ 135), which, originally primary, seems to

have become secondary even in proethnic Indo-Germanic , the

comparatives formed by its means being regarded as derived

from the corresponding 'positive' forms (cp. Skr. svdd-tyCLn Gr.

rjS-twv beside svcld-u-s Tjd-v-g). In later formations however

found only in the separate languages, such as brdhm-tydn

from brah-mdn-, Lat. am^c-ior from aimcus, -ies- is undoubtedly

a secondary suffix.

1. Suffixes in -o and -a.

§ 69. The o-suffixes uniformly show the ablaut o : e (e-

series, I § 311—314) i). o e. g. in the nom. ace. sing., -o-s,

1) As we are accustomed to cite the suffixes whose vocalism assumes

the various forms of the e-series in their e-form (-es

—

ter- etc. ), we ought

consistently to speak of the suffixes -e- -ie- -ue- instead of -o- -io- -yo-

and so forth.; but as this point is in itself of little importance, I am

unwilling to depart from the usual nomenclature. It will be enough to

have drawn attention to the inconsistency.
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-0-m. e in the voc. sing, -e, gen. -e-sio, instr. -e, loc. -e-i; the

last three cases also have o: -o-sio, -o, -o-i. Parallel to these

must further be assumed an 'unaccented weak-grade form', where

the suffix disappears altogether, if we suppose that a case-suffix

-ad is contained in the pr. Bait-Slav. gen. (abl.) *uilqad 'of a

wolf (Lith. vilko O.C.Sl. vluJca), and a case-suffix -a in the

nom. ace. pi. neut. *Juga (Ved. yugd) (see I § 113 Rem. p. 107,

p. 108 footnote), if secondary formations like *eku-iio- 'equinus'

from *ekij,o- 'equus' lost the final of the stem by some

regular phonetic change (see § 63 Rem. 3), and the -/- of the

Lat. Cornel-is Lith. med-i-s etc. Avas the weak-grade form of -ie-

-io- (see the beginning of § 63). It is hardly possible from the

data at our command to trace the connexion between these phases

of vowel gradation and the variation of the accent. But there

is nothing to prevent our assuming that e stood originally in

the syllable Avhich bore the principal accent, and o in the

syllable which followed it, whilst the case-suffixes -ad and -a

themselves took the principal accent (cp. I § 311 p. 248 f.).

These phonetic relations were afterwards obscured by many
different kinds of analogical developement.

The ^-suffixes show the ablaut a: a (a-series, I § 318):

a e. g. in the nom. ace. sing., -a, -a-m ; a in the voc. sing, -a,

nom. ace. du. -a-i, cp. also instr. sing. Skr. -aya O.C.Sl. -ojq.

By the side of these the 'unaccented weak-grade form' perhaps

occurs in such words as Gr. tt/i-io-g from rijiuj pr. Gr. and Dor.

Ti-/[ia (see § 63 Rem. 3). Here also the recorded accentuation

shows no variation from which we can reconstruct the original

connexion between Ablaut and Accent.

In proethnic Indo-Germanic the o-stems were all masculine

or neuter, the S-stems all feminine. And the process of

differentiation (technically called Motion) of Masculine stems to

express the variation of gender in substantives and adjectives

had come into regular use for o-stems in the same period; e. g.

*elcuo-s 'horse' fem. "^'ekua 'mare' (Skr. divas dsocL Lat. equo-s

equa), masc. *rudhros fem. *rudhra neut. *rudhro-m 'red' (Skr.
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rudhird-s -ird -ird-m Gr. ipv&Qo-g -go. -o6-y, Lat. ruber rubra

rubru-m O.C.Sl. rudru rudra rudro^).

But the original differences in gender did not always

remain unchanged in the separate languages. A number of

o-stems became feminine in Greek and Italic, that is, they were

constructed with feminine forms in attributive or predicative

combinations, as Gr. ?'; <fip/og^ qoSolI dxtvlog T/cJg, Lat. haec fagus,

a change of usage which was introduced in different ways (see

A. K. Lange, De Substantivis femininis Graecis seoundae deoli-

nationis. Lips. 1885). On the other hand, in the classical

languages and in Slavonic- a-stems became masculine, words

of abstract meaning formed with a being used to denote male

persons; as Gr. viavla- 'young man orig. 'youth', . sV?;- 'kinsman'

orig. 'kinship', Lat. agri-cola 'husbandman' orig. 'husbandry',

O.C.Sl. junota 'young man' orig. 'youth'. In Lithuanian, neuter

substantival stems in -o assumed in the nom. and ace. the masc.

form, e. g. nom. sing. dr-Ma-s 'plough' beside Gr. d(}o-rgo-v,

and so forth.

The 0- and a-stems form by far the largest of the Indo-

Germanic declensions. Nowhere have these classes suffered any

serious loss except in Armenian and in Germanic. In Armenian it

would seem that the «-declension wholly died out, and in Germanic

many o- and a-stems passed into the w-declension (§ 112 ff.).

§ 60. The Suffix -o- -a-^).

From the earliest period, the suffixes -o- and -a- were used

for many different purposes. Besides their use to denote phy-

sical sex we way notice in particular the following functions:

1. -0- is found in certain abstract root-nouns (tiomina actionis)

1) See § 57 Rem. p. 106, and the Author's Essay on Gender cited

there.

2) Ed. "Welter, Razyskanija po voprosu o grammaticeskom rodje,

Petersburg 1882 (see the notice of it by H. Haupt, Berlin, philolog.

Wochensohr. 1885 p. 312 ff.)

3) H. Zimmer, Die Nominalsuffixe a uud a in den german. Sprachen,

Strassburg 1876. F. Miklosich, Das Suffix ii im Altslovenischen, Kuhn-

Schleicher's Beitr. I 222 ff. 273 ff.
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(the root-syllable usually bears the accent), e. g. *g6n-6- 'a be-

getting, coming into being' Skr. jdna-m 'birth, origin' Gr. ybvo-g

'birth', also concrete 'offspring', Gr. /go^t-o-g 'noise, murmur,

neighing' 0.C.81. grom-u 'thunder', Goth, ga-fah-s m. 'capture'

(ground-form *pdnTco-s) dragk n. 'drink'. 2. -o- is found in certain

nomina agentis (the accent falls usually on the suffix), e. g.

Hor-6- 'he who penetrates' Skr. tcLrd-s Gr. xog6-c^ Lat. procu-s

'suitor' (beside pfecdrl), Goth, piufs, gen. piubis, 'thief (groimd-

form *teupd-s). 3. -a- is found in certain abstract root-nouns

(nomina actionis), e. g. Gr. (fvy-ij Lat. fug-a 'flight', Gr. ^^ijx-rj

'bleating, cry' O.H.G. chlag-a 'lament', Skr. bhid-d 'separation,

Goth, bid-a 'request, prayer'.

Differentiation of Adjectives (Motion): e. g. masc. *neu-o-s

neut. *neu-o-m fem. *ney,-a: Skr. ndva-s ndva-m ndvCl, Gr.

vEo-g vso-v via , Lat. novo-s novo-m nova , O.C.Sl. novu novo

nova.

In most of the Indo-Germanic languages we find more or

less frequently the transference of stems that do not end in

or d, e. g. stems ending in explosives, into the o- or S-

declension, without any modification of meaning. The change

in any particular case may be due to any one of a large number

of causes ; indeed, to any association either of sound or of sense.

Analogy of form, for example, produced in Sanskrit a nom.

ddnta-s (cp. p. Ill) beside ace. ddnt-am (stem ddnt- 'tooth'),

and in Greek rijv yidpijv (CaUim.) beside nom. ace. neut. xa'pa

'head' (for *y.ttga<}-a, a neuter subst. like aXsicp-a). On the other

hand, the change was due to an association of meaning when in

Latin auror-a ('dawn') and Flor-a were substituted for *auros

-oris (§ 133) and ^os -oris (§ 134); so in O.H.G. pi. tohter-a

'daughters' for the older form tohter, in Lith. dukr-d 'daughter'

for duhte -efs, and in Pruss. swestr-o O.C.Sl. sestr-a 'sister' be-

side Lith. sesu -ers (§ 122). Often both principles may have been

at work together, e. g. when in Prakrit mada 'mother' and

diihida 'daughter' (Idg. -te(r)) passed over -to the a-declension

(cp. § 122 Eem. 1). The attraction to the o- or to the a-

declension often affects only single cases, e. g. Gr. dial. dat. pi.
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Ttod-oig (like XvK-oig) for noai, ace. pi. navT-avQ (like navaa-vi;)

for ncivr-ag, and there is perhaps an example of such a trans-

ference into the o-declension even in the proethnic language,

where the genitive endiug -om, which comes from -o-om, was used

with other stems than those in -o-. With regard to all these

processes we must remember that the speaker had no clear

consciousness of the point of junction between stem and case-

ending, least of all where vowel-contraction had taken place

(vol. I p. 106 ff.).

Idg. Masc. *uiq-o-s 'wolf {y^uelq- 'tear'): Skr. vfka-s

Armen. gen. sing, gailo-y (cp. I § 455 p. 336) Gr. Xmo-g (Lat.

lupus) Groth. dat. pi. vulfa-m Lith. vilka-s O.C.Sl. instr. sing.

vluko-im. Neut. *Juq-6-fn yoke' {\/^j'eug- 'joke, put to'): Skr.

jugd-m Gr. Kvy6-v Lat. jugu-m Goth. dat. pi. juka-m O.C.Sl.

instr. sing, igo-mi. Fern. *Qen-a- *g^w-a- *gn-oi- 'woman'

{y/^gen-): Skr. gnd- Gr. Att. ywrj Boeot. ^uva O.Ir. nom. ben

gen. mna Goth, qino O.Icel. kona (in Germ, it has passed over

to the w-declension) O.C.Sl. mia.

Aryan. Skr. ghos-a- m. 'sound, noise' Avest. gaos-a- m.

'ear' O.Pers. gaus-a- m. 'ear', nom. sing. pr. Ar. *ghaus-a-s.

Skr. bhdg-a-s m. 'distributor, bestower of blessings' Avest. bay-a-

m. 'God': O.C.Sl. bog-u 'God'. Skr. wtd-a-s 'resting-place, couch,

nest': Armen. nist 'position, seat, possession', Lat. mdu-s, O.Ir.

net O.H.G. nest 'nest', Idg. *ni-sd-6-s 'settlmg-place'. Skr. meh-a-

n. 'urine' Avest. gao-maez-a- n. 'cow's urine'. Skr. iMd-d-m

'standing-place, place, position': Gr. ns6-o-v 'ground, field', Lat.

Ped-u-m, oppid-u-m. Skr. Jy-d- Avest. jy-a- 'bowstring': Lith.

giy-d 'string, cord'. Skr. fcmgh-d- 'upper part of the foot': cp.

Lith. pra-mng-a 'transgression' (\/^ ghetagh-). Skr. mud-d- 'joy'.

Avest. der's-a- 'bundle, basket'.

Adjectives. Skr. dirgh-d-s -d-m -a Avest. dar'y-o -e-m- a

O.Pers. darg-a -a-m -a 'long': Gr. Sohx-o-q -6-v -rj.

In Aryan, transference into the o-declension is common.

In many cases no doubt this must have taken place in proethnic

Aryan; cp. e. g. Skr. mds-a- Avest. mmh-a- with Skr. mds-

'month' (cp. § 134), Skr. ndr-a- Avest. nar-a- with Skr. ndr-
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'man' (Gr. avsQ-)
, Skr. pdd-a- Avest. pad-a- beside Skr. pad-

'foot'. In other cases hoAvever, it belongs to the developement

of the separate dialects : e. g. Skr. Yed. pusdn-a-s from pusdn-,

name of a god, Prakr. part. nom. carant-o gen. carant-assa etc.

instead of Skr. cdrant- going, moving' (and so often in the popular

dialects); Avest. loc. sing, vis-e O.Pers. instr. pi. vip-aibis from

oTs- vip- village', Avest. gen. sing, star-ahe from star- 'star',

dat. sing, airyaman-ai from airyaman-, the personified spirit of

prayer, part. nom. sing. Jaidt/ant-o etc. 'beseeching'. The point

of contact from which this metaplastic process sprang was the

phonetic similarity of the accusative endings -am = Gr. -a and

-a-tn = Gr. -o-v- (p. 110).

In Sanskrit there is a large group of denominative adjectives

formed with -o- -a-, with the meaning 'related to, or connected

with' that which is denoted by the noun from which they are

derived, especially with the meaning, 'sprung from'. The first

syllable of the word usually has what is called the vfddhi

grade, that is the second or 'highest' form of the strong or 'high'

grade. E. g. manas-d-s 'related to the mind {mdnas-)\ scLvitr-d-s

'sprung from the sun (savitdr-)', sdindhav-d-s 'sprung from the

Indus {sindhu-sf . If the contained stem is itself an o-stem, the

adjective is formed without modifying the suffix; e. g. amitrd-s

'hostile' from amitra-s 'foe'. Similar derivatives are found, though

more rarely, in Iranian ; as O.Pers. mcLrgav-a- 'inhabitant ofMargiana'

from margu-s 'Margiana', Avest. ar^zva (or Cirzava) 'good works'from

er^zii- 'just, right', kdvay-a- 'kingly' from kavi-s 'king', tematoh-a-

'dark' {-kJi- for -s-, see I § 558 p. 414) from temah- 'darkness*

(cp. Skr. tdmas-a- from tdma-s), airyav-a- 'offspring of Airyu'.

Although the particular forms that furnished the type for this

category of nouns in Aryan, and the origin of the vriddhi-

strengthening , which occurs also in other derivative nouns

(cp. § 93), are still undiscovered, yet it is at least probable

that the class took its rise in such o-stems as had undergone

a modification of meaning similar to that which we find in

the epithetised compounds (see § 50), and that o- was then

added to other stems in imitation of these. The use of
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the suffix was extended by the desire to render easier the

Differentiation (or modification to express gender) of adjectives

;

and we find an unmistakable parallel in the treatment of the

final members of compound words; compare -tamas-a- from

tdmas- 'darkness', -aiman-a- from dhnan- 'stone', -bhruv-a- from

bhru- 'eyebrow', and especially instances like da^oLtsguld-m 'length

of ten fingers' from atdgiili-s 'finger' (Whitney Skr. Gr. § 1315 *"),

which are on a level with formations like nairftd- 'belonging to

Remark 1. Cp. yon Bradke, Uber die Vrddhi in der secundaren

Nominalbildung, Ztschr. der deutscb. morgenland. Gesellsch. XL, 361 if.
—

The suggestion that Lat. ovo-m 'egg' is related in the same way to avis,

and means 'that which proceeds from a bird', is unsatisfactory. Rather

we may compare such instances as Gr. rtys/jofig beside are/xo-g, aftcp-^QiaTo-;

beside fgifio. Doublets that had arisen with different grades of ablaut in

the root-syllable were in Aryan adapted to convey two distinct meanings,

while in Greek they subserTsd a particular principle of rhythm. In either

case, our endeavour must be to discover the oldest forms which gave the

type for the whole series.

Armenian, orb, gen. orbo-y , 'orphan': Lat. orbu-s, Gr.

6Q(po-^6r?]q 'one who brings up orphans', gore, gen. gorco-y,

'work': Avest. var^z-a- m. 'working, action', Gr. sgyo-v O.H.G.

were n. 'work'. Adj. hin, gen. hn-o-y, 'old': Skr. sdn-a-s Gr.

sv-o-g O.Ir. sen Lith. sen-a-s 'old'.

The S-declension , as we have already remarked in § 59

p. 109, was entirely lost.

Greek. q»^y-6-g 'oak': hat. fag-u-s'heech'. oly.-o-g "house :

Lat. vic-u-s. nop-o-g 'a penetrating, passing through, passage'

noo-6-g 'penetrating' {oSomogog for *63oi-noQ6-g, I § 676 p. 542 f.)

:

Skr. par-a- 'navigation, passage by sea' par-d-s 'transporting';

ro'itt-o-s 'cut, sKce' To/.i-6-g 'cutting, sharp'; ay-6-g 'guide, leader':

Skr. ay-a-s 'driver', lvy-6-v 'yoke': Skv. yug-d-m. 7tA?;y-?/ 'blow'

:

Lat. plag-a. qotj Corcyr. Qhofa 'stream, flowing' from (jsm : Lith.

srav-d 'a flowing, bleeding'. anovS-ri 'zeal, earnestness' from

GnsvSco. (/joQli-Tj 'nourishment' from (fsg^w.

Adject, aifi-6-g C0/X-6-V cJ^-t; 'raw' : Skr. am-d-s -d-m -a 'raw'.

Observe that Iscog 'people' stands for Xa(f)-6-g {Aafo-MFmv

is preserved by Priscian); see I § 611 p. 462.

Brugmann, Elements. 11. 8
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The endings of o-cases are often transferred to other classes

of stems ; as ouv in no&onv -oTv, -oig in nod-oig for noai, -ov in

noXiT-ov.

Italic. Lat. popiil-u-s popl-u-s, Umbr. popl-o-m ace. 'po-

puluni'. Lat. dol-u-s Osc. dolud abl. 'dolo': Gr. JoA-o-e 'wile'.

Lat. dom-u-s : Gr. 66/Lc-o-g 'house'. Lat. unc-u-s : Skr. atdk-d-s

'hook', Gr. oyy.-o-c, 'something bent or bowed out, hook, extended

circumference'. Lat. for-u-m, Umbr. furo 'forum' : Skr. dvar-a-m

'door, entrance, exit' (d- instead of dh-, see I § 480 p. 354),

O.C.Sl. dvor-u m. 'enclosure'. Osc. ter-o-m 'terra, territorium'.

Lat. p)orc-a, fem. of porc-us, Umbr. purk-a porc-a 'porcas'.

Lat. lump-a {lymph-a, cp. I p. 42 footnote), Osc. Diump-ais

'Nyraphis'. Lat. deiv-a div-a (fem. of deiv-o-s), Osc. deiv-ai

dat. 'divae'. Lat. Itr-a 'furrow, ridge between two furrows':

O.H.G. ivagan-leis-a 'cart-track, road' O.C.Sl. Mch-a 'ridge of

earth'.

Here should also be mentioned the Umbr.-Samn. infinitives

in -o-OT, as Umbr. erom Osc. ezum 'esse', Umbr. a-ferum a-fero

'circumferre', Osc. deicum 'dicere' moltaum 'multare' (cp. § 156).

Adject. Lat. rob-u-s -u-m -a, Umbr. ace. pi. masc. rof-u

'rufos' fem. rof-a 'rufas': Goth, rdup-s rdup rdud-a 'red'.

Old Irish. Masc. dia^ gen. c?e, 'God' pr. Kelt. *deiu-o-s:

Skr. dev-d-s Lat. deiv-o-s deu-s (I § 172 p. 152) Lith. dSv-a-s

'God', cp. Skr. div- Gr. Jif- 'heaven, god of heaven', ore 'pig' :

Gr. noQx-o-q Lat. porc-u-s O.H.G. farh farah Lith. pafsz-a-s

'pig, sucking-pig'. O.Ir. at-trab n- Mid.Ir. ait-treb n- 'possession,

dwelling' no doubt to be compared with Goth, paiirp 'field, land'

O.H.G. dot^f 'village'. Fem. ben, gen. mn-a, 'wife': O.C.Sl.

0en-a etc., see p. Ill above, coss, pi. coss-a, 'foot': Lat. cox-a,

O.H.G. hahs-a 'hollow of the knee', ferg fere, gen. ferge, 'wrath':

Gr. oQy-)] 'impulse, passion'.

Adject, eaeeh m., caeeh n- n., caech f. 'blind': Lat. caecu-s

-u-m -a, Goth, hdih-s hdih hdih-a 'one-eyed' og 'integer', from

V^ awg-.

Germanic. Goth, sndiv-s O.H.G. sneo m. 'snow': Lith.

snSg-a-s O.C.Sl. snSg-u 'snow', y/^sneigh-. Goth, dags O.H.G.
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tag m. 'day' : Skr. ni-dagh-d-s 'hot season', Lith. dag-a-s 'harvest'.

O.H.G-. teig m. O.Icel. deig n. 'dough': Skr. deh-a-s 'body', Gr.

roix-o-q 'wall', \/~ dheigh- 'besmear, cement'. O.Icel. draug-r m.

'ghost': Skr. drogh-a-s 'injury inflicted deceitfully'. Goth. juJc

O.H.G. joh n. 'yoke': Skr. yug-d-m etc. Goth, dal O.H.G. tal

n. 'valley': Gr. S-oX-o-q 'cupola, dome', O.C.Sl. dol-u 'valley'. Goth.

ahv-a O.H.G. ah-a 'water': Lat. aqu-a. Goth, gib-a O.H.G. geb-a

'gift', beside Goth, giban 'to give'. Goth, stdig-a 'path, way',

beside steigan 'to climb'.

Adject. Goth, lagg-s lagg lagg-a O.H.G. lang 'long': Lat.

long-u-s -u-m -a. Goth. Uuf-s liuf liub-a O.H.G. Hob 'dear,

beloved': O.C.Sl. Ijub-u -o -a.

Transference into the o-declension is frequent, into the ^-

declension more rare ; e. g. nom. sing. Goth, frijonds O.H.G.

friunt 'friend' gen. sing, frijondis friuntes and other forms with

terminations of the o-declension, contrasted with the nom. pi. Goth.

frijonds O.H.G. friunt etc. which have not modified the original

-nt- stem (§ 126), O.H.G. nom. pi. tohtera 'daughters' dat. pi.

tohteron beside the older pi. tohter = Gr. &vyavsQ-£q (§ 122).

Balto-Slavonic. Masc. Lith. mus-a-s 'film (on liquids)'

O.C.Sl. much-u 'moss': O.H.G. mos n. 'moss'. Lith. at-lek-a-s

O.C.Sl. otu-lSk-u 'remnant, remainder': Skr. a#«-re7<;-a-s 'remnant,

excess' Gr. Xom-o-g 'remaining'. Lith. tiS-vcdk-a-s 'outside covering,

bed-covering' O.C.Sl. oblak-u 'cloud' (for ^ob-vlaJc-u, cp. I § 184

p. 160): Gr. oXy.-6-g 'a drawing, thing drawn'. 0. G.Bl. glagol-u

'sound, word' (for *gol-gol-u, cp. I § 281 p. 224): Skr. gar-

gar-a-s, a musical instrument. Neut. O.C.Sl. igo 'yoke': Skr.

yug-d-m; O.C.Sl. ttl-o 'ground': Skr. tal-a-s 'surface, ground'

(\/^tel-); in Lith. the masc. termination is found in the nom.

ace; e. g. jUng-a-s 'yoke', a modification of the Idg. *juQ-6-m.

Fem. Lith. vaps-d 'gadfly' O.C.Sl. vos-a 'wasp' (I § 545 p. 399)

:

O.H.G. wafs-a 'wasp'. Lith. rank-d O.C.Sl. rqk-a 'hand', beside

Lith. renkii 'I gather, collect'.

Adject. Lith. saus-a-s saus-a saus-d O.C.Sl. such-u -o -a

'dry': Skr. ioS-a-s -a-m -a 'drying, parching' (i- for s-, I § 557,

4 p. 413), Gr. Ion. av-o-e av-o-v av-rj dry'.
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Remark 2. It may notjjbe premature to notice here that the Lith.

neuter form in -a arose from -o-d and not from -o-m , and is therefore

a pronominal termination. See R. Garbe, Litau. und lett. Drucke des 16.

u. 17. Jahrh., IV p. XLI.

§ 61. The Suffix -tu-o- -tu-a- {-tuu-o- -tuu-a-).^)

This is an extension of -tu- -te^- (§ 108).

Originally it was no doubt primary, and used to form ad-

jectives (cp. 6. g. Skr. kdr-tuva-s Mr-tva-s 'faciendus', beside

the inf. kdr-tu-m) whose neuter and feminine forms were used

as abstract substantives, on the analogy of which derivative

abstract substantives were also formed from nouns (§ 158).

The accentuation of Sanskrit formations like deva-tvd-m

'divinity', and the d of the Goth, piva-dv 'servitude' (see I § 530

p. 386 f.), shew that *-tu6-m was the form assumed by the

suffix in these secondary abstract substantives in Indo-Germanic.

Compare Ar. -tvana- Gr. -awo- § 70.

In Aryan, the suffix is frequent. In Skr. it appears in

gerundives like kdr-tuva-s kdr-tva-s 'faciendus' jdn-tuva-s jani-

-tva-s 'procreandus'. The neuters of these gerundives are often

used substantivally , as kdr-tva-m 'task, work to be done'.

Compare also Avest. vars-tve-m 'work, action' (beside ver^z-

-ye-mi 'I do'), stao-pwe-m 'prayer' (beside stao-mi 1 praise, pray').

Secondary formations in *-tu6-m : Skr. deva-tvd-m 'divinity' (devd-s

'god'), iatru-tvd-m 'enmity' (Sdtru-s 'enemy'), rakias-tvd-m 'de-

moniacal nature' (raksds- 'monster, demon'), Avest. a79hic-pwe-m

'lordship, might' {atshu-s 'lord'), fratema-pwem 'a being first,

nobility {fratema- 'first').

As to the interchange of -tva- and -tuva- in Sanskrit see

Edgren, Journal of the American Orient. Soc, XI 82 sq.

In Latin it is rare. We can scarcely count mor-tuo-s (for

*mf-tuo-s): O.C.Sl. nin-tm 'mortuus' as an example, cp. I § 170

p. 150; see § 64 Rem. 3 below. But Fa-tuo-s ('soothsayer')

and mU-tuo-s no doubt belong here (with the suffix in the form

-tuuo-); see I § 170 p. 151.

1) Benfey, Indog. Part. Perf. auf tua oder tva, Nachr. der Gott.

Gesellsch. d. Wissensch., 1873, n. 7.
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In Grermanic it is not common. Goth, vaiirstv n. 'work'

for pr. Germ. *uurx-s-tua-n, whose -s- must be compared with

that of -s-tro- (§ 62), -s-lo- (§ 76), -s-ti- (§ 100), -s-tu- (§ 108),

-s-men- (§ 117) '). uhtvo f. morning twihght' for *ui9x-tud-

(transferred to the «-infiexion), ground-form ^laq-tua-, compare

directly Skr. aktii-s 'brightness' for *i9q-tu-s, and less immediately

Skr. anj-i-s 'ointment, adornment', vah-tvo or vah-tva (only the

dat. pi. vahtvom is actually found) 'watch, guard', from vakan

'to watch'. A.S. Jxes^ gen. Iceswe^ f. 'letting blood' for *lesuo- i. e.

'Het + tuo-, beside Goth, letan 'to let', r«s, gen. rmwe, f. 'counsel'

for *resud- i. e. *red + ii«o-, beside Goth, redan 'to counsel'

(cp. I § 527 p. 382). As in all the instances given, so in Goth.

frija-pva 'love' and fija-pva 'enmity' from frijon 'to love' and fijon

'to hate' the sufiix is to be regarded as primary; yet frija-pva

(in imitation of which fija-pva was afterwards formed) was

originally a secondary formation, from the adj. frija- ('fre)'e)

which in the prehistoric period had meant 'dear', cp. Skr. priya-

-tvd-m 'a being beloved' from priyd- 'dear, beloved'. Goth.

fiva-dv n. 'servitude' from piu-s 'servant'.

In Slavonic it is frequent. Primary: Masc. : 0.C.81. mn-
-ivu 'mortuus'? (see above), O.C.SI. ryhi-tm 'fisher'; Neut. Russ.

jas-tvo 'food', Russ. si-tvo 'sewing', O.C.SI. cuvi-ivo 'organ of

sense'; Pem. O.C.SI. Jas-tva 'food' s^-tva 'harvest' moli-tva 'prayer'

goni-tva 'pursuit'. Secondary -(i)S-tvo (cp. the suffix -isku § 90)

:

sSltstvo 'violence' (zMu 'violent'), dSttstvo 'childhood {detq 'child);

probably this form of the suffix started from stems in -i-, cp.

tattstvo 'theft', from tati m. 'thief, blqdtstm 'boasting, bluster'

from blqdt f. 'deceit, farce (cp. -iba § 78). In Lithuanian

Leskien is probably right in tracing this suffix in the group

of names of tools formed with -tuva-, such as kosz-tuva-s 'strainer,

filter' {kosziu 'I filter'), res-tuva-s 'roller for winding yarn' {recziu

'I roll, wind"), harsz-tuvai pi. 'woolcarder's comb' {karszitwilnas

1) Goth, gdidv n. lack' no doubt belongs rather to ^/^ gheidh- 'desire'

(O.H.G. git 'eagerness, greed') than to gei-gan, i. e. it should be analysed

gdid-v, not gdi-dv.
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'I card wool'), min-tuval pi. 'a machine for breaking flax, brake'

(minu Units 'I tear flax'). Cp. also Pruss. pre-artue 'ploughshare'

and ar-twes 'ship's voyage'.

§ 62. The Suffix -tr-o- -tr-a-, -tl-o- -tl-a^). This

is an extension of -ter- -tor- (§ 119 ff.), cp. e. g. Skr. ari-tra-

'oar' from ari-tar- 'rower'. Perhaps I arose from r by some

process or processes of assimilation or dissimilation (partly in

proethnic Indo- Germanic, partly in the separate languages),

cp. I § 282 p. 225 f.2).

The meaning is generally that of the instrument or the

place of the action.

Indo-Germanic. Skr. hhari-tra-m 'arm' (that with which

one bears), Gr. (pBQt-rQo-v (psQ-rgo-v litter, bier', Lat. prae-

-feri-culu-m 'wide sacrificial dish' (regarded as the instrument

for carying something offered) fer-culu-m 'litter, bier'. Skr. m. n.

ari-tra- O.H.G. n. ruo-dar Lith. ir-Ma-s 'oar', cp. also Gr. 'Eqs-

-XQ-ia 'Oarstown'. Skr. md-tra Gr. fis-rgo-v 'measure' (or should

we follow de Saussure, Mem. de la Soc. de lingu. VI 248, in

assuming this to stand for Idg. *metro- i. e. *med -\~tro-?).

Aryan. Skr. ksa-trd-m Avest. xsa-pre-m O.Pers. xsa-sa-m

'lordship'. Skr. vds-tra-m Avest. vas-tre-m 'garment, vesture'.

Skr. dhdr-tra-m 'support' Avest. dar^-pre-m 'an upholding, holding

fast'. Skr. vahi-tra-m 'ship': Lat. vehi-culu-m. Skr. ho-trd Avest.

sao-pra 'libation, offering': Gr. /v'-toG 'pot' %v'-rko-v 'libation'.

Armenian, aror araur, gen. arauro-y, 'plough' for *ara-

-tro- (I § 360 p. 276, § 483 p. 357): Gr. a^o-T^o-v 'plough',

Lat. arcl-tru-m^ O.Icel. ar-pr m. 'ploughing', Lith. dr-kla-s 'plough'.

1) S. Bugge, Bemerkungen fiber den Ursprung der lateinisolien

Sufflxe do, culo, cro; cla, cula, era, Kuhn's Ztschr. XX 134 ff. Q-. J.

Asooli, Die lateinischen Eormen des ursprungliohen Instrumentalsufflxes

-tra (1867), Krit. Stud. 123 ff. H. Osthoff, Die mit dem Suffixe -clo-

-culo- -cro- gebildeten nomina instrumenti des Lateinischen, Porsoh. im Geb.

derj-nomin. Stammbildung I 1 ff.

2) In I p. 226 1. 5 instead of 'the nominal siijfixes -tro- and -tlo-

beside -dhro- and -dhlo-', read 'the nominal suffixes -tlo- and -dhlo- beside

-tro- and -dhro-'.
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alaur-i mill' (from alam I grind') was a secondary extension

of a tro-stem: cp. Gr. aki-rg-io-g 'belonging to grinding' aXs-

-TQ-svM 'I grind to powder aXsrpi^avog for *a'KiTQo-TQl^avo-s

'pulverising by grinding, pestle'.

Greek. Qon-tgo-v 'tambourine, lever of a trap' A.S. rcef-

-ter m. 'beam'. sXvtqo-v 'covering, that which contains': Skr.

varu-tra-m 'upper garment'. Xs-a-tqo-v 'couch, bed' : 0.C.81. latr

'lair of wild animals' pr. Germ. Hax-tra-. dsh-t^o-v 'bait,

lure', compare no doubt O.H.G. quer-dar 'bait, lure' (J.

Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV 153). vm-rgo-v 'water for

washing', qij-tqu 'agreement, treaty'.

uv-tIo-v av-rlo-Q av-rXrj 'bilge-water, dead-water, baling

scoop' : cp. Skr. dma-tra-m 'vessel, jug, drinking-cup' (Lat. ex-

antlare ex-anclwre is the Greek s^-avrkHf borrowed, cp. I § 367

p. 278). sxe-xlrj 'plough-tail'.

Italic. Lat. cas-tru-m and fern, eas-tra-^ in Umbr.-Samn.

the word has passed into other declensions , Osc. castrovs

gen. 'fundi' castrid abl. 'fundo' Umbr. kastruvuf 'fundos'. Lat.

ros-tru-m (rodo 'I gnaw'), ara-tru-m, fulge-tru-m fulge-tra. Umbr.

kle-tram 'lecticam': Goth, hlei-pra 'hut, tent', \^Mei-.

-tlo- became -Mo- in proethnic Italic, except where s pre-

ceded (I § 366 p. 278). Lat. pia-clu-m -culu-m, Umbr. piha-

-klu 'piaculorum'. Lat. sae-clu-m -culu-m: Lith. se-Mci 'seed'.

Lat. ind-U-cula suh-u-cula : Avest. ao-pre-m 'sandal', Lett, du-kla

a kind of string (in Lith. the declension has changed, au-kle

'bandage for the feet'). Umbr. eh-vel-klu 'edictum, decretum',

mantrah-klu 'mantele'. Osc. sakara-klum 'sacrum', -tlo-

is kept after sin Osc. pes-tlii-m 'sacellum, templum': Umbr.

pers-clu pes-clu 'supplicatione'. -do- became -cro- in Latin by

dissimilation where an I preceded (I § 269 p. 217): lava-cru-m:

Gr. Xos-tQo-v XovTQo-v 'bath, water for washing', Gall, lau-tro

'balneo', O.Icel. lau-Sr 'soap'; lu-cru-m; iii-volu-cru-m.

Rarely we find -s-tro-, as mon-s-tru-m capi-s-tru-m. (cp. the

Germanic); whence also nouns in -aster -astra -astru-m, like

formaster, oleaster oleastru-m (see Seek, Archiv f. lat. Lexicogr.

I 390 ff. Schnorr von Carolsfeld, ibid, 404 ff.).
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Old Irish, lo-thor lo-thur n. 'alveus, canalis' Grail, lau-tro

'balneo': Lat. lavd-cru-m etc., see above, fara-thar n. 'boring

tool, gimlet': Gr. tsQS-Tgo-v 'gimlet', criaihar n. 'sieve': O.H.G.

hri-ttara 'sieve'? (see the end of the section, p. 122). ara-thar

n. 'aratrum': Armen. aror etc,, see p. 118. hria-thar f. 'word'.

cetal n. 'song' '{cetlo- for *can-tlo-). With regard to the

developement of -ihar from *-tro-m and from *-tra^ and of -tal

from *-tlo-m, see I § 623 Kern. 1 p. 469 and § 634 p. 475.

cenel n. 'family, race' O.Cymr. cene-tl. seel n. 'narration,

tale' Mod.Cymr. chwedl for pr. kelt. *shu-e-tlo-n
,
\^seq 'say'.

anal f. 'breath' Mod.Cymr. ana-dl. Cp. I § 110 p. 104, § 518

p. 371 f., § 620 p. 467.

Grermanic. The p of the pr. Grerm. -pra- -pla- indicates

that the sonant next preceding it bore the principal accent

(I § 529 p. 384 f.). O.H.G-. lio-dar A.S. hko-dor 'sound, noise',

pr. Germ, hleu-pra-: Skr. sro-tra-m 'hearing, ear'. Goth, smair-pr

n. 'grease, fat', y^ smer- 'besmear'. Goth, hlei-pra tent' : Umbr.

kle-tram 'lecticam', \/^Mei-. O.H.G. sta-dal m. 'shed, barn':

Skr. sthCL-trd-m 'standing-place, position'. O.H.G. wa-dal we-dil

m. n. 'fan, tuff, y/^m- 'blow'. Goth, ne-pla and na-dla 'needle

(cp. Bremer, Paul-Br. Beitr. XI 5. 277 f.).

O.H.G. hihal n. 'hatchet' pr. Germ. *bipla-^ Idg. *bheitlo-

ioT *bheid-\-tlo-, y^bheid- 'findere' (is O.Ir. biail, gen. bsla,

'hatchet' connected with this ?) ; O.H.G. sedal n. m. 'seat' pr.

Germ. *sepla-, Idg. *setlo- for *sed + tlo-, y^ sed- 'sit'. I follow

de Saussure, Mem. de la Soc. de lingu. VI 247. 255')-

After spirants, t is kept (thus the original accent cannot

be determined) : Mid.H.G. wes-ter f. 'baptismal robe' Skr. vds-

tra-m 'garment'; Goth, gilstr n. 'tribute' from gild 'tribute'

X^gheldh-; O.H.G. bluostar n. 'offering' (Goth, derivative blostreis

'offerer') beside Goth, blotan 'offer'; O.H.G. riostar n. and riostra

f. 'plougshare' beside Mid.H.G. nwtew 'root out'; O.H.G. hlahtar

n. O.Icel. hlattr m. 'laughter'.

1) Gferm. *b%pla-, like Gr. rptr^o-g 'log, piece of wood', which de Saussure

similarly derives from bheid-, might certainly be connected with O.C.Sl, bi-H

'strike' u-boj-i 'deathblow'.
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Pr. G-erm. -dra- -Ma- indicate that this suffix bore the

accent (cp. Skr. as-trd-m da-trd-m etc.), see I § 530 p. 386 f.;

yet these pr. Germ, suffixal forms may also represent Idg. -dhro-

-dhlo-, see p. 122. Idg. -tro- is probably seen e. g. in Goth.

fo-dr scabbard' OJl.G. fuo-tar A.S. fo-ddor n. 'case, sheath':

Skr. pd-tra-m 'that which contains, vessel'.

-s-tra- is fairly frequent; as O.H.G. gals-tar n. 'song' from

galan 'sing', compare A.S. ^eal-dor n. O.Icel. gal-dr m. ; Goth.

huli-s-tr 'covering' from ludjan 'cover'. Cp. Osthoff, Tiber das

eingedrungene s in der nominalen Suffixform -stra-, Kuhn's

Ztschr. XXIII 313 ff., and -s-tuo- (§ 61), -s-lo- (§ 76), -s-ti-

(§ 100), -s-tu- (§ 108), -s-men- (§ 117).

Balto-Slavonic. -tro- is found only in a few uncertain

examples, as Lith. v^-tra 'storm' O.C.Sl. vS-trii 'air, wind'. The

uncertainty is caused by the possibility of a later transference

into the o- or ^-declension, which has undoubtedly taken place

in O.C.Sl. bratr-u 'brother' sestr-a 'sister'.

-tlo- occurs only in Baltic, where it appears in Lith. and

Lett, as -Ua- (I § 377 p. 285 f.). Pruss. *sen-tla- 'token, sign

in the partic. eb-sentliuns 'having betokened, marked' Lith. sen-

-Ma-s 'token, sign': cp. Skr. jncL-tra-m 'ability to recognise' O.H.G.

be-cnuodelen 'give a sign of recognition' ir-chnuodilen 'become

perceptible'; from which we may deduce a pr. Germ, form

*lcno-pla-. Pruss. sper-tla-n 'cushion of the toes', beside Lith.

spir-iu 'strike with the foot'. Lith. se-kld, Lett, s^-kla 'seed':

Lat. sae-culu-m. Lith. bu-Md 'home' bu-Ma-s (it?) 'lair of an

animal': Skr. bhavi-tra-m 'world' (this meaning is not certain)

A.S. bold (for *bodl) O.Icel. bol 'house' pr. Germ. *bu-pla-. In

Slav, -tlo- was replaced by -dhlo-^ see below.

In the European branches, -dhro- dhlo- are found side

by side with -tro- -tlo-, and with the same meaning; and the

former often displace the latter. Cp. e. g. Gr. ysvs-d-lo-v ysvi-

-9l7j 'origin, race, scion, birthplace': ^\.T:.jani-tra-m 'birthplace'.

sSs-d-Xo-v 'seat' : Lat. sedi-culu-m, Lett. sSde-kli-s 'seat' (with the

addition of the suffix -io-). Lat. tere-bra: Gr. tsqs-tqo-v O.Ir.

tara-thar n. 'borer'. Lat. sta-bulu-m: O.H.G. sta-dal 'barn'.
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Pr.Germ. -S,ra- -Ma- is ambiguous (seep. 121): is for example

O.H.Gr. hri-ttara 'sieve' connected with O.Ir. cria-thar or with

Lat. crt-bru-m? In Slav, only -dhlo- occurs, as Czech rd-dlo

O.C.Sl. ra-lo ora-lo 'plough': Lat. ara-tru-m etc. (see p. 119),

Czech hy-dlo 'dwelling' Pol. hy-dlo 'cattle, means': Lith. bu-kla

'home'. Cp. § 77.

§ 63. The Suffix -io- -ia-, -iio- -iia-^).

With regard to the fluctuation between -iio- and -io- see

I § 117 p. 110. § 120 p. Ill fF. A parallel form -zio- is also

found (e. g. Skr. tft-tya-s Grr. npo^v/n-tij) , whose relation to

the two other forms is obscure; it resembles the Skr. -lyas-

Gr. -iav (§ 135), forms of the comparative suffix.

In the nom. sing, we find in different languages -ii- or -i-

-i- instead of and parallel to -io-. Thus Goth, har-ji-s, bruks

for *bruk-i-s, haird-ei-s ; Umbr. Trutit-i-s 'Truttidius' (also in the

ace, Fisim 'Fisium' and neut. terti 'tertium'), Osc. Viinikiis

'Vinicius' (f), Puntiis 'Pontius' (f'or -ii-), Heirennis 'Herennius'

(also neut. medic-i-m 'magisterium'), O.Lat. Cornel-i-s (and ace.

Cornel-i-m., cp. also voc. ftlt); Lith. med-i-s and gaid-y-s^).

From the earliest period this suffix was both primary and

1) H. Kern, Le Sufflxe ija du Sanscrit classique, ia de I'Arien,

M6m. de la Soc. de lingu. II 321 ff. P. Gr. Benseler, De nominibus

proprils et Latinis in is pro ius et Graecis i; ly pro los tov terminatls,

Curtius' Stud. Ill 147 ff. Q-. F. Aly, De nominibus to suffixi ope fonnatis,

Berol. 1873. J. Akens, Uber die Adjectiva auf orioc, siog, tjioq, owg, w'ios,

Emmerich 1873. G-. Meyer, Das Nominalsufflx to im Griech., Kuhn's
Ztschr. XXII 481 ff. A. Pick, Zum sogenannten iff-suffix im Grieoh.,

Bezzenb. Beitr. I 120 ff. K. Zaoher, De nominibus Graecis in -mog -aia

-mov, Halle 1877. A. Pritsch, Zum Vokalismus des Herodotischen Dia-

lektes [on -t/io- and -sio- in syllables containing derivative suffixes],

Hamburg 1888. Th. Aufreoht, tJber die lateinischen Suffixe <ia, tio,

Kuhn's Ztschr. VI 177 ff. W. Sohlttter, Die mit dem Suffixe ja ge-

bildeten deutschen Nomina, Gottingen 1875.

2) In I § 84 Remark 1 p. 80, I assumed the existence of -ii- as a

form of the Idg. suffix beside -io-. As my pupil Prof. W. Streitberg has

recognised, it is preferable to assume -i- -i- as the original forms (-«'-:
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secondary, and its neuter and feminine forms are frequently used

as substantives (§ 158).

Three chief functions of this suffix may be distinguished.

1. It forms verbal adjectives with the meaning of the

so-called fut. pass, participles or participles of necessity, or with

a simple participial meaning, active or passive. In Sanskrit, but

nowhere else, these adjectives appear as a class of forms in active

and extensive use. The neuter and the feminine are

often used as abstract substantives (see above).

Idg. Skr. ydj-ya-s Gr. ay-to-g 'venerandus', fem. ydj-yO,

dy-ia^ y^iag- 'revere'. Skr. sdc-iya-s 'whom one must help,

must value', Gr. aoaa-rjTrjQ 'helper from *oaao- which stands for

*sok^'-io-j Lat. soe-in-s, \/^ seq- 'be together with, follow'.

Aryan. In Skr. -io- appears as a living participial suffix;

e. g. dfk-ya-s ddrs-iya-s 'visible, worth seeing' cet-iya-s 'per-

ceptible'. Examples of substantival usage are: neut. vdc-iya-m

vdc-ya-m speech, word', fem. vid-yd 'knowledge'. For the

fluctuation between -ya- and -iya- see Edgren, Journal of the

Amer. Orient. Soc. XI 74 ff.

Following a root ending in a short vowel the suffix assumes

the form -tio- instead of -«o-, as kf-tya-s 'faciendus' hf-ty-mn

-I- = -io- : -iio-), so that this form represents the weak-grade phase of

the sni&K which we are discussing, in the same way as -I- represents that

of -ie- (§ 109). Streitberg is certainly right in laying especial stress on

Gothic forms like brulcs im-mits. The form -ii- arose through the -i-

being added from cases which had -io- -ie-. Just so we have in Lith.

jl-s jt for *t-s *j on the model of jo etc. Such forms as Lith. mo-ji-s

are of the same kind as O.C.Sl. ladi-ji § 110 and Skr. svadha-yin- § 115.

Beside the Idg. stems formed with -io- -ie-: -i- {-iio- -tie-: -i-) there

probably existed from the pr. Idg. period onwards invariable -io- stems

which never had -/-. To these however we must not refer nominative

forms like Skr. yaj-y-as Gr. ay-to-g Lat. exim-iu-s, which were new

formations (op. Goth, bruks), and similarly Skr. yds Gr. o-s (cp. Lith.yi-s).

I do not believe that the late Greek nouns ending -15 -lv instead of -to?

-lov should be classed here as containing an original form of their suffix.

They were created on the model of personal names belonging to the

classical period, such as "Ahii; Zsv^ig (cp. R. "Wagner, Quaestiones de epi-

grammatis Graecis, Lips. 1883, p. 96).
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'business' kf-tyd 'infliction, bewitchment', a new formation based

upon such stems as -kf-t- 'faciens' (§ 123).

In Avest. -ya- is rarer, e. g. dar^s-ya- Visible', vairya-

'worth choosing or desiring, isya- 'desired, dear'.

Armenian. Here no doubt should be classed U, gen. lioy^

'full' from *ple-io-.

Greek, art/y-zo-g 'abominable, odious'. Tiay-io-j 'established,

firm, durable', afdy-io-g 'slaying, killing'. Substantival usage:

sgsln-M pi. 'ruins, debris', arpdy-io-v 'offering, victim for offering'.

Italic. Lat. exm-m-s 'eximendus, exceptional, distinguished'.

Tn-fer-iu-s 'presented, offered': cp. Avest. bairya- 'presenting.

Substantives: frag-iu-m 'breach, fracture', stud-iu-m 'zeal,

eagerness, desire', exuv-iae pi. 'clothing, cast-off skin'.

Old Irish. Subst. fem. in-sc-e 'speech' \/^seq-, neut. suide

'seat', ^sed-, frecre for *frith-gaire (I § 514 Eem. 2 p. 376)

'answering, answer' \/~' gar-.

Grermanic. Adjectives with the meaning of the fat. partic.

pass, are commoner than in other European languages. Goth.

hrukja- (nom. bruks) O.H.G. pruchi 'useful, serviceable'. Goth.

un-nutja- (nom. un-nuts) 'useless' O.H.G. nuzzi A.S. nyt 'useful'.

Goth. un-qSPja- (nom. un-qeps) 'unutterable'. O.H.G. gi-fuori

suitable, useful'. Here perhaps should be classed Goth. Aam,

'gen. hdu)is, O.H.G. hewi n. 'hay' pr. Germ. *xau'ia- n. i. e. 'that

which is to be cut'. Abstract nouns: neut. O.H.G. gi-fuori

'suitability, usefulness' compared with the adj. gi-fuori; Fem.

A.S. nyt O.Icel. nytr 'use' compared with adj. A.S. nyt, Goth.

hrak-ja 'fight' (originally 'breach') with brikan 'to break*.

Balto-Slavonic.

In Lithuanian there are only a few adjectives; e. g. sriau-

-ja-s 'flowing swiftly', zala-s mle-s (Pruss. ace. saligan with g =j)
'green', properly being verdant', from zel-ti 'to be verdant'. The
following may be adjectives used substantivally : ve-ja-s 'wind'

('he who blows'), gaid-y-s 'cock' ('he who crows'), from ged-6ti

'crow'), etc., all masculine. Forms formerly neuter used as

substantives: zod-i-s 'word' (cp. Skr. vdc-ya-m), kand-i-s 'bite',

hift-i-s 'cut or blow' with a cutting instrument (Skr. kart-ya-
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'to be hewn or out off") and other such forms; feminine forms

used as substantives are pradsia 'beginning' for *pra-d-ia beside

pra-de-ti 'begin' {y/~'dlie-), Mn-ia 'knowledge' and others.

Slavonic. Adjectives which should no doubt be classed

here are luS^ 'deceitful' for *lug-n: O.H.G. luggi lukU O.Sax.

luggi 'deceitful' pr. Germ. *lu-^-ia-\ also vezdt 'knowing, aware'

for *ved-n and other examples. Substantival usage: Msa 'lie'

for *lug-ia: O.H.Gr. lug% 'lie' which implies a form Hu-^-iQ-., jaMa
'food, victuals' for *ed-ia: Lat. in-ed-ia Skr. ad-ya-s 'eatable'

O.Icel. cetr 'eatable' for *at-ia-z-, sta-ja 'position, standing-place,

stair ; dazda 'gift' for *dad-ia from the reduplicated form da-d-

give'.

Remark 1. There is often room for doubt whether an -io-form should

be classed here, or whether it be a secondary formation (2). Thus, for

example, Gr. a(pay-to-g may also have been formed from acpuy-i] 'a slaying,

offering', O.H.G-. luggi. lukki from lug m. 'lie'. It should further be observed

that the popular conception of the meaning of a word was very liable to

change; a form which was originally primary might be regarded as a

derivative, and vice versa. Thus e. g. Lat. reg-iu-s, which the Romans
certainly looked upon as derived from rex. may very well have been

primary to start with : cp. Skr. raj-iyd-s, subst. raj-iyd-m, beside raf- 'king'

and rds-ti rdj-a-ti 'shines forth, is conspicuous, rules, governs'; the verbal

stem from which regiu-s was originally derived died out in Latin, and thus

the form was firmly established in the popular conception as a derivative

of the noun rex. Cp. Rem. 3 p. 132.

2. -io- as a secondary suffix, forming adjectives

which denote possession, origin, and other ways in which one

thing may be connected with another. In these adjectives as

well as in the former group the neuter and the feminine

were often used as substantives with abstract meaning,

and then -io-m and -ici,- were taken to form substantives of this

kind even where there was no corresponding adjective in -io-.

It is specially important to notice that in compounds with

epithetised meaning, the so-called bahuvrthi (§ 50), and also in

adjectival compounds containing a governing preposition (§ 15

p. 30 f.), -io- is often the sign of the adjectival character of the

word; e. g. Gr. of-io-naxQ-to-g beside o/no-ndrwp from the same

father, Skr. dnv-antr-ya-s 'situated in the intestines'.

Idg. *p9tr-iio-s 'belonging to a father' from *p9ter- 'father':
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Skr. pilriya-s Gr. nuTQio-g Lat. patriu-s. "When the suffix was

added to o- and S-stems, the final vowel of the stem was

dropped (cp. Rem. 3 p. 132); examples are *eku-iio-s 'equinus'

from *e^?^o- 'equus' : Skr. dhiya-s Gr. 'innto-g; *agr-iio-s 'situated

in the fields' from *ag-ro- 'field': Skr. ajriya-s Gr. oiyQio-g ('wild').

Substantives: Skr. svdpnya-m Lat. somniu-m O.C.Sl. sumje

smije 'dream' beside Skr. svdpna-s Lat. somnu-s O.C.Sl. sunu

'sleep'. *ghtj,t-ici 'a slaying' seems to be an Idg. fem. of this

kind ; Skr. hatya 'killing' O.Sax. gMea 'fight' Lith. ginczih 'strife',

beside the part. pass. *gh'^-td- (Skr. hatd-) 'struck, slain'.

In adjectival compounds: Skr. ddsa-mas-iya- Avest.

dasa-mah-ya- 'lasting for ten months' (beside Gr. dty.tt-f^->]vo-g),

8]sir.upa-in(ls-ya- 'monthly', Gr. s/.i-fitjv-io-g (beside s/x-/x7ivo-g)

'running its course in a month' ani-fup'-io-g 'calculated for a

month, lasting for a month'; Gr. 6,uo-ndrp-io-g O.Icel. sam-

fedir 'from the same father' (compare O.Pers. liama-pitar- Gr.

Ofw-nuTcaQ).

Aryan. Skr. gdv-ya- Avest. gao-ya- 'bovinus' from gav-

'bos' : Armen. hog-i 'butter' (see below). Skr. sravas-iya- 'glorious'

from irdvas- glory' Avest. manah-ya- 'spiritual, invisible' from

manah- spirit': cp. Gr. rsXiio-g rslto-g complete, having reached

its end' for *TsX(a-),o-Q beside reXog n. 'end, goal'. Skr. mdrt-iya-

Avest. mas-iya- O.Pers. mart-iya- 'mortal, a man beside Skr.

mdrta-s 'a mortal, man': cp. Gr. a-fi^QoO-w-Q 'immortal' (I § 120

p. 112). Skr. bhesaj-yd-^) Avest. 6aesas-«/a- 'containing healing

power, medicinal' from hhesaj-d-m baesaz-e-m 'heaUng power,

medicine'. Skr. grdm-iyd- 'belonging to a village' from grdma-s

'village, small community', ksatr-iya- 'holding lordship, lord' from

kSatrd-m 'lordship', sen-iya- provided with missiles' from send

'missile'.

The group of participles in -tav-ya- was a new formation in

Sanskrit, which did not become at all common until the post-

1) For typographical reasons the svarita accent is represented in

this volume by the sign of the grave accent, and not as it was in vol. I

539.
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Yedic period: e. g. kar-tav-ya- 'faciendus' from the nomen actionis

hdr-tu-.

Substantives. Neut. Skr. ksatr-iya-m 'lordship, sovereign

might', dut-iya-m 'message, duty of a messenger' {dUtd-s 'mes-

senger'), Avest. sdsn-ya- 'announcement, dictate, command' (scisna-

'w^ord, announcement'). Pem. Skr. pdd-ya 'footstep' {pdd-ya-

'relating to the foot') '), karav-iya 'bowshot' (beside Sarav-yd-m

'goal of the arrow', from Mrii-s 'arrow').

In adjectival compounds the suffix is rare. Skr. su-hdst-iya-

(beside su-hdsta-) 'with beautiful hands' mddhu-hast-iya- 'holding

sweetness in the hand' ddhi-gart-iya- 'situated on the driver's

seat', Avest. deusmanah-ya- 'cherishing evil sentiments, evil-doer

(cp. Skr. dur-manas- Gr. Svo-f.uvijg).

Armenian. This suffix appears to be contained in the

nouns in -i. kog-i 'butter' ('coming from the cow') with g for

«* (I § 162, 2 p. 145) from kov 'cow': Skr. gdv-ya-. To this

group no doubt belong the further examples gin-i 'wine', i. e.

'that which comes from the grape' (cp. Grr. olvo-g Lat. mnum;

for the suffix cp. Lith. ap-vy-n-y-s 'hops'), orj-i 'not castrated'

mi-orj-i 'f-wvog/ig' from orj 'male', etc.

Greek, va-w-g vrj-io-g 'belonging to a ship', from vav-g

'ship': Skr. nav-iya- 'navigable'. STo-g 'heavenly, glorious' for

*Stf-m-g from Aif-: Skr. div-yd-s 'heavenly'. ns'Qo-g 'going on

foot' for *7rfJ-^o-g beside novg nod-og 'foot' : Skr. pdd-ya-s 'relating

to the foot', ^oto-g 'early, eastern' for *-oa-!,o-g, from -rjojg 'rosy

dawn': Skv. usas-ya-s 'dedicated to the dawn'. . yo/<y-/o-e 'molar

tooth' (orig. an adj. joined with odovg) from yofi(po-Q 'plug, peg'

:

cp. Skr. j'dmbhya-s 'molar tooth' or 'incisor tooth' from jdmbha-s

'bite'. Lesb. x^^^'ot Ion. Att. x^i^ioi (xthoi) 'thousand' for */sa}.-toi.

from */£dXo- (cp. ds/.d-xl^^oi): Skr. sa-hasr-iya-s 'thousandfold'

from sa-hdsra-m 'thousand'; parallel to this is Dor. -xar-toi Arcad.

-y.aa-wi in 6ia-xdvioi 'two hundred' from h-y.aro-v 'hundred'.

2) "With this Gr. tt^C" 'bottom, extremity, edge, border' is usually

compared. Perhaps -we should assume the existence of an original subst.
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auxrjQ-io-q saving, delivering' from acarrjp 'saviour'. %eifimv-io-c,

'belonging to the meadows' from hi/nwv 'meadow'. Ion. (and

other dial.) ^aOiki^(f)-w-g 'kingly from §aoilsv-c, 'king' and the

like (Att. -fto-), whence the ending -riio-c, spread to other stems,

e. g. avSQ-Tjio-q, TToXs/j.-riio-g. xifi-io-t; 'held in honour' from rl(A.rj

'honour'.

Remark 2. There remain certain groups of nouns, ending in -aio-«

-oio-g -fio-e, and retaining the i (e. g. SCxaio-c^ aUolo-c, olxeio-e), which occur

in several extensive classes of formations ; but their origin and developement

is still in many respects obscure, in spite of many attempts to investigate the

subject thoroughly (see p. 122 footnote 1). They cannot be directly con-

nected with Sanskrit forms like hiratii/d-ya-s 'golden' from hirariya-m 'gold',

gavyd-ya-s 'bovinus' from gavyd-m 'bovinum', nor with Lith. vasaro-Ji-s

'field sown with spring-corn' from vasard, 'summer'. dUoTo-g etc. may

well have been formed on the analogy of nolo-; rolo-::, which probably

arose from -oi-io-s. Thus -aio- -eio- (the latter only in some words) perhaps,

go back to -ai-ip -ei-io-. Have they any connexion with Skr. -eya-f

Substantives. d-sly.rtj^-io-v 'dehght, magic charm' from

d-slii.Ti]Q-io-s 'enchanting' 9-Axr-rjQ 'charmer' aldoTo-v 'pudendum'

from alSoio-(; 'he before whom one feels shame', aldcLig 'shame,

modesty'. After the time of Homer neuter forms like these

often assumed a diminutival meaning, as ogvid^-to-v 'little bird',

sraiQid-io-v 'little mistress', aoniS-io-v 'little shield' (hence -iSio-v

broke off as an independent suffix: adsl(f>-lSio-v 'little brother'

li(f-iSio-v 'little sword'); the intermediate stage between these

two meanings was that of belonging to a kind; cp. the suffix

-ino- in Germanic (§ 68). amTi^^-ia 'deliverance' from aaTiJQ-w-g-

^sv-ia 'hospitality' from l^sv-io-g 'hospitable', rjavx-ia 'quietude'

from rj6vx-io-g 'quiet'. The endings mentioned in Remark 2

were also used in the same way in substantives; e. g. Ion.

uvayKMTj 'necessity' from avayyMTo-g 'necessary' (compare avay^irj

'necessity').

Adjectival compounds: swsd-^o-io-g 'worth nine oxen', nav-

-rjixEQ-io-g (beside navijfxsQO-g) 'lasting the whole day', ipbvS-6py.-io-g

(and ipiv'S-oQxo-g) 'forsworn'. "Where the compound contains a

preposition which, in sense, governs the latter part, -io- is fairly

regular ; e. g. vn-aamS-m-g 'situated under a shield', naQa-d-aldaa-

-lo-g 'situated near the sea' (§ 31 p. 53).
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Italic. Lat. Jov-iu-s 'belonging to Juppiter' Umbr. lov-iu

abl. 'Jovio' Osc. Iiiv-iia 'Joviam'. Lat. censor-iu-s from censor,

praecon-iu-s from praeco. lucr-iu-s from lucru-m. nox-iu-s

from noxa.

Substantives. Lat. augur-iu-m beside augur-iu-s from augur,

deversor-iu-m beside deversor-iu-s from dBversor, hered-iu-m from

heres (stem, hered-), coUeg-iu-m from collega. nox-ia beside

nox-iu-s from nooca, custod-ia from custos (stem custod-), famil-ia

Umbr. famei'-ias nom. 'famiKae' beside Lat. famulurs; Osc.

medikk-iai loc. of medikk-ia- 'function of a medix' (cp. Lat.

vindic-ia from vindex).

Adjectival compounds. Lat. acu-ped-iu-s 'swiftfooted', falci-

ped-iu-s: cp. A.S. cln-fete 'one-footed' (cp. below under Germanic);

falsi-jur-iu-s ; centi-nod-iu-s ; in-vin-iu-s. Where there was a

governing preposition, other adjectival suffixes were generally

employed , cp. ante-luc- Sinus- ,
extra-ordin-ciriu-s and similar

compounds.

Old Irish. Besides the adjectives in -de -te, which shew

an extension of the suffix (as dal-te 'forensis' from dell 'forum',

daur-de 'quernus' from daur 'quereus'), it can hardly be said

that any derived adjectives remain which are formed simply with

io-. But manyof the substantives connected with these adjectives

have been preserved ; e. g. aue oa 'grandson' = O.C.Sl. u-j% Pruss.

awi-s 'uncle', beside Lat. avo-s 'grandfather. Neut. orhe orpe

'inheritance, heritage' = Groth. arbi 'heritage', common ground-

form *orbh-iio-m (I § 139 p. 124 f., § 335 p. 267, § 524 p. 380),

beside Armen. orb 'orphan' Lat. orbu-s 'set free, bereft, orphaned'

(the original meaning therefore of the Irish and German word

was probably 'something, i. e. property, bereft, left behind'),

cenele 'genus' from cenel 'genus* (cp. Gr. svvaTo-v tvvaia beside

svv-^ 'couch', avayairj beside avayxrj 'necessity*, oly.io-v olnta beside

oho-g 'house', O.C.Sl. ogniste n. 'fireplace, hearth' for *-isk-ie

beside Pol. ognisko n., and the like). Fem. lane 'plenitude' from

Ian 'plenus', oge 'integritas' from og 'integer', galarche 'aegritudo'

from galrach 'aeger'.

Brugmann, Elements. II. 9
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Cp. also Gallic proper names like CintugncLt-iu-s beside

Cintugnatu-s, Tout-iu-s beside Toutu-s (cp. Gr. ^AvTiyivE-w-g,

TsXai-Mv-io-i;).

Germanic. In the adjectival use it is no longer a living'

suffix, its place having been taken by -ma- -ja- etc. ; but it

is frequently retained in substantives. Goth, nip-ji-s 'cousin,

kinsman' O.Icel. nid-jar pi. 'descendants, offspring' A.S. nidSas

pi. 'men' for *ne(p)t-io- (I § 527 p. 382) beside O.H.G. nefo

'nephew, kinsman', Idg. stem (in the weak form) *nept-: Avest.

napt-iya- 'kinsman', Gr. avsifj-to-g O.C.Sl. net-iji 'first cousin'.

Goth, hairdeis O.H.G. hirti 'herdsman' ('he who belongs to the

herd') pr. Germ. *xird-iia-, beside Goth, hairda O.H.G. herta

'herd'. Goth, gupblostr-ei-s 'offerer' beside O.H.G. bluostar

'offering'. O.H.G. ouwa O.Icel. eg (pi. eyjar) 'marshy land, island'

('watery' f. scil. 'earth', cp. Gr. nolBfila 'enemy's land') for *a('^)^-i6

(I § 444 c p. 330), beside Goth, ahva O.H.G. aha 'water'.

Neuter and feminine forms used as substantives. Goth, reih-i

O.H.G. nhh-i n. 'realm, lordship' beside Goth, reik-s 'lord, ruler'

:

Skr. raj-igd-m
,

yet cp. Rem. 1 p. 125. Goth, andbaht-i n.

'service' from andbahts 'servant', piub-i n. 'theft' from piufs 'thief.

Goth, hduhisti n. 'the highest height' from hduhists 'highest':

cp. Skr. )'gcliSth-ga-m 'highest power' from jgestha-s 'most power-

ful'; Goth, unhdili n. 'illness' from unhdils 'ill'. O.H.G. diub-(i)a

f. 'theft' beside Goth, piiibi n. Goth, ga-riud-jo f. 'shame' (trans-

ferred to the M-decL), beside ga-riud-i n., from ga-riups modest,

chaste'.

It is probable that some of the adjectival compounds of

West-Germanic (and Norse) like O.H.G. hei^-niuot-i 'hot-tempered,

passionate' lang-Ub-i 'longaevus' are old io-stems (cp. Kluge, Nom.

Stammb. p. 77. 104). We must certainly class here Goth.

uf-dip-ei-s 'under an oath, bound by oath', and the Goth,

substantival neuter forms fdura-dauri 'that which is before tlic

door, street' anda-naht-i 'the time close on night'.

Balto-Slavonic. In Lithuanian the suffix is no

longer in use to form adjectives; but it often occurs in groups

of compounded suffixes, as -In-i-s (med-hi-i-s 'wooden').
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Masculine forms used as substantives, arkl-y-s 'horse' from

drkla-s plough'. To this class also belong musu-ji-s 'he who is

ours' from gen. miisu 'our' (cp. O.C.Sl. nasi 'our' for *nas-n

beside the gen. nasu), Prusaicziurji-s 'he who belongs to the

family Prusaicziai\ and the hke.

Some masc. forms are derived from substantival neuters

:

ilg-i-s 'length' from Uga-s long', szali-i-s 'coldness' from szaMa-s

'cold' etc. (cp. the Slavonic below).

This -io- appears in adjectival and indeed in most other

compounds ; e. g. tri-rdj-i-s 'three-pronged' from rqza-s 'prong',

minkszt-galv-i-s 'soft-headed' i. e. 'weak-headed' from galva

'head', apy-vakar-i-s 'the time towards evening' (an adj. used

as a subst.). The general practice of forming compounds with

-io- may have sprung from this group of words.

In Slavonic it is stUl living as an adjectival formative

suffix {-je- =^ orig. -io- and -ije- -ije- = orig. -mo-, I § 36

p. 37), forming adjectives from the names of living beings, e. g.

materl 'motherly' from mati, clovect 'human' from clovSku, ovicl

and omctji ovtciji 'ovium' from omca, synovU 'filii' (for the I see

I § 147 p. 132) from synu (synov-^ cp. Skr. isav-ya- 'relating

to an arrow' from iSu-, Gr. oarao-c for '"faarsf-w-g 'town-like'

from aoTv), hoz-y% bos'ijt 'divine' from hogu, clemji devijt

'maidenly' from deva.

Xeuter forms used as substantives: ostrye 'sharpness' from

ostru 'sharp', lakomvje 'greediness' from lakomu 'covetous, greedy'

(cp. Lith. ilgi-s and the like), poMstje 'usefulness, use' from

poltza 'useful', znamemje 'designation, mark, token' from znam^

'mark, token' and (with collective meaning) kamemje 'stone-work,

stones' from kamy 'stone', drqslje 'timber-work, beams' fr'om

drqgu 'beam', and so forth. Feminine forms: susa 'dryness'

from suchu 'dry', qrozda 'folly' from q^odii 'fooHsh', hratrija

bratya 'brotherhood, brothers' (cp. Gr. (fQaToi'd). In aU these

instances the adjectives from which the substantives came have

fallen out of use.

Only isolated examples of adjectival compounds have this

suffix; e. g. bez-ottci: 'without a father, fatherless' (otJci 'father')
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hez-uinlt 'without sense, unintelligent' (umil 'sense') like Lith.

be-tevis be-proti-s.

Remark 3. The fact that in many cases we cannot tell whether

-io- is primary or secondary (see Rem. 1) naturally suggests the question,

whether its use as a secondary suffix may not be wholly due to a relation

accidentally established between jo-formations which originally were primary,

and nouns containing the same root, as for instance between *reg-iio- and

*reg- 'ruler, king'. In this case it would be questionable whether the

disappearance of the -o- and -a- of the stem was a real phonetic process,

or whether, which is far more probable, some originally primary formation,

e. g. *jug-io- iy^je^g- "yoke to, unite') was brought into connexion with

a noun like *jug6-m 'yoke', and that this alone caused the apparent loss of

the stem-final wherever it takes place. Such instances as Skr. hhuran-ya-li

'he is active' derived from bhurana- 'active', Grr. /usdiaaoi for *fifiXi;(-iu) from

/jsi7txo-a must also, no doubt, be taken into account. I must content myself

here with directing attention to these questions, which are still unsettled. —
On these points the student may now be referred also to Windisch, tjber

die Verbalformen mit dem Character B, p. 55 f.

3. There are some adjectives in which -io- appears to have

had a comparative meaning (cp. superl. *medh-mmo-s § 72

beside *medh-io-s 'medius'), so that -ies- -is- (e. g. in Skr. compar.

ndv-yas- superl. ndv-is-tho,-^ § 81. 135) may be regarded as an

extension of -io- by an s-suffix.

*al-io-s 'alius': Armen. a«7, Grr. aX7M-g Lat. alius O.Ir. aile

Goth, alji-s; cp. Ar. *an-ia- 'alius' (Skr. anyd- Avest. anya-

O.Pers. aniya-) , which is derived from another root but is

similarly formed. *inedh-io-s 'medius': Skr. mddhya-s 'medius',

Armen. mej", gen. mijoy, 'midst', Gr. fiiaao-g ,atao-c, Lat. medius,

Gall. Medio-matrici , O.C.Sl. fem. used substantivally mezda

'boundary' for *medjfl (cp. O.Sax. middea O.Icel. midja — a

weak fem. — 'midst'). *neuio- beside *neti-o-s 'new, young' (cp.

Skr. n-A , Gr. vv etc.) : Skr. ndvya-s , O.Ir. nue (Gall. Novio-

dilnu-m) , (ioth. nivp-s, Lith. nauja-s. Skr. sav-yd-s O.C.Sl.

su-jl 'left' (cp. I § 185 p. 161). Gr. dshi6-q 'right'.

Certain possessive pronouns with -io- should be placed

in this group; e. g. Lat. nieu-s for *ine-io-s (I § 184

p. 121) Pruss. mais (stem ma-ia-) O.C.Sl. mo-ji 'my', Osc.

tiium 'tu' TTmbr. tin tiom 'te', properly 'tuum', Pruss. twais
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(stem twa-ia-) O.C.Sl. tvo-ji 'thy', and further 81a-. mad-iya-s

my' tad-tya-s 'his, eius'. Then e. g. *me-io- would be related

to *mo- (Avest. ma- Gr. f>«o-) as Gr. v/.ia-Tfpo-g to v/no-g.

We should also include certain ordinal numerals with -io-.

Skr. purv-iyd- purv-iya- 'previous, first', Avest. pavirya- 'first',

Gr. 7i()wi^v 'lately' for *nQ(of-ia-v (I § 306 p. 242). Skr. dvit-tya-

Avest. bit-ya- 'second'. Skr. tft-iya- Avest. prit-ya- Lat. tert-iu-s

Goth, prid-ja-n- Lith. treczia-s for *tret-ia-s O.C.Sl. tret-ij%

'third' beside Gr. tqIto-<;. Skr. tur-ya- tur-tya- Avest. tuirya-

'fourth' for *ktur- (I § 471 p. 343).

This third function of the suffix -io- appears also in active

use in some of the separate Indo-Germanic languages. E. g.

Goth, fairneis O.H.G. firni 'old' and Goth, alpeis 'old' may have

been formed on the model of niuji-s.

§ 64. The Suffix -uo- -ua-, -uuo- -uua,-. This is

both primary and secondary; it is found in substantives and

adjectives, but no special meaning can be assigned to it. In

Latin and German we must notice its frequent use in forming

adjectives to denote colour, a function it acquired simply by

analogical extension. In these and in some other languages -uo-

appears still as a living suffix.

Idg. *eTc-uo-s 'horse', fem. *ek-'tioL (often referred to Skr.

aS-ti-s Gr. (ox-v-g 'swift' Lat. acu-pediii-s, but it is difficult to

reconcile the vocalism): Skr. divas dSvcl, Gr. 'innog (the fem.

perhaps survives in 'Inn?]-^o).Yoi 'milkers of mares'), Lat. equo-s

equa, O.Ir. ech, Goth, aihva- seen in aihva- tundi '§dtog\ Lith.

aszvd. *qf-u6- 'living' (\/^ gei- 'to be astir, to live') : Skr. )wd-

Jjat. VIVOS Mod.Cymr. hyw Goth, qius (stem qiva-) Lith. gyvas

O.C.Sl. zivu. *uidlieuo- -eyfl- beside Skr. vidh- 'become empty,

lack': Skr. vidhdva-s 'unmarried' vidhdvd 'widow', Gr. Tjideo-g

'unmarried' (the explanation of the >}- is doubtful ; see "Wheeler,

Der griech. Nominalacc. 110), Lat. viduo-s vidua, O.Ir. fedb

Mod.Cymr. gweddw (I § 174 p. 154) Goth, viduvo (w-stem)

O.C.Sl. vtdova 'widow'; the word should no doubt be analysed

*uidhe-uo- and compared with words like Skr. yaj-a-tds darS-
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-a-ta-s Gr. hgn-i^Tov Xd%-s-Gi-g, containing the -e- of thematic

verbal stems (§ 79. 100), cp. Lat. vac-uo-s etc. below.

-MO- occurs as a secondary suffix in *p9t^-uo- *pdtf-uo- and

*pdtf-u-io- (a derivative form with -io-) 'father's brother, uncle':

Skr. pitfvya- Gr. (Ion. Cret.) nargoix; for *narp(o-fo-Q (pa- = -f-,

I § 306 p. 241 f.) Lat. patruo-s O.H.G. fetiro and fatureo

{*facturuia-n-); for the Avest. tuirya- see Bartholomae, Bezzen-

berger's Beitr. X 271 f.

In the form -uuo-. Skr. dhr-uvd- 'firm' beside O.C.Sl. su-

-dravu zdravu 'sound, healthy' for *-dor-vu.

Aryan. Skr. vU-va- Avest. O.Pers. vispa- (I § 159 |p. 142) 'all'

(in Skr. it also means 'containing or pervading all'), beside Skr. vii-

'enter, penetrate, take possession of (orig. 'completely filled' or

'filling', cp. Skr. sa-svant- Gr. nag § 126). Skr. ^k-vd- 'praising'.

Skr. pak-vd- 'ripe' (from pac- 'to cook'). "We have already noticed

that Skr. dhruvd- 'firm' should be classed here, i. e. dhr-uvd-

with the dissyllabic form of the suffix, cp. O.C.Sl. su-dravu-

'sound, healthy' for *-dor-vu^).

The suffix is also denominative in some instances ; e. g.

Skr. keia-vd-s 'long-haired' from keia-s 'hair', rasna-vd-s 'provided

with a girdle' from rdsnd- 'girdle', anji-vd-s 'slippery, smooth'

from anji-s 'unguent', raji-vu-s 'striped' from raji- 'stripe'.

In some cases it is doubtful whether the suffix is primary

or denominative: Skr. pur-va-s 'former, earlier' Avest. pourva-

O.Pers. paruva- (read parva-) 'earher': Gr. *npw-fo- seen in

Dor. ngai' 'formerly' for *nQio-fa-v and in npidro-g Dor. nparo-g

'first' for *nQU)-f-aTo-g (I § 306 p. 242), O.C.Sl. pn-vy-ji 'first'.

Similarly Avest. ag-i^a-' O.Pers. ai-va- 'unus': Gr. ol-fo-g olo-g

'alone', cp. *oi-no- in Lat. oino-s unus etc.

Armenian, fea-, seen in kea-nk (gen. ken-ac) 'life' and

other words, seems to have been developed from *kwa- and

accordingly to belong to the stem *qi-uo- (see above). Compare

Hiibsohmann, Armen. St. I 35.

1) Elsewhere -itva- for -(.«- in the Eig-Veda is 'a sporadic and
doubtful exception'. See Edgren, Journ. of the Amer. Orient. Soc. XI 82.
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Greek, opdo-c 'upright' for *6^t)-fo-g: Skr. urdhvd-s

'upright', Lat. arduo-s, O.Ir. ard (ardd art) 'high, great, noble';

with which we may compare Arduenna silva, Idg. *fdh-u6-s.

y.oQ-fa (in Thessal. ? inscr.). Ion. xov^i] Dor. xca'pce Att. y.6p->] 'girl'

(I § 166 p. 146 f.). Xui-(f)6-g 'left': Lat. laevo-s O.C.Sl. Mm
'left'; compare no doubt Germ. *slai-'u,a-z 'weary, weak, dull,

slow' (O.H.G. sleo A.S. slcLw O.Icel. sljor), so that this word for

'left' would represent the opposite of the universal Indo-Germanic

word for 'right', Skr. ddksina- Gr. Ss^w-g etc., in as much as the

original meaning of the latter involved the notion of strength,

ability, or cleverness, as is shewn by the Skr. ddksa- 'strong,

able , skilful'. *y.£v-f6-g 'empty' Lesb. -/.kwog Ion. xsivo-g Att.

y.£v6-g^); the by-form y.svs-fo-g, represented by Cypr. y.svsvfov

Ion. y.fve6-g, is parallel to is-QO-g beside f-Qo-c, and similar pairs

of forms.

-fo- as a secondary suffix is no doubt to be traced in verbal

adjectives ending in -rio-g, which stands for *-rs-fo-g, as duoxTso-g

'to be pursued', and in adjectives in -uXso-g, standing for -als-

-/o-g, as Qwyalso-g 'fragmentary, torn' : these are based on stems

in -TO- and -a.'ko-.

Remark 1. Hesiod's ^areio-; either represents an extended stem

formed with -io-, *-Ti-f-io-g, or (which seems to me less likely) is a later

corruption of a true Hesiodic form (parsvo-?.

The Skr. accent in kesa-vd- etc. (see above) suggests the conjecture

that -Tfo-; in dactylic words came from *_Tfo'-; (ep. I § 676 p. 542 f.), and

that -aho-; afterwards conformed to the same type.

-for as a -secondary suffix is perhaps also to be recognised

in i'ao-g Cret. //a/o-c 'equal', since the word may be referred to

*uit-s-, a weak from of the stem of *ueid-es- sld-og (cp. § 132);

the pr. Gr. form will then have been *FiTa-fo-g, cp. Umbr.

mersuva from *med-{e)s- cited below, laog has already been

connected with sUo/.iat by Bechtel, Philolog. Anzeiger 1886

p. 15, who also gives the pr. Gr. form as '*fidafog', but

suggests no satisfactory explanation of the a.

1) In the Att. xsvoregog xevoTaroc the use of o instead of w (contrast

aoipoijiQog) is a reminiscence of the older form *xerfo-c. Cp. § 75.
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Here too we should no doubt class ^svfo-g 'strange, foreign'

Ion. ^sivo-g Att. ^evo-g (I § 166 p. 146); yet it is not clear

whether -/o- is primary or secondary.

Italic. Lat. ar-vo-m, Umbr. arvam-en 'in arvum':

Mod.Cymr. er-w 'cultivated land' Bret, er-v 'furrow'. Lat.

sal-vo-s, Umbr. salvom saluvom 'salvum' salvam 'salvam': com-

pare Skr. sdr-va-s Gr. oiXo-g olo-q (*dA-/o-5) 'all, whole'.

Lat. v%-vo-s Osc. bivus nom. 'vivi': Skr. p-vd-s etc., see

p. 133 above. Lat. cal-vo-s: Skr. kul-va-s 'bald'. Lat. scae-vo-s:

Gr. oKtti-C/jo'-c 'left', and add O.Icel. skeika 'go awry, go

wrong' (*skaiko- for ^skaiiia-^ see S. Bugge, Paul-Br. Beitr.

XIII 515). In words denoting colours: hel-vo-s: O.H.G. gelo

'yellow', common ground-form *ghel-'uo-s; gil-vo-s, ful-vo-s,

fla-vo-s (for *bhl-uo-s, compare O.H.G. blao 'blue'?), ra-vo-s,

fur-vo-s (I § 569 p. 426). Such forms as vacuo-s, nocuo-s,

perspicuo-s, assidtio-s may be of the same kind as viduo-s;

vacuo-s, for instance, will then have come from *vace-uo-s, the

intermediate stage being *vacouo-s (I § 65 p. 52).

The suffix is secondary in Minerva for *menes-uCl beside

Skr. mdnas- Gr. fisvfo- n. 'mind, sense' (cp. Skr. manas-vin-

'having sense, intelligent'); Umbr. mersuva abl. 'solita' for

*mefs-ua(d), i. e. *med{e)s-y,o- from mer-s 'ius'. Also in

Lat. annuo-s from annus, strenuo-s beside Gr. aTgifro-c

'strength', cernuo-s from *cerno- (or *cerna-) for *cers-no- 'head',

cp. Gr. xQuvva xQrjvi] (a/xcpi-xgCivo-g} for *xpao-va; here too we

should probably place the examples of -uo-s from *-e-^o-s, cp.

Skr. keSa-vd-s Gr. SimxTe-(f)o-g.

Remark 2. Do the adjectives in -ivo-s, as capHvo-s furtlvo-s semen-

twos nocwo-s cadlvo-s, come from feminine forms in -i- (op. Skr. raji-vd-s),

or from derivative verbs in -ire (*no<^re), like Lith. daty-va-s from daly-ti,

Slav, chodi-vu from choditi (see below)? In either case there must have

been a change of usage, from the primary to the denominative or vice versa.

Old Irish, tar-b Gall, tar-vo-s Mod.Cymr. tar-w 'ox',

usually compared with Gr. ravfjo-c, which is said to stand for

*TaQ-fo-g (I § 639 p. 479). mar-b Mod.Cymr. mar-w 'dead', com-

pared with v^wer- 'die' (cp. Rem. 3).
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Remark 3. Osthoif regards marh as modelled on the form of its

opposite *gj-iJO-s, O.Ir. hiii beo Mod.Cymr. hyw, whilst Brfial (M6m. de la

Soc. de lingu. VI 127) holds that even the Lat.-Slav. *mrt'tjio- 'dead' (Lat.

mortuo-s O.C.Sl. mritvu) was originally "mrto- and that it was altered on

the same analogy. This seems to me not unlikely; and I would also

suggest that possibly the Kelt.-G-erm. *de%s-y,o- 'dexter' (O.Ir. cless O.Cymr.

dehou, Goth, taihsva) may owe its suffix to one of the two words for the

opposite idea, *lai-y,o- *skai-uo- (see pp. 135, 136) (cp. Gt. Se'^iTe(d-g on the

analogy of dgiaTs^o'-e, late Lat. senexter instead of sinister on the analogy

of dexter, and many similar examples, Ber. der saohs. Gesellsoh. der Wiss.,

1883, p. 191 f.)

Germanic. Goth, hldi-v n. O.H.G. hleo, gen. hlewes, 'grave-

mound' grounA-{oTm*kloi-uo-: hat. cli-vo-s, \^Mei- 'lean, incline'.

A.S. earo O.Icel. qrr 'swift' from which Finn, arvas is borrowed

:

cp. Skr. dr-van- 'hasting, swift'. O.H.G. rdwa ruowa 'quietude,

rest' pr. Germ. *re-'^o- *ro-ud-: Gr. epu)-(f)ij 'letting loose, ces-

sation, rest'. Words denoting colour; O.H.G. gelo: Lat. helvo-s,

O.H.G. salo 'black, dirty', O.H.G. Mao 'blue' (compare Lat.

fldvo-s?), A.S. baso 'purple' etc. (Kluge, Nom. Stammb. 81).

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. py-va-s 'beer' O.C.Sl. pi-vo 'draught,

intoxicating drink', compared with pi- 'to drink' (O.C.Sl. pi-ti

'to drink' Skr. pT-ti-s 'draught' Gr. ni-vco 'I drink' etc.); and

since this is no doubt, identical with pT- 'swell, be fat' (Osthoff,

Morph. Unt. IV 41. 167), the word must be closely related to

Skr. pPva-s Gr. nT-(f)o-g 'fat'. Lith. pcd-va-s O.C.Sl. pla-vu

'yellowish white, tawny' (it is possible that the Lith. word was

borrowed from the Slav.): O.H.G. falo 'fallow, tawny'. Pruss.

sy-va- O.C.Sl. si-vu 'gray': related to Skr. Syd-va- 'dark brown'.

Pruss. pel-wo O.C.Sl. pM-va 'chaff', beside Lith. petal pi. 'chaff'.

Lith. pii-va-s 'belly'; hcd-vct 'hillock' (from kSl-ti 'to lift').

O.C.Sl. krava 'cow' for *kor-va (Lith. kdrve, containing a further

suffix), compare Lat. cer-vo-s
;
gri-va 'mane' : Skr. gri-vd 'nape,

neck'.

In Lithuanian it occurs in adjectives in -y-va-s, connected

with verbs in -y-ti, as daly-va-s 'sharing in' (dalyvu hMi be a sharer

in') from daly-ti 'to divide', aky-va-s 'provided with eyes, in-

quisitive' from akyti 'to get eyes, become porous' (cp. akyla-s

'observant'). In Slavonic there are adjectives in -i-vu -a-vu,
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connected with verbs in -i-ti -a-ti, as chodi-vu 'moving' from chodi-ti

'to go', Ijuhi-vU 'loving' from Ijuhi-ti 'to love', laska-vu 'coaxing,

flattering' from laska-ti 'to flatter', d&la-vu 'effective, active' from

dSla-ti 'to effect, work'. These adjectives in -y-va-s -i-vu are

parallel to the Latin adjectives in -ivo-S] see Rem. 2.

§ 65. The Suffixes -no- -nci-, -i^no- -ig,na- and

-eno- -end-, -ono- -ona-'^).

With regard to the relation of -^wo- to -wo-, see I § 227

p. 193 f.

It is often maintained that the first vowels of -eno -ono-

are the same as the verbal thematic vowels e and o, so that e. g.

the stem of Skr. bhdrana-m 'act of bearing' is to be divided

into bhdra-na-, and compared with the bhdra- of the 3. sing.

bhdra-ti; and that of Goth, bairan 'to bear', into baira-tia-,

and compared with the baira- of the 1. pi. baira-m. This

analysis cannot be justified by reference to forms like *ddno-m

'act of giving' (Skr. dana-m^ Lat. donu-m) beside *bher-

eno-ni *bherono-m 'act of bearing', or to such as part. pass.

*dheno-s seen in O.H.G. gi-tan 'done' O.C.Sl. o-d&nu 'done round

with, set round with, clothed' beside O.H.G. gi-zog-an 'drawn'

{-ono-) O.C.Sl. nes-enu 'borne' (-eno-). In these forms it is very

far from certain that the suffix is -no- (stem *dono- = y^'do-

+ suffix -W0-, and so forth), since there is good reason for

believing that the initial vowel of the suffix was contracted

with the vowel of the root in proethnic Indo- Germanic, in

just the same way as , for instance , the 3. sing. conj. *d6ti

(Skr. ddti) from *do-e-ti (seel § 115 p. 107). Now if we con-

sider that it is just in tenses which have no thematic vowel

that -eno- -ono- has firmly established itself as a participial

suffix (Skr. bibhid-and-s Goth, bit-an-s from v^ hheid- 'spht, bite',

Goth, fulg-in-s 'hidden', O.C.Sl. nes-enu 'borne', Skr. dvis-and-s

beside the iudic. dvis-te^ dvis- 'hate', Avest. yn-dna- beside the

indie. yn-P, jan- 'slay') it will be seen that for our purpose it

1) Schnorr von Carolsfeld, Da'; lat. Suffix anus, Arohiv f. lat. Lexicogr.

I 177 ff.
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is absolutely necessary to regard -eno- -ono- as a simple indivi-

sible suffix. Prom its usage it is clear that this suffix is very

closely related to -no- -'^no-; and there is nothing to prevent

our assuming that -no- -t}no- are the weak-grade forms cor-

responding to -eno- -ono-, just as we have side by side -mno-

(-ntJ^no-?), -meno- -mono- (§ 71) and -tro- -t^ro-, -tero- -toro-

(§ 75). The assumption of this ablaut-relation, i. e. that -no-

arose from -eno- {-otto-), would still hold good even though we

regarded -eno- as ultimately divisible into two elements {-e-, -o-

+ -no-) , op. *rudij,t- the weak-grade form beside *rndo-nt-

(§ 125).

This w-suffix formed chiefly verbal nouns, partly adjectives

and partly substantives ; the latter especially in the neuter and

feminine, with abstract meaning (see § 158).

The suffix -(e)no- is characterised by its fertility as a

participial and infinitival suffix in several languages, and

some of the groups of adjectives and participles which it formed

were very extensive.

As a secondary suffix it did not spread far until the Indo-

Germanic languages had begun their separate developement, and

then only in a few branches.

Remark. Sometimes it is not easy to distinguish whether in any

particular word we have the suffix -(e)no- or an c)!-stem extended by the

suffix -0-, i. e. an example of transference into the o-deolension. The

latter is undoubtedly the case e. g. in Skr. asn-a-s beside dsan- m. 'stone',

pusdn-a-s beside pusdn- name of a deity (§ 60 p. 112), dr. iUo-^ 'yo^^^S

stag' for '*f/.y-o-g beside O.C.Sl. jeleii- 'stag', axov-tj 'whetstone' beside Skr.

asan-, Lat. pullu-s for "puln-o-s beside Groth.. fuUn- 'foal', Lith. Je^H-os pi.

'liver' beside Skr. yahn-. On the other hand it is doubtful whether Lat.

regnv-in contains the suffix -no-, or is an en-stem which has passed over

to the 0- declension, and is therefore identical with Skr. rajdn- 'govern-

ment, regimen'. Cp. § 71 Rem., § 94 Rem.

§ 66. 1. The Suffix in the form -no- -ipio-. The

form -no- is found especially in verbal adjectives, which, like

those in -to- (§ 79), were made from the verbal stem (not from

a particular tense-stem). In Sanskrit these adjectives formed

a fairly large class of participles by the side of the to- participles

and of similar character. They are chiefly passive in meaning.
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Besides these there are numerous substantives, many of which

can be shown to have existed in the proethnic language, of

different genders and generally abstract in meaning.

The form -'^no- has on the whole the same value as -no-.

Yet it must be observed that not -no-, but only -'^no- appears to

occur as the medial participial suffix of non-thematic present forms.

The nouns formed with -no- -tino-, when used as adjectives

(participles), have almost always the weak grade of ablaut in

the root-syllable (the suffix bearing the accent, e. g. *pl-n6-

'fiUed' y/^pel-^ Skr. pur-nd-)^ but as substantives more commonly

the strong grade form (e. g. *qoi-na 'requital', \/^ qei-^ Gr. noi-vij).

Differences like *sup-no- *suep-no- *suop-no- 'sleep' are indications

that the strength of the root-syllable varied within the case-

system of the same word.

Idg. *pl-n6- *pl-n6- 'filled, full', from \/~'pel- 'fill': Skr. pUnid-s

Avest. per^na- Gr. perhaps nokloi 'many' (see I § 306 p. 242), O.Ir.

Idn, Goth, fulls pr. Germ. *fulna-z, Lith. pUna-s O.C.Sl. plunu;

cp. Skr. pur-td-s Lith. pli-ta-s 'filled'. *ple-n6- 'filled' from ple-

'to fill': Skr. prand-s lia.t. plenu-s ; ct^. Skr. pra-td-s Jjai. im-ple-

-tus 'filled'. Skr. dnna-m 'food* for ^ad-na- (I § 477, p. 352) Gr.

eS-av6-g 'eatable' s6-av6-v 'food' (with -i^no-., see below), y/^ed-

'eat'. Avest. per^na- f. Goth, fullo f. (which has passed over to

the w-declension) 'fullness'. *qoi-na- f. 'requital' from y/^qei-

(Skr. cai/- Gr. rti.-): Avest. kaena- 'punishment', Gr. noivv/

'requital, punishment, reward', O.C.Sl. cena 'price'. *sup-no-

^suep-no- suop-no- m. 'sleep, dream': Skr. svdpna-s, Arm. Jcun

{*suop-no-, I § 162 p. 145, § 201 p. 169) Gr. v'nvo-g, Lat.

somnu-s (probably *suep-no-, I § 172 p. 152) O.Ir. suan O.Cymr.

hun (cp. I § 339 Rem. p. 269), O.Icel. svefn., Lith. sdpna-s

O.C.Sl. sunu.

Heuqsno- or *louqsno- 'shining': Avest. raoxsna- 'shining',

Lat. lUna O.Lat. inscr. losna for 'Ho^csncl , O.Ir. luan 'moon',

Pruss. lauxnos pi. 'stars', compared with leuq-s- in Skr. ruksd-

'shining', Lat. illustri-s for *in-loucs-tri-s^ A.S. lixan lyxan

'give light' for *Uuhs-jan., from y/^leuq-; on the other hand,

without -S-, O.Sax. log-na (o probably short) 'flame'. Words
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of this kind with -s- gave rise to a form -sno-, regarded as a single

suffix, which occurs in a few words; see below. Cp. -s-ni- § 94.

Pres. medio-pass. part, with -i^no- (beside this is found

-ono-, cp. § 67). *Rei-'^no- 'lying' beside the indie. Skr. ie-te

Grr. ust-rai: Avest. say-ana- 'lying' (Skr. upari-sayand-m 'resting-

place'), Grr. 'Q-yisavo-i; 'he who surrounds' (cp. Skr. d-sete; von

Fierlinger, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVII 477). Gr. sS-av6-g 'eatable'

beside the indie. Skr. dd-mi; lavo-g 'dress, cloak' for "fso-avo-

beside the indie. Skr. vds-te.

Remark. This view of Ar. -ana- and of Gr. -am-, so far as they

have the same meaning as -mann- -mna- and -//jvo-, cannot be called

certain. As my pupil Herr H. Hirt reminds me, they may be regarded as

having arisen from '-mno-, just as the participial Ar. -ana- can be referred

to -fiKO-; see § 67, b. Rem. p. 152.

The meaning of -no- is not clear in *oi-no-s 'unus': Gr.

oh'6-g olvi^ 'ace on a die', Lat. oino-s oenu-s miu-s O.Ir. oen Goth.

dins Lith. vena-s O.C.Sl. inti.

Aryan. Skr. u-nd- 'where something is lacking, defective'

Avest. una- 'empty' from V^eu- (Gr. ev-n-g 'needing, bereft').

Skr. lisi-nd- 'diminished, vanished, waning' : compare perhaps Gr.

(pd-i-vo-KKQTtoc, 'with fruit vanishing or vanished' (cp. Pick, "Worterb.

13 236, Osthoff Morph. Unt. IV 115). Skr. dirnd- 'torn to

pieces, scattered, beheaded' Avest. dar"-na- f. 'cleft, ravine':

O.H.G. zorn A.S. torn n. 'indignation, anger', properly 'a torn

or rent condition of the temper' (ground-form *(^f-wo-m). Skr.

di-nd- 'bound' {da- 'bind'), bhug-nd- 'bent' (bhuj- 'bend'), bhinnd-

'split' for *bhid-na- (bhid- 'split') ; thus it frequently appears

as a living participial suffix. Skr. uS-nd- 'hot', also subst. m.

and n. as well as f. (us-na-) 'heat'. Skr. bradh-nd-s 'pale',

O.C.Sl. bronu 'whitish' for *brod-nu. Skr. tiina-s 'sheath, quiver',

ground-form *tl-no-s, \/^tel- (Gr. T£Xa/.ic6v etc.) Skr. yaj-nd-

Avest. yas-na- m. 'worship, sacrifice', y^iag- 'to honour' (for

the -s- of the Avest. form see I § 403 Rem. p. 298) :, Gr. ay-vo-g

'revered, hallowed, pure'. Skr. pras-nd- Avest. fras-na- m.

question', \^prek-. Skr. sthuna- 'post, pillar' for *sthur-na-, Avest.

stuna- in hazataro-stuna- with 1000 pillars', ground-form *s<|-wS-

:

Gr. (jtijIt], see p. 143.
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"With -s- between root and suffix: Skr. tik-snd- 'sharp' (cp.

tig-md- 'sharp'), hft-snd- 'whole, complete', and other examples.

The existence of Aryan -ana- = -i^na- is hard to verify,

because of its coincidence in form with orig. -eno-. Besides

examples like Ved. yaj-and- beside yaj-nd- (I § 227 p. 193 ff.)

and the above mentioned medio-pass. pres. part. (cp. also Avest.

aoj-ana- beside impf. indie, aox-ta, hu-nv-ana- beside pres.

indie, hu-nu-ite and others), we should perhaps add here

Sanskrit oxytone adjectives like kroi-and- 'screaming', roc-and-

'shining' jar-and- 'perishable', with the abstract substantives

svet-and 'the dawning' jarana 'old age' (cp. Gr. atsyavo-g and

(iTsy-dvTj)] the palatal sound instead of the guttural in rocand-

sacand- and other words was taken from such forms as rocate

(see I § 448 Eem. p. 333). Cp. -ani- = -nni- § 95, and -anu-

= -'^nu- § 106.

It is only occasionally used as a secondary suffix. Skr.

strdi-ij,a- 'female' from stn- 'woman', poiiis-nd- 'male' from

pViS- 'man', pura-nd- 'former, old' from purd adv. 'formerly'.

Here also come vadhasnd-m 'deadly weapon' beside vadhd-s and

vddhar, of similar meaning, and Jcardsna-s 'forearm' (cp. kard-s

'hand'), if they contain -as-stems, cp. Goth, hldivasnos pi. f. 'grave'

beside neut. hldiv with similar meaning; the Sanskrit ending

is in most cases explained as -a-sna-.

Armenian, kun 'sleep' from *suop-no-, see p. 140 above.

gi-n, gen. g-no-y, 'cost' from *ues-no- or *ues-no-: Skr. vas-nd-s

Gr. mvo-g wvf] 'sale-price, value' for *fu)a-vo- -va-, Lat. venu-m

for *ves-no- or *ves-no-. Perhaps we should add vasn 'on

account of (beside O.Pers. vas-na- and Avest. vas-na- 'will,

favour', x/^ueTc-; the Avest. form is for '^'vasna- through the

influence of the pres. vas^mi), and the derivative un-ain 'empty'

(beside Skr. u-na-; Armen. u- for Idg. eu-, cp. Gr. sv-vi-g).

Greek. aTvy-vo-g 'hated', anag-vo-g 'scattered, rare, thin',

beside amiQw. asfxvo-g 'revered' for *m^-v6-i;, x/^tjeg- (I § 492

p. 362). arsy-vo-g 'covered, covering'. a^ispS-vo-g 'terrible'. nsQ-/.-

-vog 'sprinkled, motley, dark' : O.H.G. forhana f. 'trout', ground-

form *pfi-na. Sd-vog n. 'loan' is no doubt based upon a form
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*d9-no- from \/^dd- 'give' (cp. § 132). Idy-vn-g 'lewd, wanton": cp.

Lat, Una for *lex-na (beside laxu-s). Xi/-vo-g 'dainty, greedy':

cp. O.H.Q-. lecchon 'lick', for pr. Germ. *Ukkona-n from stem *li^-na-

I § 538 p. 894. (pQv-vo-g cp^v-vrj 'toad' : O.H.G. brU-n 'brown'.

d-v-vo-g 'throng, battle': Skr. dhu-na-s 'violently moyed'. oJ-vo-g

'wine' oL-vf] 'vine' ol-vo-v 'vine-leaf, vine-branch': Lat. vT-nu-s vi-

-nu-m and the derivative Armen. gi-n-i 'wine' (§ 68 p. 127), from

y/^uei- 'to wind', and hence we should place in the same group

Russ. vin 'wreath' and the derivative 0.C.81. vin-ici Lith. vain-

-\ha-s 'wreath'. nvQ-awo-c -awo-v 'that with which fire is held,

fire-tongs, coal-pan' for *-ava-vo- (see OsthofF, Zur Gesoh. d.

Perf. 488) , to which add possibly xs()-avv6-g 'lightning flash'.

Tsx-vo-v 'child' ('that which is begotten', from tsxhv) : O.H.G.

degan m. 'boy, servant' pr. Germ. *pe^-nd-8. arsp-vo-v 'breast':

Skr. stir-nd- 'outspread', cp. also O.H.G. stirna f. 'star' ground-

form *ster-n-ia, y/^ster- 'spread'. *Ssii-vo-, whence ds/.ivto

'bedstead', as being a 'place built' for a bed, from y^ dem-. Y.li-vrj

'couch, bed': O.H.G. li-na le-na 'support', \^Jtlei- 'aoclinare'.

cxrjlTj Lesb. avdXla 'sepulchral pillar' for *avdX-va ground-form

*stl-na- (by-form OTfjlXi^ = *aTaXv-j,-a ?) : Skr. sthuna 'post,

pillar' see above p. 141. t^aivt] 'girdle' for *f(aff-v«, s/^jos-. (psg-vrj

'dowry' tcoq-vt] 'whore' beside nsQvrjfxi 'I sell', ground-form *por-na-

or *pf-na-.

-avo- = -y,no-. There are a considerable number of

participial words besides those given above on p. 140. arsy-avo-g

beside (jvsy-vo-g. nt&-av6-g 'easily persuaded, persuasive', drsq-

-aro-g -dvrj 'wreathing, wreath'. ;^o't)'-at'o-? 'buttocks' (from x^^-^)-

dgin-avo-v -dvrj 'sickle'. 6/-avo-v -dvTj 'shield handle' (from sym).

S-ijy-avo-v -dvrj 'whetstone', axsn-avo-v 'covering' (beside ay.sn-

-av6-g). Kon-ttvo-v 'pestle, hatchet'. eQx-dvi] oQY.-dvrj 'enclosure'.

As a secondary suffix it is not uncommon:

First should be mentioned the words in -s6-vo- (Lesb. -fwo-.

Ion. Att. -eivo-, Dor. -tjvo-) and -aa-vo- (Lesb. -kj'i'o-. Ion. Att.

-fjvo- , Dor. -ai'o-). dXysiv6-g 'paining, painful' from dXyog n.

'pain', (pasivo-g 'shining' from (pdog n. 'light', etc. Homeric

(Lesb.) spavvo-g 'lovely' beside spiog (see Solmsen, Kuhn's Ztschr.
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XXIX 70. 109). OtXrjvrj 'moon' (Lesb. osldwa) from aiXa(; n.

'brightness'. In the oldest adjectives of this sort, which were

participles of denominative verbs, -no- may have been primary

;

compare noS-ftvo-g y.orstvo-g with nod-iaai y.ovsaai {*noi)-sa-aat *y.0TS(j-

-ffftf) and sgaa-ro-g beside squvvo-q.

Further, under this head come adjectives of time like suQivo-q

rjUQim-g (misspelt slagivog) 'vernus', rjixBQivo-g 'daily' wxTsgivo-q

'nocturnus' nspvaiv6-g 'from last year, a year old'. These appear

to have been formed from locatives, s'api, nigvai (cp. also 'q^ag,

vvKTrng). Then -ivo- broke off and became an independent suffix,

hence SsiK-ivo-g 'of the evening', and the like. For analogous

adjectives in Italic, see below.

With -OI.V0- as a secondary suffix : kouq-uvo-v stool' (x6;rpo-c),

sdQ-avo-v 'seat' {sSqu) and others. Was the suffix -Savo- taken

from oixiSav6-q 'useless' =^ ov-TiS-av6-g {^tid = Lat. quid)? Cp.

-S-ano-t;, talcen from nod-ano-q and the like (§ 16 p. 32).

Italic. Lat. ple-nu-s Umbr. plener 'plenis': Skr. prd-na-s,

see p. 140 above. Lat. canu-s for *cas-no-s, Osc. Pehgn.

casnar 'senex' (extended by an r-suffix). Lat. vi-nu-s -nu-m,

Umbr. vinu 'vinum' Volsc. vinu abl. 'vino'. Lat. urna for

*urc-na, Umbr. urnasier 'urnariis, feriis'. Lat. fanu-m for

*fas-no-m, Umbr. fesnaf-e fem. pi. 'in templum', Osc. fiisnam

fisnam fem. ace. 'templum', Pelign. /esw. (abbreviated) 'templum',

beside Lat. fes-tu-s fer-iae, in the e-series of Ablaut.

Lat. dignu-s as compared with decet, for *dec-no-s (I § 65

p. 53, § 500 p. 366), or with O.Icel. Ugenn 'distinguished' tign f.

'distinguished rank', for *dic-no-s (y/^deiR- 'show') agnu-s: Gr.

dfivo-g 'lamb' for *a§-vo-g, O.Ir. uan Mod.Cymr. oen 'lamb' (I § 428

p. 315, § 437 p. 325), also O.C.Sl. *jagnu, implied by the formation

jagnq 'lamb', pugnu-s, pugncLre^ beside Grr. nvy-^tij 'fist, fight with

fists', gra-nu-m 'grain, kernel', ground-form *gf-no-m : Skr. pr-nd-

'ground, crumbled', Goth, kaur-n n. 'grain', O.C.Sl. zri-no 'grain,

kernel, berry', compare also O.H.G. kerno O.Icel kjarne m.

'kernel', formed from the e grade of the root (ger-). Ugnu-m

is no doubt to be compared with lego:, tignu-m: cp. Gr. rix-vrj

'power of production, art, skill'. Idna for *ula-ncl, ground-form
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*ii^-n(X: Skr. Ur-na Vool' Gr. ovko-g 'curly' for fol-vo-g, Goth.

vuUa 'wool' pr. Germ. *uul-no, Lith. iM-na 'fibre of wool' O.C.Sl.

vlu-na 'wool'. The same suffix appears to be contained, though

less obviously, in fundus: Skr. hudh-nd-s 'ground' (I § 221

p. 189).

With -S-: Lat. annus for *atsnos: cp. Goth, apn; penna

0.lja,t. pesna for *pet-sna, \^pet- 'fly''), and other examples.

Lat. -ino- unaccented = -^wo-. It is of course hard to

say what forms are to be classed here, since unaccented -ino- may

equally well represent Idg. -^wo-, -eno- or -ono-. The words

we have to deal with are such as dom-inu-s pdg-ina sarc-ina,

probably also verna for *ves-ina (x^ues- 'live').

As a secondary suffix it is not uncommon:

Lat. aenu-s for *aes-wo-, Umbr. ahes-nes 'aenis', beside Lat.

aes, aeris, Skr. dyas- n. 'metal, iron'. Lat. Uignu-s for ilec-no-

from zlex , salignus from salix (the ending was referred by

popular etymology to \^ gen-, cp. abiegnu-s, fahclginu-s and so

forth), acer-nus from acer , ebur-nu-s from ebur; the final

vowel of the stem has been lost iu populnu-s from populus,

quernu-s for *querc-nu-s from quercu-s etc. Besides these we

have pater-mc-s, mCLter-nus ; alter-nu-s, mfer-nu-s, exter-nu-s.

Stems in -d seem to have given rise to -amis: silvanu-s (silva)

insulanu-s [insula) Capudnu-s (Capua); hence in other local

adjectives, urbClnus, cismontanu-s Rhenclnu-s etc.

vernu-s, nocturnu-s, Mbernu-s, vesperna and the like are

parallel to Gr. sagivo-g, vvarspivij-g
, x^i/utptvo-g , kansQivo-g (see

1) Penna must be distinguished from pinna. The latter, with pannus

Ore. Ti^vo-q (common ground-form 'pn-no-, see I § 253 p. 206 f.) belongs

to A.S. Jinn Mod.H.G. finne 'fin', a Germanic word which Miillenhofif (Alter-

tumskunde II 54) connects in an interesting way with the name of the Fenni,

although he is certainly wrong in taking a ground-form ^pet-na as his starting-

point. The words most nearly akin to it are O.H.G. spannan 'to stretch", Goth.

fana 'cloth, rag' (Mod.H.G. fahne), O.C.Sl. pUnq 'I stretch, hang' o-pona

'curtain'. On y^ spen- and pen-, see I § 589 p. 445 f. The bird's wing

and the fin therefore received their name as being something 'out-

stretched'.

Brng-mann, Elements. II. 10
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p. 144), and perhaps in Latin also -no- was added to the

locative in -i, and this vowel afterwards lost ').

Umbr.-Osc. *kom-no-m 'to xmvov from kom 'cum', Umbr.

kumne loc. 'in comitio' Osc. comenei loo. 'in comitio' comono pi.

'comitia' (for the Oscan anaptyxis cp. I § 627, p. 471). Osc.

amnod 'circuitu from am- 'amb-'. Lat. pronn-s no doubt for

*prod-no-, compare pro(d).

Lastly, there are the distributive numerals derived from

adverbs, like Lat. blm from '*bis-no-, trim from *tris-no-, ter-m,

quater-ni.

Old Irish. IcL-n 'full': Skr. pwr-wa-s etc., see p. 140. slWti

'whole, sound, complete, full' may be for *sl-no-, as Lat.

sal-vo-s for *sl-uo-. cloe-n 'awry, unjust, bad' : cp. Groth. hldi-n-s

'hiir, y^Tdei- 'to lean', whence also Grr. vll-vrj O.H.Q-. li-na (p. 143).

suan O.Cymr. htm sleep: Skr. svdp-na-s etc., see p. 140. uan

Mod.Cymr. oen 'lamb': Gr. a^v6-g etc., see p. 144. domun m.

'world', Gallic Duhno-rix 'world-king' ; with this should probably

be compared fu-domain 'deep' Mod.Cymr. dwfn 'deep' (I § 520

p. 378): O.C.Sl. duno n. 'ground' for *dub-no-, Lith. dugna-s

'ground' (with g for 6, I § 346 p, 271). en m. 'bird' (I § 518

p. 377 f.), O.Bret, etn 'bird' : cp. Lat. penna for *pet-sna p. 145,

y^pet- 'fly', fen m. 'waggon (I § 526 p. 381): O.Icel. vagn

m. 'waggon', \^ uegh- 'vehere'. dU-n n. 'walled stronghold', Gall.

-dunu-m in place-names like Novio-dunu-m 'New-castle, New-

town': O.Icel. tu-n n. O.H.G. zU-n m. 'fence, hedge', ru-n f.

'secret' : Goth. O.H.G. rU-na f. 'secret', with which, in a different

grade of Ablaut, cp. O.Icel. rau-n f. 'attempt, proof, test, ex-

perience'. This suffix, though less clearly discernible, appears

to be contained in bond bonn 'solea': Skr. budh-nd-s 'ground'

(I § 221 p. 189).

Pr.Kelt. -ano- = -i^no-. Since this, if unaccented, became

in Irish identical with orig. -ono-, it is hard to say which of

the examples should be classed here. Perhaps lethan O.Cymr.

1) Does hibernu-s stand for *hibrino-s, as in-cevtu-s for Hn-crito-s

(I § 33 p. 33 f.)? The word is undoubtedly oonnecbed with hiems, but the

b has never been explained.
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litan 'broad': cp. Gr. vldravo-g plane' (named after its broad

leaves, compare -nlarv-c). Infinitive nouns like hlegon m. 'milking'

may also perhaps be referred to -'^no-.

As a secondary suffix it is found in Gall. Arehrig-nu-S

(pagus) 'lying on a hill' compared with Arebrigiu-m, beside

O.Ir. bri, gen. breg, 'hill'. Also no doubt in Keltic words in -er-no-

-ar-no- (Zeuss-Ebel G.C. 774), as Gall. Tigerno-, isarno- 'iron',

O.Ir. iarn O.Bret, hearn (I § 576 p. 431), whence perhaps were

borrowed Goth, eisarn O.H.G. tsarn 'iron' (the suffix in O.H.G.

diorna 'wench' Goth, viduvairna 'one bereaved' etc. cannot be

held to prove that this is a real Germanic word.)

Germanic. Goth, fidls O.H.G. vol (gen. voiles) 'full', pr.

Germ. *ful-na-z'. Skr. pur-nd-s etc. see above p. 140. Goth.

alls O.H.G. al (gen. alles) 'whole, all' (beside ala-) ground-form

*al-no-s, beside alan 'to grow up, increase' (cp. Gr. nag 'whole,

air compared with Skr. ivcl- 'swell out', § 126, and Lat. omni-s

for *op-m-s beside ops, § 95) ; Osc. alio is the same word if it

is to be translated 'tota' and not 'alia' (Pick, Bezzenberger's

Beitr. I 170; Danielsson, PauH's Altital. Stud. Ill 177 f.).

Goth, ib-n-s O.H.G. eban 'flat, even'. O.H.G. sci-n 'visible,

shining', as subst. m. 'visibility, brightness, sheen'. Goth, us-

-luk-n-s 'opened, open'. Goth, faihu-gair-n-s 'avaricious' O.Icel.

gjarn 'greedy'. O.H.G. mei-n 'false, treacherous', as subst. 'false-

ness, wickedness'; Lith. mai-na-s 'barter' O.C.Sl. mi-na 'change,

exchange', common ground-form *moi-no- na-, cp. '^moi-ni- § 95.

O.H.G. loc (pi. loccha) O.Icel. lokhr m. 'lock' pr. Germ. *lug-nd-s

(I § 534 p. 391): Lith. lug-na-s 'bent'. O.H.G. sker-n m. n.

'jest'. Goth, ap-n n. 'year': cp. Lat. annus for *at-sno- p. 145.

Goth, haur-n O.H.G. horn pr. Norse horna n. 'horn: Gall.

xdpvo-v ace. 'trumpet' (Hesych.) beside Lat. cornu (also

coma-, § 106). Goth, bar-n 'child' ('that which is born'): Lith.

bSr-na-s 'servant', dimin. berneli-s 'little boy' (cp. a similar

change of meaning in Gr. zfxvo-v: O.H.G. degan). Goth. Idu-n

O.H.G. lo-n n. 'wages', beside Gr. ano-lavw 'enjoy' O.C.Sl. lorm

'prey, booty'. O.H.G. zeihhan O.Sax. Ukan n. 'token' pr. Germ.

HajM-na- (compare Goth, tdikns f., stem tdik-ni-, 'token'), from

10*
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\/~'dei]c- deig- (Goth, ga-teihan 'point out'). Oli.d.feihhan O.Sax.

fehan n. 'deceit' pr. Grerm. *faih-na-^ from \/~' pdU- peig- (Goth.

fdih n. 'deceit'). O.H.G. loug-na O.Icel. lau-n f., in O.H.G.

also lougan (subst. m.) 'givuig the lie, denying': the root has a

different grade of ablaut in Goth, liug-n n. 'lie'. O.Sax. log-na

(o probably short) 'flame': cp. Lat. luna for *loy,csna etc. p. 140.

Germ, -uno- == -ipio- cannot be identified with certainty.

In secondary use the suffix only occurs in Goth, jdi-n-s 'that,

yonder' from loc. *ioi (beside it stands a pr. Germ. %i-na- from

the locative form *iei in A.S. be-^en m. 'both' according to Holt-

hausen, Paul Braune's Beitr. XIII 372. 590), unless Goth. Mdi-

vasnos pi. f. 'grave' from hldiv n. 'grave' and arhvazna f. 'arroAv'

beside A.S. earh n. 'arrow' are to be classed here, as derivatives

from es-stems, cp. Skr. vadhastid- p. 142.

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. pU-na-s O.C.Sl. plu-nu 'full': Skr.

pur-nd-s etc., see p. 140 above. A few other adjectives of this

kind occur in Baltic, as Lith. hil-na-s 'lofty' beside Ml-ti 'to

raise' {kdlna-s 'hill' should perhaps be divided kal-n-a, see the

Author in Morph. Unt. II 173), silp-na-s 'weak, powerless'

beside silp-ti 'to grow weak' ; lud-na-s 'sad' beside lusti 'to grow

sad', Lett. wi/-n-s 'glimmering' beside ivif-it 'to glimmer', Lett.

tdis-n-s 'straight, right' beside Lith. taisyti 'to direct'. Lith. de-na

f. adj. of cows 'in calf: Skr. dhf-ncL 'milch cow', from \^dhei-

'suckle' (I § 150 p. 136).

Lith. pel-na-s 'merit' O.C.Sl. pU-nu 'booty': Skr. pana-s 'wager,

stipulated wage' for *par-'iia (I § 259 p. 211 f.). Lith. var-na-s

'raven' vdr-na 'crow' O.C.Sl. vra-nU 'black, raven' vra-na 'crow',

possibly to be compared with Skr. var-na-s 'colour'. There seems

to be some connexion between the roots of Lith. szS-na-s O.C.Sl.

se-no 'hay' (the Lith. word was no doubt originally neuter) and

Skr. syci-na-s 'grown dry' sT-na-s 'curdled'. Lith. szal-nd O.C.Sl.

sla-na 'rime', beside Lith. szdl-ta-s Skr. ii-sir-a-s adj. 'cold'.

Pruss. spoay-no f. 'foam' or 'scum' O.C.Sl. p&-na 'foam': Skr.

phe-na-s 'foam', cp. also Lat. spuma for *spoi-ma (for the initial,

see I § 599 p. 445 f.)
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With -s-
;

Litli. lep-s-na 'flame', varsna 'length of a furrow'

for *vart-sna (cp. varsma-s 'length of a furrow' for *vart-sma-).

Lith. spaf-na-s 'wing': Skr. ^ar-?m-m 'wing', y^ s^e?-- 'strike

away, push off, jerk', skut-nd, 'shaved place', sar-na 'intestine':

O.Icel. garnar pi. 'intestinae'. dai-na 'folk-song': Avest. daf-na-

f. 'law, teaching, faith'.

0.C.81. trt-nu 'thorn': Skr. ff-na-m 'grass-stalk', Grerm.

with -nil- Goth, patlr-nu-s 'thorn', syww sunu 'tower' no doubt

stands for pr. Slav. *sUp-no- *soup-no- 'that which is piled up',

cp. supq 'I pile' supii 'heap', clenii 'limb' for *cel-no-. trSs-

-nii 'fimbria' for *trSsk-nu, beside trSsku 'noise' trSsnqti 'to strike'.

stig-no 'shank', ru-no 'fleece', beside ruv-q 'evello'. sukno 'woollen

garment', beside siikati 'to twist', veno 'dowry' for *ved-no-: Gv.

fj-va sfd-vu 'bridal gifts', \/^tiedh- ued- 'lead, lead home' (I § 469,

8 p. 346 f.). vlu-na 'wave': O.H.Gr. wella 'wave' ground-form

*uel-iia, with -ni- Lith. vil-nl-s 'wave', sli-na 'spittle', beside

Mid.H.G. A.S. sli-m 'slime', strana 'side, region' for pr. Slav.

*stor-na, i. e. Idg. *stf-na (Skr. stir-nd- 'outspread') or Idg. *stor-

-na, y/^ ster- 'spread out', std-na 'wall': Goth, stdi-n-s O.H.G.

stei-7> m. 'stone'.

Lith. -ina- Slav, -mo- = -^wo- may perhaps be traced

in Lith. kup-ina-s 'heaped up', tek-ina-s 'running', O.C.Sl. do-kos-

-mu 'that can be touched or held' do-stis-mU 'that can be rea-

ched', etc.

-no- in secondary use. Lith. jdu-na-s O.C.Sl. ju-nu 'young

from jau ju 'already', just like Skr. ndva-s Gr. vefo-g beside

Skr. nu nu etc. 'now': from the same adverb come also O.C.Sl.

ju-tro u-tro 'morning', see § 75. It is doubtful how far, if at all,

the common secondary suffix Lith. -ina- Slav, -tno- represents

Idg. -inno-.

§ 67. 2. In the form -eno- -ono-. This is almost

entirely primary, and it occurs chiefly in participles and abstract

nouns. It is used to form classes of words with special

meanings, most commonly in Aryan, Germanic and Slavonic.

-eno- is in active use as a participial suffix in A.S., Norse (O.Icel)
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and Slavonic, as an abstract nominal suffix in Aryan; -ono- is

a participial suffix in Aryan, Gothic and High German, and an

abstract nominal suffix (infin.) in Germanic.

The suffix bears the accent where the root-syllable has

the weak grade of ablaut; e. g. Skr. vavft-cLnd-s O.H.G. gi-wort-an

(I § 530 p. 387).

a. -eno- added to stems ending in a consonant:

Indo-Germanic. *uegh-eno-, \/^uegh- Vehere': Skr. mh-

-ana-s 'carrying' vdh-ana-m 'act of carrying', O.C.Sl. vez-enu

'carried'. *ed-eno-, v^ ed- 'eat': Skr. dd-ana-m 'food, fodder',

O.Icel. et-enn 'eaten'. *uert-eno-, y/^uert- 'vertere': Skr. vart-ana-s

'setting in motion' vart-ana-m 'a turning', O.C.Sl. vr6t-eno n.

'spindle'.

Aryan, cet-ana-s 'visible', jdn-ana-s 'begetter', tdp-ana-s

'afflicting'; O.Pers. drauj-ana- 'lying'. Skr. cet-ana-m 'an appearing,

appearance', jdn-ana-m 'a begetting' and other substantives of the

same kind. Avest. hav-ane-m 'pressing, pressure': Skr. sdv-ana-in
;

O.Pers. ham-ar-ana-m 'encounter, fight', Ar. \^ar- 'go'. In

Avestic we find the meLSC. zav-ana- 'call, summons'; contrast Skr.

neut. hdv-ana-m.

Armenian, jaune-m 'I offer, dedicate' from the noun

stem *)auno-, which must stand for *jau-eno- (Skr. hdv-ana-m

'offering'), or for *jau-ono-.

Greek. Here perhaps should be classed Aeol. (ptgeva 'dowry'

{g)spsvtt, if it be the more correct reading, would at all events

imply a form *cjpep£)'«) beside (piQ-vtj-. cp. Skr. bhdr-ana-.

Remark, -eyo- may perhaps be traced also in hfTvo-g (with spurious

diphthong) Dor. xrjro-; 'that' for *(f)xf t-syo-s from ixn 'there'. Similarly

Dor. r^vo-c, 'is iste, ille' would stand for *7-f t-fj-o-? from re'i ; or it might be

analysed rij-vo-s and derived from the instr. 'rij (cp. Goth, Jdi-n-s § 66

p. 148). It must be admitted that -eno- is not elsewhere used in this way
as a secondary suffix.

Italic, heno- (in &e«e, benignu-s, bellu-s for '*hen-lo-), the

by-form of bono-^ duono-, should be classed here, if it stands

for *du-eno- and belongs to the root seen in Skr. diiv-as n. 'reve-

rence, honour' and other words, so that the original meaning

would be 'that which is held in honour, enjoys recognition'
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(see Osthoff, Morph. Unt. IV 370 ff.). dom-inu-s (cp. Skr.

ddm-ana-s 'horse-tamer') and the like are ambiguous; see § 66

p. 145.

Old Irish. I know of no noun-formations which fall under

this head.

Germanic. Goth, fulg-in-s 'hidden' (beside ^ZAaw 'to hide'),

with the accent on the suffix in pr. Germ. (I § 530 p. 386). O.Icel.

tig-enn 'distinguished' (y/^deiTc- 'show'). O.H.G. sceff-in 'sheriff', also

sceffino^ which has passed over to the w-declension ; its original

sense was no doubt 'arranger, orderer', compare O.H.G. scaffen 'to

shape, set in order'. Add such participles as A.8. bimd-en O.Icel.

hund-enn 'bound'; cp. below, under -ono-. Goth, dig-in O.H.G.

eig-in n. 'property', the original sense being no doubt 'the having

for one's own': Skr. tS-ana-m 'rule, control'. Goth, rag-in n.

'counsel, decree'; if it belongs to Skr. rac-ana-m 'an arranging,

regulating', we must assume, as in the case of Goth, fulg-ins^

that the suffix originally bore the accent. O.H.G. lug-ina f. 'lie',

O.Sax. driig-ina f. 'treachery' stul-ina f. 'theft' thec-ina f. 'covering,

roof.

Balto-Slavonic. Here should be classed certain Lettic

adjectives like glud-en-s 'smooth', (compare glod-en-s 'blind-worm')

beside glaud-et 'to stroke'; slidd-en-s 'smooth, where one slips',

beside slidd-it 'to slip'; slepp-en-s 'secret' beside sUp-t 'to hide'.

Were the Lithuanian verbs in -enic, like gab-enit 'I bring',

developed from noun-stems of this kind, in the same way as

hruv-inu 'I make bloody' from kruv-ina-s 'bloody'?

In Slavonic we have the common past part. pass, in

-enu , as nes-enu 'carried' (from nes-ti 'to carry') , za-huv-enu

'forgotten' (from za-hyti; cp. Skr. bhiiv-ana-m 'being, thing,

world'). The neut. vrU-eno: Skr. vdrt-ana-m has been already

mentioned on p. 150.

b. -ono- added to stems ending in a consonant.

Idg. Pres. or aor. part. : *qr-ono- from jer- 'make', beside

indie. Skr. d-kar : Skr. kr-cind-s 'working, eager, busy' (frequent

epithet of deities), Gr. Kg-6vo-g; *gus-ono- from geus- 'taste', beside

the indie. Skr. d-jus-ran (3. pi. med.): Skr. jusand-S Goth.
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kusan-s. Part. perf. *bhe-bhid-on6-s from bheid- 'split, bite'

beside indie. Skr. bibhed-a Goth, bdit: Skr. bibhid-dnd-s (Groth.

bit-an-s).

Remark. This view of the Aryan forms with -ana- cannot be called

certain. As a participial suffix of the middle we may (with Hirt) refer

-ana- to *-mno-, as the analogous -ana- to *-inno- (see § 66 Eem. p. 141).

The same -mno- may also be concealed in Gr. nram-s 7TT>jv6-g 'fledged'

(cp. Osthoff, zur Gesch. des Perf. 409) and the adjective hvo-s (or is this

for *i)ff)'o'-5?). In the Ar. -ana- it is possible that -mno- and -ono- have

coalesced. The considerations urged by Frohde (Bezzenberger's Beitr. VII

322 if.) against my comparison of Ko6yo-i with krand-s are not sound. The

different accent of Kgdro-g is explained by the fact of its being a proper

name. See what is said below in the Greek section on xXoyo-g etc.

Aryan. Pres. aor. med. pass. part. Skr. duh-and-s duh-

-ana-s, also dugh-ana-s, the gh being phonetically regular

(I § 445 p. 331, § 452. 453 p. 335), beside dogdhi 'he milks',

juhv-dna-s beside Ju-ho-ti 'he offers', su-nv-and-s beside su-m-ti

'he presses out', and so forth. Similarly Avest. yn-ana- beside

jdin-ti 'he slays', and the like. Skr. li-and-s ti-ana-s 'having

for one's own, possessing, ruler' Avest. is-ana- 'ruling, mighty'

beside Skr. tie is-te 'he possesses, rules': O.H.Gr. eig-an 'own',

beside Goth, dih 'he has', cp. Skr. tS-ana-m Goth, dig-in p. 151).

Perf. med. pass. part. Skr. riric-CLnd-s beside rirec-a 'he let loose,

removed, abandoned' : O.H.G. gi-liw-an^ \P leiq-\ Avest. vaver^z-

-ana- beside indie, med. Gathic vCiver^z-oi from var'z- (uerg-) 'work'.

It is an open question whether the denominative Skr. -clna-,

as in vdsav-ana-s 'possessing goods' from vdsu n. 'goods', falls

under this head (cp. Goth, piud-an-s).

Armenian. Perhaps jaune-m, see above p. 150.

Greek. Besides Kp-6vo-g (see above) we should probably

class here x\-6vo-g 'stir, turmoil', beside yJX-o/^al, d-Q-ovo-g 'seat,

throne' from dher- 'hold, support', xQ-ovo-g 'time' orig. 'a limit of

time which contains, span', beside x^Q''-i ^^r the meaning cp. £iA.STO-q

'a vomiting' beside ifisro-g 'vomited' and the like, §
158.

i) Of

1) The accent may have been assimilated to that of ydr-o-s Hox-o-i

TQon-o-i and similar words. Frohde's assumption (in the article cited in the

Remark above) that 9q6vo-q ;^jovo-5 stand for *,?oyvo-s *xoXvo-i-, cannot be

justified on phonetic grounds, in spite of Cret. 96Qva^.
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feminine forms we should perhaps class here rjd-ovij joy', but in

nsQovrj 'clasp, buckle' a(ptvd-6vrj 'sling' and others we must re-

cognise -on-a, an extension of -on- by -a-, cp. ay.6v-rj 'whetstone'

beside Skr. dkan- 'stone'.

Italic. Lat. h-ono- must ultimately be classed here; as

to heno-, see p. 150. dom-inu-s and the like are ambiguous, see

§ 66 p. 145.

Old Irish. On account of the coincidence of -rj.no- and

-ono- in Irish there are no examples that can be assigned with

certainty to this section.

Grermanic. O.H.Gr. eig-an, see above, p. 152. Goth.v-an-s

O.H.G. w-an 'wanting, lacking', Y^ eu- (Gr. sv-n-g, Skr. u-tid-s).

O.H.G. offan A.S. opan 'open'. O.H.Gr. ives-an 'decayed'. O.Sax.

fag-an 'glad', the accent being on the suffix in pr.Germ., cp.

Goth, fah-eps f. 'joy'. Participles like Goth, vaurp-an-s (the re-

gular phonetic form would be *vaurda)ts, I § 530 p. 387),

O.H.G. gi-tvort-an 'having become': Skr. vavft-dnd-s; Goth, qum-

-an-s O.H.G. gi-kom-an 'having come': Skr. Jagm-and-s ; Goth.

fra-vitan-s 'avenged': Skr. vid-clnd-s ; Goth, ana-hudan-s 'com-

manded, enjoined' O.H.G. gi-hotan: Skr. hudh-and-s. Instead

of this we find in other dialects -ina- = Idg. -eno-. We may

conjecture that in Germanic -eno- and -ono- were originally

distinguished as in Sanskrit. When the reduplicating syllable

in the perfect fell off, the two types were no longer clearly

separated, and -eno- drove out -ono- in one part of the Ger-

manic area. We have -ana- in secondary use in Goth, piud-an-s

'king', from piuda 'people' (cp. Skr. vdsav-ana-s?).

-ono- occurs as an abstract suffix in the Germanic infinitives

formed with pr. Germ. *-ana-m, as Goth, dih-an O.H.G. eig-an

'possess, have', Goth, vit-an O.H.G. wii'^-an 'know', Goth, bair-an

O.H.G. her-an 'bear, bring, forth'.

Balto-Slavonic.

Lith. dlk-ana-s (fem. alh-and) 'rather hungry, fasting' from

dlk-ti 'to hunger', uk-ana-s 'gloomy, overclouded' (ukanos dSnos

'gloomy days') beside uk-styti-s 'to become gloomy, cloud over',

Lett, plakk-an-s 'flat' from plak-t "to grow flat' etc. Lith.
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dov-and, Lett, daw-ana 'gift' beside d'£i!-ti du-t 'to give', Lith.

lik-ana 'mass of cloud, cloudy sky'.

Whether Slavonic forms like Mod. Sloven, jah-on 'fortis

equitator', heside jahati 'vehi' (Miklosich, Vergl. Gr. II 140) should

also be classed here, is doubtful. "We cannot analyse O.C.Sl.

svonu 'sound' as zv-onu (cp. sov-q zv-ati 'to call') and compare

it with Skr. kr-and-s etc. (cp. Fick, Wtb. 1 3 84, Osthoff, Morph.

Unt. IV 373), unless we allow that the whole verbal base zven-

in Slavonic (O.C.Sl. svm&i 'to sound') has been developed out

of a noun formed with -eno- -ono-.

c. -eno- -ono- added to stems ending in a vowel. It

has been already remarked on p. 138, that the contraction

was complete even in proethnic Indo-Germanic.

Skr. soma-dhdna-s 'containing soma' vasu-dana-s 'giving

good' vi-mdna-s 'traversing', like cet-ana-s. ddna-m, 'a giving'

(Lat. donu-m) , sthdna-m 'a standing, standing -place' (Avest.

stana- m. 'position', Gr. dvavi^vo-q 'in a bad position, unhappy',

Lith. stona-s O.C.Sl. stanu 'position'), ydna-m 'a going, moving'

like cet-ana-m. Pres. med. pass. part, yana-s beside indie, ydti

'he goes', like dugh-ana-s. Perf. med. pass. part, jajnand-s

beside indie, jajndu 'he knew' (Slav. part, po-znanu 'known'),

like riric-and-s.

Gr. SvfTTfjvo-s, see above. *'ev-d-r]vo-g 'in good position

whence tvd-ijvsio 'am in good position': add also El. aw-d-ijvai

pi. 'compact' (CoUitz' Samml. d. gr. Dial.-Inschr. no. 1168).

Ital. Lat. donu-m, Umbr. funu Osc. diinu-m Mars, dtmo-m

'donum', see above.

Ir. Perhaps ban 'white, pale', from \^bha-, Skr. bhd-ti'he

appears, shines' bhdna-m 'an appearing or growing visible'.

German. O.H.G. perf. part, gi-tdn 'done' (O.C.Sl. o-denu

part, of o-dSti, 'to put round, clothe'), like gi-ioort-an. O.H.G.

inf. ton tuon 'do' gcln 'go', like ber-an.

Balt.-Slav. Lith. stona-s O.C.Sl. stewis, see above. Lith.

kUna-s 'space behind the barn' beside kl6-ti 'to spread out.

O.C.Sl. perf. part, po-znanu (see above), danu 'given' beside datiy

sSnu 'sown' beside s^ti, like nes-enu.
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In some of these vowel-stems we may conjecture that forms

with -no- and forms with -eno- -ono- once existed side by side.

It is no longer possible to ascertain exactly how far this was
the case.

§ 68. The Suffixes -ino- -ina-, -Tno- -ina-, and
-a'ino- -a^ina-. These suffixes are found side by side with

practically the same meaning. They are used especially to

form secondary adjectives, with such meanings as 'made or con-

sisting of, 'springing from', 'belonging to the same kind as' that

which is denoted by the noun from which they are derived.

They are used very much in the same way as the secondary

suffix -io- (§ 63, 2), compare e. g. Lith. av-ijna-s with Pruss.

aw-i-s O.C.Sl. u-ji 'uncle' beside Lat. avo-s 'grandfather', the

meaning of these words being 'he who is descended from the

grandfather'. Whether it bears any very close relation to the

termination of Gr. saQivo-g Lat. vernu-s and the like (§ 66

p. 144), and what etymological relation subsists between the

initial sounds of the three forms -ino- -Tno- -a'ino- (cp. Osthoff,

Morph. Unt. IV 357) I cannot here decide. The connexion

in sense (compare e. g. Gr. Sqv-ivo-(; 'of oak' — Goth, triv-ein-s

'wooden' — Avest. drv-am-i- 'wooden') , combined with their

connexion in point of sound, justifies us in discussing the three

suffixes together.

1. -ino-.

Idg. *delcs-i)io- 'dexter : Skr. ddksina-s Avest. dasina- O.C.Sl.

desmu, in Lith. extended by a further suffix deszin-e the right

hand': cp. Gr. dshn-g Lat. dex-ter O.Ir. dess Goth, taihs-va

'dexter'; the word is closely allied to Skr. ddks-a-s 'able, strong'.

Skr. aj-ina-m 'skin' O.C.Sl. az-mo beside Skr. ajd-s 'he-goat'

ajd 'she-goat', Lith. osy-s 'he-goat', cp. also Lith. os-mi-s

'belonging to a he-goat'.

In Aryan -ino- was not fertile. Forms like Skr. malind-

'spotted' (mala-m 'dirt') Avest. nom. raocah-ino 'shining' {raocah-

'light') can scarcely be classed here : it is most probable that they
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only arose in later times through a transference of -jw-stems to

the o-declension (cp. § 60 p. Ill f.).

In Greek we have many adjectives, denoting material, origin

or kind: (pi\y-iro-c 'beechen from (fiTjyo-g (:Lat. fag-inu-s),

^v§X-ivo-g 'made of papyrus' from 6vp,o-Q, avd-ivo-g 'consisting

of flowers' from avdog n. , la-ivo-c 'of stone' from Xuag^ yy^9'

-ivo-g 'of clay, earthen like a pot' from /vrpo-g, ytj-ivo-c 'earthen,

earthly' from y^ , dtg-ivo-q 'consisting of air, airy' from ar/p,

ix9^v-ivo-q 'derived from fish' (e. g. sXaiov) from i/d^v'-g, uvd-go'm-

-ivo-g 'human' from avd^gcono-q , sxsi'v-ivo-g 'of that kind, of the

same kind as that' from ixsTvo-g, ned-tvo-g 'found in the level

country' beside nsSlo-v, aXi^d-irn-g 'true' beside dlrjQ^iig.

In Latin Idg. -ino- can hardly be distinguished from Idg.

-'^no- -eno- -ono- (§ 66. 67.) Here should be placed adjectives

like /a^-M?M-s (see above), laur-imi-s
,
jiinc-inu-s , lentisc-imi-s,

which are' not very numerous.

Keltic. Perhaps Gall. Mor-im pi., name of a seaboard

tribe (cp. Lat. mar-inu-s), and others to be found in Zeuss-Ebel

G. C. 772.

In Germanic the suffix cannot be traced.

Balto-Slavonic.

In Lithuanian adjectives of material, origin, kind, are

only rarely formed with -ina-s, usually with -ini-s, which

shows the further suffix -io-: dulcs-ina-s 'golden' from duksa-S'

'gold', sidahr-hii-s 'silvern' from sidabra-s 'silver', med-mi-s

'wooden' from medi-s 'tree, wood', gem-ine hitis 'humble-bee'

from ime 'earth', ruksztlnis ohMas 'a sour kind of apple' from

ruksstas dbulas 'some apple'.

Slavonic -inu: M6z-mu 'of iron' from M6zo 'iron' (Lith.

geles-lni-s 'of iron') , medv-mu medov-tnu 'of honey , hke honey'

from medu 'honey', zern-mu 'earthly' from zemlja 'earth'. Further,

some of the adjectives in -im may belong to this section.

2. -tno-. The accentuation of the suffix was original, as

shewn by the Sanskrit accent and by O.H.G. magat-in beside

•magad.

Indo-Germanic. Cp. 1-ia.t. fihr-mu-s, O.H.G. hibir-m 'of
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beaver' beside Atest. hawr-aeni-s Lith. bebr-ini-s 'of beaver

.

Lat. su-lnu-s, Goth, sv-ein n. 'swine', O.C.Sl. sv-inu 'suinus'. Lat.

haed-mit-s , Goth, gdit-ein-s 'of goats , relating to goats'. Skr.

nav-tna-s 'new', O.C.Sl. nov-ina f. 'newly ploughed land, fallow'.

Aryan. In Sanskrit it forms adjectives whose meaning

implies relation to something, without specifying the nature of the

relation, sqvatsar-ma-s 'yearlong, yearly' from sqvatsard-s 'year'.

pravfs-ma-s 'belonging to the rainy season, rainy', visvajan-ina-s

'containing all sorts of people, ruling over all people, blessing all

the world' from vi^va-jand- 'all the world', sat-ina-s 'genuine' from

sdnt- 'true' (op. aXi^d- ivo-g and O.H.G. wclr-in). kan-ma-s 'young'

from kand f. 'young girl, maiden' (cp. O.H.G. jung-in). nav-tna-s

'new' from ndva- 'new', anjas-tna-s 'leading straight on' from

anjasa- 'direct, immediate'. Extended formations with -ina-

from adjectives of direction in -anc- are especially common; e. g.

apac-ina-s 'leaning back' from dpanc-, prattc-ina-s and pratic-

-ind-s 'turned towards' from pratydnc-.

Greek. Here we have adjectives and substantives derived

from adjectives, implying more or less clearly the meaning

'possessing the character or attributes denoted by the original

noun'. uyxiOT-Tvo-s 'very near together' from ayxiaro-g. igvd-Q-

-Tm-g, 'red mullet' (cp. Mod.H.Germ. rotting 'rudd'). xoQax-Tro-g 'a

sea fish black as a raven', also 'young raven', from xo>a| 'raven'.

y-saTQ-iPO-g a kind of fish, from xiaTga a kind of hammer, 'pick'.

xv(pl-Xvo-g a kind of snake, from rvcpko-g 'blind'. ysXaa-Tvo-g

'laugher' from yeXam-g; tlsy^-ii'O-g 'blamer' from sXtyh-Q (cp.

Goth, ga-lduh-ein-s 'believing' O.H.G. huor-in 'libidinosus').

noXvnod-ivij a small kind of polypus. §ol§-Lvrj a kind of bulb.

dshfavi'ivTj from dElcpn^ 'swine, sucking pig' (cp. O.H.G. sw-in

beside sii). ;^o(p-tV?;, a kind of sea mussel, from ;^orpo-? 'sucking

pig'-

Italic. The suffix is frequently used to indicate material,

origin, kind, that to which anything belongs. Lat. capr-Tnu-s

from caper capra, Umbr. cabriner gen. 'caprini'. Lat. equ-inu-s

from equo-s, Umbr. ekvine loc. 'equini' (borrowed from the

Lat.? I § 431 p. 320). Lat. bov-inu-s, can-inu-s, vulp-tnu-s,
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columb-uiu-s^ nodu-mu-s ; dlv-mu-s, fur-iiiu-s, sutr-lnu-s, sobr-

mu-s for *sosr-mo- from soror (I § 570 p. 428); mar-mu-s,

vic-mu-s (cp. Lith. kaim-yna-s 'neighbour'), cisalp-mu-s, peregr-

-mu-s, Lat-mu-s, Umbr. Ikuvinus pi. Iguvini', Osc. Nuvki-

rinum 'Nucerinorum'. A few neuter substantives occur like

terg-inu-m 'whip of leather'. Feminine substantives are more

numerous, as capr-Tna 'goat's-flesh' haed-ma 'kid's flesh', su-ina

'pig's flesh' (cp. O.C.SI. bibrov-ina 'flesh of beaver', Lith. os-ena

'goat's flesh') ; sal-ma 'salt works, salt mine' , moletr-ma 'mill',

pisc-ina 'fishpond', cep-ma 'onion field', rap-ina 'turnip field' (cp.

Lith. aviz-end 'oat-field' and Skr. dum-ma-m 'flax-field' from lima

flax); cp. § 154.

Keltic. Here perhaps may be classed Grail. Ttc-inu-s name

of a river, ground-form *teq-mo-, \^teq- 'run, flee, flow' (O.Ir.

techim 'flee', Lith. teh-me 'small river', O.C.SI. toku 'stream').

In Germanic it forms numerous adjectives denoting

material, origin, and quality. Goth, gulp-eins O.H.G. guld-in

'golden' from gulp gold n. 'gold'. Goth, stdin-eins O.H.G. stein-m

'of stone' from stains stein m. 'stone'. Goth, airp-eins O.H.G.

ird-m 'earthen, earthly' from airpa erda 'earth'. Goth, hariz-

-eins 'of barley'; pdnrn-eins 'of thorn'; riqiz-eins 'dark'. O.H.G.

rindir-m 'of cattle'; swln-m 'suillus'. Goth, sunj-eins 'truthful'

from sunji-s 'true'. O.H.G. wdr-in 'truthful' from war 'true'

(cp. Skr. sat-tnd-s). O.H.G. huor-in 'wanton, dissolute'. Goth.

div-eins O.H.G. ew-in 'everlasting'.

-mo- was added to adjectives formed with an Z-suffix, e. g.

luzzil-in from luzzil 'little', whence there arose in O.H.G. an

independent suffix -iUn -alin, as in huor-ilin 'wanton' (beside

huor-m), luog-alin 'spying, lurking'.

The neuters of adjectives of material, used substantivally,

gave rise to diminutives in Germanic; from the meaning

'belonging to another thing in respect of kind' it is only a short

step to that of 'subordination', of 'having its attributes only to

a limited extent' (cp. Gr. -lo-v § 63 p. 128). So Goth, gdit-ein

O.H.G. gei^-in 'kid' from gdit-eins gei'^-m 'haedinus', Goth, gum-

-ein 'mannikin' qin-ein 'little woman' from guma 'man' qino
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woman', O.H.G. magat-m A.8. mce^d-en 'little maid, girl' from

O.H.G. magad. maid, girl'. It is doubtful whether the diminu-

tival sense ever existed in Goth, sv-ein O.H.G. sw-m 'swine',

which strictly belongs to this class of neuters: it would seem

that it was isolated in form by the accentuation of the suffix

(which in a monosyllable could not but be regarded as part of

the root), and so separated from the others in point of meaning.

Balto-Slavonic.

Lith. Hc-aim-yna-s 'neighbour' from Mma-s 'precinct, court'

(I § 84 Rem. 2 p. 81), cp. Lat. vic-mu-s. Old neuter forms

appear to be represented by saldum-ynai pi. 'sweetmeats' from

saldiima-s 'sweetness', hartum-ynai pi. 'bitter things' (kartu-s

'bitter'), and also by collectives like augul-yna-s 'a number of

oaks standing together, oak grove' from duzula-s 'oak', krum-yna-s

'thick shrubbery' from kruma-s 'bush', akmen-yna-s 'heap of

stones' from akmu 'stone', ang-yna-s 'nest of adders' from angl-s

'adder'. In these latter cases , the special meaning seems to

have been developed through the contrast of the idea of the

species with that of the individual thing.

In Slavonic we find adjectives of kind and connexion, like

mater-inu 'motherly, of the mother', neprijazn-inu 'devilish, of

the devil', zv6r-inu 'bestial'. Also feminine substantives like

zvSr-ina 'flesh of wild beasts', Mbrov-ina 'beaver-flesh' (cp. Lat.

capr-Tna, Lith. oz-ena); vluc-ina 'wolfskin', omc-ina 'sheepskin';

medov-ina 'an intoxicating drink' from medu; mSsqc-ina 'moon-

light' from mSs^ct (cp. Lith. menes-ena), and others of the same

sort, cp. § 154.

3. -a'ino- can be traced with certainty only in Aryan

and Baltic.

In Sanskrit we find only samidh-end-s 'relating to fire-

wood' from samidh- 'firewood'; no doubt, however, it is con-

tained in the suffix -enya- (an extension of it by -io-) : mr-

-enya-s 'manly, heroic' from vTrd-s 'man, hero', pr^v^s-enya-s

'rainy' beside pravfs-ma-s (see above, p. 157).

-a?na- is common in Avestic to denote material, origin and

the like, as ayanh-a^na- 'of metal, iron' from ayah-, zaran-
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-a^na- 'golden* from *zarana- = %'kv.hirana- n.'gold', er^zat-

-aena- 'silvern from er^zata- (cp. Lat. Argent-mu-s) , tematsh-

-aena- 'dark, murky from temah- 'darkness' ; neut. fravaxs-aene-m

'woodwork, pieces of wood, beams' from fravdxsa- m. 'branch,

twig'. Transferred to the «-declension it becomes -ami-, as

zaran-aeni-s.

Lithuanian, -ena- is common in names of inhabitants, to

denote their belonging to or springing from a place, as Tilz-ena-s

'a man from Tilsit {TilSej. Subst. fem. : os-ena 'goatsflesh', jaut-

-ena 'beef, gqs-end, 'gooseflesh (cp. Lat. capr-lna, O.C.Sl. zvSr-

-ina) ; aviz-ena 'oat-field', rug-ma 'rye-field', mez-ena 'barley-field'

(cp. Lat. cep-ma) ; menes-ena 'moonlight' from menii, 'moon' (cp.

O.C.Sl. mSsqc-ina), and other examples.

Remark. It is a point for further investigation whether Lat. aliemt-s,

terrenu-s belong to this group. The Slavonic adjectives of material in

-enu- like drev-eim 'wooden' olov-enu 'leaden' must in any case he left out

of consideration, since the change of -ie- to -ia-, as in droMijanu 'of

yeast' for *drozdij-enu proves that their -e- represents Idg. -e-, see I § 76

p. 66.

§ 69. The Suffix -tno- -tna-, -ti^no- -t'^na-.

1. This appears in Sanskrit, Latin, Lithuanian, (and

Greek?) in adjectives formed from adverbs of time, and in

Sanskrit also in some cases from stems with similar meaning.

Sanskrit. Prom adverbs: pra-tnd-s 'former, old' from ^Jra

'before', nu-tna-s nu-tana-s 'present' from n4 'now', sand-tdna-s 'not

transient, constant, lasting' from sdna 'from the beginning',

pratas-tdtia- 'in the morning, early' from pratdh 'early', divd-

-tana-s diva-tdna-s 'diurnus' from diva 'by day', cirdn-tana-s

ciran-tdna-s 'coming from olden time' from cird-m 'long ago',

Svas-tana-s 'of to-morrow' hyas-tana-s 'of yesterday'. Formed

from stems: sand-tna-s beside sana-tdna-s, cira-tnd-s beside

cirdn-tana-s.

Greek, sni^s-ravo-g 'lasting for ever'? The etymology of

the word has not been satisfactorily explained.

Latin, diu-tinu-s, prts-tinu-s, cras-tinu-s, sero-tinu-s, prtmo-

tinu-s.

Lithuanian, dabar-tina-s 'present' from dabar 'now'.
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2. Further, it is a primary suffix in Aryan, Latin and

Balto-Slavonic, in participles and infinitives, being probably an

extension of -to- (§ 79) by a secondary suffix -no- (cp. O.C.Sl.

-enmu beside -tmu).

Old Persian shows infinitives in -tanaii/, as car-tanaiy from

har- 'do, make', katanaiy (read hantanaiy , see I § 197 Rem.

p. 166) from han- 'dig'; with these Persian infinitives Bartholomae

connects Avest. aiwi-soipne 'for dwelling in'. To these should

no doubt be added Skr. cydu-tnd-m 'preparation, undertaking'

Avest. syao-pna- m. 'deed, work' beside Skr. cydv-a-te 'bestirs

itself, moves', perhaps also Skr. pdt-tana-m 'city', orig. 'strong-

hold', compare pad- in pi-bd-and- 'standing fast, firm', cp. also

Lat. op-pid-u-m^).

In Italic tno- appears in the form -ndo- after vowels,^) in

the gerund and gerundive, as *piicl-tno-, Lat. piando-^ Umbr.

pihaner 'piandi' Osc. upsannam 'operandam' (for the assimi-

lation of -nd- to -nn- -n- in Umbr.-Osc. see I § 506 p. 371).

Lat. dando- for *da-tno-, im-plendo- for *-ple-tno-. 'So -hundo- in

vagahundus tremebundus etc. for *-fu-tno- = Lith. bii-tina-s, cp.

vaga-bor. secundo- for secu-tno-, cp. secu-tu-s (J. Schmidt, apud

Bersu, Die Gutturalen und ihre VerUndung mit v im Lat.

p. 134), rotundus for *roto-tno- from a verbal stem roto- 'to rotate'.

Further, we have the group of forms in -cundu-s, as rubi-cundu-s,

Tra-cundu-$, fa-cundu-s, fe-cundu-s for *-co-tno-, derived from ad-

jectives in -co-, such as *rubico- (whence rubicare,Bubico) etc. With

the forms in -o-tno- compare aegro-tu-s from aegro-, Gr. xovtw-

-To-g and the like. The change to -ndo- was impossible in forms

coming from verbal stems which ended in a consonant (e. g.

1) In Greek only a few uncertain examples have survived, e. g.

9-snravo-g' anTOiusyo; (Hesych.), which may perhaps be identified with Lith.

d&ktina-s (V^ dhegh-).

2) Cp. Lat. pando for *patno, beside pateo, and tendo, Umbr. ostendu

'ostendito', for *te-tn-d , y/^ten-. That the d of tendo is not the 'root-

determinative' d {dh), as in fren-do cu-do dau-do, is shewn by ten-tu-s

contrasted with freCs)su-s, in-cmu-s clausu-s. This 'determinative' was in

fact used to form not present stems but verbal stems, tensu-s was formed

later by analogy.

Bruffmann, Elements. II. 11
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*vectno- or *vecteno- = Lith. vesztina-s, beside veho Lith. vesil),

and this gave rise to a variation in form, which was removed

by a process of levelling; on the analogy of the relation of

piando- to piCins piantis, of dando- to dans dantis, of im-

-plendo- to im-plens -plentis etc., ferens produced a gerund-stem

ferendo-^ faciens the stem faciendo- and so on. The Umbr.

an-ferener 'circumferendi' makes it probable that this develope-

ment was complete in proethnic Italic. The Latin by-forms with

-0- (-M-) like ferundo- faciundo- eundo- must be explained as

imitations of the variation -ent- -out- in the present participle,

as e. g. in iens euntis, flexuntes and the like (§ 126).

Lith. Participia necessitatis in -tina-s. sitJc-tina-s 'torqviendus

beside inf. suk-ti. jesko-tina-s 'quaerendus' beside jeszko-ti. mine-

-tina-s memorandus' from mine-ti. very-tina-s 'credendus' from

very-ti. Without the implied meaning of necessity we have

bu-tina-s 'being, remaining, actual' from biiti'to he: Lat. -bundti-s.

In Slavonic we have -tmo-, an adjectival suffix, e. g. pri-jqtmu

'pleasant' (we also find -enmo-, as ne-iz-d-recenmu 'inexpress-

ible').

There was therefore in Indo-Grermanic a verbal adjective

in -tno- -t'^710-^ whose neuter was used as an abstract substantive

{nomen actionis). The adjectival meaning appears in Latin and

Lithuanian, the substantival in Old Persian and Latin. Cp.

§ 158.

Remark. Compare the Author, 'Der Ursprung der lat. Q-erundia

und Gerundiva', American Journal of Philology VIII (188X) p. 441 ff. In his

recently published dissertation 'Die Etymologie der sogen. Gerundivformen'

(Konigsberg 1888), A. Dohring connects the Latin -ndo- forms with the Q-r.

nouns in -avS-o-; -iv9-o~i -mS-o-q -ov&o-q, as ay.arS-o-q atyiy^o-g. and accordingly

argues for an original Idg. -ndho-. But besides the fact that these Gr. words

show no connexion in meaning with the Lat. gerund and gerundive, the

Umbr.-Oso. forms with -nn- (-»-) can hardly be reconciled with this theory.

By the phonetic laws hitherto discovered in the Italic dialects the forms

in -nno- can be referred only to pr. Ital. -ndo-, not to -npo-. The most

recent theory is that of L. Havet (Mem. de la Soc. de lingu., VI 6 ff.) who
identifies ferundu-s with Gr. ipego/usvo-s ; from *feromeiio- by dissimilation

he would derive a supposed form *feromedo- (what of ferimini?), from this

*feromdo- *ferondo ferundo-; which is simply incredible.
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§ 70. The Suffix -tvand- in Sanskrit and -owo-

-dvva- in Greek^).

These suffixes are no doubt rightly regarded as very closely

connected.

Skr. -tvand- (neut.) is a secondary suffix having the same

meaning as -tm- (§ 61); as vasu-tvand-m beside vasu-tvd-m

'riches', pati-tvand-m 'married state', marfya-tvand-m 'the manner

of men'. In Avestic -pwana- is primary in O-stao-pwane-m 'praise,

guerdon'.

Gr. -awo- is secondary in adjectives like dovko-awo-g 'serving',

yi^d-o-avvo-Q 'glad, joyful', d-aQOvvo-g 'confident' for *d-aQ(}o-(Jvvo-g

(I § 643 p. 482), and in substantives like dovXo-Ovv-i] 'service',

y.Xsnro-avvrj 'thievery', ^vrj^io-avvrj 'memory' (cp. § 158). The

ending -o-avvo- became general, whence we have /.lavroavvij from

/xdvTi-g, d-£/^iiaT-oavv7j from d-s/.iig, legiiuovva (neut. pi.) and

isQfwavvrj for *hQ->](f)-o- from tsQivg (Wackernagel, Philol. An-

zeiger 1886 p. 73 f.).

Remark. It must be confessed that the phonetic relations of the

Greek and Sanskrit suffixes are not clear, since -amo- cannot be regularly

derived from *Tvyo~ (which would be related to Skr. -tvana- as imvo-c : Skr.

svdpna-s, an Indo-Germanic variation of ablaut). Should we suppose a

doublet in Greek, *-rf-fvo- beside *-™>o-, and that the o-soimd which was

regularly developed in -Tfevo- (I § 166 p. 147, § 489 p. 361) afterwards

invaded '*-Tm'o- ? Cp. Att. av for rti because of of , Horn. nCav^ei beside

New-Ion. TfWfffs (Lith. hetveri), G. Meyer Gr. Gr.^ p. 258, Osthoff Paul-Br.

Beitr. XIII 425. Or may we assume for Skr. -tvana- and Gr. -awo- a

common ground-form -/m-^»?o-? Cp. Gr. Ion. ov^av6-g for *fo^favo-g and

Skr. vdrtina-, for which von Pierlinger (Kuhn's Ztsohr. XXVII 475) assumes

*?torjtra»o- as the common ground-form (here, indeed, the relation of the

Greek and Sanskrit forms would be exactly the reverse); add Skr. cafur-

-ihd- and Lith. hetvirta-s for ''qet'Wf-to- (I § 155 p. 140).

§ 71. The Suffix -mno- -mna- {-m^no- -mi^na-?)

and -meno—mend-, -motto- -mond-^).

In proethnic Indo-Germanic, this suffix formed middle

(passive) participles from tense-stems containing the thematic

1) Th. Aufreeht, Das Affix wyos, awTj. Kuhn's Ztschr. I 481 ff.

2) Bechstein, De nominibus suffixo mino {mno-) instructis, Curtius'

Stud. VIII 378 ff.

11*
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Towel, cp. pres. Skr. bodha-mOna-s Gr. nevd-o-f-isvo-s, fut. Skr.

hhotsyd-mcina-s Gr. vsvdo-fxsvo-g, from bheudh-, 'be awake, aware'.

We find it in Aryan occasionally, but in Greek universally

extended to non-thematic stems, which originally had -^wo-

-eno- -ono- ; see § 65—67 and observe the Remarks on pp. 141

and 152.

It is now impossible to trace the original distribution of

the forms which diifer in their grade of Ablaut.

In the Umbro-Oscan dialects, and in Balto-Slavonic, -mo-

appears with a similar function : we are hardly justified in

regarding this as a regular phonetic variant of -mno- (§ 72,

I p. 166).

Remark. Sometimes it is difficult to decide whether a particular

form contains this suffix or a later extension of -men- by means of -o- -a-,

as must certainly be assumed in e. g. Avest. airya-mana- beside airya-

man-1 Gr. vwVu-^vo-s beside Svojua (§ 117), not-fivt; 'herd' beside noi-n^r 'herds-

man', ^ye-/4(!ri} 'leader' (f.) beside ^ye-fiuf, Lat. colu-mna beside cdlu-men,

Goth, na-mna- (dat. pi. namna-m) beside namo. Cp. § 65 Rem. p. 139.

Aryan.

In Sanskrit only -mdna- occurs. Pres. bhdra-maria-s

beside indie, mid. bhdrate (bhccr- 'bear'), jusd-mdna-s beside

indie, mid. jusd-te {jus- 'taste , enjoy') , kriyd-mdna-s beside

indie, pass, kriyd-te (kar- 'make'). Fut. yaksyd-mdna-s beside

indie, mid. pass, yaksyd-te (yaj- 'revere'). The Ved. perf. part.

sasf-mdnd-s beside sasr-dnd-s , from indie, med. pass, sasr-e

(sar- 'flow') is unique.

In Avestic we find -mna- and -mana-; the latter should

no doubt be referred rather to -m^no- than to -mewo-, since the

forms vary merely in accordance with the requirements of the

metre. Pres. yaza-mna- beside indie, mid. yazaite (yaz- 'revere,

praise'), har^ze-m,na- bar"ze-mana- 'being great or high', anha-

-mana- beside indie, mid. ahhfite = Skr. dsya-te I § 558 p. 415

(ah- 'throw'), va^daya-mna- beside indie, mid. (cans.) va^Sayeite

{vid- 'know', causal 'make to know, show'). Put. var^sya-mna-

beside indie, mid. pass. var"syeite ground-form ^uerk-sie-tai I § 401

p. 296 f. {var^z- work'). Sometimes also in non-thematic stems,

as saya-mna beside say-ana-, from indie, mid. sa?-te {say- 'lie').
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Q-reek. As a living participial suffix only -utvo- occurs.

Pres. (psQ6-(.uvo-(; beside indie, mid. pass. qji()s-Tai {rpf()- 'bear'),

(piXs6-(.isvo-g (fikov Lisvo-g beside indie, mid. pass, (pilssrai qjiXsiTui

{(pilsio 1 love') ; side by side with these we find Delph. Locr.

•/.aXsi/.isvo-g Arcad. dSMrj^isvo-g, and similar forms elsewhere, whose

ending presupposes a form *-(-i,s-f.isvo-g. Put. Saao-i-ievo-g beside

indie, mid. S(6ae-Tai (tSw- 'give'), -/.nvo- also established itself

in all non-thematic tenses ; contrast e. g. pres. nd^s-^svo-q beside

indie, mid. pass. ri&i-Tai with Skr. dddh-dna-s (y^dhe- 'set,

lay'), perf. ysysvfiivo-g for ^'ycysva-z^svo-g beside indie, mid. pass.

1. s. yiysv-nai with Skr. juju5-and-s O.H.G. parte, -koran {V^geus-

'taste'). The accentuation in the perfect- (Att. -/.livoc) was no

doubt originally -ftsvog, see I § 676 p. 542 f.

The form -^tvo- (cp. the last Remark) perhaps occurs in

certain formations no longer felt to be participial, as fiiks-i-ivo-v

'missile' (rcf ^all6/.t£vov) beside ^slog, ara-fivo-g 'crock' beside

larriui 'I place'.

Italic. In Latin we must refer to this suffix the ending

of the 2. pi. -mini^ as legi-mini (sc. estis) = Xsyo-i-itvoi. The

omission of estis, which a priori would be somewhat remarkable,

is easily explained if (with Wackernagel, Yerhandl. der 39. Phi-

lologenversammlung p. 281 f.) we compare the imperative form

legimim with the Greek infinitive Itys/nev-m (§ 117); the indie.

legimim, representing both Xsy6/.isvoi and Xsyo/.ifvai, caused the

imperat. legimim to be used only as plural and as mid.-pass. ; so

conversely, when legimim representing Xsysf-ifvai had been so

established in the imperative system it caused the omission of

the copula in the indicative, -mint being regarded as the ending

of the 2nd. pers. The suffix occurs also in fe-mina, i. e. 'she

who suckles' (cp. Gr. dfj'-Xv-g 'giving suck, female'), clemens

according to OsthofF (Wolffllin's Archiv IV 463) came from

*clemenos for *clei-e-meno-s, cp. -ctino: Skr. kdya-mana-s. It

is doubtful whether this old Lat. -mem- was originally -m^wo-,

-mewo-, or -mono-.

-mno- is seen perhaps iij Lat. alumnu-s, Vertumnu-s,

Volumnu-s and similar forms (cp. the last Remark).
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Pruss. po-Mausi-mana-s {t) part, 'becoming heard' beside

Lith. klausy-ti 'to hearken' is the only form of this kind in the

Baltic dialects.

§ 72. The Suffix -mo- -ma-, -^mo- -mma-.

There are three classes of forms:

1. -mo- occurs as a participial suffix in Umbro-Samnitic

and in Balto-Slavonic, with the same meaning as -meno- (§ 71).

It may be related to the -mo- in adjectives like Avest. tu-ma-

'strong', Gr. dsp-^og Lat. for-mu-s 'warm' (see below, 3). At

the same time it is perhaps a possible alternative to refer it to

-mm- (op. I § 219 p. 187).

In the above-named Italic dialects, the suffix is found in

imperative forms like XJmbr. persnih-mu 'precamino, supplicato'

Osc. censa-mu-r 'censemino'.

In Bait. -Slav, -mo- is a living suffix in the pres. part,

pass., in Lith. in the fut. part. pass, also, though this is now

obsolete. In Pruss. we have -mana- instead; see § 71.

Lith. pres. veza-ma-s 'being or capable of being carried',

beside the indie, vezu 'veho', j6ja-ma-s beside j6-ju 'I ride',

jeszko-ma-s beside jeszkau 1 seek' (1. -^\. jeszko-me). Fut. vhzi-

-ma-s j6si-ma-s jeszkosi-ma-s beside indie, msziu (ground-form

*uegh + sio) jo-siu jeszko-siu.

O.C.Sl. vezo-mu beside indie, vezq 'veho', znaje-mu beside zna-

-jq 'I know*, chvali-mu beside chvaljq 'I praise' (1. pi. chvali-mu).

2. -mo- ttimo- is a superlative suffix in words denoting

number, rank, order in space and time, and the like. This

suffix is the second element in -ti^imo- (§ 73). The corresponding

comparative suffix is generally -ero-, as -tero- beside the

superl. -t'tp,mo- (§ 75). A possible derivation is suggested in

the Remark on p. 167.

Indo-Germanic. *septm6- {*sepdm6- *sebdm6-? see I § 469

p. 345) sept-T^md- 'septimus': Skr. saptamd-s Gr. t^3ofj.o-g (see

under Greek) Lat. septimus O.Ir. sechtm-ad Lith. sekma-s Pruss.

septma-s O.C.Sl. sedmy-ji; similarly *deknim6- 'decimus' (see

under Aryan) and *oktm6- *oktrp,m6- 'octavus' (see under Balto-

Slavonic). *up-m6- *up-rnm6- 'uppermost, highest': Skr. upauin-s,
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Lat. summu-s for *s-up-mo-s (for the s- see I § 568 p. 425),

A.8. ufem-est, op. comparative 8kr. upara- Lat. s-upero-. *medh-

-r^mo- 'midmost' beside *medh-io-s'raeAm6 (§ 63, 3 p. 132) : Avest.

madema- 'midmost', Goth, miduma subst. f. 'middle' (cp. § 158)

O.H.G. metamo metemo 'mediocris'; beside these are forms which

have been readjusted to suit the parallel *med'hio-, Skr. madh-

-yamd-s 'midmost' and Goth, midjuma- or midjuman- in midjun-

-gards 'the globe' for *midjum(a)-gards (cp. § 40 p. 69), O.H.G.

mittamo m. 'middle' (cp. O.H.G. mittil A.S. middel beside the

more archaic O.H.G. metal 'medius' and Gr. vdavo-i; beside viaro-g,

'novissimus, extremus' from *v£fio *vsfo-).

Remark. *sepirnm6- may be related to the cardinal *seplm as the

Gr. TTiapd-s to 7Tin:p, *Hdr6- (Skr. udrd-s etc.) to iiSaig (§ 74). The ordinal

numeral appears to have been formed by the addition of -6-, cp. Lat.

iionu-s from "newi^no- from *Hej*^ (I § 232 p. 197, § 233 p. 198, § 249

p. 205). It is possible therefore that the superlative suffix -mo- was taken

bodily from the the ending of the numerals. Cp. the suffix -to-, which

serves in the same way to form both ordinal numerals and superlatives, § 81.

Aryan. Skr. daiamd- Avest. dasema- 'decimus': Lat. de-

cimu-s O.Ir. dechm-ad, common ground-form *dek'in,m6-. Skr. ap-

-amd- Avest. ap-ema- 'most distant, last' beside Skr. dpa 'from,

away'. Skr. av-amd- 'lowest, next' from dva 'off, down', adh-

-amd- 'undermost' (ground-form *'^dhfnm6-) beside adhds 'below'

:

the relation of this word to Lat. mfimu-s and mferu-s is not

clear ; see Ascoli, Sprachwissensch. Briefe 83, and above I § 389

Rem. p. 292 i). par-amd- 'furthest, last, best' from para- 'further'.

In Greek it is rare. s^So/.to-g 'septimus' and Heracl. Delph.

e^Sn/nijuovTa for *£^6/a.- with anaptyctic -o- and -s- (see I § 626

p. 470) : 0.C.81. sedmy-jt etc., see p. 166 above. nQo-fw-g 'fore-

most' from npo 'before' : cp. Umbr. promom., Goth, fra-m. Perhaps

1) In this Remark there is an error in the translation. The second

sentence should read : "we might regard the / as regular in in-fundo con-

-ftmdd and thence substituted for h in the uncompounded verb , if there

were more evidence for the suggestion that the word mfumus infimus aroes

from an old phrase *in fumo 'in humo', etc." [i. e. if we could prove that

pr. Ital. X in Latin passed through the stage / on its way to h initially,

and that the compounds infundo confundo infimns were formed just at

that period.]
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also nvfi-aro-g 'last' (cp. e^S6(j,-avo-g beside s^Souo-q, rgiT-aro-g

beside tqito-i;) , although its base is certainly obscure (in J.

Schmidt's derivation from ano, as though it came from *(u)nv-fio-

(Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVI 24) the v presents some difficulty).

Italic. Lat. decimu-s Osc. dekmanniols 'decumanis' : Skr.

da§amd- and similar ordinals (see p. 167 aboye). Lat. summu-s

Umbr. somo 'summum' pr. Ital. *s-up-mo-s : Skr. upamd-s 'upper-

most, highest'. Lat. primus Pelign. pris-mu 'primo' or 'primum'

beside prius. Lat. tmu-s Osc. imad abl.'ima'; the word no doubt

belongs to O.Ir. zs 'below' tchtar 'the lower part'^). Lat. min-imu-s,

plur-imu-s, bruma (beside brevi-s) ; formed from adverbs in ne,

extre-mu-s postre-mu-s supre-mu-s. Osc. pos-mo-m 'postremum',

cp. Lat. pone for *pos-ne. Umbr. prumum promom 'primum':

Grr. ngo-fio-g Groth. fra-m ; simu simo 'ad citima, retro'. Umbr.

nuvime adv. nonum', a later formation like Skr. navamd-s and

O.Ir. noma-d 'nonus'. Umbr.-Osc. nesimo- proximus' for *necsmo-,

no doubt conneeted with Lat. necto nexus: O.Ir. nessam 'next'

beside the comparative nessa.

-mmo- is probably also to be traced in Lat. superlatives

like pulcerrimu-s celerrimu-s facillimu-s simillimu-s (Danielsson,

Pauli's Altital. Stud. Ill 153). *pulcr-is-emo- *facl-is-emo- {-is-

is the weakest form of the comparative suffix, cp. pulcr-ior

facil-ior) became *pulc^semo- *pulcersimo- and *faclsemo- *facU-

simo- (I § 633 p. 473 f.) and then pulcerrimo- facillimo- (I § 571

p. 429).

Old Irish. The ordinals in -inmo- appear to be extended

by -eto-, as sechtmad 'septimus' for *septiri,meto-s^ dechmad 'deci-

mus' for *dek')nmeto-s , undoubtedly through the influence of

coiced 'quintus' sessed 'sextus' (§ 81); similarly in the other

Keltic languages, e. g. Mid.Cymr. seiihuet 'septimus'. Cp. Gr.

£(iS6f.iaTo-g on the analogy of dsy.aro-g, etc. rem- 'ante, prae',

which has lost an initial ^ (I § 339 p. 268): Goth, fruma Lith.

pirma-s 'primus', common ground-form *p^-mo-.

1) See Loth, M6in. de la Soc. de lingu. V, 231 f. and d'Arbois de

Juhainville, ib. VI 55 f. It is better to refer it to *ik-mo- or *lg-mo-,

than to *lks-nw-, from which we should expect in Osc. ismo-.
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In Keltic this suffix was regularly used to form the superlative.

In O.Ir. nessam 'next', and some other forms, -am corresponds to

Lat. -into- ; see above. On the other hand, -em cannot be identified

with -rnmo- in e. g. dilem 'pleasantest' (comp. diliu pos. dil) coemem

'fairest' (comp. coimiu pos. coem) toisigem 'first, most excellent'

(comp. toisigiu pos. toisech) lugem 'smallest' (comp. laigiu) oam

for *o-em 'youngest' (comp. oa) maam for *mci-em 'greatest'

(comp. mm). Probably Thurneysen is right in comparing these

forms with Latin superlatives like pulcerrimu-s (see above);

*dilis-mmo- became *diUsamo- *diliham(o)-, finally dilem^). To

such superlative forms the same -em was sometimes added a

second time, as uaislimem 'highest' beside the comp. uaisliu pos.

uasal, cp. Gr. -T-aro-g § 81.

Grermanic. In proethnic Germanic this suffix passed

over into the M-declension in adjectives; the Gothic feminine

ended in ei gen. -eins, as in the comparatives in -is-a (see

§§ 110, 135). In Gothic the forms in -uma also acquired a

comparative meaning, so that e. g. inn-uma was sometimes

equivalent to the O.H.G. inn-ero (cp. de Saussure, Melanges

Eenier 383 ff.). Goth, fru-ma 'prior, primus' (whence frum-ists

'primus'), O.'K.G:. fruma f. 'use, advantage': O.Ir. rem- Lith.

pir-ma-s common ground-form *pf-mo- ; contrast with these Goth.

O.H.G. fra-m adv. 'forwards', further' : Gr. ngo-no-q. Goth, a^h-

uma 'higher, highest', compare auh-m-ists and auh-um-ists 'highest',

A.S. ymest = Goth. aMmists. Goth, inn-uma 'inner, innermost'

A.S. inn-em-est 'innermost'. Goth, sped-iim-ists 'latest, last' be-

side sped-ists. Goth, hleid-uma left, dgtaTs^og, compare no doubt

O.H.G. (h)U-ta 'slope, declivity' Gr. y.Xi-rv-g 'hill'. A.S. sid-em-est

'latest' beside sid-est, laet-em-est 'latest' ; nord-m-est 'northernmost'

suS-m-est 'southernmost'.

1) "The loss of an s is indicated both by the medial h of O.British

liinham 'eldest' for *semsam-, and later *hemhani- (= Ir. *sinem')
,
and

by the retention of the older tenuis before this suffix in Cymric, as in the

superlative rhataf for "rat-ham beside the pos. rliad 'cheap' Whether

&all. Belisama (a goddess) and Trigisamo- (the river 'Treisam'J belong to

this group is doubtful." Thurneysen.
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In Balto-SlaYonic the suffix is rare. Lith. aszma-s Pruss.

ace. asma-n O.C.SI. osmy-fi octavus' pr. Balt.Slav. *os(f)-mo-:

Skr. astamd- Avest. astema- O.Ir. ochtm-ad: this word, in spite

of the agreement of several languages, can scarcely have been

formed until after the separation of the Indo-Germanic families,

as was Skr. navamd- Umbr. nuvime. Lith. plr-ma-s Lett.

pir-md-is Pruss. pir-mois 'primus': O.Ir. rem- Goth, fruma.

3. -mo- with other functions. It forms substantives,

and adjectives. There are only a few groups of words which

by their parallelism in form and meaning constitute a special

class, as e. g. the Greek abstract substantives in -/.id-g. The

substantives are generally masculine, more rarely feminine, and

the neuter very seldom appears.

-mo- is used as a denominative suffix in several languages,

but this use is on the whole rare and no doubt a secondary

developement.

Where the suffix is primary, the root syllable, from the very

earliest period, varies between the weak and the strong grade of

ablaut; in the latter case, in roots of the e-series, the o-form

seems to have been regular in the proethnic and later periods.

It is common to find forms of the strong and weak grade in

the same word, e. g. Gr. XT-/ii6-g : )M-/x6-g, Skr. dhU-md-s : O.H.G.

tou-m, Gr. xv-u6-c : Skr. ho-ma-s, Skr. idh-md-s : Avest. aes-ma-

(I § 94 p. 88) ; this indicates an original variation of ablaut within

the same paradigm (cp. OsthoflP, Morph. Unt. lY 127 f.).

In a large number of cases -mo- is closely connected with

-men- (§ 117). In e-roots, where both suffixes are found side

by side and the root-syllable has e, as in Gr. Kivd^-fw-q be-

side y.fvd^-fttttv 'hiding-place', O.C.SI. zi-ma 'winter beside Gr.

xsi-fio'iv 'storm, winter, the presumption is in favour of the

greater antiquity of the weM-formation. In many instances there

has obviously been a confusion of the two. In compound words,

the mo-form was substituted for men- both in the Indo-Germanic

period and later (§ 12 p. 27)').

1) For this process of substitution in the use of the suffixes a reference

jnay now be added to J. Wackernagel, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX 296 ff.
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Idg. *dhu-md- 'ebullition, smoke': Skr. dhumd-s, Gr. d-v^io-g

('spirit, passion'), Lat. fumu-s, Lith. pi. dumai, 0.C.81. dymU,

add O.H.G. tu-mon 'to turn one's self in a circle'; beside this

we have *dhou-mo- in O.H.G. toum 'vapour, fume'. *tu-mo- Hu-mo-

from \^te%- 'swell, grow strong' : Skr. redupl. tU-tumd- Avest.

tmia- 'strong, Mod.Cymr. twf 'vigor' (a borrowed word?), 0.C.8L

tuma f. 'great number' (there are many extended formations

from the -mo-stem, as Skr. tum-ra- 'fat, strong', Lat. turned,

O.H.G. dumo m. 'thumb'); with these compare *tou-mo- in

O.H.G. thaum doum 'vapour', which was confused with toum.

*f-m6- 'arm, something bowed or bent' : Skr. trmd-s Avest. ar^ma-

Armen. arm-ukn Lat. annus O.H.G. aram O.C.Sl. ramo. *ghi-

-mo- *ghi-ma : Skr. himd-s 'cold' hi-ma 'winter' Avest. zima- m.

'winter', Armen. jm-efn (gen. jm-eran) 'winter' for *jim-er- (for

the suffix compare amarn 'summer'), Gr. 6iia-xi/-w-g 'exposed to

dangerous storms, fearful', Lat. bimu-s for *bi-himu-s (I § 510

p. 374 § 604 p. 458); the vocalism of Idg. *ghei-men- (Gr. /fi-fiuv)

appears in Lith. sema O.C.Sl. sima 'winter'; and we can trace

the form *ghiem- *ghim- in Avest. zyd,, gen. zim-6 'winter's frost'

Gr. ;^«uV 'snow' Lat. hiems (§ 160, 2). *sti-m6- (cp. Skr. stya-

'curdle, thicken', also connected with Goth, stdi-n-s) : Skr. stlmd-

'lazy, creeping' pra-stima- 'pressed, heaped', Mid.H.G. stlm m.

'bustle, confused mass' O.Icel. stim n. 'wrestling, trouble' (Lith.

stymas and styma 'shoal of moving fish' are no doubt borrowed

from Scandinavian, cp. Swed. stim 'tumult, shoal of tumbling fish');

Mid.H.G. stei-m 'turmoil' shows a stronger form of the root.

*ghor-m6-s {y/^qher-) : Skr. gharmd-s 'heat' Avest. gar^ma- 'warm'

gar^me-m 'warmth' (see especially I § 78 p. 69, § 445 p. 331), Lat.

formu-s, O.H.G. warm 'warm', Pruss. gorm-e 'heat' ; beside these,

with e, Armen. jerm 'warm', Gr. d-tQi-w-g 'warm' d-i^f-aj 'warmth

.

*oi-mo- 'way' (V~'ei-): Skr. e-ma-s 'way, path' Gr. ol-fio-g oi-jut]

'path, tract'.

For its use as a secondary suffix there seems to be only

one example which we can regard as proethnic: Skr. dru-ma-s

'tree Gr. Sgv-ud pi. 'wood' <Sigv-/.t6-g 'woodland', beside Skr. dru-

(!'. rSo'?- 'wood'.
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Aryan. In Sanskrit it is nearly always masculine. Skr. su-

-md-m 'milk, water', somas Avest. hao-ma- 'sap, soma-drink',

from su- 'press'. Skr. is-md-s is-md-s 'god of love' Avest. afs-ma-

m. 'chiding, wrath': cp. Gr. i^tsgo-g 'longing, desire'. Skr. bhd-

-ma-s 'light, sheen' Mod.Pers. ham 'hght' Avest. hamya- 'shining,

clear'. Skr. toh-ma-s 'green stalk of corn' O.Pers. tauma- 'family'

for Hauxrna-, cp. Skr. tok-man- n. 'green stalk of corn' (older

than tok-ma-s) Avest. taox-man- n. 'seed, kernel, offspring'; the

O.Pers. tau-ma- however should perhaps be explained otherwise,

see § 117 under Aryan. Skr. dj-ma-s 'path, course' (beside

dj-man- j-mdn-, which mean the same) : Gr. oy-uo-Q 'path' (with

prothetic 6-?). Skr. u-ma-s o-ma-s 'helper, companion' beside

o-mdn- 'help, support', compared with dva-ti 'he helps'. bM-

-md-s 'terrible', cp. Lith. bdi-m-e 'fear', tig-md-s 'sharp', ruk-md-s

'shining, ornament', yudh-md-s 'fighter': cp. G-r. va,utv7j 'fight,

battle' from *v3- + a/^t- (cp. p. 173). yug-md- 'even, forming a pair'

neut. subst. 'pair', dar-md-s (beside dar-mdn-) 'he who shatters'.

dhdr-ma-s (beside older dhdr-man- n.) 'order, law, institution'.

It is secondary only in Skr. dru-ma- (see above p. 171)

and dyu-md- 'clear, shining' from dyu- div- 'brightness, day'.

Armenian, arm-ukn 'elbow', Jm-ern 'winter', jerm warm,

see above under Idg., p. 171.

Greek. Xi-/.i6-g 'hunger Xoi-iiw-g 'plague, pestilence': cp.

Skr. sri-ma-s nightly spectre' from \/~^ slei- 'hurt'. Substantives

with the strong-grade of the root-syllable are not uncommon:

'oQ-i.irj 'onset' : Skr. sdr-ma-s 'flow, flowing' perhaps also O.H.G.

stur-m 'storm, fight' (stur- for sf-, cp. I § 580 p. 433 f.);

rog-tio-g what is bored , a hole' : O.H.G. dar-m O.Icel.

par-m-r 'intestine' (i. e. 'that which goes right through the

body, or 'the channel through which the food passes');

rpXoy-/.t6-Q 'brand' (cpXsyco); nlo%-/ii6-Q 'lock of hair {nXixw);

ol-fio-g 'cylindrical body, mortar {elvco); oQ-/,io-g 'cord, necklace'

(cp. sp/iia); Xox-juf] 'thicket, bushes' (Isxog). Further we have

examples with weak vocalism: xgv/.id-g 'frost' (for *><gva-/uo-,

beside Kova-ralvu)) , dp^-fw-g 'drink, drinking-place', nrag-z^o-Q

sneeze'. In forming abstract verbal nouns -no- was very fertile,
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e. g. /.wy-/.i6-g /.wx-f^o-g 'groan (beside /uv^o) /.lEfivKu), lvy-/ii6-g

'shriek' (beside iv^w), 6^vp-/Li6-g lamentation (beside oSvQo/^ai),

up7Tay-f.w-g 'plundering' (beside apnd'C.m), aijpvy-fxo-g calling out'

(beside y.ij()vaaw — for the y see I § 486 Rem. p. 359), ^upta^o-c

'division (beside fispi'^o) — for the -a- see below). Peminines

of the same kind are: nvy-jur/ fight with fists', Ti-/.n] 'esti-

mation, honour, x'>'-Q'M j*^y of battle, battle', ay.-f.ii] edge,

sharpness', yvm-f-irj intent, opinion, fii'ij-fit; 'memory, sni-aTri-/.i?]

'science'.

Sometimes we find -r-fxo- (cp. -r-^tsv- § 117): ips-r/no-g

'oar beside sQsaaw sQs-rrjg, iq)sr/.ii] 'injunction beside ifp-i-rrj-g

s(p-i}]/xi, etc., cp. O.S. brahtum and the like, p. 175. More fre-

quently -d--/^io- (cp. -d-ixiv- § 117): o(»i-S/io'-s 'number' (no doubt

connected with O.H.G. ri-m 'orderly succession, number),

ag-&^i6-g 'tie', ava-^^to-g 'standing -place, stall, posts' ara-d^fif]

'plumb-line, Qvd--/ii6-g 'rhythmical motion', y.Xav-d-fi6-g 'crying'

y.7j?ir]-d-/ii6-g 'bewitching', f4,rjvl-&i.i6-g 'wrath' etc., cp. -&-qo- -d^-Xo-

(§ 77).

-s-mo- according to Morph. Unt. I 81. occurs in ^aa/no-g

'division' beside dnrfo^at, coafio-g 'push' beside coSho, dcpXoia/ito-g

'foam' beside ntfpXoiSa, oajLuj beside older 6d-f.iij 'smell', a/iof-to-g

'split' beside tf/t'Coj, and in substantives in -ta/ito-g and -ao/no-g

connected with derivative verbs in -tfra al^co, as /.ugia/iw-g axovr-

ia,u6-g tvdoviaa/ii6-g. Yet it may also be assumed (cp. Solmsen

Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 128) that in such forms there was ori-

ginally only -mo- (which would give us *JaT/.i6-g *m&fi6-g o^f^if);

that then, where perfect forms in -a^iai -o/.is&a -a^svo-g (the o

came from -arai, diiaa^ai being formed on the model of didaorai)

occurred in the paradigm of the verb, the a from these forms

took the place of the explosive; and that afterwards, on the

analogy of such words, the explosive was replaced by in other

instances (e. g. od/utji). The occurence of -/.lo- and -a/.io- side

by side in derivatives of these dental stems led to the sub-

stitution of -a- for 5- in several of the forms in -d^iio- mentioned

above, as ^va/.i6-g instead of Qv9--f.i6-g, Svd/.it] instead of Sv-B-ixtj,

d^iOfio-g for (Lacon. and other dial.) ds-d-^wg. Cp. -ofuv- § 117.
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-mo- is secondary in Jp?-^o'- (p. 171), and also in the ad-

jectives in -if-io-c, which were derived from i-stems ; as (pvhfw-g

protecting, whither one can flee' (from rpvh-g 'flight'), ^dm^o-g

'that can be traversed, safe' (from (iaai-g 'a going'), XvOifxo-g 'that

can be ransomed' (from Xvoi-g 'ransom') ; on the model of these

were formed aly.t/.to-g 'strong', voari^io-g relating to one's return',

v6fAi/.io-g lawful' and others. It occurs also in srv-fio-g Irrjxv-i-io-g

true, genuine' (cp. hsot; for *hsfo-c:).

Italic. Lat. U-mu-s crooked' li-mit- crossway, dividing

line, boundary, Osc. liimitu[m] limitum': the Oscan word

cannot have arisen from Hixmo- (cp. lixula) which would have

become *lisino- in Oscan, and if this derivation is correct, it must

have been borrowed from Latin. Osc. eg-mo 'res', stem eg-moL-.

Lat. li-mu-s 'grease, slime, mud': O.H.G. li-m 'glue' lei-m

'loam*, fi-mu-s fi-mu-m: no doubt connected with Grr. d-v-/.io-v

'scented plant' (see I § 49 p. 41 f.). ani-mu-s ani-ma: Gr.

avs-juo-Q 'wind', cp. also O.Ir. anim, dat. anmain, 'soul', fa-ma:

Gr. (pij-f-irj 'news, rumour', for-ma: cp. Skr. dhari-mdn 'figure'.

spuma for *spoi-mcl: O.H.G. fei-m m. 'foam' (cp. § 66 p. 148).

Lat. dUmu-s (dusmo in loco Paul. Fest.), roimu-s no doubt

for *rcLd-mo- ground-form *'ufd-mo-, beside radix j with other

examples. The neuter is rare: po-mu-m, ar-ma. There are a

fairly large number of feminines : li-ma, rU-ma (beside ru-men),

rt-ma, gem-ma etc.

-mS- is secondary in lacru-ma lacri-ma : cp. Gr. Sax^v 'tear'.

Old Irish, le-m m. 'elm' ground-form *l-mo-): Lat. id-mu-s,

O.H.G. el-m O.Icel al-m-r 'elm'. Icl-m f. 'hand': Gr. naXd-fit]

Lat. pal-ma O.H.G. fol-ma 'hand, flat hand', rt-m f. 'number',

aram f. 'number, counting' for *ad-r%mcL (cp. I § 623 Rem. 1

p. 469, § 634 p. 474 f.): cp. O.H.G. ri-m Gr. dp,-d-^,6-g p. 173.

O.Ir. gor-m 'blue' Mod.Cymr. gwr-m 'dusky': Skr. gh^-no-mi

^I shine'? (see Curtius Grdz. ^ 494). O.Ir. lua-m celox': cp. Lith.

ptaU-s-ma-s 'raft'.

Infinitival nomina actionis are formed with -mci-; as cretem

'faith, believing', sechem 'a following'.

Germanic. O.H.G. hodam m. 'bottom': cp. Gr. nvd-'/Li'ijv
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'ground, bottom', (cp. Kauffmann, Paul-Brauno's Beitr. XII 537).

Goth, hdi-mos pi. fem. 'villages, market-towns', O.H.G. Jiei-m

'dwelling': Lith. M-ma-s 'village, farm' haim-yna-s 'neighbour'.

O.Icel. strau-m-r O.H.G. stro-m 'stream' : we should doubtless add

(with orig. ou) Lett, strdu-m-e f. 'stream', and (with u) Thrac.

SxQv-fx-)^ a town on the Lissos; compare with these *sreu-men-

(§ 117). A.S. far-m 'a going, pressing forward' O.H.G. far-m

'boat': cp. Gr. nop-d^-/.t6g 'ferry'. O.H.G. halm 'stalk' O.Icel. hal-m-r

'straw': Gr. y.dXa-/.io-s 'reed, stalk', Lat. cul-mu-s, Lett, sal-m-s

O.C.Sl. sla-ma f. 'stalk'
;
pr. Germ. *%almo- may represent either

*M-mo- or *g-mo- (I § 306 p. 242 f.). O.H.G. fadam m. 'fathom,

ulna' A.S. fathmos pi. 'both outstretched arms' O.Icel. fadmr

'cord, fathom, embrace': cp. O.Cymr. etem. 'fathom'. Goth, do-m-s

O.H.G. tuo-m 'sentence, trial, standing, worth': Gr. &a)-/uo-(;

'stack', from \^dhe- 'set, place'; beside it we have *dhe-men-

(§ 117).

Goth, ru-m-s 'room, roomy' O.H.G. ru-m m. 'room': cp.

Avest. rav-ah- 'road, free way'. O.H.G. scu-m m. O.Icel. sku-m n.

'foam'. Forms with the 'high' grade of ablaut (o-grade in -e-

-roots) are far commoner. We may add O.H.G. bar-m O.Icel.

bar-m-r 'womb' ('that which bears', y^ bher-) ; O.H.G. zou-m O.Icel.

tau-m-r 'bridle, rein' pr. Germ. *tau^u-md- 'that which pulls oi-

ls pulled', \^deuk- 'ducere').

A smaller number of forms have e in the root syllable

;

von Bahder (Verbalabstr. 136 f.) assumes that these were

originally wew-stems ; as O.H.G. melm m. 'dust' beside O.Icel.

moLlmr 'metal' and Lith. melmu, gen. melmens, 'nephritic stone'.

Cp. further O.H.G. atum A.S. athom 'breath' pr. Germ. *ep-ma-

(for the history of the original tenuis in Germanic see Kogel,

Literaturbl. f. germ. u. rom. Phil. 1887 no. 8) beside O.Pris.

ethma 'breath', Skr. at-indn- 'breath, soul'.

Several instances of -t-mo- occur (cp. Gr. -r-,uo p. 173),

as Goth, mdi-pm-s A.S. me-thom 'present, jewel' beside Gr.

fioT-To-g 'thanks, payment', Lat. mU-tuo-s, Lith. mm-na-s 'barter'

;

O.Sax. brah-tum 'noise' beside O.Sax. O.H.G. braht 'noise';

O.H.G. bra-dam 'vapour, steam, exhalation' beside A.S. breed
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f. Vapour (cp. Bremer, Paul-Br. Beitr. XI 279); O.H.G. kra-

-dam 'shriek' beside O.H.G. hano-krat 'cock-crow' (cp. Bremer

loc. cit.); Mid.H.G. bladem wind' beside O.H.G. bla-t 'breath,

fulness'.

Remark. The diiferent explanation of the latter forms given by von

Bahder, Verbalabstr. 144 does not convince me.

B alto-Slavonic. Lith. pi. du-mai O.C.Sl. dy-mu 'smoke':

Skr. dhu-md-s etc., see p. 170 above. Pruss. irmo 'arm' (perhaps

nom. sing, of an w-stem, like Lith. -mu) O.C.Sl. ramo beside

ramq 'shoulder': Skv.tr-md-s etc., see p. 171 above, liith. szdl-

-ma-s 'helmet' (Pruss. salmis) : Goth, hilm-s O.H.G. helm 'helmet',

Skr. Sdr-man- n. 'shelter, protection, armour'; may we therefore

assume Idg. *]col-mo- and *]cel-men-? O.C.Sl. sramu 'shame':

O.H.G. haram O.S. harm 'insult, outrage'.

Lithuanian. Masculines are rare; s^ar-ma-s 'potash', at-

-szlai-ma-s 'fore-court' {\/~^fclei- 'dinar e'). Peminines are more

common, as tar-ma (also tarmS) 'statement', szar-ma 'rime, frozen

dew', vas-ma 'payment of fare'. On the other hand, there are

many masculines formed with -s-ma-, as garsma-s 'call' from

*gard + sma- beside garsa-s 'noise' from *gard + sa-s {gird-mi

gird-mil 'I hear'), varsma-s 'the length of a furrow' for *vart-sma-,

lank-sma-s 'bending', valk-sma-s 'pull, draught', kaUk-sma-s 'howl',

rek-sma-s 'roar', cp. also -s-me in drausme 'training', Lett, drdusma

'threat' beside Lith. draudziu 'I protect, forbid', bausme 'punish-

ment' beside baudziil 'I punish', gesme, Lett, dflsma 'song' be-

side Lith. ged-mi 'I sing', etc. Adj. szir-ma-s Lett. siW-m-s 'grey*.

-ima-s -yma-s form abstract verbal substantives from

any given verb, as suklma-s 'a turning' from siik-ti 'to turn*,

sakyma-s 'saying' from saky-ti 'to say'. How (i. e. from what

model) this group of forms took its rise is doubtful; cp. also

jaunima-s 'the dance of youth, company of young folks' from

jduna-s 'young', minksztlm,a-s 'soft part of bread' from minksztct-s

'soft'.

Secondary: ^oZJ-»2a-s 'distant' from toll adv. 'afar , drty-mas

'near' from arft adv. 'near'.

The secondary suffix -iima-s forms abstract substantives.
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This arose in forms like grasu-ma-s 'beauty from graSu-s

'beautiful', on the model of which were formed such words as

sausuma-s 'dryness' from sausa-s 'dry'. By the side of this we

find -uma used to denote some part of the land, as lygu-mh

'a level place' (beside lygu-ma-s 'levelness, the being level') from

lygu-s 'even, level', sausuma 'dry place'.

0.C.81. kos-mu and hos-ma 'hair', u-mu 'thought, under-

standing', no doubt connected with Skr. av- Lat. avere and

therefore similar in formation to Skr. o-ma-s 'helper' (p. 172).

glu-mu 'sport, scena' glu-ma 'licentiousness', -s-mo- is the suffix

in usmu usina 'indumentum, corium', if the word is connected

with ob-u-ti 'to cover the feet'.

§ 73. The Suffix -ti^mo- tmmCl,-, forming superlatives.

"We may analyse it as -t-mmo-, and the second element -mmo-

is itself a superlative suffix (§ 72, 2 p. 166 ff.). As a single

indivisible suffix, -tt^mo- must have been rare in the Indo-

Grermanic period.

-t-7p,mo- is linked with the comparative -tero- (§ 75) in the

same way as -')p,mo- with -ero-, cp. Groth. af-tuma: O.H.Gr. aftro

aftero and Skr. ap-ama-s: Skr. dp-ara-s Goth, afar, further

Skr. ut-tamd-s: Skr. 'lit-tara-s Gr. va-rspo-g and A.S. ut-em-est

(an extension of an original *Ut-ema): Skr. ud-ara- ud-ara-

('belly') O.H.G. Ui-ro. -tero- however had become an independent

suffix earlier than -t-r^mo- and it appears from the evidence of

the different languages that it was widely used even in the

proethnic period.

Indo-Germanic. HriUfrif-ttrimo- or HriU'^f-t'inmo- 'tri-

cesimus' : Skr. tr\kat-tamd-s {i for i is hysterogenous) Lat. tricen-

simu-s trlcesimu-s (-s- for -ss-, see I § 501 p. 367 f.) : compare

(and contrast) Gr. TQtamaro-g i. e. rQiay.ovv-\-TO-. Similarly Avest.

vlsqstema- (Skr. vj^ati-tamd-s) 'vicesimus' Lat. vicensimu-s vice-

simu-s : compare and contrast Gr. Att. iIxooto-q Boeot. flxaoro-s

(I § 238 p. 199 f., § 501 p. 367 f.).

Skr. dn-tama-s innermost, nearest, intimate', Lat. in-timu-s

:

cp. the comparative Skr. dn-tara-s 'inner' Gr. sv-teqo-v 'entrails',

Lat. inter-ior, beside Gr. iv and Lat. in; beside these we
Brugmann, Elements. II. 12
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have Gr. tv-vog Lat. in-tus, so that we may fairly compare the

relations of Skr. adh-amd-s : ddh-ara-s : adh-ds and *'pf-mo-

(Lith. ]yirma-s Goth, fruma) : *p^r-6s (Skr. purds Avest. paro Gr.

TTtt'po;). Avest. ni-tema- 'lowest, smallest', A.S. neo-Sem-est lowest,

undermost' : cp. the compar. Skr. ni-taram A.S. ni-der-ra.

Skr. ka-tamd-s which (of several) ?', Lat. quo-tumu-s beside

quo-tu-s: cp. compar. Skr. ka-tard-s Gr. tio-tsqo-q.

Aryan. Skr. pra-thamd-s Avest. fra-tema- O.Pers. fra-

-tama- 'primus' (the ih of the Skr. form follows cathur-thd-

and the like) beside the compar. Skr. pra-tard-m Avest. fra-

-tara-; Gr. ngo-uo-g Umbr. pro-mo-m Goth, fra-m § 72, 2 p. 167

show a more ancient formation. Skr. sahasra-tamd-s Avest.

hazatdro-tema- millesimus', Skr. kata-tamd-s 'centesimus', a^iti-

-tamd-s 'octogesimus' etc. The feminines of these numerals

have in Sanskrit -tam-i instead of -tama.

Skr. ut-tamd-s 'highest, uppermost, best' Avest. us-tema-

'outermost', beside Skr. ud 'up, out' compar. uttara-: cp. Gr.

vOT-aro-c, 'latest' compar. va-Ttgo-g.

Even in proethnic Aryan -tama- was the regular superlative

ending for adjectives whose comparative was formed with -tara-.

"Where it was added to a-stems, their final -a- was in Avestic

almost entirely replaced by -o-; cp. the same phenomenon in

compounds, as daevo-dclta-
, § 25 p. 42. Skr. yajfdya-tama-

Avest. yesnyo-tema- 'most honourable', Skr. ugra-tama- Avest.

uyro-tema- 'strongest, mightiest'. Some words however have -a-

in Avestic, e. g. aiwyclnia-tema- 'most helpful'. Skr. vdhni-tama-

'carrying best', Avest. hubaoidi-tema- 'with sweetest scent or per-

fume'. Skr. ama-vat-tama- Avest. ama-vas-tema- 'most violent,

strongest, mightiest'. Skr. midh-iis-tama- 'most gracious', Avest.

jaymus-tema- 'most helpful'. Skr. vfsan-t,ama- 'manliest, strongest'.

-tama- is sometimes added as an intensive suffix to super-

lative forms in (Ar.) -istha-, as Skr. srestha-tama- from irestha-

'brightest, most glorious', Avest. vahisto-tema- from vahista-

'best'.

It was affixed to substantival stems, as Skr. matf-tama-

'most motherly', Avest. daevo-tema- 'most devilish'.
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Skr. ka-tamd- 'which (of several)' beside kd-tara- 'which (o-

two)', interrogative, ya-tamd- which (of many)' beside ya-tardX

which (of two)', relative.

Italic, vicesimu-s tncesimu-s, see p. 177 above. Later

analogical forms are cent-esimu-s mill-esimu-s muU-esimu-s.

in-timu-s, ex-timu-s, ci-timii-s, ul-timu-s. dex-timu-s, sinis-

-timu-s. mari-timu-s, fmi-tiinu-s, legi-timu-s, originally meaning

'most closely connected with the sea, with a boundary, with law'.

op-timu-s, in inscr. also opi-tumu-s (differently regarded by von

Pierlinger in Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXVII 478, who derives it from a

verbal stem o-pet- 'strive after, wish'). soUis-timu-s. Umbr. hon-

-domu 'infimo' beside compar. hon-dra 'infra' Osc. hu[n]truis

'inferis', beside Lat. humus, see I § 207 p. 174.

-simo- occurs as well as -iimo-, but its -s- cannot be derived

from -f- merely by phonetic change, maximu-s,' archaic oxime

(beside ocissime), medioximu-s (cp. medioc-ri-s). The most com-

mon ending is -is-simu-s (cp. soUis-timu-s), which no doubt drove

out an older -is-to-s (§ 81), as pot-issimu-s, alt-issimu-s. -issimo-

was also added to superlatives with intensive force, especially

in later times , e. g. postrem-issimu-s , minim-issimii-s. It is

added to the stems of substantives in the language of the

comedians, as patru-issimu-s. But it is doubtful whether the

formation with -simo- -issimo- is in any way connected with

tmmo-.

Remark. In Morph. Tint. Ill 135 I explained these forms as mo-

delled upon the -ens(s)mo- of the numerals. "We might also with Osthoff

(Zur Gesch. d. Perf. 542) regard pessimu-s beside pejor as another form

that served as a type for the new developement in -issimo-, since the ss

in this word as well as in the numerals arose by a regular phonetic process,

whether we accept Corssen's or W. Schulze's derivation (see Osthoff loc.

cit, Schulze, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXYII 426, Stolz Lat. Gr. p. 220). On the

other hand, Stolz (loc. cit.) holds that -simo- was taken from *pUsimo-

(plik-imo-) before the law of rhotacism came into operation. According to

§ 72 p. 168 we could also regard forms like *pulcr-is-emo '^pulersemo- as

prototypes of the formation. Danielsson on the other hand (Pauli's Altital.

Stud. Ill 153. 192) starts from the two words maximus, oxime, which he

analyses maes-imo- ocs-ime, regarding the first elements as comparative

stems for *mahis-, *ocis- (cp. ploir-ume plur-imu-s and the like § 72 p. 168),

and supposing that it was these forms which led to the analogical

12*
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change of -istimo- to -issimo-. Danielsson compares with these forms

IJmbr. Osc. nesimo- O.Ir. nessam 'next' (beside the compar. O.Ir. nessa).

But the assumption of syncope, which is required by the supposed

forms in -is-mmo- {*mah- is-mmo-, *oc-is-^mo-) cannot be allowed without

considerable hesitation (see p. 168); hence it is very doubtful whether

Danielsson's explanation of maximu-s etc. can be allowed. Can '^neJcs- and

Lat. *max- contain the weak form of an old es-stem (cp. Skr. mdhas-

'greatness' mahds- 'great') ? The whole question needs further investigation.

Germanic. What was said of -uma- (§72, 2 p. 169)

also applies to the inflexion of -tuma- and its meaning ia Gothic.

Goth, af-tuma 'hinder, hindmost, latter, last', A.S. wf-tem-est

'hindmost'. Goth, hin-dum-ists outermost' A.S. hin-dema 'hind-

most, last'. Goth, if-tuma 'next' : Gr. sm 'on, to'. A.S. neodem-

-est, see p. 178 above.

§ 74. The Suffix -ro— ra-, -fro- -fra-'^).

On the variation between -fro- and -ro- see I § 287 p. 229.

This suffix was both primary and secondary from the earliest

period; but the latter use is comparatively rare.

In its primary use the root syllable has generally the weak

grade of ablaut; as we should therefore expect, the accent falls

on the suffix, e. g. *sp9-r6-. Sometimes we have a variation of

ablaut in the root, as Skr. chid-rd-s 'perforated' : Lith. sked-ra

'splinter; Gr. 1&-u()6-q 'clear, bright': utd^-Qd 'bright weather';

Gr. \S-q6-: Lett, swid-ri pi. 'sweat'; O.H.G. hitt-ar: Goth, hdit-r-s

'bitter'; O.H.G. munt-ar 'cheerful': O.C.Sl. mcid-ru 'wise'.

In some words -ro- seems to be connected with the -f -f

ending of the nom. ace. neut. (§ 118); cp. e. g. Idg. *ud-ro-:

Gr. vd-(s)() O.H.G. waii-ar ; Gr. nls-Qo-g nia-Qo-q 'fat' : nXag 'fat'

(subst.); rnj-s-Qct: -^/.lag 'day' (cp. also Armen. awr, gen. avm\

'day'); Gr. co-Qo-g Goth, je-ra- 'year': Avest. ya-r^ 'year' (for

further examples see Morph. Unt. II 232). It is also connected

with -er- (§ 119), cp. e. g. Idg. *us-ro-: Skr. us-dr- 'early Hght'

Gr. ijg-i 'in the early time' from *atis-er-; Gr. uLd--pa: aid--rjQ

1) H. Osthoff, Tiber -ra- -la- als instrumentales suffix der indo-

germ. Sprachen, Forsohungen I 157 if. Gt. Curtius, De adjectivis Graecis

et Latinis I litterae ope formatis, Leipz. 1870.
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'the pure light of heaven'; further with the comparative -(t)ero-

(§ 75).

This suffix formed adjectives and substantives both in the

proethnic and in later periods of Indo-Germanic ; the substan-

tives were chiefly concrete. In the separate languages -ro- was

rarely fertile to any great extent; Gr. -7]-^o- in novrjQn-i; etc.

is an exception.

Indo-Germanic. *rudh-r6- (in Skr. -p-6-) 'red': Skr. rudh-

-ird-s, Gr. ipv&-()6-g, Lat. ruber rub-ra, O.Icel. rod-ra f. 'blood',

O.C.Sl. rud-rU. *slc(h)id-r6- and -fro-: Skr. chid-rd-s 'perforated'

chid-rd-m 'hole, interruption, break' chid-ird-s 'axe, sword', Gr.

ay.i^-ap6-Q 'thin, weak, breakable', O.H.G. scet-ar 'thin, defective',

Lith. (with a different grade of ablaut) sked-rci 'splinter'. *sp9-r6-

from y/^spe- 'to expand' (Lat. spes spatium &c.): Skr. sphi-rd-

'fat, great, rich', Lat. prosper -spera (for *-spa-ro-, like rid-

-dere-.ddre, see I § 97 p. 91), O.C.Sl. spo-ru 'rich'. Skr. is-

-ird-s 'quick, lively, fresh', Gr. Hom. fgo-g Lesb. JQO-q for

'^ia-Qo- (Lesb. Igo-g beside iqqo-q, like gen. nijv-og beside fj.ijw-os

and the like) and Corcyr. lago-g Boeot. lugo-q for *la-aQo- 'lively,

fresh, strong, healthy'; for Att. tspo-g, see below. Skr. us-rd-s

'belonging to the morning' beside us-r-iyS, 'brightness', Gr. ixyx-

-avQo-g 'near morning' (adj.) avg-io-v 'on the morrow' for *ava-Qo-

(*a^s- or *cl/iis-) ; cp. also Lith. ausz-rd 'red of the morning',

whose sz no doubt was borrowed from aus20 'it dawned' (cp.

I § 414 Rem. p. 303 f.). *ud-ro- (in Gr. also -fro-) beside Skr.

ud-dn- 'water' : Skr. ' an-udrd-s 'waterless' sam-udrd-s 'billowy,

the sea', Gr. vS-apo-g 'watery' av-v^(io-g 'waterless'; and meaning

a 'water-creature', Skr. ud-rd-s 'a creature that lives in water',

Gr. i'6-po-g xS-qu 'watersnake' O.H.G. ott-ar O.Icel. ot-r 'otter',

Lith. ud-ra O.C.Sl. vyd-ra 'otter'. Skr. vt-rd-s 'man, hero', Lat.

vi-r, O.Ir. fe-r Goth, vai-r Lith. vy-ra-s 'man'. *ag-ro-s 'pasture,

level meadow, field' from \^ ag- 'drive' : Skr. dj-ra-s Gr. ay-Qo-g

Lat. ag-er (gen. ag-rl) Goth, ak-r-s.

-ro- in secondary use. *temds-ro- 'dark' (the neut. or

fem. can be used as an abstract subst., see § 158) beside Sla-.

tdm-as- n. Lith. tam-s-d f. 'darkness' : Skr. tamis-ra-m tdmis-rS,
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'darkness, dark night' Avest. tqp-ra- for *tams-ra- Hansra-

'dark'i), Lat. teneb-rae pi. (cp. I § 570 p. 429), Mid.Dutch

deemster (-ds-ro) O.H.Gr. dinstar (s-ro-) 'dark' with parasitic -t-

(I § 580 p. 433 f.), Lith. tims-ra-s light bay coloured* of a horse

(the root has the weak grade of ablaut).

Beside Skr. pi-van- Gr. nt-(f)(x)v 'fat' (adj.) and Skr. pt-vas-

n. 'fat' (noun) we must recognise Idg. *pi-ue-ro- 'fat' (adj.) : Skr.

plva-rd- Gr. nls-go-g (fern, pwa-rt, ntsiQot, for *nifsp-ia.), cp. also

Gr. nlo-rrjg nl6-TSQ0-g; for nlago-g see below. Similarly Gr.

ij-^iE-ga 'day' compared with the stem fj-ixsv- implied in the

pi. ij-fj,tt-Ta. For the -e- of these compound suffixes -ue-ro-

-me-ro- cp. Gr. qto^s-go-g 'fearful', from (p6(lo-g, etc. (Skr. phena-

-la-s 'foamy' from phena-s 'foam'). But -ro- can hardly be

secondary in Gr. nr-s-po-v 'feather, wing' Skr. pat-a-rd- 'flying'

Avest. pat-a-ra-, which is implied in hu-patar^ta- 'well winged',

(contrast *petra 'feather' in O.Icel. fjqdr O.H.G. fedara) ; it is

far more likely that here, as in Skr. pdt-a-tra-m 'wing', -e-

is the 'thematic vowel' (cp. Gr. nr-s-ad-ai, nh-s-ad-ai) ; cp. also

Gr. ox'S-go-g 'continuus' beside ax-f-ro-g ax-s-ai-g Ox'^S- It

is quite possible that originally -e-ro- was always a primary

suffix, and only became secondary when it was popularly con-

nected with nominal e- : o-stems.

Aryan. Since Idg. r and I are indistinguishable in the

Aryan languages (I § 254 p. 207 f.), it is often difficult to

separate -ro- and -lo-. In some cases the meaning vouches for

-lo-, e. g. vrsa-ld-s 'mannikin, small man (see § 76). Often the

other languages give us a criterion, since in them Idg. I and r

remained distinct.

Skr. iu-ra- Avest. su-ra- 'strong, grand': Gr. a-»vpo-g

'weak, ineffective'. Skr. ji-rd- 'hvely, quick, active' Avest.

pouru-j%ra- 'very active' daema-jlra- 'quick of eye, with quick

1) If thia explanation of the Avestic word is correct, we might

compare the p with the same sound in aiwi-pHra- from sura-, (see

Bartholomae Hdb. § 144). No other example of -msr- -nsr- appears to

occur, and thus there can be little serious objection to our assuming that

it was just in this group of consonants that p was regularly developed.
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eyes': Lat. vi-reo 'be fresh, strong, green', 0.C.81. M-ru 'pasture',

Lett, d/i-ras pi. f. 'banquet'. Skr. ud-rd- Avest. ud-ra- m. a

water animal: Gr. vd-go-g etc., see p. 181 above. Skr. cit-rd-

'shining, glorious, wonderful' Avest. cip-ra- 'wonderful': O.H.Gr.

heit-ar 'shining, clear, bright'. Skr. kuhh-rd- 'shining, fine':

Armen. surh 'pure'; no doubt the suffix is the same in Skr.

iuk-rd Suk-ld- 'clear, pure' Avest. sux-ra- 'flaming, red' O.Pers.

pux-ra- proper name. Skr. vdj-ra-s Indra's thunderbolt, Avest.

vaz-ra- 'club' O.Pers. vazra-ka- 'great, mighty', beside Skr. vdja-

Avest. vaza- m. 'strength': cp. O.H.G. wahh-ar O.Icel. vak-r

'lively, quick, fresh, alert' and Goth, vok-r-s 'profit' O.H.G.

wuohh-ar 'increase, gain, profit'. Skr. am-ld- and amhla- (I § 199

p. 167 f.) 'sour': Dutch amper 'sharp, bitter' O.Icel. apr 'sharp'

O.H.G. ampfaro 'sorrel' (adj. used as subst.) no doubt for pre-

Germ. *am(b)-ro-, cp. also Lat. am-cLru-s.

Skr. iith-ird- Mth-ild- 'loose, unsteady' : Gr. xa&-ap6-g 'open,

free, pure'. Skr. mand-ird-m 'lodging, dwelling, room, house'

Gr. f.idvd-Qa 'fold, pen, stall'; Skr. mand-urd 'stable' either has

-ura- for -fra- (cp. however I § 290 p. 231 f.) or may be an

extension of a stem *mandu-.

"With Skr. pata-rd- 'flying' (see p. 182) compare drava-rd-

'running', ny-oca-rd- 'suited to, belonging to a place'.

-ro- in secondary use : Skr. tamis-ra-, plvard-, see above,

p. 181 f. vy-ad-vard- 'gnawing, rodent' beside ad-van- 'eating'

:

cp. Hom. sSftt-Q (siSap), gen. sSfarog, 'food'.

Examples of Aryan words with -ra- -la-, which, so far as

we can tell, may represent either -ro- or -lo-, are given in

§ 76 Eem. 1.

Armenian, surb, gen. srboy, 'pure' for *sub-ro-s (I § 263

p. 214): Skr. Subh-rd-s. fcirtn, gen. Icrtan 'sweat' for *Mitr-an-:

Gr. Id-Qo- Lett, swid-ri pi. 'sweat', tu-r 'gift': Gr. dw-go-v

O.C.Sl. da-ru 'gift'.

The -arc- of adjectives in -ar, which no doubt comes from

-fro-, appears to be sometimes primary, sometimes secondary.

It is primary e. g. in dal-ar 'green, fresh' (cp. Gr. d-aXs-^o-g),

and secondary e. g. in ard-ar 'just (cp. Skr. f-td-). mecar-em
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'I exalt, praise' a denominative verb like Gr. /.isyaipw 'I rate

highly, admire' (from */.i£yapo-, cp. /.isyaQo-v 'large space, chamber').

Greek. sXacp-Qo-g 'light, brisk' : O.H.G. lung-ar 'quick, active',

common ground-form Hi9Qh-r6~s. ax-po-g 'pointed' ay.-()o-v an-pa

'point, peak': Skr. catur-aira- 'four-cornered', O.C.Sl. os-t-rU

'sharp'. ^03-^0-? 'unmixed' (of wine), 'svsQyrjg, xa^vc, (Hesych.):

no doubt to be compared with O.C.Sl. ja-ru 'amarus, iratus'

Serv. jara 'heat of a stove'. a(f>-Qo-q 'foam': Skr. abh-rd-m

'cloud' (cp. also Lat. imber gen. imbris in the z-declension),

common ground-form *ii^bh-r6- ; beside this o^t^-go-g 'rain' with

Idg. b like Skr. dnib-u- 'water', see I § 469, 8 p. 346 f. xdn-go-g

'boar : Lat. cap-er cap-ra, O.Icel. haf-r 'he-goat'. vscp-Qo-g 'kidney,

testicle' : Ital. Praenest. nefr-on-es, Lanuv. nebr-undin-es 'kidneys

testicles', O.H.G. nior-o 'kidney, testicle' O.Icel. nyr-a n. 'kidney'

(I § 443 p. 329), common ground-form *negh-rd-. sS-ga 'seat':

O.Icel. set-r n. 'seat'. Xa/.m-g6-g 'shining'. nan-Qo-g 'rotten'.

tpaiS-Qo-g 'beaming, happy. vsx-Qo-g 'corpse', rdqi-go-g 'ditch,

trench', xon-go-g 'dung', ricp-ga 'ashes'.

Adjectives were formed in proethnic Greek in -rj-Qo-Q (a

fertile suffix) from verbs in -s'w, as novfj-QO-g 'toilsome' from

novioiuai, oxvtj-po-g 'slack' from oxvsw, hhad-rj-go-g 'slippery from

the fut. ohad-ijoio (pres. okiad^avco).

-Xro-. lago-g beside fpo'-e see p. 181 above, hn-ago-g 'fat':

cp. Skr. rip-rd-m 'smear, stain, impurity. Oiv-ago-g beside atv-S-go-q

(for the (J, see I § 204 p. 170) 'harmful', and other examples.

-ro- is secondary in Att. (Aristoph.) oVQv-go-q 'woeful'

from oVQvg^ gen. oil^voq 'woe , and similarly in Xiyv-go-g beside

Xiyv-Q 'clear, ringing' and [.irnXv-go-Q beside fiwXv-g 'enfeebled',

unless these are derived from *Xiyvlo-g */.tMXvXo-g (cp. naxv-X6-g

§ 76) by dissimilation (I § 266 p. 215). Further, in many

adjectives in -s-go-g; e. g. <po^s-g6-g 'terrible' from cp6^o-g, dgoai-go-g

'dewy' from Sgoao-g, whose termination -sgo-g was regarded as an

independent suffix, and added to other than o-stems, as aMsgo-g

^shady from trxta, agarsgo-g 'strong' from ugaxog n.; cp. p. 182.

-go- can be considered either a secondary or a primary

suffix in adjectives in -a-go-, as oSvvrig6-g Dor. oSvvSgo-g 'painful'
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beside oMvjj Dor. odvva and o^vvda, aarjQo-g Leab. aaapo-g 'causing

disgust, disagreeable' beside aoTj Lesb. aoa and aaaw, and in

those in -v-po-, as Horn. ht^v-p6-g woeful' beside oilivg and

oi^va (Att. oiCvQo-g, see p. 184 above), laxv-go-g 'strong' beside

la/v-g and la/vw.

Remark. The relations of -sgo- and -aoo- are not quite clear in

such instances as isjo'-; : laod-s (Skr. is-ird-s) ; axii^o-q (from ffxtS) : oxmjo'-s

;

jTtffd-i (.Ski. pivard-y. nta^o-g (see Morph. Unt. II 241 fp.). I should compare
Tiiafo-s (and also niaio-g) with ntaivui for *pl'jii}-io, exactly as /xia^6-f 'defiled'

is to be derived from .uiihVm, so that the relation is the same as that of

9av/4a-T6-s (i- 6. "d-avjun-To-c) : 9-avfiaCvu). Then new formations arose, ifjo'-?

(modelled upon Tiie^d-; axie^o-g) on the one hand, axia^6-g (modelled upon
fiia^o-g nTago-i) on the other.

Italic. Lat. rub-er rub-ra, TJmbr. rufru rubros' rufra

rubras': Gr. sQv3^-p6-g etc., see p. 181 above. Lat. vi-r gen.

vi-ri, TJmbr. veiro 'viros' : O.Ir. fe-r Skr. vf-ra-s etc., see p. 181

above. Lat. cap-er cap-ra, TJmbr. kaprum 'caprum' : Gr. xdn-

-Qo-g etc., see p. 184 above. Lat. ag-er gen. ag-n, TJmbr. agre

gen. 'agrf: Skr. dj-ra-s etc., see p. 181 above. Lat. sac-er

sac-ra, Palisc. sacnt 'sacrum', TJmbr. sakra 'sacras', Osc. aay.-0Q0

'sacrum' sak-arater 'sacratur (I § 627 p. 471). Lat. mac-er

mac-ra: Gr. i^ax-go-g 'long, lean, far, O.H.G. mag-ar O.Icel.

mag-r lean pr. Germ, ma^-rd-. Lat. ob-scUru-s 'dark', properly

'covered over : O.H.G. skU-r 'shelter, covered place, lodging'. Lat.

ple-ru-s plert-que: Gr. nX-^Q-r^g 'full', which is a modification of

an older form *nXrj-Qo- (cp. nXrjQooJ)^ but its accent, ia contrast to

the analogous vSapijg (:vSap6-g), followed that of compounds in -TJQijg

like dirjgrjg. Lat. pu-ru-s. di-ru-s. cla-ru-s. gna-ru-s (cp. I § 253

p. 207). in-teger (cp. intoLctu-s). nig-er. glab-er (we may con-

jecture that the original form of the stem was *gladh-ro- or

*gbdh-ro-, cp. O.C.Sl. gladukU 'smooth'), scab-er. stup-ru-m.

lab^u-m 'lip', scalp-er and scalp-ru-m. flag-ru-m. At the same

time in words where an I occurs before the suffix -ro-, it must

be remembered that the latter may have come from -Zo-, cp.

lu-erum for Hu-clum I § 269 p. 217. Sabin. cuprum 'bonum'

Cupra 'bona dea', TJmbr. Cubrar gen. 'Bonae deae', beside Lat.

eup-io.
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No certain examples of -^ro- can be found
;
perhaps it may-

be traced in Lat. camur camura, cp. Grr. xa/udga 'vault'.

-e-ro- occurs in Lat. liber libera O.Lat. loeber-tatem, which

is usually compared with Gr. iXsv&sgo-g (see I § 49 p. 42,

§ 65 p. 52), puer gen. puerT, gener gen. generl.

The relation of Lat. amd-ru-s: Skr. am-ld-'sam is obscure.

-ro- in secondary use. teneb-rae: Skr. tamis-ra- etc., see

above p. 181 f. cerebru-m for *ceres-ro-, cp. Skr. siras- 'head'.

funebri-s instead of *funes-ro-, transferred to the i-declension,

beside funus funes-tu-s, see I § 570 p. 423, II § 93 under Italic.

membru-m membr-clna for *7mms-ro-: O.L\ rmr piece of flesh'

from pr. Kelt. *mens-r... , beside Skr. mqsd- Goth, mimza-

0.C.81. m^so- 'flesh' (I § 570 p. 428, § 574 p. 430, § 585

Rem. 3 p. 440).

Old Irish, si-r Mod.Cymr. hi-r lasting long' (comparative

O.Ir. sia) : Lat. se-ru-s, common ground-form *se-ro-, beside

Skr. sayas "late time, end', la-r Mod.Cymr. llaw-r 'flooring,

floor: A.S. fto-r 'floor' Mid.H.G. vluo-r 'level, floor', ar Mod.Cymr.

aer 'battle, fight' for *ag-ro- (I § 523 p. 380) : Skr. ghase-ajra-

attractive to the taste, creating appetite' Gr. ay-pa 'game, prey',

from \^ag- 'drive', cp. Idg. *ag-ro- 'place where cattle are

driven, field* which was formed from the same root, p. 181.

bod-ar (ace. pi. bod-ra) : Skr. badh-ird- 'deaf, ma-r mo-r

Mod.Cym. maw-r 'great' Gall, -maro- in Virido-maru-s and other

proper names, beside the compar. O.Ir. mcio mo 'greater : Gr.

iy/sai-ftu)-Qo-g 'great or distinguished in throwing the spear', and

the like (Bechtel, Uber die Bezeichn. d. sinnl. Wahrnehm. 101

;

Osthoff, Paul-Braune's Beitr. Xin 431 ff.), common ground-form

*mo-ro-. uar Mod.Cymr. oer 'cold' pr. Kelt. *og-ro-.

-ro- is secondary in O.Ir. mir, see above.

Germanic. O.H.G. su-r O.Icel. su-r-r sour, 'bitter': Lith.

su-ra-s 'salt' (adj.) O.C.Sl. sy-ru 'raw'. O.H.G. munt-ar 'fresh,

lively, hasty, Goth, mund-r-ei "goal, object': O.C.Sl. mqd-ru
'wise' (Lith. mand-ril-s 'conceited, overbearing' instead of *mand-
-ra-s). Goth, gdu-r-s troubled, sorrowful' beside gdti-non 'to

sorrow, lament' : Skr. gho-rd-s 'horrible'. O.H.G. weig-ar 'teme-
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rarius' pr. Germ. *'iiai^-rd-, beside Goth, veihan 'to fight' : Lith.

mk-rh-s 'brisk, lively' instead of *vik-ra-s. Goth, je-r O.H.G.

ja-r n. 'year' : Gr. (L-go-g 'year ul-pa 'season' 0.0.SI. ja-ru ja-ra

'springtime', by the side of which we find Avest. yd-r" n. 'year',

cp. Skr. yd-ti 'he goes, travels'. O.H.G. fed-ara O.Icel. fjqS-r

f. 'feather' pr. Germ. *fep-ro-: cp. Gr. nr-s-go-v etc., see p. 182

above. Goth, skei-r-s A.S. sM-r 'pure , clear (: Russ. sciryj

'pure', see I § 414 Eem. p. 303 f.). Goth, fag-r-s 'suitable*

OM.G. fag-ar 'fair' pr. Germ. */aj-ra-, y/^pOk-: cp. Umbr.

pacrer pi. 'propitii' § 98. O.H.G. he-r 'grand, exalted, sublime*

pr. Germ. */ai-ra-, no doubt to be compared with Goth, hdi-l-s

'healthy'. O.H.G. se-r 'painful, sore' O.Icel. sci-r-r 'sore, bad',

Goth, sdi-r O.H.G. se-r n. 'pain' pr. Germ. *sai-ra-. O.H.G.

zang-ar 'biting, sharp' pr. Germ. *tai9g-rd-, cp. O.H.G. zanga

'tongs* Skr. ddj-ana-m 'a biting, bite*. O.H.G. hii-r m. 'dwell-

ing* O.Icel. hu-r n. 'room, storehouse', beside O.H.G. bu-an

'build upon'. O.H.G. scob-ar m. 'stack, piled up heap of corn*,

X^skeup- skeub- 'shove, push': Lith. skub-ru-s 'hasty'. Goth.

sku-ra f. 'shower, storm' O.H.G. scU-r m. 'shower'. O.H.G.

zunt-ra zunt-ara f. O.Icel. tund-r n. 'tinder' beside O.H.G.

zant-ro zant-aro m. 'glowing coal' O.Icel. tand-re m. 'fire' (pr.

Germ. *tand-r-en-). Goth, lig-r-s m. O.H.G. leg-ar n. 'couch'.

O.H.G. zimbar n. 'timber, dwelling' A.S. timbar n. 'building',

West Germ. Himbra- for *titn-ra-, Goth, tim-r-jan 'to do car-

penter's work', \/^dem-. O.H.G. e«>ar n. O.Icel. e«i-rn. 'poison',

beside Gr. oIS-oq oU-/.ia 'swelling'.

-^ro- pr. Germ, -ura- occurs perhaps in O.H.G. ebur A.S.

eofor O.Icel. jqforr (pi. jqfrar) 'boar': cp. Lat. ap-er gen.

ap-ri, O.C.Sl. vep-ri (stem vep-r-je-) 'boar', -e-ro- is even more

difficult to identify in Germanic.

-ro- is secondary in O.H.G. dinstar Mid.Dutch deemster

'dark': Skr. tamis-ra- etc., see above, p. 181 f.

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. asz-t-ru-s asz-ru-s^ instead of *-ra-s,

O.C.Sl. os-t-ru 'sharp (for the -t- see I § 544 p. 398 f., § 545 p. 400)

:

Gr. ay.-po-g etc., see p. 183 f. above. Lith. pu-rai pi. 'wheat' O.C.Sl.

py-ro n. 'spelt': Gr. nv-p6-g 'wheat'. Lith. denomin. szvit-r-ineti
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'to glimmer' szvyt-r-uti 'to gleam': Skr. svit-rd-s 'white'. Lith.

kup-rd, 'knob, boss': O.H.G. hov-ar A.S. hof-er m. 'knob'. O.C.Sl.

md-ru 'clear, bright' ved-ro n. 'fair wather": O.H.G. wet-ar n.

'weather', common ground-form *uedh-rb-. O.C.Sl. doh-ru 'good':

O.H.G. taph-ar Mid.H.G. tapf-er 'heavy, weighty, fast'. O.C.Sl.

da-ru 'gift': Armen. tu-r Grr. Sm-qo-v 'gift'.

Lith. bud-rit-s instead of *-ra-s O.C.Sl. bud-rU 'watchful'.

-ra-s is seldom kept in adjectives in Lithuanian (e. g. tlk-ra-s

'suitable'); they generally passed over into the w-declension

;

cp. § 107. In O.C.Sl. we have only a few adjectives, cp. besides

those quoted above, pistru gay' for *pis-ru (like os-t-ru) from

Y^peilc-.

Lith. stumb-ra-s 'aurochs', stamb-ra-s and stemb-r-y-s 'stalk'.

gaUs-ra-s gais-ra 'distant gleam on the horizon', beside gis-tu

'exstinguor' (cp. Leskien, Der Ablaut der Wurzelsilben im Lit. 65).

O.C.Sl. ^i-rif 'convivium'. ra-m 'sonitus'. W(J-ra 'measure', reb-ro

'rib' (beside O.H.G. rippi n. 'rib', pr. Germ. *rib-ia-).

-ro- in secondary use :. Lith. thns-ra-s 'light bay coloured' (of

ahorse): Skr. tamis-ra- etc., see p. 181 f. above. JAih.. vidury-s

'middle', no doubt = vidu-r-ia- a derivative of vidit-s 'the in-

side', similarly dubury-s 'depth' from dubu-s 'deep and hollow'.

It seems to me doubtful whether we should compare with these

the -ro- of Lith. nas-rai pi. 'throat' O.C.Sl. noz-dri pi. 'nostrils'

(beside Low Germ, nuster 'nostril' and Idg. *nas- 'nose'), and

of O.C.Sl. mqz-dra 'fine skin on a recent wound, the fleshy part

of anything' (beside mqso 'flesh'), cp. I § 585 p. 439.

§ 75. The Suffixes -ero- -era- and -tero- -tera-,

forming Comparatives.

These are closely parallel to the superlative -mo- -tnmo-

(§ 72, 2 p. 166 ff.) and -t^imo- (§ 73 p. 177 ff.).

-(t)ero- shows a close etymological relation to the adverbs

in -(t)er and (loc.) -(t)er-i, e. g. *upero- beside Gr. vnsg Skr. updri,

*en-tero- beside Lat. in-ter Skr. antdri-ksa-. On the other hand

-(f)ero- is often connected with -ro- (see § 74). Per Persson's

suggestions for its etymology {Studia Etymologica, Upsala 1886,
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p. 94 ff.) are more extensive, but for the most part exceedingly

bold.

Beside -{t)ero- is found -(t)oro-, e. g. Avest. ka-tara- Goth.

hva-par O.C.Sl. ko-tory-p, -(t)ro-, e. g. 8kr. an-trd-m Gr. dXXo-

-rp-io-g Lat. in-tro O.C.Sl. j^-tro, and -{t)fro-^ e. g. Gr. vs(f)-

-ago-g A.S. eafora ^) The original distribution of these different

grades of ablaut can no longer be traced; the difference of

accent however should be noticed, e. g. Skr. dn-tara- an-trd-

an-tari-ksa-.

-tero- shows the greatest fertihty in Aryan and Greek,

where it was a regular comparative suffix for adjectives.

Indo-Germanic. *upero-, beside Skr. updri 'above' Gr.

vnsg, vnslp (i. e. *vnfQi., see I § 645, 2 p. 489) Lat. s-uper

O.H.G. ubir 'over' (compare further Skr. upa 'towards' Gr. vno

'under' etc.) : Skr. upara- nearer, behind, under' Avest. upara-

'upper', Gr. vnsQo-q vnspo-v 'pestle' vnsQci 'upper rope', Lat.

s-uperu-s s-uprO, s-ujpre-mu-s , A.S. ufer-ra 'upper' (-ra =
Goth, -iza) ; cp. superl. Skr. upamd-s Lat. s-ummu-s. *ij,dhero-

'lower' beside Avest. adairi under' and Skr. adhds 'below':

Skr. ddhara- 'lower', Goth, undaro adv. 'underneath' O.H.G.

undaro undero 'lower'; cp. superl. Skr. adhamd-s.

*en-tero- 'inner', subst. n. 'intestines', beside Lat. in-ter Skr.

antdri-ksa- 'that which lies in between heaven and earth, sky':

Skr. dntara-s 'inner, dearer, more intimate' antrd-m Wntrd-m

'intestine', Armen. ender-k pi. 'intestines' (possibly borrowed

from the Greek), Gr. svrsgo-v 'intestine', Lat. inter-ior intrO,

intro, O.Ir. eter etir 'between', O.C.Sl. jq-tro n. 'liver'; cp. superl.

Skr. dntama-s Lat. intimu-s. *wi-iero- -'lower': Skr. nitardm

'downwards, down', O.H.G. nidaro adj. 'lower'; cp. superl. Avest.

nitema- A.S. neo&em-est. Avest. fra-tara- Gr. npo-repo-e 'former,

1) -tr (cp. -ter beside -tero-) seems to occur in Skr. sani-tur 'beside,

except, without' Gr. i-ruQ 'sed' O.H.G. sun-tar 'by itself, especially, but,

however' beside Skr. sanu-tdr 'away, aside' Gr. a--rsQ 'without' (is the ir-

regular spiritus lenis in aTaQ and utsq due to the influence of avra^ and

ilvfv?') A.S. sun-dir 'except, without'; cp. also Goth, sun-dro 'separated,

alone'. The root-syllable of the Greek and Germanic words is *s^-. Cp-

Bugge, Bezzeuberger's Beitr. Ill 120 f.
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earlier', beside Osc. pruter-pan 'n()6TS(iov tJ, priusqiiam'; compare

further Avest. fra Grr. npo 'before'; cp. superl. Avest. fra-tema-.

*qo-tero- from the stem *qo- 'who?': Skr. ka-tard- Avest.

ka-tclra-^) Gr. no-repo-g 'which of two?' Umbr. podruh-pd

'utroque', Goth, hva-par 'which of two?' Lith. ka-tra-s 'which

of two? which? who?' O.C.Sl. ko-teri-j% ko-tori-jl 'who?'; cp.

superl. Skr. ka-tamd-s, Lat. quo-tumu-s.

It can hardly be an accidental coincidence that several

Indo-Germanic languages have a word for 'left' which shows

the suffix -tero- added to a stem formed with the comparative

suffix -ies -is- (§ 135), and contains the idea of 'goodness' (cp.

Gr. nviovv/xo-g "left"). Avest. vairyas-tara-, beside vara- 'desirable,

excellent' compar. Skr. vdrtyas-. Gr. ugia-rtQo-q, beside aQia-To-g

'best' dgslaw 'better' (not connected with Ar. vara-). O.H.G.

winis-tar, beside wini 'beloved' wunsc 'wish, desire'; cp. also,

from the same root, Skr. vama-s 'left', identical with vcCmd-s

'worthy, dear, good', from a ground-form *u§-mo-s, y/^uen-. Lat.

sinis-ter, which should surely be compared with Skr. sdn-iyas-

'gaining more' \/^sen- "to reach a goal (which is striven after

or longed for), to succeed' (see Kuhn's Zeitschr. XXIY 271 f.),

and not with senior seniu-m (when the intermediate stage of

meaning would be 'weak, incapable'); for the i of the first

syllable cp. simili-s. One at least therefore of these formations

must date from proethnic Indo-Germanic, and at the time of

the separation of the peoples must have still retained its original

meaning as well as the secondary one of 'left', and so become the

model for the rest. Cp. the Author, Rhein. Mus. XLIU p. 399 ff.

Aryan. Skr. ddh-ara- Avest. uS-ara- lower', see p. 189

above. Skr. dp-ara- 'more distant, later, smaller, other', ap-

-ard-m adv. later' Avest. ap-ara- 'the other' O.Pers. ap-ara-m

adv. 'afterwards', beside Skr. dpa 'from, away': A.S. af-era

eafora O.Sax. abaro m. 'successor, offspring' (Goth, afar 'after'

O.H.G. abur avar 'again, anew; on the other hand, however');

1) The quantity of the a in the syllable ka-, if the law given in

I § 78 p. 69 is correct, might be explained by reference to a by-form

*hatra- in proethnic Aryan (cp. the Ital. and Lith. forms).
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with which compare O.Pers. apa-tara-m 'further' and Groth. af-

-taro adv. 'backwards' aftra adv. 'back, anew, further' O.H.G.

aftaro m. 'hinder part' A.S. wftra adj. 'hinder'. Skr. dv-ara-B

lower' Avest. aora adv. 'down, off' (cp. Avest. naotara- = Skr.

navatara- compar. from Skr. ndva- 'new'), cp. Skr. dva 'off,

downwards'.

Skr. dn-tara- Avest. an-tara- 'inner' Skr. an-trd-m cLn-trd-m

'intestine': Gr. sv-tiqo-v etc., see p. 189 above. Skr. 4t-tara-

'higher, upper' from iM 'up, out': Gr. varfpo-g 'later' vaT(>o-g

'belly'; beside this we have Skr. ud-ard- ud-ara- 'belly,

swelling' Gr. oSspo-g 'belly Hesych. (probably Cyprian, with o= v

as in iMo/oi = fivxot and other words), O.H.G. U^ro 'outer'.

-tara-m is especially .frequent in Aryan as an adverbial termi-

nation. Skr. vi-tard-m Avest. vt-tare-m 'further' (in Avestic also

an adj.) beside Skr. vi 'away, apart': Goth, vi-pra adv. 'against,

with-' (in composition) ; compare also Lat. vi-tr-icu-s 'stepfather',

the termination being hke that of O.H.G. ent(i)rig 'strange' =
*antri^d-s from under 'other'. Skr. parcl-tard-m paras-tard-m

'further away' from pdra paras 'away, forth'. Instead of this

later Sanskrit has generally -tard-m, as uccciis-tardm 'higher'

from uccclis 'high', sancLis-tardm 'more softly, more gradually',

from ianais 'softly, gradually'.

Skr. ka-tard- A\est. ka-tara- 'which of two?': Gr. no-rsgo-g

etc., see p. 190 above. Skr. ya-tard- Avest. ya-tclra- 'which

(of two)' (rel.), beside Skr. yds 'qui'. Avest. a-tara- from the

stem a- 'that'.

-tara- was also the regular comparative ending of adjectives

in Aryan where -tama- formed the superlative. The same rules

of formation hold as for -tama-^ see § 73 p. 178. Skr. amd-tara-s

'more raw' from amd-s: Gr. aixo-ri-Qo-g 'more raw, more rude';

Skr. yajniya-tara- 'more deserving of reverence' ; Avest. aka-tara-

worse' from aka-^ sriro-tara- 'nobler' from srira-. Skr. irestha-

-tara- 'more excellent' from superl. srestha-, gariyas-tara- 'heavier,

weightier' beside compar. gdriyas-, Avest. vairyas-tara- 'left' see

p. 190 above ; cp. also Avest. frataro-tara- from fratara- 'more

prominent'. Skr. duhkha-tara- 'more painful, more unpleasant'.
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and as subst. n. 'greater pain', from duhkhd-m pain'. Avest. iiSas-

tara- 'easterly' from usah- 'red of the morning', daosa-tara-

westerly' from daosa- 'evening'.

Armenian, nor, gen. noroy, 'new': cp. Gtr. vsago-g 'jonng,

youthful' ground-form *neu-fr6-s, see p. 189 above ; it is doubtful

whether *neu-fro- was also the ground-form of the Armenian

word. Gen. mer 'our' jer 'your' (nom. me-fc 'we' du-fl 'ye') : cp. O.Ir.

possess, ar n- 'our' far n- 'your', Goth, unsar our' izvar 'your'

;

and further Gr. rj/xs-rsgo-g v/.is-TSQO-g, Lat. nos-ter ves-ter.

mder-Jc pi. 'intestines' cannot be quoted without suspicion,

as it may perhaps have been borrowed from the Greek (sv-t8qu),

cp. p. 189.

Greek, vtc-eqo-c. 'pestle': Skr. upara- etc., see p. 189

above, od-sgo-g 'belly': Skr. udard- etc., see p. 191 above.

ev-EQoi. 'inferi' (properly those within, those dwelling within the

earth) from sv 'in', cp. also svip-rspo-g vig-rspo-g 'deeper' beside

svsp-d-£ 'apud inferos' and sv-rtpo-v 'intestine', vsago-g 'young,

youthful': cp. Armen. nor (see above) and Lat. noverca

meaning *^ vsuqixij.

sv-vsQO-v 'intestine', see p. 1 89 above, varspo-g 'later', i'arpo-g

'belly': Skr. littara-, see p. 191 above, npo-rspo-g 'earlier': Avest.

fra-tara-, see p. 190 above. Greek has many new formations

modelled upon old comparatives derived, like these, from adverbs.

v7isQ-rspo-g 'higher' from map. Kaxm-rspo-g 'lower' from y.aTco.

vipi-repo-g 'higher' from vipi. napoi-xspo-g 'more prominent' be-

side ndgot-&£ 'before', /xv/oi-rsgo-g 'further back in the corner'

(only fivxol-raTo-g is actually found) from /xvxoT 'in the corner,

inside'. naXal-rspo-g 'older' from nakai. nakai-rego-g was referred

to naXaw-g and hence arose the forms Ysgai-Tsgo-g 'older' from

yepai6-g, axo'kal-Tsgo-g 'more idle' from axolaXo-g, and when

-aiTspo-g further came to be regarded as an independent suffix,

it produced the forms rjavy-alxEpo-g 'quieter' from ijav/o-g,

iJi-ftiVepo-g 'more especially one's own' from idio-g, and many

more. With the adverbial termination -xtpw : avu-Tfpco from

dva 'up', ngoaw-xspa) from npoOw 'forwards', iyyv-Tsgo) from syyvg

'near', and many more.
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no-Tfgo-g 'which of two?': Skr. ka-tard-s etc., see p. 191

iibove. Dor. Boeot. etc. arsgo-c, 'one of two, the other' ground-

form *sm-tero- from *sem- Gr. slg 'unus' (cp. a-nal etc.); the

Attic form hfQo-g no doubt arose through an assimilation to the

vowel of SV-, just as s-aarov 'a hundred' replaced *a-Karov for the

same reason.') sy-u-Tspo-g 'each of two' beside sxdg, cp. Wackernagel

in Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 150 f.

ilf.ii-TfQo-g 'our' v/tu-rsgo-g 'your': cp. Lat. nos-ter ves-ter.

The form -tro- occurs in aXlo-rg-io-g 'belonging to another,

strange'; tis extension by the suffix -lo- is no doubt due to the

form of its antithesis Idio-g.

-TcQo- was also the regular comparative termination in

adjectives whose superlative was formed in -raro- (§ 81).

uifio-rfQo-g 'more raw, more rude' from wiu6-g: Skr. Umd-tara-s.

xov(p6-T{go-g 'lighter' from xovfpo-g. ykvy.v-repo-g 'sweeter' from

yXvav'-g. nlo-rspo-g 'fatter' from ntav -ovog, sntXrja/xo-Tsgo-g 'more

forgetful' from milijafiaiv -ovog, cp. nto-TTjg and m/uo-d^sro-v

(cp. § 12 p. 27, § 29 p. 49). /Ltfldv-rsgo-g 'blacker', from /.tsXac

-avog. /agieoTspo-g 'more charming, more gracious', i. e. */api-

-ftx-\-Tsgo-, from %apls(g -svrog; -fer- took the place of the

regular phonetic -fax- = Idg. -u-g,t- (§ 127). uxagiorspo-g 'more

ungraceful' i. e. *a/apir-\-Tsgo-, from uyagig -nog. dXfj&ia-Tspo-g

'truer' from dhjd->jg neut. -sg.

Comparatives with co like Oocpo'i-Tspo-g 'wiser', from aofo-g,

were formed from adverbs in -co (cp. the Germanic comparatives

in -oz-en- formed from the instr. sing, in -o § 81, and the Slavonic

comparatives in -e-p which came from the instr. sing, in -e

§ 135), and their use became gradually restricted to words in

which the w followed a short syllable. A few remaining

examples of the freer use occur in literature, as ol^vgoksgog

(Horn.), Svanotf.i(]6rsQog (Eur.) and several others. The -o- of

KsvoTfgog arfvottgog in later Attic is a reminiscence of the

early Attic forms *y.fvfo-g *arivf6-g, see p. 135 footnote.

1) A different explanation of arfpo-; 'irego-q is given by Per Persson,

Studia etymol. p. 102; but his arguments do not convince me.

Erugmann, Elements. II. 13
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-wrfpo-g was sometimes grafted upon other classes of stems, e. g.

£nt;(a(jir-(jjv£po-(; 'more charming' from inixa-Qiu;.

The termination -[(jtsgo-g {dXrjDi6-TiQo-c) was very largely

extended in use as an independent suffix , e. g. svSniftov-

-snxf(jo-(; 'happier' from ivdaiuwv, dy.Qar-ianoo-c 'more unmixed'

from axparo-^', t(j(j(ouev-taTSQo-<; 'stronger' from i()()<x)f.iirn-g.

Comparative suffixes were often combined. Parallel to

(i^-ta-rfpo'-c (see p. 190) arose Xnl-inrffjo-g 'more talkative' from

Xdlo-g, n)^sjrr-i(>Ttpo-g 'more thievish' from y^JnTrj-g, (ilax-icSTfno-g

'lazier', from /3/lai, etc. ; the spread of these double suffixes was

furthered by the similar sound of the termination of d;(a(jinTf(>n-g

= *d/(ipir-{-vipo-g. dustvo-rsQO-q from dfisu'cov 'better', dpew-

-ttoo-^ from dpsi'iov 'better' etc. xwrsgili-rfgo-g from xvr-rsQO-g

'more like a dog, more impudent", vnsfjvento-rf^o-g from vnig-ctgo-g

'upper', npoT(()ai-Tsgo-g from ngn-rsgo-g 'earlier' (cp. Avest. frataro-

tara- p. 191), with other examples.

Comparatives are frequently formed from substantives, y.vv-

-XfQo-g from y.vMv 'dog'. ^aaiXsv-vfQo-g 'more royal' from jiuaiXiv-g

'king'. irjuu-rtQo-Q 'belonging to the people' from ^7],uo-g 'people',

o(>Ba-Te()o-g 'of the mountains' from ognc 'mountain' and the like,

where the comparative suffix, just as in rn-it-xsQo-g Avest. usas-

-tara O.H.G. ni-daro^ only served to contrast the words with their

opposites (cp. § 139).

Italic. Lat. s-uperu-s s-iipra s-upre-mu-s TJmbr. snbra

'supra' Osc. supruis 'superis', beside Lat. s-uper, with the by-

form s-up-ter (written subter), like O.H.Gr. aftar beside Goth.

afar (for the s- of s-ub s-uper see I § 568 p. 425) : Skr. lipara-s

etc., see p. 189 above. For Lat. mferu-s Infra, which are

usually connected with Skr. ddhara- Groth. undaro, see § 72

p. 167, under Aryan.

Lat. in-ter-ior in-trd in-tro, Osc. entrai dat. fem. 'intestinae,

ififfvXici)' : Skr. dn-tara- etc., see p. 189 above. Lat. i-teru-m,

the stem of which is contained in Lat.- rndtertera ('quasi mater

altera') for *mater-itera, Umbr. etram-a 'ad alteram': Skr. i-tara-s

'other', perhaps also Goth, idr-eiga 'repentance' O.Icel. idra-sk

'repent'. Lat. ex-ter ex-trO, Osc. eh-trad 'extra', beside Lat. ex:
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O.Ir. echtr-ann 'foreign, stranger'. Lat. ci-ter ci-trO, ci-tro: Goth.

hi-dre 'hither'. Lat. pos-teru-s postn-die postre-mu-s Umbr. postra

ace. fern, posteriores' Osc. pustiris 'posterius', from Ital. pos

pos-t ; it is perhaps better to analyse the word post-eru-s. Lat.

con-tra contro-versia Osc. contrud 'contra', beside Lat. cum Osc.

con. Umbr. hon-dra 'infra' Osc. hu[n]-truis 'inferis', cp. Lat.

hiimu-s, and "Umbr. superl. hon-domu § 73 p. 179. Umbr. pretra

ace. fem. 'priores', beside Lat. prae-ter.

Lat. u-ter u-tra (I § 431 Rem. 3 p. 321) Umbr. podruh-

-pei 'utroque' Osc. putiirus-pid 'utrique' (for *potro-, seel§ 271

p. 218, § 627 p. 471): Skr. ka-tard-s etc., see p. 190 above.

Lat. al-ter altera altrin-secus Osc. alltram 'alteram', beside Lat.

al-iu-s (cp. § 63, 3 p. 132).

Lat. nos-ter nostra, ves-ter vestra, Umbr. vestra abl. 'vestra',

Osc. nistrus 'nostros' (according to Bugge; 'propiores' according

to Biicheler): cp. Gr. rj/its-TfQo-g v/ns-rspo-g.

Lat. dex-ter dextera and dextra, Umbr. destram-e 'in dextram':

cp. 0.L-. Dechter a woman's name (Zimmer, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX
214) and Gr. ifsh-rsgo-g 'dexter' (formed like ^?ji-vf()o-g). Umbr.

nertru abl. 'sinistro': Gr. vfQ-rtpo-g sviQ-rspo-s 'deeper' beside

svsQ-d-e (cp. p. 192); as to the meaning 'left', see Biicheler

Umbrica p. 76 f.

Here perhaps should also be classed palus-ter, from palud-,

Nemes-tr-mu-s , from nemns, Yolsc. Veles-trom 'Yeliternorum',

beside Gr. ih>q 'low ground'; so also Lat. campester terrester

Silvester and the like, which are to be compared with the Gr.

fvdaif.iov-farspog (p. 194).

Combinations of comparative suffixes, -is-tero- : Lat. sin-

-is-ter -tra see p. 190, Lat. magister magistri Umbr. mestru

fem. 'maior', beside Lat. magis Osc. mais 'magis'; Lat. minister

ministri Osc. minstreis 'minoris', beside Lat. minus; cp. § 135.

Lat. inter-ior dexter-ior and the like, Osc. piistir-is. Lat.

supre-mu-s eoctre-mu-s and the like (cp. § 72 p. 168) and postre-

-m-issimu-s (cp. § 73 p. 179).

Old Irish, ar n- far n- poss. 'our, your', orig. gen. pi.

13*
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like Lat. nostrum vestrum : cp. Armen. mer jer Goth, unsar

izvar.^)

in-a-thar Corn, enederen 'intestines' O.Ir. eter etir 'between :

cp. Skr. an-trd-ni etc., see above p. 189. Schtar uachtar n. 'that

which is above, the upper part', beside os uas 'above', echtrann

'a stranger' from ech-tar 'extra' {-tar for *-tra): Lat. extero-

extrd. air-ther 'former, the east', from ar air 'ante'.

cech-tar 'each of two' from cech adj. 'each', nech-tar one

of two' from nech 'one'.

-ther is also found side by side with -iu (§ 135) in adjectival

comparative forms, yet it is comparatively much rarer than in

Aryan and Greek: liiathi-ther from luath 'quick', libri-ther from

lebor 'long' and so forth. It occurs also in comparatives formed

from substantives: Mid.Ir. metither 'larger' from meit f. 'size'.

-is-tero-. sinser 'older, oldest', ground'form *sen-is-tero-, cp.

sin-hc 'older' Lat. sen-ior. oser 'younger, youngest' ground-form

*ia^u-is-tero-, cp. oa 'younger' Skr. ydv-iyas- ydv-is-iha-.

Germanic. Goth, uf-aro 'over' A.S. uf-er-ra 'upper': Skr.

up-ara- etc. , see p. 189 above. Goth, und-aro 'underneath'

O.H.G. unt-aro untero 'lower' (adj.) : Skr. ddh-ara- etc. , see

p. 189 above. A.S. af-era eafora O.Sax. abaro 'offspring': Skr.

dp-ara- etc., see p. 190 above. O.H.G. ic^-ro u^aro u^ero A.S.

ut-ra uter-ra 'outer': Skr. ud-ara- ud-ard- etc., see p. 191

above. O.H.G. std-ero A.S. sidra 'later' (adj.) , beside O.H.G.

sid 'late, later.

Goth, uns-ar 'our' fem. imsara, izv-ar 'your' fern, izvara,

O.H.G. unser imver; unsro (nom. pi. fem.) unsrem (dat. pi.) and

the like, show the West-Germanic syncope: cp. Armen. mer

jer, O.Ir. ar n-, far n-.

Goth, vi-pra O.H.G. w-j-rfar 'against, with-' (in composition):

]) "ar n- and far n- no doubt stand for *(s)arom *(s}u.arOm, since «

disappears before a vowel which precedes the accent (cp. it = *senti').

"We find in Mid.Ir. aar, accented, in Ps. 2, but nar in Ps. 1. I suppose *sarom

*s'iiarom to have arisen in proclitic positions, from forms like the Goth.

unsar izvar, by loss of the initial sonant (uns- for ^s-), just as Romance
lo came from ilium, loro from illorum." Thurneysen.
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Skr. vi-tard-m. O.H.G. ni-daro A.S. ni-der-ra lower' (adj.):

Skr. ni-tardm. O.H.Gr. for-dro fordaro fordero A.S. furctra

'former' ground-form *p^-tero-, beside Grotli. faur faura 'before'.

O.H.G. hin-taro 'hinder' beside Goth, hin-dar 'behind', cp. A.S.

superl. hin-dema. Goth, af-taro 'from behind' aftra 'back' O.H.G.

aftro aftaro aftero 'hinder part' beside Goth. afar. Several ad-

verbial terminations derived from -tero- show considerable fertility,

e. g. Goth, hi-dre 'hither' (Lat. ci-tro ci-trcL) jdin-dre 'thither,

jdin-pro 'thence', alja-pro 'from some other place' dala-pro 'from

beneath'. "With regard to several adverbs in -ar, like Goth.

af-ar hin-dar, we cannot tell whether they are ace. sing. neut.

(cp. Skr. pratardm Gr. vpotsgov Lat. iterum) or are parallel to

forms like Gr. vnfQ Skr. updri.

Goth, hva-par O.H.G. hwedar wedar (wederemo wederan)

'which of two?': Skr. ha-tard-s etc., see p. 190 above. Goth.

an-par O.H.G. andar (andremo andran with West Germanic

syncope) 'other': Lith. an-tra-s 'other'.

Combination of comparative suffixes. O.H.G. win-is-tar

'left', see p. 190 above. -(t)ero- -\- -ies- -is-: O.H.G. unt-aroro

beside unt-aro, for-droro beside for-dro and the like, A.S. ut-

-er-ra beside ut-ra, wfter-ra beside ceft-ra, etc. O.H.G. superl.

nnt-arosto from unt-aro, for-darosto ivova.for-dro fordaro, af-tristo

from af-tro and the like.

Remark. O.Icel. aus-ir 'east' O.H.Q-. os-<r« os-tara f. 'Easter' ostar

'eastwards' {psiar : ostana = hintar : hintana) , A.S. edsira edsterra 'more

easterly', also Goth. Ostro-gotha: cp. Lat. aus-ter austr-ali-s, and further

Avest. usaa-lara- 'easterly'. Should we consider the Germanic and the

Latin word as the extension of a noun -stem "^ajts-^o- by -ero-, or as

derivatives in -tero- from an adverb "njfs, or as the regular phonetic re-

presentatives of a form 'aij,s-(e)s-i(e)ro-'i In Germanic the names for the

other quarters of the heavens are exactly parallel to the word for east,

so far as their inflexional part is concerned, cp. e. g. O.Icel. westr nordr

sudr, A.S. compar. westerra norcterra suSerra. 7iordr appears to be con-

nected with Gr. rfgrego-i Umbr. nettro-. In proper names we find also

Ausi- Auri- beside Austro- Austar-, and Wese- Wisi- (Wese-gothae Wisi-

gotliae) beside Westar-.

Balto-Slavonic. -ero- cannot be identified with certainty.

Perhaps in O.C.Sl. s6v-eru Lith. sziau-r-y-s 'north wind'?

O.C.Sl. jq-tro 'liver' from Idg. *en 'in', and beside it q-tro-ba
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f. 'intestines, belly q-tr-i adv. 'inside' beside O.C.Sl. vu for *ow,

cp. p. 189. O.C.Sl. ju-tro u-tro 'morning' loc. jutr6 utri 'to-

morrow', from ju u Lith. Jau 'iam' (whence also O.C.Sl. junu

Lith. jduna-s 'young', see § 66 p. 149).

Lith. ka-tra-s 'which of two, which, who?' O.C.Sl. ko-

-tery-ji ko-tory-jt 'who?': Skr. ka-tard- etc., see p. 190 above.

Lith. an-tra-s other, second' fern, antra: Groth. an-par; in

O.C.Sl. vu-toru, which corresponds in meaning, the form of the root

is unexplained. O.C.Sl. je-teru 'any one', from the pronominal

stem je-: Skr. ya-tard-, relat. 'which of two'.

§ 76. The Suffix -lo- -la-, -llo- -lla-.^)

For the variation between -^lo- and -lo- see I § 287 p. 229.

In the proethnic and later periods it is both primary and

secondary, forming adjectives and substantives. In its primary

use -lo- serves especially to form nouns of the agent and in-

strument; as a secondary suffix it is used especially to form

diminutives: in the latter use -lo- was exceedingly fertile in

Latin, Germanic and Lithuanian.

Indo-Germanic. Skr. tu-rd- 'mighty, strong' tu-la-m

'panicle, tuft, reed, cotton' tu-lS; 'cotton plant', G-r. Tv-Xo-g rv-

-h] (also rv-Xrj) 'swelling, lump', Lith. tu-la-s 'so many', i. e. 'a

good number of O.C.Sl. ty-lu 'neck', \/^teu- 'tumere'. Skr. ci-rd-

'long', ci-rd-m 'delay , delaying', Groth. hvei-la 'while , time'.

Armen. dai-l da-l 'beestings', Gr. d-7]-Xij 'mother's breast', Lat.

felare, O.Ir. de-l 'teat', O.H.G. ti-la 'woman's breast', Lett. dS-l-s

(stem de-la-) 'son' Lith. firm-de-l-e 'one that has borne a child

for the first time', y^ dhe(i)- 'suck'; cp. also Gr. dij-Xv-q 'suckling,

female' Skr. dha-ru-s 'sucking' with -lu- (§ 107). Gr. Lac. sXXd

'seat' for Hd-Xa (I § 364 p. 277), Lat. sella for *sed-la (I § 369

1) Besides the authorities given in the footnote on p. 180 cp. Osthof f

Die Suffixform -sla-, vornemlieh im German., Paul - Brauno's Beitr. Ill

335 if.; Togel, Lateinische Deminutiva auf -ulus, Mitau 1876; Lissner,

Tiber den Suffixcomplex -ti-li- im Lat., Eger 1874; von Pauoker, Die

[lat.] Deminutiva mit dem Suffix -c-ulus, a, um, Ztsohr. f. osterr. Gymii.

1876 p. 595 ff., and the same writer. Die [lat.] Deminutiva mit doppeltem

I (-ellus, -Ulus, -ullus etc.), Kuhn's Ztsohr. XXIII 169 ff.
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p. 280), Goth, sit-l-s 'seat', O.C.Sl. selo fundus' (Lower Sorb.

sedlo 'seat' Upper Sorb. sycUo 'abode' Czech sed-l-dk peasant')

for *sed-lo- (I § 548 p. 402). Idg. *ghes-lo- *ghes-l-iio-: Skr

sa-hdsra-m. 'thousand' sa-hasriya-s 'thousandfold', Grr. Ss>cd-/iloi

ten thousand' Lesb. /sXhoi. Dor. ///Atoi. Att. %iXioi 'thousand' from

""/fa-Xo- (I § 565 p. 423); for the I of dsy.d-xlloi and x,i^ioi I can

now refer to Thurneysen, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX 353.

Gr. Horn, oidx-'krj Lith. mig-ld myg-la (also myg-la with the

suffix -ia-) O.C.Sl. mig-la 'mist'. Skr. aj-ird- 'mobile, quick',

compare Lat. ag-ili-s (transferred from the o- to the i- declension),

which may represent either *ag-llo- or *ag-lo-.

In Italic, Germanic and Balto-Slavonic we frequently find

-s-lo-, which was taken from forms where -s- was the so-called

root-determinative, like Lat. ala for *axla (cp. axilla) O.Sax.

ahsla O.H.G. ahsala shoulder' beside Skr. dksa-s O.H.G. ahsa

Lat. axis Lith. aszl-s 'axle' for *ag + s- from *ag- 'drive, set

in motion'; O.H.G. dehsala O.C.Sl. tesla 'axe' beside Avest. tasa

,axe' Gr. to^o-v bow' O.H.G. dehsa 'hatchet, trowel' from *tek—\-s-.

In the same way were formed e. g. Lat. velu-m 'sail' (cp.

vexillu-m) O.C.Sl. veslo 'oar' from *uegh + slo- ('means of mo-

ving'), Y^'uegh- 'vehere'.

-lo- as a secondary suffix. Skr. nabhUa-m 'pudenda, navel',

Gr. 6/.i(paX6-g 'navel, boss of a shield', Lat. umbil-icu-s, O.Ir. imhl-iu

'navel', O.H.G. nabolo O.Icel. nafle m. 'navel', beside Skr. ndbhi-S

'nave, navel', Lat. umbo 'boss of a shield', O.H.G. naba 'nave',

Pruss. nabi-s 'nave, navel' Lett, nahba navel'. Skr. tum-ra-

'swelling, fat, strong', Lat. tumulus^ O.Icel. ptcmall m. 'thumb',

beside Skr. iu-tu-md- Avest. tu-ma- 'strong, powerful' etc., see

§ 72 p. 171. Skr. bahu-ld- 'thick' Gr. nayv-Xi)-^ 'rather thick',

beside Skr. bahu-s Gr. nnxv-g 'thick'. Skr. atdku-rd-s 'a swel-

ling, tumour', Gr. oyxv-Xo-g 'swollen, proud' (whence oyy.vXXoi-iai)

ayxv-Xo-g 'crooked' (older accentuation *6yy.v}i6-g *ayxt)Ao-g, see

I § 676, 4 p. 542 f.) ; we should perhaps also compare O.H.G.

angul O.Icel. qngidl m. 'fishhook, angle', pr. Germ. *at3guld-^

cp. Skr. anku-sd-s 'hook'. The diminutival sense is clearly

nsarked e. g. in Lat. porcultc-s porcil-ia O.H.G. farhel-i n. Lith.
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parszel-i-s 'little pig, sucking pig' compared with porcu-s farah

parsza-s 'pig', Lat. rotula Lith. ratel-i-s 'little wheel' beside

rota rata-s 'wheel' (the diminutival sense of the ^-derivative in

Lithuanian is certainly older than the addition of the further

suffix -io-, although the latter is also a diminutive suffix, see

§ 63, 2). Here belong also pet-names like Skr. bhanu-la- Gr.

G^adv-lo-g O.Ir. Tuath-al Goth. Vulfi-la Pruss. Butil, for whicli

see below.

The termination -e-lo- is exceedingly common and certainly

dates from the proethnic period of Indo-Germanic, but in many

cases we cannot tell whether the stem to which it is added is

verbal or nominal.

Aryan. Skr. sthu-rd- sthu-ld- 'massive, strong, rough,

stupid' : Gr. arv-M-g 'pillar'. Skr. has-rd- 'laughing', with which

Windisch would compare Gr. xstlo-g n. 'lip' for *xfa-k-og. Avest.

tiy-ra- 'point' : Goth, stik-l-s, see below. Avest. stax-ra- 'strong,

firm': O.H.G. stah-al, see below. Skr. sa-hdsra-m Avest. ha-

-zaKre-m 'thousand': Gr. Lesb. x^^^-^o^ see p. 199 above. Skr.

go-las 'ball', go-la-m go-lCL 'spherical water-vessel': Gr. yav-Xo-q

'pail, vessel' yav-lo-q 'trading ship' (O.H.G. chiol and O.Icel.

kjoll 'ship' can hardly be compared with this group of words;

their vocalism seems to shew that they come from a different

root). Avest. zaf-ra- n. (beside zafar') 'mouth, throat': O.Sax.

kaf-l A.S. ceaf-l m. 'jaw' (of animals).

-llo-. Skr. aprd-s; see above, sus-ird-s sus-ird-s (see I § 557,

4 p. 413) 'hollow, a reed', n. 'hole, wind instrument': Gr. avk-6c

'reed, pipe, flute' for *auva-lo-g. Skr., d^gira-, name of divine

beings who were regarded as mediators between men and

gods: Gr. uyyiXo-g 'messenger': the g of the Skr. form imphes

that the original form was not *d'i9Qd-lo- (cp. Skr. dni-la-s

'wind' Gr. uve-/.io-g for *an9-, beside Skr. dni-mi), but *dnq-llo-,

see I § 445 p. 331, § 450 p. 333 f. We should no doubt

add tum-ura- tum-ula- 'loud, noisy' beside tum-ala-, with the

same meaning (cp. tfpd-la beside t^p-rd- 'restless, anxious") : Lat.

tumul-tu-s : the word is usually connected, and perhaps rightly,

with Skr. tum-ra- 'swelling puffed up' (see p. 198 above.)
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-lo- in secondary use. Skr. nabhzla-m, tum-ra- (ultimately

;ilso tum-ura-), bahu-ld-, atdJm-rd-s ; see above. Further, with

diminutive sense, vfsa-ld-s 'mannikin, small man' {vfsan- 'man'),

Sisu-la-s 'little child' {sisu-§ 'child') , kalcika-ld 'small splinter'

{ialdka 'splinter'). Add pet names like bhanu-la- cp. hliclnu-

-datta-, pity-la- cp. 'pity-datta-, devila- cp. deoa-datta-.

Eemark 1. We may add here a number of forms from Aryan, in

which it is doubtful whether the suffix is Idg. -ro- or -lo-, op. § 74 p. 182.

Skr. du-ra- Avest. O.Pers. cJu-ra- 'distant'. Skr. kru-rd- 'bloody,

wounded, cruel, gruesome", Avest. icru-ra- 'wounding, horrible'. Skr. sri-ld-

'beautiful' a-snrd- a-SllJa- 'not beautiful, ugly' Avest. sfi^ra- 'beautiful',

cp. compar. Skr. sre-yas-. Skr. uij-rd- Avest. uy-ra- 'strong, mighty'. Skr.

dg-ra-m Avest. ay-re-m 'beginning'. Skr. ksip-rd- 'quick', miS-rd- 'mixed'

d-niisla- 'intermingling', vak-rd-s 'crooked', pa-Jd-s 'protector, herdsman',

rdndh-ra-m 'opening'. Avest. hix-re-m 'fluid, impurity'.

-ri'O- -llo-. Skr. dhvas-ird- (beside dhvas-rd-) 'scattering', mad-ird-

'gladdening', sar-ird- sal-ilA- 'flowing, undulating', n. 'wave, flood', trd-ild-

"perforated, porous'. In Iranian the regular phonetic developement reduced

-2'ro- -llo- and -e-ro- -e-lo- to one form -ara-, and they are thus indis-

tinguishable.

-ro- -lo- in secondaryuse ; Skr. dsu-ra- Avest. ahu-ra- O.Pers. mi-ra-

(in aura-mazdah-) meaning perhaps 'lord', epithet of divinities, compared

with Skr. dsii- 'vital spirit'; for the etymology of the word see von Bradke,

Ztschr. der deutsoh. morg. Gres. XL. 347 ff. Skr. pqsu-rd- 'dusty' {pq,su-s

'dust'), madhu-ra- madhu-ld- 'sweet' {inddlm 'sweetness, honey'), muska-rd-

'having testicles' (muskd-s 'testicle'), phena-ld- 'foamy' (phena-s 'foam').

In the following words the primary stem has no final -«-: dlium-rd- 'gray'

{dhumd-s 'smoke'), rath-ird- 'travelling in a chariot' (rdtha-s 'chariot'), phen-

ila- beside phena-ld- 'foamy'.

The addition of -ra- -la- to stems in -vmi- is particularly common.

The combination -vara- -vala- (cp. p. 182 for Skr. pivara- On: nze^d-i =
Idg. *pi-ue-r6-) was taken into common use as an independent suffix. Skr.

adhvard-s 'festal gathering' {ddhvan- 'way') it-vurd- 'going' {Hvan- 'going'),

and further vid-vald- 'clever' (vid- 'know'), krsi-vald- 'husbandman' {krsi-s

'husbandry'] and other words, -vari is a common fern, termination from

adjectives in -van-; e. g. ydj-vari from ydj-van- 'pious',rtaD»)-t Avest. asSvairi

irom rfdoan- asavan- 'pious'. InAvestic, certain nom.-acc. neut. end in -vnr",

e. g. mip-ivar" from mip-wan- n. 'pair', hars-var" from kars-van- n., the name

for the seven divisions of the earth: cp. Gr. n7-(f)ao 'fat' beside wffjo'-;

TJlaQO-^.

Compare with this -vara- -vala- Skr. ndmard- 'ravenous' from dd-

-man- n. 'food', sidhmald- 'leprous' from sid-maii- sid-md- 'leprosy'; further,

O.H.Q-. O.Sax. himil beside Goth, himin-s 'heaven', A.S. dymel 'thumb-stall,

finger-guard' beside duma m. (aec. duinan) 'thumb'.
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Armenian dai-l da-l 'beestings': Q-r. d-rj-lij etc., see above

p. 198.

Here too no doubt belong infinitives in -I, as ta-l 'to give'

(indie, to-m), here-l 'to carry' (bere-m), merani-l 'to die' (merani-m)-

Greek, arv-lo-q 'pillar': Skr. sihu-rd- sthU-ld-, see above

p. 200. ni-Xo-c 'felt' : Lat. pi-lu-s 'hair' and the derivative ptleu-s

'felt' (also written pilleus, see I § 612 p. 463'). xav-Xo-g 'stalk':

Lat. cau-lae pi. 'cavities' (cp. also Lat. cau-li-s 'stalk'), Lith.

kdu-la-s 'bone'. ilsvy-Xt] 'yoke-ring, thong' : cp. Lat. jug-ulae pi.

'Orion's girdle of stars'. rvf-Xo-g 'blind'. ctqe^-Xo-i; 'twisted', ex-

nayXo-g 'awful, terrible' for *sy.-7iXay-Xo-g, from iY.-nXay-rivai, see

I § 266 p. 215. (f,v-\o-v 'stem, race' (pv-Xri 'community' '6.i^-X(i-(i

dd--Xo-g 'contest' asd--Xo-v dd--Xo-v 'prize', args^-l?] 'roll, roller'.

By the side of the adjectives in pr. Gr. -rpQo-g (§ 74 p. 184)

there were others in -rj-lo-g, like Horn. y-ara-Qiyi^Xo-g 'making

one shudder, terrible' {y-aTa-QQlyko), ul/.ti]X6-g 'imitative, imitated'

{l.uf.iiouai), including such substantival nomina agentis as y.tt7np,o-Q

'huckster', Lac. dtiy.qXo-g (and the extended form SsinriXMra-c)

'actor'. Cp. Lat. cicindela (below. Remark 2) and Lith. teke-la-s

beside teke-ti (see below).

TitaXo-g 'fat', like nlago-g, from Txialvm (see § 74 Rem.

p. 185), extended njaXto-g 'fat' (see § 64 p. 135); like the

latter are formed ly./naXeo-g 'damp', from Ix^iulvio , y.pr,uaXeo-g

frosty', from ygv/.tuiva, Sii/.iaXio-g 'timid, terrible' from dsi/inivio,

and many other similar words.

'llo-. y.srp-aXfj beside xs^-Xi] 'head': Goth, gih-la m. 'spire'

O.H.G. gebal m. 'skull, head', y^ghebh-. nh-uXo-g 'outspread'

nST-aXo-v 'leaf. aid-aXo-g 'soot'. y.gsiii(i-a?,o-v 'rattle'.

-lo- -llo- in secondary use. naxv-Xo-g, ojW-ylo-c, see p. 199.

rjSv-Xo-g 'sweetish' (^cJJ-g 'sweet'), dglfiv-Xo-g 'somewhat sharp'

{Sglf-iv-g 'sharp'), both with shifted accent like oyxvXo-g (see

I § 676, 4, p. 542 f.). davXn-g 'thickly overgrown' for *iaOv-7M-g,

from 3aav-g 'thickly grown', Tpavl6-g 'lisping, snarling, stuttering'

1) In the first sentence of this section of the English edition (p. 462)

instead of 'nasal liquid explosive or sonant', read 'nasal liquid explosive

or spirant' (Gerauschlaut).
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for *rpanv-Xo-g beside Skr. t^sii-s 'brisk, impetuous' (Wheeler,

Der griech. Nominalaccent 63). 'ou-al6-c 'smooth, even', from

6/(0-: Lat. simili-s, for older *sem-/o- or *sem-llo-. xi)a/ii-aU-g 'low'^

beside x^o^- 'earth' for *x»o,u- (I § 204 p. 172, 11 § 160, 2):

Lat. hum-ili-s. Words like nuxv-lo-g, where -lo- acts as a

diminutive suffix, gave rise to a number of new formations,

most of which however appear only in later Greek; as /«xx-

-vlo-g 'small', from /Hx/o'-c, a^xr-vlo-g 'young bear', from apxro-?;

and to extended formations with -io- like y.adao-vXlo-c 'cleanly'

{xu9^ag6-g 'clean'), to which again a further diminutive suffix

was added, e. g. dvd-vll-io-v 'floweret' (uv&oc), sn-vX7^-io-v 'small

poem' (sTroc). Pet names with -lo- are common. 'Oi>i]ai-lo-g

cp. 'Ovr/(ri-y.pdTijg, TaUrlo-g cp. T«f/-KA%; hence -ilo-g became an

independent ending, e. g. ^co-'ilo-g cp. ^M-y.pdrijg. Further, we

have names of this kind extended by -io- as Tb()xpi.-llo-g, cp.

TcQij.ii-y.lfjc\ then -illo-g also became an independent ending, as

AoQ-illo-g cp. /loQv-laog. Qgaav-lo-g cp. Qgixav-/:tciXo-g, BaSv-Xo-c

cp. Bad-v-lao-g, hence such forms as 'Ay-vXo-g 'Hy-vlo-g cp. 'Ays-

-aTQuTo-g Hys-ffTguTo-g; with the -io- extension we have e. g.

BdOv-llo-g beside Bcx&v-Xo-g, hence forms like Ntx-vXlo-g cp.

NTy.o-/-itjd7]c.

We may regard either as primary or as denominative forma-

tions adjectives in -d-lo-, such as aiyi]X6-g (Pind. aiyciXo-g) 'silent,

quiet' beside alydco 'I am silent' and oiyij 'silence', dnaT7]-X6-g

'deceitful' beside dnaTaio 'I deceive' and dndvij 'deceit', cp.

-a-()o- § 74 p. 184 f. The same is generally true of forms in

-e-Xn- = Idg. -e-lo-, e. g. *TQun-s-l6-g 'turning' in sv-rpdnslo-c

'turning easily': Lat. torculu-s for *torcu-lo- (I § 431c p. 320 f.),

•

aTV(frE-X6-g beside arvrp-Xo-g 'solid, compact, firm, hard' ; siy.-s-Xo-g

'like, similar'; fiv-s-Xo-g 'marrow'; ay.on-s-Xn-g 'rock'; vs(p-b-Xi]

'cloud': Lat. nebula, O.Ir. nel 'cloud' for *neb-lo-, O.H.G. neh-iil

m. 'cloud'; dy-h-Xi] 'herd': cp. O.Lat. agolo- n. 'pastorale bacu-

lum, quo pecudes aguntur (Paul. Fest.). The -Xo- of -i-Xo-

can be more certainly identified as a secondary suffix in ni-i.a-

-Itj 'fat' and dv-/id-Xr] 'place of offering', to be compared with

ij-f-it-ga and similar words, but in no other examples.
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Italic. Ital. *fe-lo- in Lat. fel-are fil-iu-s, Umbr. feliuf

Jiliu ace. 'lactantes' f el. (abbreviatioii) 'filius': Gr. dij-lij 'mother's

breast', Lett. dS-l-s 'son' etc., see above p. 198. Lat. sella for

*sed-lcL: Grr. l-VA etc., see above, p. 198 f. grallae 'stilts', com-

pared with gradior. rallu-m C^'O 'ploughshare' beside radula

'scraper' (is this for orig. *rcld-lla, or a new formation of later

date?) from rcldo; also ralius (a?) 'close shorn', caelu-m

'chisel' from caedo. pilu-m 'pestle' for *pins-lo-m (I § 208

p. 175 f.). exem-p-lu-m (from eximo, 'something taken out', hence)

'specimen, type', tem-p-lu-m (cp. Gr. ts/lu'w, 'something cut off',

lience) 'holy precinct, temple', with -/j- as a glide sound (I § 208

p. 175). assecla, from assequor.

-ulo- ulcL- are very frequent in Latin. In the forms assec-

nla beside assecla, vinculu-m beside vinclu-m, torculu-s [tor-

queoj, coculu-m (coquo), as in tragula (trahoj, -ulo- -uld- were

developed from -lo- -la- during the Latin period, see I § 269

p. 218, § 431 c p. 320 (., § 509 p. 373. Elsewhere it is doubt-

ful, whether Idg. -lo- or -llo- or -e-lo- was the original suffix;

e. g. in the nomina instrumenti, like capulu-s captdu-m- ex-

-cipidu-m (cp. O.H.G. hev-ilo 'yeast', the means of making some-

thing rise), cingulu-m cingula, tegulu-m tegula, copula, regula.

Further, in substantival nomina agentis, as figulu-s 'potter'

legidu-s 'gatherer', and adjectival nomina agentis, which usually

imply a culpable tendency to some action, as bibulu-s,

rredulu-s, gemulu-s, tremulu-s, pendulu-s: cp. Goth, sakul-s

'quarrelsome' and the like ; see below. In a few cases also it is

conceivable that the suffix may represent Idg. -u-lo-. Where
there has been a transference from the o- to the i- declension,

-Hi- appears, instead oi -ulo-. Thus we have agili-s: Skr. ajird-s,

see above, p. 199. Similarly bibili-s, fragili-s, facili-s, docili-s,

habili-s etc., and by an extension to the to- participle coctili-si

Jissili-s, fiexili-s, versatili-s, volCLtili-s etc.

-s-lo- is of common occurrence, ala, velu-m, see p. 199 above.

alu-m 'wild garlic' for *an-s-lo-m, cp. 0.C.81. qch-ati 'to give

forth smeir for *on-s-ati, beside Skr. dni-ti. prelu-m for *prem-

-s-lo-m, from premo. palit-s pdlu-in for *pac-slo- or *pac-slo-,
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from pac-tsior, \/^paTc- 'fasten': cp. Gr. -ndaaalo-^ 'peg, nail'

as though from a present *vdaa(i), for *jiay.i.co (cp. -ntjoaw), and

hence to be compared in point of formation with O.H.Gr. deckel

from decken = O.Icel. pekja. scala for *scantsla, from scando.

For the phonetic changes in these words see I § 208 p. 175 f.,

§ 570 p. 428.

Remark 2. Osthoff (Paul-Braune's Beitr. Ill 346) would also derive

from -s-ln- -s-la- the feminine substantives like fugela sequela querela, and
candela iiitela, referring, -ela in the former group to *-e-sla (cp. fuge-re),

in the latter to *-e-sla (cp. cande-re), and he compares such Germ, forms as

O.H.Gr. ruomi-sala f. hruonii-sal n. 'boasting' (see below). This is possible.

Still there is nothing to prevent our deriving them from Idg. -e-la-, and
I rather prefer this explanation on account of cicindela 'glow-worm'. This

was the feminine of an adjective *cicindelo-, which may be compared with

Gr. fiifj>j-Xd-Q. Accordingly we should regard candela and the other parallel

forms as having been originally adjectival.

-lo- -jjlo- is secondary in simili-s, humili-s (with change

of declension, see p. 203 above); similarly parili-s from par,

pestili-s from pesti-s, herbili-s from herba. nubilu-s from nubes.

angulus, Umbr. anglom-e 'in angulum' for *anc-lo-, compared

with Lat. ancu-s; similarly O.Lat. ungidu-s compared with uncus;

see I § 499 p. 366. Whether -lo- is also secondary in Lat. famul

famulus Osc. famel 'servus' famelo f. 'familia' (compare Lat.

famil-ia Umb. famef-ias pi. 'familiae') may be left an open

question; see Danielsson in Pauli's Altital. Stud. Ill 178.

This suffix was very fertile in forming diminutives. Lat.

catulu-s Umb. katel 'catulus' katlu 'catulum'. Lat. jporculu-s

porcil-ia beside porcus: O.H.G. farhel-i n. Lith. parszel-i-s

'sucking pig', rotula beside rota: Lith. ratel-i-s. Other substan-

tives are : reguht-s, adulesceiitulu-s, viculu-s, scutidu-m, glandula,

nutrtcula, animula, mensula; servolu-s, cldvola; fUiohc-s, gloriola,

Imeo-la. Adjectives : loqiiCLculu-s, valeutidu-s, frigiduhc-s, bar-

batulu-s; helvolu-s; ebriolu-s, aureolu-s. Umbr. fondlo- 'fonti-

culus' (fondlir-e 'in fonticulis') for *font-lo-, cp. adro- I § 499

p. 366. Osc. Niivla- 'Nola' in Nuvlanus pi. 'Nolani' corre-

sponds to a Lat. form *novola (beside novo-s). We should notice

also as examples of different phonetic changes; Lat. stella for

*ster-la (Gr. datrJQ 'star'), puella for *puer-la, agellus for *ager-lo-Sy
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nigellu-s for *niger-lo-s, satuUu-s for *satur-lo-s, pauUu-s paulu-s

for *paur-lo-s (Gr. nnvpog "small, little'), see I § 269 p. 216,

§ 633 p. 473 f.; further asellu-s for *asen-lo-s, femella for *femen-la,

bellu-s for *ben-lo-s (bene), gemellus for *gemen-lo-s, suillu-s

for *smn-lo-s, corolla for *coron-la, see I § 208 p. 175; lastly

lapillu-s for Hapid-lo-s, see I § 369 p. 280.

In Latin -lo- was often added to these diminutives as a

further diminutive suffix, e. g. catellu-s from catulu-s, cistella from

cistula^ {catello- : orig. *cat-lo- = *ager-lo- agello- : agro-), agel-

liilu-s from agellu-s, puellu-la, paullu-lu-s, tenellulu-s, bellulu-s.

Another suffix in which the diminutive sense was douhly

tjxpressed, but which in the historical period of Latin wasr egarded

merely as a single diminutive suffix, arose in proethnic Italic

through the addition of -lo- to the suffix -ko- (§ 88) ')

:

Lat. die-cula, Osc. zi-colois 'diebus' zi-culud 'die' (see I § 73

p. 63 f, § 135 p. 123). Other examples from Latin are: mus-

-culu-s 'little mouse, muscle' (cp. Skr. mus-kd- 'testicle' mus-aka-s

itnus-ika 'rat, mouse', Armen. mukn 'mouse, muscle'), jus-culu-m,

corculu-m i. e. *cord-\-culu-m, mater-cula, latrUnculu-Sj corpus-

-culu-m, 7nelius-culu-s, igni-culu-s, resti-cida, levi-culu-s.

Old Irish. O.Ir. de-l 'teat': O.H.Gr. ti-la etc., see above

p. 198. ce-l O.Cymr. coi-l 'augurium': Goth, hdi-l-s 'sound, healthy',

O.H.G. hei-l 'sound, whole', A.S. Jml O.Icel. heill n. (for

*hailiz-) 'luck, favourable omen', Pruss. kail-ustika-n ace. 'health'

O.C.Sl. c6-lu 'whole, complete', nel 'cloud' for *neb-lo-, Cymi'.

niwl 'cloud' : Gr. vKpsXrj etc., see p. 203 above, coll m. 'hazel'

for *cos-lo-: Lat. cor-ulu-s (corylu-s) for *cos-, O.H.G. Iiasal

O.Icel. hasl 'hazel', temel 'darkness': Skr. tam-rd- 'darkening*.

si-l n. 'seed', y/~'se-. gabul gobul Mod. Cymr. gafl 'forked branch

or twig, fork of the thighs'.

-s + lo-. uall f. 'exaltation, haughtiness' uasal 'high, exalted,

noble' Mod.Cymr. uchel 'high' Gall. Uxello-dunu-m 'High-town',

compared with O.Ir. os uas Mod.Cymr. uch 'above' for *auq-s-

(cp. Lith. duksz-ta-s 'high') from y/^auQ- 'increase'; uall there-

1) G. Curtius (Stud. I 1, 259 ff.) treats this combination as older than

the Italic period. I cannot regard this as comcletely demonstrated.
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fore = '"auq-s-la, on the other hand uasal must be compared

with Lat. auxiliu-m, which represents a form *auxulo-, cp.

famil-ia: famulus^ Caecil-iu-s : Caeculu-s. ciall Mod.Cymr. pwyll

'wit understanding' orig. ^qei-sla-, cp. Skr. ci-he-ti ci-no-ti 'ob-

serves, finds out'. Perhaps we should add giall 'hostage' pr. Kelt.

*geslo-: O.H.Gr. gisal O.Icel. gisl m. 'prisoner of war, prisoner

held as a surety, common ground-form *gheislo- ; the etymology

of the word has not been explained ; the vocalism of the Keltic

word is against its connexion with Lat. haereo, which Osthoff

considered certain (Z. Gesch. d. Perf. 630).

-lo- occurs with diminutival force in pet names , such as

Tuathal cp. Tuath-char ; cp. also Gall. Teutalu-s^ Camulu-s,

Toutillu-s, Catullus.

Germanic. Goth, fu-l-s O.H.G. fu-l 'foul': Lith. p<-?e« pi.

'pus, matter', stem pu-l-ja-. O.H.G. siu-la f. 'awl, punch': Lith.

stii-la-s 'thread for stitching' siu-l-e 'seam', perhaps also Gr. v-X-lai

pi. 'pieces of leather for shoe soles' (Hesych.). O.H.G. O.Icel.

sei-l n. 'rope' O.H.G. si-lo m. 'straps for draught cattle, harness':

Lith. dt-sei-l-i-s 'the iron which joins the connecting rod to the

axle, the crank', at-sai-l-e 'connecting pole between the splinter-bar

and the axle'. Goth, sto-l-s O.H.G. stuo-l 'stool, seat': Lith.

pa-sfo-la-s 'stand', pi. 'carpenter's scaffolding', Goth, stik-l-s O.H.G.

stechal m. 'drinking vessel, goblet' (properly used of drinking

horns that run to a point, then of other drinking vessels) : Avest.

Hy-ra- 'point'. O.H.G. hag-al m. O.Icel. hag-l n. 'hail' is pre-

sumably to be compared with Gr. /.a/l-ijS 'small stone, pebble'.

O.H.G. stah-al m. O.Icel. stal n. 'steel': Avest. stax-ra- "strong,

firm', Pruss. panu-stada-n ace. 'steel for kindling fire'.

Goth, ag-l-s 'terrible', beside og 'I am afraid'. Mid.H.G. ki'ol,

gen. krolles 'in ringlets, curled' pr. Germ. *kruz-ld-, see 1 § 582

p. 436. O.H.G. z^-la 'line, row', beside zi-t pr. Germ. *tl-M-

'time'. Goth./?^^-/-s O.H.G. fog-al m. 'bird', iov '^'flu^-la-?, see

I § 277 p. 221. Goth, pvah-l n. 'bath'. Goth, fair-veit-l n.

'stage play'. O.H.G. sciw-ala A.S. sceof-l f. Dutch schoff-l

'shovel', beside O.H.G. scioban "shove, push'.

The following examples probably contain -jlo-: Goth, hakiil-s
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O.Icel. hqkuU m. 'mantle' beside O.Icel. heJc-la "mantle". O.Icel.

sqd,iill O.H.Q-. satul m. 'saddle'. O.H.G. snahul m. 'snout'. Ad-

jectival nomina agentis generally imply an inclination to something.

Goth, sakul-s 'quarrelsome', slahul-s (beside slahal-s) 'apt to

sti-ike', O.Icel. hugull (beside hugall) 'careful, thoughtful', O.Sax.

slcLpol 'lethargic* flii^ol 'fleeting' (in O.H.Gr. -al, as e^zal 'ravenous',

sprungal 'saliens') ; forms like A.S. hla^-ol 'inclined to laughing'

(beside Miehhan 'to laugh') indicate that the suffix was originally

accented. Also in secondary use, as Goth, vein-ul-s 'bibulous'

from vein n. wine' (O.H.G. wort-al 'talkative' from wort n.

'word').

-s-lo- is frequent; it is nowhere so fertile as in Germanic.

O.H.G. ahsala, dehsala, see p. 199. Goth, preihsl n. 'distress',

from preiha 'I press' for pr. Germ. *pre'tdxo (I § 214 p. 181).

Goth, skoh-sl n. 'evil spirit'. Goth, hunsl A.S. husel O.Icel. hilsl

n. 'offering' for */uunt-sla-, compared with Avest. spent-a- 0.C.81.

svqtu 'holy', cp. I § 180 p. 158 (where *yuunt-sla-m should be

read for *xtmnt-'rtla-m) and § 413 p. 303. O.H.G. wehsal m.

O.Icel. vlxl n. 'change', compared with O.H.G. wihhan. O.H.G.

knuosal A.S. mosl n. 'family, cp. Gr. yvm-ro-g 'a relative'. O.Icel.

beisl n. 'bit, curb' ground-form *bhoid + slo-, beside Goth, heita

'I bite'. In particular many nouns were formed in -isla- in

connexion with verbs in -jan, as Goth, svartizl n. 'blackness, ink'

beside *svartjan O.Icel. sverta 'to blacken', O.H.G. irrisal 'error'

beside irren, truohisal 'affliction' beside truohen 'to trouble',

ruomisal and hruomisala 'ostentation, boasting' beside hruomen

'to boast'. Later the suffix was added to noun stems, as in

Mid.H.G. twanc-sal 'restriction' from twanc 'force', fluht-sal 'a

fleeing, escape' from flulit 'flight'. From the Middle High German

period onwards it was regarded as a distinct word in composition.

Cp. -s-tiio- § 61, -s-tro- § 62, -s-ti- § 100, -s-tu- § 108, -s-men-

§ 117.

Pr. Germ, -ila- is very frequent, and difficult to explain

with certainty. If Paul (in his Beitr. IV 235) is right in holding

that pre -Germanic -llo- in the proethnic Germanic period

passed sometimes into -wZa-, sometimes into -ela- later -j7a-,
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according to the varying intensity of the accent, then some of

the forms in -ila- must be added to the examples given above

of Idg. -llo- (with pr. Germ, -ula-), and we could derive Goth.

mikil-s A.S. mikil O.H.G. mihhil O.Icel. mikell great", with

Gr. ,usydXo-, from a ground-form *meg-llo-. But this law does

not seem to me clearly established. In any case some of the

forms with pr. Germ, -ila- are to be referred to Idg. -e-lo-.

A certain number may represent an Idg. -i-lo-. If we exclude

more or less isolated formations, like the already mentioned

mikil-s, Goth, icbil-s O.H.G. ubil 'evil, bad' (perhaps the meaning

is going beyond bounds, transgressing rules', so that we should

compare O.H.G. tibir 'over' Gr. vnsg), and Goth, in-ilo f. 'excuse,

motive' (beside fair-ina f. 'charge, ground of complaint'), pr. Germ.

-ila- is found especially in substantival nomina agentis and in

diminutives. Hence these two classes may be placed here:

Substantival nomina agentis. O.H.G. brut-pitil 'wooer, suitor's

advocate' O.Icel. bi^ell 'one who asks'. O.Sax. crupel O.Icel.

krypell 'cripple' ('creeper'), beside O.Icel. krjupa 'to creep'. O.H.G.

tripil 'charioteer' ('driver'), putil 'beadle' ('summon er'), tregil 'carrier',

drahsil 'turner'. Names of creatures like O.H.G. wibil O.Icel.vifell

'chafer, beetle' (Mid.H.G. webelen iveberen, wabelen ivaberen 'move

hither and thither'): cp. Lith. vdb-aia-s 'chafer', O.H.G. tuhhil

'mergus'. Further, names of tools (cp. § 150), like O.H.G. mei^il

O.Icel. meitell 'chisel' ('cutter'), beside Goth, mditan 'to cut', O.H.G.

sluipl O.Sax. slutil 'key' ('shutter'), O.H.G. slegil 'mallet', stopl

'pestle, beetle', driscil, also fem. driscila,' flail', spinnila 'spindle'.

-ila- occurs also as a secondary suffix: O.K.G. reitil wagan-reitil

'charioteer' from reita 'car, carriage'. "We have also examples

of nomina agentis without an i preceding the ^-suffix: O.H.G.

tuhhal beside tuhhil, staphul 'grasshopper, scumla 'shovel'.

Diminutives. O.H.G. bendil O.Icel. bendell m. 'small band,

redimicula' Mod.H.G. dial. (Rh.-Frank.) bendel, which has lost its

diminutive meaning. O.H.G. stengil 'stalk' (no longer regarded as

a diminutive), from stanga 'pole'. The forms have for the most

part passed over to the w-declension : O.H.G. scalchilo m. 'ser-

vulus' from scalch m. 'servus', lihhamilo m. 'corpusculum' from

Brugmann, Elements. II. 14
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lihhamo m. 'corpus'; Goth, mavilo O.Icel. meyla f. little maiden'

beside Goth, mavi f. 'maid, damsel', O.H.G. niftila f. niece'

from nift f. 'niece', turila f. 'small door' from turi f. 'door';

Goth, barnilo n. 'little child' from barn u. 'child'. Add pet

names like Goth. Vulfila O.H.G. Wolfilo cp. O.H.G. Wolf-hart,

O.H.G. Gundilo cp. Gund-hart. Examples of diminutives without

an i before the Z-suffix: Goth, magu-la m. 'little boy' from

magus m. 'boy', O.H.G. morhala f. 'moril, edible mushroom'

from moraha f. 'carrot', O.H.G. Bodulo Bodalo by the side of

Bodilo, O.Icel. Sinfjqtli by the side of O.H.G. Sintarfinilo.

The diminutival Z-suffix was extended by other diminutival

elements. O.H.G. turili (turilin) Mid.H.G. tilrlm from turila,

chindiU (chindilm) 'little child"; for the origin of this extension

see Kluge, Stammbild. p. 29. O.H.G. jungal-iny O.Icel. ungl-

-ingr 'a youth', O.Icel. myslingr from mysla 'little mouse', which

itself is derived from mUs 'mouse'.

B alto -Slavonic. Lith. gai-la-s (and with changed declension

gai-lu-s) 'ill-tempered, liable to bite (of dogs)' O.C.Sl. (d)z6-lu

'violent': O.H.G. gei-l 'ungovernable, petulant, wanton'. Lith.

mig-lh myg-la O.C.Sl. m%g-la 'mist': Gr. Horn, ofxiy-'ky] 'mist'.

Lith. ak-la-s 'blind': Lat. aquilu-s. O.C.Sl. stre-la f. 'arrow':

O.H.G. stra-la f. 'arrow, flash of lightning'. O.C.Sl. si-la 'might,

strength' Sloven, si-la 'haste', cp. Pruss. sei-li- 'earnestness,

endeavour, diligence' seiliska- 'devotion' : it is not clear whether

we should compare Skr. M-la-m 'custom, character' or Lett, si-t

'to bind'. Lith. ait-la-s 'leg of a boot' beside aU-ti 'to cover the

feet'. Lett, e-la 'road', beside i-t 'to go', cp. Lith. ei-l-e f. Lett.

ai-l-i-s m. 'series, row'. O.C.Sl. qz-lu vqz-lu 'knot'.

-llo- may perhaps be traced in the following instances.

Pruss. sirs-il-i-s O.C.Sl. stris-ilU beside Lith. szirsz-l-y-s 'hornet':

Dutch horzel. Lith. sprdg-ita-s 'flail', beside sprag-eti 'to rustle'.

O.C.Sl. koz-tlu (kozlu) 'he-goat', from koza 'goat', m-ilu eagle',

beside Lith. erel-i-s O.H.G. aro m. 'eagle'. O.C.Sl. sedlo n.

'saddle' for *sedtlo (are O.H.G. satul A.S. sadol 'saddle' borrowed

from some Slavonic language?), svitlu 'luminous' for *svetilu,

from svetu 'light'. In considering the last two words itl shoud
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be noted that pr. Slav. *sedlo, *svmu would necessarily have
appeared in O.C.Sl. as *selo, *svm (I § 545 p. 399, § 548 p. 402).

Cp. also Truss, names like Butil {buta- 'house'), Cantil (canta-

"endurance").

-s-lo- is not uncommon (cp. -s-U- § 98). O.C.Sl. tesla veslo,

see p. 199 above. Pruss. san-insl-e f. girdle' O.C.Sl. su-v<^slo

n. 'band, fetter' u-v(islo n. 'diadem' for *§gh+s-lo-, y^afigh- 'tie,

press tight', cp. O.C.Sl. qz-lu 'knot'. Lith. mok-sla-s 'teaching',

hrhla-s Lett, hrisl-s 'refuse, fragment' for *krU-sla-; meszta-s

Lett, mesl-s, both usually in pi., 'dung, sweepings' beside Lith.

mes-iu Lett, me/chu 'I cleanse out' (I § 414 p. 303); gy-sla

'vein, sinew', cp. O.C.Sl. zi-la 'vein'; iishy-s 'one who scents out'

M-e 'nostril' for *utsl- beside udziu 'I smell': mi-sl-e 'riddle'.

O.C.Sl. cislo 'number' for *cit-slo (cp. cism^ § 117), prqslo 'gradus'

for *prentslo from Slav, prend- or prent- (see Miklosich, Etym.

"Worth. 262), maslo 'oil, salve' beside maz-ati 'to smear' (I loc. cit.).

-e-lo-. In Baltic this is preserved in -e-l-io-, as Lith. did-eli-s

'great' (beside dldi-s 'great' hke Gr. nsydlo- beside fttyai;), er-

-eli-s 'eagle' (cp. O.C.Sl. ortlu) ; usually with diminutive meaning,

as in Lith. parszeli-s 'little pig' galvele 'little head'. Cp. also

Pruss. names like Dargelo Dargels (darga- 'dear'). In Slavonic

the simple -elo- also occurs, though rarely: e. g. drqselu (beside

drqsuM) 'sorrowful, peevish', cmtelu 'flower', pUvelu 'weed' beside

pUva Pruss. pelivo 'chaff'.

-o-lo-, -a-lo- or -9-lo-. In Baltic -ala- is fairly common,

as in Lith. misalat pi. Lett, mi/als 'urine', Lith. uz-valhala-s

'bed-cover' (cp. O.C.Sl. obUklo 'clothing' for *ob-velk-lo), dvala-s

'foot-covering' (cp. aulas p. 210), velkala-s 'business', sndigala

'snowflake'. In Slavonic it is rarer; O.C.Sl. sokolu 'falcon'.

Remark 3. For the combinations -o-lo-, -a-lo-, -9-lo- I can find no

sufficiently certain parallels in the other lan^ages to prove that they

are genuine pre-Slavonio suffixes. In the case of -o-lo-, Gr. ftatvoXtis and

the like must be disregarded ; on the other hand Skr. karmdra- 'smith'

vacala- 'talkative' and Goth, slahal-s might be regarded as positive

evidence, -d-lo- appears in Skr. ani-la-s 'wind' (beside dni-mi).

14*
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Bait, -e-la- -e-l-ja-. This is derived from a verb in -e-ti

in Lith. tekela-s teke-l-i-s 'grindstone, running on an axle' (Lett*

tezzel-i-s, usually fem. tezzele)^ from teheti 'to run"; and is

also found in the numerous nomina agentis, which often imply

contempt, e. g. paMydelis 'rover, gad-about' from hlydeti 'to

wander about', netlkeli-s 'ne'er-do-weel' {tikti 'to suit'), padukeli-s

'raving madman' (pa-duhti 'to go mad') nudegeli-s 'one ruined by

a fire' (nu-degqs 'burnt out'). Cp. O.C.Sl. part. zeU-lu beside

M&i 'to wish', videlu beside vidM 'to see' ; see below. Examples

of -S-l-Ja- as a secondary suffix are Tcirmell 'worm' from

O.Lith. kinni-s, gen. kirmio 'worm', musele 'fly' from muse

'fly'; further, diminutives formed from words of more than two

syllables, like avineli-s 'little ram' from dvina-s 'ram', kepurele

'little hat' from kepiire 'hat', kirmelele 'little worm' from kirmele.

The origin of this secondary -elja- is not clear.

-l-lo-. Lith. aky-la-s 'observant' (beside aky-ta-s 'furnished

with eyes' and aky-va-s 'furnished with eyes, inquisitive'), beside

akt/-ti 'to get eyes, become porous'. Cp. O.C.Sl. part, chvali-lu

beside chvali-ti 'to praise'.

In Slavonic the suffix -to-, which formed nomina agentis, was

used very freely, and hence was developed the so-called part,

praet. act. II; as bi-lu beside bi-ti 'to strike', with jesmi practi-

cally equivalent to a perfect, 1 have struck'. Other exam-

ples are nes-lu beside nes-ti 'to carry', hy-lu beside by-ti 'to be'

(cp. Gr. rpv-Xo-v, (fjv-X7J), zna-lu beside zna-ti 'to know', dela-lu

beside dela-ti 'to do, make', seU-lu beside seU-ti 'to wish', chvali-lu

beside chvali-ti 'to praise'. Cp. Lat. legulu-s 'one who picks

(fruit)' O.H.G. e^^al 'ravenous' (O.C.Sl. jalii for *M-lu), tregil

'bearer', Gr. alyalo-g 'silent', f.u/iii]l6-g 'imitative', Lith. tekela-s

('runner') 'grindstone', akyla-s 'observant'.

Diminutives. Lith. -e-l-i-s and -e-l-i-s have been mentioned;

with parszeli-s compare Lat. porculu-s porcil-ia O.H.G. farhel-i

n. 'sucking pig', with rateli-s, Lat. rotula. rageli-s 'little horn'

may be directly connected with O.C.Sl. rog-l-t Mod.Sloven. rogelj

beside rogu 'horn', though in the Slavonic languages the diminu-

tival sense is lost. The pet names, however, in Slavonic belong
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to this class; e. g. Serv. Bosilo beside BO0O Bogo-ljub, Bratilo

Brajilo beside Brato Brato-ljub; cp. Pruss. Butil Dargelo p. 211.

§ 77. The European suffixes -dh-ro— dh-ra- and

-dh-lo- -dh-la-'^).

In Greek, Italic, Slavonic, and perhaps also in Germanic, these

suffixes are found beside -tro- -tlo- (§ 61) and -ro- -lo- (§ 74. 76)

with similar meaning. They are used in substantives mainly to

denote the means, or a tool, or a locality. They sprang from

the coalescence of the so-called 'determinative' dh (Skr. rd-dh-

-ami, Gr. nli^-&-a), Lat. pu-b-es, O.C.Sl. i-d-q, cp. § 8 Rem. 2

p. 20) with a following -ro- -I0-, and are therefore parallel

to such combined forms as Gr. -d--/xo- (§ 72) and to -s-lo- (§ 76),

and others. Cp. Gr. ag-d-Qo-v 'joint, limb': dQ-9^-/x6-g 'joining,

connexion'; (Sa'-^-()o-v 'step, threshold, seat, foundation': ^u-d^-f-io-g

'step'; ay.-f-d--Q6-g 'exact, precise, careful*: ax-s-d^-sfxtv 'to hold,

have' {ax-s-d-- for the normal oyt-i-d^- is due to association with

s-Ox'O-v and similar forms, cp. I § 496 p. 364 f); xrjX-)^-d--go-v

'magic drug': y.7]l7]-&-j^6-g 'enchantment'; yuvrj-^-go-v 'winnowing

fan': iiTvi]-9--/.i6-g 'movement'; Lat. sta-b-ulu-m, Czech, std-dlo

Lower Sorh. sta-dio 'herd, drove': Gr. aTa-d--/x6-g 'standing place',

O.C.Sl. Pol. sta-d-o Czech stddo 'herd'; La,t. fa-b-er: Gr. t«-

-9--fj.6-g d^s-d^-fio-g 'statute' (for the initial r- ^- cp. ay.s^go-g

axBS^sfisv) ; Italian (Tusc.) pevera 'a wooden funnel' = Lat. *ple-

-b-ra (beside Lat. *ple-tra imphed in Milanese pidria "wooden

funnel' and other forms, cp. Lat. palpe-bra beside palpe-tra):

Gr. nXrj-d--(o 'I am fuU'^) and many similar examples. With the

forms having e, a Lat. e after the root syllable, as Gr. ax-s-

-d-go-g, S&S-&I0-V, /iiil-a-d^po-v, xpsfi-u-d-Qa, Lat. illec-e-bra mand-

-i-bulu-m conduc-i-bili-s should be compared (besides (?/-£-

-»fixtv mentioned above) yrj&tm for *yaf-s-d^sw = Lat. gaudeo

for *gm-e-deo, (fXsy-l-d-o), vs/^-f-d^o/nai, Ipy-a-^w, SMu-d-^u etc.

1) Cp. Ascoli's essay cited in footnote 1 on p. 118; andFr. Hanssen,

Die Aktivbedeutung der Adjectiva auf hilis im archaischen Latein, Philo-

logus N. F. I 274 ff.

2) Add here Gr. -nl^^^o-v slSog tiir^ov in Hesychius, if the reading is

right.
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The great majority of the nouns that belong to this class

are certainly later formations 'which arose independently in

the course of the separate growth of the various famiUes

of language. Isolated examples may date from older times,

cp. Lat. sU-bula, in-sUbulu-m, Czech si-dlo Pol. szy-dlo O.C.Sl.

si-lo punch, awl', common ground-form *siu-dhlo—dhla-; Gr.

Horn. Xv-d-Qo- 'contamination', Lat. de-lu-bru-m pol-lu-bru-m,

common ground-form *lu-dhro-\ Lat. sta-bulu-m (*ste-), Czech

std-dlo (^stcl-).

In consequence of their equivalent functions and similar

sound -dhro, -dhlo- were in many cases confused with -tro-,

-tlo: On this point see § 62 p. 121 f. In Slavonic the older

^suffix was completely ousted by the dh-sut&x ; the substitution

of the dh for t is especially clear in the word for 'plough' O.C.Sl.

ralo oralo Czech, r&dlo Pol. radlo^ where all the other languages,

even Lithuanian, show -tro- -tlo-.

Remark. Some have wished to deriye this suffix from -thro-, -thlo-.

To this hypothesis, it must be confessed, no phonetic objections can be

raised (I p. 407 footnote). But its only object is to re-establish the theory

of the original identity of this suffix with -tro-, -tlo-, and I do not see

how any probable ground can be given for assuming that the latter had
split into double forms at so early a period. In other forms the aspirated

tenuis appears for the tenuis in Aryan only (cp. I § 475 p. 350 f., § 553

p. 405 S.), and hence we may at least demand evidence for the existence

of an Aryan suffix -thru- = -tra-.

To the examples given above a few may be added from

the separate groups of languages.

Greek. olf&Qo-Q 'destruction', IdX-rj-d-Qo-g 'talkative', fivXat-

-&p6-g 'miller', tbq-&qo-v 'end, point', nl-i-d-Qo-v nsX-s-d-Qo-v 'acre,

hide of land' (cp. nr-s-go-v: Skr. pat-a-rd- p. 182), Qi{f)s-d-go-v

gsid-go-v 'stream', /^tknTj-d-go-v 'delist', xogrj-^go-v 'besom', im-

-^a-dga 'means of climbing, ladder', xot/.i?]-&ga 'sleeping-place',

dXtvdij-9^ga "place to roll in, place of exercise (for horses)' v-d-Xo-g

'cant, empty talk' (from i'a 'it rains'), sa-&X6-g 'excellent', d^aius-

-d-ko-v 'foimdation', yevs-&Xo-v and ysvs-d-Xrj 'descent, family,

offspring'. Where I precedes, the form -5po- may sometimes

have arisen from -Mo- by dissimilation, cp. I § 266 p. 215.
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Italic. In proethnic Italic -dhro- -dhlo- became -fro-,

-flo-. These remained in Umbro-Samnitic, while in Latin they

passed into -hro-, -bio-. See I § 370 p. 281. For the

anaptyxis in Lat. -bulo- , -hili- see I § 269 p. 218. Pr.

Ital. *sta-flo-: Lat. sta-bulu-m sta-bili-s, Umbr. sta-flarem 'sta-

bularem' Pelign. pri-stafalacirix 'antistita for *-staflcl-crTx =
Lat. *prae-stabula-trix.

Lat. cn-bru-m, fla-bru-tn, ventild-bru-m. dola-bra, verte-hra,

tere-bra and e-lece-bra ('enticer', fem.). cre-ber (from cre-sco),

candela-ber (beside candela-bru-m), Mulci-ber (gen. -ben, a new

formation instead of *-bri) ; occasionally the forms have been

transferred to the ^-declension, as ancla-bri-s, ale-bri-s (beside

ali-hili-s). trl-bulu-m, pa-bulu-m, mcCL-bulu-m , medica-bulu-m,

lati-bulu-m , mandi-bulu-m and mandi-bula, fa-bula. Once or

twice we find -i-bulu-m as a secondary suffix; for example

sessibulu-m (sessu-s sessili-s), turibulum (tus). From this suffix

are formed a large number of adjectives which have passed

into the ^'-declension, as sta-bili-s, no-bili-s, mo-bili-s, fle-bili-s,

de-le-bili-s, sdna-bili-s, ad-mird-bili-s , sepeli-bili-s, volu-bili-s,

intel-ligi-bili-s, in-vendi-bili-s. In a few cases -i-bili-s is a se-

condary sufiix; e. g. odibili-s (odiu-m), illutibili-s (il-lutu-s),

flexibili-s {flexu-s), persuUsibili-s {per-sudsu-m).

Just as -do- became -cro- by dissimilation in lucru-m (for

*lu-clo-m) and in other words (I § 269 p. 217), so it may

sometimes have happened that after a preceding I, -bio-, -bli-

became -bro-, -bri-.

Germanic. The proethnic Germanic forms -Sra-, -Sla-,

e. g. in O.H.G. hrl-ttara f. riddle, sieve', may represent Idg.

-tro-, -tie- quite as well as Idg. -dhro- -dhlo-; cp. § 62 p. 121.

O.H.G. hri-ttara may be compared equally well with Lat.

crt-bru-m 'sieve' (which contains Idg. -dhro-) or with O.Ir.

criathar 'sieve' (Idg. -tro-). I know of no case where the

dIA-suffix could be identified with any degree of certainty.

Slavonic. O.C.Sl. zqlo 'point, sting' Pol. m-dlo. Czech

hy-dlo Upper Sorb, by-dlo 'dwelling' Pol. by-dlo "cattle, property,

means'. O.C.Sl. crXpalo 'scoop' Pol. czerpa-dlo. O.C.Sl. klepalo
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'sounding-board (of an instrument), bell' Pol. klepa-dh. 0.C.81.

cMilo 'strainer, filter' Pol. cedzi-dlo. O.C.Sl. hSlilo 'means for

whitening, white paint'.

§ 78. The Suffix -hho- -bha-.

This suffix was confined to a small area, and it is only in

Balto-Slavonic (and possibly Grermanic) that it shows any degree

of fertility. As a secondary suffix it was no doubt used even

in the proethnic period of Indo-Grermanic , to form names of

animals. To judge from Sanskrit, in this usage it was generally

or always accented.

Indo-Germanic. Skr. fsa-hhd-s 'bull' points to an Idg.

*fs'^-hh6-s {*ers'^-bh6-s) 'bull' beside Avest. arSan- 'male, man'

Gr. f()af]v agarjv 'male'), and we could at once accept the form

as really proethnic, if the suggested connexion of Gr. Elgatp-

-mxTj-g Lesb. 'EggaqxwTa-g, a title of Dionysus, with Skr. fsabhd-s

is correct. It does not seem to me, however, that "Wackernagel

(followed by Solmsen, see Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 126 ff. 352 ff.)

has satisfactorily removed the difficulty of assuming an assimilation

of rs to (jQ in proethnic Greek.

Aryan. Here the suffix is almost confined to names of

animals. In Sanskrit besides ^sa-bhd-s we have with similar

meaning Vfsa-bhd-s, beside vfsan- 'male, man, bull'. Sarabhd-s

a fabulous creature with eight legs, enemy of the lion and

elephant, suggests Gr. y-igacpo-g 'fox', xogaifio-g a bird, in Hesych.

(compare no doubt xopdvij, so that the bird must have belonged

to the raven family), xa)M(po-g dffxd)i.a(po-g a kind of owl. serabha-

name of a snake, rdsabha-s 'ass' (the only Skr. form with the

accent upon the root), from ras- 'shriek, roar, bray'.

sthula-bhd- beside sihuld- 'large, massive'.

Greek. EiQatpimr^-g , v.iQacpo-g, v.dXa(fo-g dcim)^a(po-g , see

above. sXu(po-g 'stag' ground-form *eh^bho-s, beside eAAo'-g for

*iXv-o-g, O.C.Sl. jelen- (gen. jelen-e) 'stag', Lith. eln-i-s 'stag,

elk' (cp. § 114). Thus y.opacpo-g too (see above) no doubt stands

for *kon^-bho-, cp. Lat. corn-ix. >u6d(pt] amSdtpt; 'fox', sgicpo-g

'kid', with which Stokes would connect O.Ir. heirp erb (pi.

herbind) 'capra, damma' ; this word however cannot have lost
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a vowel beetwea r and h (pj (for the ^ cp. I § 524 p. 380).

y.oa(5V(f)0-(; Att. v.6xxv(po-q 'thrush'.

Y.o%ot.(f)0-<; 'blow with the fist, box on the ear', xporatpo-g

'temple' (of the forehead) beside v.QOTog xgotso), (named from

the pulsation?). Denomin. )//);^«^a'ai 'I grope'. yceQacfo-g ay.tQarpo-g

'abuse, calumny'. q)Xijva(po-s 'chattering', subst. 'chatter*. iSaqiog

n. 'base upon which a thing rests', no doubt transferred to the

es-stems by assimilation to sdog n. y.o^vf)] 'peak', cp. k6qv-9-

'helmet' Kogv-So-q 'tufted lark', apyvfo-i; 'gleaming like silver'.

Other examples of this kind are given in Lobeck Proleg.

p. 291 ff.

Italic. Perhaps we should class here Lat. mor-bu-s, be-

side mor-ior, cp. Lith. ddr-ha-s and the like (see below).

Old Irish. Perhaps heirp erb 'capra, damma'; see above.

Germanic. From this suffix are no doubt derived the

Gothic adverbs in -ba, as ubilaba 'badly, wickedly' bditraba

'bitterly', agluba 'hardly, scarcely', ana-ldugniba 'secretly'.

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. ankszty-ba-s 'of an early kind,

appearing early', beside anhsztt adv. 'early', and, modelled on this

word, velyba-s 'of a late kind' beside veiai adv. 'late'. Further,

numerous abstract substantives in -y-b-e, derived from adjectives,

as auksztybe 'height, highness' from dukszta-s 'high', jaunybe

'youth' from jduna-s 'young', bailybe 'timorousness' from bailu-s

'timorous', kantrybe 'patience' from kantru-s 'patient'; Lettish

has preserved the older unextended -iba, as dugstiba, jdimiba.

Again we have primary nomina dctionis in -yba -ybe, as dalybos

pi. 'division of an inheritance' beside dalyti, 'to divide', tikyba

tikybe 'faith' beside tiketi 'to believe'; cp. Lett, tizziba 'faith',

mdziba 'teaching, instruction' (mdzit 'to teach'). Lastly there

are a few substantives in which we have the suffix added im-

mediately to the root: ddr-ba-s 'work', hence darbu-s 'diligent' and

dirbu 'I work', beside daryti 'to do'; gar-ba (Szyrwid) and garhe

'honour', hence garhii-s 'honourable' and gerbiu 'I honour', beside

giriii 'I praise*; similarly Lett, schkir-ba 'a split, rift', beside

scKkir-t (Lith. skir-ti) 'to split, part, divide'.
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In Slavonic the suffix appears in substantives in -ba. O.C.SI.

qtro-ba 'intestines, belly beside jq-tro 'liverVsee § 75 p. 189. 197 f.

zulo-ha 'wickedness' from zuM 'wicked'. Serv. rugo-ba 'dis-

graceful character' beside rug O.C.SI. rqgU 'disgrace', grdo-ba

indecency' beside O.C.SI. gndu 'proud, arrogant'. O.C.SI. tat^-ba

'thievery, theft' from tatt 'thief, gosU-ba 'entertainment, cheer'

from gosti 'guest'. Starting from forms like these -iba became

an independent ending, e. g. druBtba 'companionship, friendship',

from drugu 'companion, friend', sultba 'embassy' from sulu 'am-

bassador'. Cp. tatl-stvo, giving rise to sul-tstvo § 61 p. 117.

The use of -iba was extended by the fact that the form became

associated with verbs in -i-ti (like gosti-ti drusi-ti); after this

connexion had been established, abstract substantives in -tba

were made directly from these verbs (cp. Miklosisch, Vergl.

Gr. 11 213 ff.). A few nouns in -tba were formed from the

participle in -tu {-to-}, as zenit-iba 'wooing, marriage, wedding'

(also senit-lstvo), gostit-tba 'hospitality', orat-iba 'tillage', s&-^a

'sowing'; this group of forms arose during the time when the

part. pass, was still formed with -to- in these verbs.

§ 79. The Suffix -to- -ta-.

This suffix was both primary and secondary in the proethnic

and later periods. We may classify its usage under four headings.

1. -to- -tci- as a primary suffix in participial ad-

jectives and substantives connected with them').

The suffix was used to form a participial noun immediately

from the -root, e. g. *Mu-t6- 'heard' from Tcleu- 'hear'. This for-

mation must have been very common in the Indo-Germanic

period.

The root (in the strict sense, cp. § 8 Rem. 1 p. 20) might,

generally speaking, be replaced by any element or combination

of elements which acted as a verbal stem; hence forms Hke

*uemd-to 'vomited' Skr. vami-ta- Gr. Sfit-To-g (s/ite-To-g) Lat.

l)Bordelle, De linguae Latinae adjeotivis suffixo to a nominibus

derivatis, Diisseldorf 1873. Birt, De participiis Latinis quae diountur per-

fect! passivi, Index lect. Marburg. 1883— 84 (op. with this treatise OsthofF,

Zur Gesoh. d. Perf. 550 ff.).
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,vomi-tu-s, or like *dorM-to- 'brought to sight', Skr. darii-td-

Goth. ga-tarhi-p-s, partic. of *dorlceid, causal of y/^derlc- 'see',

and those developed in the separate languages like ayanrj-ro-q

(ayandco) Lat. piscd-tu-s (pisccirl) Goth, fisko-p-s (fisho-n).

The addition of ' -to- to thematic present stems was no

doubt a later process, even though it may have begun in

the proethnic period; cp. e. g. Skr. dari-a-td-s 'visible, worth

seeing' Gr. s^n-s-ro-v 'creeping thing', Gall, nem-e-to-n O.Ir.

itemed n. 'sanctuary' (properly 'what is revered'). Cp. -e-ti-

§ 100. -o-to- also may be a proethnic form: Gr. ^io-ro-t; ^lo-r-ij

'life, livelihood', O.Ir. Mad n. 'livelihood', Lith. gyoa-ta 'life,

livelihood' O.C.Sl. Mvo-tu 'life, living thing'.

The meaning of these participial forms was generally

passive, and with the exception of the last group {darSa-ta-s

etc.), that of a perfect participle passive. But the passive

sense can hardly have been originally attached to the suffix

itself. Numerous forms occur with an active-intransitive sense

which dates from the earliest period, such as *bhu-t6- 'become,

grown', *st9-td-^-'J3£iX-iug-^3, _position_,_^_standing',
*sru-t6- 'having

a flow, flowing'. The idea of completion or being complete,

'

and hence of being in a particular condition seems to haveci

been the essential element in the meaning of the forms?

derived from the verbal stem. Hence we have also active

io-participles from active verbs, such as O.H.G. wis "skilful,

wise' Gr. a-iaro-g 'unskilful', Gr. tXj^to-i; 'enduring' vn-onro-g

'entertaining suspicion', Lat. con-sideratu-s 'considerate, thought-

ful' cenatu-s 'who lias dined' (cp. Mod.H.G. ein gelernter schlosser

'a trained locksmith' lit. 'who has learnt', ein erfahrener

mann 'an experienced man', ein ehrvergessener mensch 'a dis-

honourable fellow', lit. 'one who has forgotten honour' etc.')

1) It jieed hardly be assumed that this sense was first introduced into the

participles -when they were compounded with other words and the meaning

of the compound was epithetised (mutatum, § 50); e. g. Gr. S-ioro-g 'being

without anything known, without knowledge', Lat. in-consideratu-s 'being

without anything considered, without consideration' ; and that it was only

on the model of this group of words that the signification was extended

to some of the participles when uncompounded.
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At the same time, I do not suppose that the use of the ^o-par-

ticiples is original in Latin deponents, where they share all the

constructions of the present nt- participle and the finite verb, e. g.

omnia confessus like omnia confitens and omnia confiteor. This

usage arose only after compound tenses like confessus sum had

become part of the system of the finite verb.

The idea of completion and of being brought to an end is

often replaced by one of capacity or
.
possibility , as in Gr. Xv-

-To-c, 'capable of being freed'. This change of meaning is no

doubt proethnic in Idg. *morfo-s 'mortap (Skr. mdrta- Gr. §qot6-q).

iBut we find that in the separate languages this usage is seldom

or never found except in participles compounded with thgjprivative

particle, or in some other form of negative expression. Compare,

for examples of the first kind, Skr. d-marta-s a-mfta-s Gr.

a-fx^Qoro-q 'immortal', Skr. a-turta-s 'unsurpassable', d-jtta-s

'unfading', d-dabdha-s 'inviolable, infallible', d-partta-s 'un-

conquerable', Gr. (i-XvTo-g 'indissoluble', a-fisfinro-g 'blameless',

dv-ixn}.7]iiTo-g 'not to be confounded, or terrified', Lat. in-victu-s

'invincible' m-fectu-s 'not to be done, impossible', in-numerCltu-s

'innumerable', Goth, un-saht-s 'incontestable', un-atgalit-s 'un-

approachable', cp. also O.Ir. di-hrithe 'importabilis' ; and of the

second, ojJx dvsxro-g 'not to be borne', ovx ovo/j-aavo-g 'not

to be named' in Homer. Hence we may infer that this

meaning first arose in negative expressions. It spread most

widely in Greek; further examples are voTjro-g 'comprehen-

sible', d-avf^aijTo-g 'wonderful', paro-g 'passable, practicable (of

roads)'.

In every language we meet with a number of forms in -to-

which stand in no actual connexion with any verbal system, and

are therefore simply adjectives, as Skr. it-td- 'cold', Lat. al-tu-s

'high', Goth, raiht-s 'right'. Some of these may date from a

period of the proethnic language in which the adjectives formed

with -to- had not yet been associated with the verb, and thus

may never have been participles at all.

Even in the Indo-Germanic period these to-formations were

often used as substantives, partly to denote living beings (masc,
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fern.) and concrete material things (neut.), partly as abstract

substantives (§ 158). In the latter usage this suffix, like -o-,

is often found in the masculine. The feminine -ta-, forming

abstract substantives, had even then become secondary. This

point will be further discussed in the next section.

The to-stems formed immediately from the root usually

have the weak grade of ablaut in the root-syllable, e. g. *Tdu-t6-

*Mu-t6-. Beside this, however, we often find the forms of the

strong grade, especially in substantival uses. With this is

generally united a difference of accent. Cp. e. g. *Jcleu-to-m

'hearing' beside *fdu-t6-s 'heard', mor-to-s 'mortal' beside *mf-t6-s

'dead''). Here too it is not clear how the different grades

were originally distributed. Compare the relations of the different

grades in <i-stems, § 99.

Remark 1. Analogy often gave rise to mixed forms. For example,

Germ. *mw-pa-n n. 'murder' beside Skr. mr-ti-m has the accent of

*mer-io- or *m6r-to- (Skr. mar-ta-~), Germ. *^ul-pa-n n. 'gold' that of

*ghH-to- (Lett. Je'l-t-s) or *gh6l-to- (O.C.Sl. zlato), and vice versa, Gr. ^oj-

-To-e (Hesych., •— if the word is rightly accented) beside Skr. mdr-ta-s

has the accent of mr-td- (Skr. mr-td-s); Gr. fi^ord-g is a confusion of

*/3(ar6-g (= *mr-t6-s) and *ftdq-To-g. There are many other instances.

So far as I can see, we are not warranted in referring forms like

Gr. ftofTo-s ipoQTo-e, O.H.G. hol-d = pr. Germ. *xdl-pa-z, O.C.Sl. zlato =
pr. Slav. *zol-to, to ground-forms with f, I (*mf-to-s etc.), though it would

be phonetically possible (see I § 306 p. 241 ff.). Cp. Gr. xoI-to-; xol-r>]

beside xel-rai, ol-ro-g beside sl-jiti, yoa-ro-s beside vsojuol, figor-rri beside /Spf'^iM

Lith. hras-td beside bredtt, and so forth.

"Where participles of this kind have strong-grade vocalism, we can

hardly help suspecting in many cases that it is due to the analogy of

other forms of the verbal system ; e. g. Gr. Shx-to-; beside sSsiia etc.

contrasted with Skr. dis-td-s (from y^deik-).

Indo-Qermanic. *fdu-t6- 'heard, famous', y/^Ideu-: Skr.

Srutd-s (Avest. sruta-), Gr. >iXvr6-g, Lat. in-clutu-s, O.Ir. cloth

(O.Bret, clot 'glory'; perhaps f.), O.H.G. Hlot-hari Lothair

(*K}.vT6at(iixTog would have the same meaning) hlut ('loud');

1) The use of strong-grade forms as substantives no doubt indicates

that originally the Noun had but one set of forms for both its adjectival

and its substantival meaning. Isolation from the adjective in use brought

with it isolation in form. Cp. § 158.
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-to-m 'hearing': Avest. srao-te-m, Groth. hliu-p, and no

doubt Mod.Slov. slu-t 'suspicion' Serv. slu-ta who surmises'.

*sru-t6 'flowing', \/^sreu-: 8kr. srii-td-s, Grr. Qv-ro-g; Skr. sru-

td-m 'a flowing, flood' Lith. sru-ta f. 'filthy hquid' ; Lith. srau-ta-s

'stream, torrent', compare Skr. srotas- n. 'stream', extended by

-es-. *us-t6- 'burnt', \/^eus-: Skr. us-td-s, Lat. us-tu-s. *i-t6-

'gone', y/^ei-: ^hv.attta- from ati+ita- 'disappeared, fled away',

Gr. a/ntt^-iTo-g f. (soil. oSo-s) 'road passable for waggons', Lat.

i-tu-m (est), ad-itu-s; Skr. e-ta-s 'hastening', Grr. ol-to-g 'fate'.

*qi-t6-, \^qei- 'pile, range, count, pay': Skr. citd-s 'arranged,

piled' Grr. ti-t6-q 'requited' (in Homer also with l, a-xTto-g) ; Skr.

ci-ta 'layer' O.C.Sl. ct-tu 'number' po-citu "enumeration. *i}ift6-,

\^^eid- 'see, observe, know': Skr. vittd-s 'found, perceived,

known' (Avest. vista- 'found'), Grr. a-iavo-g 'unknown, unskilful',

O.Ir. rofess 'scitum est', Groth. un-vis (stem un-vissa-) 'uncertaiu';

Lat. visu-s, Goth, un-veis 'unwise, unskilful' O.H.G. wis 'wise'

for Idg. *uifto- or *ueifio- (O.C.Sl. vSstu 'known, clear' is for

*uoifto-) ; and also O.H.G. wlsa f. 'way, kind'. *mf-t6- *mor-td-,

\P mer- 'die' : Skr. mf-td- 'having died, dead' a-mfta- 'immortal'

mdr-ta- 'mortal, man', Armen. mar-d 'man' {= *m^-t6-, see I'

§ 291 p. 232 f.), Gr. /uop-ro-g [i^o-ro-g 'mortal, man' u-fx^Qoro-g

'immortal', Lat. Mor-ta goddess of death, one of the Parcae;

Skr. m^td-m 'death' O.H.G. mord n. 'murder': cp. Rem. 1 p. 221.

*stf-t6- '^stf-to- 'spread out, stretched out': Skr. stf-td- Avest.

star^-ta-, Gr. arpw-ro'-c, Lat. stra-tu-s, O.C.Sl. -stri-tu; Gr. arpa-

-To-g 'camp, host'. *u^ft6- 'versus', \^uert-: Skr. tfttd-s, Lat.

vorsu-s versus ; Skr. vfttd-m n. O.C.Sl. vrista f. 'condition, state,

position, stage', Lith. vafsta-s 'a furrow-length'. *mlR-t6- 'milked',

\^melg-: Lat. mulc-tu-s, Lith. mllsz-ta-s: Mid.L*. mliclit blicht

TCI. 'milk'. *Qm-t6-, \^gem- 'go': Skr. ga-td- 'gone, gone out,

come' d-gata-s 'untrodden', Gr. ^a-ro-g 'trodden, passable', a-^aro-g

'untrodden, impassable' Sva-^aro-g 'hard to pass over', Lat. circum-

-ventu-Sj and no doubt Lith. pri-gimta-s 'inborn* (cp. I § 249

p. 204). *m'^-td- 'thought, meant', y^men-: Skr. ma-td-, Lat.

com-mentti-s, Goth, mun-d-s, Lith. min-ta-s O.C.Sl. m^-tu; Skr.

ma-td-m 'meaning, opinion, purpose' Gr. aiTo-juaTO-g 'of one's
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own design, willingly', Lat. com-mentu-m 'idea, invention, plan',

O.Ir. der-met n. 'forgetting'. *gi}-to- *g'^-t6- 'begotten, born''

y/^gen-: Skr. ja-td- 'born, son', Lat. gna-tu-s na-tu-s 'hoxn^ mn

,

Gall. Cintu-gnatu-s ('first-born') , Goth, qina-kund-s 'born of

woman' O.Sax. god-cund 'born of God, divine' O.Icel. Jcun-d-r

'son'; Skr. ja-td-m 'birth, origin, race'; O.H.G. hin-d n. 'child',

ground-form *gen-to-m. *Tc^s-t6-, y/^hns- 'to mention, praise

(Gr. x6n/.co-g indicates that this belongs to the e-series of ablaut

;

see Solmsen, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 123. 329): Skr. Sas-td- 'spoken,

praised', Osc. an-censto nom. sing. fern, 'incensa' censtom-en 'in

censum* (Lat. census instead of *censtu-s, Rem. 2 p. 231).

*seft6- 'seated', \^sed-: Skr. sattd-, Lat. ob-sessu-s; Avest. pasu-

-sasta- m. 'cow-pen' A.S. O.Icel. sess m. 'seat', Lat. sub-sessa

'ambuscade'. *peq-t6-s 'cooked', \^peq-: Skr. palc-td- Gr. nsn-ro-s

Lat. coctu-s for *cuec-to-s (I § 172, 3 p. 152, § 431 a p. 319 f.).

*dh9-t6- *dhe-to- "set, placed, laid', \/^dhe-: Skr. -dhitd- hi-td-,

Gr. d^s-To-g, Lat. creditu-s for *credato-s (cp. Skr. srdd-dhita-m

neut. 'trusted, believed'), Lith. de-ta-s 'laid'. *d3-t6- , *-fto-

(i. e. *-d-\-to-) and *do-to- 'given', s/^'do-: Skr. vy-d-dita-s 'sepa-

rated, opened', devd-tta- 'god-given' Gr. So-ro-g, Lat. da-tu-s;

Skr. tvd-data- 'given by thee' Avest. da-ta- 'given', Lith. du-ta-s

'given'. Skr. d-huta-m 'intention', Lat. cau-tu-s, beside Skr.

cL-huvate 'he intends' hav-i-s 'seer, sage', Lat. cav-eo. Skr. dp-td-

reached, attained, adapted, fit', Lat. ap-tu-s ad-eptu-s, beside

Skr. dp-no-ti 'he reaches' Lat. apiscor. *siu,-t6- 'sewn, beside

Skr. siv-yd-mi 'I sew': Skr. syu-td- Gr. vio-y.urrvTo-g ('newly

soled'), Lat. su-tu-s, Lith. siu-ta-s O.C.Sl. si-tu-^ Skr. syu-ta-s

'sack' Mid.H.G. siu-t su-t m. 'seam'. *ue-to- *ue-ta- 'blowing,

wind': Skr. vd-ta-s, Gr. uij-r7] f. a-^-xTj-q m., Lith. denomin.

ve-tau 'I winnow, fan'. *ple-t6- 'filled', pie- 'fill': Skr. prd-td-

Lat. im-pletu-s. *gno-t6- 'known, recognised', gno- 'know : Skr.

jnd-td-, Gr. yvco-ro-g, Lat. no-tu-s, O.Ir. gncL-th ('known, accus-

tomed'), Skr. d-jnclta- Gr. a-yvwro-g Lat. ignotu-s.

*uem9-td- 'vomited', beside Skr. vdmi-mi Gr. tf.d-o] 'vomit':

Skr. vami-ta- Gr. sf-is-xo-g Lat. vomi-tu-s ; Gr. s/.i£-v-og 'vomi-

ting' (subst.). *gen9-to- 'begotten', \/^gen-: Lat. geni-tu-s; Gr.
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ysvi-Tij 'birth, origin', made masculine ysvs-rtj-g 'begetter, off-

spring' (cp. under Greek p. 229). "With respect to the vowel-

gradation of the stem these forms stand on a level with such

others as Gr. (fiSQ-ro-g, while such forms as Gr. y.fiij-ro-g (beside

}iu/^a-To-c) no doubt correspond to the Skr. bh^-td-.

Causative and Denominative formations: *dor'ki-t6- from

*dor1ceio 'I bring to sight, show', y^derli,- 'see': Skr. daHi-td-

'shown' (daridyami), Goth, ga-tarhi-p-s 'blameworthy, notorious'

{ga-tarhja 'I point out, blame'). *uosi-t6-, from *uoseio 'to make

put on, clothe', \/^ues 'put on something': Skr. vasi-td- 'clothed'

(vasdyanii), Goth, vasi-p-s 'clothed' (vasja). ^moni-to--, from

*moneio, y/^ men- 'think, intend': Biav. mclnitd- 'honoured' (mSnd-

yclmi), Lat. moni-tu-s 'made aware, reminded, taught' (moneo);

Skr. manita-m 'a showing honour to'. The character of the form-

ations in the several languages is so different, that it is some-

what doubtful whether #o-participles were formed from true

denominatives in Indo-Germanic ; cp. e. g. Skr. mantri-ta- 'ad-

vised, discussed' {mantrdydmi, mdntra-s), Gr. ^(opyj-To-g 'presen-

ted with, given' (Scopiw, SiZqo-v).

In the separate languages these participles served as the

model for a number of adjectives in -to- derived immediately

from substantives or adjectives, and meaning 'furnished with,

made into' and the like; e. g. Skr. aKihuritd- 'with young

shoots' from atslmra- 'young shoot', arunita- 'reddened' from

arum- 'red', Gr. ^voavioio-g 'tasselled' from d-vaavo-g 'tassel',

Lat. cordatu-s from cor (cord-), Mrdtii-s from ater, Goth, un-

-qenip-s 'unmarried', from qen-s 'woman', Lith. haln€ta-s 'moun-

tainous' from Icdlna-s 'mountain', hradatu 'bearded' from hrada

"'beard'.

In Aryan, Greek and Italic -to- is used also as a secon-

dai;y_suf£x, and added immediately to the noun-stem, just as

if this were a verb-stem. In Aryan this only occurs in com-

pounds, so that here -to- has the same function as -io- in ad-

jectival compounds (see § 63 p. 126); e. g. Skr. dn-ap-ta- 'not

watery' from ap- 'water' Avest. hu-patar^-ta- 'well-winged' from

a form *patara- 'wing' (§ 74 p. 182); cp. Lat. auro-clavatu-s.
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Eng. hare-hearted, lily-livered, and the like (see under Germ,

p. 234). Similarly Gr. a-ysQaa-vo-q 'unhonoured by gifts, un-

rewarded' from ysQag 'gift of honour', a-xeifiav-ro-g 'without storms,

without cold' from x^T-/xa %si-fiajv 'storm, winter's cold'; but along

with these we have ytlaa-To-g from yiXdco, a denom. verb from

*yskKg- 'laugh' (Solmsen, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 109), dy-sd-to-g

from ttxioftai, denom. from ay.og n. 'remedy', and the like. Lat.

liber-tu-s (Falisc. lofer-ta 'liberta') , from Lat. liber , sceles-tu-s

from scelus -er-is. "We may conjecture that the participial -to-

was added immediately to noun-stems in the class of Indo-

Germanic substantives in -m-^-to- and -M^-to-, which will be

discussed separately in § 82 p. 249. This group of words un-

doubtedly belongs to the proethnic period.

Examples of -e-to- -o-to- are given above, p. 219, and under

the separate languages below.

Aryan. Skr. cyu-td- Avest. su-ta- 'driven, shaken': Gr.

s7ii-aavro-g 'pressing forward', ground-form *qiu-td-. Skr. hu-td-

hu-td- Avest. zu-ta- 'called upon, invoked': Goth, gu-p n. 'God'

pr. Germ. *^u-dd-n n. 'a being that is called upon'. Skr. stu-td-

Avest. stu-ta- 'praised, lauded'; Skr. stufd- n. 'praise' Avest.

sttita- m. 'praise, prayer'. Skr. Udhd- 'carried', for pr. Ar. *uSdhd-

i. e. *ugh-\-to-, Lat. vec-tu-s, Lith. veszta-s 'carried' x^uegh-.

Skr. drugdhd-m 'insult' Avest. druxta- O.Pers. duruxta- 'be-

trayed, deceived' (cp. I § 482 Rem. 1 p. 356), \^ dhreuqh-. Skr.

-i-ta- Avest. O.Pers. j-to- 'gone': Gr. dfial-iTo-g etc., see p. 222.

Skr. si-td- 'bound' Avest. hi-ta- 'bound, seamed'. Skr. pn-td-

'beloved, dear, glad' Avest. fri-ta- beloved, kindly' : A.S. fr%-d

O.Icel. fri-d-r 'lovely, beautiful'. Skr. pis-td- 'adorned, equip-

ped' O.Pers. ni-pis-ta- 'written': Lat. pic-tu-s, \/~'peifc-. Skr.

(pr. Ar.) kr-td- Avest. Jcer"-ta- O.Pers. kar-ta- 'made', s/^qer-.

Skr. d^bdhd- 'fastened, wound' Avest. der^wda- 'a twist, braid',

y^derbh-. Skr. iUr-td- 'destroyed', Avest. a-sar^-ta- 'unhurt',

ground-form *Jcf-t6-. Skr. ha-td- Avest. O.Pers. ja-ta- 'smitten,

slain' (cp. I § 454 Rem. p. 335) : Gr. cpa-ro-g 'killed', common

ground-form *ghi}-t6-, A.S. ^ud f. 'battle' pr. Germ. *^un-pd,

y^ghen-. Skr. bhaddd- Avest. O.Pers. basta- 'bound' (cp. I § 482

Brugmann, Elements. II. 15
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Rem. 1 p. 356), ground-form *hhi}dh-\-to-^ \^bhendh-. Skr.

spas-fa- 'visible, clear' Avest. avi-spasta- 'watched for, beset by

foes': Lat. ad-spectu-s, common ground-form *spe^-<(J-, \/^spek-.

Skr. iis-td- 'instructed, commanded', Avest. sas-ta- 'made known',

beside Skr. Ms-ii- 'he instructs, commands'. 8kv. di-td- 'bound':

Gr. avv-dsTo-g 'bound together', \/^de-. Skr. sfhi-td- Avest.

sta-ta- 'standing' : Gr. ffr«-ro-g Lat. sta-tu-s 'standing' prae-

-statu-s beside prae-stitu-s, Goth. pret. sto-p 'I stood' (developed

from the partic), O.C.Sl. sq-po-statu 'adversarius, foe', y^ sto,-.

Skr. Avest. O.Pers. pa-ta- 'secured, defended'. Skr. ira-td-

'cooked' Gr. a-y.Qaro-g 'unmixed'. Avest. "rvClta- n. 'determina-

tion, command' for *vrd-ta- (I § 157 p. 141): Gr. fgij-ro-g

'determined'.

In Sanskrit the use of -to- was restricted by that of the

parallel suffix -no-, which had a similar meaning; see § 66, 1

p. 139 flf.

Skr. -i-ta- = -0-to- occurs not only in vami-ta- (p. 223) but

also e. g. in vani-ta- 'loved' (aor. vani-sis-ta), dhami-td- 'kindled'

(fut. dhami-sya-ti), cari-td-m 'course' (inf. cdri-tiim).

-i-ta- in Causatives and Denominatives. Skr. veditd- 'in-

formed*, beside veddyati 'gives to understand, informs'. Avest.

raoidita- 'great', from rud- 'grow'. Formed directly from the

noun : Skr. atdkukUa- 'stung' from atdlmkd- 'sting, hook', karna-

hitd- 'having side-branches' from kdrnaka-s 'side -branch', kar-

hurita- 'speckled' from karburd- 'speckled', Avest. masita- 'great'

from mas-ah- mas-an- n. 'size' (the connexion of asita- 'quick'

with cLs-u- 'quick' is uncertain); perhaps also Skr. hdrita-

Avest. zairita- 'yellowish' Skr. palitd- 'gray' rohita- lohita- 'red'

and so forth. Like Skr. dn-ap-ta- (see above p. 224) we

have also d-manyu-ta- 'harbouring no enmity', from manyu-s

'enmity'.

Idg. -e-to-. Skr. dars-a-td- Avest. dar"s-a-ta- 'worth see-

ing', \^der]c- 'see'. Skr. yaj-a-td- Avest. yaz-a-ta- 'worthy of

honour', \^iag- 'honour'. Skr. pac-a-td- 'cooked', y/^peq- 'cook'.

har-ya-td- 'wished for, desired', beside hdr-ya-ti 'he desires, takes

pleasure in a thing'. Cp. Skr. df^-a-ti-s and the like, § 100.
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Many -to- participles have quite the character of adjec-

tives. A few examples may be given. Skr. dfdM- 'firm' (Lat.

forcti-s forti-s, transferred to the «-decl., y^dhergh-), Sye-td-

'white', ii-td- 'cold', s^-ta- clear', t^s-td- 'rough', tig-itd- 'sharp',

redupl. va-vd-ta- 'dear'. Avest. sar^-ta- 'cold, cool': Lith. ssdl-

-ta-s 'cold'.

Further examples of the substantival value in these forms

are: Skr. du-td- Avest. du-ta- m. 'messenger' ('one gone into

the distance'); Skr. su-td-s 'soma-juice' ('that which has been

pressed out'): Skr. ghata-s 'blow, killing'; Skr. gdr-ta-s 'high

chair'; Avest. ka-ta- m. 'grave': Skr. kha-td-m 'grave'. Skr.

bhak-td-m 'food, nourishment' ('that which has been allotted');

Skr. ghf-td-m 'fat'; Skr. f-td-m 'right'; Skr. ds-ta-m 'home';

Skr. jlvi-td-m 'life'; Skr. vr-a-td-m 'will'; Avest. tas-te-m 'the

implements of sacrifice'; Avest. fra-date-m 'help, prosperity'. Skr.

si-ta 'furrow': O.H.G. sT-ta O.Icel. st-da f. 'side' ('bounding line,

boundary'); Skr. ak-ta 'night' (ow;'- 'anoint, adorn'); Avest. cista

'wisdom': Skr. «<^(f-m 'thought, spirit'; Avest. dl-ta- 'look' : Skr.

dhl-td-m 'thought'.

Armenian, mar-d 'man' ground-form *J7?^-<d- : Skr. mf-td-

etc, see above p. 222. has-t 'firm': O.Sax. fas-t 'firm', root-

form Idg. pas- or -pss-. A doubtful form is dr-and 'door-post,

threshold': Skr. d-ta 'setting, framework of a door' Lat. an-ta

four-cornered door-pillar, pilaster' (cp. I § 253 p. 206 f.).

In extended formations: ard-ar 'upright': Skr. ^-td- 'right,

properly made', erd-nu-m 'I swear': Osset. ai--d ar-t 'oath',

O.C.Sl. ro-ta f. 'oath*.

Greek. Here the to- participles were less closely con-

nected with the other forms of the verbal system than in Aryan,

Italic and elsewhere. They were restricted to the attributive use.

kv-To-g 'that can be loosed' ^ov-Xvro-g 'time when the

oxen are unyoked': Lat. so-lu-tu-s, O.Icel. lu-d-r 'crushed to

powder, exhausted', a-nvavo-g 'unknown, ignorant' : Skr. buddhd-

'awakened, enlightened, made acquainted, known*, y^bheudh-.

tfvK-To-g 'yoked, put to': Skr. yuk-td- 'yoked', Lat. junc-tu-s

U*
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(with n from Junc/o), O.H.G. gi-joht yoked', rvx-ro'-g 'prepared'

vs6-TEvxT0-g 'newly prepared'. (pvy.-To-g (pivy.-xo-g 'that can be

escaped', (pd^i-to-s 'disappeared, dead' : Skr. ksi-td- 'exhausted,

decayed', ntaro-g 'trustworthy, true, trustful, trusting* sv-nsiavo-g

'easy to persuade': Lat. /m<-s, \/^bheidh-. tSpa-ro'-g Sag-To-g 'skin-

ned, flayed": Avest. der"-ta- 'cut, mown', hith. nu-dirta-s 'skinned'.

ffp-TO-g 'bearable, (fOQ-xo-g 'burden': Skr. hhf-td-s 'carried, sus-

tained, hired', O.Ir. ed-bart ed-i)art f. 'oblatio'. ylaa-vo-g 'shat-

tered' {y.%aS-, aor. Hom. aldoaai) : Lat. per-cidsu-s , common

ground-form *klft6-, i. e. *kld+to-. ra-ro'-g 'ductile': Skr. ta-td-s

'stretched, extended', Lat. ten-tu-s, common ground-form *ty,-t6-s,

X^ten-. av-saro-g 'tolerable': Skr. scldhd- 'overcome' for pr. Ar.

*saMM- (I § 404, 2 p. 299), y^segh-. ^sa-ro-g 'boiled': Skr.

prd-yasta-s 'boiling over', \/^jes-. osn-ro-g 'before which one

recedes, honoured with reverence, holy' : Skr. tyak-td- 'forsaken'.

av-iTo-g 'loosened, let go' : Lat. sa-tu-s, O.C.Sl. na-sStu 'sown',

V^se- 'throw, cast, sow'. ct'-aTo-g 'insatiable': Goth, sa-^-s 'sated',

Lith. so-ta-s 'repletion', \/^ sCl-. sfi-nXijy.ro-g 'struck, amazed'

nXrjx-T7i-g 'striker': Lat. planc-tu-s with the nasal of the present

CplangoJ inserted, Lith. plak-ta-s 'struck with the rod', \/^plaq-

plag-. *nttx-To- in nayroio 'I make fast' nijy.-To-g 'fast joined

7ir/y.-Ti] 'net fixed in its place': Lat. pac-tu-s, (com-pedu-s)

and pac-tu-s (? Osthoff, Zur Gesch. d. Perf. 178 f.)
,
Y^palc-

pa,g-. sn-aHTo-g 'brought in': Lat. ctc-tu-s, Gall, amb-adu-s orig.

'he who is sent about, messenger' (cp. O.Ir. imm-agim 'I drive

about'), \^ag-. ev-vnjro-g 'well spun, woven': Lat. ne-tu-s, com-

mon ground-form *sne-to-s. [iXij-TO-g 'thrown, struck', cp. Skr.

part, gla-na- 'exhausted, ill', Idg. gle-. nlu-ro-g 'swimming,

navigating, navigable', cp. Goth, flo-du-s 'flood' (suffix -tu-).

a-ddfia-To-g 'unsubdued' beside SfiTj-ro-g 'subdued': Slir.

dam-i-td- 'tamed'. xdfia-TO-g 'toil' beside nolv-xfti^TO-g 'wrought

with toil', ddva-ro-g 'death' d-ddvaro-g 'immortal* beside d-vij-ro-g

mortal*. d-3d/.ia-To-g: Sf.nj-To-g = (psg-rd-g: Skr. bhf-td-s, see

p. 224 above.

dycxnij-To-g Dor. dyana-ro-g 'beloved' from dyandw. xoofuj-

-To-g 'set in order' y.on/xi]-T7]-g 'orderer' from xoc^ito. jj'oAw-ro'-e
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'enraged' from xo^ow. /ii>]Vi-r/]-g 'wrathful man' from fitjviw. agtv-

-To-g 'prepared, seasoned' (of meats) from apru'w. nopev-ro-g

'wandering' from noQivw. axsa-ro-g 'curable' from axso^iai for

*dxs(S-!fi-^iai. l/xsp-To-g 'longed after, lovely' from T/.iiIqo). vcpav-xo-g

'woven* vq)ttv-T7]-g 'weaver' from vfaivM. Irjlaro-g 'captured' from

hjiXof-iai. ovof-iaoTo-g 'that can be named' from ovofid^io.

Examples of words formed directly from nouns are: Hontwro-g

'furnished with punting poles' (xojto'-j) xuQvcoto-g 'shaped like

a nut (ttaQvo-v)' ; words like these gave the type from which

aaXmyyioTo-g 'shaped like a trumpet' (adXniyy-) and others of

the same kind were formed; further, a-ytQaOro-g 'without gifts

of honour' (yspag'), arpijiaaro-g 'not worn, unharmed' (beside

uTQt^iig'), and other words.

Idg. -e-to- (cp. -e-ti- § 100). sXs-zo-g 'that can be grasped'.

BVQs-ro-g 'to be found', siQf-rrj-g 'inventor'. Denominative forms

:

vais-Taa 'dwell', dpi-dsiniro-g 'worth seeing, remarkable'. Saxs-

-t6-v 'biting creature". Cp. also dv-tjwvo-g 'that cannot be com-

pleted' beside d-w'-to (Skr. sa-no-mi) , m-w-ro-g 'wise' for *7iv-

-vv-To- I § 48 p. 41 (cp. Skr. pu-nd-mi 'I purify , clear up')

;

these words therefore contain the -neu—ftu- which is used in

forming the present stem. With -o-to-: jiio-To-g ^lo-r/j 'life,

livelihood': O.Ir. biad etc., see above, p. 219.

Further examples of substantives formed with this suffix

are : voa-ro-g 'return home' : Skr. ds-ta-m Avest. as-te-m 'home'

for *^s-to-m (Bartholomae, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 483), O.H.G.

nes-t n. 'provision for the way, support', ^kaa-ro-g §Xda-rr] 'bud,

shoot', Mt-ro-g xoi-Ttj 'couch', af.irj-ro-g 'mowing, harvest', am-ro-g

'wool, flock (of wool)', akaXrj-ro-g 'battle-cry', Kwm-To-g 'wail',

sfu-To-g 'vomiting', vs-ro-g 'rain', (pv-ro-v 'growth', anuQ-TO-v andg-

-Tt] 'rope', no-TO-v 'drink', yla-rrj 'chest, box', itpxrij spxrij cage,

prison', ^pov-Tij 'thunder', ev-trj? 'brooch', ax-r^ 'rugged coast', dij-Tij

'blast, wind', dv-rrj 'shout', vfksv-xi] 'ending', dgs-Tfj 'virtue', Ya/.ii-Trj

'wife', nivv-rij 'understanding'. Abstract td- stems were employed

to denote persons of the masculine gender (§ 149. 157); hence

came the large class of masculines in -ra-g, like yevs-rij-g act.

'begetter', pass, 'he that is begotten' beside ysvs-rij 'origin, birth'.
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and y.pi-T>]-s judge*, Ssn-r^-g 'receiver', ngo-tpTjrij-g 'interpreter of

oracles, soothsayer', noii]-T'^-g 'maker, poet', hdva-rij-g 'bride's

father', ins-rrj-q 'suppliant'; cp. § 80 p. 239 f.

Italic. In this group of languages the to- participles filled

a larger and more important place than in any other.

Lat. i-tu-m i-tclre, Umbr. etato 'itate': Skr. -i-ta- etc., see

p. 222 above. Lat. scrfp-tu-s, Umbr. screihtor pi. 'scripti' Osc.

scriftas pi. 'scriptae'. Lat. ftsu-s, cp. Umbr. Fisiu Fissiu (a

derivative in -io-) abl. 'Fisio': Grr. mdTo-g, \^hheidh-. Lat.

mulsu-s part., molta multa 'punishment', Umb. motar gen. 'multae',

Osc. moltam 'multam' pr. Ital. *molk-ta-: Skr. mfs-td- part, of

m^sdmi I take hold of, touch'. Lat. or-tu-s, Umbr. ortom 'ortum'

ground -form *f-to-: Gr. vs{fyopTo-g 'newly arisen' xovi-ogro-g

'raising of dust, cloud of dust', ground-form *f-t6-, cp. Skr. w-na-.

Lat. census, Osc. an-censio fern, 'incensa' : Skr. sas-td-, see p. 223

above. Lat. em-p-tus, Umbr. emps 'emptus da-etom 'demptum',

for the p see I § 207 p. 174. Lith. isz-imta-s 'taken out'. Lat.

MSM-s, Pelign. oisa abl. 'usa, consumpta', beside the pres. Lat.

oetor utor. Lat. sanc-tu-s, Umbr. sahta sahatam 'sanctam', Osc.

saahtiim 'sanctum'. Lat. sta-tu-s prae-statu-s, Umbr. Prestotar

(o = a, see I § 105 p. 98) gen. 'Praestatae' Osc. statiim

'statum, statutum' Staatiis 'Statins': Shr. sthi-td- Avest. std-ta-

etc, see p. 226 above. h-At. pia-tu-s, Umbr. pihaz pihos 'piatus'.

Lat. lecfcl-tu-s, Osc. ligatiifs 'legatis'. Lat. flm-tu-s; Umbr.

stati-ta pi. 'statuta'; Osc. yiamd'tTW/z i. e. Jtapid-i-to-m 'oUarium'

(beside Lat. capis -idis). Lat. geni-tu-s, Osc. Genetai 'Gene-

trici': Gr. ysvs-trj 'origin, bu'th'. Lat. taci-tu-s, Umbr. tasez

'tacitus' tasetur pi. 'taciti'.

Lat. ex-utu-s: Lith. isz-auta-s 'stripped' au-ta-s 'rags for

the feet', ci-tu-s Skr. si-td-s 'excited, put in motion', in-certu-s:

Gr. a-xgiTO-g 'undistinguished' (cp. I § 83 p. 33 f.). re-llctu-s:

Skr. rik-td-s rik-ta-s 'cleared, empty', Gr. a-Sid-'kHJito-g 'uninter-

rupted', Lith. pri-likta-s 'allowed by fate, allotted', tortu-s for

*torc-tu-s : Gr. rgsn-ro-g 'that can be turned , moved round'.

pulsus from pello. tinctus: Gr. rfyn-t6-g 'wetted, softened'.

lec-tus: Gr. XsK-rn-g 'collected, that can be spoken', esu-s: O.H.G.
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as n. 'food for animals', Lith. su-esta-s 'eaten up' 0.C.81. jas-to

'food', v^ ed-. ca-ttt-s : Skr. si-td-s 'whetted, sharpened', unctu-s

:

Skr. ak-ta-s 'anointed', scissu-s Gr. axiOro-g 'spht'. quie-tu-s:

Avest. Sata- 'happy' i. e. *sydta- for *cya-ta- (cp. saiti- = O.Pers.

siyati- and I § 448 p. 333). fre-tu-s^ con-flatus.

K m a r k 2. The ending -so-s, which had a regular phonetic origin

in scissu-s vlsu-s esu-s morsu-s per-eulsu-s and similar forms, spread beyond

its proper sphere, e. g. lapsu-s, fixu-s, sparsu-s, mulsu-s (beside mulctu-s),

census, hausu-s (beside haustu-s). This was furthered by the analogy of

the s-perfeot. The parallelism of con-cussu-s : con-cussi, laesu-s : laesi, sen-

su-s : sensi gave rise to fixu-s beside fixt, sparsu-s beside sparsi, etc.

On the analogy of pendo : pensu-s, we find in-tensu-s formed beside ten-tu-s

(pres. tends), cp. p. 161 footnote 2. Conversely we have com-estu-s instead

of com-esu-s on the analogy of haus-tu-s ges-tu-s.

In Latin the terminations -s-to- -i-to- -e-to- became in-

distinguishable, mok-tu-s (molere), ali-tu-s beside al-tu-s (alere),

pt(n)si-tu-s beside pl(n)su-s (pmsere) , O.Lat. ad-gretu-s for

*-gred(i)-to-s (I § 501 Rem. 2 p. 368) beside ad-gressu-s (ad-

-gredl); moni-tu-s (monerej; hahi-tu-s (habere]; domi-tu-s

(^domarej, veti-tu-s beside vetO-tu-s (vetare), im-plicitu-s beside

im-pUcdtu-s (im-plicclre). Cp. the abstract nouns in -itio § 100.

prwa-tu-sa mci-tu-s etc. oletu-m 'ordure', mone-ta. vesti-tu-s,

fmi-tu-s etc. statu-tu-s, tribu-tu-s etc. Participles were formed

directly from nouns more frequently in Italic than in the other

groups of languages: dnsa-tu-s from ansa, barba-tu-s from

barba, atra-tu-s from dter, aun-tu-s from auri-s, cmctu-tu-s

from cinctu-s (gen. cmctus) and, by a further transference of

ending, e. g. gradMu-s from gradii-s (gen. gradus), arcudtu-s

from arcu-s (gen. arcus) , dentdtu-s from dens (gen. dent-is),

galeritu-s from galeru-s, patritu-s from pater, nasutii-s from

nasu-s. An isolated example has -otu-s: aegrotu-s from aeger

(stem aegro-). -to- is also added immediately to the stem as a

secondary suffix ; e. g. Uber-tu-s Falisc. loferta 'liberta', jus-tu-s,

sceles-tu-s, Umbr. mersto 'iustum' = *mers-(e)s-to- *m.ed-(e)s-to-

from mer-s mers 'ius', Lat. oniis-tu-s, vetus-tu-s, uber-tu-si

senec-tu-s; often to denote places which contain anything, as

arbus-tu-m , cclrec-tu-m , virgul-tu-m. Hence come also the
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adjectives in -onsu-s -osu-s, as formo(n)su-s virosu-s, for -ouensso-

i. e. -o-M^i+io- (see I § 238 p. 199 f., § 501 p. 368, II § 127):

cp. Avest. mavaita- 'pure, upright' (n. 'purity, uprightness' from

asa-vant- 'possessed of purity, pure, upright'.

Adjectives. Lat. sanctu-s Umbr. sahta Osc. saahtiim, see

p. 230 above. Lat. citu-s, catu-s, curtus, stlcLtu-s IcLtu-s 'outspread,

wide' (for *stl-to-, cp. O.C.Sl. steljq 'sterno'), ex-celsu-s, pensu-s,

at-tentu-s, altu-s, beatu-s argutu-s, and other examples.

Substantives. Lat. Ugatu-s Osc. llgatuis 'legatis'; Lat.

hortu-s Osc. hurtiim: Gt. xop-TO-g 'grass, place for grazing,

courtyard', O.Ir. gor-t 'seges' luh-gort 'vegetable garden' (cp.

I § 389 p. 291); Lat. lectu-s ledu-m 'lying-place', Ititu-s lutu-m,

cubitus, palatu-s palMu-m. Lat. dictu-ni, jussu-m, stratu-m,

tectu-m, in-cestu-m, oletu-m. Lat. multa Umb. motar Osc. moltam,

see p. 230 above, Lat. Vesta, of-fensa, hn-pensa, re-pulsa, suh-

-sessa, secta, fossa; Umbr. totam 'civitatem'. Osc. tovto rcofto

'civitas' pr. Ital. *touta-: O.Ir. tuath f. 'people', Goth, piuda

'people', ground-form *teutcl-, yteu- 'tumere'.

Old Irish. The participial -to- still survives as a

verbal suffix, in the preterite passive, a periphrastic formation

which is only found La the 3. sing, and 3 pi. (the verb sub-

stantive has been dropped), ro alt 'educatus est' (alim 'educo'):

Lat. al-tu-s. ro diet 'cantus est' {canim 'cano') : Lat. can-tu-s.

do-breih Mid.Ir. 'datum est' (do-biur 'I bring, give'): Skr. bhf-

-td- etc. ro fess 'scitum est' : Skr. vittd- etc. ro both 'one was'

:

Gv. (pv-ro-v 'growth' Lith. bu-ta-s 'dwelling, house' Skr. bhu-td-

'become'. ro chloss 'auditum est', y/^Tdeu-s-. ro erbad 'commissum,

creditum est' beside pres. 3. sing, erbaid 'credit'. This group of

forms no doubt sprang from the impersonal use of the neuter.

In some words the old participial form has a purely ad-

jectival value, necht 'pure': Skr. nik-td- 'washed', Gr. a-vimo-z

'unwashed', cloth 'famed': Skr. iru-td- etc., see p. 221 nocht

'naked': Goth, n'jqap-s. gnath 'known, accustomed': Skr.jM-

-td- etc., see p. 221. Generally the participles which were used

as adjectives were not also used as the pret. pass., cp. cloth

beside ro chloss.
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The participial meaning still survives in -the^ an extension of

the suffix by -io- (cp. Gr. a/ti^gonio-g : a/^t^goTO-g, Skr. mdrtiya- '

indrta-, O.H.G. totsi 'wise' Mid.H.G. sihte 'shallow'), brithe brethe

'brought': Skr. bhf-td-. cete 'cantus'. er-ite 'susceptus' beside 3. sing,

pros. conj. -air-ema 'suscipiat': Lat. em-p-tu-s. tiiicse 'electus'

beside to-gu 'choice', from -gus-t-iio-: Skr. jMs-ia- jus-ta- 'beloved,

desired', Gr. ysva-rd-g 'tasted, to be tasted', A.S. ^e-cost 'valuable'

\/^geus-. Sometimes the idea of capacity, possibility is implied,

as in rithe 'vendible' (also 'sold, given up') beside re-nim 'I give

up, sell', di-brithe 'importabilis'. There is certainly a connexion

between the use of -the-iorms as participles, and the conversion

of the predicative -io-participle into a preterite passive. Pre-

ference was given to the existing -tio-iorms in order to make

a distinction in form answering to the distinction in sense; and

then new -<io-forms were made at will and used as participles.

The same thing happened in Cymric; only the suffix employed

there for the participles was not -t-io-^ but -(e)tic which came

from -t-ico- (Zeuss-Ebel, Gr. C. p. 532).

On the other hand, we have the simple -to- -ta- in partcc.

used as substantives, gor-t m. seges': Gr. xop-fo-g, see p. 232

above, mlicht hlicht m. (Mid.Ir.) 'milk': Lat. mulcto- etc., see

above p. 222. der-niet n. 'a forgetting': Skr. ma-td-m, see

p. 222 above, nemed (Gall, neme-to-n) n. 'sacred thing' ("some-

thing honoured'), \/^nem-. dliged n. 'law', (biad 4. 'means of

livelihood': Gr. /Jt'o-ro-? ^lo-ri] 'life, livelihood' etc., see p. 219

above, both f. 'dwelling-place, hut'; cp. above ro both, loth {.

'filth': Lat. lu-tu-s lii-tu-m. breth f. 'judgement, sentence', im-

-thecht f. 'going round, change', ed-bart ed-part f. 'oblatio'.

Cp. Gall, amb-actu-s 'bondman, servant' orig. 'one sent about,

messenger' (see p. 228), Celtu-s Crestu-s Ate-gnatu-s Ate-gnata,

FaiaaToi pi. ('pilati'), Sematu-s Cirata, and many similar forms.

Germanic, -to- was a living participial suffix in derivative

verbs (Causative and Denominative), e. g. Goth, nasip-s O.H.G.

gi-nerit 'saved' from nasjan nerien 'to save'; Goth, ga-tarhip-s

'blame-worthy, notorious' from ga-tarhjan 'to mark out, blame'
•"

Skr. dariitd- 'shown'; paiirsip-s 'thirsty' from paurseip mik 'I am
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thirsty', lit. 'it thirsts me': Skr. trsitd- 'thirsty'; Goth, salbop-s

O.H.Gr. gi-salhot 'anointed' from salhon 'to anoint' ; Goth, habdij^-s

O.H.G. gi-habet 'had' from haban haben 'to have'. Further in

Gothic, we have such partcc. attached to the preterite-presents,

e. g. mund-s 'meant, thought' beside man 'I think, mean': Skr.

matd- etc., skuld-s 'owed' beside skal 'I ought, maht-s 'able,

possible', beside mag I can'. Lastly they occur in certain strong

verbs which have preterites in -to, e. g. Goth, vaurht-s O.H.G.

gi-worht -woraht beside Goth, vaurhjan O.H.G. wurchen 'work'

:

Avest. varsta- 'worked, done' Gr. a-ggt/.TO-g 'undone' y~'uer-g-,

Goth. *paht-s O.H.G. gi-duht (pr. Germ. *pm9x-ta-, I § 214

p. 181) beside pugJcjan dunken 'to seem', Goth. *braht-s O.H.G.

braht (pr. Germ. *bra)3x-ta-) beside briggan bringan 'to bring'.

In all other cases -eno- -ono- was the participial suffix in

use (§ 67 p. 149 fF.), and in O.H.G. it appears also in preterite-

presents (gi-wiszan from wei^ 'I know', gi-torran from gi-tar

'I dare', and occasionally in the strong verbs with ^-preterites

(brimgan, side by side with braht).

The suffix also formed participles directly from nouns. Goth.

un-qenip-s 'not having a wife', from qen-s 'woman'. O.H.G.

gestirnot 'having a brow or front' from gistirni gestirne n. 'brow',

Mid.H.G. ge-jclret 'aged' lit. 'be-yeared'. O.Icel. hcerd-r 'covered

with hair'. In the developement of Anglo-Saxon and Norse

there appears a special group of adjectival compounds derived

in this way, e. g. Engl, hare-hearted, hare-lipped, bare-footed,

bare-headed, O.Icel. bjart-litad-r 'bright-coloured', sex-hqfdad-r

'six-headed', gull-bitlad-r 'with golden bridle': cp. Skr. dn-apta-

'not watery' Lat. auro-clcivatu-s p. 224.

Idg. -e-to- is no doubt to be traced in O.H.G. hulid n.

'velamentum', egida f. 'harrow' (:Mod.Cymr. oged O.Corn. ocet

'harrow') and other words, -o-to- in Goth, naqap-s beside O.Icel.

nekkved-r nokkvid-r O.Ir. nocht 'naked' (cp. Skr. nag-na- with

the participial suffix -no-), Goth, liuhap n., side by side with

O.H.G. lioht n. 'light'.

It is common in adjectives. Further examples are : Goth.

vun-d-s O.H.G. wunt 'wounded': Gr. faro- in fardi^ai. ovlal
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(Hesych.). Goth, bi-uht-s 'accustomed': Lith. j-imTcta-s 'ac-

customed' (cp. Osthoff, Paul-Br. Beitr. VIII 269). O.H.G.

zorah-t O.Sax. torlit toroht 'clear, bright': Skr. d^std-s 'seen',

common ground-form *d^]c-t6-. Goth, faurh-t-s O.Sax. forht

'timid'. O.H.G. zar-t 'dear, fine, beautiful' beside Skr. a-dfta-s

'considerate, treated with consideration, honoured'? Goth, kal-d-s

O.H.G. kalt 'cold': cp. Lat. gelu, O.C.Sl. gol-oti 'ice'i). Goth.

raih^t-s O.H.G. reht 'right': O.Pers. rasta 'upright, just' (for

*rasta- 'on the analogy of forms with raz-)
, Gr. 0QSY.r6-q 'ex-

tended, outstretched', Lat. rectus^ ground-form '*reTc-to-, y/^reg-.

Goth, hatrh-t-s O.H.G. beraht 'bright'. O.H.G. lioh-t 'beaming'.

Goth, ddii-p-s O.H.G. to-t 'dead', from O.H.G. touioen 'to die'.

Goth, haf-t-s O.H.G. haft 'captured, fettered': Lat. cap-tu-s.

Substantives. Goth, mo-p-s (stem mo-da-) 'anger' O.H.G.

muot m. 'spirit, mind, courage', beside O.C.Sl. su-m6-ti 'to dare'.

A.S. droh-tm. 'work' O.Ice]. prott-r 'strength' , cp. O.H.G. drucchen

'to press'. O.H.G. haf-t m. n. A.S. Jiaeft m. O.Icel. hapt n.

'bond, fetter', cp. Goth, hafts 'captus'. O.H.G. O.Sax. fros-t

A.S. forst m. O.Icel. frost n. 'frost', beside O.H.G. friosan 'to

freeze'. O.H.G. gi-waht m. 'mention, fame', beside gi-ivuog 'he

made mention of: Skr. uk-td- 'spoken', y/^ueq-. O.H.G. mor-d

n. O.Icel. mord n. 'murder, killing': Skr. tiif-td-m- 'death. Goth.

gul-p O.H.G. gold n. 'gold': Lett, fe'l-t-s O.C.Sl. zla-to 'gold',

V^ghel- 'to shine with a yellow gleam'. O.H.G. pro-d n. O.Icel.

brod n. 'broth': Lat. de-fru-tum -frUtu-m. Goth, piu-p O.Icel.

p)od n. 'good' (subst.). Goth, hliu-p 'listening to, attention,

silence' O.Icel. hljoS n. 'hearing, sound": Avest. srao-te-m, see

p. 221 f. O.H.G. ferid n. 'navigium' zimbrid n. 'building'.

Goth, skanda O.H.G. scanta f. 'shame' beside the adj. O.H.G.

scan-t 'ashamed' (cp. O.H.G. scama 'shame'). O.H.G. wun-ta

'wound', beside wunt 'wounded', scar-ta 'notch, wound', beside

scart 'injured, mutilated', forah-ta 'fear', beside Goth, faurht-s

1) Do the last two words, eart and kalt, come from Idg. *df-to-

*gT-to- or *dor-to- "^ol-to-? There is the same doubt as to O.H.G. scar-t

'injured, mutilated'.
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'fearful, timid'. Grotli. ras-ta 'a length of road' O.H.G. rasta

"rest, repose, a length of road'. O.H.Gr. slah-ta 'killing, slaughter'.

A.S. ^ud f. battle' pr. Germ. *^un-p5: Skr. ha-td- 'slain'. Goth.

us-farto f. (w-decl.) 'a going out' (usfarpon gatdujan us sJcipa

i. e. 'to suffer shipwreck'). Goth, piu-da O.H.G. diota people':

Osc. tovto etc., see p. 232 above.

Balto-Slavonic.

In Lithuanian the <o-participle is still in regular use

with a passive sense in verbs of all classes, gir-ta-s 'famed':

Skr. gur-ta-s 'approved, welcome, pleasant', ground-form *gf-to-

and *g^-to-. pU-ta-s 'poured, shed': Skr. pur-td- 'filled', ground-

form *pj-to- and *pl-to-. hifsta-s 'hewn' (pres. kert-ii): Skr.

hftta-s 'cut off, split', ground-form *qff-t6-^ y/^qert-. sitk-ta-s

'turned' (pres. suk-h). at-s^kta-s 'traced out, found out': Lat.

sec-ta sedclrt. de-ta-s 'laid' (pres. dedii) : Skr. -dhi-ta- etc., see

p. 223 above, jeszko-ta-s 'sought' (pres. jeszhau). pa-veizdeta-s

'examined, revised' (pres. pa-veizdmi). tdiky-ta-s ('properly united'

(pres. tdikaii). duksin-ta-s 'gilded' (pres. duksinu). balnu-ta-s

'saddled' (pres. halnuju). Also act.-intrans., but only rarely, as

hu-ta neutr. 'been', e. g. czion yra hMa 'people have been here' ')

:

Skr. hhu-td- 'become': vasm-ta-s 'riding (in a carriage)' (pres.

mzi&ju 'I ride').

Partcc. in -e-ta-s and -&-ta-s are often formed directly from

nouns, dulketa-s 'dusty' from diilkes pi. 'dust'. skyUta-s 'per-

forated' from skyle 'hole', kaln^'ta-s 'mauntainous, full of moun-

tains' from kdtna-s 'mountain', gauruta-s 'with delicate hair

from gaurdi pi. 'delicate hair', qs&'ta-s 'with a handle' from qsd

'handle', Mputa-s 'lipped' from Mpa 'lip'.

In Old Church Slavonic -to- was but little used as

a participial suffix. It occurs regularly in forms from roots

ending in a nasal, e. g. 0q-tu 'hewn, mown': Lith. gin-ta-s

'hunted, driven' (used of cattle), Skr. hd-ta-s etc., see p. 225

above
;
jyq-tu 'stretched, hung' : Lith. pln-ta-s 'twisted'

;
j^-tu 'taken'

:

1) Jls rado svStimo buta "he found that there was a stranger' properly

'the existing of a stranger', with the same nominal construotioii as the

passive participles have.
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Lith. im-ta-s 'taken'. Besides these, it occurs in certain roots

with n, i, e before the suffix, e. g. pro-stntu 'outstretched':

Skr. stf-t&s etc., see p. 222 aboTe; vi-tu 'wounded': Lith. vy-ta-s

'twisted' (of cords); 'p6-tu 'sung'. Elsewhere -eno- (-no-) was

the usual form, see § 67 p. 151 and p. 154 f.

Partcc. in -a-tu, from nouns, are common, hradatu 'bear-

ded' from hrada 'beard': Lat. barbatu-s, op. also Lith. barz-

d&ta-s. rogatu 'horned' from rogu 'horn*: cp. Lith. rag&'ta-s.

Senatu 'having a wife' from sena 'woman', majctta 'maritata' from

mqsi 'man'.

-e-to- -o-to- in Balto-Slavonic. The former is some-

times found in Slavonic, as 0.C.81. trep-etu 'tremor' Little-Russ.

trep-eta 'aspen'; O.C.Sl. hrec-etu 'cicala', -o-to-: Lith. gyvata 'life,

livelihood'. O.C.Sl. sivotu 'life, living being': Gr. /S/o-ro-g etc.,

see p. 219 above; Lett, luppata-s 'patch, shred' (lup-t Lith. lup-ti

'to pare, flay') ; Lith. sulcata 'giddy sickness (of sheep)' sUh-ti

'to turn'), adata Lett, addata 'needle' (Lith. ad-yti 'to stitch');

O.C.Sl. MoJcotu 'bubbling' (subst.), Jdopotu 'noise' Pol. Jdopot

'unrest', Czech hleJcot 'yelping' (subst.) (O.C.Sl. bleJwtati 'to bleat'

Russ. blekotat 'to stammer'), dusot 'roar', sikot 'hiss', laJcota

'eager desire'.

In Adjectives it is common. Lith. spista-s 'pressed, thick'

(beside spintii splsti 'to fly out in swarms', of bees) : Lat. spissu-s.

Lith. skys-ta-s 'with a thin stream', dialectically also 'pure, clear'

of liquids, skdis-ta-s 'clear, shining', O.C.Sl. cis-tu 'pure, holy,

beside Lith. skedziu 'I part, separate, rarefy'. Lith. get-ta-s

O.C.Sl. MU-tu (pr. slav. *gil-tu) 'yellowish'. Lith. szdl-ta-s 'cold':

Avest. sar^-ta- 'cold', tvlr-ta-s 'firm', driu-ta-s 'firm, lasting', cp.

no doubt O.H.G. trU-t 'beloved, dear' and truen 'to trust, be-

lieve'. pAk-ta-s 'angry', bdl-ta-s 'white', ruksz-ta-s 'sour', kdrsz-

-ta-s 'hot', duksz-ta-s 'high'. O.C.Sl. tlus-tu 'fat', ^estu zestoku

'hard', no doubt orig. 'burnt', for *gek-s-to- beside segq 'I burn'

(cp. I § 545 p. 400). is-tU 'certain, true'. Iju-tu 'violent, grim,

terrible'. cqS-tu 'thick': Lith. part, kimsz-ta-s 'stuffed', (kemszu 'I

stuff), otu-vnstu 'opened, open' (otu-vnzq 'I let loose, open').

u-ves-tu 'wreathed, crowned' (u-vqsq I wreathe, crown').
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In substantives. Lith. pifsz-ta-s O.C.Sl. pris-tu 'finger'

ground-form *p^lc-to-s, cp. no doubt Skr. sprs-td-s 'touched'

Pruss. gei-t-s ace. gei-ta-n 'bread' O.C.Sl. si-to 'fruit, corn*

common ground-form *Qei-to-: A.S. ci-d m. O.Sax. M-th m
or n. Mid.H.Gr. Ta-t n. 'oifspring' pr. Germ. M-pa-, \/^gei- 'live,

come to life'. Lith. se-ta-s O.C.Sl. si-to 'sieve'. Lith. vaf-tai

pi., O.C.Sl. vra-ta (pr. Slav. *vor-ta) n. pi. 'door', beside Lith.

ver-ti O.C.Sl. vrM 'to shut'. Lith. gusz-ta-s guss-ta 'nest of

fowls and geese': Skr. gudhd-s hidden', common ground-form

*ghugh+ to-, or the Skr. word may come from '*ghugh-\-to-.

til-ta-s 'bridge', mil-tai pi. 'meal', tvdr-ta-s 'enclosure', smars^^

-ta-s 'stench' C^mard-). spar-ta-s 'bond'. MauJc-tai pi. 'husks'.

lep-ta-s 'footway', laip-ta-s 'scaffolding, gangway', maiss-ta-s

maisz-ta 'uproar': Grr. fitx-xo-g 'mixed', sosta-s 'seat' beside sedmi.

gel-ta 'yellowness', beside get-ta-s 'yellow', hank-tos pi. fem.

'violence, tempest', beside hank-ta-s 'violent' {hangd, 'wave'), sru-ta

filthy liquid': Skr. sru-td-s 'flowing', nasz-ta 'burden', vasz-ta

'cart', hras-ta. 'wading through, ford' ^bredu). O.C.Sl. podu-j^tu

'grasp, support' beside ^axtcjqtu. lis-tu'lQaf. oiit-i'^fM 'answer',

cp. Pruss. way-te parley, conference', mos-tu 'bridge', mlatu

'hammer (pr. Slav. *mol-tu). su-vito 'linen' beside parte, vi-tu.

jas-to 'food': Lat. esu-s etc., see p. 230 f. U-to 'summer,

year' orig. 'rainy season', cp. Lith. le-tu-s ly-tii-s 'rain', pa-to

'fetter', beside the parte, p^-tu. vnsta 'position, stage, age': Skr.

vrttd-m, see p. 222 above, krasta (pr. Slav. *kors-ta-) 'itch,

scab': Lith. ka^sz-ta-s 'combed, curried', p^-ta 'heel*.

§ 80. 2. -ta- as a secondary suffix, forming ab-

stract substantives').

The suffix -ta- which, as we have seen, formed primary ab-

stract substantives in the proethnic and later periods, as Avest.

cis-ta- 'wisdom', Gr. uQi-rr] 'virtue', Lat. multa 'punishment', O.Ir.

ed-hart f. 'oblatio', Goth, skan-da 'shame', Lith. gei-ta 'yellowness',

O.C.Sl. vris-ta 'position, stage', (see § 79), had also begun to

1) &. Biihler, Das ftrieohische Secundarsufflx Ttj?, Gottingen 1858.

H. Ebel, Die Masoulina auf. -tj?;, Kuhn's Ztschr. IV 155 ff. Brand-
staeter, Die paronymis Craecis in -jr;?;, Danzig 1852.
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be used in the proethnic period as a secondary suffix, and

formed abstract substantives from substantives and adjectives

alike. It seems to have been even then extended to -tM-

-tati- (§ 102), and in some languages it was partly or wholly

superseded by this suffix or by -tUt-(i)- (see loc. cit.).

-tCl- was fertile in Aryan, Greek, Germanic, and Slavonic.

Indo-Germanic. Lat. ^'uveti-ta, Goth, junda 'youth' pr.

Germ. Huuun-do, ground-form *iuui}-td, beside Skr. t/iivan-

'young, young man' ha,t.juven-; cp. Suw^-ti-s, § 101. Before

-M-j o-stems had either -o- or -e- ; the difference was doubtless

connected with a difference in accent (cp. especially Germ.

-e-po- and -e-do-). Skr. pUrna-ta- 'a being full, fullness', O.H.G.

fulli-da O.Sax. fulU-tha O.C.Sl. pluno-fa 'fulness', beside Skr.

pUrnd-s Goth, fulls O.C.Sl. plunu 'full*; Skr. c/hora-ta- 'awful-

ness', Goth, gduri-iha 'trouble, beside ghord-s 'awful' gdur-s

'troubled'; Skr. Icfsna-ta- O.C.Sl. cnno-ta 'blackness', beside

k^snd-s, crinu 'black'; Skr. dirgha-ta- O.C.Sl. dlugo-ta 'length',

beside dirghd-s, dlugti 'long'.

Aryan. Skr. devd-ta- 'divinty' from devd-s 'god', nagnd-ta-

'nakedness' from nagnd-s naked', cp. O.C.Sl. nago-ta 'nakedness'.

avtra-tCl- 'want of sons, or children' from a-vtra-s 'without sons,

or children'. Avest. y^snya-ta- 'adorableness' from yesnya-

'adorable'. Skr. bandfiii-ta- 'relationship' from hdndhu-s relative,

relationship', ago-tcl 'want of cattle' from d-go- 'without cattle',

cp. Gr. nokvjiovTTj-g 'one rich in cattle', aprajds-td- 'want of

offspring' from d-pra-jas- 'without offspring'.

Greek. Here these abstract substantives were used of

persons (cp. Skr. devd-ta- 'divinity' then 'deity, god', O.C.Sl.

Juno-ta 'young man', orig. 'youthfulness') ; and they were altered

to look like masculines by a change of form in the nom. and

gen. sing., just as ysvsr^ became ytvsxri-q (see § 79 p. 229 f.).

It is now impossible to distinguish the forms in which this

change first took place and which then served as models for

the rest. The feminines in -ta in their abstract meaning fell

out of use in prehistoric times, replaced no doubt by forms in

-tat-] compare e. g. ^uQv-rrjc. -r?;T-og 'weight' with Skr. guru-ta-
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'weight', Goth, kaiiripa 'burden', ^QaSv-rrjq -r/jv-og (also -tfjg

tiJTos) 'slowness' with Skr. mfdu-td- 'softness'. The following

are examples of this change to the masculine gender: —
aygo-trj-g 'dweller in the country' from uygo-q, ^7]/up-T7]-g

'fellow demesman' from diffio-g, Inno-ra 'charioteer' (-t« is the

vocative form, which was also used as nominative, see the Author

Morph. Unt. II 199 f. Fleckeisen's Jahrbb. 1880 p. 660, G.

Meyer Gr. Gr.^ 318) from "nno-g. olwc-rrj-g 'member of one's

household' from oh.o-g, which served as the type for ivvi-Ttj-g

'sharer of one's bed, husband', beside svvtj and the like. noXv-

^ovvtj-g 'one rich in cattle* from ^ov-g. vav-rrj-g 'sailor' from vav-g.

The primary and secondary formations had two points of

contact. First, e. g. owi-rrj-g and ysvi-rrj-g had the same ending

-sr-ij-g; and secondly certain of them could be regarded equally

well as denominative or as participial formations, e. g. xopva-TTJ-g

'helmed, armed man, warrior' xsgda-Tij-g 'horned creature, ram'

aixf^rj-TTj-g 'javelin-thrower'.

Italic. Examples are rare, juven-ta (see above, p. 239)

and its opposite senec-ta, Mdjes-ta Vulcan's consort. It is clear

that -toLt(i)- and -tilt(i)- have spread at the expense of -toL-.

Latin perhaps, as well as Greek, may have had masculines

in -td-: eques equitis like inno-ra and the like. See on this

point § 123 Rem. 1.

Germanic. All the forms excepting Goth./ww-^a (see above,

p. 239) had -ipo- or -Ho-, (the latter is rare, e. g. Goth, dupida

'wilderness' from dup-s 'waste, desolate'), -i- represents the Idg.

-e- of the o-stems ; but here and there Idg. -i- may have been

the original sound, as in O.H.G. gi-meini-da 'community' beside

Goth, ga-mdini- 'common, communis'. Even in proethnic Ger-

manic -ipo- (-ido-) was transferred to other classes of stems, e. g.

to those in -u- ; the word jun-da escaped this change merely

because the stem from which it was derived (= Skr. yuvan-)

had fallen out of independent use.

These abstract substantives were far more frequently derived

from adjectives than from substantives.
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Goth, varc/ipa 'damnation' from *varga- m. O.H.G. warg

m. 'outlawed criminal, banished evildoer. Goth, veitvodipa 'evi-

dence' from veitvop-s 'witness'. A.S. ctyfd O.Icel. Pyrfd 'theft'

from deof pjof-r 'thief. Goth. hduMpa O.H.G. hohida 'height'

from hduh-s hoh 'high*. O.H.G. heilida O.Icel. heilS 'health'

from O.H.G. heil O.Icel. heill 'healthy'. Goth, niujipa 'newness'

from niuji-s 'new', fairnipa 'age' from fairnei-s 'old', tulgipa

sp.fety, fortification', from tulgu-s 'firm'.

In West-Germanic and Norse -ipo- was associated with the

verbs in -jaw, since verbs of this kind were often connected

with the nouns from which the -ipo- forms were derived and

-i- was a characteristic mark of their conjugation, cp. e. g.

O.H.G. hohida beside hohen (Goth, hauhjan) 'to exalt'. Hence

arose analogical primary formations, which were most common
in High German, as O.H.G. gi-horida 'hearing' formed from

gi-horen (Goth, ga-hdusjan) 'to hear', ir-losida 'release' (subst.)

from ir-losen (Goth, us-ldusjan) 'to release'. Later on these

were formed from other verbs than those in -Jan; as O.H.G.

far-manida 'contempt' from far-manon^ gi-habida 'bearing,

behaviour' from gi-haben, ant-findida 'feeling'- from ant-findan.

Balto-Slavonic.

In Lithuanian -tci- is quite rare in this use, e. g. sveika-ta

'ilealth' from svetka-s 'healthy'. Possibly -td was not pure

Lithuanian, but borrowed from Slavonic; cp. nogatd (n&gatdj

'nakedness' from Pol. nagota, siratd 'orphan* from Pol. sierota

Little-Russ. syrota.

Old Church Slavonic, rabota 'servitude' from rahu 'ser-

vant', gnusota 'dirtiness' from gnusu 'dirt', sramota 'shame* from

sramu 'shame', dobrota 'goodness' from dobru 'good', ptstrota

'motley colouring' from pistrU 'motley', bMota 'whiteness' from

bilii 'white*, Sestota 'hardness' from sestu 'hard'. Some have

become 'concrete: sirota f. orphan', orig. 'bereavement', from

siru 'bereaved, orbus' and junota m. yoimg man, orig. 'youth'

from JunU 'young'. Cp. above, p. 239, Gr. uygo-irj-q etc.,

and § 157.

Brugmann, Elements. II 16
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§ 81. 3. -to- as a Suffix of Comparison. This class

includes the -to- of the ordinal numerals, and the superlative

-is-to- which is an extension of the primary comparative-suffix

-ies- (§ 135).

An extension of -to- by -mo- forms the superlative-suffix

-tmmo; which was discussed in § 73 p. 177 ff.

Indo-Germanic. The numerals in this period had some-

times -mo- (§ 72, 2 p. 166 ff.), sometimes -to-, sometimes perhaps

both forms, e. g. *de'kmmo- and *dekfrtto- 'tenth'. The latter form

was the original of Gr. Ssy.a-To-g, Goth, taihun-da, Lith. deszifh-

-ta-s O.C.Sl. desq-tu. Skr. cathur-thd-s, Gr. rirup-To-g Tixga-

-vo-g, Lat. quar-tu-s for *ctvar-to-s, 0.Ji.G. fior-do (w-stem),

Lith. ketvir-ta-s O.C.Sl. cetvrt-tu 'fourth'. Skr. sas-thd-s, Gr. tx-

-To-g, Lat. sex-tu-s, Goth.iSaihs-ta (w-stem), Lith. szesz-ta-s O.C.Sl.

ses-tu 'sixth', cp. I § 589 Eem. 2 p. 446. Gr. slxoa-ro-g Boeot.

fly.ua-Tp-g 'twentieth' contrasted with Avest. msqs-tema- hat.

vicensimu-s, see above, p. 177.

Remark 1. *defcm 'ten' has the parallel form *dekmt (Skr. dasdt- i.

'decade', Gtoth. taihun, Lith. deszimt, pi. desziml-s, O.C.Sl. pi. des^i-e, see

I § 244 p. 202, § 664, 2 p. 522, II § 123); this naturally suggests the com-

parison, *dekmto-s : *deJcmt = *deJi;mmo-s : de%m. Cp. p. 167 Eem. And it

can hardly be denied that this -to- and the -fo- of the cardinal numeral

*%rnt6-ni 'hundred' (Skr. Said-in etc.) are identical. I should have more

confidence in suggesting this view of *deicmf.o-, but that the -to- of the

ordinal numerals may also be the participial suffix; the tenth might be, so

to speak, the be-ien-ed (cp. Skr. dn-ap-ta- etc. p. 224), i. e. 'he to whom
the number ten has been assigned in an enumeration'.

With the numerals proper is connected Slir. kati-thd-s

'which (in a series)?' beside kdti Avest. caiti 'how many?', Lat.

cottT-die for *cuet(i)-tei- (loc.) 'on a day of whatsoever number,

on which day soever, every day' beside quo-t for *quo-ti (I § 655,

1 p. 501). Cp. I § 501 Eem. 2 p. 368 § 633 p. 474. It is

formed in the same way as Skr. v\iati-tamd-s 'twentieth'.

-is-to-, in the proethnic language, was the usual superlative

ending where the comparative was formed in-|es-. Htaghisto-s:

Skr. Idghistha-s 'nimblest, smallest', Gr. ildx-ioro-g 'smallest'. Skr.

sodd-iStha-s Gr. ijS-iaTO-g Goth, sut-ist-s 'suavissimus'. *pleisto-s

'plurimus' i. e. *ple-\-isto-: Gr. nlslazo-g; as regards Avest. /raesto-
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O.Icel. flestr see p. 244. 247 f. The root-syllable had origi-

nally the weak form of Ablaut, and -to- was accented; this

is shewn on the one hand by Gr. x^MT-zCTro-c beside uptWruv

nQilnacov , 6h'y-taTo-g beside okn^iov and the like, on the other

hand by B\u:ji/esthd-s kanisthd-s and 0.Fries, lerest, with r for

pr. Germ, z, beside lessa and the like (see Kluge, Paul-Braune's

Beitr. VIII 519 S., Wheeler, Der griech. Nominalacc. 40 f.);

cp. also the accentuation of -to- in numerals like Skr. catur-

-thd-s Gr. ehofj-To-g O.H.G. sibun-to (pr. Germ. *-d6). In the

separate branches of language, both the vocalism and the

accentuation of these superlatives were influenced more or less

strongly by the comparative forms, themselves at the same

time reacting upon the latter.

The new suffix -isto- was primary to start with, like the

comparative -ies-. But in all the different branches in which it

was fertile, i. e. in Aryan, Greek and Germanic, it was very

soon used along with -i€S- as a denominative (cp. § 58 p. 106 f.).

Aryan. In Sanskrit we find -tha- and -ta-, and (always

with the aspirate) -istha-. In Avest. -tha- is represented by

pux-eta- 'fifth' (cp. Skr. panca-fhd-) and hapta-pa- 'seventh' (Skr.

saptd-tha-). -tha- therefore certainly dates from proethnic Aryan.

Cp. I § 475 p. 350 f.

Bemark2. I cannot follow those who would infer from this another

proethnic suffix -tho-, so long as no undoubted example of the aspirate

has been found in the European branch. Whence comes the aspirate in

G-r. iohi&o-g 'last'? — The question of the Indo-Grermanic Tenues Aspiratae

is not decided even by Houlton's essay, ingenious as it is, in the American

Journal of Philology VIII 207 ff., since he is only concerned with the

eyidence in Greek. What, for instance, do we gain by deriving Gr. rizaqro-g

from *rfza^-S6-s and thus reconciling it with Skr. caiur-thd-s , if all the

while Lat. quar-iu-s is left out of consideration ? (Moulton p. 208.) Why
is not the Latin word "quarbus, with b for pr. Ital. p ?

-ta- occurs e. g. in Skr. ty-t-tya- Avest. pri-t-ya- O.Pers.

si-t-iya- 'third'; beside which we have also Skr. tri-td-s (on

which tf-t-iya- is based), the name of a divinity to which

another, dvitd-s, was created as a contrast (cp. the Italic forms),

Skr. sas-td- 'sixtieth', sapta-td- 'seventieth' and the like; cp.

also Skr. pancdt- f. 'a group of five' daidt- f. 'a group of ten'.

16*
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With Skr. kati-thd- (see above, p. 242) are connected

tdvathita- 'such and such a one (in a series)' bahutithd- 'manifold'.

-isto-. Skr. mdh-iStha- A\est. mas-ista- 'greatest': Gv. /.isy-

•WTo-Q. Skr. ds-iitha- Avest. ds-ista- 'quickest': Gr. a/.-iaro-s.

O.Pers. maj)-ista- 'greatest', beside Avest. mas-yah- 'greater':

Gr. firj-z.-ioTo-g 'longest, greatest'. Skr. vds-istha- Avest. vah-ista-

'best'. Skr. ydv-istha- youngest', compar. ydv-iyas-, pos. ytivan-.

gar-istha- 'heaviest', compar. grir-iyas-, pos. gurii-. sthestha- 'most

constant', beside sthi-rd- (O.H.G. stara-hlint 'stone-blind'), for

pr. Ar. ''^'sthaishta- Idg. *std-is-to- (just as the optative stem

Skr. sthe- is for *st9-i-, see I § 116 p. 108); similarly sphestha

'richest, fattest' beside sphi-rd- (O.C.Sl. sporu 'rich'), for *spa-

-isio ; the e spread to the comparative, and stMyas- and sphtyas-

took the place of *stha-yas- and *spha-yas- (we can hardly as-

sume a form *sthcl,-Tyas- or *sthd-iyas-). On the other hand the

analogy of ire-yas- and pre-yas- gave rise to the superlative

forms sreitha- 'fairest' presfha- 'dearest' (which Avest. sraesta-

shows to be as old as proethnic Aryan) : in the Veda occur the

regular sray-istha- or Sriy-iStha- (pos. irl-rd- Avest. srl-ra-)

and pray-ikha- or priy-istha- (pos. priy-d-).^) It is also possible

that Skr. Jyestha- 'mightiest' (comp. jya-yas-) and Avest. /ragsto-

'plurimus' (comp. fra-yah- Skr. pra-yas-) was formed on the

analogy of sthesthar ; for the Gr. nXsTa-TO-g points to an Idg.

*ple-isto-^ and the character of these stems, as we know it,^in

other Avords, justifies us in restoring this form. 2) It cannot be

shewn that pr. Ar. di (*jiaistha- *prdistha-) became at by any

regular phonetic change. The words dhestha- 'most generous'

and yestlia- 'swiftest', to be read in Veda as trisyllables, I should

perhaps regard as written for dhdyistha ydyistha- (or perhaps

dheyittha- yeyiitha-, the original a being replaced by e), cp.

bhuyiitka.

1) One of the two forms must be inferred for metrical reasons. In

the passages of the Rigveda -which concern us the forms of the later

language, srestha- and prestha-, are the traditional reading.

2) Osthoff now takes a different view (Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIII 443)

;

however, he supposes an Idg. *pli>-iit6-s. On O.Icel. flestr see below,

p. 247 f.
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A few noun stems form superlatives in the same way, with

-iStha- in place of -tama-. Skr. brdhm-iStha- a Brahman in

the highest degree' from brdh-man- (similarly compar. brdhm-

-Tt/as-). drddh-istha- 'firmest' (instead ot ddrhiStha-) from dfdhd-

ground-form *dhxgh + to- (similarly compar. drddh-n/as-) ; this

formation was modelled on such forms as IcrasiStha-: Iq-sd- 'lean',

bhraiikha-: bhfka- 'strong, violent'.

Grreek. sDa-To-g 'ninth' for *i)'/ce-ro-ff : Goi\\. niun-da, 'Liih.

devin-ta-s O.C.Sl. devq-tu- (cp. I § 152 p. 138). The analogy

of slxoa-To-s 'twentieth', rpiaxoci-To-g 'thirtieth' gave rise to such

forms as sy.aroaro-c; 'hundredth', dia/.oaioiSvo-q 'two-hundredth',

ylhoaro-Q 'thousandth'; and also, ttooto-s 'which (in a series)?',

noXXoaro-g 'one of many, multesimus' 6liyo6t6-g 'one of few'.

The -aro-Q of tvaro-g iTszaro-? spread considerably by ana-

logy: *7TQ(t)f-avo-g (Att. etc. nQwro-g Dor. vgaro-c) 'first' instead

of ^TTQw-fo-c (I § 306 p. 242 II § 64 p. 184), TftU-aro-g

'third', s^d6/.i-aTo-Q 'seventh', oySo-aro-g 'eighth'; iin-aTo-c 'upper-

most', sox-fjtTo-g 'outermost', /.ism-aro-g 'midmost', vs-aro-g 'novis-

simus"; §ilx-nro-g 'best' (for its etymology see Wackernagel

Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX 301 f.), (pspr-mo-g 'most eminent'. The

-TUTO- of TQi'ruzo-Q ^slxaxo-g etc. was regarded as a simple suffix

and taken into general use as the common superlative suffix

for stems whose comparative was formed in -rego- (cp. § 75

p. 198); e. g. (ouo-raro-g, (Jorfw-raro-g, naXm-raTO-g , finSai/Liov-

-iararo-g, y.vv-raro-g. A further accumulation of superlative

elements is seen e. g. in fff;f^-arw-raro-c, y.vrrorarn-g, which looks

like an attempt at *y.vv-TaT(!o-TaTo-g (cp. Y.w-rsod'i-reQn-g) v.nXX-

-tuTo-TUTo-g, iyy-iavo-xura, and conversely nQioT-iaTn-g. Cp. Ascoli

Curtius' Stud. IX 339 ff.

Remark 3. Bezzenberger (Beitr. V 94 ff.) attempts a different ex-

planation of -TffTo-; but I am convinced that it is untenable (see Morph.

TJnt. Ill 68 f.).

-isto-. d)y.-iOTo-c 'quickest': Skr. dk-istha-s. ^dgd-iOvo-g jigd6-

-laro-g 'slowest': Skr. mrad-iStha-s (a later formation for *mfd-

-istha-s). rd/-iaro-g 'quickest'. /.idX-tara 'most' (adv.) nXsTaro-g
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ground-form *ple-isto-s; see pp. 242, 244 above. Later on,

analogical formations were made from noun stems: xaXk-inTo-s

'fairest' from to xa'AAog, aX-nv-iaro-g 'loveliest, most agreeable'

beside sn-al-nvo-Q , rignv-tdro-g 'most delightful' from vEgn-vo-g,

ngia^-wro-g 'oldest, most honourable' from ngi6^v-g. Here -laro-

took the place of -rnro-, as was also the case in syy-iara beside

lyyv-raxa 'nearest', Ticga-iara beside Troggoi-xaTm nogaai-zava

'furthest forward'.

Italic. Lat. seaj-iw-s, Umbr. sestentasiaru sextentariarum'

Osc. ^teartg 'sextius': Skv. sas-thd-s etc., see p. 242 above. Lat.

quJntu-s QuTnctiu-s, Osc. no^inrisg 'Quinctius': Avest. pux-Sa-

(the u is remarkable), Gr. ns/.i7i-to-g Groth. fimfta- (in our records

found only in composition), Lith. penk-ta-s O.C.Sl. pq-tii. Lat.

ter-t-iu-S, Umbr. tertiam-a 'ad tertiam', by the side of which

stands Lat. trit-avo-s (if this and not strit-avo-s was the true

form of the word), for the first part of which either Hrito-s or

*tritio-s may be assumed as the earliest form (see § 34 p. 59)

:

Skr. tri-td-s tft-iya-s (p. 243), Gr. rpi-ro-g Lesb. rig-rn-g, Goth.

pri-dja Lith. treczia-s O.C.Sl. treVijt. In any case the forms

*ter-to- *tf-to-, which are connected by ablaut are older than

*tr-i-to-i which was derived directly from the cardinal (tr-i-

tr-ei-) , though there would be nothing in the least irregular

in its formation, if the -to- of the ordinals is really the parti-

cipial suffix, as was suggested in Rem. 1 (p. 242). We
have it extended by -io- in ter-t-iu-s etc. as in Skr. dvi-

-t-tya- 'second' and tur-ya- tur-tya- 'fourth' (§ 68 p. 133).

Side by side with cotti-die (see above, p. 242), we have quo-tu-s

to-tu-s qiio-tumu-s (§ 73 p. 178). In Latin the superlative suffix

-isto- gave place to the new formation -issimo-; contrast e. g.

oc-issimu-s (comp. oc-ior) with Skr. di-iStha- (di-tyas-J Gr. cox-

-inrn-g ((')y.-l(ov). It is not clear in what way this substitution took

place, see § 73 Rem. p. 179.

Remark 4. It must be left an open question wheter -isfc- is still

preserved in proper names, whether e. g. Nostiu-s stands for *Novlsf-iu-s

and is to be compared with Skr. ndv-!kha-s, as Pauli (Altital. Stud. II 140 f.)

assumes.
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Old Irish, coked O.Cymr. pimphet 'fifth': cp. Skr. panca-

-thd-s. Similarly sessed Mod.Cymr. chweched 'sixth'; as to the

cause of this new formation see Zimmer, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX
214. "We frequently find the termination -mad^ which arose

from an extension of older forms in -mmo- ; as sechtmad Mod.-

Cymr. seithuet 'seventh' (cp. Lat. septimu-s), dechmad Mod.Cymr.

decuet 'tenth' (cp. Lat. dedmu-s), cetmad Bret, kandved 'hund-

redth', see § 72, 2 p. 168. In proethnic Celtic -eto-s was the

termination of all these words, and the difl'erence of Yocalism

between O.Ir. coiced (with e) and ^sechtmad (with a) depends

upon the kind of sound in the preceding syllable: ^sechtmad is

due to the older form *sechtamet(os). tress- 'third' in compp. no

doubt stands for Hris-to-, i. e. *tris (= Skr. tri-s Gr. rQi-g)

+ -to- (beside it in Mod.Cymr. we find the form trydydd from

*tri-tiio-s) cp. Lat. trml for *tris-no- § 66 p. 146 and O.H.G.

dris-ki 'ternus' zwis-ki 'twofold'.

-isto- in Keltic gave place to -wo- (-is-inmo)^ see § 72, 2

p. 169, cp. e. g. O.Ir. lugem 'smallest' (compar. laigiii) as con-

trasted with Skr. Idgh-istha-s Gr. iXax-iaxo-g.

Germanic. The numerals passed into the w-declension.

Goth, saihsta O.H.G. sehsto O.Icel. sette setti 'sixth': Skr. saS-thd-

etc, see p. 242 above. Goth, niunda O.H.G. niunto O.Icel. nmnde

nlimdi 'ninth', pr. Germ. *muun-dd-n- (I § 179 p. 156): cp. Gr.

svaro-g. In Goth, ahtu-da O.H.G. ahtodo 'eighth', we have

a formation peculiar to Germanic, cp. Gr. oySo(f)ri-y.ovta Vulgar

Lat. octud-ginta.

-isto-. In the oldest West-Germanic the inflexion of the

superlative was almost exclusively weak (w-declension) ; in Gothic

and Norse it was both strong and weak. Goth, sut-ist-s O.H.G.

suai-isto 'sweetest': Skr. svdd-istha-. Goth, hduh-isf-s O.H.G.

hoh-isto 'highest'. Goth, mdist-s O.H.G. meisto 'most' (compar.

mdiza mero)., cp. Umbr. mestru fem. 'maior', common ground-

form *m9-isto- beside the pos. O.Ir. ma-r Goth, -mer-s 'great'.

The O.Icel. flest-r 'plurimus', together with the compar. fleire,,

which cannot be referred to *pleis- (Osthoff, Paul-Braune's Beitr.

XIII 444), I suppose to have been altered on the analogy of
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mest-r meire; cp. pp. 242 f. 244 and § 135. "We often find

new formations from noun-stems : Goth. *jilh-ist-s (inferred from

jUhiza) O.H.Gr. jung-isto O.Icel. erst-r (for *0st-r^ r being

inserted from the compar. ore) ^nd yngst-r 'youngest', from

Groth. jugg-s etc. = pr. Germ. *iimu'>9-gd-s Skr. yuva-sd-s: this

new form took the place of another which answered to the Skr.

ydv-istha-s; this must have been before Verner's law came into

operation, as the word has -h- instead of -g-, which shews that in

the noun from which it was formed (Sutg/d-) the breathed spirant

had not yet become voiced (I § 530 p. 386 f.). Goth. *alp-ist-s

(inferred from alpiza) O.H.G. altisto 'oldest' beside Goth, al-pei-s

O.H.G. al-t 'old'. Accumulated endings of comparison are seen

in e. g. Goth, af-tum-ist-s A.S. aef-tem-est 'hindmost, last' beside

Goth, af-tuma, O.H.G. af-tr-isto 'last' beside af-tro- af-tero.

Since -ista- and -iz-en- became denominative so early in

proethnic Germanic, it is not surprising that before that period

ended they were added to o-, the adverbial termination of the

o-stems, just as was the Gr. -raro- -Tfpo- in aorpw-rigo-g dvco-

rtpM etc. (§ 75). Thus arose forms like Goth, snimnuiidos 'more

hastily', from sniumundo 'hastily', frodoza 'more shrewd' frodost-s

'most shrewd', from frop-s 'prudent', O.H.G. Mintoro blintost

from Mint 'blind' {aftr-osto beside aftr-isto (see above) and the

like), O.Icel. spakare spakast-r from spak-r 'intelligent'. In

Gothic this formation was always strictly confined to o-stems;

in Old High German was occasionally extended to other ad-

jectival stems. Pr. Germ, -o-izo- -0-ista-z became -ozo. -osta-z,

cp. I § 142 p. 127. Slavonic has a similar group of compara-

tives, the forms in -S-p; see § 135.

Remark 5. This explanation of the comparative suffix in Germanic

has not been universally accepted. (Johansson, De derivatis contractis,

p. 182)^ But it is certainly not disproved by the forms maizn div-s (for

'*mais- ai-iio-). It is quite possible that Si had here become ai (see

I § 614 p. 464) before this new method of forming comparatives had been

adopted in proethnic Germanic. Each period has its own phonetic laws.

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. desziih-ta-s O.C.Sl. desq-tu 'tenth':

Gr. lUxa-To-g etc., see above, p. 242.

-isto- in Lithuanian gave place to -iaus-ia- which (in spite of
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J. Schmidt's objections, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXYI 378) is no doubt

connected with Slav, -uchu -iucliu (Miklosich Yergl. Gramm. II

289 ff.) ; whilst in Slavonic the comparative displaced the super-

lative formation.

§ 82. 4. The Suffixes -m'^-to-, -u'^-to-^).

In proethnic Indo-Germanic there were a certain number

of formations in -to- which were extensions of stems in -men-

and -uen-. *Meu-mi^-to-: Skr. ^ro-mato-m 'renown' O.H.G. Mm-
munt m. 'report, reputation' beside Avest. srao-man- n. Goth.

hliu-ma m. 'hearing', y/^Ueu- 'to hear'. Gr. ovo-ixara pi. 'names'

Lat. cogno-inentu-m, beside Skr. nd-man- n. 'name' Lat. no-men

n. etc. Gr. y.ao-m'i-fiara pi. 'something stitched together, soles;

contrivances, plots' (prep, y.dr) , Lat. as-su-mentu-m 'patch put

on', Skr. beside syu-man- n. 'band, strip, row', Gr. v-z.tijv -ki'-og

'skin, sinew'. *per-'uij,-to- : Skr. pdr-vata-s 'mountain, rock' Gr.

nslQara Lesb. n^QQcura pi. 'extremes, boundaries', for *n£Q-fara

(I § 166 p. 146 f), beside Skr. par-van- n. 'knot, joint, break,

section' Gr. a.-nsl()03v 'boundless' for *a-ns(>fwv.

Probably this use of -to- is to be connected with that dis-

cussed p. 224, where we saw that the participial -to- could be

added directly to noun-stems. From ^Meu-men- was first formed

*Meu-mfj,-t6- {hliumunt indicates that -to- was accented) 'called,

famed' (cp. Gr. d-av^ia-vo-g beside davfxa, orig. stem *9av-ft8v-)
;

the neuter, used substantivally, had the meaning 'a being called,

renown', and then in High German the gender of the word was

altered to match that of ruof, ruom. Gr. *6vo-f.iaTo-v orig. 'the

being named, having a name'; Lat. cognomentu-m 'the having

a surname', beside cdgnomincltu-s, like sceles-tu-s beside sceleratu-s,

Vther-tu-s beside Uberatu-s. Skr. pdr-vata-s is easily explained

as an epithet of giri-s 'mountain'.

Remark. The following formations are akin to those just discussed:

Skr. sl-mdn-ta-s 'crown of the head, boundary' beside sl-mdn- m. 'parting

of the hair, crown of the head' f. 'boundary', Gr. l-fiavr- (f) 'strap' beside

i-/iov-in 'rope of a draw-well' O.Sax. si-mo 'band, rope' {t-fidvT- instead of

*l-ij.arTo- see p. 250 f.) ; Skr. he-maii-id-s 'winter' beside he-man loc. 'in

1) The Author, Morph. Unters. II 220 ff.
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winter'; ai-man-ta-m "fire place' beside ds-man- m. 'stone'. In the first

word the Idg. ending was perhaps -mi^-lo-, see I § 230 p. 196; the accent

was shifted from -to- to -nny doubtless through the influence of *si-men-,

the stem from wliich the word was formed, just as in Sanskrit the accent

of *»r6-man- n. changed *srdmaid-m to sromaiam. On the other hand,

hltnonld-s and atmanla-m may be later analogical forms dating from the

period after the separation of the languages and based on the strong form

of the parent stem, as in vfsan-tama- and the like. Or has Mnmnta-s any

immediate connexion with the Gr. il-x^ifarTo-; mentioned on p. 22.'i?

In most languages these combined suffixes, even when they

did not die out, survived only in a few old forms and were no

longer in living use; in Germanic besides hliumunt the only other

example is Goth, sniu-munclo 'hastily' (from *sneu-men- 'haste")

which presupposes an adj. *sniu-munda- op. Gr. d-avfia-ro-g.

But in Italic -nn}-to-, and in Greek -m^-to- and -w^-to- became

exceedingly fertile.

Greek. Forms like nrofiara are: si'-(.iaTa 'clothes' (cp. fv-

-si'/iioiv 'well clothed' Skr. vds-man- n. 'covering'), StQ-ftarn 'hides,

skins', vno-Si]f.iaru 'sandals', f.iy?l-f.inTa 'memorials', xaAt)7<-,"«ra 'veils',

vojj-fiava 'thoughts', oofiTJ-fiara 'longings'. Like ^ntQ-fara we have

tiSara 'food' in Hom., i. e. s^-fara or (with assimilation) sSSnra

(cp. I § 166 p. 147), (pprjara (ppsarn 'wells' (for *^p?]'-/«ra),

Grtdra 'lumps of fat' (for *(JTa-FnTu, y/^ sta- 'to stand'). Stems

in -men- and -uen- were regularly extended in this way; and

-to- also attached itself to neuter stems in -en- : e. g. r/jj-aza

'livers' (Skr. yakan- Lat. jecin-), ovd^-aTa 'udders' (Skr. udh-an-),

Kfjara xap/jza 'heads' for *x()m-aTa *y.uQa6-aTot. (Skr. sirs-an-)]

to which Y.Qi'jvrj Lesb. apdwa and y.aQi^vo-v (for */.()aa-v-a

*y.nom-v-o-) are related in the same way as v(iivvf.a-o-g to

oi'o iLiara. The nom. and ace. sing., e. g. ovo-^ia, and the loc

pi., e. g. 6r6-ua<7i, must be forms of the original w-declension

without -to-. But along with these there were in use such

case-forms as ot'Ofia-m, nroua-xcov , and nvoua-Tog (= Skr,

adverbial ablative nama-tas)
; and as though these were

really to be divided ni'6,aaT-a ovoiidx-mv ovouar-og, a new
form was made for the locative, ovo/nan. Thus the ro-stem

passed over to the r-declension. In the same way i-juavr- (see
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p. 250 Eem.) was no doubt developed from *i-iidv-Toc, cp. Skr.

slmn-tds.

Italic. Lat. festcC-mentu-m, Osc. tristaamentud abl.

'testamento'. In Latin we sometimes find only the original form

in -men, as agmen, crimen, certamen; sometimes -mento- as well,

e. g. axigmen and augmentu-m, suf-ffmentu-m, regimen and regi-

mentu-m, fundcLmen and funddmentu-m; sometimes only -mento-,

as artnentn-m, caementu-m, delectamentu-tn, argUmentu-m, vestt-

mentu-m. Further, unguen-tu-m was formed from unguen as

-mentu-m from -men-, just as in Greek -/jn-ara arose on the

model of ovo-uata, '"nEQ-faxa- etc.

§ 83. The Suffix -ko- -Tea-. This is shewn to be pro-

ethnic by the word *ium}-'k6-s or *)um}-}c6-s 'youthful, young',

beside Skr. yuv-an- Lat. juv-en- (for the initial sound see I § 117

p. 109 f. § 598 p. 452 f.): Skr. t/uva-iu-s, Lat. juven-cu-s, O.Ir.

dac oc, Groth. jugg-s'^). Compare also lopa-id-s 'fox, jackal', Armen.

ahtes 'fox', Gr. dlr6n?]-i -tx-og and (in the Iambic writer Ananios)

-Tjx-og 'fox', with -x- for -y.o-, with the same change of inflexion

as in fisTna-^: Skr. marya-kd-s etc. (§ 84. 129), beside Skr.

lopa-ka-s 'fox' {-ka- had originally a diminutive force), Gr.

dXomo-xQovQ 'fox-coloured' dXann-g 'sly', Lith. Idpe 'fox'; in some

of the languages, no doubt, the word may have been borrowed

and naturalised, nor can we be certain that the suffix of Gr.

dhovril is not -qo-, and so identical with the -ka- of Skr.

lopa-ka-.

Beyond these words a few examples from Aryan are all

that can be ascribed with certainty to the suffix -ko-.

Aryan. In Skr. arva-M-s drva-ka-s 'hasty, travelling

quickly' from drvan- (same meaning); eta -sa-s 'hasty', irovaeta-s

(the same)-; babhru-sd-s hahhlu-M-s brownish' from bahhru-s

1) Here perhaps inx-iva-o-: also should be classed (for the diminutival

force of -ii'3-o- see A. Dohring, Programm des Friedrichs-Collegiums,

Konigsberg 1885 p. 15). The youth Hyacinthus and his early death represent

the life of the physical -world, where maturity is at once followed by decay.

If this etymology is correct, it proves tlie existence of an Indo-Germanie

stem *iimen- with an initial i (not /), see I § 398 p. 452.
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'brown'; roma-Sd-s loma-sd-s 'hairy', from roman- lomaii- n. 'hair

of the head'; aidku-sd-s 'hook' beside aKihu-rd-s (p. 199).

Armenian. a)Mes 'fox', see above.

Greek. aXi<'nTi]i 'fox', see above.

Italic. Lat. Juven-cu-s, Umbr. ivengar pi. 'iuvencae', see

above.

Old Irish, oac oc 'young', Mod.Cymr. ieuanc O.Corn. ionenc

Bret, iaouank, see above.

Germanic. Goth, jugg-s O.H.G. O.Sax. jung O.Icel. xing-r

'young', pr. Germ. '*inuim-gd-s (I § 179 p. 156), see above.

For Goth, juhisa O.Icel. ere 'younger' see I § 530 p. 887,

II § 81 p. 248.

Balto-Slavonic. "We can scarcely place in this group

Lith. pdtsza-s 'tawny' O.C.Sl. pelesu 'dark grey' beside Lith.

pcd-va-s O.C.Sl. j)la-vu 'tawny'. These forms no doubt arose

(as we may infer from the Russ. jyelesyj 'variegated' polosa 'stripe,

streak') through a confusion of s/^pel- with -y/^^^er^- (Gr. nsoxo-g

ns()-/.v6-g).

§ 84. The Suffixes -qo- -qa-, -iqo- -iqCl-, -Tqo-

-Tqa^ -uqo- -uqa-, and -aqo- -dqcl,-^).

The velar character of the k- sound in the suffixes which

we are now to discuss appears regularly and unmistakeably in

Aryan, Armenian and Balto-Slavonic (see I § 417 if. p. 305 ff.).

In Greek, Italic, Keltic and Germanic it can be identified with

certainty only in the comparatively rare cases where we find

the A;-sound labialised (ku), as in Lat. antl-quo-s, Mod.Cymr.

hi/s-p 'dry'. The remaining examples in this group of languages

have only k without any following u; yet it is clear that these

forms, except of course such as we have already seen reason

1) J. Budenz, Das Suffix xoe (ixo'c, uxo'c, vxoc) im Griechischen, Gott.

1858. C. von Paucker, Die [lat] Deminutiya mit dem Suffix -c-uliis, a,

um, Ztschr. f. osterr. Gymn. 1876 p. 595 ff. L. Meyer, Das Suffix ka im

Gotischen, Kuhn's Ztschr, TI 1 ff. Id., Die deutsche Abstraotbildung auf

vng, Bezzenb. Beitr. Ill 151 f. Fr. Kauffmann, Die innere Stammform der

Adjectiva auf -ko im Gerraanisohen, Paul - Braune's Beitr. XII 201 ff. A.

Bezzenberger, Die lett. Gradationsformen auf -dhs, in his Beitr. V 97 ff.
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to refer to the suffix -Tco- (§ 83), did originally contain q not

Tc, because a large number of them correspond exactly to forms

in the Eastern group which vouch for -qo-; thus examples like

Lat. mus-culu-s : Skr. muS-kd- Armen. mukn prove that the

Latin diminutival suffix -ado- is derived from -qo-. It must

be confessed, however, that no real difference of meaning can

be found between the suffixes -Tco- and -qo-, and it is therefore

quite possible that amongst the examples of -ko- in the Western

languages which are given in this section, there may be some

few forms which are really derived from -ko-.

-qo- is used both as a primary and as a denominative

suffix. No general definition can be given of its original

function in its primary use. In derivatives -qo- and -iqo-

were used to form adjectives (and substantives based upon

adjectives) meaning 'related, or belonging to' the thing or

person denoted by the original word, which was generally

either an adverb or some case of a noun. Further, -qo- was

added to substantives, without altering their substantival or

adjectival character, but to give a slight modification of

meaning; the derivative signified 'a thing tantamount to' or

'that which merely resembles' the original. Hence it was often

used to form diminutives. This modification of meaning again,

was often lost, so that the derivative was simply equivalent

to the original word. As to the functions of -tqo-, -Uqo- and

-aqo-, see below.

Analogical changes of many kinds, affecting the final sound

of the stem to which -qo- was added, arose even in proethnic

Indo-Germanic, and still more freely after the separation of the

languages, but we can seldom trace the course of their deve-

lopement in early times. The facts are exceedingly confused,

and the classificatien which follows must be regarded simply

as an a attempt to reduce them to some kind of order.

In Greek, Italic and Keltic -qo- was often transferred to

the consonantal declension, e. g. Gr. /LisT^a-^: Skr. marya-kd-s.

Cp. Gr. aXoinTji § 83 p. 251 and § 129.
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§ 85. 1. -qo- as an original primary suffix. On the

whole it is not common.

Indo-Germanic. None of the forms to be mentioned here

are found in more than a few languages. Skr. dhcL-kd-s 'recep-

tacle', Gr. 5-7;-x?; 'receptacle', \/^dhe- 'rtdsmi'. Skr. pwa-sphaM-s

'swelling with fat', Lett, spe-k-s 'strength', (beside spe-t 'to be

able'), y^spe- 'extend, become rich'. It is no doubt also primary

in Lat. siccus O.Ir. ses-c 'unfruitful' Mod.Cymr. hys-p 'dry' pr.

Kelt. *siskuo-s, common ground-form *sit-qo-s, cp. Lat. sit-i-s

(I § 419 p. 307).

Aryan. Skr. sus-kd- siis-ka- Avest. hus-ka- O.Pers. us-ka-

'dry' \^sam- (I § 557, 4 p. 413). Skr. dt-ka-. Avest. a-j^ka-

m. 'garment, covering'. Skr. stu-kd- 'tress'. Avest. sao-ke-m

'advantage'.

Armenian, bok 'barefoot' ground-form *bhos-qo- (I § 561

p. 417), cp. O.H.G. bar 'naked, bare' O.C.Sl. bosu "barefoot'.

Or is -qo- here a secondary suffix?

Greek, d-i^-xij 'receptacle': Skr. dhcl-kd-s, see above.

Italic. Lat. siccus, see above. Beside it we have also

tesquos, for *ters-quo- (I § 269 p. 217), y/^ters- 'to become

dry, arid', cas-cus beside cclnus for *cas-no-s (cp. Osc. casnar

'senex'); for the function of the suffix cp. pns-cu-s § 88. A
stem *fa-co- is implied in -fex {arti-fex etc.), hence fa-c-io.

facundus and fecundu-s imply *fa-co-, *fe-co-, see § 69 p. 161.

tru-c-s beside truClre is no doubt another example, see 0.

Ribbeck Archiv f. lat. Lexicogr. II 122 f.

Old Irish, ses-c, Mod.Cymr. hys-p, see above, bris-c

Bret, bres-k 'brittle' no doubt from \^bherdh- (Gr. nfgd^a);

the ground-form will then be *bhfdh+ qo-, see I § 298 p. 236.

For Celt, sk- coming from -tk- see I § 516 p. 376.

Germanic. O.Icel. Iqs-k-r 'soft, lazy', pr. Germ. Hat-kua-z,

beside Goth. Utan 'to let, permit', lat-s 'lazy, idle', y/^led- Ud-.

O.H.G. ras-c and ros-ch 'quick, clever, strong' O.Icel. rqsk-r

'bold, brave', pr. Germ. *rasA;«^-s and *ruskua-z, ground-form

*rot-qo- and '*ft-qo-, y^ret- (O.H.G. rado 'quickly' Goth, raps

'easy'). O.H.G. A.S horse 'quick, cutting, clever O.Icel. horsk-r
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'clever', Groth. and-hruskdip 'he investigates', ground-form pro-

bably *k^t-qo-, cp. Goth, hard-u-s 'hard' Gr. ic()ar-v-g 'strong';

cp. also Mid.Eng. and Dan. fiarsk 'rough, hard' with another

grade of vocalism. O.Icel. heis-Jc-r 'sharp', beside Goth, hdit-r-s

'biting, bitter', \^bheid-. For -sk- from -tk- see I § 527 p. 383.

Here should also be classed O.Icel. prosk-r- 'bold' vask-r- 'bold'

O.H.G. frisc 'brisk, lively, alert' and other similar words (Kluge

Nom. Stammb. p. 89), though only, perhaps, as later formations

with a suffix -sk{u)o- abstracted from the older forms with sk

== tk (cp. p. 18 f.).

O.Icel. lau-g f. 'bath' from pr. Germ. *lau-^6-, op. O.Icel.

laud-r 'soap' Lat. lav-ere.

Balto-Slavonic. hith. ]dl-ka-s 'grey' beside ^JeZeii 'to grow

mouldy' pele 'mouse', cp. also peleka-s 'mouse-grey'. Lith. ^)?ms-

-k-i-s 'one that has ruined himself, spendthrift'. Lett, plus-ka

slovenly vagabond, scamp' plus-kas f. pi. 'sluice', beside Lith.

plus-ti 'to begin to swim, run over'. Lett, rusch-ka 'filthy

fellow' pe'lnu-ruschJc-i-s 'Cinderella', properly 'ash-stirrer' (Lith.

pelen-rusd and -rusi-s)^ beside Lith. rusinti 'to rummage, stir'.

Lett. lischJc-i-s 'flatterer' properly 'licker' krSima-laiscM-i-s 'cream-

licker', a name of the fore-finger. Lett, spe-k-s 'strength': Skr.

piva-sphakd-s ; see above, p. 254. O.G.Sl. zna-ku 'token', bra-ku

'marriage, wedding', which we may perhaps derive from berq

btrati y^bher-.

§ 86. 2. -qo- as a secondary suffix forming adjec-

tives (and substantives based upon adjectives) from adverbs

and inflected nouns with the meaning 'related, or belonging to'

what is denoted by the original word, where the nature of the

relationship or connexion may vary very widely.

a. Prom Adverbs.

Indo-Germanic. Skr. anti-kd-s 'coming to an end with

or at something, near' (dnti 'over against, in sight of, near'),

Lat. antT-quo-s antl-cu-s 'preceding in space or time or order,

more important, earlier, old' (ante for *anti). Skr. dni-ka-m

'that which is turned towards one, the side turned to one,

front, face, point' Avest. ainika- m. 'front', Gr. svl-nij 'attack.
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rebuke' (Osthoff, Morph. Unt. lY 223). Skr. m-ca- low, going

downwards', Gr. vt-xdoi ('bring low, fight down') 'conquer' (hence

vi-yrj with the meaning 'victory, like Lat. pugna from pugncire,

H.G. handel m. from handeln^ opfer n. from op/ern)^ Lith. denom.

ny-k-stu 'I disappear, pass away' {aukszty-naika adv. 'backwards'

and others, with non-original ablaut) O.C.Sl. ni-c% 'pronus' for

*ni:-k-ji.

Aryan. Skr. ucca-s Avest. uska- adj. 'on high, high' Skr.

utka-s 'longing for something' ground-form *ud-\-qo- *ud~\-qe-,

beside Skr. lid 'up'. Skr. dbhi-ka-s dbhl-ka-s 'coming after a

thing, lustful' beside abhi abht. Skr. dnu-ka-s 'coming after a

thing, desirous, dependent' dnU-ka-m 'backbone', beside dnu.

Such forms as these in -ika- -uka- were in Sanskrit assoc-

iated with compounds in -y-anc—v-anc- (-afic- 'directed to-

wards something', op. § 163), and this led to a number of new

formations. See Osthoff loc. cit. 249 if.

Greek, nsgi-^ adv. 'around', TtsgiaOo-s negirxo-s 'superfluous,

extraordinary, superabundant' for *nsQi-x-s.o-(;, beside nsQi. As

in the case of the adverbs fiovvd^ and oSd^^ from *i.iovva.-xo-,

*oSar-y.o- (§ 88), a nom. in -x-j instead of -xo-g was first formed,

neQii instead of *nsQi-vio-i; (cp. jLitTga-^ § 84 p. 253, § 88 pp. 268.

265), and then on the analogy of adverbs like nag-s^ vn-sS, dxf>

etc. it came to be regarded and used as an adverb.

From a stem *7rpa-xo- (cp. nsga 'beyond' ntga-v 'on that

side') arose ngdaao), the oldest meaning of which was 'press

through, go through' (Hom. dXa ngyjaaovrsg), see Leo Meyer

Kiihn's Ztschr. XXII 61 fl".

Italic. Lat. reci-procu-s orig. 'directed backwards and

forwards' from "re-co- and *pro-co-, cp. O.C.Sl. pro-ku. procul

is an extension of the stem *proco- by -lo- cp. simuV).

Germanic. O.H.G. abu-h aba-h O.Sax. dbhu-h 'turned

away, perverse, wicked', (the neut. is used substantivally, 'per-

1) Detailed arguments in support of this explanation of reciprocus

and procul will be found in Bhein. Mus. XLIU 402 ff., where, unfortuna-

tely, I overlooked the fact that the same derivation had already been sug-

gested by Corssen, Krit. Isachtr. 136 f.
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verseness, wickedness') O.Icel. qfu-g-r 'turned away, perverse',

beside af 'from, away: cp. O.C.Sl. opako opahy opace ady.

retrorsum, contrarium' pace 'contra, potius'^a% 'iterum' {opa6e:

pace = Gr. ano : O.H.G. fo-na, a regular example of proethnic

ablaut); cp. also Skr. dpOka-s 'lying behind, remote', which

need not necessarily be regarded as a compound of -anc- (cp.

p. 256 under Aryan).

Balto-Slavonic. O.C.Sl. pro-ku 'remaining over', from

pro. prS-ku 'transversus' for *per-ku, from prS.

b. Prom Nouns. The terminations -o-qo- -e-qo- which

arose when the suffix was added to o-stems were in Aryan and

Slavonic also used as primary suffixes.

Indo-Germanic. Skr. dvi-ka- 'consisting of two' (beside

this dva-kdr 'two by two, joined in pairs'), A.S. twi-^ O.H.G.

swi-g and 2Wi gen. zwTes, pr. Germ. Hut-^ud- 'twig' (cp. O.C.Sl.

roz-ga 'twig' from rozu razu 'dis-'), O.H.G. zwelio zivifo 'doubt',

pr. Germ. Hui-xyfO-n- *tm-%uo-n- (I § 444 p. 329) ; to which no

doubt we should refer Gr. Siado-g Sitto-s 'twofold', for *Sfi-y.-i,o-s.

Similarly Skr. tri-kd- 'three by three, threefold' and Gr. rQtG06-<;

TpiTTo-g 'threefold'. The Ion. 6i^6-g rpi'^o-g are perhaps to be

explained as standing for *dfi-x-Tj,o-g *rpi-x-Ti.o-g. Lat. uni-cu-s,

Goth, dina-h-s O.H.G. eina-g 'single', O.C.Sl. ino-kU 'solus'.

Aryan. Skr. suct-ka-s adj., 'stinging', subst. 'stinging ver-

min', from suci- f. 'needle', dnta-ka-s 'making an end, he that

makes an end', from dn-ta-s 'end'. urvcLru-kd-m 'that which

belongs to the gourd-plant (urvaru-s), or comes from it, fruit

of the gourd', sindhu-ka-s 'coming from the Indus (sindhu-sj.

rupa-ka-s 'in (an assumed) form', from rupd-m 'form'. Avest.

kasvi-ka- 'rather small, rather poor', from kasvi-S 'smallness,

dwarfish stature'. Skr. mdma-ka-s 'my', asmdka-s Avest. ahmcika-

'our' (is the termination of this word Idg. -o-qo^ or the suffix

-aqo-?). Hence Ar. -ka-, so frequent in Sanskrit in adjectival

(epithetised) compounds as Skr. vigata-in-ka-s 'whose beauty

is past' (cp. Avest. durae-sri-ka- 'beautiful at a distance') a-hhrSLt^-

-ka-s 'brotherless', a-retds-ka-s 'without seed*, sa-patm-ka-s 'with

one's wife' ; cp. also Avest. hu-maycl-ka- 'possessing good wisdom'
Brugmann, ElementB. n. 27
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(hu-maya-). These compounds however may also be classed

under § 88 p. 264.

From dnta-ha-s and similar forms arose a primary suffix

-aha-, as Skr. sdyaka-s 'meant for throwing' neut. 'missile',

nayaka-s 'guide', pacaka-s 'cooking, cook', pfcliaka-s 'who asks'.

Cp. Slav, -oku, p. 260.

To these no doubt should be added vartaka-s vdrtika 'quail':

Gr. oQTv^ (gen. oQXvY.-oq and ofjrvy-og, cp. Osthoff, Zur Gesch.

d. Perf. 620) 'quail', with v on the analogy of noxxv^, 'i^v'S. and

the like.

Greek, di-aao-g T()t-aa6-g p. 257 above. y/tjiv-xo-g'J-iihjaii,

from Ai^v-g; ^i]lv-/.6-g 'feminine', from dfjXv-g, as the opposite of

dgdiv-v/.o-g; in aKvv.6-g adj. 'salt' from ak-g {aXi- uXo-) the -v- is

surprising, (pvai-v.o-g 'natural', from q)vat-g, /Ltavri-x6-g 'belonging to

a seer', from ixdvxi-g\ cp. Idg. -iqo- in inn-iy.o-g etc., § 87. 6ara.-xo-g

'lobster' no doubt for *ost'^-qo-s, cp. Skr. asthdn- 'bone'. The

termination -laxo-g in i]Xiay.6-g 'belonging to the sun' {j]lio-g'),

<sy.mm-g 'shady' {pxia) and the like has not been explained : are

the forms based on -en- stems (such as, say, *l]Xtsv-), or should

we compare Umbr. curn-ac-o 'cornicem' ?
')

Italic. Lat. amni-cu-s, from amni-s, civi-cu-s, from cwi-s,

aedUi-c-iu-s, from aedtli-s. Cp. Idg. -iqo- in bell-icu-s, patr-

-icu-s, patr-ic-iu-s and the like, § 87.

The following forms appear to be connected with the same

suffix: Umbr. Kastrusiie 'Castricii (beside kastruvuf 'fundos'

Osc. castrovs gen. 'fundi') and Osc. Iiivkiiui '*Jovicio', beside

Osc. Yiinikiis 'Vinicius'.

Old Irish, suile-ch 'oculeus' for *suli-co-s, from suil n.

'oculus', O.Kelt, are-mori-ci 'those who dwell before the sea'

(O.Ir. muir n., Lat. mare for *mari). Cp. Idg. -iqo- in cuimn-ech

'mindful of and the like, § 87.

Germanic. Goth, stdina-h-s (stem stdina-ha-) O.H.G.

steina-g 'stony', from Goth, stdina- m. 'stone', Goth, vaiirda-h-s

1) Mahlow, Die langen Vocale 102, aasumes that -iax6-g witli Lat.

-icu-s Goth, -eig-s represents an Idg. -iako-, an inference which I cannot

accept.
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'verbal' from vai!i,rda- n. 'word', moda-g-s (stem moda-ga-) 'wrathful'

O.Sax. moda-g 'excited, spirited', from Gotli. moda- m. 'courage,

wrath'. The forms -a-ha- a--^a- alternate according to the place

of the accent, by the rule given in § 530 p. 386, cp. Skr. asmdka-

andika- on the one hand, and ekakd- urvarukd- on the other.

The termination -a-'^a- was transferred to other classes of stems,

e. g. O.H.G. notag beside Germanic naudi- naupi- 'need', O.Sax.

craftag beside krafti- 'strength'.

Goth, handu-g-s 'wise' (O.H.G. liantag 'sharp') from handii-s

'hand', though it is quite possible that the two words are not

connected historically but merely by popular etymology (see

Kluge, Nom. Stammb. 86, Kauffmann, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XII

202)1).

Cherusci is explained by Bremer (Paul-Braune's Beitr. XI

3) as coming from *xerus-ka- 'hairy', cp. O.H.G. hO,r pi. harir

'hair'. For -us- cp. O.H.G. angus-t § 101.

In proethnic and later Germanic we find adjectives in -«ja-

regularly corresponding to -i-stems, as Goth, mahteig-s O.H.G.

mahtig 'mighty' from mahti-, O.H.G. crefUg 'strong' from krafti-.

But the same termination appears also in adjectives derived from

other classes of stems and equally dating from the oldest period

of Germanic, as Goth, vdurstveig-s 'active' from vdurstva- n.

'work, activity', O.H.G. jdrtg 'yearly' from jara- n. 'year'; and

it must therefore be referred to the Idg. suffix -iqo- (§ 89);

there is no need to suppose an original -ei-qo- {*maxti- *ma%tei-),

nor can any argument for such a form be based on the obscure

Gothic word uhtiug 'seasonable'. We conclude then that in pro-

ethnic Germanic -i-za- from «-stems was replaced by -ija-, just

as in Gothic we have also the older form gahig-s altered to

gaheig-s (§ 87). The influence of other derivatives with i in

actual use (e. g. Goth, vdurstvei f.) was a factor in the change.

Balto-Slavonic. In the Baltic languages the suffix hardly

occurs at all in this use; Lith. ^e?eA;a-s Lett, jpefe'fc-s 'mouse-grey'

(Lith. peU Lett, pele 'mouse') was no doubt formed on the analogy

1) Osthofif's last suggestion as to handugs (Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIII

419) does not commend itself to me.

17*
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of adjectives ^kejMdka-s (homj&'da-s 'black', § 89 c). In Slavonic

we have -oJcu as a primary suffix, e. g. O.C.Sl. siwMoJcu 'privy

to something, witness', Russ. choddk 'goer, foot-messenger', M6k

'eater'; it probably began in derivatives from noun-stems in o

(cp. Russ. cJiod 'way, path' beside chodok), cp. Skr. -aka- p. 258-

§ 87. 3. -iqo-, a by-form of the Suffix -qo- (§ 86).

This suffix forms adjectives from nouns in Aryan, Greek, Italic

and Keltic, and it is so common that it can hardly have arisen

independently in the separate languages from the ending of such

forms as Gr. (pvm-y.o-g ((fivai-g). Further in Germanic and Balto-

Slavonic, as well as in Sanskrit and Latin, -iqo- is a primary

suffix, and this usage must have been derived from its denomi-

native use; so that clearly it had become a single independent

suffix in proethnic Indo - Germanic. But of course there is

nothing to prevent our supposing that it did originally spring

from noun-stems in -i-.

Aryan. Skr. paryay-ikd-s 'strophic' from paryciyd-s 'ro-

tation, strophe'. It occurs most frequently after the vriddhi-

strengthening, which serves also to form adjectives without the

addition of any suffix (see § 60 p. 112 f. ; cp. mama-kd-s, 'my'

beside mdma-ka-s, § 86 & p. 257), as vdsant-ika- 'belonging to

spring (vasantd-s), vdrs-ika-s 'belonging to the rainy season*

(»arsa-m), ahn-ika-s 'daily' from dhan- n. 'day'. But -ika- was

not adopted in general use as an adjectival suffix, cp. rupa-ka-

urvaru-kd- etc., § 86& p. 257.

It is primary in Skr. vfsc-ika-s 'scorpion, tarantula', from

v^icdmi 1 split, cut asunder'.

Greek. Inn-tKo-q 'belonging to horses' from t7ino-g, nagd-ev-

-ixo-g maidenly' from nagdEvo-c, vvi.iqt-iy.6-g 'bridal' from vv/.i(pi],

doT-ixo-g 'of the city' from aarv, sd^v-ixo-g 'national' from s&vog

n., dyav-iM-g belonging to contests' from dyuv, avSg-mo-g 'manly'

from dvriQ gen. avdg-og. Prom participial stems in -to- there

arose a new suffix -t(xo-; e. g. xpir/xo'-?, /.lad-i^riyo-g , cp. Lat.

-tlco- p. 261.

By the side of -i/.o-g we find, though only rarely, -xd-g, as

Ai^vw-g; see § 86 h.
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Italic. Lat. mod-icu-s from modus, bell-icu-s from bellu-m,

fabr-ica from faher (stem fahro-), gent-icu-s from gens (stem

gent-), histrion-icu-s from histrio (stem histrion-), patr-icu-s from

paier (stem pair--); participial stems in -to- gave rise to -tico-

as an independent suffix, e. g. cenaticu-s, herbaticu-s, volaticu-s,

rusticu-s, domesticu-s, cp. Gr. -nxo- above. Similarly -ic-iu-s

in caement-iciu-s, sutor-iciu-s, patr-iciu-s etc.

The Umbro-Samnite dialects shew that -ico- was proethnic

in Italic, so that (say) modicii-s was not developed in Latin

out of *modo-co-s: Osc. tiivtiks 'publicus' tovtico nom. fem.

'publica', Yolsc. toticu abl. 'publico', Umbr. totcor pi. 'urbici'

from Hotico-, a derivative of toutd- 'civitas, urbs'; Umbr.

fratreks fratrexs 'fratricus, fratrum magister /rafreca 'fratrica'

(e from i, see I § 33 p. 34). Cp. also Osc. Viinikiis 'Vini-

cius' and muinikad abl. fem. 'communi', miiltasikad abl.

fem. 'multaticia'. But we also find Umbr. Kastrusiie and

Osc. Iiivkiiiii (§ 866 p. 258), which are hard to explain with

certainty.

-iqo- is a primary suffix in Lat. mord-icu-s mord-ex, med-

-icu-s, vert-ex; and no doubt also in podex for *pozd-ex y^pezd-

'pedere' (I § 594 p. 450). Compare the root-vowel of this word

with Goth, gabig-s (podex : pedere = gabigs:gibanj.

Old Irish. As in Latin, -ico- is a general derivative

suffix, i. e. it forms derivatives from all manner of stems, cuimn-

-ech 'mindful of from cuman 'thought, remembrance', cretm-ech

'fidelis' from cretem 'fides' ; feminines in -iche = Lat. -ic-ia, as

tairismiche 'immobility' from tairism-ech 'iminovable' (tairissem

'a standing fast'). It is possible however that some of the words

in -ech -iche (Zeuss^ 810 sq.) contain -iaco- or -aco-.

Germanic. The fertility of -«ga- was limited on the

one hand by the use of -«-/«- -a-^a- (§ 86), on the other by

that of -Fgffl- (§ 89 a). In Gothic it does not occur as a se-

condary suffix, but it does in Old High German; e. g. wuot-ig

beside wuota-g 'furious'. It is primary e. g. in Goth, gab-ig-s

'rich' beside giban gaf 'to give', cp. Lat. pod-ex), O.H.G. heb-ig

'at which one must strain or heave, heavy (beside Goth, hafjan).
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But here too other suffixes encroached upon its use, op. Goth.

gaheig-s beside gahig-s, O.Icel. gqfug-r hqfug-r.

On the other hand, -«ja- is sometimes found where -ja-

must no doubt have been original (§ 88); O.H.Gr. entrig 'strange'

(pr. Germ. *andr-i-^d-) from ander 'other'; possibly however -i^a-

may here represent Idg. -e-qo- (§ 88 p. 268).

Balto- Slavonic. Here it is not uncommon as a primary

suffix. In Lithuanian the root has the vowel of the preterite (cp.

Lat. podex, Goth, gabigs). Lith. szer-lka-s 'one who gives fodder'

from szeriu 'I give fodder' pret. szeriau, hirt-ika-s 'hewer' from

Jcertu 'I hew' pret. kirtau, skund-ika-s 'who loves to lament',

tup-ika-s 'squatter'. Lett, jum-ilc-i-s 'tile-setter' from ju'mt 'to

cover', glun-iU-i-s 'spy' from glunet 'to lurk', u'rh-ik-i-s 'borer'

from u'rht 'to bore'. O.C.Sl. zes-iku 'burning' from zegq 'I burn'

(trans.) , tqs-ikii, 'burdensome , heavy' from t^ziti 'to burden',

skac-iku 'grasshopper ('springer'), mec-iku 'bear' ('growler'), smyc-

-tku 'fiddler'; more frequently we have -«c«, as yad-ici 'eater'

pis-tci 'writer' S%v-tc% 'cobbler', sw-ici 'offerer, priest'.

There is a class of substantives derived from adjectives

which may contain this Idg. -iqo-^ though I do not feel certain

that it is so, such as Lith. jaumk-i-s 'betrothed husband' {jduna-s

'young'), Lett, melnik-i-s 'black horse' {meln-s 'black') , O.C.Sl.

rommci 'bow' {romnu 'of horn") hi'adaticl 'bearded man' {bradatu

'bearded') jumn 'young bull' (junu 'young').

§ 88. 4. -qo- is added to substantives and ad-

jectives without altering their substantival or ad-

jectival character; the meaning of the new word bears to

the old much the same relation as ilod.H.G. schwarzlich to

schwarz, [Eng. blackish to black], i. e. it denotes something

'tantamount to' or something which is merely 'like' the original.

From this a diminutival sense was often developed, and hence

-qo- was used in forming familiar and pet names. Yet this

modification of meaning frequently died out, so that the new

word meant simply the same as the old.

The boundary between this class of words and those given

under 2 b and 3 (§ 86 and 87) fluctuates considerably. It is
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often doubtful whether any particular word belongs to one or

the other category.

The diminutival -qo- is often combined with other diminutival

elements, e. g. Lat. -culo- = -qo- + -lo-.

Indo-Germanic. Skr. mus-kd-s 'testicle' musaka-s mitsika

'mouse, rat' {mus- musa-s musSi 'mouse'), Armen. mu-k-n, gen.

mkan, 'mouse, muscle', Lat. nius-culii-s (mus), O.C.Sl. mysica

arm'. *sU-qo- from *su- 'sow': Skr. sU-kard-s 'pig, boar' (po-

pularly derived from kar- 'to make' as 'that which makes the

noise su), Lat. su-culu-s su-cula, O.Cymr. hu-cc 'sus' Corn. }io-ch

'porcus', A.S. SM-jM f. 'sow' (unless we accept Bugge's derivation

of this A.S. word from Idg. *suu-^, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIII

509 f.). Lat. bu-cula, Mid.Cymr. bu-ch 'cow'. Armen. ju-k-n,

gen. jkan, 'fish', Pruss. suckans i. e. zu-ka-ns aco. 'fishes', Lith.

su-k-mistra-s 'fish-master', beside Gr. Ix9'v-q Lith. suv-i-s 'fish*

(for the initial sound cp. I § 554 Rem. 1 p. 407 and Bartholomae

Ar. Forsch. 11 56). Skr. ajakd ajika 'little goat' {ajd-s 'he-

-goat' ajd 'she-goat'), Lith. oszkd {osy-s 'he-goat'). Skr. avi-kd-s

avi-kd 'sheep' {dvi-s 'sheep'), Lat. ovi-cula, Lith. avi-kyne 'sheep-

pen {avi-s 'sheep') O.C.Sl. ovt-ca 'sheep'. Skr. marya-kd-s

'mannikin' {mdrya-s 'man, young man'), Gr. /niTpu^ girl', later

also 'boy' jusipcin-io-v 'boy'. Skr. pqsu-ka- m. pi. 'dust' {pqs'A-s

'dust'), O.C.Sl. pisu-ku 'sand'.

In names of persons: Skr. devaka-s devika-s beside deva-s

deva-datta-s^ Gall. Dwico Dwicia heside Divo Devo-gnata; Skr.

iunaka-s beside sunas-karna-s, Gr. jtuVaJ beside Kvv-ayo-g; Skr.

sana-ka-s beside sana-sruta-s, Gall. Senicco Seneca beside Bret.

Hen-car, O.H.G. Sinigus (Latinised) beside Sino Sin-hart.

*sene-qo- (*seno-qo-) meaning probably oldish', from *seno-

'old' (Skr. sdna-s &c.): Skr. sana-kd-s 'former, old', Lat. seneso

senica, (Gall. Senicco, Seneca; O.Ir. senchas 'antiquity', see § 108),,

pr. Norse sitagosten nom. pi. masc. 'oldest' from *sinig- (cp.

P. Burg, Die altteren nord. Runeneinschr. 1885, p. 130 f.).

Prankish Sinigus (Goth, sineig-s 'old' see § 89 a), Lett, senz-i-s

{s for k) 'old inhabitant, a man of olden time'. Armen. ancu-h

anju-k O.C.Sl. qzu-kU 'narrow', beside Skr. qhu-s 'narrow'.
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Aryan. Skr. aiva-kd-s 'Kttle horse' from divas 'horse',

Siiu-kd-s little child' from iiiu-s 'child*, raja-kd-s 'petty king'

from rajan- 'king'. Avest. drafsa-ka- m. 'little banner' from

drafsa- m. 'banner, aper'nayu-ka- m. 'little child' from a-per'-

nayu- m. 'child* (orig. 'not of full age'), kaini-ka- 'little girl'

beside kainin- f. 'maid, maiden*.

Familiar and pet names, e. g. Skr. vasu-ka-s O.Pers. vahu-ka

beside Skr. vasu-S vasu-datta-s Ayest. vohu-data-, Skr. datta-

ka-s dattika-s beside datta-s datta-iatru-s agni-datta-s.

No difference of meaning can be detected in the following

examples. Skr. vddha-ka-s and vadhd-s 'murderer', dsta-ka-m

and dsta-m 'home', isu-kd- and isu-s f. 'arrow*, uda-kd-m and

uddn- n. 'water', Ayest. masyclka- and masya- m. 'mortal, man',

pasu-ka- and pasu-s m. 'cow' (cp. Skr. paiu-ka- a small animal),

O.Pers. OnuKo. (Herodotus) and Avest. span- 'dog'.

Similarly there is no serious difference in meaning between

Skr. arbha-kd-s and drbha-s 'small', ndgna-ka-s and nagnd-s

'naked', ejM-kd-s and ejant- 'trembling, quivering', amyas-kd-s

and dmyas- 'thinner, finer' (cp. Lat. melius-culu-s). Thus ad-

jectival compounds like vigata-Sn-ka-, which we noticed in § 86

p. 257, may also be classed here. In Sanskrit, forms like iiksu-

-ka-s 'imparting, generous' (iiksu-s the same), pramayu-ka-s

'falling iato ruin, perishing' (prama-yu-s, the same) and the like

gave rise to an independent primary suffix -uka-, e. g. ddjuka-s

'biting', vi-kdsuka-s vi-kasuka-s 'bursting*.

For feminine substantives the usual suffix is -ika- (corres-

ponding to masc. -aka-), as ndsikd- du. beside nascl- du. 'nose',

iyattikd- fem. of iyattakd- 'so small'. Whilst the forms in -akci-

express the fem. by simple differentiation (Motion) of the masc-

neut. stem -aka-, -i-ka- was originally derived from fem. i-stems

(cp. also Avest. nairika- beside nairi- nairi- 'wife', carditika- 'girl,

wife' beside carditi- caroLiti- 'wife').

Armenian. A further suffix -en- was added to the stems

of the substantives formed with -qo-. "We have already noticed

mukn 'mouse, muscle' from *mus-qo- or *mus-qo- (I § 561 p. 417)

and ju-k-n 'fish'. To these should be added armukn, gen.
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armkan 'elhow, hend' (beside Lat. armu-s Goth, arms)
;

per-

haps its resemblance to muhn is more than accidental.

ancu-lc anju-k 'narrow' see p. 263 above.

Greek. With a diminutival or contemptuons sense, more

or less obscured : ^itpa'^ 'girl' (p. 263), SsXqia^ 'pig, sucking pig',

^dSfia^ 'small altar', Xl&a^ 'stone', IsTf^a^ 'meadow'. Attached to

these are unmistakable diminutives like /.tsiQcix-to-v 'little boy'

amvd-riQaY.-10-v 'little spark' (cp. danid-w-v 'little shield' § 63 p. 128).

Add also pet names like "Innaxo-g beside "Inno-g "Inn-apxo-g

^^Qy-inno-g, HvpQaxo-g beside Hvqqo-i;, ylu^pa^ beside yld^Qo-i;,

OaTva^ beside OaTvo-g^ M6Xvy.o-g MoXv^ beside Molo-g M6K-oQxo-g

"Ay/J-fioXo-g.

The a which precedes the -x(o)- in -ay.o-g -dS, points to -y,-qo-

as the earlier form (cp. oaray.o-g § 86 p. 258 and Skr. rajakd-

for *rclj')9-ka-, Germ. -M»a-ja-). Thus "/7i7t«-xo-c {'."Inniov), Xs7.f.ia-^

{iX^ifK^v) and the like may have set the type for this group of

forms ; "Innay-o-g : "Inncov= O.H.G. Berhtung : Berhto (see below,

p. 267). fisTpa^ for */.ispi.a-'^ (: Skr. marya-kd-s) may perhaps

be an extended form from a stem ^j-isqi/q-.

oStt^ 'with the teeth, mordicus' was derived from a stem

*o6at-y.o- *o3«y.y.{o)- 'tooth': Skr. a-datka- 'toothless', A.S. tusc

or tusc O.Fris. tusk O.Icel. tosk-r 'tooth' pr. Germ. *tuns-ka-,

common ground-form *dy,t-qo-, beside oSovg Goth, tunp-u-s 'tooth'

(cp. I § 527 p. 383). But Saxva obviously influenced its mea-

ning and perhaps its form also. In the same way we have yvv-^

with bended knees' from yw- 'knee'. As to their use as ad-

verbs see § 86 p. 256.

ntjXi-Y.o-g 'how great? how old?' ri]Xi-y.o-g 'so great, so old'

from *nah- *TaXi- = Lat. quali-s talis: similarly O.H.G. Ale-

mann. we-ler 'how produced?' so-ler 'thus produced' pr. Germ.

*-U-xa-, cp. also O.C.Sl. koliku toliku § 89 a. Beside Att. rjXUo-g

TjXil stands ^a}u>iidT>]g (more correctly -tag)' awecpij^og. Kp^ng

in Hesychius, which points to a form *suaU-.

Italic. Lat. homun-c-io 'mannikin' from homo. *albi-co-

'whitish' *nigrico- 'blackish' in albicare nigrkare. pris-cu-s beside
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prius. paucu-s for *pam-co-s (cp. pauper for *pavi-per). sene-x

seni-ca: Skr. sana-kd-s see above, p. 263.

The usual suffix is -culo-, i. e. -qo- + -lo- , the second of

which is itself diminutival (§ 76 p. 205 f.). This extension of

the suffix dates from proethnic Italic, and in many words was

no doubt intended to revive the diminutival force which at the

time was disappearing or had quite disappeared. Lat. ovicula:

*ovica (Skr. avi-Jcd) = lupula : lupa ; similarly pauciilu-s : paucu-s

= frigidulu-s : frigidu-s.

hu-cula: Mid.Cymr. hu-ch 'cow', su-culu-s: O.Cymr. hu-cc

'sow', Lat. die-nda, Osc. zi-colom 'diem' (the dimiuutival sense

of -eolo- has disappeared). Lat. funi-cidu-s, classi-cula, spe-cula,

nube-cula, frclter-culii-s, amator-cidu-s, homun-culu-s, aedificcdiim-

-cula, mus-culu-s, corpus-cnlu-m, arbus-cula, corculu-m (i. e.

*cord + culum).

Remark 1. The * in craticula, febncula, apwula smd similar words

may be variously explained. The first analysis must certainly be cratlc-ula

not crciii-cula. Cp. § 89 a p. 271.

senicidu-s : senex, nigriculu-s : nigricare, levictdu-s, dulciculu-s,

paupercidu-s , melius-culu-s , tardiiis-culu-s
,

(cp. prTs-cu-s and

Skr. amyas-kd-s).

Keltic. O.Cymr. hu-cc 'sus' Corn, ho-ch 'porous': Skr. su-

-kard-s see p. 263 above; we must no doubt add O.Ir. socc 'plough-

share', properly 'pig's snout', see Thurneysen, Keltorom. 112 f.^).

Mid.Cymr. bu-ch 'cow : Lat. hu-cula. aire (gen. airech) 'princeps'

for '^ariak-s, Skr. arya-ka-s 'honourable man', from aryd- 'devoted,

pious'. Proper names : Gall. Divico Divicia, see above, p. 263.

Remark 2. Here may also be mentioned O.Ir. menice Mod.Cymr.

mynych 'frequens', though their relation to Goth, manag-s 'much', and O.C.Sl.

miinogu 'much' is not clear. Does the Slav, word contain Idg. -go- (§ 91)?

Or should we regard it as a word borrowed from Germanic? Cp. Schleicher

in his and Kuhn's Beitr. V 112 f.

Germanic. A.S. tusc or tasc 'tooth' ground-form *dl^^g'0-,

see above, p. 265.

1) Cp. Gr. i'n-s vwij 'ploughshare', which is usually connected with

^-s (cp. Solmsen, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 81).
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-qo- was added to -eii-, which formed substantives denoting

a thing or person standing in some characteristic relation to the

idea of the original word; hence arose in proethnic Germanic

the suffix -im-^a- (and beside it -m-^a-^ with no difference

in meaning). The suffix -qo- in this use in historical times

is merely an amplification of the suffix to which it is added,

and has no special meaning of its own ; at most we may credit

it with some part of the idea of pity or contempt implied in

words like O.H.Gr. aiming 'homo pauper, miser' abansting 'homo

invidus', which are common enough. We may compare the

relation of O.H.Gr. Berhtung Berhting : Berhto (gen. Berhtin),

arming : anno (gen. armin) 'poor' with that of Gr. llv^paxo-g

:

Ilv(jQiov. This compound suffix was soon added to stems with

^suffixes, e. g. O.H.G. sidil-ing 'settler' from sedal 'seat', edil-ing

'man of noble blood' from edili 'noble'. Thus there arose an

independent suffix -(i)hm^a- -(i)liiQ^a-^ which was fertile in

North and West Germanic.

Remarks. It is difficult to determine tlie relation between -/wgn-

and -im-^a-. The latter form appears to be older, e. g. in tribe names

like Greuthungl (Amm. Marc), The most natural assumption is that at

the time when the connexion between -im-^a- and the «)!-stems was still

recognised, e (later )) was introduced through the influence of the cases

which had the strong form -en- (later -in-). Yet it is quite conceivable

that -Mwga- and -jga- were contaminated (§ 87 p. 261), or that -in^a-

started from stems in -in-, which existed in the pre-Germanio period (see

§ 115); -/raga- -ifdga- would come from -jwga- -t»</a- just as *jun^a- jwnga-

'young' from *jMwga-, see § 83 and I § 179 p. 156; cp. Berhting, O.Ioel.

Birtiny-r 'a brilliant, famous man' by the side of Goth, hairlitei O.H.G.

perahti f. 'brightness'; O.Icel. spelcing-r "wise man' beside speke -i f. 'wis-

dom'. There is a good deal of evidence for the last explanation, which

seems to me the best; if it be correct, then the -/wga- forms must have

been originally adjectival (§ 86 b p. 259); Rem. 4. p. 268.

Examples. O.H.G. husinga pi. "penates' ('those who belong

to the house') O.Fris. hUsing 'member of the household', O.H.G.

chamarling 'chamberlain' hofiling 'courtier', baring biding buwe-

ling 'peasant' from, hur, bii 'habitatio', sidiling 'settler' from

sedal 'seat', A.S. hedlinz 'he who lies lazily in bed, effeminatus',

O.H.G. sarling 'who is hidden in armour (saro), soldier', fusti-

ling Mid.H.G. viustinc 'mitten', Mid.H.G. hendelinc 'glove', O.Icel.
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fingrung-r 'finger-ring', Mid.H.G. bertinc 'lay brother' from hart

'beard', O.H.Gr. wihseling 'changeling', zwineling 'twin', O.Icel.

vetrung-r 'a beast one winter old'. hqfSing-r 'chieftain, captain';

names of families and tribes like A.S. Skyldun^as O.Icel. Skjql-

dungar; A.S. HrSdlin^ 'son of Hredel'; O.Icel. attung-r 'kins-

man' from att 'race', O.H.Gr. chunniling 'kinsman' from chunni

'race', O.Icel. systrung-r 'mother's sister's son' O.Fris. susterling

'sister's child', O.H.Gr. sunufatarungo pi. 'the people of the son

and the father'. These is but one example in Gothic, gadiligg-s

'cousin': O.H.G. gatiling gatuling O.S. gaduling.

The use of these forms in the feminine as abstract sub-

stantives in iN'orse and West-Germanic was no doubt etablished

by the same process as in e. g. O.H.G. forahta 'fear* contrasted

with foraht Goth. faikrU-s 'full of fear' (§ 79 p. 235 f.) ; simi-

larly Lat. fahriea 'formation manufacture', (from faher) ; cp. also

§ 158. O.Icel. liadung 'an insulting' from had 'insult, scoff",

launung 'secret' from laun (the same), with which primary for-

mations like hvisting 'murdering' (from hmsta 'to murder') be-

came associated. O.H.G. werdunga 'dignitas' from werd; primary

in e. g. hantalunga 'handling', from hantalon 'to handle'. In O.Icel.

we have also side by side birting-r 'bright one' and hirting

'brightness', ginnung-r 'deceiver, impostor' and ginning 'deceit',

and the like.

Eemark 4. If -in-yi- -in^o-, were derived from, the suffix -lii- which
is itself used to form abstract substantives (see Kem. 3), we should further

have to consider whether the fern, -jw-go-, as in O.Icel. hirting, was not

formed immediately from the in-atem by the addition of -qo- merely .

as an amplification.

Adjectival stems were extended by -qo-, e. g. O.H.G. gora-g

'pitiful' beside Goth, gdur-s 'sorrowful', O.Icel. qrdug-r 'steep'

beside Gr. op&o-g Lat. arduo-s (I § 306 p. 241). Here must

be classed also O.H.G. entrig 'strange' (from under 'other'), if

the termination is Idg. *-tr«-q6-, not *-tr-iq6- (§ 87 p. 262).

-*jo- was generally substituted for the original ending as in

Goth, sineig-s 'old' (contrast Skr. sana-kd-s p. 263), see § 89 a

p. 271.
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O.H.G. Alemann. weler 'how made?' see above, p. 265.

Be mark 5. The origin of this word is therefore distinct from that

of O.H.G. wie-lih Goth, hvi-leik-s 'what sort of, a compound of Germ.
-UJca- 'body, form'. But the termination -li-xa- was associated with this

by popular etymology, just as in Skr. -l-Ha- -u-ha- -a-ha- were associated

with -anc- (see p. 256).

Balto-Slavonic. -nqo is common to Baltic and Slavonic

as a diminutive suffix. There can be no doubt that it first

appeared in w-stems, cp. O.C.Sl. synuku 'little son': synu^ gen.

synu 'son'. So Lith. parszicka-s 'little sucking pig' beside parsza-s^

meduka-s 'little tree' beside medi-s, O.C.Sl. cvStuku 'floweret'

beside cvMu gen. cvSta. In Slavonic the same suffix was also

used for the extension of adjective stems, yet with the loss of

what was originally its special sense: qsUku 'narrow*: Armen.

ancuk anjuk 'narrow' (Skr. «M-s), sladuku 'sweet' (Lith. saldu-s)
;

others are not derived from M-stems e. g. briduku 'bitter', Upukii

'ornament'. Cp. further Pruss. names like Banduke (handa-

useful') Wyrucke (vira- 'man').

Similarly the diminutival -i-qo-, which first appeared in

«-stems, was extended beyond its original sphere in both Baltic

and Slavonic. Yet -i-go- itself is not used with this function,

but only -i-q-io- -i-q-iCl-, which contains the additional suffix

-io-. Proethnic examples are: O.C.Sl. oin-ca 'sheep', cp. Lith.

avi-k-yne 'sheep-pen': Skr. avi-kd etc., see p. 263 above;

O.C.Sl. mysica 'arm' orig. 'little mouse, muscle' : Skr. musika

'mouse, rat', cp. loc. cit. In both these words the original dimi-

nutival sense was lost. Other examples are : Lith. ranklke 'little

hand', kumellke 'little (bad) mare', mamlke 'little mother' (in Lith.

only feminines), O.C.Sl. kamemci 'little stone', korahUci 'little

ship', ditwa collective 'little children' {did 'children'), dvinca

'little door {dvtn 'door'). Compare also Prussian names like

Teviko [tewa- taiva- 'father').

Here should also be classed Lith. -in-inka- Lett. -(i)n-ika-

-en-ika- (i comes from en)^ combinations of suffixes which denote

any kind of relation to the original word, e. g. Lith. darh-ininka-s

(Lett, da'rbinlk-s) 'worker' from ddrba-s 'work', dafz-ininka-s

(Lett, da'r/nik-s) 'gardener' from darsa-s 'garden', piis-ininka-s
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'owner of half a measure of land, small proprietor', lauJc-ininka-s

'dweller in the fields, countryman', Letuv-ininka-s 'a Lithuanian'

from Letuvh 'Lithuania', Lett, gudrinik-s 'wiseacre' from gudr-s

'wise', sweschinik-s 'stranger! from swesch 'strange', Bid/inik-s

'man of Kiga' from Riga 'Riga', uppenik-s 'dweller by a river' from

uppe 'river'. By the side of this suffix, with a similar meaning,

stands Lith. -in-yha- Pruss. -n-ik-i- 0.C.81. -n-iko-, which I refer

to Idg. -Iqo-, see § 89 a. The second part of Lith. -in-inka-

should no doubt be identified with Grerm. -Mja-ja- (cp. I § 249

p. 204 f.), and it must be assumed that in Baltic there once

existed forms like *dvarinka-s *dvarenka-s 'courtier' (should we

add here the forms niesqa 'month' zajqc% 'hare', which are quite

isolated in Slavonic?) and that their suffix was confused with

-{i)n-ika- (dvarinyka-s O.C.Sl. dvoriniku) producing Lith. -in-

-inka- (dvarininka-s) Lett. (*-n-enka-) -n-ika-.

Remark 6. I prefer this view to that proposed in I § 219, 4 p. 186,

which I have now abandoned, that Slav, -ikit is the phonetic equivalent

of Lith. -inka-s. I have to thank Leskien for suggesting the above ex-

planation.

§ 89. 5. -iqo- -%qcl-, -uqo- -uqcl- and -aqo- -aqa-.

The long vowels preceding the q may, like the i of -iqo- (§ 87),

represent the final of a noun-stem; but it is not clear in what

particular words these forms of the suffix first appeared. No

general definition of their functions can be given.

a. -tqo-. Cp. Skr. dm-ka- § 86 a p. 256, sud-ka- sa-

-patni-ka- § 86b p. 257.

Aryan. It is rarely denominative: Skr. dnd-ika-s 'bearing

eggs', from andd-m 'egg'. More frequently it is primary: Skr.

dfs-tka-s 'conspicuous' df^-%ka-m 'aspect' dfi-ikd 'appearance',

Vfdh-ikd-s 'augmenter', m^d-lkd-m 'pity, grace'.

In Greek it is rare, tisq^-t^ 'partridge' (properly 'peditor',

though its resemblance to nsgdw may perhaps be due merely to

a freak of popular etymology), l^s/x^-l^ 'top'.

Italic. Denominative forms: utnbil-wu-s (cp. Gv. o/ucpaXo-g),

ruhr-lcu-s rubr-ica, led-ica and others. Primary forms: am-

-Icu-s, mend-icu-s, pud-icu-s, and others ; add also pedware from
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a stem *ped-ico- with the same meaning as podex (§ 87 p. 261).

-zc-io- and -t-tc-io- (cp. -t-ico- § 87 p. 261) are derived suffixes

e. g. fiovTciu-s, ad-venttciii-s. Some nouns in -tqo- have passed

into the consonantal declension: felTx, pernix.

Perhaps we should also class here craticula and the like,

see § 88 Eem. 1 p. 266.

In Germanic, -fja- appears with various functions. It

forms adjectives from nouns, e. g. Goth, mahteig-s 'mighty' from

mahti- 'might', O.H.G. spenstig 'alluring' from spanst f. 'allure-

ment, enticement ; here -i^a- has taken the place of an older

-jff- {-i-^a- -a-^a- etc.), see § 86 p. 259. It extends adjectival

stems without altering their adjectival character, e. g. Goth.

andanemeig-s : anda-nem-s 'pleasant', O.H.G. wirdig : icerd 'worthy',

rihtig : relit 'right' ; -ja- has the same function, e. g. in O.H.G.

gora-g: Goth, gdur-s 'troubled', see § 88 p. 268; there can be

no doubt that in this use also -t^a- has spread beyond its ori-

ginal sphere, cp. Goth, sineig-s instead of orig. *sene-qo- or

*seno-qo- (p. 263). Finally it occurs as a primary suffix, e. g.

in Goth, gaheig-s beside the older gabig-s, see § 87 p. 261.

Balto-Slavonic. Both branches have -%qo- as a secon-

dary suffix, in substantives which are generally derived from

adjectives, and express any kind of relation to the original word.

In Baltic (Lith. andPruss.) these forms are nearly always derived

from nouns with an w-suffix, Lith. -in-yha-s Pruss. -n-ik-i-s^ in

Slavonic from others also. In Lithuanian -ininka-s is exactly

equivalent to -inyka-s, but the two suffixes are distributed

amongst the various dialects; in some the first, and in others

the second was alone in use; in many of the districts bordering

on Slavonian territory the Slav, -miku- may have helped to

establish the form -inyka-s (there are a large number of such

words borrowed from Slavonic, e. g. metelnyka-s 'impostor' =
Pol. mietelnik). Lith. darhinyka-s beside darbiniiika-s, etc., see

§ 88 p. 269 f. Pruss. laukinik-i-s 'vassal, feudal dependant' (Lith.

laukinyka-s laukininka-s), slidenik-i-s 'leading hound', stubonik-i-s

('booth-owner' hence) 'cupper, surgeon'. O.C.Sl. zlatiku a gold

coin (zlatu 'golden'), slrehnniku sirebrinika 'silver coin' {sirebrinu
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'silvern'), kruviniku 'murderer' (kruvinu 'bloody'), grSstniku 'sinner'

{grSsinu 'sinful'), vlasSniku 'who has a hairy (vlasSnU) garment';

from participles, e. g. uceniku 'scholar, disciple', (ucenu 'becoming

learned') izbraniku 'one elected, chosen' {iz-hranu 'elected');

from subst. e. g. Russ. hahik 'fop, ladies' man' {baha 'woman'),

sSverik 'north wind' (sSver 'north'). In Lithuanian we have only

isolated examples of derivatives without the w-suffix, as dalyka-s

'piece, part' from dali-s 'part'.

O.C.Sl. siku 'talis' (also sic% op. Ijuhimici beside IJubimiku

and the like) from si 'hie', toUkU 'tantus' kdliku 'quantus', com-

pare also velik^ 'great' beside velifi 'great': cp. Gr. ntjXlxo-g

O.H.G. weler § 88 p. 265.

Further -iku forms diminutives and pet names in Slavonic,

as Euss. domik 'little house' mjacik 'little ball'. Lower Sorb.

gasik 'little pond', gjarnyk 'little pot'; Czech Volik beside Vol,

Vladik beside Vlad, Mod.Slov. Nanika 'Annie'.

Primary: O.C.Sl. -tea, as Ijuhica 'amator', Sirica 'sacerdos'.

h. -uqo-. Cp. Skr. dnu-ka- § 86a p. 256.

Aryan. Li Sanskrit, it is found primary adjectives con-

taining reduplicated verbal forms, as dan-dai-uka-s 'biting' (cp.

ddjuka-s 'biting' § 88 p. 264), ja-jar-uka-s 'watchful', voL-vad-

-uka-s 'talkative'.

Grre ek. It is found in isolated words as a primary suffix:

x/jgv'i (Dor. etc. xapvi) 'herald', cp. Skr. ca-kar-ti 'he extols'

kclru-s 'praiser'.

Italic. In Latin it occurs a few times in primary use

e. g. cad-Ucu-s, ftduc-ia, and not more often as secondary, e. g.

aeruca (beside aerugo) from aes, lactuca from lac (lact-is).

In Slavonic it is a primary suffix in a few words, e. g.

O.C.Sl. j^z-yku 'tongue, speech' (: Pruss. ins-uw-i-s 'tongue'),

clad-yka 'ruler, lord', Russ. kl-yk 'hewer', pol. hzd-yk 'peditor'.

c. -aqo-.

Aryan. Here -aka- is ambiguous, so that no forms can

be said with certainty to be derived from -Oqo-. Besides Skr.

asmdka-s etc. (§ 86 & p. 267) the following may be examples:

pavcLkd-s Ved. 'clear, pure' (to be read, as the metre indicates.
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for the pavaJcd-s of the Mss.), jdlpOka-s beside jalpaha-s 'tal-

kative', hhihsaha-s 'beggar'.

Greek, vial 'youth': 0.C.81. novdJcu 'novice', ^^wpa? Ion.

d-wp-Tjl 'breastplate'. oQnij^ Lesb. opna^ 'little sprout or shoot'.

nrfkiji. 'helmet'. (Kf-rj^ 'wasp', 'which no doubt is for oq)-ay.- i. e.

'a creature that lives in swarm', compare Skr. sabh-d 'assemblage'

Goth, sib-ja 'kinsman' (Baunack, Stud, aixf dem Geb. des Griech.

I 25).

Italic. In denominative formations : meracu-s from meru-s,

lingulcica from Ungulu-s, verbendca from verbena ; opcicu-s is no

doubt to be compared with op- ob. -dx is common both in

primary and secondary use: bibdx, loqudx, persequax, morddx,

atidsx, piigncLx, verax.

Old Irish, -ako- is common to all Celtic languages, for-

ming adjectives from substantives ,, as in marcach Mid.Cymr.

marchawc 'equester' from marc 'horse', cumachtach Mid.Cymr.

kyfoethawc Corn, chefuidoc mighty' from cumachta 'might'. It is

also found in proper names, as Gall. DumnUcu-s Mid.Cymr.

Dyfnawc, Gall. Teuto-bodiclci (pi.) Mid.Ir. Buadhach, Gall. Bena-

cu-s; its originally adjectival character appears clearly in place-

names in -acum. like Gall. Avitacum i. e. 'praedium Aviti'

(Zeuss2 806).

Germanic. Goth, dinoho Luke 8, 42, fem. of dinaha

'unicus', which is usually adduced here, is most probably nothing

but a scribe's mistake (perhaps caused by dinohun?).

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. toh-s gen. tok-io O.C.Sl. taku

"talis' ; similarly kok-s kaku 'qualis ?', jok-s 'any one' jaku 'quails',

anok-s 'of that kind' onako adv. 'so', dvejdka-s dvojaku 'twofold'

trejoka-s trojaku 'threefold'. There are only one or two exam-

ples to add from Slavonic : e. g. O.C.Sl. jedinaku 'aequalis' dru-

gako adv. 'otherwise' (cp. Lith. venoka-s venok-s 'of one kind'

kitok-s 'of another kind'), but in Baltic this suffix was very

fertile in forming new adjectives from those already in use to

express an approach to the meaning of the original: Lith. jUdo-

ka-s 'blackish' {j&da-s 'black'), sUpnoka-s 'weakish, rather weak'
Brug-mann, Elements. 11. J8
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{sUpna-s 'weak') , salddka-s sweetish , rather sweet' (saMit-s

'sweet') , didoka-s rather large' {dldi-s large') ; in Lettish it

became the ordinary comparative suffix, as in salddk-s 'sweeter'

(sald-s)f labbdk-s 'better' (labs).

-aqo- was further employed in Balto - Slavonic to form

substantives from adjectives to denote something characterised

by the quality which the adjective expressed. So Lith. naujoka-s

0.C.81. novaku 'novice' (Serv. novak 'new moon') from nauje-s

novu 'new': Gr. vsa^; Lith. treczioka-s 'threepenny-bit' (strictly

a coin worth three copper groschen) szesztoka-s (twice as much),

O.C.Sl. tretijaku 'a three-year-old'; 0.G. SI. junakU 'a youth';

O.C.Sl. bujaku 'fool, blockhead'; finally personal names in -aku,

as Kuss. Gojak, Czech Lstak, Modlak.

The difference in accentuation between trejoka-s and

treczioka-s should be noticed. The Gliding i) [gescUiffen) ac-

cent in toks replaced the Incisive [gestossenj in consequence of

the loss of the final syllable, cp. tokio.

§ 90. The Suffix -sHo- -ska and (in Germanic and

Ealto-Slavonic) -isko- -iska-. "We have to consider chiefly

the primary noun-suffix -slco-, which is identical with the verbal

suffix -sko- forming present stems. Occasionally we meet with

forms which point to an original -sqo-. I must leave it an

open question whether to regard these as two entirely distinct

forms, or to suppose that the velar was substituted for the

palatal in the original suffix by some secondary process, cp.

I § 467 p. 342 f. I confess however that the latter view seems

to me more probable.

Indo-Germanic. *pfTc-sTca- 'question, investigation, enquiry'

(cp. Skr. p^chdmi Lat. posed, \/~'preJc-) : Skr. p^cha-, Armen. hare

(gen. harci., transferred to the ^-declension), O.H.G. forsca. Hs-sUa-

*ais-ska- (cp. Skr. ichdmi 'I long for, desire, \/^ais-): Skr. ichd-

1) I am very sorry to depart from Dr. Wright's translation of these

terms in Vol. I (p. 558 f.) but the rendering 'slurred' for geschUffen and

"broken for gestossen seem to me a little misleading. k. s. C.
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'longing, wish', Armen. aic 'enquiry (only found in the accusative

and then only in certain phrases), O.H.Gr. eisca 'an asking,

demanding'. Skr. vMcha 'wish' O.H.G. wunsc m. "wish, desire',

beside Skr. vMchCimi 'I wish', y/^y/en- 'find pleasure in something';

in Sanskrit, the nasal is due to the analogy of kindred forms

(Bartholomae Ar. Forsch. II 91), *va-ch is for %f-s^-, and

wunsc for *u'^-s^o-.

Aryan. There are but few examples to be added from

Sanskrit. mUrchO- 'weakness' beside murchclmi 'I freeze, grow

torpid' (compare murkhd- 'stupid, dull, unintelligent' which may

be classed with sargd- and the like, I § 467, 1 p. 342 f.), beside

mUr-td-s 'curdled'; if Goth, un-tila-malsk-s 'thoughtless' and

O.Sax. malsc 'haughty' come from the same word, its form in

pr. Idg. would be *ml-s^o-. mlechd-s 'foreigner, barbarian',

beside mlechdmi 'I jabber'; the Pah form milahhha- is still

obscure , in spite of E. Kuhn's attempt to explain it in his

Ztschr. XXV 327.

Armenian. See above. Perhaps also pule 'breath, flatus'

beside pcem 'I breathe, blow', cp. Gr. (fvana 'blister, weal' cpvani]

'intestine, sausage' beside (pvaa 'blowing, blast', \^phu- or sphu-

(the weak form).

Greek. Ji'crxo-s 'quoit' for *Ju<-axo-g>, beside Siy.sTv 'to throw'.

^o-axt] 'fodder, pasture', beside ^oayM 'I feed'.

Here apparently we must class the diminutives i) in -lano-

(which do not occur in Homer), as naiSiaxo-g 'little boy' nmSiaxT]

'little girl', olxlanog ohlaxij 'little house', /oip/axo-^ 'little pig',

vdQiaKrj 'little pitcher'. These may be connected with presents

in -«(T>cw (like fiJp/cjxw), and the (primary) forms on which the rest

were modelled (cp. aQsam-g 'pleasing' beside aQsoYM) may have

arisen when such presents still had the sense of becoming, of

gradual realisation, compare vmviaxo-g with Lat. adulescens.

Italic. Lat. esca for *ed-\-sca and its opposite posca. Also

vescu-s properly 'eaten away') , beside vescor, if this group of

1) Janson, De Graeci sermonis deminutivis in laxo-q, Thorn 1856.

18*
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words contains -sko- (cp. Osthoff, Zur Gesch. d. Perf. 606;

Baunack, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVII 561 ff.)-

Germanic. O.H.G. forsca eisca wunsc Goth, -malsk-s see

above p. 275. O.H.G. froslc Icei. frosk-r 'frog' for pr. Germ.

*frux-ska-, cp. A.S. fro-^-^a 'frog'. —
Here must be classed the secondary adjectival suffix, Germ.

-iska-, Lith. -iszka-, Slav. -tsko-. It denotes origin and con-

nexion, or fitness and quality.

Germ. Goth, judaivisk-s '3evfish\ pmdisk-s 'i&vmog' O.H.G.

diutisc 'German'; O.H.G. frencisc 'Frankish', Goth, mannisk-s

'human', gudisk-s 'divine', funisk-s 'fiery', O.H.G. irdisc 'earthly',

antarisc 'strange', dorfisc 'belonging to a village, rustic, clownish',

mbrdisc 'murderous', altisc 'old'.

Lith. prusiszka-s 'Prussian', letuviszlca-s 'Lithuanian',

deviszka-s 'divine', teviszka-s 'fatherly', dangiszka-s 'heavenly;

substantives are formed from it by -io-, e. g. namiszki-s m.

namlszke f., 'member of a household', muslszki-s 'one who is

ours', Klaipedlszki-s 'inhabitant of Memel', teviske 'patrimony or

father's house, fatherland, home'. O.C.Sl. ruimsku 'Eoman',

Mdovisku 'Jewish', kiin^ztsku 'princely , d&ttsku 'childish', nebesisku

'heavenly'.

The history of this suffix involves considerable difficulty.

Remark. It may be suspected that the Balto-Slavonic suffix was

borrowed from Germanic (see I § 587 Rem. 2 p. 442) : in Romance indeed

-isco- (Ital. grechesco., donnesco) was borrowed from Geraianic and Slav.

-art Lith. -oriii-s came from G-erm, -aria-. It is quite possible that it is

a compound suffix -is-\-ha- (compare § 86) (cp. Skr. aretds-ka- mastlska-);

and if so it would be a question whether O.H.G. altisc and other forms

derived from adjectives did not contain the comparative stem (cp. Skr.

anijjas-M- p. 264). Finally it is conceivable that it is an analogical mo-

dification of Idg. -iqo- (§ 87).

§ 91. The Suffix -go- -qa-. The following forms may

be quoted towards proving the existence of a suffix -go- in

proethnic Indo-Germanic.

Skr. drhha-ga-s 'youthful' beside drhha-s arbha-kd-s 'small,

young', ifwga-m 'horn' may be regarded as derived from a

form *spia- = Goth, haurn, just as O.H.G. scincha f. 'hollow
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of the thigh, shank': scina 'leg-splint', Dan. manke: O.H.G. maHci

'mane' (Kluge, Festgruss an Bohtlingk, 1888, p. 60).

Armen. krun-Jc 'crane': O.H.Gr. chranu-h A.S. cornu-c

'crane' beside A.S. crait Gv. ybQuvo-g 'crane'. Also srn-kun-K

(gen. sruni-c) pi. 'shinbones, calves'? Armen. -k however also

represents Idg. q.

In Germanic -ka- is a common suffix. With chranuh

we may compare certain other names of birds, such as Goth.

ahak-s 'dove' O.H.G. habuh A.S. hafoc 'hawk', which resemble

Greek bird-names in -y-, like Koxxvy- (see Bugge, Paul-Braune's

Beitr. XII 424 f.). In other words it has generally more or

less of a diminutival force, as O.H.G. arniihha 'paupercula*,

fuUhha 'she-foal', snurihha 'little daughter-in-law', and adjectives

like O.H.G. altih 'old' O.Sax. luttic O.Fries. litik 'small' (cp. Skr.

drhha-ga-s). By the side of the O.H.G. scincha mentioned on

p. 276 should no doubt be placed O.H.G. zinko 'tooth, prong',

which is connected with Mid.H.G. sint O.Icel. tind-r, ground-

form *dend-go-, from the stem *dent- 'tooth'.

In Balto-Slavonic also -go- is fairly frequent ; but this may

equally well represent Idg. -gho-. Lith. isz-ei-ga or isz-ei-ga

'exit' beside isz-elti 'to go out', O.C.Sl. slu-ga 'servant' from

y/^lcleu- 'hear' (shi-tije, slovo etc.), stru-ga 'current, ship' from

V^ sreu- 'flow' {stru-ja, o-strovU etc.). Lith. melag-i-s m. melag-e

f. 'liar', compare -in-ga-s in such words as varglnga-s 'pitiful,

miserable' from vafga-s 'misery' (and -in-ka-s § 68 p. 271).

O.C.Sl. roz-ga 'twig' beside rozu razu 'dis-'. O.C.Sl. ma-S%

'man' for -g-ie^ cp. Skr. mdnu- Goth, mann- 'human being,

man. Lith. ketvbr-g-i-s adj. 'of four years', trei-g-y-s 'of three

years' and the like, O.C.Sl. cetvri-gU Euss. cetver-g 'Thursday'.

Remark. "We must remember that the suffix -go- may have been

developed from -qo- in the proethnio period. See I § 469, 7 p. 346.

By the side of -go- we may perhaps recognise a similar suffix -qu- Or.

Ttsda-yv-s nQela-/Su-s 'old' and in Lith. zmo-gii-s 'human being'; nQna-

-yv-i whould stand beside Lat. pris-co- (cp. § 135) as Skr. drhha-ga-

beside arbha-kd- and as O.H.G. zinho beside A.S. tusc or tusk § 88 p. 266.

A different explanation of -yv- -/?«- is given by Bezzenberger in his

Beitr. IV 345.
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II. Suffixes in -i.

§ 92. In the i-suffixes we haye a triple Ablaut: j, ei, oi

(e-series, I § 311—314). i e. g. in nom. and ace. sing. masc.

fem. -is -i-m; ei e. g. in nom. pi. masc. fem. -ei-es; oi in

gen. sing. -oi-s. "We have not enough evidence to determine

exactly the connexion between these grades of Ablaut and the

varying conditions of Accent in the origiaal declension.

In the proethnic period the i-stems were masculine, feminine

and neuter. The first two had originally the same declension.

Differences only arose after the separation of the languages,

e. g. Skr. ace. pi. dvm m. dvts f. 'oves'.

i-stems often pass into the inflexion of the -T-: -jfi-

stems (§ 109), and into that of the monosyllabic -1-: -w-stems

(§ 109 Eemark 2).

§ 93. The Suffix -i-. This was always a primary suffix.

It is secondary only in nouns originally belonging to other

declensions which have been transferred to the inflexion of the

i-stems. The change of declension is due sometimes to a mere

association of similar forms which leaves the meaning unaltered,

as in Lat. ncLv-i-s nclv-i-um ndv-i-bus ^) (contrast Skr. nau-s nav-

-dm ncLu-bhyds) ; sometimes it denotes a change of meaning,

the new signification being taken from that of other i-suffixes

(as -ti- -ni-), as in O.C.Sl. sestoc-i 'hardness' from zestokU 'hard'.

-i- as a primary suffix is found in substantives and ad-

jectives. The substantives are most commonly masculine and

feminine, and they may be either abstract or concrete.

Indo-Germanic. Substantives.

Masculine and Feminine *ou-i-s 'sheep': Skr. dvi-s m. f.

(instead of *a»e-? on the analogy of the cases which began with

avy-? see I § 78 p. 69 f.), Gr. oi-g ol-g m. f., Lat. ovi-s m. f., O.H.G.

ou f., Lith. am-s f. (O.C.Sl. otn-ca § 88 p. 269). Skr. dh-i-s m.

Avest. aMs m. 'snake, dragon', Armen. is (gen. i£-i) 'viper', Lat.

1) For the transference of -i-stems into the j-declension, see § 109

Bern. 1.
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angu-i-s m. f. (O.Ir. esc-ung 'eel', a compound with esc 'swamp'),

Lith. ang-l-s f. 'adder; cp. also Gr. s^i-g m. f. 'adder, viper'

o(pi-g m. 'snake, dragon'. Avest. er^z-i-s G-r. op/i-g m. 'testicle'.

*'^s-i-s m. 'sword': Skr. asi-s Lat. ensi-s. Skr. -jan-i-§ jdn-i-s

Avest. jaini-s f. 'woman', Goth, qens (stem qen-i-) f. 'woman',

beside Skr. gn-d- etc., see § 60 p. 111.

Neut. *oqi- 'eye': Armen. ac-Jl (gen. acac) pi., Gr. oaas

for *ofc'*-i-e du. n. (Att. rpi-orri-g must have arisen through a

fusion of OTT- = *oqi- and on- = *05i-), in Gothic in and-

dugi-ha adv. 'coming into sight, openly' (for the du cp. I § 444

Eem. 3 p. 331), Lith. ak\-s f., 0.C.81. oci du.; add Skr. dksi^.

There were a few other proethnic neuters, as O.C.Sl. us-i 'ears'

But only a part of the cases were originally taken from these

stems, the rest were formed from stems in -en- (cp. e. g. Skr. aksn-d

(instr.) beside dks-i etc., § 114). In several languages, however,

the j-declension was carried through all the cases and the gender

was changed. In others however the ^-inflexion remained defective.

Cp. § 114 and Joh. Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVI 16 ff.

There appears to be no one adjectival stem which is

found simultaneously in more than one language. Here however

we must notice *tr-i- 'three' (cp. Skr. tf-tiya- 'tertius' etc.):

Skr. trdy-as loc. tri-su^ Armen. ere-U instr. eri-v-U (I § 263

p. 214), Gr. tqeIq tqi-oi, Lat. tres tri-bus O.Ir. tn dat. tri-b,

Goth, preis dat. pfi-m, Lith. trys loc. tri-s^ O.C.Sl. tnj-e trij-e

loc. trt-chu.

Aryan. Substantives.

Masculine and Feminine. The suffix is especially used

to form nomina agentis (m.) and abstract verbal substantives

(far more commonly f. than m.). Skr. v-i-s Avest. v-i-s m. 'bird'

:

Lat. av-i-s (the loss of the root-syllable in Sanskrit is a trace of

the Ablaut of the original declension). Skr. kav-i-S 'sage' Avest.

kav-i-s m. 'king'. Skr. gir-i-s Avest. gai-ri-s m. 'mountain' (should

we connect it with gurii- 'heavy ?) Skr. va-vr-i-s m. 'husk, covering*

Avest. vaoiri- (cp. I § 160 p. 144) ia us-vaoiri-s 'shelled, without

shell'. Skr. fs-i-s m. 'singer, sage', kir-i-s m. 'singer of praises,

arc-i-s m. 'beam', dhvan-i-s m. 'tone, sound', nidh-i-s m. 'estabhsh-
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ment, store, treasure' (ni-dhci-) ; ruc-i-s f. 'gleam, light', kfS-i-S

f. ploughing', rop-i-s f. Violent pain', grdh-i-s f. 'seizure', ndbh-

-i-s f. 'middle'. Avest. vaeid-i-s m. 'announcer', vair-i-s m. 'canal,

pond'; haoict-i-s f. 'smell, perfume' vaiS-i-s 'flowing, stream*.

The dative of the nomina actionis is used as an infinitiye

in Yedic and Avestic, e. g. Ved. dfMye 'for seeing', yudhdye

'for fighting', Avest. savayoi 'to use' (cp. Bartholomae, Kulm's

Ztschr. XXVIII 20).

Neuters. Skr. dksi- Avest. asi- 'eye', see above p. 279.

Skr. dsthi- 'bone', dddhi- 'curds'. Avest. usi- 'understanding,

thought'.

Adjectives. Skr. hdr-i-s Avest. zairi-s 'golden yellow'. Skr.

suc-i-s 'shining, pure', gfhh-i-s 'containing in oneself, kep-i-s

'trembling', mdh-i-s 'great'; often in reduplicated forms, as cd-

-kr-i-s 'making', dd-dh-i-s 'bestowing', td-tur-i-s 'overcoming',

ba-bhr-i-s 'carrying', da-d-i-s 'giving', sa-sah-i-s 'conquering,

victorious'. Avest. dars-i-S 'violent, mighty' cp. Skr. da-dhfs-i-s

'courageous, bold', Avest. da-dqs-i-S 'biting'.

"We find a class of words transferred to the «-declension

in order to denote relation of any kind to the original word.

In Sanskrit they generally imply origin. The initial syllable

has the vriddhi strengthening regularly in Sanskrit, and often

in Iranian. Skr. sdrath-i-s 'charioteer' from sa-rdtha-s 'riding

in the same chariot', pcLurukutsi-s 'descendant, son of purukutsa-s.

Avest. mClzdayasni-s 'belonging to the worshippers of Mazda",

from mazda-yasna- 'one who worships Mazda' var^prayni-S

'victorious' from ver^pra-jan- 'victor', dastaydni-S 'son of d&s-

tayana-] O.Pers. pcltisuvari-S 'a man from Patishuvar'. It is

difficult to say on what model this class of forms was made,

cp. Lat. decemjugi-s 'and the like (p. 281). Compare the vriddhi-

formations in -a- § 60 p. 112 f.

Armenian, is (gen. iS-i) 'viper': Skr. dh-i-^ etc., see p. 278

above, aic (gen. aic-i) 'goat': Grr. alyi- in atyi-^OTo-g 'pasturing

goats'. Prom old neuter forms are derived ac-Jc pi. 'eyes'

(see p. 279 above) and sirt (gen. srt-i) 'heart': Lith. ssird-i-s

'heart' beside Goth, hairto.
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Greek. Here it is not common. Substantives. Mascu-

line and Feminine, o-i-g m. f., s^-i-g m. f. ocp-i-c; m., see

above p. 278 f. rpox-i-g m. runner', OvQOif-i-g 'adroit, sly fellow',

xop-i-g m. 'cimex', s^-i-g f. 'strife: Skr. dr-i-s 'enemy'; noQ-i-g

'heifer, maiden', ^ax-i-g f. 'backbone, back', rpon-i-g f. 'ship's

keel*, fiijv-i-g f. 'wrath'. There remains one original neuter,

oaas, see p. 279 above, whilst all the other proethnic neuters

of this class were driven out of use by new formations.

The Adjective XQofp-i-g 'thick, fat, strong' was no doubt

originally a substantive, 'thick, strong appearance'.

Italic. Substantives. Masculine and Feminine. Lat.

ov-i-s m. f., Umbr. ovi ace. 'oves': Skr. dv-i-s etc., see p. 279

above. Lat. av-i-s f., Umbr. avif ace. 'aves': Skr. v-i-S bird*.

Lat. ax-i-s m. : Lith. asz-i-s O.C.Sl. os-i 'axle'; torris m.

(Y^ters-), orb-i-s m., corh-i-s m. f., crclt-i-s i.; ap-i-s {., trud-i-s

f., scob-i-s f., sit-i-s f., rdv-i-s f. Osc. slagim 'regionem'.

Neuters. Lat. mar-e: O.Ir. muir n. O.H.G. meri n.

(perhaps however the Idg. form is *ma-n', cp. Gr. Xd-Qi); sal-e

(stem sal-i-, also m.): Armen. aX (gen. aX-t) 'salt', Gr. ah- in

tth-noQ(pvQo-g 'sea-purple', O.C.Sl. sol-% f. 'salt' ; concMv-e, prae-

saep-e (also praesaep-i-s f.). aur-i-s too was originally neut.

:

Mid.Ir. au o, dat. pi. auib, O.C.Sl. uS-i du., Lith. aus-i-s.

Adjectives: rud-i-s, jug-is, dulc-i-s, grand-i-s, turp-i-s.

In Latin the i-declension was invaded by a large number of

words which did not belong to it originally, as ped-i-bus, nav-i-bu-s

nav-i-um nav-i-s, juven-i-s. This is especially note-worthy in

adjectives, and particularly iu compound words. In these the

-i- often seems to be merely a sign of their adjectival character.

simili-s 'like': Gr. b/naXo-g 'even', humi-li-s: Gr. x^^l^'^^'^''^

'low', see § 76 p. 202 f. in-ermi-s (also in-ermu-s) from arma

pi., ex-somni-s from somnu-s, im-belU-s from bellu-m, im-berbi-s

(also im-berbu-s) from barba, multi-formi-s from forma, bi-corni-s

from cornu. We have examples of a similar transference in

other languages; with the change in inermi-s etc. compare

especially the parallel change in Irisn.

The proethnic variation between -tat- and -tati- {cTvitat-um
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and avitati-um), noct- and nocti- and the like must have heen

an important factor in enlarging the i-declension.

Old Irish, aird m. or f. "point at the corner or end': Gr.

ap<i-i-g i. 'arrow-poiat, sting', aig f. 'ice', muir n. 'sea' (Gall.

Mori-tasgu-s): Lat. mare n. O.H.G. meri n. (though the Idg. form

was perhaps *ma-ri); gein n. 'birth', guin n. 'wound', huaid n.

'victory'.

air-dire 'famed' e-cndirc 'absent': cp. Skr. dfs-i-s 'a seeing';

maith 'good' (Gall. Mati-dotmu-s), tais 'soft, gentle' (Gall. Taxi-

magulu-s), tin 'tender' (Gall. Teni-genonia.)

Adjectives, especially compound adjectives, frequently passed

over to the i-declension; as e-nirt 'strengthless, weak' from werf

'strength', so-ehoisc 'docibilis' from cose 'an instructing', ess-amin

'fearless' from omun 'fear' (cp. Gall. Ex-obnu-s Ex-omnu-s). Also

substantives, as samail 'likeness, picture' and therefore also its

derivative co-smil 'like'. The same may be seen in Latia (p. 281).

Germanic. Substantives. Masculine and Feminine.

The verbal abstract nouns are much more commonly m. than

f. Goth, baiir A.S. byre m. 'son'. Goth, ndu-s (ace. pi. nao-

-i-ns) m. 'dead man' : O.C.Sl. nav-i 'mortuus*. O.H.G. loin-i m.

'friend': Skr. vasu-vdni-s 'desiring riches' vani-s 'desire, longiag'.

O.Icel. kon-r m. 'one who belongs to a family, relative', elg-r m. 'elk'.

Goth, balg-s m. 'leather bottle, skin'. Goth, hugs O.Sax. hug-i m.

'thought, spirit' pr. Germ. *xu^-i-s , Goth, gums O.Sax. kum-i

O.H.G. chum-i m. 'a coming', Goth, muns O.Icel. mun-r m.

'view', Goth, slahs O.Sax. sleg-i m. 'blow' (the difference between

the -h- and the -g- corresponds to the original variation of accent

in the different cases of the same declension), O.H.G. bi^ O.Sax.

bit-i m. 'bite', O.H.G. fang A.S. fen^ O.Icel. feng-r m. 'capture'.

Goth, qens f. 'woman': Skr. -jdni-s. Goth, vens f. 'hope' O.H.G.

wan m. 'faith, hope', unless it is to be analysed as *ue-(e)ni- and

so belongs to § 96 (p. 288). O.H.G. ehur-i f. 'choice. O.H.G.

ehur-i f. 'choice'. O.H.G. wurt f. O.Icel. Urd-r f. 'fate' pr. Germ.

*uurd-i-s. For the treatment of the nominative ending -is in

these forms see I § 660, 1 p. 514, § 661, 2 p. 517. Neut.
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O.H.G. meri 'sea' (cp. Goth, mari-sdiv-s) : Lat. mare n. O.Ir.

muir n. (though perhaps the Idg. form was *md-ri).

Adjectival i-stems were confused with io- stems in pro-

ethnic and later Germanic.

Balto-Slavonic. Substantives. Masculines are rare.

Lith. vag-i-s 'thief; O.C.81.wa«j-z 'dead': Qoth.ndu-s 'dead man' (see

above); 0.C.81. medv-M-i 'bear' ('honey-eater'), cp.j'ac?-? f. 'food';

glad-t 'hunger . The feminine is more frequent. Lith. asz-l-s

O.C.Sl. os-i 'axle': Lat. ax-i-s. Lith. pil-l-s 'stronghold, castle': cp.

Skr. pur-i-s 'town', though these two words may be independent ex-

tensions of an orig. stem *pll-. Lith. dt-ils-i-s 'repose, ease', rud-l-s

'rust'. O.C.Sl. lus-% 'lie': O.H.G. lug A.S. ly^e (pr. Germ. Hu'^i-) m.

'lie'. O.C.Sl. v6d-% 'knowledge : Avest. vafid-iS 'herald'. O.C.Sl.

s%c-i 'urine', o-stes-t 'clothing', chot-t 'desire, craving', h^d-^ 'error,

deceit', r66-i 'speech', vodo-tect vodo-toct 'water-course, channel'.

The following imply old neuter forms: O.C.Sl. du. oci 'eyes'

(cp. Skr. akst) and uSi 'ears', Lith. akl-s f. and ausl-s f., see

p. 281.

Adjectives in -i- are not found in the historical period

of Lithuanian, so that Lith. dldi-s 'large' loc. didi-mb cannot be

classed here. The word was no doubt a substantive originally,

like Gr. roofpi-g (see above p. 281). In Slavonic too the ad-

jectives in -i- have died out. Possibly however they are represented

by iLdeclinable forms in -«, such as O.C.Sl. is-plum beside pMnu

'full' suguin beside sugubu 'doubled', svobodX 'free', which Mahlow,

(Die langen Vokale, p. 121) compares with Lat. in-ermi-s O.Ir.

e-nirt (p. 281 f.); see however Leskien, Handbuch^ p. 72 f. 94 f.

In Balto-Slavonic, as in Latin, the forms of the i-declension

invaded other classes of stems. E. g. dat. pi. Lith. ahmen-i-ms

O.C.Sl. kamen-i-mu (nom. sing. Lith. ak-mu O.C.Sl. kamy 'stone')

like Lat. homin-i-bus, Lith. moter-i-ms O.C.Sl. mater-^-mu (nom.

sing. Lith. mdte 'woman' O.C.Sl. mati 'mother') like Lat. matr-

-i-hus, Lith. dehes-i-ms O.C.Sl. nebes-i-mu (nom. sing. Lith. debes-l-s

m. f. 'cloud' O.C.Sl. nebo n. 'heaven') like Lat. gener-i-bus. Many

words were thus transferred entirely, or almost entirely, to this

declension, as Lith. dant-i-s f. 'tooth' (gen. pi. dant-u), Sqs-l-s
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f. 'goose' (gen. pi. sqs-u)^ debes-l-s ; O.C.Sl. Icruv-i f. 'blood' (gen.

sing. krUv-e), kamen-t beside kamt/, vts-i 'village' (Skr. vis-).

In Slavonic -i- is a secondary suffix in feminine abstract nouns

like sestoci 'hardness', from sestoku 'hard', zelent 'viriditas', from

zelenu viridis', zuU 'wickedness', from zulu 'wicked', tofU 'warmth',

from toplu 'warm' (cp. § 98). The type for these new formations

was set by such pairs of forms as da-rii 'gift' and da-nu given',

hra-ni 'fight' and bra-nu 'fought', pq-ti 'fivefold character, five'

and p^-tu 'fifth'.

§ 94. The Suffixes -ni- {-'^ni-) and -ew^- (-ow^-).')

The two forms are related in the same way as -no- and

-eno-. Hence we analyse e. g. *doni-s (Lith. d'^ni-s O.C.Sl. dam

gift') as *do+eni-. See § 65 p. 138.

These suffixes appear to have been always primary.

Amongst the substantives formed with -ni- -eni-, the verbal

abstract nouns are a prominent class, widely represented in

Aryan, Germanic and Balto-Slavonic. These stand in the same

relation to the participial suffixes -no- -eno- (-ono-) as the noun

suffix -ti-, which also forms verbal abstract nouns (§ 100), to

the participial suffix -to- (§ 79 p. 218) : e. g. Skr. lu-ni-s 'a

tearing away' : lu-na-s 'torn away' = hu-ti-s 'call' : hU-ta-s 'called'.

And it is certainly not an accident that these nouns in -ni- are

most common in the languages in which the wo-stems occupy

a prominent place among the forms of the infinitive.

In Grermanic and Balto-Slavonic we often find -sni- instead

of -ni,-. The origin of the -s- is not quite clear. Possibly it

should be sought in forms like Heyqs-ni-s 'gleam' (Avest.

raoxsni-S), cp. -s-no- § 66 p. 140 f. "With Lith. deksnl-s 'burnt

patch of ground' cp. O.C.Sl. zestu for *gek-s-to- p. 79 p. 237.

Be mark. Sometimes it is not easy to decide whetlier in any particular

word we haye this suffix or an ew-stem extended by -i- (i. e. transferred

to the «-deelension). The latter is certainly the ease e. g. in Skr. tun-i-s

Ayest. sun-i-s Lith. szun-l-s Pruss. sun-i-s 'dog' beside Skr. iva gen. Mn-as,

1) H. Ebel, Die Abstraotsuffixe -ni and -ani (in Gothic), Kuhn's

Ztschr. V 302 ff. Losoh, Die mit dem Suffix Ni gebildeten Verbalabstracta

im Gotischen, Germania XXXII 223 ff.
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Lat. carn-i-s beside caro cam-is, O.C.Sl. dm-i 'day' jelen-i 'stag' beside

gen. sing, din-e jelen-e, sriseri -IhesiAe Lith. szirszu, gen. szirszens, 'hornet,

gadfly'. Perhaps -also in Skr. vrsni-s vfmi-s 'male, strong, mighty' vrsni-s

m. 'ram' Avest. varsni-s 'ram' beside Skr. vrsdn- 'male', Skr. prmi-s 'full

of love' beside instr. pren-d 'through love, through affection', Gr. oQri-;

(pi. o'fyfis) 'fowl' O.H.O. am (pi. erni) 'eagle' beside Goth, ara, gen. arins

:le'. Cp. § 65 Rem. p. 139.

§ 95. 1. -ni- {-i^ni-).

Indo-Grermanic. Skr. ag-ni-s m. Lat. Ig-ni-s m. Lith.

ug-nl-s f. O.C.Sl. og-m m. 'fire'; the relation of the different

root-vowels is obscure. Skr. sro-ni-s m. f. 'hinder parts, hip', Lat.

clu-ni-s m. f., O.Icel. hlau-n f. 'hip-bone, hinder-part', Lith. szlau-

-nl-s f. 'hip, upper part of the thigh, shaft-bar (of a carriage)';

how is this related to Gr. vlovi-g 'os sacrum'? (cp. the Author,

Zum heut. Stand der Sprachwiss. 1885, p. 70 f., Holthausen,

Paul-Br. Beitr. XIII 590). *lu-ni-s f. "a loosing, tearing loose'

:

Skr. lu-ni-s 'a tearing loose, cutting off', Goth, lu-n-s 'means of

loosing, ransom' (von Bahder, Verbalabstr. 81, Osthoff, Morph.

Unt. IV 121). Avest. rasni-s 'truth' pr. Ar. *raz-mS (I § 403

p. 298), Goth, ga-reh-sn-s f. 'intent, plan', y/^reg- (Avest.

razayeUi 'he arranges'). Skr. kreni- 'Kght, pure' (in sreni-dant-

'with bright teeth'), Goth, hrdi-n-s 'pure'; cp. also O.C.Sl. sr&-nu

'white' (Kluge gives a different explanation, Paul-Br. Beitr. VIII

525).

Aryan. Skr. sro-ni-s m. f. Avest. srao-ni-s f. 'hinder

parts'. Lat. clu-ni-s etc.; see above. Skr. mh-ni-s m. 'beast

of draught', yo-ni-s m. 'lap, womb', ghf-ni-s m. 'heat, sun-

shine'. Skr. jur-ni-s 'glow', s^-ni-s sf-ni-s 'sickle', me-ni-s f.

'offensive weapon, missile', sre-ni-s f. 'row, line", gir-ni-s f. 'a

swallowing'. Avest. raoxs-ni-s f. 'gleam, brightness', fsao-ni-s f.

probably "riches, food, nourishment'.

Adjectives. Skr. srmi- 'bright, pure, see above, tur-ni-s

'hastening', hhur-ni-s 'hasty, fiery', pfs-ni-s 'spotted, variegated',

Avest. raoxs-ni-s 'gleaming, clear'.

The Aryan suffix -ani- may in some words be referred

to -^wi-; perhaps in ksip-ani-s f. 'blow' and other words in -ani-.
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Compare Skr. -ana- from -fn6- § 66 p. 142, and -anti- for -'^nii-

§ 106.

Armenian, srun-fc (gen. sruni-c) pi. 'shinbones, calves',

compared with Lat. crUs.

Greek. Here the suffix is extremely rare. For tcX6vi-g

see p. 285. sv-vi-c, 'bereft, mulcted' is a certain example, cp.

Skr. u-nd-s 'deficient in something' Groth. v-an-s 'absent, lacking'.

But vvi-q vvvi-g 'ploughshare' (cp. Solmsen, Kuhn's Zeitschr.

XXIX 81), GTcavi-g 'rarity, want' and one or two others are very

doubtful.

Italic. Lat. Fones 'dei silvestres' (Gloss.) beside Faunus,

Umbr. fons (pi. foner) 'propitius, favens', cp. fav-eo\ the

word seems to have been originally a substantive, meaning

'favour. Lat. tg-ni-s m. : Skr. ag-ni-s etc. see p. 285. penis

m. f. for *pes-ni-s beside Skr. pds-as Gr. nsog n. 'penis' (I § 570

p. 427). amni-s m. f. for *ab-ni-s, compared with O.Ir. abann

'stream' (I § 511 p. 375). funis m. f., finis m. f., crini-s

m. f.

It is not clear how far the Adjectives in -ni- were brought

into this class of stems merely through a secondary change

of declension, cp. § 93 p. 281. com-moini-s com-mUnis (Osc.

muinikad abl. 'communi' see § 87 p. 261) corresponds to

Goth, ga-mdin-s 'common' pr. Germ. *^a-maini-z. omni-s for

*op-ni-s, beside ops (cp. Goth, alls § 66 p. 147), seg-nis,

lenis, munis, im-mani-s, in-clmi-s and others. It must not be

forgotten that the uncompounded words may have been origi-

nally substantives.

Old Irish, tain 'a harrying, raid' for *tu-ag-ni- or *tu-

-dg-ni-j similarly itnm-ain 'a driving, riding' (passing into the

analogy of the ^-stems, see Stokes, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVIII 290),

from V^ag- 'agere', cp. I § 523 p. 380. buain 'harvesting' for

*bong-ni-, beside bongaim 'I gather, make harvest', cluain

'meadow, mead'. -ig,ni- may be contained in O.Ir. colinn (gen.

colno) f. 'corpus, caro' Mid.Cymr. celein Mod.Cymr. celain celan,

which point to *colani- (or *colanni-, cp. § 117 Rem. 3).

Germanic. The Substantives in -ni- and- sni- are femi-
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nine and mostly abstract. O.Icel. hlau-n 'hip-bone': Skr. iro-

-iii-s eic; see above, p. 285. Groth. siun-s 'looking, power of

sight, visage, appearance' pr. Germ. *si(^)u-ni-s , beside Goth.

saihvan 'to see', V^seq-; see I § 441 p. 327 f., § 444 c p. 330.

Goth, anda-viz-n-s 'sustenance, support' vdila-viz-n-s 'welfare,

good condition' from visan. sok-n-s 'disputed question, tdik-n-s

'notice, token' \^ deifc- deig-, ddu-n-s 'vapour, smell'. Goth, ana-

-busn-s 'bidding, charge, command' for "-butsni-, beside ana-

-biudan, us-beisn-s 'expectation, patience' for *-bttsni-, beside

us-beidan (I § 552 p. 404), ga-reh-sn-s 'intent, plan' (cp. Avest.

ras-ni- p. 285), roh-sn-s 'court, courtyard'.

The adjectival -ni- corresponds to the adjectival -i- (§ 93

p. 283), and, like -^-, was confused with the *o-declension.

Goth, hrdin-s O.Sax. hreni 'pure': Skr. kreni- 'bright, pure'; see

p. 285 above. Goth, ga-mdin-s 'common': Lat. com-moini-s com-

munis, see p. 286. Goth. aMa-sww-s 'visible', sMun-s 'beautiful'

('noticeable, worth looking at' beside O.H.G. scouwon), ar-ni-ba

adv. 'safely, heedfuUy'.

In Balto-Slavonic we find only substantives, which in

both branches are almost exclusively feminine, often with, s or

(in Slav.) z prefixed (sni-, -zni-).

Lith. ug-m-s f. O.C.Sl. og-ni m. (the only masc.) 'fire':

Skr. ag-ni-s etc., see above p. 285. Lith. bar-ni-s f. 'quarrel'

O.C.Sl. bra-m f. 'battle'. Lith. Jcul-nl-s f. 'heel', vil-ni-s f. 'wave*,

szak-ni-s f. 'root', piis-nl-s f. 'snow-drift', kros-ni-s 'stove, oven',

dek-snl-s f. 'burnt patch of ground' lup-sni-s (and lupsznl-s f. 'shell

peeled off', iiwA;-swJ-sf. 'step'; the forms are frequently transferred

to the io-declension (masc), as sinksni-s gen. Mnksnio= sinksnl-s.

O.C.Sl. sM-m 'stem' stig-rn 'way, road', po-jas-m 'girth', pri-

-kaz-ni 'tale, history, example', se-ni 'shade' (no doubt to be com-

pared with Skr. chay-d 'shade', I § 893 p. 293 f., § 414 Rem.

p. 303 f.), p&-sn% 'song', ku-sm 'deceit', zi-zm 'life'.

§ 96. 2. -eni- {-oni-).

Indo-Germanic. *bhani-s : Armen. ban (gen. bani)

'koyog, A.S. ben O.Icel. bon ben f. 'prayer' pr. Germ. *boni-z,

O.C.Sl. basni f. "fable, spell' (the s is a later insertion). We
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may place here, but with more hesitation, Goth, as-an-s f.

'harvest, summer' (cp. asnei-s O.H.Q-. esni 'day-labourer'), Pruss.

ass-ani-s 'autumn' O.C.Sl. jes-em f. 'autumn'.

Aryan. Skr. -dni- beside -ani- (is the latter for -i^ni-?

see § 95 p. 285 f.). is-dni-s f. 'impulse, motive' iar-dni-s 'injury,

transgression', as-dni-s f. 'missile', car-dni-s 'mobile', caks-dni-S

'brightener, illuminator', ruruks-dni-s 'able or williag to destroy'.

Slir. sarva-jyani-s f. 'complete ruin' Avest. zycini-s f. 'harm,

Skr. hani-s f. 'abandonment, decrease, loss', gldni-s glani-s f.

'relaxation, discouragement'.

Armenian, ban 'Xoyog: A.S. hen etc., see above.

Italic. ha,t. pani-s m., also pane n., beside pd-bulu-m.

Germanic. Goth, as-an-s f. 'harvest, summer'?, see above.

A.S. ben O.Icel. bon bm f. 'prayer': Armen. ban etc., see above.

The comparison of Goth, ven-s 'hope' with O.H.G. war (Bremer,

Paul-Braune's Beitr. XI 274) is still uncertain ; see § 93 p. 282

The suffix was fertile in forming feminine abstracts connected

with weak verbs and derived from the present stem ; these words

end in -mi- -oni- -aini-, as Goth. Idisein-s 'instruction' from

Idisjan 'to instruct', lapon-s 'invitation' from lapon 'to invite',

puldin-s 'patience, endurance' from pulaii 'to endure'. The form

of the suffix was -eni- (as opposed to -ono- in the infinitive,

which appears in Idisjan and pulan) : Idisain-s = ground-form

*loisei-eni-s, pr. Germ, -ii-ini-, cp. 3. sing. Goth. Idiseip, puldin-s

= ground-form Hllei-eni-s pr. Germ, -ei-ini, cp. 3. sing, puldip,

lapon-s like 3. sing, lapop; see I § 142 p. 127. These absti-act

forms were very numerous even in proethnic Germanic; but the

separate Germanic languages differ in the extent to which they

made use of the established types. In Gothic the three methods

of formation were in full use together: the form in -ein-s was

the most, that in -on-s the least common; further examples are

af-lagein-s 'remission', ga-hrdinein-s 'purification', frijon-s 'caress,

kiss', pahdin-s 'silence'. But in High German the only forms

which appear are those in -mi-, and these are very numerous;

but they were phonetically modified by confusion with secondary

abstract nouns in -m- (§ 115), as O.H.G. toufm and toufi
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'baptism' = Goth, ddupein-s , mendtn mendl 'joy', restin restt

'rest, repose'.

Balto-Slavonic. Pruss. ass-ani-s O.C.SI. jes-eni f. 'autumn'?,

see p. 288 above. Words in which the suffix was contracted

with the vowel ending of the stem to which it was added, often

show an inserted s {z). Lith. d&ni-s d'S,sni-s f. O.C.SI. dam f.

'gift'. O.C.SI. hasnl f. 'fable, spell' : Armen. ban etc., see p. 287

ahove, pr&stani f. 'omission' from pre-stati 'to omit, cease' ; na-

d&zivi 'hope' from deti 'ponere'. These nouns are also formed

from derivative verbs, and are based upon the stem of the

infinitive; as hojazm f. 'fear' (bojati s^), hajazni f. 'repentance'

(kajati sq), pnjazm prijazwi f. 'love, friendship' {prijati prijati),

bolezm f. 'pain, sickness' (boleti). Compare Pruss. bictsna-n ace.

'fear' beside bia-twei 'to fear', eb-signoisna-n ace. 'blessing' beside

be-signclt-s part, 'blessed'.

§ 97. The Suffix -mi-. There are a few original sub-

stantives in which -mi- is primary, but the suffix never became

fertile. Nearly all apparent examples from later periods are

obviously nothing but -mo- -ma- forms which have passed into

the i-declension.

No general definition can be given of the function of this suffix.

Indo-Grermanic. *gf-ma'-s 'worm' (compare Ija,t.cur-vo-s?):

Skr. kf-mi-s m., O.Ir. cruim f. Mod.Cymr. pryf pr. Kelt. *huri-

-mi-^ Lith. kirmi-s, gen. kirmio, transferred to the ^o-declension

(and now obsolete) from which was formed kir-m-ele (§ 76 p. 212).

With the same suffix, and formed in imitation of the word

*q^-mi-s, but from other roots, we have Lat. ver-mi-s m.

O.H.Gr. wur-m (pi. wurmi) m. 'worm' and Gr. l'A-««-e f. 'intestinal

worm'. *ul-mi-s: Skr. ur-mi-s m. 'wave', A.S. wielm wylm m.

'welling up, wave' pr. Germ. Suxl-mi-z (I § 306 p. 243). Avest.

da-mi-s 'creation, creature' {dcLmi-ddta- 'gracious to created

beings'?), Gr. di-^n-g f. (with secondary formations which have

invaded its declension) 'ordinance, right', y^dhe 'set, establish'.

Aryan. Skr. kf-mi-s, ur-mi-s, Avest. dd-mi-s, see above.

Skr. bhu-mi-s f. (also bhumi-, see § 109 Rem.) Avest. bu-mi-s

f. O.Pers. bumi- f. 'earth'. Skr. ras-mi-s m. 'rein, strap', kUr-mi-

Brus-mann, Elements. II. 19
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'action, performance' in tuvi-hurmi-s 'mighty in action', sur-mi-s

f. 'light, shining flame'. Avest. dcL-mi-s (dq-mi-s, see I § 200

p. 169) f. wisdom, insight', from da- 'know, understand'.

Greek. sl-/M-i;, &i-/.u-g, see above. (pij-/.u-g 'speech, talk,

report' beside (pj]-fi->].

Italic. Lat. ver-mi-s, see above. A change from the o-

to the ^-declension produced in-ermi-s, suh-llmi-s and the like;

see § 93 p. 281 and § 95 p. 286.

Old Irish, cruim, see above, cnaim m. 'bone' pr. Kelt.

*cnd-mi-, beside Gr. -/.vii-ixTj 'shinbone', compare Aeol. y.va-/xi-v

ace. (pi. Horn. •/.vrjj.aSiq) 'greaves'.

Germanic. O.H.G. wur-m, A.S. wiel-m, see above. By

a change from the o- to the f-declension, Goth, hdi-m-s f. village'

beside pi. hdi-mo-s, ar-mi-ns m. ace. pi. 'arms' beside the old

o-stem O.H.G. aram O.Icel. ar-m-7' (§ 72, 3 p. 171).

O.C.Sl. sedmi f. 'the number seven', osmt f. 'the number

eight' were formed from the ordinals sedmu, osmii on the analogy

of pqti : pqtu and so forth.

§ 98. The Suffixes -ri- (-fri-) and -li- (-|^«-) ').

There are a few original nouns in which these suffixes are

primary, -li- is very fertile in Italic. A large number of the

examples of -ri- -li- which date from later periods, just as those

of -mi-, arise simply from the ti'ansference of other stems into

the i-declension.

No general definition can be given of their function.

Idg. -ri-. Skr. dk-ri-s f. 'the sharp side of a thing, corner,

border, cut edge', Gr. uy.-Qi-g f. 'point', esp. 'hill-top' oy.-Qi-g f.

'point , corner , border', Lat. oc-ri-s m. 'hill-top' ; compare Gr.

cix-^o-g etc.; see § 74 p. 184. Gr. 'i(^-^i-g 'knowing', O.Icel.

vit-r 'wise' (pr. Germ. *uit-ri-z), y^ijeid-. Skr. vddh-ri-S 'gelded,

castrated' Gr. sD-m-g, the same (cp. G.Meyer, Gr. Gr.^ p. 68).

1) C. von Pucker, Die [lat.| nomina derivata auf -cdis (-oris) und

-arms, Kuhn's Ztsohr. XXYII 113 if.
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-li-. Lat. talis quali-s, O.C.Sl. tolt adv. 'so much, tantum'

kolt adv. 'how much, quantum", and (derived from -Z^-stems)

Gr. ri^Xi-y.o-g m]Xi-y.o-s, O.H.G. Alemann. welSr soler, O.C.Sl.

toliku kolikii; see § 88 p. 265, § 89 p. 272.

Aryan. Only the evidence of the kindred languages can

determine whether in any particular word we have Idg. -ri-

or -li-.

-ri-. Skr. ds-ri-s see above jT-ri-S 'flowing water", beside

ji-rd-s 'lively, rough": Lat. vi-reo O.C.Sl. M-ru, see § 74 p. 182 f.

suih-ri-S with the same meaning as iubh-rd-s gleaming, beautiful'

:

Armen. surb 'pure', see § 74 p. 183. iis-ri-s with the same

meaning as us-rd-s 'of the morning" (adj.) : Gr. av-p-io-v, see § 74

p. 181.

-U-. Skr. tu-li-s f. 'brush', beside tii-li f. 'cotton, wick,

brush' tu-Ja-m 'panicle, tuft": Gr. tv-Xi] rv-l?], see § 76 p. 198.

Skr. dhu-li-s {.'dnst': cp. Lat. /m%o 'soot', Lith. dMke f. 'mote'.

Avest. tiy-ri-s m. 'arrow, missile' beside tiy-ra- 'sharp, pointed'

:

Goth, stik-l-s, § 76 pp. 200, 207.

In the following examples it is not clear whether the suffix

originally had r or I. Skr. bhu-ri-s 'abundant, great, many',

neut. bhu-ri Avest. buiri. Skr. didgli-ri-s m. 'foot', vdisk-ri-s

m. f. 'rib', db-hri-s f. 'hoe, spatula'. Avest. maoiri-S m. "ant"

for pr. Ar. *mau-ri-s (I § 160 p. 144), cp. Skr. vam-rd-s m.

vam-ri f. 'ant". — Skr. aiggii-ri-s aidgu-U-s f. "finger" beside

a^gustha- Avest. aiagusta- m. 'toe'. There are also a few ad-

jectives in -uri-S, where we can hardly assume either -fri- or

-jli-, as sdhuri-s 'mighty", jdsuri-S 'exhausted, weary".

Greek. Here it is very rare. ay.-Qi-g oy.-gi-g, Id-Qi-g^ see

above. 'No doubt we should add ij^gi-g.

Italic. Lat. oc-ri-s m. , Umbr. ukri-per ocri-per 'pro

ocre": Gr. oy.-Qi-g, see above. Lat. ut-ri-s m., to be compared

perhaps with uterus, securis, cp. figura and similar forms.

Lat. sac-ri- (e. g. sacrem porcum) beside sac-ro-, Umbr. sakre

n. 'sacrum, hostia" beside sakra "sacras". Lat. acer acris,

beside Gr. a.y.-()o-g; Osc. akrid 'acri' or 'raptim' might also be

referred to a stem akro- (cp. ampriifid 'improbe'). Lat. put-

19*
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-ri-s. Umbr. pacrer pi. pacati, propitii', cp. Goth, fag-r-s 'sui-

table' pr. Germ. *fa^-rd-s § 74 p. 187. Cp. -bri- beside -bro-

in anclabri-s etc., § 77 p. 215.

In Italic talis quali-s (p. 291) served as the types far a

large group of adjectives; as Lat. cequali-s, liberali-s, ncLtali-s,

venali-s, vUcLli-s , dotali-s; Umbr. verfale Verbale, templum',

sorsalem 'porciliarem', Tefrali abl. 'Tefri proprio'; the change

of I to r by dissimilation seems to have taken place in pro-

ethnic Italic when there was already an I in the word (cp.

I § 269 p. 217): Lat. alari-s, palmari-s, militari-s, lunari-s,

Uminari-s, Umbr. stafiarem 'stabularem'. The analogy of vita:

vttali-s gave rise in Latin to the iorva?, fideli-s [fide-sj, famelicu-s

(fames); ovili-s (ovi-s), hostUi-s (hosti-sj, and then further,

to viriU-s [vir)
,

puerili-s (fuer) , hasttli-s (hasta); tribuli-s

(tribu-sj , ululi-s (Jdus) pi.), whence peduli-s (pes). Cp. Gr.

ToTo-Q noTn-g : navToTo-g alloio-Q § 63 Rem. 2 p. 128 and O.C.Sl.

taku kaliu : jedinakU drugako § 89 c, p. 273.

-li- in Latin adjectives frequently arises from the transference

of o-stems into the «-declension, and the group of original forms

in ali-s (-eli-s -Jli-s -uli-s) may have helped to effect the change.

simili-s: cp. Gr. h/naXo-g (in Celtic also an ^-stem, O.Ir. samail,

see below), humili-s: cp. Gr. /d^a/naXo-g, pestili-s etc., see § 76

p. 202 f. 205. Further agili-s: Skr. ajira-s, hibili-s , coctili-s

etc., p. 204. Cp. also stabili-s nobili-s etc., § 77 p. 215.

There is one substantive in -Zi-, Lat. toles pi. m. 'wen on

the neek', for *tons-li-, from tens- 'stretch' (Goth, at-pinsan "to

draw towards one', Lith. tp^s-ti 'to stretch by pulling') ; tdnsillae

'tonsils' points to an older form *tons-lo- or *tons-la-.

Old-Irish. All the apparent examples of this suffix known

to me may have originally been ro- Zo-stems (cp. § 93 p. 282).

leir 'diligent', dtiil f. 'creature, element' (beside dul). Mail, gen.

bela, f. 'axe', saniail 'likeness, picture' with the adjectives

derived from it, as co-sniil 'similar': cp. Lat. simili-s.

In Germanic the suffix is extremely rare, and forms only

adjectives, in which as in other z'-stems, there is a confusion

with the vo-declension. O.Icel. vit-r 'wise': Gr. iS-gt-g, see
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above p. 290. Goth, riu-r-s 'fleeting
,

perishable' O.Icel. r[ir-r

'thin'.

Balto-Slavonic. O.C.Sl. dtb-ri f. 'ravine'. Lith. ang-ll-s f.

O.C.Sl. qg-M m. 'coal'. O.C.Sl. bi/-U f. plant, vegetable' beside

part. by-lU, rqh-U f. 'bud, shoot', sop-U (beside sopSli) f. 'flute',

such-U f. 'dry wood, brushwood' beside ii-such-lu 'dry' (op.

I § 588 Rem. 2 p. 444), teh-M t. 'resin', properly 'outflow', be-

side part, tek-lii. In -e-li- (cp. -e-lo- § 76 p. 212 f.): gybeli f.

'destruction', kqpelt f. 'bath', pecalt f. 'care, grief, sopeti f. 'flute',

sviHU f. 'flute', ohitSH f. 'dwelling', ohuUU f. 'shoe', ditelt f. 'deed'.

In -s-li- (cp. -s-lo- § 76 p. 211): jasli pi. f. 'crib' for *et-s-li-

beside jastu 'he eats', cjqsli pi. f. 'zither' beside gqdq 'I play on

the zither', mt/sl^ f. 'thought' beside Goth, ga-mdud-jan 'to remind',

otu-rasM f. 'sprig' beside rastq 'I grow'. Some of these forms

with -li- must no doubt be explained in the same way as ses-

toci (§ 93 p. 278. 284); toplt (beside toplu) has already been

mentioned in that section.

§ 99. The Suffix -ti-. In Indo-Germanic this was a

common primary suffix, and formed feminine nomina actionis.

In Aryan, Balto-Slavonic, (and Keltic, cp. § 156) regular in-

finitives were developed from these abstract verbal nouns ; e. g.

Skr. pUdy-e O.C.Sl. pi-ti 'to drink'.

Here and there we find nomina agentis also formed with

-ti-^ and some of these occur in more than one language ; as Lat.

hos-ti-s Goth, gas-t-s O.C.Sl. gos-ti^ O.Ir. taid O.C.Sl. ta-tt. All

these forms may originally have been nomina actionis, the word

which denoted a state or capacity being applied to the person

in whom it was realised ; thus Skr. citti-s f. 'understanding, state

of being intelligent' also means in the Eig-Veda 'he who is in-

telligent'. And even adjectival stems, like Skr. pu-ti-s, 'stinking',

were developed from these abstract nouns. Cp. § 80 p. 238 f.,

§ 108. 149. 155.

In denominative abstract nouns, -ti- is rare; examples are

numerals like *pet3q^-ti-s 'fivefold character'. The -ti in Skr.

ka-ti seems to be connected with this use of the suffix.
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§ 100. 1. -ti- in primary abstract nouns (nomina

actionis).

The root-syllable nearly always has the vowel in its weak

grade. The accent is sometimes on the suffix, sometimes on

the root, and in Sanskrit and Germanic the same word often

shows both, as Skr. mati-s and mdti-s, O.H.G-. gi-hurt (pr. Germ.

*burdi-) and Goth, ga-baiirp-s (pr. Germ. *b4rpi-). It is there-

fore probable that originally the accentuation varied in the

different cases and corresponded to the different grades of the

root; say nom. sing. *men-ti-s nom. pi. *mi}Ui-es. In the pro-

cess of levelling, the weak form of the root-syllable generally

prevailed, and as the same readjustment happened also in the to-

participles (§ 79 p. 221), the two are no doubt connected. In

the Slavonic infinitive, *men-ti- was the type usually followed

;

which is due to the influence of the supine in -tu (§ 108).

These ii-stems were extended by the suffix -era-, and hence

were formed a large class of abstract nouns ia Italic and Keltic

such as Lat. men-tio beside mews'), O.Ir. er-mitiu 'honour'; these

were not unknown even in Germanic and Greek, cp. Goth.

ra-pjo = Lat. ra-tio^ and Gr. Smrtv-Tj. Cp. § 115. In Italic

and Keltic a large proportion of the <2-abstracts were replaced

by this newer formation.

These nouns could be derived from any form which served

as a verbal stem, not merely from the root (in the strict sense

of the word); hence words like Skr. udi-ti-s f. 'speech* (beside

part, iidi-td-s), Lat. moni-tio (beside moni-tu-s) and Gr. opa-ai-g f.

'seeing', Lat. satias occujoatio. O.Ir. saigid 'a searching', Lith.

sedeti 0.C.81. sSdSti 'to sit'.

The addition of -ti- to the stem of the thematic present or

aorist as in Skr. romd-ti-s Gr. Xd/s-oi-g was no doubt a secon-

dary developement, although perhaps it may have begun even

in the proethnic period; cp. -e-to- § 79 p. 218 f.

Indo-Germanic. *sru-ti-s f. 'a flowing, streaming' from

1) Leo Meyer, Die lateinische Abstractbildung dureh das Suffix Hon,

Benfey's Orient und Occident II 586 ff.
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V^ sre^- : Skr. sru-ti-s Qv. Qv-ai-c. Skr. jus-ti-i f. 'mark of

affection, favour', Gr. ysvGi-<; f. 'tasting, taste' (a later formation

from ysvM for *y£D'ffw), Groth. ga-lcust-s f. 'trial, testing', \^geus-.

Skr. udhi-s f. 'a leading, carrying', Lat. vecti-$ m. 'lifter, lever*

vectio, inf. Lith. vhzti O.C.Sl. vesti 'to carry, vehere'. *qi-ti-s f.,

from v^ qei- : Skr. dpa-citi-s 'requital
,

punishment', Gr. n'-at-g

'estimate, atonement, punishment' dnd-Tiai-g 'requital, punishment'.

Avest. vae-ti-s f. 'willow twig', Lat. vT-ti-s f., O.Ir. feith f. 'sinew',

Lith. vy-ti-s f. 'twig of willow-tree' O.C.Sl. vi-ti f. 'res torta in

modum funis' pa-viti f. no doubt = 'vitis', inf. Lith. vy-ti

O.C.Sl. vi-ti 'to wind, turn'. Skr. vitti-s 'consciousness, the fin-

ding, becoming possessed of a thing'. Avest. e-visti-s f. 'ignorance',

Lat. vlsio f., O.C.Sl. za-vistt f. "envy, hatred' vesti f. 'news',

y/^ueid- 'videre'. *hhf-U-s f. from \^hher- 'ferre': Skr. hhfti-s

'carrying, sustenance, support', Lat. fcrrs, O.Ir. hrith inf. 'to carry,

carrying', Goth, ga-ba^rp-s O.H.G. gi-hurt 'birth'. *dhfs-ti-s

'boldness' from y^dhers- 'be bold': Skr. dhfSti-s O.H.G. ga-turst.

Gr. af-al^i-g f. 'milking', Lith. inf. miUz-ti 'to milk', Y~'melg-.

*gin-ti-s f. from y^gem- 'go, come': Skr. gdti-s (older *gati-^

cp. I § 230 p. 196). 'gait, going', Gr. j^dm-g (older *^arl-, op.

I § 235 p. 198 f.) 'gait, step', Lat. in-ventio, Goth, ga-qump-s

'a meeting' O.H.G. cumft cunft 'a coming' and O.Icel. sam-hund

'meeting' (the difference is due to the variation of accent in

proethnic Germanic), Lith. pri-gimtl-s 'innate peculiarity' (cp.

I § 249 p. 204). Skr. ma-ti-s md-ti-s f. 'thought, mind', Gr.

/.loiv-Ti-g m. 'one inspired, seer', Lat. mens men-tio, O.Ir. er-mitiu

'honour', Goth, ga-mund-s f. 'remembrance' ana-minds f. 'guess',

Lith. at-mintl-s f. memory' O.C.Sl. pa-mqtt f. 'remembrance',

\/^men- 'reflect'. *gi}-ti-s *g§-ti-s *gen-ti-s from y/^gen- 'gignere':

Skr. jati-s f. 'birth' Avest. fra-zainti-s f. 'progeny, children',

Lat. gens natio (cp. gnatu-s natu-s: Skr. jatd-s). '^fc^s-ti- from

y/^hns-: Skr. kasti-s 'praise, glory', Lat. censio (instead of

*cens-tid, cp. census § 79 p. 223. 230). *peq-ti-s f. from v''peq-

"cook': Skr. pakti-s 'cooked dish', Gr. n£i[ji-g 'cooking', Lat.

coctio for *cuec-Ud, O.C.Sl. pesft 'fireplace' j:)es<i inf. 'to cook'.

*-d + ti *d9-ti *do-ti f. from y/^ do- 'give': Skr. bhdga-tti-s 'gift
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of fortune' diti-s 'riches, possessions' ddti-voira-s 'loving to give,

generous', Grr. SoCi-q Siuri-Q 'gift', Lat. datio dos (gen. dotis),

Lith. duti-s O.C.Sl. doft 'gift'; inf. Lith. duti O.C.Sl. dati 'to

give'. *dh9-ti- *dhe-ti- f. from \/~'dhe 'ponere': Skr. devd-hiti-s

'divine law, ordinance', Avest. ni-dditi-s f. 'laying aside, drawing

off' (of clothes), Gr. de(si-<; 'setting, arranging, position', Lat.

con-ditto, Goth, ga-dsp-s (st. -dedi-) O.H.G. tat 'deed', O.C.Sl.

blago-deti 'benefit, favour'; inf. Lith. deti O.C.Sl. deti 'ponere'.

Skr. dp-ti-i 'reaching, attaining', Lat. ad-eptio for *-ap-tio. Skr.

syu-ti-s f. 'a sewing, bag', inf. Lith. siu-ti O.C.Sl. sl-ti 'to sew'.

*ple-ti-s f. 'filling' from pie- 'fill' : Skr. pra-ti-S, Gr. 7xX^6i-q (late),

Lat. ex-pletio. Skr. prd-jfia-ti-S f. 'recognising' jna-ti-s m. 'kins-

man', Gr. yvw-m-g f. 'knowledge', Lat. no-tio, O.H.G. ur-chndt

f. 'agnitio' (ground-form *gne-ti-), O.C.Sl. po-znati f. 'cognitio';

cp. Av. a-zainti-s f. 'knowledge, understanding', Goth, ga-kunp-s

f. 'acquaintance' (abstr.) ga-kund-s f. 'a making acquainted, per-

suasion' O.H.G. kunst f. 'wisdom, mental capacity', O.C.Sl. zq-ti,

m. 'son-in-law' (cp. Lith. Senta-s 'son-in-law', Gr. yi/wro'j 'near

relative').

Examples of -e-ti- are given under the separate languages.

In Aryan -ti- is a living suffix. Skr. sru-ti-s f. 'hearing,

sound, news, tale' Avest. fra-srUiti-s 'recitation, declamation*:

O.C.Sl. inf. slu-ti 'to be called, nominari' y^^few-. Skr. soma-

-suti-S f. 'pressing of the soma' su-ti-s Avest. huiti-S 'pressing,

preparation (of the soma)'. Skr. buddhi-s f. insight, observation,

understanding' Avest. paiti-busti-s f. 'observing': Gr. nvan-g f.

'inquiry, news', \^ bheudh-. Skr. i-ti-s f. 'going' Avest. paititi-s f.,

i. e. paititi-s, 'a running against, regret': Lat. i-tio, Lith.

pri-eitl-s f. 'suburb', V^ei- 'ire'. Skr. ksi-ti-s Avest. si-ti-§ f.

'dwelling, settlement' Gr. xzi-ai-g f. 'founding of a colony'. Skr.

dis-ti-s f. 'direction, dictate' Avest. d-dis-ti-s f. 'direction, in-

struction' : Gr. d'sTti-Q f. 'showing', Lat. dic-tio, O.H.G. in-ziht f.

'accusation'. Skr. bhr-ti-s f. 'carrying, sustenance, provision' Avest.

ber"ti-ti f. 'offering, fostering care': Lat. fors etc., see above

p. 295. Skr. dfs-ti-s d^s-ti-s Avest. dars-ti-s f. 'seeing': Gr.

6sQ£.i-g f. 'seeing', \^derk-. Skr. apa-s^pti-s f. 'going out, de-
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parture': Gr. spxpi-g f. 'creeping'. Skr. gd-ti-5 f. 'a going' Avest.

aiwi-gaiti-s f. 'arrival': Gr. /j'a-at-g etc., \/~' gem-, see above p. 295.

Skr. rd-ti-8 rdn-ti-s f. 'a pleasant tarrying, pleasure, delight':

Gr. sQani-f.ioXno-q 'taking pleasure in song', Lith. inf. rim-ti 'to

be calm in spirit', \^rem-. Skr. ha-ti-s f., 'blow, killing' d-hati-5

d-hanti-s f. 'inviolability' Avest. jaiti-s jainti-s f. 'striking, kill-

ing' : Lith. ap-ginti-s f. 'vindication' inf. gin-ti 'to drive (cattle)'

O.C.Sl. inf. iig-i» 'to hew, mow', \/^ghen-. Skr. sas-<«-s f. 'praise,

glory' Avest. sas-ti-s f. 'instruction' : Lat. censio, see above p. 295.

Skr. ni-satti-s rest, inactivity': Lat. sessio Lith. ses-ti O.C.Sl.

sesti 'to sit', \/^sed- 'sit'. Avest. ava-spasti-s f. 'espying': Gr.

oxetpt-g 'inspection, examination' (instead of^ansii-c), Lat. m-spectio.

Skr. sthi-ti-8 f. Avest. staiti-s f. 'standing': Gr. (ivd-ai-g 'posi-

tion, place, uprising', Lat. sta-tio, O.H.G. sta-t (pi. steti) f. 'place,

stead', O.C.Sl. po-staM f. 'pars, modus' inf. Lith. sto-ti 'to tread'

O.C.Sl. sta-ti 'to place oneself; a form '*-st-ti-, to be compared

with Skr. -tti- 'gift' (p. 295 f.), may be concealed in Gevm.*fir-sti-

'roof-ridge' (cp. § 4 p. 9), which would then be parallel to Skr.

savye-sthar- i. e. -st + tar- (§ 122). Skr. mi-ti-s f. 'measure,

worth, right judgement' : A.S. nioe-d^i. 'measure, relation', \^me-.

Skr. bhak-ti-S Avest. hax-ti-s f. 'distribution', y^bhag-. Skr.

iS-ti-s Avest. is-ti-s is-ti-s f. 'wish', y^ ais-. Skr. is-ti-s f. 'offer-

ing', \/^iag-. Skr. ghra-ti-S f. 'odour, smell' beside parte, ghrd,-

-td-s. Avest. Syeiti-s (gen. sdtois) f. 'well-being, place of delight,

home' O.Pers. siycL-ti-s f. 'place of delight, dwelling-place pr. Ar.

*cyci-ti- : Lat. quies, gen. quiStis, Idg. qie- 'be at ease'. Avest.

jyaiti-s f. 'life' : cp. Gr. tf] 'he lives'. Avest. upa-snaiti-s f. 'a

washing', beside Skr. snd-ta-s 'washed'. We may add a few

more examples of the variation of the accent in Sanskrit (there

are more words with the accent on the root-syllable in classical

Sanskrit than in Veda): t^p-ti- tfp-ti-, Mr-ti- Mr-ti-, bhu-ti-

bhu-fi-, he-ti- he-ti-. Masculine and Adjectival forms are rare;

besides those given under Indo-Germanic cp. Skr. dhu-ti-H m.

'shaker' (f. 'shaking', Gr. d^v-m-g f. 'raging, roaring'), vds-ii-s

'desirous', Avest. rai-ti-s m. 'distributor' (f. 'distribution , alms',

Skr. ra-ti-5 'alms, gift)'.
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"With reduplication we have e. g. Skr. car-k^-ti-s f. lauda-

tory mention
,

praise', dt-dhi-ti-s f. 'devotion', Avest. za-zaiti-s

f. 'throwing away'. Cp. the Greek forms p. 299.

Sometimes we have -e-ti-, e. g. Skr. vas-a-ti-S f. 'nest',

drs-a-ti-s 'aspect', ram-d-ti-s f. 'place of pleasant sojourn' rdm-a-

-ti-s 'gladly tarrying', ar-a-ti-s m. 'servant', v^k-d-ti-s m. 'des-

troyer, robber', Avest. pav-aiti-s f. 'rottenness, filth'. Cp. Skr.

dars-a-td-s and the like § 79 p. 226.

In Aryan the dative of the -ti- abstracts served as an in-

finitive, e. g. Ved. pT-tdye 'to drink' Av. ker^-tee 'to fulfil' (cp.

Bartholomae, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXYHI 20 f.).

Armenian, z-gest, gen. z-gesti, 'garment': Lat. ves-ti-s.

sas-t, gen. sasti, 'abuse, reproach, threat, anger, sternness': Skr.

sds-tt-s iis-ti-8 f. 'punishment'.

In Greek it is a living suffix, especially fertile in forming

nomina actionis from derived verbs, yv-ai-g 'outpouring, gush,

libation' : Skr. d-hutiS f. 'the off'ering of oblations' kv-at-g f. 'a

loosing' beside Xv-ro-g. (pv^i-g f. 'flight': Lith. inf. biikti 'to be

cast into fear', (p&i-m-g f. 'a waning, wasting': Skr. ksi-ti-s f. 'de-

struction'. TtloTi-Q f. 'trust' beside maTo-g nsiS^-io. ^dg-ai-g f. flaying':

Skr. df-ti-S f. 'leather skin or bag', Goth, ga-taurp-s (stem ga-

taiirpi-) f. 'destruction', Lith. inf. dir-ti 'to skin' ground-form

*df-ti, \/~'der- 'tear', ^gmai-g f. 'food': Lith. gir-ti-s f. 'drink,

feast', ground-form *gf-ti- *g,f-ti- y/^ger-. /uaQn-n-g m. 'seizer,

robber', rsgipi-g f. 'contenting, delight': Skr. tfp-ti-s tfp-ti-S f.

'satiating, contenting', Goth, paurf-t-s O.H.G. duift f. 'requisite,

want', ^d-ai-g f. 'gait, step' : Skr. gd-ti-S etc., see above p. 295.

rd-ai-g 'stretching, straining': Skr. ta-ti-s tdn-ti-s f. 'row', Lat.

in-tentio. /ndv-n-g m. 'one inspired, seer': Skr. ma-ti-s etc., see

p. 295 above, eh-g f. 'condition, state', beside dv-sy.zo-g s/-w.

av-tm-g f. 'a slackening, loosing' avv-tai-g f. 'understanding"firai-

-oSo-g, dv-7jC!i-d'ni()o-g 'sending forth gifts, letting grow* (of the

earth), Lat. sa-tio, Goth, mana-sep-s (st. -sedi-) f. 'seed of men,

multitude, world' O.H.G. sa-t f. 'seed', Lith. inf. se-ti 'to sow',

V^ se- 'throw forth, sow', df-m-g f. 'binding, knot' : Skr. d-diti-s

'boundlessness, state of being unconfined*, v'^^^e- 'bind'. (/d-Ti-g
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f. 'story, news' (pd-ai-Q f. 'assertion : Skr. bha-ti-S f. 'gleam', \/~'bha-

'shine, cause to appear, show', xav-ai-g f. 'burning', from xaico

xav'-Ow. n-^^i-g f. 'fixing, setting in': Lat. pac-tio, \^pciTc- poLg-.

6ifji-g f. 'sight, countenance'. a/.i-moTi-g f. 'ebb': Lat. po-Ho, cp.

also Skr. pi-ti-S f. 'drinking' O.C.Sl. pj-<i 'to drink', \/^pd(i)-.

ciij-ai-g f. 'blowing', vq-ai-g f. 'spinning': O.H.Gr. nci-t f. 'seam'.

Qri-ai-q f. 'speaking, word' for *fQi^-Oi-g: Avest. urva,iti- s f. 'law

(cp. I § 157 p. 141). From derivative verbs: ogaai-g 'seeing'

{hgdio) , aitri6i-g 'prayer, demand', (alrtco) , dlluioi-g 'thinking

worthy' (ajfo'w), y.dd-a^ai-g 'purifying' (y.ad^alpa)), vtpavdi-g 'weaving'

{v(pKiv(i)), ayigv^i-g 'proclamation, announcing' (y.T^QvaOoo).

With reduplication: e. g. noiqiv'^i-g 'a snorting' from noi-

-(fvaaco. Cp. the Aryan forms p. 298.

With -e-ti- we have e. g. nx-i-ot-g 'holding, condition', Xdx-

-s-m-g 'lot, fate', svp-s-m-g 'finding'. Cp. also d-w-ai-g 'complet-

ing'. In correspondence with these nouns we find the partcc.

d-axsTO-g, evQS-x6-g^ dv-rjvv-ro-g § 79 p. 229.

-ti- was so widely used in Greek and formed so many

new words that it is often impossible to tell whether a given

word arose in Greek or is really Indo-Germanic. It is not

probable that forms like cpsv^i-g Qsvai-g 1isv^t-g Arcad. sa-reiai-g

(beside (pvh-g gvai-g ricii-g), in which the root-syllable is in the

strong grade, are to be referred simply and immediately to the

ablaut variation of the stem in Indo-Germanic (see p. 294).

As to the association of the -<i-stems in compounds like

rspifji-/.ilipoTo-g with the <J-aorist, see § 30 p. 52.

In Italic, -ti- was no longer a living suffix. But its

extension -tion- (-tin-) was very fertile.

a. -ti-. Lat. cii-ti-s f. : O.H.G. Im-t O.Icel. MS f. 'skin'

pr. Germ. *xu-Cti-. tussi-s f., no doubt to be connected with

tundo. fus-ti-s m. vt-ti-s f. : Avest. vae-ti-s etc., see p. 295

above, fors f., Osc. fortis adv. 'forte' Pelign. forte gen. 'for-

tunae': Skr. bhf-ti-s etc., see p. 295 above, mors f. : Skr. m'^-ti-s

f. 'death', O.Lith. mir-ti-s f. O.C.Sl. su-mriti f. 'death', common

ground-form '^mf-ti-s. sors, also sor-ti-s f., beside sero. ars f.

:

Skr. f-ti-s f. 'method, kind, way', pars f., beside por-tio, see
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I § 306 p. 242. gra-tes pi. f., beside gra-tu-s. mens, beside

men-tio, see p. 295 above, gens, beside na-tio, see p. 295 above.

messi-s f., beside meto. ves-ti-s f. : Armen. s-gest, gen. z-gesti,

'garment'. Umbr. ahtim-em 'in actionem' beside ahtu 'actui',

Lat. tigo. Lat. hos-ti-s m. 'foreigner, enemy": Goth, gas-t-s m.

'stranger, guest', O.C.Sl. gos-t% m. 'guest, companion, friend' (the

root meaning is perhaps 'injury, harm', compare Skr. ghas- 'to

consume'; see the Author, in Curtius' Stud. Y. 228 if.), nox £:

Skr. ndk-ti-8 f. Goth, nah-t-s f. Lith. nak-ti-s f. O.C.Sl. nos-ti f.

'night'; yet this word *noq-ti- may not belong to the oldest

stratum of ti- nouns, but be only an extension of *noq-t- (§ 123).

cos, gen. cotis, f., cp. Skr. ia-ta-s 'whetted, sharpened', Gr. y.w-

-vo-g 'cone', quies, gen. qiiietis, f. : Avest. syeiti-s, see above,

p. 297. From satiare : satias, gen. satiatis, f. 'sufficiency, repletion'.

forti-s 0.1-ia.t. forcti-s originally followed the o-declension:

Skr. d^dhd-s 'established, firm', y/^dhergh-.

h. -Hon-. Lat. junc-tio: Skr. yuk-ti-s f. 'a yoking, setting

going', Gr. tsvh-s f. 'a yoking, putting to', Lith. inf. jiinh-ti

'to yoke'; the nasal of the Lat. and the Lith. form came from

the present stem (Lat. jungo Lith. jungiii). circum-litio : Lith.

inf. Vi-ti 'to pour', fissio: Skr. bhitti-s f. 'a breaking', por-tio

beside pars, see p. 299 above, cul-tio, from colo for *cuelo

(I § 427 a p. 313, § 431a p. 320). em-p-tio (the regular form

would have been, *en-tid, see I § 207 p. 174) : O.Ir. inf. alr-

-itiu 'accipere', O.C.Sl. rqko-j(^t7 f. 'manipulus, sheaf inf. Lith.

im-ti O.C.Sl. jq-ti 'to take', men-tio beside mens, see above,

p. 295. na-tio cog-nd-tio Umbr. natine 'natione, gente', beside

gens, see above p. 295. of-fensio, from of-fendo. coctio: Skr.

palc-ti-8 etc., see p. 295 above, gestio, beside gero. tnessio (cp.

messi-s) see above, lec-tio: Gr. Ish-q f. 'speaking, expression*.

sta-tid; the stem from which this is derived, *sta-ti-, may

be contained in Umbr. statita 'statuta': Skr. sthi-ti-s etc.,

see p. 297 above, ra-tio: Goth, ra-pjo f. 'reckoning, account',

beside Lat. re-ri ra-tu-s. ac-tio beside Umb. ahtim-em 'in

actionem', cap-tio: Goth, anda-haft-s f. 'rejoinder, answer'

Mid.H.G. haf-t f. 'a holding, hold', caiifio Skr. d-kfi-ti-S f.
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'intention', audio: Lith. inf. duh-ti 'to grow', \/^aug-. scdnsio,

beside scando. no-tio : Skr. pra-jnati-s etc., see above p. 296.

con-cre-tio. From derivative verbs : Lat. occiipcitio doininatio

captatio Osc. medicatinom "judicationem' fruktatiuf 'usus, fruc-

tus', Lat. largUio sortUio, tributio. It should be observed how-

ever that the great fertility of -tion- often makes it doubtful

whether any given word really represents an original U-6tem,

e. g. Jissio aiictio.

Lat. monitio, voiidtio, sorbitio, ex-spuitio. 'Osc. liittiuf

'usio, usus' for *oit(i)tuif, see I § 501 Rem. 2 p. 368, § 633

p. 474. Cp. monitu-s and so forth, § 79 p. 231.

Old Irish, feith f. 'sinew': A\est. vae-ti-s etc., see above

p. 295. taid m. 'thief: O.C.Sl. ta-t"i m. "thief.

-ti- was a living suffix, and formed abstract verbal nouns

which were feminine (for the infinitives see § 156). buith 'being':

Skr. bhu-ti-5 bhu-ti-s f. "good condition, well-being', Gr. (pv-ni-g f.

'nature', O.C.Sl. za-bytt f. 'forgetting, forgetfulness', inf. Lith.

hu-ti Slav, by-tl 'to be', brith 'carrying': Skr. bh^-ti-S etc., see

above p. 295. blith 'grinding, molere', beside melim 'I grind'

(I § 212 p. 179). deith (Mid.Ir.) 'concealment, hiding', beside

celim 'I conceal', saigid 'seeking out', beside saigim I seek

out', compared with Lat. sagio. iar-figid 'questioning', cp. Lat.

vocatio.

Adjectives in -ft-, like bWtth 'soft, gentle' (ground-form

*ml-ti-s, I § 306 p. 243), e-cm-ailt 'insolens', may have originally

belonged to the o-declension. Cp. § 93 p. 282.

Some of the feminine abstract substantives in -tiu are also

used to form infinitives (§ 156). er-mitiu 'honour' toim-tiu

'meaning, intent': Lat. mere^io, see above p. 295. air-itiu 'acci-

pere': Lat. emptio, see above p. 300. ddsi(u) 'hearing': Skr.

Srus-ti-8 f. 'a gratifying, courtesy', O.Sax. O.Icel. Jiliis-t f. 'hear-

ing', Lith. inf. Uaus-ti 'to ask' (I § 467, 2 p. 343). epeU(i)u

'death', sinking', beside at-bail 'he dies, perishes', aicsiu 'seeing'

from *-cas-tio, beside ad-diess 'visum est', aigthiu 'fearing', for

*-agithiu. Sometimes we find this extended form side by side
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with the shorter form in -ti- ; e. g. dat. do saichtin and do saigthin

(both Mid.Ir.) = do saigid 'to seek out'.

Grermanic. In proethnic Germanic -ti- was fertile; but

later on it passed almost, ifn ot entirely out of use. This was due

to two causes ; to the variation caused by phonetic change (cp.

e. g. Goth, anda-hafti-, ga-mimdi-, ga-dedi- (pronounced -dedi-),

ga-qumpi; ga-vissi-), and to the almost complete loss of the

to- participles, which broke down its formal connexion with

the verb.

Goth, us-tauht-s ') completion , fulfilment' O.H.G. zuh-t

'drawing, training' : Lat. duc-tio, \^ deuk-. Goth, fra-lust-s 'loss,

destruction' (compare O.H.G. lus-t "pleasure", perhaps in the

sense of 'being free, unrestrained'), beside Goth, -liusan: cp.

Gr. Xv-ai-g. Goth, saiih-t-s O.H.G. suh-t 'illness', beside Goth.

siukan 'be ill'. Goth, lis-t-s O.H.G. lis-t 'craft, trick' beside

Goth, leisan 'to experience, learn': O.G.8\. Us-tt i. 'deceit, trick'.

Mid.H.G. trif-t 'driving, pasturage, meadow' O.Icel. drip-t 'snow

drift', beside Goth, dreiban 'to drive'. O.H.G. scur-t 'shearing':

Gr. xdg-oi-s f. 'shearing', y^isyker-. Goth, ga-faiird-s 'a meet-

ing , high council' O.H.G. far-t 'travelling' ground-form *p^-ti-

and *pf-ti-, \^per-. O.H.G. ga-turst A.S. ^e-dyrst 'boldness':

Skr. dhfs-ti-s 'boldness', y^dhers-. Goth, fra-vaurht-s O.Sax.

far-wurht 'misdeed, sin': Avest. anvarsti-s i. e. anuvarsli-s f.

'suitable conduct'. O.H.G. gi-dult 'patience': Lat. oh-loLtio (-tlati-

for *tl-ti-), y/^tel-. Goth, ga-qump-s 'meeting' O.H.G. cumft

cunft 'coming' O.Icel. sam-lmnd 'meeting': Skr. gd-ti-s etc., see

above, p. 295. Goth, anda-numt-s 'taking up, reception' O.H.G.

numft nunft 'taking', beside Goth, niman. Goth, ga-kump-s

'a being acquainted' ga-ktmd-s 'a making acquainted, persuasion',

O.H.G. kimst 'wisdom': Avest. a-zainti-s f. Tmowledge, under-

standing', see p. 296 above. As to ft and st in the last-named

forms see I § 214 p. 180 f. and § 529 p. 386. O.H.G. ana-

daht 'devotion' for *paKx-ti-, beside Goth, pagkjan (pret. pahta)

'to think'. O.H.G. sih-t 'sight, power of sight', beside Goth.

1) The forms which follow are feminine unless it is otherwise stated.
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saihvan 'to see': c]). hiih. sek-ti 'to follow'? (cp. I § 419 p. 307).

Goth, fra-gift-s 'bestowing' O.H.G. gif-t 'gift', beside Gotli. giban

'to give'. Goth, ga-qiss 'agreement', beside ga-qipan (pret. ga-qap).

O.H.G. sta-t O.Sax. ste-di 'place, stead': Skr. sthi-ti-s etc., see

above p. 297. Goth, ga-dep-s (st. -dedi-) O.H.G. ta-t "deed':

Avest. ni-daiti-s etc. , see above
,

p. 296. Goth, anda-haft-s

'rejoinder, answer' MidJI.G. haf-t 'hold': Lat. cap-tio. Goth.

ga-skaft-s O.H.G. gi-scaft 'creation, creature', beside Goth, ga-

-skapjan 'to raake. Goth, mah-t-s O.H.G:. mah-t 'might': O.C.Sl.

mostt f. 'might' inf. mosti 'to be able or capable'. Goth, gas-t-s m.

O.H.G. p^as-i m. 'guest': Lat. /io?-ii-s, see above p. 300. Goth.

slauh-t-s 'slaughter' O.H.G. slah-t 'striking, slaying': Gr. Xd-z.-Ti-g

^pestle for pounding, pounding' Qmhi'Cio, Lat. lacero)? Goth.

dih-t-s O.H.G. eh-t 'property, possession': Av. is-ti-s f. 'goods,

riches' (Sla\ ti-). O.H.G. ur-chnM 'agnitio': Skr. prd-jna-ti-S

etc. , see p. 296 above. O.H.G. na-t 'seam' : Gr. v^-ai-g f.

'spinning'. O.HG. hano-crat 'cock-crow' (A.S. craivan 'to crow')

:

Lith. inf. gro-ti 'to croak'. O.H.G. hluo-t 'blooming, bloom',

beside Lat. flo-s. Mid.H.G. gruo-t 'a being green', beside Gr.

X^co-po-g 'light green, yellow'. The following no doubt come from

weak verbs : Goth, fahep-s (st. fahedi-) 'joy' (see Bremer, Paul-

Br. Beitr. XI 32), Goth, ar-bdip-s (st. arbdidi-) O.H.G. m'abeit

Vork, need'.

Now and then we find -s-ti- instead of -ti-, as Goth, an-st-s

O.H.G. an-st 'favour, grace' (compare O.Icel. qf-im-d 'ill-will'),

beside O.H.G. tmnan 'to bestow', O.H.G. span-st 'enticement',

beside spanan 'to entice', Goth, hdif-st-s A.S. hwst beside O.Icel.

heip-t 'strife', O.H.G. trust for Hnih-st beside truh-t O.Icel. droit

'troop, following'. This s came originally from forms like O.Sax.

O.Icel. Hm-s-^ 'hearing'= Skr. srus-ti-s (p. 301), Mid.H.G. bluo-s-t

(cp. A.S. blostm and Lat. flor-ere) beside bluo-t 'bloom': in "West-

Germanic, forms like kunst must also have had some influence,

if the conjecture given in I § 529 Eem. p. 386 is correct. Cp.

-s-tu6- § 61, -s-tro- § 62, -s-lo- § 76, -s-tu- § 108, -s-men-

§ in.

In the Germanic dialects many of these Avords became
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masculine without any change of meaning; this must be dis-

tinguished from the change of gender in such words as gasti

'guest'. Cp. von Bahder, Verbalstr. 76 f.

Goth, ra-pio 'reckoning, account': Lat. ra-ti-o, see above

p. 300.

Balto-Slavonie. Here -ti- was very fertile, forming all

the infinitives of Lithuanian, Lettic, and Slavonic. And it should

be noticed that in this group of languages the phonetic changes

which the suffix underwent were very slight (O.C.Sl. noSti for

pr. Slav. *notxt, I § 462 p. 338).

Lith. plu-ti 'to become flooded, overflow' O.C.Sl. "plu-ti

Russ. ply-t "to flow, swim': Skr. plu-ti-s f. 'overflowing, flood',

Gr. nXv-ai-g f. 'washing', \^pleu-. Lith. isz-auti O.C.Sl. iz-uti

'to uncover the feet': Lat. ex-Mid (late). Lith. jdu-ti 'aquam

fervidam super infundere' Lett, jdu-t 'to make dough, mbi! J4-tis

pi. 'joint where two bones are connected': Skr. yu-ti-s f. 'meet-

ing together' yu-tl-5 f. 'bond' Avest. gao-jaoti-s f. 'meadow-land,

cattle-pasture'. Lith. miik-ti 'to slip away' mauk-ti 'to graze':

Skr. muk-ti-s f. 'loosing, freeing, giving up', Gr. ano-f^v^i-g i.

'blowing the nose', Lat. e-munctio (the nasal comes from the

present). Lith. pri-eitl-s f. 'suburb' inf. ei-ti O.C.Sl. i-ti 'to go':

Skr. i-ti-s f., etc., see p. 296 above. Lith. szU-tl-s f. 'heap of

sheaves' inf. szle-ti 'to make one thing lean on another: Gr.

yiXi-ai-g f. 'bending, inclining, lying', \/^Tdei-. O.C.Sl. M-ti f.

'life' inf. M-ti 'to live' Lith. gy-ti 'to revive, get well': Avest.

ji-ii-S f. 'life'. Lith. ny-ti-s f. 'weaver's instrument, slaie': Skr.

nt-ti-s f. 'leading, guiding'. Lith. llh-ti 'to leave' : Gr. tx-leixpi-g f.

'ceasing, failing', Lat. re-Uctio. O.C.Sl. c^s-tl 'honour' inf. cisti

Euss. cesf (i. e. *c?sii) 'to count, reckon, honour' : Skr. cit-ti-s f.

'thought, intent, intelligence'. Lith. dir-ti 'to skin' Little-Euss.

derty (i. e. *dir-ti) Slov. dreti (i. e. *der-ti) 'to tear, skin': Skr.

df-ti-s etc., see p. 298 above. Lith. gir-ti-s f. 'feast' ger-ti

'to drink' O.Croat, po-grti Little-Russ. gerty (i. e. *gir-ti) O.C.Sl.

sr6ti (i. e. *gerti) 'to swallow': Gr. l^Qw-at-g f. 'food, victuals'

(ground-form *gf-ti-s). Lith. pir-tl-s f. 'bath-room' per-ti 'to

bathe' (trans.), pres. periii. Lith. kirsH 'to strike sharply, strike
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hard': Skr. kftti-s f. 'hide, skin' (kart- 'cut off, loosened'). O.C.Sl.

vristi f. 'condition, state, situation Lith. vifsti 'to upset, be upset'.

vefsti 'to turn': ^)sx.v^t-ti-si. 'rolling, proceeding, conduct', Lat.

in-versio. Lith. pdl-ti-s f. 'side of bacon' O.C.Sl. plu-fl f. 'meat'.

Lith. pll-ti 'to pour, shed': Skr. pur-ti-5 'filling, fulfilment',

^i^fel-. Lith. kil-ti-s f. 'race, stock' Ml-ti 'to lift, transport,

help forward'. Lith. mllsz-ti Slov. molsti (i. e. *imls-ti) O.C.Sl.

mlMi (i. e. *mels-ti) 'to milk': Gr. a/icfXh-g f. 'milking', \^melg-.

Lith. skllsti-s f. 'cloven foot of an ox' {sketd-u and skeldziu

I crash, break myself in two') : cp. Gr. xldai-g f. 'breaking'

beside xlaari-g xkaS-ago-g (cp. I § 369 p. 280). Lith. at-minti-s

f. 'memory' O.C.Sl. pa-mqti f. 'remembrance' Lith. min-ti 'to

remember': Skr. ma-ti-s etc., see p. 295 above. Lith. link-ti

'to bend' (intr.) lenk-ti 'to bend' (trans.) O.C.Sl. Iqsti 'to bend'

(trans.), \^let9q-. Lith. hl\sti 'to grow dark' hl^ti 'to darken'

(intr.) (pros. hlendM&s) O.C.Sl. hl^sti 'to go astray' (pres. hl^d-a),

y/^hhlendh-. Lith. ugnd-dekti-s i. 'piercing cold' dek-ti 'to burn'

(trans, and intrans.), O.C.Sl. sesti 'to burn' (trans.), beside pres.

deg-u seg-q (pr. Slav. *geg-q for *deg-q)j y/^dhegh-. Lith. esti

'to devour' O.C.Sl. jasti 'to eat': Gr. vfjaTi-g 'fasting', Lat. com-

-estio (instead of the regular *-esio, cp. I § 501, Rem. 2 p. 368),

X^ed-. Lith. d&-ti-s f. O.C.Sl. da-tt f. 'gift', Lith. du-ti O.C.Sl.

da-ti 'to give' : Skr. dati- etc., see p. 295. Lith. spe-ti 'to have

leisure, be quick enough' O.C.Sl. sp6-ti 'to go forward, have

success' : Skr. spha-ti-s f. 'a making fat, prospering' sphi-ti-s

f. 'prosperous condition', O.H.G. spuo-f f. 'progress, success',

\^spe(i)-. Lith. nak-tl-s f. O.C.Sl. nostt i. 'night': Skr. ndk-ti-s

etc., see p. 300 above. Lith. pre-sastl-s f. 'cause', beside md-u

'I promise'. O.C.Sl. na-pasft f. 'danger', beside ^aa!a 'I fall'. O.C.Sl.

se-ti f. 'cord', Lett, si-t 'to bind', y^ sai-. Lith. Jd-ij 'to ride'

:

Avest. vase-yaiti-s f. 'free course, progress after one's desire'.

Lith. Mo-tl-s f. 'cleft, ravine' -M6-ti 'to open the mouth wide':

Lat. hia-tio. O.C.Sl. po-znat% f. 'cognitio' 2Ma-<? to know': Skr.

prd-)'fiati-S f. etc., see p. 296 above. O.C.Sl. grS-ti 'to warm',

beside pres. grS-jq. Infinitives in Baltic and Slavonic were

closely connected with the finite verb ; hence the action of ana-

Brug:mann, Elements. II. 20
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logy caused many changes in the grade of the root-vowel. For

the phaenomena in Slavonic cp. Leakien, Archiv f. Slav. Phil.

V 497 IF.

In Lithuanian we sometimes find -s-ti-, as ugnd-deksti-s

beside ugna-dekti-s (p. 305) , cp. dek-s-ni-s § 95 p. 287. -ti-

stems frequently passed into the analogy of -ja- and -e- stems,

e. g. kry-ti-s gen. -tes f. and kry-ti-s gen. -csio m. 'purse-net,

hoop-net', szli-tl-s and szli-te f. 'heap of sheaves'.

Infinitives of derivative verbs ; Lith. jeszko-ti O.C.Sl. iska-ti

'to seek', Lith. sede-ti O.C.Sl. sMe-ti 'to sit'; Lith. gany-ti O.C.Sl.

goni-ti 'to protect, tend'.

§ 101. 2. -ti- is used to form secondary abstract

substantives. This use is exactly parallel to that of the

participial suffix -to- and the abstract nominal suffix -to- -ta-

(which were originally identical) ; both of these, as we have seen,

could beadded directly to noun stems in the proethnic and later

periods (§ 79 p. 224 f. § 80 p. 238 ff. § 82 p. 249 ff.).

The forms which can be most confidently referred to the

proethnic language are a group of abstract nouns connected with

the ordinals in -to- (§81 p. 242 ff.) *peidq-ti-s f. 'fivefold

character, the number five, a group of five': Skr. parskti-s, O.Icel.

fimt, O.C.Sl. p^ti; with these should no doubt be compared O.H.G.

fust f. 'fist' pr. Germ. *fut3xsti-z and O.C.Sl. p^sti f. 'fist' {-st-

for -kst- as in t6ste, see I § 545 p. 399 f.), common ground-

form *p99q-sti-s '). Skr. sas-ti-S f. 'sixty' ('a six-fold quantity',

i. e. of tens), O.C.Sl. ses-fi f. 'a group of six'. Skr. nava-ti-s

'ninety' ('a nine-fold quantity' i. e. of tens) Avest. navaiti-s i.

'a group of nine' and 'ninety', O.Icel. niun-d f. O.C.Sl. devq-tt f.

'a group of nine'. Skr. dasa-ti-s 'a group of ten' and 'a hundred',

O.Icel. tiun-d f. 'a group of ten', Lith. deszim-ti-s f. O.C.Sl.

des^-tt f. 'a group of ten'. These numeral forms naturally suggest

1) Cp. *>^2- in O.H.G. funfiu and elsewhere (Kuhn's Ztsolir. XXVII

193 f., Paul-Braune's Beitr. XII 512) and for meaning, Goth, figgr-s 'finger',

which is doubtless connected with this numeral. — Vol. I § 249 p. 205

should be corrected accordingly.
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the conjecture, that we have the same suffix in Skr. td-ti (nom.

ace.) 'so many' M-ti (nom. ace.) 'how many?', Lat. tot toti-dem,

quot: these words may have been origmally neuter.

Eemark. In Greek we find numerals in -rv-g in place of such forms

as *penq-U-s (see § 108). In proethnic Indo-Germanic there were forms

in -t- parallel to these in -ti- (see § 123).

Beside Idg. Huuf-td 'youth' (§ 80 p. 239) there seems to

have been a second form *iuui^-ti-s f. with the same meaning:

Skr. yuvati-s 'maiden, young woman' (the abstract is used for

the concrete, § 155), O.H.Gr. jugund A.S. ^eo^od 'youth' (Engl.

youth both as the period and the person), prehist. Germ. *iu^iinpi-

for *iuu'^npi- (Bugge, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIII 504). Lat.

semen-ti-s f. 'seed, seed-corn, seed time', originally 'the being

sown'.

Further it is possible that stems in -es-ti- -os-ti- (cp. Lat.

sceles-tu-s onus-tu-s and the like) date from the proethnic period.

In the words in which they occur, the termination -esti- -osti-

is used as a simple and indivisible suffix. Skr. gdhhasti-s f. m.

'a thing separated into different parts, hand, fork, shaft (of a

carriage)', pulasti-s 'hair of the head, wearing smooth hair',

palasti-s 'gray with old age' (dubious). Lat. agresti-s, orig. 'a

belonging to the country, rusticity'? O.H.G. angust f. 'anxietj'

O.C.Sl. qzostl 'strait, narrowing', cp. also Lat. angustu-s

angustiae. In Lithuanian we have -esti-s, which passed over

to the -io- declension : kalbesti-s f. 'speech', beside halbesni-s m.

'talk' and kalbesi-s m. 'dialect' kalbese f. 'speech'; moJcesti-s m.

(gen. -esczio)^ beside mokesni-s m. 'payment'; lukesti-s f. 'awaiting,

hope'; rupesti-s f. m. 'care'. In Slavonic there are a large

number of feminine abstract nouns in -osti (but -j-esti, see

I § 84 p. 80) formed from adjectives, and, more rarely, from

substantives: besides O.C.Sl. qzostl (cp. qsuku 'nan-ow'), which

has been mentioned, other examples are dlugosti 'length' from

dlugu 'long', dobljestt 'bravery' from doblt 'brave', zvSrosti 'wildness'

from zv6n wild animal', boljesti 'illness' from hoU 'one who is ill*.

Other forms are more isolated, e. g. Skr. addha-ti-s (con-

crete) 'one who has learnt the truth, sage' beside addhd 'in

20*
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truth', Goth, gamdin-p-s f. 'community' beside ga-mdin-s 'common,
joint' (cp. gamdin-dup-s § 102 below, and p. 311).

For -ti- in -tati- and -tuti-, see the following section.

§ 102. The Suffixes -tati (-tat-) and -tuti-
(-tut-)^). The former occurs in Aryan, Greek, and Italic;

the latter in Italic, Celtic and Germanic. They formed feminine

abstract nouns from adjectives and substantives, -tati- appears

to have arisen through the addition of -ti- (§ 101) to -ta- (§ 80

p. 238 ff.), cp. Skr. devd-ta- and devd-tati-, Skr. guru-ta- and
Gr. ^agv-rrjT-, Lat. juven-ta- and juven-tati-. The accumulation

of suffixes would be like that in Skr. -tvd-ta-, cp. § 56 p. 103 f.;

Ij&tjuven-tati- -.juven-ta- : Skr. yiwa-ti-=purusa-tvdta- : purusa-

-tva- : puruSd-ta-. -tuti- may have come from -fw-stems (§ 108)

rather later. The parallel forms -tat- and -tut- beside -tati-

and -futi- resemble doublets like Idg. *noq-t- : *noq-ti- 'night',

*dehn-t- : *-dehn-ti- 'ten-fold character', Skr. sam-i-t- f. beside

sdm-i-ti- f. (§ 123), and the shorter forms no doubt contam the

suffix -t-.

Most of the words which occur in more than one language

have -tat(i)-: Skr. sarvd-tati-S sarvd-tat- 'perfection. Avest.

haurva-tat- 'safety', Gr. bl6-v7jg 'totality, entirety', beside Skr.

sdrva-s Gr. olo-g 'whole'; Gr. vs6-ti^s 'youth', Lat. novi-tas., beside

Gr. vfo-Q Lat. novo-s. "With -tut(i)- : Lat. juven-tus, O.Ir. ditiu

'youth' (dat. ditid) for *(i)ouetu(s) {-iu for -u is due to the

palatal character of the preceding syllable). A form with- tut(i)-

in one group of languages sometimes corresponds to a form with

-tat(i)- in another, as O.Cymr. duiu-tit 'deltas': Skr. devd-tdi-;

O.lv. beo-thu 'life': Gr. /Sio'-r;;? ; O.lr. oen-tu 'unitas': Ijai. uni-tas

;

Goth. gamditi-dUp-s : Lat. comtnuni-ta-s. In many words -tUt(i)

may have ousted -tat(i)-, which on the whole is certainly older.

For the loss of a syllable in forms like Avest. amerHdt-

beside amerHa-tat- 'immortality', Gr. norijT- 'drink' for *noTo-

1) Th. Aufrecht, Das Affix t^jt tat, Kuhn's Ztschr. I 159 ff. C.

Angermann, Das Suffix rijr in Primarbildungen, Curt. Stud. Ill 122 ff.

K. Walter, Das latein. Suffix -tat and -tiit, Kuhn's Zeitschr. X, 159. C.

von Paucker, Die [lat.] substantive abstracta auf -tas, ibid. XXIII 138 ff.
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-xCcT-, Lat. ace. luculentatem beside luculenti-tatem , see I § 643

p. 481 f.

Aryan. In Sanskrit, -tdti- and -tat- (the latter is rarer)

are only found in Veda, and even there not frequently. In

Avestic we have only -tat, where it is comparatively commoner

than either form in Sanskrit. Skr. itpard-tM- neighbourhood,

environs'. Avest. upara-tCLt- 'superiority', beside Skr. upara-

nearer'. Avest. upara- 'upper'. Skr. g^bhitd-tMi-s 'state of

being caught' from gi'hhitd-s 'caught', jyesthd-tati-S 'sovereignty'

from jyestha-s 'mightiest', satyd-tati-s and satyd-tat- 'truth-

fulness' from satyd-s 'truthful', dsta-tati-s 'homestead, home'

from dsta-m 'home', iq-tdti-s 'health, bliss' from sdm- n. 'health,

bliss'. Avest. drva-tat- 'durability, soundness' from drva- 'durable,

sound', fratema-tat- 'sovereignty' from fratema- 'first', hunar^tat-

'virtue' for *hunar"ta-tat-, compared with Skr. sunfta-s 'beautiful,

glorious', usta-tat- 'prosperity, welfare' from usta- 'well-being',

yava^-tdt- 'eternal duration' from yave adv. 'always', dat. of yu-

n. 'eternity' (cp. yuvae-ji- 'ever living).

Eemark. From the last word we once find the phrase ycwae-ca

iaite 'for ever' (usually the word is yavmtaite). Thus -tat- was regarded

as a compounded word (this appears also in other ways) ; and it seems to

have been popularly connected with tan- "stretch out'. Cp. Mod.H.G-.

hrosame (O.H.Gr. brosmct), which has no etymological connexion with

same(n) , but has been associated with it; furthermore we find even in

Greek navT-d-irn like -navT-o-juoqipo-i and Goth, mikil-dup-s = *mikila-

-dup-s like gud-hus = *guda-hUs p. 311.

Greek. Here we find only -tar-, which was substituted

for the -ta- used in forming abstracts (§ 80 p. 239 f.), and appears

only in the combinations -o-rar- and -v-rat-. 6q&6-ti]q 'straight-

forwardness, rightness' from oQ&o-g: Lat. ardui-tas. ay.ato-rtjg

'awkwardness' from axato-g 'awkward' : Lat. scaevi-tas. y.ax6-Trjs

'wickedness' from y.ay.o-g. ayi>6-T?]g 'purity, chastity' from ayvo-g.

fiw-rrig 'life' from ^io-g. dso-vi^g 'godhead' from dso-g. Ev-o-rrjg

'unity' from els 'one', vav-ro-rrjg 'totality' from nag. Horn.

avd-o-r rJT-a acc. 'manhood' (more correctly no doubt dpoTrJra;

see I § 204 p. 170) from ai'7]^ dvdp-6g. In the last three

examples -o- appears as it does in compounds, e. g. navv-6-
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/.io^(po-g; cp. also Lat. lihldin-i-tcls. [iagv-Trjg 'gravitas' from

^apv'-Q : cp. Skr. guru-ta- (§ 80 p. 239 f.). yXvav-rtjg 'sweetness'

from ylvxv-g. ^gadv-xrjg (^pad'vT'rjg} 'slowness' from ^padv-g.

tu/v-rrj-g 'swiftness' from Ta/v'-g.

Italic. In Latin we cannot distinguish -tati- from -tat-,

-tuti- from -tut, since in very many points the consonantal

declension was nssimilated to that of the ^-stems. It may have

been these very suffixes, with their double forms taken along

with such doublets as noct- nocti- etc., that helped to establish

the confusion. The variation in the gen. pi. {cwitatnim and

civitatum) is of special importance (§ 93 p. 281).

boni-tas from bonus. dUri-tas from duru-s. anxie-tcLs from

cLnxiu-s. quali-tas from quali-s. civit-tas from cwi-s. liber-

tas from Itber. uher-tas from uher (in imitation of which

was formed viduertas from viduo-s; notice the parallelism in

meaning), facul-tas from facili-s, with the later by-form

facili-tds. volup-tds from volupe volup. majes-tas from major

(cp. § 135 Rem. 1). hones-tas from honos. tempes-tas from

tempus. vetus-tas from vetus, or for *vetusti-tas from vetus-

-tu-s. voluntas for *volunti-tas from nolens. Ubidin-i-tcls from

libido, cp. Gr. sv-o-rrjg (see above). Pelign. Herentas 'Venus'

Osc. Herentateis 'Veneris, Volupiae', from herest 'volet', formed

from the part, pres., like Lat. voluntas.

-tuti—tut- is very much rarer. hiLt. juven-tus (: O.Ir. oitiu),

senec-tus beside juven-tas juven-ta, senec-ta, iromjuven-i-s, senex.

virtus from vir. servi-tus from servo-s. There can be no doubt

that -tUdo (gen. -tu-din-s), e. g. in servi-tudo alti-tudo, is

closely related to this suffix.

In Old Irish we have -tut-, which we may ascribe to pro-

ethnic Celtic, oitiu 'youth': Lat. juven-tUs; see above, p. 308.

oen-tu 'unitas' for *oen-thu {th (p) after n was replaced by

the tenuis by a comparatively late change), beo-thu (gen. he-

-thath) 'life'. The suffixes -atu -etu, in derivatives from ad-

jectives in -e (io-stems), are especially frequent; as torbatu

'utilitas' from tor-be 'utilis', dommetu 'paupertas' from domme

'inops', oendatu 'unity' from oen-de 'single', ildatu 'pluralitas
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1

from il-de 'pluralis', fliuchaidatu 'humiditas' from fliuchaide

'humidus'; the origin of this -atu -etu is doubtful').

Germanic. It occurs only in Gothic, in certain substan-

tives in -dupi-, derived from adjectives ; as mikil-dup-s 'greatness

from mihil-s (mihila-) 'great', gamdin-dup-s 'community' from

ga-mdin-s (ga-mdini-) 'common'. The loss of the vowel before

the suffix is like that in ga-mdin-p-s (§ 101 p. 307 f.) and in

compounds, e. g. gud-Ms hrUp-fap-s (§ 40 pp. 69, 71 f.).

III. Suffixes in -u.

§ 103. The M-suffixes have a triple ablaut: m, eu,^ oii

(e-series, I § 311—314). u e. g. in nom. and ace. sing. masc.

fern, us u-m. eu e. g. in nom. pi. masc. fem. -eu-es. ou in

gen. sing. -ou-s. The connexion of this ablaut with the original

conditions of accent in the different cases cannot be exactly

determined from the evidence now at our disposal. No clear

explanation has been given of Gr. rava(f)-6-g compared with

rav-v-, Lat. grav-i-s compared with Skr. a-gr-u-, Skr. p^hiv-t

compared with p^th-ii-, which seem to imply -du- as one of

the proethnic forms of the suffix. The best analysis of the

words is rava-fd-s, gra-vi-s
,

ii^thi-vt^ i. e. to suppose that

the root-syllable was extended by a, as in dvyd-rriQ and the like

(I § 110 p. 103 ff.).

From the proethnic period downwards we find M-stems in

all three genders. The masculine and feminine stems had

originally the same inflexion; differences only arose during the

developement of the separate languages, as in Skr. ace. pi.

sUniin m. 'sons', hdnus f. 'jawbones'.

Remark. For it-stems like Skr. svaSru-s O.C.Sl. sveknj Gr. rs'xv-s,

see § 109 Rem. 2.

1) "It is hard to decide whether -atu came from -antu, or from the

union of two dental suffixes (perhaps -ato-tut-). Zimmer (Kuhn's Ztschr.

XXVII 461) regards the ace. corpthadici as a true phonetic spelling (cp.

I § 212 Rem. p. 179) ;
yet, as he himself remarks , it may be merely a

mistake of the scribe's. Mid.Ir. sochmattu 'possibility' perhaps supports t

rather than cl. Unfortunately the modern Celtic languages have lost the

suffix. Personally I incline towards the second assumption; compare e. g.

no-erladaigiis 'they obeyed' beside aurlatit 'obedience'." Thurneysen.
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§ 104. The suffix -m-1). This is always primary, and

most common in adjectives. The evidence of Sanskrit, Greek,

Germanic and Lithuanian proves that in Indo - Germanic these

adjectives were nearly always oxytone and had the root-syllable

in the weak grade. But the strong grade must have been at

one time regular in a certain number of the cases. It is true that

such forms as Skr. prathu-s Lith. ptatii-s beside Skr. pfthu-s, Skr.

svadu-s Gr. ijdv-g O.H.G. suo^i beside Goth, sid-s, cannot be

taken to prove this, since a certain amount of assimilation be-

tween the forms of the three degrees of comparison (positive,

comparative, and superlative) may be assumed in all these cases,

and must be assumed in some ; but it is fairly shewn by the

variation between e. g. Goth, filu and Skr. puru-s. Notice

also the variation of form within the weak grade itself, e. g.

*QXr-u- and *-qr-u 'heavy' (I § 313 p. 250 f.). The feminine

of these adjectives was differentiated by -/e- -i- in the proethnic

and later periods ; e. g. Skr. tanv-t beside the masc. tan-u-s

(see § 110).

The substantives were masculine, feminine, or neuter. The

variations of ablaut differed in different words. Note *gon-u-

*gen-u- *gn-u- 'knee' and the like, and *pek-u- and *-p^-u- 'cow'

(vol. I loc. cit.).

Indo-Germanic. Adjectives. *gfr-u-s *-gr-u-s (cp. the

compar. Skr. gdr-iyas): Skr. gurii-s 'heavy, violent, hard'

Avest. gouru-s 'adverse' Skr. a-gru- Avest. a-yru- 'unmarried'

('non gravida'), Gr. (iagv'-g 'heavy' (Lat. gravis see § 103 p. 311),

Goth, kaiiru-s 'heavy' (I § 290 p. 232). *frs-u-s, from ^ters-

'be dry, arid': Skr. t^sic-s 'parched with thirst', O.Icel. purr

O.H.G. durr-i Goth, paursu-s (instead of *paurz-u-s) 'dry, arid'

(cp. I § 582 Rem. 1 p. 435 f.). Skr. pur-i:(,-s Gr. nol-v-<; (cp.

1) O. "W e i 8 e , De linguarum Indogerm. sufflxis piimariis, I De ad-

jectivis sufflxo -u- formatis, Gotting. 1873. A. Bezzenberger, Eine idg.

Aceentregel, in his Beitr. II 123 ff. R. Thurneysen, "Weibliche M-Stamme

im Irisohen, Kuhn'a Ztschr. XXVIII 147 ff.; Wh. Stokes, Irish feminine

stems in m, ibid. 291 f. I. Schmidt, Ul)er das litau. Nominalsuffix -k,

Kuhn and Schleicher's Beitr. IV 257 ff.
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I p. 306 p. 244). O.Ir. il Goth, fil-u (n.) 'much'), \^pel-. Skr.

p^th-u-s prath-ii-s Qr. nXax-v-g 'broad', Gall. Litu-gena Litu-

-mclra, Lith. plat-ii-s 'broad', beside the compar. Skr. jprdth-Jyas-.

*tt}n-u-s 'stretched, thin' from y^ ten- 'stretch out, lengthen' : Skr.

tanu-s {pari-tatn-u-s 'encompassing' redupL), Gr. Tavi-ylwaao-i;

'with tongue outstretched, long-tongued', Lat. tenii-i-s, O.Ir.

tan-a, O.H.G. dunn-i, O.C.Sl. tmu-kU (from which come on the

one hand tim-ku, Czech tenky, on the other ttmii-ku, Russ.

tonkij). *li§gh-u-s 'quick, small', s/^Uk^i- in Skr. rqhdya-ti

(I § 454 p. 335) : Skr. raghu-s Gr. slayy-c. *angh-u-s 'narrow',

y/^angh- 'make narrow, bind together': Skr. qhii-s, Armen.

anju'k ancu-k, Goth, aggvu-s (instead of *aggu-s^ see p. 316),

O.C.Sl. qzu-ku. Skr. svad-u-s 'sweet, pleasant', Gr. rjS-v-g 'sweet,

pleasant', Lat. suCCvi-s for *sua,d-u-i-s, Goth, sut-s O.H.G. suoi-i

A.S. swet-e 'sweet'. Skr. as-u-s 'swift', Gr. (.oy.-v-q 'swift', Lat.

acu-pediu-s beside oc-ior.

Substantives. *pek-u-s *-pls,-u-s m. and *pSTc-u n. 'cattle':

Skr. paM-s Avest. pasu-s 'cattle' Avest. haurva-fsu- 'all the

cattle' (I § 398 p. 296), Lat. pecu-s, with its oblique cases re-

formed by analogy, on the one hand gen. pecudi-s etc. (§ 128),

on the other (when pecus was regarded as neuter) gen. pecor-is

etc. ; Skr. pd§u, Lat. pecu^ Goth, faihu ('money'). Skr. hdn-u-S

i. 'jawbone', Gr. ysr-v-g f. 'jaw, jawbone', Lat. genu-mu-s 'be-

longing to the cheek', O.Ir. gmn m. 'mouth', Goth, kinnu-s f.

'cheek, jowl' instead of '*kinu-s through the influence of kinn-,

which stands for *kinu-, cp. I § 469, 8 p. 346 f. Skr. ket-u-s m.

'phenomenon caused by light, picture, form', Goth, hdid-u-s m.

'kind, way'. Hhagh-u-s m. : Skr. ba-hu-s 'arm', Gr. vayv-g nrj/v-s

'fore-arm, something bent' O.Icel. bog-r 'something bent'. *medh-u

n.: Skr. mdd-hu 'sweetness, honey' (the Skr. adj. mddhu- was

derived from this subst.), Gr. /us^v 'intoxicating drink, wine',

O.Ir. mid (gen. meda) O.H.G. meto m. 'mead', Lith. medii-s m.

O.C.Sl. i)iedu m. 'honey*. *gon-u- *gen-u- *gn-u- n. 'knee' : Skr.

jdn-u 'knee' jnu-badh- 'bending the knees' Avest. zanv-a pi.

'knees' fra-snu 'knee bent forward' (I § 403 p. 298), Gr. yow,

ysvviov- yovdrav Hesych. (Cp. I § 639 p. 479), yw-nsrav 'to sink
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on one's knees , become helpless', Lat. genu , Goth, kniu (st.

1cn-iv-a-) 'knee' hnu-ssjan 'to kneel'.

Aryan. Skr. pur-'A-s Avest. pouru- par-ao O.Pers. par-u-

'much' (I § 290 p. 231 f.): Gr. nol-v-g etc.; see p. 312 above.

Skr. ur-'^-s Avest. vouru-s 'broad' common ground-form *t(^>--rf-

(I § 157 p. 141): Gr. sipv-g 'broad' no doubt for *s-fgv- with

prothetic s; the relation of the Aryan to the Greek form is

therefore the same as that of Skr. guru-: -gru-. Skr. ^'-m-s

Avest. er^z-u-s 'straight, right'. Skr. pfth-ii-s Avest. per^p-u-s

'broad': Gr. Tr).aT-v-g etc., see above p. 813. Skr. vds-u-s Avest.

vatdh-u-s O.Pers. vahu- (in the proper name valm-Tca-) 'good',

the neut. in Skr. and Avest. := 'goods'; the substantival use is

perhaps older than the adjectival (cp. Skr. mddhu- p. 318):

O.Ir. fill 'suitable' or 'suitability' (cp. under Old Irish). Skr.

di-u-s Avest. as-u-s 'swift': Gr. cux-v-g etc., see above p. 818.

Skr. fhh-^-s 'clever, artistic', kay-u-s 'lying', dar-u-s 'breaking',

jay-ii-s 'victorious', su-sth-u-s 'standing well, in good condition'

(stha-)^ tdp-u-s 'hot', tdr-u-s 'passing through'; ci-Jcit-u-s 'skil-

ful', ji-gy-u-s 'victorious'; there are many adjectives from desi-

derative stems, as di-dfhs-u-s 'wishing to see' ci-kits-u-s 'clever,

crafty', di-ts-ii-S 'ready to give'. Avest. driy-u-s 'poor', ja-

-yauru-s 'awake, watchful'.

Skr. is-u-s m'. f. Avest. is-u-s m. 'arrow'. Skr. ds-u-s m.

'spirit of life' Avest. mah-u-s m. 'the world, the sum of living

beings', O.Pers. au-ra-^ § 76 Rem. 1 p. 201. Skr. hah-u-s m.

Avest. baz-u-s m. 'arm': Gr. n'ifx-v-g etc., see above p. 313.

Skr. sindh-u-s m. f. 'stream, Indus, region of the Indus', Avest.

hind-u-s m. O.Pers. hi(n)d-u-s 'India'. Skr. mddh-u n. Avest.

mad-ii n. 'sweetness, honey': Qt. nt£9--v, etc.; see above, p. 313.

Skr. ddr-u n. 'wood, piece of wood, beam, plug* Avest. dciuru

n. 'wood, spear' Skr. dar-v-i-s dar-v-i 'spoon' dr-u- n. m. 'wood,

wooden implements' m. 'tree, branch'. Avest. dr-u- n. 'wood, spear':

Gr. dog-v n. 'wood, beam, spear-shaft, spear' dfiv-ro/ito-g 'cutting wood'

d'(jv-a n. Jpu'-f? f. 'oaks', O.Ir. daur, gen. daro dara, Mod. Cymr.

derw-en 'oak', O.Ir. derucc 'acorn', Goth, triu (st. tr-iv-a-) n.

tree', Lith. der-v-d f. 'pine-wood' O.C.Sl. drevo n. 'tree' (pr.
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Slav. *der-v-o) dr-uv-o (usually in pi. dr-uv-a) 'wood', Idg.

*dor-u- *der-u- *dr-u-. "We have a corresponding variation of

ablaut in another neuter word, Skr. sdn-u- sn-u- n. m. 'peak'.

Skr. bdndh-u-s m. 'relationship, relation', qS-ii-s m. 'stem', ci-

-Mt-ii-S f. 'insight, understanding', pdri-u-s f. 'rib' : Avest. per"s-u-s

m. 'rib', tdl-u n. 'palate', trdp-u n. 'chin'. Avest. smh-u- smgJi-u-

f. 'instruction'.

Armenian, harj-r, gen. harju 'high', ground-form *bhfgh-u-.

anju-k ancu-k 'narrow', (extended by -qo-, see above p. 313).

bazu-k 'arm' has the same addition, compare Skr. bclhu-s (see

above, p. 313), but the word may have been borrowed from

Persian. Other derivatives from w-stems : cn-aiit 'jawbone, cheek',

beside Skr. hdn-u-s etc. (see above, p. 313), cun-r (pi. cunk-fc)

'knee', beside Skr. jdn-u etc. (see above, p. 313), and other

words.

Greek. d^gKa-v'-g'hold': Mid.H.G. tilrr-e 'bold'Lith. drqs-ii-s

"bold' (this word like drqs-a 'boldness' which is closely akin,

was modified through the influence of dr^s-; see I § 285 Rem.

p. 228), v^rf^ers-. ^pad-v'-g 'slovf' : Skr. nifd-ii-s 'tender, nax-v-c,

'thick': Skr. bah-u-s 'thick, much', common ground-form *bh^§h-

-li-s; can we compare Lith. bing-u-s 'stately, stiff, proud' in

spite of the palatal gh (cp. Avest. bqzah- n. 'size, strength')?

see I § 467, 2 p. 343. hy-v'-g 'clear-sounding', ylvx-v-g 'sweet',

Tugrp-v-g 'thick' (iad--v'-g 'deep', daa-v-g 'thickly overgrown', riv-g

iv-g 'stout, good', rgax-v-g Tp?j%-v-g 'rough, uneven, rugged',

(ipld--v-g 'heavy', oi-v'-g 'sharp, piercing'.

nTJX'V-g m. 'fore-arm, something bent' : Skr. hah-u-s m. etc.,

see above p. 313. nsley.-v-g m. 'axe': Skr. parak-4-s parS-u-s

m. 'axe', ardx-v-g aavax-v-g m. 'ear of corn', yifp-v-g m. 'voice'.

ysv-v-g f. 'chin, jawbone': Skr. hdn-n-s etc., see above p. 313.

apy.-v-g f 'hunter's net'. f.dd--v , yov-v , Jog-v n., see above

pp. 313, 314. 7i(Sv n. 'herd' for *nw!,-v: cp. Skr. pai/-ii-s

'guardian', beside Gr. 7ioi-/.iijv Lith. pe-mu 'herdsman' (cp. § 105

Eem. p. 818). yldtp-v n. 'grotto, cave'.

Italic. We seem to have a trace of the old adjectival

M-stems in Lat. idus pi. fern. sc. nodes, 'the bright (nights)',
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from y^aidh- 'burn, be clear'. Compare also acu-pediu-s beside

Skr. ak-u-s Gr. ay-v-c; 'swift'. The other Latin forms of this

class have gone over to the i-declension : grav-i-s, ten-u-i-s,

suSfVi-s for *suad-u-i-s, see above pp. 312, 313; and no doubt

levi-s, pingui-s. The form of the feminine (cp. Skr. tanv-t)

must have had something to do vfith this change of declension.

Masc. lac-u-s : O.Ir. loch 'lake' n. ; compare Gr. Xdy.y.o-g 'hole,

pit", which according to the rule given in vol. I § 166 p. 147

implies a stem *Xaxv-. im-petu-s, alg-u-s, grad-u-s. Fem. trib-u-s

Umbr. trifo 'tribum', which can scarcely come from tri- 'three'

+ V^bhu-; dom-u-s: O.C.Sl. dom-u 'house'; ac-u-s, col-u-s

(also m.). Neut. pec-u- Umbr. pequo 'pecua' beside Lat. pec-u-s,

see p. 313 above; gen-u see p. 313 f. ; veru Umbr. berva 'verua'

berus 'verubus': O.Ir. hir 'sting, spear', common ground-form

'^ger-u-; spec-u (beside spec-u-s m. f.); gel-u.

Old Irish, tiug (gen. fig) 'thick': O.H.G. dicchi 'thick,

dense' (Goth. *pik-u-s or *piq-u-s) . il 'much': Skr. pur-ii-S etc.;

see p. 812 above. Jiu 'suitable, worthy' or 'suitability' ilod.Cynu-.

giviw 'proper, fitting, worthy' Gall. Visu-nx pr. kelt. *ues-u-:

Skr. vds-u-s vds-ii (p. 314), see Thurneysen in Kuhn's Ztschr.

XXVIII 148 f. dub 'black', fliuch "wet". From an Indo-Ger-

manic w-stem come also tana Corn, tanow Bret, tanav 'thin',

cp. Gr. raw- ravu-(f)o- etc., p. 312 f., and § 103 p. 311.

Masculine, giun O.Cymr. genou Com. genau 'mouth': Skr.

hdn-u-s f. etc., see above p. 313. mug 'slave, servant' for

*mog-u-s: Goth, mag-u-s 'boy, servant'; fid 'tree': O.H.G. witu

'wood'. Feminine, mucc 'sow', deug 'drink'. Neuter, mid 'mead':

Skr. mddhu etc., see above p. 313; loch 'lake': Lat. lac-u-s m.

Germanic. The adjectival t<-stems were partly absorbed

into the jo-declension, the point of connexion being the original

feminine formation with -ie- -i-. Goth, haur-ti-s 'heavy':

Skr. gur-u-s etc., see above p. 312. Goth, pa^rs-u-s O.H.G.

dtirr-i 'dry, arid': Skr. tfs-u-s etc., see above, p. 312. Goth.

aggvu-s 'narrow' instead of *aggu-s through the influence of the

weak form aggv- = Skr. aliv-, O.H.G. eng-i O.Icel. qng-r : Skr.

qh-u-s etc., see above p. 313. Goth. O.H.G. fil-u (A.S. fealo
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= pr. Germ. *fal-u, Fris. fid = *ful-u) 'much': Skr. pur-u-s

etc., see above p. 312. Goth, hard-ii-s O.H.G. /sari Jiert-i 'hard':

Lith. kart-u-s 'bitter'. A.S. inyr^-e 'lasting a short time' O.H.G.

murg-fari caducus, fragilis, transitorius' : Gr. (ipax-v-g 'short',

common ground-form *mrgh-u-. Goth, tulg-u-s 'firm', qairr-u-s

'soft'. A.S. spit-u O.H.G. spi^ m. 'spear', properly something

'pointed', compared with O.H.G. spizzi 'pointed'.

Goth, mag-u-s O.S. mag-u m. 'boy': O.Ir. mug 'slave, ser-

vant'. Goth, hair-u-s m. 'sword': Skr. iar-u-s m. f. 'missile'

Goth, hdid-u-s m. 'kind, way' O.H.G. heit m. f. 'persona, sexus,

rank, position' A.S. had m. 'family, position, nature': Skr. Tcet-u-s

m. 'phenomenon due to light, picture, form'. A.S. aelf Mid.H.G.

alp (alb-) m. 'goblin, elf was originally, no doubt, an -ic-stem

:

Skr. ^bh-ii-s 'artistic, a sculptor'. Goth, hinnu-s f. 'cheek' instead

of *]cinu-s, A.S. COT f. 'chin': Skr. hdn-u-s etc., see above p. 313.

Goth. Tiand-u-s f. O.H.G. liant (dat. pi. hantum) f. 'hand'.

Goth, faihu n. 'money' O.H.G. fih-u n. 'cattle' : Skr. pds-u etc.

;

see p. 313 above.

In Germanic the ««-inflexion of consonantal stems largely

increased the number of the substantives in -m-; the point of

contact is seen in forms like (Goth.) ace. sing, fot-u ace. pi.

fot-uns. Cp. § 56 p. 103, § 160, 1, § 161.

Balto-Slavonic. Adjectives in M-have survived only in

Lithuanian, but there they are very common; and their

number was considerably increased by the fact that a

parallel form in -u-s could be made to any adjective in -as;

e. g. asztru-s § 74 p. 187 f., gailu-s § 76 p. 210, gedru-s be-

side gSdra-s, drungnu-s beside drungna-s. Most of the cases

passed into the -io- inflection; cp. the Germanic section, p. 316.

platu-s 'broad': Skr. pxth-ii-i etc.; see above, p. 313. drqs-ii-s

'bold': Gr. &gaa-v-g; see above, p. 315. sald-u-s 'sweet': O.C.Sl.

sladu-hu 'sweet', dub-u-s 'hollo\\:', dyg-U-s 'prickly', baug-u-s

'timorous', staig-u-s 'hot-tempered', smag-u-s 'malleable'. It is only

rarely that the root has the accent, as' in tdnk-u-s 'thick'. The

existence of pairs like drqsu-s 'bold' and drqsA 'boldness' led to

the use of -u- as a denominative suffix ; e. g. tamsii-s 'dark' from
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tam-s-a 'darkness', czesu-s 'timely' from cszSsa-s 'time' (a borro-

wed word). In Slavonic adjectival w-stems are found in deri-

vatives with -go-; besides sladu-ku we have e. g. tmu-ku qzu-ku

(p. 313).

In Balto-Slavonic the substantives in -u- are all masculine.

Lith. med-ii-s O.C.Sl. med-u 'honey': Skr. mddh-u n. etc.; see

above, p. 313. Lith. virsz-ii-s 'the upper, outer part' O.C.Sl.

vrtch-u adv. 'above'. Lith. dang-ii-s 'heaven' beside dengiii 'I cover',

vid-u-s 'the inijer part', al-ii-s a drink like beer. O.C.Sl. dom-u

'house': Lat. dom-u-s {y/~'dem- 'build'), vol-u 'ox', pol-u 'side'.

In Slavonic all w-stems were inflected as o-stems.

§ 105. The Suffix -iu-. This must be regarded as

proethnic, even though we cannot point with certainty to any

one example which dates from the Indo-Germanic period. It

should be noticed how frequently we find -iu- and -io- side by

side, as Skr. va-y4-s Lith. ve-ja-s 'wind', Gr. v-lv-q and v-i6-g

'son'. Skr. ydj-yu-s 'revered as divine' and 'revering, pious' and

yaj-ya-s 'venerandus'.

B e m a r k. The explanation of Skr. pSy-A-s pr. &r. *na)p-v (§ 104 p. 315)

as containing the suffix -u-, not -iu- (similarly Skr. stdy-u-s iay-u-s

Avest. iay-u-s 'thief cp. Skr. ste-nd-s, Skr. dhay-u-s 'thirsty' op. dhe-na-)

is based on the hypothesis mentioned in vol. I § 150 p. 136, which

would allow us to assume such a root as e. g. *poi-, not *po-. If this

hypothesis be correct, it is natural to conjecture that the suffix -iu- may
have sprung from these nouns, *poiu- being analysed as *po-iu- etc.

On this model then were formed e. g. Skr. va-yH-s (Idg. ?te-), dhd-yu-s

'generous* (Idg. dhe-), and later on -iu- was added to consonant stems, as

Skr. dds-yu-s. So far as I can see there is nothing to prevent our assu-

ming that this process took place in proethnic Indo-Germanic.

Aryan. Skr. dds-yu-s m. , a title both of the gods'

enemies, the demons, and of the unbelieving tribes, Avest.

danhu-s f. (cp. I § 125 p. 115, § 558 p. 415) O.Pers. dahyu-

(nom. sing. dahydu-S) f. land, district, neighbourhood'. Skr.

man-yii-s m. 'excited thought, zeal, displeasure, anger' Avest.

mainyu-s m. 'spirit, genius'. Skr. va-yii-s m. Avest. va-yu-s

m. 'wind': the Avestic form is no doubt for *u9-iu-, see I § 109

p. 101. Skr. m^-t-y-A-s m. 'death': perhaps identical with the
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Armen. M-stem mark mail (gen. marhii mahic) 'death', see I § 360

p. 276; it is based on a stem m^-t-, see § 123.

Skr. bhuj-yu-s 'flexible', kundh-yu-s 'neat, pure', dhd-yu-s

'generous', sdh-yu-s 'strong'. The commonest forms are adjectives

which are connected with derivative verbs, and mean 'seeking

after, desiring something' or 'possessing, performiag, exhibiting

something' and the like. Examples are aivayii-s 'desiring horses',

iravasyu-s 'ambitious', devayu-s 'reverencing the gods', tidanyu-S

'containing water' vtrayii-s 'behaving like a hero'; cp. part.

devaydnt- 'reverencing the gods' and feminines like akvayd 'desire

for horses'. Avest. atdhu-yu-s a proper name, beside mahnyemi

'I govern' aidhuyd- f. government'.

Armenian. Perhaps we should class here inarh 'death';

see above, under Aryan.

Greek. Lac. Arcad. v-lv-g 'son', Cret. v-lv-g, Att. vv-q

(inscr.), Hom. gen. vUog etc., beside vl6-g vd-g, which can scar-

cely have come from the former by dissimilation : cp. Skr. sn-ta-s

'begotten, son' (cp. W. Schulze, De reconditioribus quibusdam

nominum in -7— exeuntium formis, Commentationes philologae

Gryphiswaldenses, Berol. 1887, p. 17 ff.).

According to Wackernagel (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIV 295 if.,

XXYII 84 ff.) substantives in -sv-g like voi.isv-g 'herdsman' (nom.

pi. Cypr. -fjf-sg) also belong here , and should be compared

immediately with the Sanskrit nouns in -ayu-s. Yet some

difficulties still remain; should we, for instance, assume Idg.

-eiu-s or -eiu-s for the nom. sing.? The latest discussion of

these stems is by Johansson (De derivatis verbis contractis linguae

Graecae, 1886, p. 78 ff.).

Germanic. Goth, drun-ju-s m. 'noise', stub-jus m. 'dust',

(cp. O.H.G. stuppi 'dust'); perhaps also -vaddju-s f. 'partition,

wall, rampart' (O.Icel. vegg-r, O.Sax. ace. pi. wegos i. e. weijos),

where ddj came from i (I § 142 p. 127).

Baltic. In Lithuanian -iu- is common, both in primary

and secondary use. It forms only masculines, gyr-iu-s 'praise,

glory', vyr-iu-s 'eddy', skyr-iu-s 'separation', vy-lu-s 'enticement,

trick' sphziu-s 'swarm' cp. specziii, inf. sphti 'to swarm' (of bees).
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There a large number of nomina agentis, as pirdMu-s, 'peditor'

siikcziu-s 'trickster', audZju-s 'weaver', rctcziu-s 'wheelwright',

hezdalii-s 'who sends forth many blasts', and other appellations

of living beings to denote a particular characteristic, as skar-

mdlu-s 'scamp' {skafma-la-s 'rags torn off') Mdziu-s 'poor crea-

ture' {heda 'need'), kytrulu-s 'wiseacre, coxcomb' (kytrii-s 'clever'),

ragucziu-s 'horned thing' (raguta-s 'horned'). In Lithuanian -iu-

was far more fertile than in the other European languages.

Briickner assumes that the whole group of nouns in -y'u- is a

purely Lithuanian formation (Archiv f. slav. Phil. Ill 254 f.),

but this is improbable.

§ 106. The suffix -nu- (-'^nu-J. This is rare in most

of the languages. It usually forms substantives.

Indo-Grermanic *sU-nu-s m. 'son': Skr. sunii-s O.H.G.

sumi Lith. sunii-s O.C.Sl. synU.

Aryan. Skr. su-mi-s Avest. hunu-s m. 'son': Lith. sU-nit-s

etc., see above. Skr. hha-nu-s 'gleam, sun' Av. ba-nu-s m.

'gleam, light'. Skr. dhe-nu-s f. 'milch cow' Avest. dae-nu-s f.

'female' (of animals). Skr. da-nu Avest. dcl-nu n. 'trickling

moisture, dew', also Skr. dd-nu-s. Skr. vag-nii-s m. 'sound, cry',

sthanii-s m. 'stick, stump'; dJi^s-nii-s 'bold', g^dh-n4-s 'eager,

greedy'. Avest. taf-nu-s m. 'heat, heat of fever', bar's-nu-s

f. 'peak, height'; zae-mi-s 'equipped'.

In Sanskrit we find also -ami-, as krand-anii-s m. 'bellowing'

nad-an-A-s m. 'din', vi-bhanjanii-s 'breaking to pieces'. This

-aniLi- is parallel to -ani-, as is shewn by ksip-anii-s 'missile'

ksip-anis 'a cut with a whip'. Hence no doubt it should be

derived from -ig,nu-. See § 95 p. 285.

Forms like lc^-t-nii-s 'active' {loka-kft-nu-s and loha-kf-t-

'making a clear space', see § 123) gave rise to the fairly common

adjectival suffix -tnu- (cp. -t-van- § 116 and the like): dar-tniirs

'breaking to pieces', dravi-tnii-s 'running', moLdayi-tnii-s 'intoxi-

cating'.

The adjectival suffix -snu- was no doubt derived from

more than one typical form, kravisnu-s 'greedy of raw flesh'

{kravis- "raw flesh'), rocisnii-s 'shining {rods- 'light'); carisn4-s
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'wandering', gamisnU'S 'going', cyavayisn^-s 'setting in motion',

jisnu-s 'victorious', ni-satsnii-s 'sitting down', vadhasnii-s 'carry-

ing a murderous weapon' beside vadhasnd-m 'murderous weapon'

(see § 66 p. 142), as Avest. zaenu-s 'equipped, beside zaene-m

'equipment, weapon'.

Grreek. Here -w- is very rare. Hom. d-gij-w-g 'footstool'

beside Att. &Qa-vo-Q 'seat, bench'. Xiy-vv-s 'smoke, vapour'.

Italic. The suffix is rare. Lat. ma-nu-s f., Umb. manuv-e

'in manu', no doubt standing for *m9-nu-, from v^me- 'measure'.

Lat. cor-nu n. and cor-nu-s beside the rare cor-no- n. : Gall.

xaQ-vv-^ (schol. Iliad, -2" 219, Eustath. 1139, 57) beside y.ag-vo-v

ace. 'trumpet' (Hesych.), Groth. haiir-n n. 'horn' (§ 66 p. 147);

op. Danielsson, Pauli's Altital. Stud. Ill 188. pi-nu-s f., also

pi-no- f., cp. Gr. ni-rv-g. The dative venui beside veno venu-m

from *ves-no- or *ves-no- (§ 66 p. 142 under Armenian) is certainly

a late change of declension.

Old Irish, li-tt 'number' ground-form *ple-nu-. Cp. also

orgun orcun f. 'killing, to kill' for *orgonu *orgunu according

to Stokes, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXYHI 291 ; but *orguna- might

equally be assumed as its original form.

Germanic. Goth, su-nu-s O.H.G. sunu O.Icel. sun-r m.

'son': Skr. sO-nii-s etc., see p. 319 above. Goth, paur-nu-s m.

'thorn' beside the -o-stems O.H.G. dorn O.Icel. porn
;
there is,

however, no reason why we should not assume that *pur-nu-

was the pr. Germ, form ; O.C.Sl. tn-nu may also be an original

M-stem, but note Skr. tf-na-m 'stem of grass'. Goth, asilu-qairnu-s

f. 'iLivlog ovmog, millstone' (its suffix may he compared with that

of O.C.Sl. sri-ny f. 'mill') beside O.H.G. chwir-na 'millstone,

mill' O.Icel. Jcver-n 'mill', Lith. gir-nos pi. 'millstones, mill'.

Balto Slavonic. Lith. su-nii-s O.C.Sl. sy-nu m. son':

Skr. su-nii-s^ see above p. 319. O.C.Sl. ci-nu m. 'rank, order',

beside Skr. ci-td- 'ranged, trooped'. In Lithuanian there are a

few adjectives, which however may be simply modifications of

forms in -na- (see p. 317): e. g. drung-nu-s 'lukewarm' (beside

drung-na-s\ gad-nu-s 'useful', szvel-nu-s 'tender, soft to touch';

with -S-, du-snu-s do-snu-s 'generous'.

Brug:mann, Elements. II. 21
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§ 107. The Suffixes -ru- and -lu-. These are original

in a few nouns. They are more or less fertile in Baltic as

adjectival suffixes.

Indo-Grermanic. -ru-. *dak-ru n. 'tear': Gr. Sukqv, Lat.

dacru-ma lacru-ma lacri-ma (I § 369 p. 279 f.), Corn, dagr

pi. dagrou; hence no doubt Grerm. *td%ra- (O.H.Gr. zahhar

O.Icel. tar) and Ha-^rd- (Goth, tagr A.S. tea-^or) originally had

-rw- ; another word which no doubt was formed in imitation of

this, though from a different root, is Skr. dS-ru n. 'tear', cp.

Skr. kf-mi-s: cp. Lat. ver-mi-s: cp. Gr. 'iX-j-u-q § 97 p. 289. Skr.

imdsru n. 'beard, moustache' for *smai-ru (I § 557, 4 p. 413),

Armen. morufc (moru-Jc muru-fcj 'beard' (though this comparison

is not quite certain); compare Lith. smak-rd 'chin (I § 467 p. 348).

-lu-. Skr. dha-ru-s 'sucking' Gr. S-fj-Xv-g 'giving suck,

female', beside Gr. Q-r^-X-f] 'mother's breast' Lat. fe-lclre etc., see

I § 256 p. 210. Skr. hhi-ru-s bM-lu-s Lith. bai-lu-s 'timorous'.

Aryan. Only the evidence of the cognate languages can

decide whether the suffix is Idg. -ru- or Idg. -lu-. Idg. -ru-

may be assumed in: Skr. ds-ru Av. as-ru n. 'tear' beside Skr.

aS-rd-m 'tear' (see above), and Skr. imaS-ru n. 'beard' (parallel

to this we find hdri-Smaiaru-s 'with light coloured beard') ; see

above.

In the following instances it is doubtful whether we have

Idg, r or I. Skr. pe-ru-s no doubt meaning 'making to bubble,

swell'. Avest. dug-vandru-s 'desiring evil'. Skr. patd-ru-s 'flying',

like pata-rd-s § 74 p. 182. Skr. vandd-ru-S 'praising, glori-

fying', piya-ru-s 'despising, scorning', pataya-lu-s 'flying'. Is Sdt-

-ru-s 'foe' = sdt-ru- or sdt-tru-?

Greek. Suy.-Qv n., see above, xdyxpv-i; f. xcixQv {y.dyxQv)

n. 'roasted barley' and ^ovQv-g m. 'bunch of grapes' may be classed

here provisionally.

Italic. Extended by -ma-: Lat. dacru-ma (see above).

Perhaps we should class here tonitru-s m. tonitru n., whose

formation seems to resemble that of Skr. stanayi-tnu-s (com-

pare § 106 p. 320) and tamjatu-S 'thunder' (§ 108).

Germanic. Goth, di-ru-s O.Icel. Q-r-r a-r-r m. 'messenger'.
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y/^ei- go'; also A.8. clr 'messenger', which is no longer recog-

nisable as an M-stem. Goth. hUh-ru-s m. and O.H.G. hungar

m. (of which the same may be said) 'hunger', pr. Germ. */iit9x-ru-z

and *xui9^-ru-s. Pr. Germ. *flo-ru- Mid.H.G. vluor m. f. 'corn-

field, ground' A.S. flor m. f. 'house-floor, barn-floor': O.Ir. la-r

'flooring, floor'.

Balto-Slavonic. In Lithuanian there are a considerable

number of adjectives in -ru-s and -lii-s: hud-rii-s 'watchful',

suk-rii-s 'active', kant-ru-s 'patient', ed-rii-s 'ravenous' {ed-ra

'fodder') isz-matrii-s 'sharp-sighted' (cp. O.C.Sl. mot-r-iti 'to look'),

huk-lu-s 'crafty, sly' isz-tehlU-s isz-tenklu-s 'sufficing'. Parallel

to these we sometimes have forms in -ra-s -las, as ged-rii-s

and ged-ra-s 'bright, clear', and gai-lu-s gai-la-s 'ill-tempered,

snappish' (of dogs). The «-form appears in most cases to be

older than the other, and it must sometimes be pre-supposed,

even where it does not occur, e. g. in asztrii-s 'sharp' beside

O.C.Sl. ostru Skr. catur-aSra-s Gr. ax^o-g (§ 76 p. 184 and

p. 187).

§ 108. The Suffix -tu-^). This was a common primary

suffix used in forming abstract substantives (verbal nouns, nomina

actionis) even in the proethnic period. These were masculine;

but through the influence of the gender of other abstract

nouns, they became feminine universally in Greek, and some-

times in Aryan and Germanic. In Aryan, -Latin, Balto-Slavonic

(and Keltic, see § 156) they are found attached to the verbal

system as infinitives (gerunds, supines) ; and it is possible that

this association with the verb, which gave rise to a large number

of new formations, began at least in part before the end of the

proethnic period. And in this connexion it is especially im-

portant to observe that we find the ace. -tu-m used after verbs

of motion in precisely the same way in Sanskrit, Latin, and

Balto-Slavonic; e. g. Skr. hotwm eti 'he goes make sacrifice'.

1) Th. Benfey, Die Suffixe tv, tu sammt atu, Kuhn's Ztschr. II

215 ff.

21*
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Lat. cubitum it, Lith. eikss volgytU 'come and eat', O.C.Sl. ceso

izidoste vidStu? 'quid exiistis visum?'

Only a few masculine and feminine substantives formed with

this suffix are other than noniina actionis, and their uses can

easily be derived from the meaning of an abstract verbal noun.

The nomina agentis (as Skr. mdn-tu-s m. 'counsellor' beside

mdntu-s m. 'counsel, advice', Goth, hliftu-s m. 'thief, O.Icel.

vqr&r m. 'watcher, waiter' beside vqrct-r m. 'watch') show the

same change of meaning as Lat. hosti-s O.Ir. tcLid-^ and the few

adjectives that occur (as Skr. tapya-tu-s 'hot, glowing') are

parallel to such forms as Skr. pu-ti-s 'stinking'. Cp. § 99 p. 293,

§§ 149. 155.

There are a few neuter substantives as Skr. vds-tu Grr. cia-Tv.

Originally the accent varied in the diflPerent cases in con-

nexion with differences in ablaut, e. g. *ei-tu- H-tu-- (from

*ei- 'go') ; such a distinction is preserved in Skr. *e-tu-m : i-tv-a.

In Sanskrit the variation survived in these cases, which had

been incorporated into the verbal system, because, through the

difference in their use, their connexion in form was forgotten,

but in the complete declension of any one noun the differences

were levelled ; in some cases the type *ei-tu- was adopted (e. g.

mnntu-s), in others *itu- (e. g. x^ii-s). Other survivals of the

old gradation are seen in (e. g.) Grr. y.?.si-zv-g and xXl-Tv-g, Lith.

le-tu-s and ly-tu-s. In Latin and Lithuanian the supine was

influenced by the io-participles and the abstract nouns in -ti-^

so that the type *itu- prevailed: e. g. Lat. da-tu-m da-tu like

da-tu-s (da-to-s) da-tio^ Lith. mllsz-tu like mUsz-ta-s milsz-ti

(y^melg-J. On the other hand, the corresponding form in

Slavonic generally shows the type *eitu- and itself influenced

the <i-infinitive (e. g. O.C.Sl. mles-tu and mUs-ti) ; this is cer-

tainly connected with the comparative disuse of the -to- parti-

ciple in this group of languages (§ 79 p. 336).

These nouns could be based upon any form which served

as a verbal stem, not merely on the root (in the strict sense)

;

hence forms like Skr. vdmi-tu-m inf. 'to vomit'. Lat. vomi-tu-s m.,

Skr. jlvd-tu-s f. 'life' (cp. Av. jya-tu-s f. 'life'), Gr. lio7]-Tv'-g
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f. 'cry', Lat. appara-tu~s m. andi-tu-s m., O.Ir. scarad a sever-

ing' Goth, vrato-du-s m. journey', Lith. jeszko-tu O.C.Sl. isha-tu

'to seek'.

-e-tu- is found like -e-to- § 79 p. 219 and -e-ti- § 100

p. 294), e. g. Skr. kr-d-M-s 'power, strength' vah-a-M-s m.
'bridal procession', Gr. sTv-/.io-g 'truthful' from *6-tv- instead of

*h-{T-v- 'existence' (y^ es-).

Indo-Germanic. Skr. inf. bhdvi-tu-m gerund bhu-tv-d

from bhdva-ti 'he becomes, is', Lat. fu-tu-o, sup. Lith. b4-tu

O.C.Sl. bi/-tu 'to be'; we may add, with hesitation, Gr. (fT-Tv-g

'begetter' (pT-rv 'shoot, scion' (see I § 56 p. 46). Skr. jus-tv-a

gerund of j6sa-ti 'has pleasure in something', Lat. gus-tu-s m.,

Goth, kus-tu-s m. 'trial, proof. Skr. pi-tii-s m. 'sap, drink, food'

nourishment' pftu-daru- m. 'pine tree' n. the resin of this tree,

Gr. m-Tv-s 'pine', Lat. pitu-Ua, O.Ir. i-th m. 'corn', Lith. pg-tUs

pi. 'midday meal, midday'. Skr. inf. vettu-m vettav-e ger. vittv-a

from vinda-ti 'finds, becomes possessed of, vSdi-tu-m vidi-tv-d

from vetti 'perceives, knows' (the root is the same), Lat. visu-s m.,

O.Ir. jiss m. 'knowledge'. Avest. pesu-s m. 'ford' (-s- for -r^,

see I § 288 p. 229 f.), Lat. por-tu-s m., O.H.G. fur-t m. 'ford'

(it has lost its character as a w-stem) O.Icel. fjqrd-r m. "firth,

gulf. Skr. gdn-tii-s ga-tii-s m. 'course, way', inf. gdn-tu-m

gdn-tav-e ger. ga-tv-d, Lat. ad-ven-tus m., sup. ven-tu-m ven-tu,

Lith. sup. gitn-m 'to be born' (cp. I § 249 p. 204), \/^Qem'.

Skr. mdn-tu-s m. 'counsel, counsellor' inf. mdn-tav-e ger. ma-tv-d,

Lith. sup. min-tu 'to think of, y^men-. Skr. inf. idsi-tu-m gev.

sas-tv-d from Sqsa-ti 'he recites', Lat. census m. instead of *cens-

-tu-s (cp. § 100 p. 295), y^hns: Skr. inf. pdk-tum pdk-tm-e

ger. pak-tv-S, from pdca-ti 'cooks', Lat. coc-tu-m coc-tu, O.C.Sl.

sup. pestX 'to bake' for *pek-tu (I § 462 p. 338). Lat. sup. rec-

-tu-m rec-tu, O.Ir. rech-t n. 'right', O.Icel. rett-r n. 'right'. Skr.

dhd-tu-s m. 'constituent part, element', inf. dha-tu-m ger. dhi-

-tv-d Jd-tv-d, Lat. con-ditu-s m. sup. con-ditu-m -ditUj sup. Lith.

de-tu O.C.Sl. d&tU 'positum'. Skr. akhi-S m. 'salve, light, night'

ground-form *i9g-tii-s, Lat. unc-tu-m unc-tu. Skr. inf. ap-tu-m

ger. ap-tv-a from ap-no-ti 'attains, gains', Lat. ad-eptu-s m. Skr.
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vds-tu n. 'dwelling-place, house', Gr. fda-rv aa-rv n. 'city'. Skr.

ya-tu-s m. 'traveller, time' (no doubt identical with yatu-s 'ghost',

see below), Lith. j6-tU 'to ride'. Lat. sup. no-tu-m no-tU (tgno-

tu-m Ignotu)^ O.C.Sl. sup. zna-tu 'to know'.

Aryan. Skr. pi-t4-s m. 'sap, drink, food, nourishment' Avest.

pi-tu-s m. "food': Grr. nl-rv-g etc., see above p. 325. Skr. inf.

car-fu-m cari-tu-m ger. clr-tv-a car-tv-oL cari-tv-a from cdra-ti

'goes, travels', Avest. car^-tu-s m. 'horse's course, distance a

horse can gallop'. Skr. gdn-tu-s ga-tu-s m. 'course, way', Avest.

ga-tu-s 'place, room, throne' O.Pers. gapu- 'place, room, throne'

(p arose regularly in the cases which had ga-pio see I § 473

p. 348 f. — and from these it spread to the rest) : Lat. ad-ven-

-tu-s etc., see above p. 325. Skr. jan-tiH-s m. 'creature, beiag,

child, people, family, stock', Avest. zan-tu-s m. 'alliance, stock',

Skr. inf. jdni-tos^ adv. jd-tu 'generally': Lat. geni-tu-s m., sup.

geni-tu-m geni-tu, nci-tu-s m., y^ gen-. Skr. dd-tu n. 'part, task'

Avest. vl-datu-i< m. 'breaking up of the body, dissolution, death',

beside Skr. dd-ti dyd-ti 'cuts off: cp. Gr. Sai-Tv-g 'meal' (orig.

'portion') dairv-uuv 'guest'. Skr. se-tu-s m. 'connexion, bond,

chain, bridge; binding' (adj.), Avest. hae-tu-s m. 'ford, bridge':

Lett. sup. si-tu 'to bind', \/^sai-. Skr. ya-tu-s Avest. ya-tu-s

m. 'ghost, demon', no doubt (hke yatu- above) from yO- 'go,

fall upon something' (cp. yci-tdr- 'pursuer'). Skr. f-tii-s m. 'fixed

time', tan-tu-s m. 'cord' (was O.Ir. tet Mod.Cymr. tant 'string'

an M-stem ?) 6-tu-s m. 'woof ; su-tu-s f. 'pregnancy' inf. su-tav-e

ger. su-tv-d: O.Ir. su-th n. 'fetus'. Avest. mer"-tu-s m. 'thought';

Jya-tii-S f. 'life'. Skr. jtvd-tu-s f. 'life' (no doubt with the same

a as Avest. jya-tu-s; though we might also regard it as S =
Idg. 0, cp. Lith. gyva-td O.C.Sl. sivo-tu Gr. ^io-ro-g), inf. a-sva-

sayi-tu-m 'to cause to breathe again, console' from a-sms-aya-ti

'makes to breathe again, consoles'.

With -e-tii-: Skr. hr-d-tu-s m. 'power, strength, power of

mind', Avest. xr-a-tu-s m. 'understanding, insight', from har-

'set at work'. Skr. vah-a-tii-s 'bridal procession', tan-ya-tu-s m.

'thunder', tap-ya-tu-s 'hot, glowing*. Avest. r-a-tu-s 'fixed time'

beside Skr. f-tii-s.
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In classical Sanskrit the accusative, in Yeda also the dative

and genitive-ablative served as infinitives; e. g. iro-tu-m, iro-

-tav-e, Sro-tos. The formation of compounds Kke Srotu-kama-

'desire to hear' shows that even in later times the feeling that

the form in -turn was a case had not quite died out. The
instrumental (Sru-tvd^ orig. 'with hearing') was used as the

(so-called) gerund, logically connected with some noun in the

sentence to denote an action accompanying or (generally) pre-

ceding the action of the verb, e. g. Srufva cahruvan (ca abruvan)

'and hearing (or having heard) they spoke'. All such forms

could be used in this way, except those derived from thematic

stems (hr-d-tu- etc.).

Armenian. Amongst the fw-stems (e. g. zar-d, gen. zar-du

adornment') there seem to be none which can be ascribed with

certainty to proethnic Indo-Germanic. Hiibschmann (Arm. Stud.

I 46) with some hesitation connects orf, gen. ortu^ 'calf with

Skr. p^thu-ka-s 'the young of an animal, child, boy' (Gr. Ttop-

-Ti-s TTOQ-TctS, 'calf').

Greek. The Substantives in -rv-c, except the late form

qiT-Tv-g (p. 325), are all feminine, and occur for the most part in

the Ionic dialect. y.XT-T:v-g xksi-rv'-g 'slope, hill' : Skr. iri-tv-d ger.

of irdy-a-ti 'leans*, nl-rv-g 'pine': Skr. pi-tii-s etc., see p. 325

above, i-rv-g 'circumference, circle of a wheel, felloe', Lat. vi-

-tu-s m., sup. Lith. vy-tu O.C.Sl. vi-tu 'to wind'. ^QU)-rv-g 'food,

meal' : Lith. gSr-tu 'to drink', ypan-rv-g 'a scratch', from ypacpw.

ag-Tv-g 'bond': Jjat. ar-tu-s ar-tu. a;r-iaTi5-c 'absence'. Sai-zv-g

'meal'. ano-Saarv-g 'division'. xTimv-g 'founding' from xrifco^

axovTidTv'-g 'javelin-throwing, fight with missiles', from dy.ovTlt.m,

k-ijinrv-g 'making of booty' from Xrjlto^ai, (fgaorv-g 'reflection'

from (fgd^io, dnnaarv-g 'greeting' from da-naCo^tai , cp. Germ.

-assu-s from verbs in -atjan p. 331. dgnuxrv'-g from apna^w

fut. dgnd^cD. dyogi^rv-g 'harangue' from dyogdo/itai, flo7]Tv-g 'cry,

call' from f^odco, no&rjTv-g 'desire' from no&iw.

Neuters: only (pT-rv and atf-rt?, see above pp. 325, 326.

In the other Indo-Germanic languages, we find numerals

in -ti-"^, as *pet9q-ti-s f. 'fivefold character, the number five'
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(§ 101 p. 306 f.). The corresponding forms in Greek are femi-

nines in -rv-g; as nsvTrjy.o6rv-Q , symtoOtv-q XQirv-g (tqittv-q is

due to the influence of Tpirro-g) also Tptxvi'-g rerpaxtv'-g, cp.

Baunack, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXY 249 ff.

STv-f.to-g 'truthful' from '*hv- 'existence' (instead of *h-s-rv-,

cp. Dor. svTsg, Lesb. sgau) ground-form *s-e-tu-, from \^es- 'esse'.

Italic. The Substantives in -tu-s are masculine. Lat. ac-

-tu-s, Umbr. ahtu 'actui'. Lat. adi-tu-s: Skr. sv^j^m-s (svd-etu-s)

'having its own course' inf. e-tu-m ger. i-tv-d, Lith. el-tU 0.C.81.

i-tU 'to go', ruc-tu-s : luith. riiJc-tU 'to helch', Y^reug: duc-tu-s.

or-tu-s. morsu-s beside mordeo. e-ven-tu-s: Skr. gdn-tu-s etc.,

see above p. 325. sensu-s heaiAe sent-io. conspectus, tex-tus:

'Lett, tes-tu 'to hew with an axe', esus: Skr. dttu-m 'to eat',

Lith. estu 'to devour', O.Q.^l. jastu 'to eat', y/^ed-. sta-tus,

sup. sta-tu-m sta-tu, praestitu-m and prae-statu-m: Ski*, iaf.

sthd-tii-m ger. sthi-tv-d from tisthd-ti 'he stands', Lith. pastotu

^to become' O.C.Sl. sta-tU 'to place oneself, sa-tus : Lith. se-tu

to sow', fe-tus. cap-tu-s. rap-tus. can-tus. quaes-tus. auc-

-tus: Lith. duk-tu 'to grow', v^aj*g-. haus-tu-s. fioL-tus. fle-

-tus. gemi-tus. fremi-tus. strepi-tus. crepi-tus. domi-ttis.

habi-tus. exerci-tus. conO-tus. ap-paroLtus. aiidi-tus. vesti-

-tus. "Words like judicCltus (judicare judexj gave rise to an

independent suffix -atu- for denoting an office or an official

organisation, as principcltus , ducdtu-s, pontificatus, semitus

(cp. German, -opu- -odu-).

The te-stems (i. e. the so-called supines) form a very

large group in Latin, -tu-m was orig. ace, -til loc. or instr.

Most of the substantives in -tu-s were also used as supines, e. g.

esus 'eating' and esu-m esii; on the other hand, it is only a

small proportion of the supines beside which we find independent

declinable substantives. The freedom with which supines were

formed was practically unlimited.

The gender of the neut. subst. ar-tu- beside masc. ar-tus

was no doubt fixed by that of membru-m, and testu- n. {*ters-

-tu-, s/^ters- 'dry') by that of testu-m (stem testo-).

Old Irish. Masculines, bi-th, gen. betho., 'world'; Mod.Gymr.
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by-d, Grail. Bitu-nges (Vorld-kings') : Lith. gy-tu 'to revive 'O.C.Sl.

si-tu 'to live', y^gei-. i-th 'corn': Skr. pi-tH-s etc., see above

p. 325. fiss "knowledge, knowing', ground-form *ij,id-\-tu- : Skr.

vethu-m etc., see above ibid, gu-th 'voice', cru-th 'form' mess

'judging, judgement' beside midiur 'I judge'.

Neut. su-th 'fetus': Skr. su-tu-s f. 'pregnancy', sru-th

'stream', \/~^sreu-. rerh-t 'right': Lat. sup. rec-tu-m etc.; see

above p. 325.

Like fiss and mess, the numerous masculines in -ad (for

-a-tu-) formed from verbs of the 2. conj. are used as infinitives

(cp. § 156), as nertad 'strengthening' from nertaim denom. verb

from nert 'strength' (cp. Grr. ayopijTv'-g, Lat. conatii-s), and similarly

those in (i)ud (for -(i)e-tu-) formed from verbs of the 3. conj., as der-

choiniud 'despair, despairing' from der-choinim 'I diQST^ah:\foillsigud

'showing' from foillsigim 'I show' (cp. Skr. valia-tu-s anya-tii-s).

-tu- is a secondary suffix in the termination -es-tu- (-os-tu-).

ais aes ois (gen. aisso aisa aesa) m. 'age' ground-form *ciiy,es-

-tu-s^ cp. Grr. al(f)eg 'always'; yet Mod.Cymr. oes, since m is not

usually lost in Cymric, perhaps indicates that the word is to

be derived from a stem corresponding to the Skr. dyus-, which

afterwards, we must assume, was confused with the es-stem.

senchas m. 'antiquity (O.Cymr. hencass, pi. hencassou 'old tale')

may be an extension of *seno-qo- (cp. Skr. sana-kd-s etc., § 88

p. 268), the ground-form being *seno-q-os-tu-, or a compound

*seno-cassu-. dorus n. 'door' (cp. Mod.Cymr. drws Corn, daras),

dat. pi. doirsib for *doressaib, and therefore from a stem *duores-

-tu- in proethnic Keltic. foUus 'clear'.

Germanic. In West Grermanic most of the <M-stems (which

were common in proethnic Germanic) lost their distinctive

character; there was a confusion between the (masc.) tu- and

the (fern.) ti-stems, e. g. O.H.G. luf-t m. and f., A.8. lyf-t m. and f.

The original form of the tu-atems is best preserved in Gothic.

O.H.G. fri-du A.S. fri-thu m. 'joy' pr. Germ. *fri-pu-z,

from Germ, fri- fri 'cherish, spare' (which appears in Goth.

freidjan 'to spare' and other words. Goth, li-pu-s m. 'limb',

cp. O.Icel. li-m-r 'limb'. Goth, kus-tu-s m. 'trial, proof, O.Icel.
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kos-t-r (ace. pi. kosto kostu) m. 'condition', O.H.Gr. kos-t A.8.

cys-t: Skr. juts-tv-ci etc. see above p. 325. Groth. Ivf-tu-s m.

O.H.G. luf-t m. 'breeze, air'. O.H.G. fur-t m. 'ford' O.Icel. fjqr-S-r

'firth, gulf: Avest. pesu-s etc., see p. 325 above. O.H.G. durs-t

A.S. Surs-t fdyrs-t) m. 'thirst', Voters-. Goth. vul-pti'S m.

'glory'. Goth, lus-tu-s O.H.G. lics-t m. 'desire', for '*ls-tu-s, if

it is connected with Skr. la-las-a-s (I § 299 p. 238, H § 100

p. 302). Goth, puh-tu-s m. 'thought', from ptigkjan 'to think'.

O.Icel. rett-r m. right': Lat. rec-tu-m etc., see above p. 325.

O.Icel. hqtt-r hatt-r m. 'way, sort, kind', beside haga 'to arrange'.

Goth, vahs-tu-s O.Icel. vqxt-r m. 'growth'. Goth, ddu-pu-s O.H.G.

to-d m. 'death'. O.H.G. blcis-t O.Icel. hlqst-r blast-r n. 'blast'.

Goth, flo-du-s O.H.G. /luo-t m. 'flood'. With the meaning

changed to that of a nomen agentis we have e. g. Goth, hlif-

-tu-s 'thief, O.Icel. vqrd-r 'watchman'.

-s-tu- is rare (cp. -s-ti- § 100 p. 303 and -s-tuo- -s-tro-

etc, see § 61 p. 117). Goth, maih-s-tu-s O.H.G. mist m. 'or-

dure', beside O.Icel. miga 'mingere'. O.Icel. Iqst-r m. 'mistake'

for *lax-s-tu-j beside O.H.G. lastar n. "crime, vice' (suffix -s-tro-,

§ 62 p. 121), cp. O.H.G. lahan 'to blame'.

The termination -o-pu- (also -o-Su- through the original

variation of accent), which appears in derivatives of the weak

verbs in -on, became an independent suffix (cp. Lat. -atu-

p. 328). Goth, gdunopu-s m. 'sorrow' from gdunon 'to sorrow',

vratodu-s 'journey' from vraton 'to travel'; O.H.G. wegod m.

help' from wegon 'to help', klagod m. 'lament' from klagon

'to lament' ; O.Icel. ladact-r m. 'invitation' from lada 'to invite'.

The following are examples of nouns beside which there is no

corresponding verb in -on: Goth, gahaiirjopu-s 'desire' mannis-

kodu-s 'humanity', O.H.G. stntod 'strife' leichod 'hymenaeus, con-

cubitus', O.Icel. vnad-r 'delight'. In O.H.G. the formations in

-isod inod -ilod -alod are especially common, as nchisod

"lordship' from nchison 'to govern', ellinod 'zeal, emulation' from

ellinon 'to be zealous', swintllod 'giddiness' from swintilon 'to

become giddy', hantalod 'laying on of hands' from hantalon

'lay hands on, handle'. On the other hand in Anglo-Saxon and
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Norse we find the termination -nopii-, which came from verbs

in -nm -nan (e. g. A.S. haftnM 'hold' beside hceftnian, O.Icel.

hatnact-r 'improvement' from batna); this became fertile and

usurped the place of the older -opu--, e. g. A.S. fu^elnoS mstead

of, and parallel to, fu-^eloct 'fowling', from fii^elian, O.Icel.

dugnaS-r 'strength, help', from duga.

The weak verbs in -atjan (Gr. -uKbiv) gave rise to the

suffix -assu- (Gr. aana<}n-s from uandt,o/.iai, p. 327), which was

very fertile in all branches of Germanic except Norse, especially

in the extended form resulting from its addition to w-stems,

-n-assu- (Goth, -in-assu-). In West Germanic we have also

(-n)-iss(u)- and (-n)-uss(u)-, whose i and u are variously explained

(von Bahder, Yerbalabstr. 119 ff.) ; and further various modi-

fications of the final -ti-, due to the analogy of feminine and

neuter abstract substantives: fem. (-n)-iss-d- (-n)-uss-o-, (-n)-iss-

-jo- (-n)-uss-jo-, (-n)-ass-t- (-n)-iss-t- (-n)-uss-i-, neut. (-n)-ass-ja-

(-n)-iss-ja- (,-n)-uss-ja-. Examples are Goth, ibnassu-s 'equality,

fairness' (A.S. emness), beside A.S. emnettan 'adaequare' = Goth.

*ibnatjan\ ufarrassu-s 'overflow, abundance' from ufar. These

forms are especially frequent in connexion with verbs in -inon

;

as horin-assu-s 'adultery' beside horinon^ which gave the type

for words like blot-inassu-s 'divine service' (from hlotan). O.H.G.

rat-ussa f. 'riddle' offan-ussi f. 'opening'; ir-suochnissa f. 'ex-

perimentum* gi-miscnissl f. 'mixture' gi-hornissi f. 'hearing', -nissa

-wissi had often the appearance of a denominative suffix, and hence

it gave rise to a large number of formations like O.H.G. got-

nissa f. 'godhead' rein-nissa f. 'purity' churt-nassl f. 'shortness'.

In Upper Germany these suffixes were extended by -ipo-

(§ 80 p. 240), hence -nissida -nussida, as in (O.B..G.)fir-loranissida

'loss', fulnussida 'idleness'.

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. ly-tu-s le-tu-s m. 'rain' (supine

ly-tu 'to rain' Vi-tu 'to pour'): Lat. sup. li-tu-m li-tu^ Goth. ace.

sing, lei-pu O.H.G. U-d m. n. 'fruit-wine. Lith. pe-tU-s pi.

'midday meal, midday': Skr. pi-tu-s etc., see p. 325 above. It

is a moot point whether the adjectives in -tii-s, as sta-tii-s

'blunt, impolite', drums-tit-s 'dark, troubled' (of water), were
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originally abstract substantives (p. 324), or whether they were

modifications of old adjectives in -ta-s (see p. 817). O.C.SI.

kra-tu 'a time , occasion' (duva hraty 'twice') : Skr. ace. pi.

kf-tv-as 'so many times'; Lith. kafta-s may have also been

originally a M-stem, from which we could then directly derive

the form in du kartu 'twice' szeszis hartus 'six times' and

the like.

The largest group of iw-stems are the infinitives (supines),

which were formed at will from any verb. The Lithuanian

supines in -tu -tu (the quantity differs in different dialects),

which should properly be written -tu (their final nasal is still

kept in the compound form of the optative, e. g. 1. pi. siiktum-

-hime), and the Slavonic forms in -tu, are ace. sing.; cp. Lat.

-tu-m. Lith. d&'-tu O.C.SI. da-tu 'to give', hiA-tu hy-tu 'to be',

estu 'to devour' jastu 'to eat', jeszko-tu iska-tu 'to seek', sede-tu

sede-tu 'to sit', gany-tU goni-tu 'to tend, pasture'; cp. also Pruss.

del-tun da-ton 'to give' maita-tun 'to nourish' with other exam-

ples. In Old Church Slavonic there is a rare parallel form in

-tu, (as hy-tu), which may be regarded as gen. or loc, and

Prussian has dative forms in -twei, as da-twei.

IV. The Suffix -I- (-ie-)^).

§ 109. This suffix was used to form feminines in the

proethnic and later periods. It served to differentiate the gender

in the same way as a beside o (§ 59 ff.). In this function it

was a secondary suffix, since these feminines were derived from

the masculine and neuter stem. When a feminine of this kind

was formed from o-stems, the stem-final -o was dropped in

exactly the same way as before the suffix -io-; e. g. Skr. vfk-t

'she-wolf the feminine of vfka-s 'wolf (cp. § 63' p. 126, Eem. 3

p. 132). More rarely -«- has the appearance of a primary suffix,

1) E. S i e V e r s , tjber die Feminina auf urgerm. i, Paul-Braune's

Beitr. V 136 ff. 0. A. Danielss on, Om die indoeuropeiska feminin-

stammarne />(^ -I, Upsala universitets arsskrift 1881. W. Burda, Das slav.

Suffix ynja, nom. sg. yni, Kuhn-Schleioher's Beitr. VI 194 ff.
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as in Skr. sdm-T 'work' Gr. (priCa 'flight' (for *(f)vy-i.a); it cannot

be shewn with certainty that such primary feminine forms

existed in the proethnic language.

It is difficult to determine what was the strong form of the

suffix -t- in the Indo-Germanic paradigm. For though as a rule

the classes of feminine nouns which contain the suffix are easily

distinguished in the different languages, yet they show important

differences in form which cannot have arisen simply and solely

through the operation of phonetic laws. Indeed it is obvious

that its declension has been influenced in very many ways by

that of other stems. To me it seems most probable that -ie-

(sometimes -iie-) was the form of the strong-grade in Indo-Ger-

manic. Cp. -ie- -iie- : -%- in the optative, as in Lat. s-ie-s : s-l-

-mus, and the masculine suffix -w- -io-, -iie- -iio- : -i-, -l- (§ 63

p. 122 f.).

Remark 1. The following conclusions seem to me fairly probable.

In proethnio Indo-Germanic the nom. sing, ended in *-*; Gr. -lu was

formed on the analogy of -my; Lat. -ie-s Lith. -(i)^ (beside -i) come

from the extension of the form -it- (-ne-) to all the cases. The aoc.

sing, ended sometimes in *-i-m (Skr. -?-««) sometimes in *-ii-m cp. the

opt. 3. pi. Lat. s-i-ent for *s-U-nt, I § 226 p. 193), from the latter we
have Lat. -iem (mafer-iem'', Skr. -ii/am (str-iyam), Gr. -lav (noTv-Lccr), the

Skr. and the Gr. form having -m -y added on the analogy of the termi-

nations -i-m -a-tn etc. Similarly the ace. pi. generally, perhaps always

ended in *-ii-i}S Skr. -iyas {str-iyas), Lat. -ies (rnater-ies) : in Gr. -ii-jts

is perhaps represented by -iSc, the by-form of -mvf -la.- before consonants

The so-called "Weak Cases with a case-suffix beginning in a consonant had

-1-, as loc. pi. *-i-su (Skr. -i-su). Elsewhere the form was -ie- or -tie-,

e. g. gen. sing. *-(«)ie.s. This form of the suffix is regularly represented in

Latin, Balto-Slavonic, and Aryan, Lat. mater-ie-, Lith. gem-e- for *iem-is-.

(I § 147 p. 131), O.G.Sl. zem(l)-ja- (cp. siojati for "stojeii, I § 76 p. 66),

Skr. vidus-ya-. The Ablaut is thus precisely parallel to that of the opta-

tive suffix -ie-, e. g. Lat. rah-ie-s (gen. sing.): rab-i-em -.dalr-l-x = s-ie-s:

s-i-ent : s-i-mus. In several languages confusion with the ia- stems led

to the substitution of -{i)ia- for -{{)ie-: e. g. gen. sing. Gr. irorv-ias ISviS;

(this change was probably due in part to the influence of the heavier form

of the ace, sing, and pi. -lay; -lar.) O.Ir. Briffte (cp. Skr. brhatyas), Goth.

mdujos beside nom. sing. Trdmoc ISvin, Brigit (Skr. brhati), mavi; so

also Lith. marczios beside martl. Different views as to the form of the

strong grade in this suffix have been maintained by Kluge, Paul-Braune's

Beitr. VI 391 f., and by Osthofif, Zur Gesch. d. Pers. 338 f.

-t- was the regular form of the suffix when other suffixes were
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added to it: e. g. Skr. paini-vant- 'accompanied by one's wife', Gr. noli-

-Tt]-(: beside Dor. noiiu-rs-i Ion. Tiohtj-rij-f 'citizen', Lat. vwtri-x.

There was a confusion with the /-stems (§ 92 ff.) as well as with

the ia-stems. Compare e. g. Skr. ndr-l- and ndr-i- 'woman' (see Benfey,

Nachr. von der gott Ges. d. Wiss. 1876 p. 644 ff., Lanman, Noun-Inflection

p. 370), Grr. XijaTQ-i-g (gen. XfiaTQiSoq) 'female robber' beside i/jdhrq-M 'girl

who plays the guitar', Lat. nept-i-s beside O.H.Gr. nifi (= Groth. *nift-i)

Skr. napt-i-, suavi-s for "s^tad-jt-i-s beside Skr. svadv-i, Skr. ati-s Lith.

dnti-s beside G-r. vrficia 'duck' for *var-!ia. In these cases the -j-deelensiou

was the older, but the converse change occurs in Sanskrit, stems in -i

being • inflected in the same way as those in -i- in order to mark their

feminine gender, e. g. gen. sing, gdtyas beside gdtes from nom. gdfi-s, nom.

sing, bhumi gen. sing, hhumyas beside nom. bhumi-s (§ 97 p. 289), yuvati

beside yuvati-i (§ 101 p. 307).

Finally these stems were confused with the inflexion of monosyllabic

stems, such as Skr. bhi- Gr. xl-, in which -i- and -ii- alternated (nom. iht-s

gen. bhiy-ds, Gr. xX-i xi-o?). Hence e. g. Skr. nom. napi-i-s gen. napt4y-as,

Or. TloXt'i; TToXt-og*

R e m a r k 2. To this last remark I must add a corollary, lest it

should be taken to imply the existence of a third j-suffix, -j- -ii-, in Indo-

Germanic (-i- in all cases whose case-suffix began with a consonant, -ii-

where it began with a sonant) in addition to -i- («-) and -I- (-je-) There

would be just as much and just as little reason for supposing a parallel

suffix -U—M?t- on the strength of such forms as Skr. svasru-s svasruv-am

O.C.Sl. svekry svehrUii-e Gr. rexv-g vfxv-cK. As a matter of fact it seems to

me very probable that all these polysyllabic -I- : ji-stems and -it- : -mm-

stems have simply abandoned their original inflexion in order to conform

to the type of such monosyllabic stems as Skr. bhi- Gr. xt-, Skr. ihrii-

Gr. oifQv-, in which -I- and -u- are part of the 'root' (op. § 8 Rem. 1 and

2 p. 20 f.). This change of inflexion will call for further notice when we

come to the formation of the cases.

§ 110. Differentiation (Motion or Feminine-for-

mation) of M-stems (§ 103 ff.). Originally the no doubt nom. sing,

was -eu-% gen. sing. -y,-ies (yet notice also Avest. vaidhu-yoi) ,
loc.

pi. -u-i-su. Skr. svadv-i Gr. rjSsTu for ^(jfahf-ia Lat. suUv-i-s,

beside masc. Skr. svad4-S Gr. ijSv-g 'sweet'. Skr. gurv-t Gr.

^apsTa 'gravis'. Skr. pffliv-t Avest. per'pw-i- Gr. nlarsTa 'broad,

wide'. Skr. tanv-t Lat. tenu-i-s. In Germanic and Baltic post-

consonantal u was dropped before -ie- {-ia-): Goth, kaur-jo-

'gravis' (ace. sing, kmirja nom. pi. kaurjos) for *kuru-io- (cp.

O.Icel. plg-r I § 444 p. 329) ; Lith. saldMo- (gen. sing, saldsios)

for *saldu-io-, on the analogy of which was formed the nom.

saldi instead of *saldv-l; Goth, hard-jo- 'hard' Lith. karczio-
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'bitter' (nom. kartl) from masc. hard-u-s kart-ic-s. la this class

of adjectives, the unextended form, without -*-, could also be

used for the feminine; e. g. Skr. tanii-s, Gr. ijSv'-g d-fjXv-g (in

Homer and elsewhere), Groth. hauru-s (only -u-s is ever found

in the nom. sing.). The nom. in -i is found in Gothic in the

subst. mavi 'girl' for *ma5M-?, beside the masc. magus \ the

analogy of the cases with this form of the stem, *ma('^)u-i:-

gave rise to the gen. mdujos instead of *magjds.

Differentiation of w-stems (§ 112 ff.). Skr. tak-sn-t

Gr. rtxvaiva (for *Tty.vav-i.n) : Skr. tdksan- Gr. rtxrcw)/ 'worker in

wood, carpenter. Skr. rdjn-i from rdjan- 'king' O.Ir. ngain

'queen', whose ground-form was *regi^n-t. Skr. yUn-t from yAvan-

'young, young man' Lat. jun-l-x. We may probably infer from

Skr. pdtni Gr. noTvia 'lady' and Gr. dsanoiva 'mistress' for *-noTvm

(I § 488 p. 360), as compared with the masc. Skr. pa^i-s Gr.

noat-g, that -n-i- could be used as an independent suffix even

in the proethnic period.

Skr. sun-t from svdn- sun- 'dog', panca-dclmn-i from panca-

-daman-. maghon-t from maghdvan- maghon- 'giving bounti-

fully, dispenser'. Avest. asaon-i from asavan- asaon- 'pure'

(Skr. ftdvan- 'holy, pious'). "With Skr. pdt-m we should no

doubt compare Skr. pdlik-nt hdrik-m, beside palitd- 'gray, hoary'

hdrita- 'tawny' (as to k for t, see the Author, Morph. Unt. II 198),

pdrus-nT beside parus-d- 'knotty'.

Gr. ydtaiva from yshiov 'neighbour', dspa'nacva, beside

dsQan-v-rj, both from &tQuna)v 'servant', leatva from Ximv 'lion'

(these masculines were originally M-stems; see § 114, under

Greek), -aivu was taken into general use as an independent

suffix, denoting female creatures : Imaiva, Y.dnQawa, ^^a-&sai.vu,

etc. Notice further (/jdyaiva 'voracity, ravenousness' beside rpuyav

^devourer'. ayxoiva (Att.) beside ayy.Lov 'bend of the arm'; we

should no doubt compare Horn. sn-i]yy.tv-id-sg 'side-planks of

a ship'.

Lat. jun-i-x, see above, corn-i-x beside Gr. y.oQiuv-rj 'crow',

cp. also Umbr. curn-ac-o 'cornicem'.

O.Ir. rtgain 'queen' : see above.
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In Germanic we have -un-l- -in-%- (Idg. -i^n-i- -en-i-) and

-n-i-. -un-i- is contained in Goth. Ia4h-niun-i 'flash', O.H.G.

wirtim (beside wirtin) 'hostess', O.Icel. apynja from ape O.H.G.

affo 'ape', and, without any masc. n-stem, as-ynja 'goddess' (masc.

ass) and other forms, -in-i- appears in Goth. Salir-ini- 'Syrian

woman' (m. Saur) ; it is frequent in West-Germanic, as O.H.G.

herzohin from herizogo 'duke'; hence came new formations like

chuning-in from chuning 'king', esil-in from esil 'ass', -n-l- in

O.H.G. birn (Hrod-birn etc.) from masc. bero 'bear', Mod.H.G.

ricJce 'roe' (female) for *rik-nf (I § 214 p. 181, § 580 p. 888)

beside O.H.G. reh n. 'roe' (male and female) pr. Germ. *raij(-a-.

The Slavonic feminines in -ynji no doubt belong originally

to this class (j has come in from the other cases, as ace. -ynjq)

:

bogynji 'goddess' blagynji 'kindness'. They appear to have arisen

through an analogical extension of the use of -n-i- (cp. the

Author, Morph. Unt. H 200).

The original inflexion of these feminines was perhaps nom.

sing, -en^, gen. sing, -n-ies and -'^-ies loc. pi. -n-l-su.

Differentiation of r-stems (§ 119 ff.). The original

endings were doubtless nom. sing, -er-l, gen. sing, -r-ies, loc.

pi. -r-t-su. Skr. da-tr-t Gr. ^6-tsi()cc for *So-teq-!m Lat. da-tr-l-x,

beside Skr. da-tdr- Gr. So-xrig tfw'-rwp Lat. da-tor 'giver'. Skr.

jdni-tr-'i Gr. ysvi-Tsiga Lat. gene-tr-i-x 'mother'. Skr. bJiar-tr-i

Avest. bar^pr-i- ber'^pr-i 'supporter, mother'. Skr. s-tr-t Avest.

s-tr-%- 'wife, woman'. Skr. ne-tr-t 'she who guides', des-tr-% 'she

who shows', codayi-tr-t 'she who drives on' ; dho-fdr-i f. 'shaking'.

Gr. evvij-riiipa and avvij-rp-ia 'wife', 6iu-thqu 'saviour lady', tpul-

-TQ-ia 'guitar girl'; we also have -l<; -Id-og, as XrjaTp-ig 'female

robber', dls-vQ-ig 'female miller', uvXij-Tp-ig (beside avKrj-TQ-ta)

'flute-girl'. Lat. obste-tr-t-x, mere-tr-i-x, impercl-tr-z-x, cp. also

the Osc. Fuu-tr-ei 'Creatrici, Genetrici'. It is still doubtful

whether this Indo-Germanic formation in -tr-i- can be directly

connected with the West-Germanic feminines like A.S. baecestre

'baker-woman', O.Sax. agastria 'magpie' O.H.G. wagastria 'lance',

Goth, hvilf-tri f. 'coffin' and Lithuanian feminines like dukU

'children's attendant' (i. e. *duk-kle , from dugu 'I grow up')
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pere-lde 'brood-hen' (see Kluge, Nom. Stammb. p. 24 and

J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV 29). They can also be ex-

plained as extensions of stems with the suffix -tro- -tlo- (§ 62

p. 118 ff.).

Differentiation of M<-stems (§ 125 If.). It is certain

that the feminine participles of non-thematic tenses which end

in a consonant had -t}t- in all their cases, e. g. *s-i}t-% f. 'being';

similarly the feminines of -uent-st&ms, had -u'^t-i-. On the other

hand, we find -nt- throughout the paradigm in forms like Gr.

uiiaa yvovaa (from utj/xi 'I blow' syvuv 'I perceived') ground-

forms *ue-nt-J *gnd-nt-T (for Skr. vatT, which seems to contradict

this, see below). It is not clear how far there was any variation

of ablaut in the elements immediately preceding the -^-suffix

in the -o-nt- participles; but it is certain that -^}t- sometimes

appeared even here.

Slcr. sat-t Avest. hait-i- Gr. Dor. saaaa Att. ovaa O.C.Sl.

sqsti, beside masc. Skr. s-dnt- etc. 'being, indie. 3. sing. Skr.

ds-ti 'is'. Skr. b^hat-t Avest. her^zaiti-, O.Ir. Brigit (O.Celt.

Brigantiae dat. sing, with Latinised ending), from masc. Skr.

hfh-dnt- 'being great, exalted'. Skr. vdnt-i (vat-t Avest. vditi- is

no doubt a re-formation following the analogy of sa^-*: sawf-am;

see Y. Henry, Revue Grit., 1887, p. 100), Gr. asiaa, beside masc.

Skr. vd-nt- Gr. ang asvr- 'blowing'. Skr. tu-dd-nt-i and tudat-t

beside tudd-nt- 'tundens', Gr. ISovaa beside t^av ISo-w- 'be-

holding'. Skr. bhdra-nt-i Avest. hare-nt-i Gr. (pspovaa O.C.Sl.

berqsti, beside bhdra-nt- Gr. (ptQwv (pi^o-vr- O.C.Sl. bery 'ferens'.

Goth, hulund-i 'cave' ('covering, hiding'), frijond-i 'female friend';

the participles which were in actual use as such had passed

over to the *»z-declension, as bairandei gen. bairandeins. Lith.

sukant-i gen. suTcanczios from masc. suhds 'turning'. O.C.Sl.

berqsti, instead of *berqti, where s has forced its way in from

the other cases, as gen. berqstq; in these -st- came regularly

from -ii- (I § 147 p. 132 f.).

-u'^t-1,. Skr. dpa-vatt from dpa-vant- 'rich in water', Gr.

ono-saaa from ono-fiQ nrro-fvr- 'rich in sap'; in Greek -fsr- appears

Brugmann, Elements. II. 22
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for far-, see § 127. Skr. sdras-vat-t 'rich in water' f. Avest.

haraxwaitt- O.Pers. karauvati-.

Differentiation of s-stems (§ 131 ff.).

-es-1,. Sk. rodas-l, from rodas- 'world', iavas-t f. 'the strong

one' from sdvas- 'strength'. Gr. Att. avaiSna 'shamelessness'

dXtjStin 'truth' from dv-aid7Jg alfjd-i]g. Lat. temper-ie-s from

tempus.

The original forms of the part. perf. act. were doubtless

nom. sing, -ues-t gen. sing, -us-ies loc. pi. -us-l-su. Skr. vid-iis-i

Avest. vTd-us-%- Grr. Id-vta, beside masc. Skr. vid-van Avest.

vid-v& Gr. dS-(joq 'knowing'. Similarly Lith. vitk-us-i O.C.SI.

vluk-usi 'having drawn'. A feminine of this kind is implied in

Goth, her-us-jos 'parents' ('those who have borne'): on the model

of the feminine (^-usi -tisjos) was formed a masculine with -ja-.

It is natural to infer a nom. sing, -ues-1 from the Gr. (Dor. Att.)

by-forms in -{f)sia , as yfyov-sTa , iQQrjy-siK : yfyovsia *y8yovvmQ

was levelled on the hand to ysyovsTa -si'ag, on the other to

ysyovvZa ysyovviag (op. § 136 Rem. 2).

Similarly in primary comparative forms : -ies-i -is-ies -is-i-su.

Skr. jyd-yas-% from jyd-ycin 'mightier'. Avest. frol-ydh-t- from

fra-yd 'more'; an isolated -m is perhaps contained in Skr.

mdhist mahist beside mdh-iyas-i ; see J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztschr.

XXVI 886. Goth. jUh-iz-ei 'younger' (cp. hairandei p. 337).

O.C.SI. bolpsi beside neut. bolje 'greater': nom. holftsi gen.

bolps^ instead of *boljesi *bolisq (cp. § 135 Rem. 1).

Differentiation of o-stems (§ 59 if.). -*- was in use

as well as -a- in proethnic Indo-Germanic. Skr. v^k-t O.Icel.

ylg-r O.H.G. wulpa 'she-wolf (pr. Germ. *uul-b-i *uul^(u)i6s,

I § 444 p, 329), beside Skr. vfka-s Goth, vulf-s 'wolf; cp. also

A,S. wylf f. beside wulf. Skr. dev-t 'goddess' Avest. daev-i-

'witch' Gr. ^Ta 'divine lady' for *dif-i,a Lith. deiv-e 'ghost' dev-e

'goddess', beside Skr. dev-d-s Lith. dev-a-s 'god'. Skr. pivar-t

Gr. nisiga, beside pi-vard-s Gr. vlsgo-g fat' (cp. § 74 p. 182,

§ 76 RenL 1 p. 201). Skr. dut-i 'female messenger' from dutd-s

'messenger', yam-t from yamd-s 'akin'. Gr. ttaiQB 'female com-

panion' instead of *c'Taipa, beside traQo-g 'companion' (Wheeler,
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Nominal ace. 59). Goth. piv-i, gen. piu-jos, 'female servant', beside

piu-s, gen.pivis, 'servant', O.Icel. mer-r 'mare' beside mar-r 'horse'.

Sporadic examples. Sanskrit, wop-^rfemale descendant'

O.H.Gr. nift (Goth. *nift-i) 'neptis, privigna", beside Skr. ndpat-

'ofFspring. Skv. -ghn^ heside -han- "killing'. Greek. ^ivTa (or

*/.iva-!,a Lith. mus-e 'fly', beside Lat. mus-ca. d-fjaaa 'female

labourer' for *d-rjT-/,a, beside masc. d-)jg, gen. d-ij-r-og. ns^a

(for *nsS-!,a) 'foot, lowest part', beside novg 'foot' (op. § 160, 1).

niaoK Att. nkra 'pitch' (for *niy.-i,a), beside Lat. pix. xiaaa Att.

xiTTu 'jay (for *Mii-!,a) , beside Skr. kiki-s 'jay', (pdoaa (for

*(pay.-!.tt), 'wild pigeon', beside (pdip (gen. rpa^-og) the same, cp.

I § 486 Rem. p. 359, § 495 Eem. 364. juia, gen. ^uSg, 'una'

for *a/.i-i-, beside ev- (nom. sV? sJg) 'unus for *seOT- (I § 204

p. 172, II § 160, 1). Latin, pauper-ie-s beside pauper, like

harhar-ie-s beside barharu-s. O.Ir. s-i 'ea' Goth, s-i 'ea': cp.

Skr. s-yd. setig 'female companion, wife' for *sentic-l. Gothic.

vas-t-i 'garment', hvof-t-uU 'fame'; A.S. huntic^e 'huntress' beside

hunta 'hunter' and the like, see Kluge, Nom. Stammb. p. 22.

Lithuanian, sem-e O.C.Sl. zem(i)-ja 'earth', beside Skr. ksdm-

jm- kv.z'm- Qv. y»c6v (I § 204 p. 172, II § 160, 2). Lith. ssJ

O.C.Sl. si 'haec' beside szl-s si 'hie' (gen. szio, sego instead of

*sego). Lith. patl, gen. pacsios, 'lady, ipsa', beside masc. patl-s

(pats) gen. pates. Lith. marti, gen. marczios 'bride'. O.C.Sl.

ladiji (aldiji) 'ship', and with masculine gender (which is not

original) haliji 'physician' sqdiji 'judge' (cp. the Slavonic mascu-

lines in -a, § 59 p. 109); -ii- like -ii- (Lith. mo-ji-s) p. 1^2

footnote 2 and -iin- § 115 (under Aryan).

§ 111. Of the words in which -%- appears to be a primary

suffix, none show it in more than one language simultaneously.

Examples are: Skr. Mm-i 'work', sdc-l 'strength'.

Gr. (pv'Qa 'flight' for *(pvY-t,a. cxita 'wood split small, billet'

for *oy_iS-ka.

Lat. ac-ies. scab-ie-s. spec-ie-s. pro-genies. di-luvie-s.

Lith. zine 'knowledge', srov-e 'stream', rek-e 'slice of bread'.

dvb-e 'hollow, pit'.

Many examples are doubtful, as Gr. oaaa 'rumour, prophecy'

22*
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(beside nifj 'voice, speech'), /noTpa 'appropriate share, fate' (beside

fi6(jo-g 'lot, fate'), Goth, handi 'bond, chain' (beside O.H.Gr.

O.Sax. hand n. 'bond').

V. Suffixes in -w').

§ 112. The parent language had four suffixes ending in

a nasal: -en-^ -ien-^ -uen-, -men-^). They have a good deal

in common with -o-, -io- -i- -t-, -uo- -M-, -mo-, and it is not

improbable that the forms -ien-, -uen- and -men- were formed

in the proethnic period merely by the addition of •(e)n- to such

older suffixes.

This process of extension can be seen at work in the

separate languages as well; and we must there regard it as a

continuation, or renewal, of a tendency which first appeared in

proethnic times. Compare, for instance, the developement of

the w-declension in Germanic.

The oldest point of contact between the four >2-suffixes and

the corresponding o-suffixes is found in the representation of

w-stems by o-stems in compound words, which began in the

proethnic period ; e. g. Gr. al/.io-j]acf-ijg and av-ai/no-g beside ai-^a

{dv-ai/.aoi'); further examples are given in § 12 p. 26 f. This

shews that there were even then many parallel stems in -n-

and -0- with no difference of meaning; for some reason or

other the o-form of these words was preferred in composition,

and by degrees this established a general rule for compounds

1) H. Ebel, Suffix -ion and -Hon [in Old Italic]. Kuhn's Ztschr. V
p. 420 f. R. Fisoh, Substantiva personalia auf o, onis [in Latin], Archiv

fur lat. Lexikogr. und Gramm. V 56 ff. W. Meyer, Das lat. Suffix o,

dnis, ibid. 223 ff. H. Osthoff, Zur Geschichte des schwachen deutschen

AdjeotiTums (Forsehungen im Gebiete der idg. nominalen Stammbildung II)

1876. Idem, Zm- Frage des Ursprungs der german. «-Declination, Paul-

Braune's Beitr. Ill Iff. The Author, Die schwache Form der Kominal-

starame auf -n in suffixalen "Weiterbildungen und Zusammensetzungen,

Morph. Unt. II 148 ff.

2) One form with m is quite unique; *ghieni- *ghHem- (Ayest. zya

Lat. Jiiem-s), which, having due regard to Skr. heman Gr. x(t-//a, we ought

apparently to divide *ffhi-em- *§hii-em-. I have attempted to explain this

rare word in § 160, 2.
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of -w-stems. Another principle of formation, exemplified in most

of the languages in forms lilce Skr. asm-iya-s beside di-man-,

Grr. XSI/.C-11J beside xsT-/.ia /si-/.i«)i', seems to have arisen in the

proethnic period. Further in almost all the languages, in some

of them very frequently, we find parallel forms in -n- and -o-

each of which is completely declined, some of them indeed having

a slight difference of meaning (to this point we shall return later

on) ; e. g. Skr. vdk-van- and vdk-va- 'turning , rolling' (intr.),

dhdr-man- and dhdr-ma- 'law, ordinance', Gr. arpdj]-(ov 'squinter'

and arQu^-6-g 'squinting', ovQav-kov 'heavenly being' and ovQciv-m-g

'heavenly', idslri-mov and idslT^-fw-s 'willing', Lat. in-cub-o and

in-cub-u-s, lan-io and lan-iu-s, alluvi-o and alluv-iiirm, Groth. sa

rduda 'the red one' and rdu^-s 'red', in-gard-ja 'member of a

household' and in-gard-ja- 'in a house' (adj.) , O.Fris. eth-ma

beside O.S. athom 'breath', O.C.Sl. ra-me beside ra-mo 'shoulder'.

And it often happens that the two forms do not appear in the

same branches of the Indo-Germanic family; e. g. Goth, ga-

juk-a 'companion' beside Lat. con-jng-u-s^ Skr. dy-un- 'life, time

of life' Gr. ai-(f)iov 'space of time, eternity' and Lat. ae-vo-m,

Gr. nvd--^rjv 'ground, earth' and O.H.G. bodam 'ground'.

In Aryan, single oases of the -o- -0,- -i- -u- -%- and -r-

stems were transferred into the inflexion of the w-declension

;

e. g. Skr. nom. ace. neut. yiigdni (from sing, yugd-m 'yoke', on

the analogy of ndman-i), gen. pi. Skr. devdnam Avest. daevanqm

(Skr. devd-s 'god'). See J. Hanusz, tJber das allmahliche Um-

sichgreifen der w-Declination im Altindischen (Sitzungsberichte

der Wiener Akad. d. Wiss. CX.), 1885. Similarly in AVest

Germanic we have O.H.G. gen. pi. gebono (from nom. sing, geba

f. 'gift').

The words formed with these suffixes are generally mascu-

line or neuter, as Skr. tdks-an- m. 'carpenter yak-dn- n. liver'.

A large group of feminines appears in Italic, Keltic, and

Germanic consisting of abstract substantives formed with -ien-

("iow-); as Lat. cap-id men-tio, O.Ir. er-mitiii 'honour', Goth.

ga-run-jo 'flood of water' ra-pjo 'ratio'. It may be assumed that

these «-stems, which represent a comparatively modern stratum of
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formation, owe their feminine gender to their character of ab-

stract nouns. And all the other feminine w-stems which appear

in Germanic, are as such undoubtedly modern ; they are due to

a connexion which grew up between the Indo-Germanic suffixes

-on- -ion- -m- and the Germanic feminine forms in -o- -io-

(= Idg. -a- -ia-) and -t-, through the analogy of the relation

between Germ, -an- -ian- on the one hand and Germ, -a- on

the other. In many words, where the languages vary between

masculine and feminine, the masculine is clearly the older; this

is true of Skr. si-mdn- 'boundary' (cp. § 117), Gr. xfav 'pillar',

Lat. margo. In Skr. yosan- f. Virgin' (beside yosOi, yosanO)

the gender was determined by the sex. In Skr. vfsanq,

tvdcam ace. 'streaming, raining cloud', Gr. dpijyav d-fcc 'adiutrix

dea' XQiJQmv nsXeia 'timid dove', as in the case of Skr. tanu-s

Gr. rjSv-g, we see the masculine form used unaltered in con-

nexion with feminine words (§ 110 p. 335). And in other

examples there are similar reasons for regarding the feminine

gender as a modern developement so that we may fairly assume

that nouns formed with M-suffixes were originally only masculine

and neuter. For the feminine there was the special form with

-7-, as Skr. talcs-n-t Gr. Tsy.T-aiva, § 110 p. 335.

§ 113. Prom the earliest times the w-suffixes show a very

complex variation of Ablaut. What are called the strong cases

had -en- -on- -en- -on-, -ien- -ion- -ten- -ion- {-iien- -iion- etc.)

and so forth; the weak cases -n- -^-, -in- (-m-) -i^- {-iil}-),

-un- (-Un-) -uy,- {-um}-), -mn- -mr}-.

In the weak cases, the form of the suffix ending in a

consonant preceded the case-endings beginning with a sonant,

e. g. Skr. gen. sing, tdks-n-as 'of the carpenter' nd-mn-as 'of the

name'; and conversely the form ending in a sonant preceded

the case-endings beginning with a consonant, e. g. loc. pi. tdks-

-a-su nd-ma-su {-a- -ma- for -y,- -mi}-). Originally also the weak

form of the suffix was regular in all extensions of the stem,

e. g. taJcs-n-t fern, of tdksan- (§ 1 10 p. 335), yuva.-sd-s 'youthful'

from yuv-an- 'young' (§ 83 p. 251), iro-ma-ta-m 'hearing' beside

Avest. srao-man- 'hearing' (§ 82 p. 249). This deserves especial
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notice, because in several languages the weak forms of the

suffix were banished from the actual declension by levelling and

other kinds of re-formation, so that it is only in derivatives that

we have any evidence to shew that such forms ever existed in

the paradigm. Thus we have e. g. Gr. ysir-v-la 'neighbourhood'

beside yiir-av -ov-og, nt-(f)ai'v(.o 'I make fat' for *-u')}-io- beside

Tzt-f/jwv -(f)ov-og, 7Toi-/.iv-t] nol-uv-io-v 'herd' not-/.ittivco 'I pasture'

beside 7toi-/u-?^v -f.tsv-og, Lat. ju-n-t-x beside juv-en- (juv-en-is

juv-en-um etc.), colu-mn-a beside colu-men -min-is, O.H.G. -hirn

'she-bear' beside her-o -in 'bear', hliu-mun-t 'call' beside Goth.

hliu-ma -min-s 'hearing', Lith. M-n-i-s 'stag, elk' beside O.C.Sl.

jelen- (gen. sing, jelen-e) 'stag'.

It is taore difficult to determine how the strong forms of

the suffix were originally distributed. The following points may

be regarded as certain.

1. The nom. sing. masc. (fern.) ended sometimes in -o(m),

and sometimes in -e{n) , cp. Armen. sun Gr. y.v-iov 7rt-(f)Mv

ax-/.i(ov , Lat. ed-o men-tio ter-mo O.Ir. cU er-mi-tiu brithe-m

Gall, casa-mo, O.H.G. e^^-o ski-mo^ Lith. szu for *s^«<m ah-mu

O.C.Sl. ka-my and Gr. avx-rjv noi-/.iTJv, Lat. li-en, O.Icel. ox-e

ux-e (Skr. uks-d) sM-me.

2. The nom. ace. neut. had -o(n) and -e(n) beside -^ -f,

cp. Goth, vat-o na-mo hairt-on-a, Lith. vand-u (originally neut.)

and O.C.Sl. i-me (cp. Avest. ncL-mcm Skr. nd-mcln-i).

3. A certain number of masculine stems had in the ace.

sing, and nom. du. pi. -en-, cp. Gr. av/-iv-u noi.-/Lisv-a, Lith. pe-

men-i O.C.Sl. ka-men-t (compare the exceptional forms uks-dn-

-am arya-mdn-am in Sanskrit.

4. There were locatives singular in -en -en-i, cp. Gr. av-^-

-iv-i M-(f)sv noi-/utv-i d6-/.ui', Goth, auhs-in (cp. Skr. uks-dn-i

nd-man-i).

Further the following assumptions seem to me probable.

1. A certain proportion of the masculine stems had -on-

in ace. sing, and nom. du. pi., cp. Gr. riy.r-ov-a vi-(f)ov-a ay.-

^iw-u. Gall. Ling-on-es (nom. pi.), Goth, ah-an ah-man, Skr.

tdks-an-am di-man-am. The variation between e and o in these
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cases, like that between e and o in the nom. sing., depended

upon the different position of the accent in the word; we have

e. g. nom. pi. -en-es and '-on-es like nom. sing. -e(n) and '- o(w>,

cp. Gr. rpQ-iv-fg (po-ijv as contrasted with a-(fQ-ov-sg a-cpQ-tov.

Cp. I § 311 p. 248 f.

2. The loc. sing, always ended in -en or -ew-i, even where

the strong cases had -on-. Notice especially the Groth. loc. ah-in

ah-min contrasted with ace. ah-an ah-man, as Skr. rajan-i : rdj-

-an-am. Compare also Gr. cd{f)iv ai{f)mv.

In certain instances, the o (and e?), which appear in the

European languages in other cases than the nom. sing. masc.

and the nom. ace. sing, and pi. neut., had perhaps encroached

upon the province of the other forms of ablaut before the end

of the proethnic period (should we regard this as a dialectic

variation in the parent language?); cp. e. g. ace. sing. Gr. ovpav-

-iwv-a, Lat. Ubell-ion-em rat-ion-em, Goth, ga-run-jon ra-pjon,

O.C.Sl. nom. pi. grasdan-e for *gord-ian-e(s). Yet this form of

the stem cannot have spread through the whole case-system, as

we see from such forms as Umbr. abl. tribris-in-e na-tin-e,

O.Ir. dat. er-tnit-in.

We should compare with this the ablaut of the -er- and

-ter-stems, which is on the whole parallel; see § 120.

Remark. For different views as to tlie strong forms see Collitz,

Bezzenberger's Beitr. X 1 ff., and the authorities there cited. It is perhaps

not superfluous to insist here that even if Collitz should be right in sup-

posing the existence of Indo-Germanic locatives in -on(-i) (cp. Gr. S'iori),

this would not be an argument against the hypothesis that in open syllables

Idg. became a in Aryan. For the «-stems had originally locatives without ?',

and e. g. Skr. loc. har-man can be derived as regularly from original

*-mon as from original *-men.

§ 114. The Suffix -en-. This was used from the earUest

period to form primary nomina agentis, as Skr. tdks-an- Gr.

rtxT-wv 'carpenter, worker in wood, architect'. The root-syllable

is usually in the weak grade, but the accent varies between

the suffix and the root; cp. Skr. uks-dn- beside vfs-an-, Gr.

-fp-tjv (noi.v-Qg-)]!') gen. ap-v-6g and (pay-wv jawbone' beside

aQa->]v and avQa^-iov , Germ. *tu^-en- beside *Uix-en- (O.H.G.
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heri-zogo and heri-zoho), *rub-Sn- (O.Icel. eid-rofe) beside *ris-

-en- (O.H.G. hetti-riso). Cp. Kauffmann, Paul-Braune's Beitr.

XII 544. The -ew-steiiis were substantives when there were

adjectives in -o- parallel to them, and hence in some groups of

languages, particularly in G-ermanic, this suffix acquired the

function of forming substantives from any given adjective; it

had the effect of specialising the idea conveyed by the ad-

jective, by applying it to some one person or thing that poss-

essed the particular quality in an exceptional degree. Hence

it is often found in personal names, whether they were formed

from a noun consisting of a single stem, or obtained by abbre-

viation from a compound consisting of two stems (cp. § 18 p. 34

and OsthofF, Porsch. auf dem Geb. der Idg. Nominalstamm-

bildung, II 50 f.). Thus Gr. arga^-o-g 'squinting': arpd^-nr

'squinter', 2v^d^-wv proper name, Lat. muUi-bib-u-s : bibo, ruf-

-u-s : Euf-o, Goth, raup-s 'red' : rdud-a 'the red one', Lith. riid-a-s

'reddish brown' : rud-u m. 'autumn'. Thus -en- came to be used

as a secondary suffix, as Avest. mar'-t-an- 'mortal' (subst.) be-

side mar^-ta- 'mortal', Gr. tqi^-q-cov niXna beside rgi^-go-g 'timo-

rous, shy', Lat. Ca-t-o beside ca-tu-s. Cp. further Lat. liom-o

Goth, gum-a O.Lith. sm-u 'human being, man', properly 'the

earthly one', beside Skr. Icsdm- jm- Avest. z^m- Gr. yd-iov Lat.

hum-u-s, Gr. ydaTg-wv 'glutton' from yaavilQ belly', Lat. cachinn-o

from cachinnu-s, capit-o Capit-o from caput, Goth, vaurstv-a

'worker' from vaiA,rstv 'work'.

Almost all the neuter forms containing -en- denoted some

part of the body (cp. § 57 p. 105). In some of them, as we

shall see -en- was a secondary suffix.

Indo-Germanic. Masculine, ^'kv. tdks-an- (-Wn-am) Gx.

rsy.T-ojv (ov-og'), beside Skr. tdks-a-ti 'does carpenter's work'. Skr.

uks'dn- C-^n-am) Mod.Cymr. ych (pi. ychen) Goth, auhs-q, 'ox',

orig. 'the impregnator', beside Skr. uks-d-fi 'emanat, emicat'. Avest.

ars-nn- (-an-em) male, man', Skr. xsa-hhd-s 'bull', for *p-^-bJio-s,

Armen. gen. am 'of the man' (nom. air), Gr. dpa-->]v uQij-ip' Ion.

sQG-rjv (sv-og) 'male', orig. 'making fruitful', beside Skr. drs-a-ti

'flows, streams'; cp. Skr. vfs-an (-an-am) 'man, bull', beside vdrs-a-ti
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makes to stream, rains'. *j£u-en- *Jcim-en- ('*Jcu-n- *}cu-^}- *fcuu-'^-)

'dog' (according to Benfey 'that which produces young often and

in great numbers' compared with Gr. xv-og 'fetus' Skr. Si-Su-s

young creature') : Skr. iv-dn- Suv-dn- (ace. sing, kv-an-am gen.

sing, su-n-as loc. pi. sv-d-su), Armen. sun gen. san (I § 405

p. 301), Gr. y.v-(ov (voc. y.v-ov gen. xv-v-6c), O.Ir. cm (gen. con),

Lith. szu (gen. szu-n-s). Avest. spas-an- 'watchman O.H.G.

speho 'spy', y/"' spe%-. Lat. ed-o [-on-isj^ O.H.G. egg-o 'devourer',

y/^ed-. Lat. as-sedo con-sedo (-on-is), O.H.G. ana-se^^o 'assessor'

O.Icel. drott-sete 'lord high steward', Y^sed-.

Denominatives, hom-o (-on-is -in-is) Goth, giim-a O.Lith.

zm-u ^) 'human being, man', see above. Gr. ^ovy-iov-sg {= Att.

*Kvy-ijDV-eg). liosg tgyavui. yidxwvsg Hesych., Goth, ga-juka 'com-

parison', beside ^vyo-v juh 'yoke'.

In some Indo-Germanic words in which -en- is primary

there is no trace of any original use as nomen agentis. Huu-en-

*iu-n- *iuu-'^- 'young, young man': Skr. yiiv-an- (ace. sing.

yuv-an-am gen. sing, yu-n-as loc. pi. yuv-a-sv), Lat. juv-en-

C-en-isJ, cp. also the form *iuu-V'-kd-s which is more widely

used, § 83 p. 251 ; the word is no doubt connected with Lith. jau

O.C.Sl. ju 'already' see § 66 ad fin. p. 149 2). Skr. di-an- 'stone,

sling-stone', Gr. dy.-wv (-ocr-oc, by a change of declension, see

p. 350) 'javelin', cp. also Gr. dx-6v-?j 'whetstone' and uy.-mvu

'point, thorn'. Skr. murdh-dn- m. A.S. mold-a m. 'head' (ground-

form *mldh-en- *mldh-en-, cp. also I § 306 p. 243). Skv.pUh-

dn- plth-an- plih-an- Lat. li-en (Snis] 'spleen' are among the

neuter words which denote parts of the body.

Neuter. Skr. ud-dn-, Goth, vat-o, Lith. vand-u and und-u

(which have become masc), Gr. vS-a-xo- with a ^ ^ (nom. vS-mg),

'water'. Skr. udh-an- (nom. udh-ar) Gr. ov9-a-To- (nom. ovd^-ag)

'udder'. Skr. yak-dn- Gr. ijn-a-ro- (nom. ijn-uf)) Lat. jec-in- (in

1) hn-ond, 'wife' and sm-oiids 'human beings' are not parallel to this

but contain the suffix of the Latin hum-anus (cp. § 160).

2) I see little probability in Danielsson's assumption (Gramm. and

etymol. Stud. I 49) that the word is merely an ablaut-variant of Gr. al{f)(or

Skr. dyun-.
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jecin-or-is etc., the -or- having forced its way in from the nom.

Jec-ur, cp. also I § 431 c. p. 321) Lith. jehi-os f. pi. 'liver', -en-

was secondary in the word for head: Skr. kws-an- n. Gr. ymqu

n. for *yM(}aa-a {-a = -7^), d/ii(pi--/.pavo-g 'two-headed' for *-/.oaa-

-V-0-, mgavo-v 'head' for *xagaa-v-o-v (cp. the Author, Morph.

Unt. II 173 f. 227 fP., Solmsen, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 69,

Danielsson, Gramm. und etymolog. Stud. I, 1888, p. 40 ft.),

Lat. cernuo-s for *cers-n-iio-s, O.Icel. hj'ars-e m. 'head'; the words

contain a neuter stem *Tcer-es- (*Tifr-es- *Jcr-es-), cp. Skr. iiras-

Av. sar-ah- 'head' Lat. cerebrii-m for *ceres--ro- (I § 570 p. 428)

and below § 134. In like manner, Gr. ovaro- n. for *ous-ij,-to-

Goth. dus-o n. 'ear' no doubt implies a neuter -es-stem, which

appears in Greek in the nom. oJ? Dor. m?, if this represents

*oii-os and not "'ous-os (O.C.Sl. uch-o) (J. Wackernagel, Kuhn's

Ztschr. XXIX 141, Solmsen ibid. 92). Skr. aks-dn- Armen.

ak-n Goth, dug-o (cp. I § 444 Kem. 3, p. 331) 'eye', O.C.Sl.

ok-n-o n. 'window' i). For the use of -i-stems to supplement

these neuters in -en- as Skr. dsks-i gen. aks-n-ds, see § 93

p. 279. For the nominatives in r, like Skr. udh-ar, see § 118.

If the Greek infinitives in -stv- (Dor. Lesb. i^v), like

(ps()siv 'to bear, are to be derived from *-sosv (which is more

in accordance with known phonetic laws than to assume they

came from *-6-fsv), we may infer an Indo-Germanic inf. in

*-s-en *-s-en-i, which was loc. sing. Compare the Skr. inf. in

-s-an-i^ as ne-s-dn-i from m- 'lead', g^-ni-s-dn-i beside gar-

(pres. g^-nd-mi) 'praise'.

Aryan. Masculines (and the few Peminines that occur)

are rare in Aryan as compared with the classical languages,

Celtic and Germanic. Skr. tdks-an- 'carpenter' Avest. tas-an-

1) The s of Skr. aksdn- presents certain difficulties. It has been

assumed that this is also an extension of an -es-stem (op. O.C.Sl. oko gen.

oces-e); but this theory is not supported by Avest. asi- = Skr. aksi- (cp.

I § 401 with Rem. 1 p. 296 f., § 556, 1 p. 411; it must be admitted however

that s is sometimes written for xs, see Bartholomae, Handbuoh § 100 Rem. 2

p. 43) nor by Gr. Boeot. SxraXXo-g 'eye' (cp. I § 554 p. 408). Compare

also I § 427 Rem. 2 p. 314.
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'sculptor', see above p. 345. Skr. uM-dn- Avest. uxs-an- 'ox',

see above p. 345. Skr. sv-m- Avest. sp-an- 'dog' see above

p. 346. Skr. yuv-an- Avest. yv-an- (read yuvan-, Bartholo-

mae's Hdb. § 91 a p. 40) 'young, young man'; see above, p. 346.

Skr. ds-an- Avest. as-an- 'stone'; see above, p. 346. Skr. rdj-an-

'king' beside raj-dn- government': cp. O.lx.rigain § 110 p. 335;

cp. also Lat. regnu-m § 65 Eem. p. 139. Skr. mUrdh-dn-

(-dn-am) 'head': A.S. mold-a, see above p. 346. Skr. vi-bhv-dn-

vi-hhv-an- 'excellent' beside vi-bhu- and vi-bhv-a-, words of similar

meaning. Avest. ars-an- 'male, man' O.Pers. xsaycirsan- 'Xerxes'

(for xsaya- 'ruler' + arsan-) ; see above, p. 345.

In Avestic there are a few examples of -en- in secondary

use: mar^t-an- beside mar^-ta- 'mortalis'. pupr-an- 'father of

a family' beside pu-pra- 'son', ms-an- 'member of a clan' beside

VIS- 'clan', hazarsh-an- 'robber' beside hazah- 'deed of violence'.

Forms like these originally existed in Sanskrit i), but they were

driven out by the forms in -«w-, see § 115.

Kemark 1. In Sanskrit, the nom. sing, in -a sometimes led to a

transference to the a-deolension ; e. g. pliJi-a- f. beside plih-an-. Cp. -ma

§ 117 Rem. 2, -ta § 122 Kern. 1, and Gr.Ion. xa^ij, which in the oldest

period was neuter (see p. 347 above), but appears later as feminine (gen.

xaQt]; etc.).

Neuters. Skr. ud-dii- udh-an- and other words; see above,

p. 346. Skr. mah-dn- 'size': compare no doubt Gr. ^(sy-a 'mag-

num', which must be a substantive used adjectivally {i-iiyag

l-isyav are later forms), dadh-dn- 'sour milk' (nom. dddhi): cp.

Pruss. dadan 'milk' (ana-stem?), asth-dii- 'hone (dsthij, sdkih-

-dn- 'thigh' (sdktlii), as-dn- 'mouth', dos-dn- 'fore-arm', cdksan-

'eye' (cp. aks-dn-). dh-an- 'day' (nom. dhar), gdmbh-an- 'depth'.

Avest. ay-an- 'day' (beside ay-ar"), ndwh-an- 'nose'.

For the Sanskrit infinitives in -s-an-i, see p. 347 above.

Armenian, arn 'of the man' (Avest. arS-no), see p. 345

above, sun, gen. saw, 'dog', see p. 346 above, akn, gen. akan,

1) The assumption of a nom. sing, krand in Vedic (stem kran-nn-),

from k7-^nd- 'working, active', is based upon a wrong view of the particular

passages where the word occurs.
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'eye', see p. 347 above, garn, gen. garin^ 'Lamb' for *ui-r-en-:

Skr. tir-an-a-s 'ram' (transferred to the o-declension), Gr. -fg-rjv

in noXv-QQipi 'rich in sheep' nom. agriv gen. ap-v-o; etc. 'ram'

(I § 290 p. 282, § 291 p. 283). eln, gen. elin, 'stag': O.C.Sl.

jel-en- (gen. jelen-e) 'stag'; it is also found in the extended forms

Gr. sl-a-(po-g 'stag' iXX6-g 'young stag' for *tX-v-o-g (I § 204

p. 170 f., II § 78 p. 216), Mod.Cymr. elain 'hind', Lith. el-n-i-s,

gen. elnio, 'stag, elk'.

Greek. The masculine (rarely feminine) -eM-stems are

numerous. Through the generalisation of certain forms of the

suffix five types of inflexion arose: ag-v- 'ram' (ace. KQ-v-a gen.

«p-v-0(;) ') ; ud-iV- gland aQa-tv- male' {ad-iv-u -tv-og, aga-sv-a

-iv-oc) ; arjS-6v- 'nightingale' xey.t-ov- 'carpenter' {drj^-nv-a -6v-og,

rexT-ov-a -ov-og) ; vsvd'-rjv- 'inquirer' {nivd^-ijv-a ->jv-og) ; ay-cov-

'struggle' y.Xvd'-wv- wave' [dy-wv-n -av-oc, y.Xv6-(uv-a -wvog). No
difference of function however was attached to these different

forms of the suffix.

Nomina agentis. Tty.r-oov, aQd-rjv, y.v-iov, see above p. 345 f.

dg>]y-wv (-oV-) 'helping, helper'. %pvd-i6v (-oV-) 'liar, slanderer'.

q>ay-wv (-oV-) 'jawbone' {(fay-stv 'to eat'), rgvy-iov (-oV-) f. 'turtle-

dove' [tQvl^HV 'to coo'), y.gayy-mv (-oV-) f. 'jay' {x(jd'C,io 'I cry').

atd-mv {-(IV- and -wv-) 'burning'. arodji-Mv (-wv-) 'squinter'.

yvlcp-av {-WV-) 'niggard', (jyin-iov or OyJ/nn-cov (-wv-) staff' {nyifin-Tui

'I support'). KQuvy-(6v {-uiv-) 'cryer, wood-pecker'. 7Tfvd--rjv (-^v-)

'inquirer'. Often it is used as a denominative suffix, denoting

one who stands in some special relation to what is denoted by

the original word, rgijpcjv (-wv-) epithet of the dove, 'little

trembler' beside r()->]-p6-g 'timorous'. nnpiS-cov (-av-) 'peditor',

beside ttoqSi] 'peditum'. M^d-wv (-i.ov-) workman who purifies

metals from the dross', beside y.i^dri 'dross'. 3p6/.i-wv (-wv-)

'runner', term applied to a light kind of ship and a kind of

lobster, beside Sgoj-io-q 'course'. ydoTg-wv (-mv-) 'glutton', beside

yaartjg 'paunch', yvdd-ow (-mv-) 'thick-cheek, puff-cheek', beside

1) The nom. aQijr occurs in an Att. inscr. earlier than 450 B. c,

C.I.A. I 4, 22.
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yvddo-c, 'cheek', (fvoy.-mv (-wv-) 'fat-paunch, pot-belly', beside

<pvax7^ 'stomach, great-gut'. "We should add a number of per-

sonal names, such as JEtqcc^-mv {orpd^mv, aroa^o-g), Xgi/i-av (cp.

O.H.Gr. Grimmo), 'Aydd--wv {dya&o-g), ^iX-mv (cpilo-g), Aqo/x-wv

{dgof-mv, S()6/xo-g), ylvy.-wv (cp. O.H.G. Wolfo).

Other -ew-stems are more isolated, and it is not clear how

they are to be connected with the different uses of the suffix

which we can trace in the parent language. Ace. nvx-v-a gen.

nvx-v-og (nom. nvv^ is a new formation) a place of public assembly

in Athens (cp. the Author, Morph. Unt. II 169). rsg-rjV {_-sv-)

'tender'. ttvx-'>p(-tv-) 'neck'. slx-wv {-6v-) 'image', oray-cov

(-oV-) f. 'drop', nvy-iov (oV-) f. 'length of an ell', ay-wv {-wv-)

'contest'. y.lvS-wv {-aiv-) 'wave , billow', ksix-r/v (-tJj'-) 'scab,

eruption'.

In consequence of the similar termination of the nom. -cov,

stems of this kind sometimes followed the inflexion of stems

in -ovT-. dy.-cov, see above, p. 346. d^tgdn-wv (-oir-) 'servant

beside &fgdn-v-i] dsgdn-aivu 'maid-servant', lewv (-oir-) 'lion'

beside Afo'-TiapJo-g 'leopard' (like aif4.o-^aq>ijg dxfio-dsro-v § 112

p. 340), Itatva 'lioness' and Lat. led (-on-). Cp. the Author,

Morph. Unt. II 168 f. 197.

The neuters were associated with the neuter stems in

-Mew- and -men- and all alike underwent a change of inflexion

due originally to their extension by the suffix -to-. See § 82

p. 250. xdpa 'head' for *y.aQ5a-a gen. ygS-rog, xQtj-Ss/j.vo-v 'head-

band'; vS-a-Tog , nom. vS-coq 'water'; ovd--a-rog, nom. ovd--ttQ

udder'; ijn-a-Tog, nom. rj-n-aQ 'hver'; ov-a-rog a-rog, nom. ovg

"ear"; see p. 347 above. dXnqi-a (also aksKp-ag), gen. -a-rog,

*oil for anointing', like Lat. ungu-en.

Infinitives in -hv for -i-tv-; for these forms see above,

p. 347. It is possible, but it can hardly be proved, that the

Doric infinitives like (pspsv are the locatives of an abstract root-

noun in -en- [dy-sv for instance, beside dy-c6v, as al-{f)iv beside

al-(f)(6v, § 116).

Italic. Masculine (rarely feminine) -en- stems are nume-

rous. Lat. car-o car-n-is f., Umbr. kar-u 'pars' kar-n-e "carne
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carni' Osc. car-n-eis partis', beside Umbr. kar-tu 'dividito, distri-

buito': O.Ir. car-n-a 'flesli'. Lat. Iiom-o -on-is and -in-is, Umbr.

hom-on-us (o) 'hominibus' Osc. humuns (u) nom. 'homines':

Goth, gum-a etc., see p. 346. Umbr. abr-un-u (u) 'aprum'

(like Lat. hurdo beside burdu-s and the like) ; cp. Lat. aprun-

-culu-s. Osc. sverrun-ei (u) dat. sing, the title of a magistrate.

If we except caro'^), the different forms of the suffix were

levelled in Latin in such a way that all the cases but the nom.

sing, had either -en- -in- or -on-, -en- is found only in Juven-,

but there it is not phonetically regular, see I § 65 Eem. 8 p. 53.

We cannot determine how far Lat. -in- represents Idg. -en- or

Idg. -on- respectively.

In Latin it forms primary nominee agentis., all with -on-,

ed-o ed-on-is, as-sedo, see p. 346 above, in-cuh-6 : O.H.Gr. huf-o

'heap', ger-o. vol-o. bib-o. rap-o. mand-o. err-o. -on- is also

found in denominatives, some of which are also nomina agentis,

while some denote persons or things which stand in some other

special relation to the thing denoted by the original word; such

formations were suggested by groups of words like cachinn-o

beside cachinnclre cachinnu-s, fabul-o beside fabulart fabula

and others. Examples are : gerr-o from gerrae. simpul-o from

simpulu-m. mer-6 from meru-m. linte-o from Unteu-m. nebid-o

from nebula, bucc-o from bucca. cox-o from coxa, petr-o from

petra. strig-o from striga. The same -on- forms many personal

names, as Capit-o from caput, Nas-o from nasu-s, Cat-o from

catu-s, BUf-o from rufu-s. The following nouns denoting in-

animate objects are nearly related to these appellatives : p%so (-on-

in oblique cases and so in all these words) 'mortar' (pi:(tt)sere),

runc-o 'hoe' (runcdrej, sabul-o 'coarse sand' from sabulu-m, per-o

'a boot rather too loose at the top' from jpera (cp. O.H.G. gero

from ger and the like p. 354); and no donbt pont-o 'pontoon'

from pons. — In hom-o -on- gave way to -in-, when the cons-

ciousness of its original meaning (see p. 346) had died out.

1) Cp. also cor-n- in cor-n-ix beside Umbr. eitr-n-ac-o 'cornicem' Gr.

xo^-iiv-tj 'crow .
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Other -ew-stems are more isolated in point of meaning.

juv-en- (nom. j'uven-i-s, see § 93 p. 281), cp. juven-cu-s Umbr.

ivengar pi. 'iuvencae' § 83 p. 251, juven-ta § 80 p. 239, jun-i-x

§ 110 p. 3.S5: Skr. yuv-an- etc., see p. 346. pect-en (-in-), li-en

(-en-) (Skr. plih-dn-, p. 346), perhaps the Idg. nom. ended in

*-ew; cp. also sanguen, the older nom. of sangu-in-is etc., after-

words replaced by *sangidn-s, whence sanguis, turb-o (-in-),

ord-o (-in-). Some few were feminine, as aspergo (-in-), com-

pago C'^n-J, grando {-in-, also m.), margo {-in-, also m.), virgo

(-in-). Lastly, there are some masculines formed with -on-,

which may or may not be connected with the class of -on- forms

just discussed, as cudo, carho, truo.

Neuters, ungti-en (-in-) Umbr. um-en 'unguen (umen

is otherwise explained by Pauli, Altital. Stud. V 102 f.): O.Ir.

imb imm, gen. imme (stem imb-en-) n., O.H.Gr. anch-o m. (no

doubt originally neuter) 'butter, ingn-en (-in-) : Gr. ad-rjv gen.

aS-h-og 'gland', common ground-form *KQ-en-, cp. also O.Icel.

ekk-r 'swelling'. *pollen (-in-), originally *pol-en *pol-n-is; see

I § 208 p. 175. j'eciir *jecin-is produced the form jecin-or-is

;

see above, p. 346 f.

Old Irish. The masculines (and the rarer feminines)

have partly -om- (Gall. Lingon-es, Senon-es and the like), partly

-on-. "We do not find any thing like a large group of nomina

agentis.

The following have pr. Celt, -on-, nom. sing, in -o (cp.

-tiu for -tio, § 115). cu (pi. coiti) Mod.Cymr. ci (pi. cwn) 'dog:

Skr. hd etc., see p. 346 above, esc-ung 'eel' ('bog-snake')

:

cp. Lat. angu-en n. beside angui-s. derucc (gen. derc-on) 'acorn'.

Miliuc (gen. Milc-on), Glaisiuc, proper names. Cp. also triath,

gen. trethan, 'sea' = Gr. Tqit-wv.

The following have pr. Celt, -on-, nom. sing, in *-on-s (cp.

Osc. -iuf -if, § 115 Rem. p. 360). ar-u (pi. arain) 'kidney' is

no doubt to be compared with Lat. Praenest. nefron-es Lanuv-

nebr-un-din-es, O.H.G. nior-o (pr. Germ. *ne(^)ur-en-) 'kidney',

even though the form of the root-syllable in Celtic (Mod.Cymr.

eirin) is difficult to explain, lecc-o 'cheek', id-u 'pangs of travail'.
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fiad-u 'witness', lach-u 'duck'. An-n 'mater deorum Hibernen-

sium'. Many of the substantives of this group were feminine

;

but I do not know how far the gender has been ascertained

in particular instances.

It is not probable that ing-e 'nail' (gen. ingan) is a for-

mation of the same sort as men-me 'mens' (gen. menman) for

*-men-s (§ 117).

E em ark 2. "It can scarcely be maintained that the word for 'nail'

in O.Ir. was an w-stem. In any case Stokes' paradigm [Bezzenb. Beitr.

XI 92] does not agree with the facts in Old Irish. The following is much
more likely ; — Insular Celt. *engyMn^ Cymr. ewin f., O.Ir. nom. ingen,

a gloss to 'ungula' (hitherto taken as gen. sing.) , dat. ingin , dat. pi.

ingnih for *ingina{b. In Mid.Ir. the word was declined, though not entirely,

as an «-8tem. The nom. sing, was inga inge just as persa = O.Ir. persan

(persona). For the nom. pi. we still have ingne, which is regularly devel-

oped from *ingina, but cannot be satisfactorily explained as any case of

the )i-inflexion". Thurneysen.

Neut. imh 'butter': Lat. ungu-en etc., see above p. 352.

Grermanic. Here the -em-suffix attained its widest use in

a mass of new formations. Its fertility is especially remarkable

in the class of nomina agentis and the nouns connected with

them, in which -en- appears as a secondary suffix with what

may be called an 'individualising' function, i. e. that of con-

verting adjectives into substantives. Any adjective could be

so converted by adding -en- to its stem. These derived forms

were brought into close syntactical connexion with the definite

article (demonstrative-stem *^o-), and so arose what is known as

the 'weak' declension of adjectives. Further Idg. and Germ.

-on- was associated with Germ, -o- (Idg. -a-) on the analogy

of the relation between Germ, -an- and -a-, and so a weak

declension was developed for the adjectival a-stems parallel to

that of the o-stems.

Masculine. Nomina agentis. Goth, duhs-a O.H.G. ohs-o

O.Icel. ox-e ux-e 'ox': Skr. uks-dn- etc., see p. 345 above.

O.H.G. speh-o egg-o -sen-o see p. 346 above. Goth, skul-a

O.H.G. scol-o 'debtor'. Goth, un-vita 'ignorant one, fool' O.H.G.

-0 'knower, sage'. Goth, nuta 'fisher'. O.H.G. heri-zogo O.Icel.

Srugmann, ElementB. IL 23
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her-toge 'duke' pr. Germ. *tu^-en- and O.H.Gr. heri-zoho pr. G-erm.

*t4x-en-. O.H.G. bot-o O.Icel. bo&e 'messenger. O.H.G. geb-o

O.Icel. -gjaf-e 'giver'. O.H.G. war-queto veridicus' O.Icel. hroctr-

-kvecte praedicator laudis' pr. Germ. *kued-en-. Mid.H.G. sdhad-e

O.Icel. skad-e 'damager' pr. Germ. *skdp-en-. Goth, han-a O.H.G.

han-o 'cock', beside Lat. can-ere. O.H.G. sceid-o 'sequester'.

Further we find denominative forms, some of them also nomina

agentis, and some denoting persons or things which stand in

some other special relation to the idea of the original word (in-

cluding many epithetised compounds with ga-). Goth, gum-a

O.H.G. gomo O.Icel. gum-e 'human being, man': Lat. hom-o

etc. ; see above, p. 346. Goth, vatirstv-a 'worker' from vaiirstv

n. 'work'. Goth, spill-a 'announcer' from spill n. 'tale'. Goth.

ga-razna 'neighbour' from razn 'house'. O.H.G. stiur-o O.Icel.

stjor-e 'steersman' from stiura f. 'rudder'. O.H.G. urteil-o 'judge'

from urteil 'sentence'. O.H.G. hiw-o 'spouse' O.Icel. hy-e 'atten-

dant' beside Goth, heiva- 'house'. O.H.G. heim-o 'cricket on the

hearth' from heitn 'house, home'. O.H.G. gi-lanto 'fellow-country-

man' from lant 'country'. Further we have names of peoples,

such as Teuton-es, O.H.G. Sahso, Franko, and names of per-

sons, such as O.H.G. Wolfo, Harto, Berhto. The following

have a close connexion with the nomina agentis: A.S. drop-a

'drop' ('dripper'), O.H.G. chleb-o 'sticker, glue' and the like.

The following are substantives formed from adjectives:

Goth, liuta 'hypocrite' from liut-s 'hypocritical', veiha 'priest'

from veih-s 'holy', O.H.G. wt^ago 'soothsayer' from wJ^ag 'mark-

ing, surmising', and others.

Through the popularity of the -w-declension substantival

o-stems denoting persons were sometimes made into -e«-stems

without any alteration of meaning, e. g. Goth, svaihra beside

O.H.G. swehur Skr. Svdiura-s Gr. ey.vgo-g 'father-in-law'.

We find another class of denominatives, akin to those

already discussed, denoting objects of the same shape or form

as the thing described by the original substantive (cp. Lat.

sabulo, pero p. 351). O.H.G. ger-o O.Icel. geir-e 'wedge-shaped

piece, instrument, or territory', from ger 'spear'. A.S. mudi-a
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O.Icel. munn-e 'orifice', beside mud 'mouth'. Mid.H.G. kamb-e

kamm-e 'comb-like instrument', from kam 'comb'. O.Icel. nagl-e

'nail', from nagl 'finger-nail'. O.Icel. odd-e m. 'triangle', from

odd-r 'spear-point'. Add certain words in -on- (f.), as O.H.Gr.

bart-a 'axe, broad-axe' beside bart beard'. Cp. Kluge, Nomin.

Stammbildungslehre § 79 p. 37.

The most numerous of the remaining substantives are the

abstract nouns and the names for parts of the body. Abstract

nouns : Goth, ah-a 'thought, understanding', ga-taira 'cleft', O.H.G.

scad-o O.Icel. skad-e 'harm', O.H.G. smerz-o 'pain', gi-feho 'joy' ; add

also some words in -on- (f.), as Goth, lub-o 'love', hrinn-o 'fever',

O.Icel. tak-a 'taking in, assumption'. One or two of the names for

parts of the body are proethnic : A.S. mold-a 'head' see p. 346,

O.Icel. hjars-e 'head* see p. 347, O.H.G. nior-o (O.Icel. nyr-a n.)

'kidney' ; see p. 352. "With these, others were associated : Goth.

lof-a 'flat of the hand', O.H.G. nabol-o O.Icel. nafl-e 'navel',

O.H.G. dum-o (cp. § 72 p. 171). Also feminine forms in -on-

as O.H.G. gall-d 'gall' (on the other hand A.S. ^edlla is m.),

Goth, tugg-o O.H.G. zung-a O.Icel. tung-a 'tongue', O.H.G.

zeh-a 'toe'.

Feminine. The original stems in -on- were associated in

Germanic with those in -fl-, not so intimately indeed as were the

-ion-atem.s, but closely enough to be attracted into the feminine

gender, though we must observe that some of the abstract nouns

in -on-, like those in -ion-, may have been feminine before they

passed into Germanic. On their analogy feminines in -on- were

formed at will from the masculine -ew-stems which denoted

living beings. O.H.G. maga-zoha 'nutrix' from -zoho -zogo.

O.Icel. kveld-rida 'noctivaga, strix from -ride. Goth, ga-razno

'neighbour (f.)' from ga-razna. O.H.G. gi-mahha 'wife' from

gi-mahho. O.H.G. Mwa 'wife' from hiwo. O.H.G. wt^aga 'sooth-

sayer (f.)' from wisago. Goth, svaihro 'mother-in-law' from

svaihra. Goth, qino O.Icel. kona 'woman' contrasted with Gr.

yvvij, Goth, viduvo widow' contrasted with Lat. vidua. As an

example of the weak adjectives we may take Goth, hlind-o be-

side masc. blind-a 'caecus'.

23*
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Neuters, in the genitive and other cases always with -en-.

Goth, vat-o 'water, Goth, dus-o O.H.G. or-a 'ear, Goth, dug-o

O.H.G. oug-a 'eye', see above p. 347. Goth, hairt-o O.H.G.

herz-a 'heart'. O.H.G. wang-a 'cheek,. O.Icel. nyr-a 'kidney

beside O.H.G. m. nior-o (on the other hand O.Icel. hjars-e m.

beside Skr. n. sirs-dn-, cp. also O.H.G. anch-o m. 'butter' beside

Lat. ungu-en n. O.Ir. imh n.). Along with these names for

parts of the body we find a few other substantives, as Goth.

pairk-o 'hole', duga-daiiro 'window' and kaurno 'corn' (a deriva-

tive of kaiirn, parallel to masculines like O.H.G. ger-o and to

feminines like O.H.G. hart-a p. 354 f.). In the weak adjectives

:

Goth, blind-d beside masc. hlind-a.

Balto-Slavonic. Here the -m-stems are rare; a large

part of them have fallen out of the w-declension through various

processes of re-formation. Generally the suffix appears in the

form -en- in all cases except the nom. sing.

Lith. el-n- in Un-i-s 'stag, elk' 0.C.81. jelen- m. (nom. jefew-?)

'stag': Armen. eln etc., see p. 349 above. Lith. szirsz-u m.

O.C.Sl. srt§-en-i m. 'horse-fly, hornet', common ground-form

*]cp-en-: cp. O.H.G. horna$ 'hornet' pr. Germ. *xurz-n-ata-s

(I § 303 p. 240). Prom an original *dei-en- (*dii-en- *di-en-)

*di-n- (*dei-n-) 'day' were developed Lith. f. de-n-d Pruss. ace.

dei-n-a-n O.C.Sl. gen. di-n-e (nom. dt-ni m.) : cp. Skr. din-a-m

Lat. nun-dinae (J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV 23).

Lith. szu (aus *szu-u, I § 184 p. 160), gen. szu-n-s ace.

szu-n-i, m. 'dog', also szun-i-s m. : Skr. sv-a etc., see p. 346

above, rud-^ m. 'autumn' beside rud-a-s 'reddish-brown : cp. Lat-

Ruf-o Goth, rdud-a, see p. 345 above. We have an old neuter

in vand-u m. 'water' (Lett, ud—e'n-s): Skr. ud-dn- etc., see

above p. 346.

O.C.Sl. step-en- m. 'step', kor-en- m. 'root', nom. stepen-l

koren-4. vod-a f. 'water' (inflected as an a-stem) perhaps comes

from an Indo-Germanic nominative in -o.
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§ 115. The Suffix -ien-'^). This Suffix, which appears

in the forms -ien- -ion- -ien- -ion-, -iien- -iion- -iien- -iion- and

-in- -in- (-ii}- -ii'^-) arose in derivatives from the stems in -io-

-i- and -t-. "We must distinguish two strata in this class of

nasal stems.

1. Forms corresponding to denominatives like Lat. hom-o

Lith. rud-u Av. marH-an- (§ 114), as Skr. ahhimatin- 'plotting'

{abhi-mati-s 'plot'), ovgavimv 'the heavenly one' (cp. ovQavw-q),

Lat. vulpio (vulpesj, Goth, arbja 'heir' {arhi n. 'heritage').

2. Abstract Substantives like those mentioned on p. 341 f.

e. g. cap-io, which, if we may judge from Swriv-t} and other

examples, once existed in Greek as well as elsewhere.

The custom of extending all kinds of stems by an -ra-suffix

remained in full force through most of the stages in the history

of the separate languages, and hence the class of stems which

we are now considering was continually enlarged. But we are

justified in referring all such nouns as Goth, arhja to the

suffix -ien- rather than to -en- (§ 114) — although a priori

the word might he analysed either arbj-an- or arbja-n quite-

as naturally as arb-jan- (cp. e. g. vaiirstv-an- or vaurst

fja-n-) — simply because they created no new variety of suffix,

that is, none which was not in existence in the proethnic period,

but merely reproduced the original -ien- type in one or other

of its forms.

On the other hand it must be admitted that this suffix had

only just begun to be used independently before the separation

of the languages. Indeed there appear to be no examples of

particular words that contain it which are certainly proethnic;

notice however such parallels as Skr. prakn-in- 'questioner' A.S.

fric^ea 'herald' and abstract nouns like Lat. ration- = Goth.

rapjon-, Lat. mentio = O.Ir. er-mitiu, which are mostly derived

from Indo-Germanic stems in -ti-, see § 100 p. 294.

Aryan. Here we find only denominatives with the suffix

1) Cp. Leo Meyer's treatise quoted p. 294 footnote.
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in the form -in- '), which spread through all the cases in the

proethnic period of Aryan; e. g. nom. pi. -in-as instead of *-iS,n-as,

loc. sing, -in-i istead of *-ian-i. During the same period -i-

replaced -ia- (= -i^-) in the 'middle' cases (e. g. Skr. arci-hhyas

Avest. kaini-hjo) and -T- replaced -ia in the nom. sing. (Skr.

arct Avest. kaini) on the analogy of the -ew-stems (Skr. dat.

abl. pi. -a-bhyas, nom. sing. -a).

Skr. arcin- 'beaming from arci-s 'beam', cittin- 'intelhgent'

from citti-s 'understanding', urntin- 'billowy' from urmi-s 'billow',

atithin- 'wandering' from dtithi-s 'guest'. Avest. kainin- f. 'girl'

from hanycL- Skr. kanyCi 'girl'. Gr. xaiv6-g 'new' {*xav-f.o-g) ; for

the meaning of the suffix compare Lat. pus-id 'little boy'. But

we find that the use of -in- as a derivative suffix has spread

by analogy to other than -o-stems, almost exclusively however

to those in -o- (cp. Grr. /nalax-lwv from /uaXaxo-g, Lat. lihell-oi

from lihellu-s, Goth, vaurstv-ja from vaurstv)-, it ousted -an-,

which remained only in Avestic (see § 114 p. 348). Skr. parn-in-

Avest. per"n-in- 'winged', beside Skr. parnd-tn 'wing'. Skr.

yav-in- 'rich in corn'. Avest. yev-in- m. 'fields', beside Skr.

ydva-s 'corn'. Skr. Smn-in- 'leading dogs', from ivan- 'dog'.

O.Pers. vtp-in- 'belonging to a clan' (Avestic shows the older

form vis-an-), from vtp- 'clan'. Skr. -yin- after vowels, e. g.

svadha-yin- 'he to whom the svadha belongs' is like -ii- (Lith.

mo-ji-s) p. 122 footnote 2, and -n- § 110 p. 336.

In Sanskrit forms like mad-in- 'intoxicating, , rejoicing' (from

mdda-s 'intoxication, joyous excitement') were referred to kindred

verbs [mdda-ti), and honce -in- acquired the character of a

primary suffix. See Whitney, Skr. Gram. § 1183.

-min-, and -vin- were no doubt special formations in

Sanskrit; examples are fg-min- 'singing, jubilating' (beside

^g-miya- 'worthyof praise'), namas-vin- 'paying reverence.' Cp.

below Gr. ara-filv-.

1) Prof. W. Streitberg was the first scholar who clearly recognised

that Ar. -in- was deriyed from the original -iiiii-. I have followed him

also in regarding -i- as the weak form of -io-, in § 116.
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Greek, -lov- -twi>- appear beside -to-, as in oipav-iwv {-iwv-)

'the heavenly one, dweller in heaven' beside ovgdv-io-g 'heavenly',

Kgov-iwv (-Tov- and twv-') 'the descendant of Kronos' beside Kqov-

-w-g 'belonging to Kronos'. Generally however -iwv- is an in-

dependent suffix. 'Args-iav 'son of Atreus', from 'AxQsv-g. /.lulny.-

-imv 'weakling', from fj.aXaK6-<; 'weak'. deiXay.Q-imv 'wretch, miser-

able creature', from SelXay-go-g 'very wretched'.

-IV- appears in 'ASgrjox-tv-rj 'daughter of Adrestos' Evrjv-tv-i^

daughter of Euenos' beside 'Axgia-uov-i] 'daughter of Akrisios'.

Further, in Scortv-t] 'gift' beside Su-ti-q 'gift', cp. Lat. datio be-

side dos. This form justifies us in classing here the words

SsXfpXv- m. 'belly-fish, dolphin' (cp. Skr. garhh-in- 'pregnant'),

dxT-Tv- f. 'beam, of light', nijp-Tv- f. 'scrotum', mS-iv- f. 'travail',

yXuz-iv- f. 'point, end' (cp. yXuaaa for *ykcox-f,a). The weak

form of the suffix was adopted in all the cases, as -in- in Aryan.

Closely parallel to these are words in -/luv-: ara-/uv- and ara-

-/iuv- m. 'wood that stands upright', ^7]y-f.av- f. 'surge, breaker'

(beside Q7]y-/xa 'a breaking'), va/.uv- f. and vn/xtv-rj 'flight' (for

the -a- cp. § 72 p. 173.). The nom. sing, ends in -fs for

*-lv-s-^ for which -iv was substituted in later Greek.

Italic, -ion- in the masculine is seen in Lat. vulpio inova

vulpes, pellio from pelli-s, restio from resti-s, cUrio 'head of a

curia', from cUria^ centurio from centuria, lanio from laniu-s;

and it is common as an independent suffix, e. g. libell-io from

libeUu-s, cur-id 'one wasted by sorrow' from cura, tenebr-io from

tenebrae, mir-io from mzru-s, and the substantives formed from

the numerals, un-io bm-io tern-id and so forth. Some of these

masculines had a diminutival sense, as homunc-io senec-io pus-io

pumil-io, cp. Avest. Tcainin- p. 358. The Umbr. Yuf-iun-e

Vof-ion-e should be mentioned here.

Secondly we have the feminine abstract nouns in -ion-,

and -in- (-m-?) in Umbro-Samnite ; this establishes a variation

in the form of the suffix in diiferent cases for the proethnic

Italic period. Lat. com-munio beside com-mUni-s ; Goth, ga-

-mdinei 'community' beside ga-mdini- 'communis'; al-luv-io be-

side al-luv-iu-m, al-ltcv-ie-s, con-tag-io beside con-tag-iu-m ob-
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-sid-io beside ob-sid-iu-m,, cp. Groth. ga-riud-jo beside ga-riud-i.

The following examples show -ion- in independent use, so that

it appears as a primary suffix: Lat. leg-io re-ligio Osc. leg-in-ei

legioni, cohorti' leg-in-um 'legionem, cohortem', Lat. con-spic-io,

reg-io, cap-io usU-capio, opin-io; Umbr. fer-in-e perhaps 'feretro',

tribi'isu 'ternio' abl. tribris-in-e, Osc. tang-in-om 'sententiam'

gen. tang-in-eis, tribarakk-iuf 'aedificatio'.

The form -tion- -tin- (-tin-?) is especially frequent and

largely superseded Idg. -ti- : Lat. men-tio (O.Ir. er-mitiu 'honour'),

ra-tio (Groth. ra-pjo ratio'), da-tio (cp. Gr. Sm-xtv-rj 'gift'), junc-

-tio, occupa-tio, tribu-tio; Umbr. na-tin-e natione, gente', Osc.

medica-tin-om 'indicationem', uit-tiuf 'usio, usus', frukta-tiuf

'usus, fructus', statif 'statio, statua'. Cp. § 100 p. 300. With

Lat. exerci-tio compare exerci-tiu-tn, with dic-tio the Osc. med-

dixud 'iuris dictione', which no doubt comes from *med-dihtio-

as Bansae from *Bantia- (I § 502 p. 368 f.); see § 163 under

Italic.

Remark. The Umbvian nominative termination - i u stands for

pr. Ital. and pr. Idg -ip. On the other hand. Osc. -iuf and -if stand for

*idns *-ins (*-ins?). The latter were later dialectic formations (cp. Lat.

sanguis Gr. rhhpi; and other similar forms, and see § 114 p. 352, § 117 under

Old Irish). The late origin of the ending -ns explains the special treatment

of this group of sounds in these words see I § 209 p. 177, § 655 p. 508.

In the Sabine dialect we find also the form -ien- ner-ien-em

'fortitudinem', nom. ner-io, gen. also Nijpiv-tjg (Lydus de mens.

IV 42), parallel to ner-o 'brave' Nero (cp. Gr. "Av^p-wv) from

Idg. *ner- 'man'. An-io gen. -ien-is (amongst the Komans

declined after the Latin fashion, -ion-is). Should such forms

be regarded as derivatives from words with the suffix -ie- (§ 109)

(cp. Ner-ia), which would explain the e?

Old Irish. Besides Eriu 'Ireland' (gen. Erenn; for the

itn cp. § 117 Rem. 3) the only certain examples are the forms

which correspond to the Latin feminine abstract nouns in -tio:

air-itiu f. 'accipere': Lat. emptio, aig-thiu f. 'fear' and others.

All the cases, except the nom. sing., have -tin-; there is

only the dat. (loc.) sing, with its by-form in -te to vouch for

*-<iow in early Irish. See § 100 p. 301.
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In Gallic -ion- is common: we have names of towns like

Brigantio (compared with the participial stem brigant- 'pro-

jecting', O.Ir. Brigit == Skr. hfhat-i § 110 p. 337), Divio,

Cabellio; names of tribes like Suession-es, Kov^icov-sg.

Grermanic. Masc. -fan- (like -an-). Uoth. arbja O.H.G.

arpeo 'heir, beside Goth, arb-i n. 'heritage'. Goth, bandja

'prisoner', beside band-i f. chain'. Goth, vdi-dedja 'evildoer'

Mid.H.G. ilbel-tcete A.8. yfel-dmda 'evildoer', beside Goth, ga-

-dedi- f. 'deed'. Goth, ga-mdinja 'partaker', beside ga-mdini-

'communis'. The suffix is more frequently independent. Goth.

mana-maurprja O.H.G. murdr-eo 'murderer', from Germ. *mur-

pra- 'murder'; Goth, timr-ja 'carpenter', beside O.H.G. zimhar

'timber'; fisk-ja 'fisher', beside fiska- 'fish'; vaurstv-ja 'worker',

beside vaurstv 'work'; O.H.G. scirn-o 'bufi'oon', beside seem 'jest';

scar-io scaro 'head of a troop' beside scara 'troop'. It has the

character of a primary suffix in e. g. Goth, arbi-num-ja 'inheritor,

heir', O.H.G. not-num-eo 'raptor', O.H.G. sceph-eo scaffo 'conditor',

/er-«o /ero 'sailor'. Peminines (cp. O.H.G. maga-soha etc. § 114

p. 355): Goth, arbjo 'heiress', O.H.G. ge-betta O.Icel. bedja

'bedfellow (f.), wife'.

The form -ion- became incapable of denoting male persons

(notice that masculines like Gr. vsavia-Q Lat. agricola O.C.Sl.

sluga are foreign to Germanic). It was preserved on the

other hand in names of things which in form are parallel to

Goth, arbja etc. (also in a few names of animals), which then

became feminine. Goth, snorj'o 'basket woven out of string',

beside O.H.G. snuori- f. 'string'. O.H.G. bulga 'leathern sack',

beside balgi- m. 'bag'. O.H.G. harra 'hair garment', beside har

'hair'. Goth, ga-timrjo O.H.G. zimbirra 'building', beside O.H.G.

zimhar 'timber'. O.Icel. birkja 'birch-sap', beside bfqrk 'bhch'.

O.Icel. gedda 'pike', beside gadd-r 'thorn, spine' (cp. Lat. stellio m.

'star-lizard, newt' from stella).

Feminine abstract nouns in -ion-, whose gender dates from

the pre-Germanic period. Goth, gariudjo 'modesty', side by side

with ga-riud-i n. (same meaning) (cp. Lat. alluvio and aUiwiu-m),

beside ga-riup-s 'modest, decent'. O.Icel. vitra 'sagacity' beside
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vit-r 'sagacious'; smla luck', beside scell lucky'. The suffix

has the character of a primary suffix in Groth. ga-runjo mun-

dation', sakjo strife', A.S. cesce 'question', O.lcel.pykkfa love'. We
also find -tion-^ but this was not fertile in Grermanic, which con-

trasts with its history in Italic and Irish: Goth. ra-]>jo 'reckoning'

(Lat. ra-tio), O.Icel. prcetta 'strife'. Parallel to rapjo is O.H.G.

redia, a strong feminine, cp. Lat. exercitiu-m beside exercitio.

Side by side with -ion- is the form -w-, found in abstract

denominatives, especially in those derived from adjectival stems:

Goth, aglditei 'rudeness' side by side with aglditi n. (the same),

magapei 'maidenhood' beside magapi- 'maiden, Goth, gamdinei

O.H.G. gimeini community' beside Goth, ga-mdini- 'communis'

(Lat. commUnio f. beside com-muni-s), Goth, godei O.H.G. guoU

'goodness, excellence' beside Goth, gop-s 'good', Goth, managei

O.H.G. menigt 'crowd' beside Goth, manag-s 'many, much'. We
have seen reason for believing that the same -in- is contained

in the suffix -iw-ga-^ as in O.H.G. Berhting, § 88 Rem. 3 p. 267.

Slavonic. We find -ion- in the plural of denominative

names of inhabitants and classes, as semljan-e 'countrymen' from

zemlja 'land', grasdan-e 'citizens' for *gord-jfln-e from gradu

'city', seljan-e 'country folk' from selo 'cultivated land', mir-jan-e

laici' from miru 'world'. See I § 585, 3 p. 440.

§ 116. The Suffix -uen-. This appears in the forms

-uen- -uon- (-uen-) -uon- and -un- -u^-, and appears to be

derived from the u- and wo-stems, just as -ien- from those iu

-i- and -to-.

The meaning of the suffix cannot be reduced to any general

definition. Amongst the substantives it forms are nornina actionis,

which were used as infinitives in Aryan and Greek.

Indo-Germanic. Skr. dy-un- (e. g. instr. dyun-a) n.

'hfe', Gr. ui-(f)tuv (-lov-) m. 'space of time, eternity' al-(f)sv (loc.

sing.) 'always', common ground-form *ai-Men- (cp. I § 611 p. 461):

compare Lat. ae-vo-m, Goth, di-v-s m. 'time, eternity' ground-

form *ai-uo- (cp. I § 612 p. 462, § 614 p. 464). Skr. pi-van-

Gr. nt-(f)mv (-0)'-) 'fat': compare *pF-we-ro- Skr. ptva-rd-s Gr.

nls-go-g 'fat' Skr. pt-vas- n. Gr. nlo-Trjg etc., see § 74 p. 182.
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Skr. par-van- n. 'knob, joint, pause, break', Gr. d-nsiQcov (-ov-)

'boundless' for *nfp-fav, nsipalvio 'I bring to an end' for *nsg-

-fav-ico, Skr. pdrvata-s Grr. nsQQara miQaTa (see § 82 p. 249):

beside these we have Gr. a-nsigo-^. Skr. agrCLdvan- 'eating

first', Gr. Horn. sS-far- or eS6ar- n. 'food' (ftJar- is a wrong

spelling, cp. I § 166 p. 147 on Js/J'f/fsi/). Skr. grd-van- m.

'soma-stone O.Ir. broo bro, gen. broon bron, 'millstone'.

Datives in -uen-ai are used as infinitives (this appears to

have been a modification of the original -un-ai -un-ai introduced

in the proethnic period on the analogy of the loc. in -^en(-i)
;

cp. -men-ai § 117). Skr. ds,-vdn-e 'to give', Gr. Cypr. 3o-fsv-at

Att. dovvtti. Avest. vid-van-oi 'to know', Gr. sl^svai for *Fii3-

-fsv-ni (cp. § 136 Remark 1).

Aryan. The original relations of ablaut are preserved

most nearly in Skr. sing. nom. maghd-va ('generous') ace. -van-am

loc. -van-i instr. maghon-a, Avest. sing. nom. asa-va ('pure')

ace. -van-em gen. asaon-o. In Sanskrit, levelling took place in

two different directions. On the one hand the form with -van-

spread into the weakest cases: e. g. dthar-vcl -van-am -van-i

produced -van-a -van-as instead of *un-a etc. (cp. the form

apaurwi-e dat. preserved in Avestic), a change which was

supported by the parallelism of the maw-stems {di-man-a etc.).

And the v of forms like ftd-vn-a (we should expect *ftaun-a}

came from the other forms with -van- -van- (cp. I § 160 p. 144),

while such a form as pi-vn-^ and (here also) the type of the -man-

stems (arya-mn-d) may have influenced the re-formation. On

the other hand, in some neuter words (e. g. dy-un-) a new

paradigm was formed by a confusion with M-stems which were

parallel to them, (from which came e. g. the nom. ace. dyu, cp. Goth.

aju-ka- in ajuk-dup-s 'eternity'). An interesting survival of -un-

on Indian ground appears also in mith-un-d- 'paired' beside Avest.

mip-wan- n. 'pair'. Cp. the Author, Morph. Unt. 11 187 S.

Skr. tdk-van- beside tak-vd- tdk-u- 'shooting on, quick'.

fbh-van- beside fbh-va- ^bh-ik- 'capable, aristic'. fk-van- beside

fk-vd- 'singing, praising', pdd-van- m. beside pdd-va- m. 'way'.

dr-van- 'runner* beside Avest. aurva 'quick' A.S. ar-u 'prompt,
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ready*, dhdn-van n. beside dhdn-u- f. 'dune, sandy land'. Avest.

er^d-wan- 'raiser, helper' beside er^S-wa- 'uplifted, raised up'.

Skr. ddh-van- m. Avest. ad-wan- m. 'way'. Skr. yd-van-

'going, traveller' Avest. yaon-a- m. 'path, way'. Skr. pdt-van-

'flying', SdJc-van- 'able', rd-van- 'bestowing'. Avest. is-van- 'able',

der^z-van- m. 'fetter'. Skr. snd-van- n. 'bond, sinew', tug-van-

n. 'rapid stream', Avest. kars-van- n. (nom. ace. kaH-var^) name

of the seven divisions of the earth.

-t-van- : Skr. kf-t-van- 'effecting' Avest. ker"-p-wan- 'one who

brings about', Skr. sii-t-van- 'pressing', sa-ji-t-van 'victorious'.

These are based on ^-sterns like -h-f-t- 'effecting', see § 123.

Skr. ftd-van- 'holy, pious' Avest. asa-van- 'pure', Skr. dthar-

-van- Avest. Clpra-van- (^apaur-un-J 'fire-priest', Skr. dhitd-van-

'rich in gifts', amati-vdn- 'suffering want', samdd-van- 'eager for

the fray'.

Infinitives. Skr. dd-vdn-e 'to give', Avest. vid-van-oi 'to

know', see above p. 363.

Armenian. s«mw, gen. sean., 'pillar' for early Armen. *sT-van-

or *se-van-: Gr. klmv m. f. {-ov-) 'pillar' for *iil-fwv. w-cases

were no doubt originally formed from aXbeur, gen. a?Mr, 'spring'

(I § 263 p. 214): cp. Gr. (pQtao <pQsclTog (p. 365).

Greek. al-(f)wv od-(f)sv, ni-{f)iov, dnbigmv for *-7ifp-/m)',

see p. 362 f.

xsvs-(f)c6v (-WV-) m. 'hollow space' from y.tvs-fo-g 'empty'

(§ 64 p. 135), with which we must certainly class the masculine

names of places as olvsdv olvwv 'wine-bin', nagdsvswv nugd'ivcov

'maidens' apartment', avSgwv 'man's apartment', Innuiv 'horse stall',

Xaaicuv 'place with thick bushes' (rw Xama 'thicket').

The form -un- is no doubt to be seen in sv&vva f. 'legal

procedure, punishment' for *sv9-vi'-i.a, tv&vvw 'I guide straight

for *-vv-i.(o ; cp. Avest. asaon-i fem. of asa-van-. Cp. also Hom.

iSvi'-Tarn 'in the straightest, truest way' beside Idv'-g. See

Osthoff, Porsch. auf dem Geb. der Idg. Nominalstammbildung

II 24 ff., and the Author, Morph. Unt. II 190. 201 ff. 205 f

The neuters show the same course of developement as those

belonging to the -men- and -e«-stems (like ovd--ag -arog § 114
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p. 350); but there appears to be no noin. ace. sing, in -/a =
-t/,'^. nsi^a-ra for *nsg-fa-Ta (: Skr. pdr-va-ta-s) and sS-fa-ra

(s3-fu()), see above p. 363. (pQtap qigiarog 'well' with -la- for

-tja- (I § 611 p. 462) Horn, (pprjara (wrongly written rppsiaTu)

for *(f>Qi]-fa-Ta: op. Armen. aXbeur, see above p. 364. arsao

arsaroi; 'congealed fat', poet, avtiag i. e. oTrj-ag : Skr. stha-vard-

'standing, immovable'. Other examples of the kind are given

by the Author, Morph. Unt. II 225, G. Meyer, Griech. Gramm.^

p. 825.

Infinitives. So-ftv-ai dovvai, sli-sv-ai; see above, p. 363.

TMs formation was very fertile in Ionic, Attic and Arcadian.

dstvai 'to place' for *d-i-fsv-ai. l-evai 'to go'. ^s-Si-ivai 'to fear'.

aijvat 'to blow' for *dfi]-ftvai, yvrnvai 'to recognise* for *-/voi-

-fivM. Prom the contracted forms was taken a termination -vai,

which usurped the place of -fuv -jusvar. thus Svvai, slvui {sl-j-iiv

for *f a-jt«f J'), (pdvai, Stdovai, dsiKvvvai. Many scholars refer cpsQSiv

to *fptQs-Fsv, see § 114 p. 347.

Old Irish, broo hro 'millstone': Skr. grd-van-, see above

p. 347.

Germanic. Goth, spar-va A.S. speartva O.H.G. sparo m.

'sparrow', y/^ sper- 'flutter to and fro'.

§ 117. The suffix -men-. This was used from the in

the proethnic and later periods to form nomina actionis, which

often varied between the meaning of the thing and the action

(as Gr. Qsv/iia 'a streaming' and 'that which streams'); more

rarely to form nomina agentis. The nomina actionis were used

in Aryan and Greek as infinitives. The gender varied between

neuter and masculine; sometimes even in the same word, as

Gr. ;(sZ-f.ia : :(fi-/xiuv.

The root-syllable had generally the strong grade (the e-

form in the e-series). Originally, no doubt, both this and the

weak grade stood side by side in each paradigm (cp. Gr. Xsi-^aov

:

li-fii]v, asr-(.ia : dvT-^iijv, O.Icel. Ijo-nie : Goth, laiih-mun-i), but

a process of levelling ensued, generally in favour of the strong

form.
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There is difficulty in ascertainiag what was the weak form

of the suffix lq the ground-forms of certain cases of the noun,

as Skr. vdrt-man-a vdrt-man-as (beside nd-mn-0, arya-mn-d).

Kemark 1. Prom the analogy of Skr. arc-in-a {-ien-^ and Avest.

apaur-un-e (-jt«M-) — see § 115, 116 we should expect *iiert-mn-, and

therefore St. *vart-an-a. This is supported by Goth, vund-ufn-i f. 'wound'

vit-ubn-i n. 'knowledge' (-/«

—

hn- for ->»«-, I § 215 p. 182) beside lauh-

-mun-i f. 'flash'. The original paradigm of the latter would have been

nom. Haiih-ufn-i gen. lauh-mun-jos, as in Skr. *vart-an-a (-^»-) vdrt-ma-

-bhis (-m^-). See the Author, Morph. Unt.'^II 201. 209. 217 ff. Ve might

therefore suppose that vdrt-man-a was a re-formation in Aryan due to the

analogy of the other cases , vdrt-maii-i vdrt-ma-bhis etc. But although

it must be allowed that the weak stem had both these forms in derivatives,

yet even in the proethnio period the post-consonantal form -mn- may have

been displaced by -men-. There is at least a very strong probability that

some such levelling process had taken place in proethnic Indo-Germanic

in such infinitives as Skr. vid-mdn-e Gr. 'iS-fiev-m (cp. also Lat. imper.

legi-min-i below). The form of the stem represented by Skr. vdrt-man-a

would then be uert-men-. I should give my judgement with greater con-

fidence, if there were a satisfactory explanation, of the absence of m in

Skr. bhund prena and the like (Lanman, Noun-Inflection p. 533).

Indo-Q-ermanic. *Me^-men- from \^ Meu- 'hear': Avest.

srao-man- n. Goth, hliu-ma m. 'hearing', cp. also Skr. iro-ma-

-ta-m O.H.G. hliu-mun-t § 82 p. 249. Skr. ho-man- n. Gr.

j(£v-/Lia /?-/(« XV -^a n. 'gush'. Gr. giv-fta qv-juu n. O.Ir. sruaim

n. 'stream' common ground-form *sreii(,-men-. Ski: bhu-man- n.

'existence, earth' bhU-mdn- m. 'crowd, fulness, Gr. rpv-/iia n.

'growth', Lith. bu-men-e (no doubt with U) f. 'the present'. Skr.

he-man loc. 'in winter', Armen. jiun, gen. jean 'snow', Gr. xBt-/^a

'storm' xB'-luMv (-/.iwv-) m. 'stormy weather, winter'. Skr. bhdr-

-man- n. 'support, fostering, care', Gr. (psQ-^a n. 'fruit of the womb',

O.C.Sl. bre-mq n. 'burden'. Skr. tdr-man- n. 'top of the sacri-

ficial post', Gr. rsQ-ixa n. 'goal, end' ts^-/.i(ji)v {-ov-) m. 'boundary',

Lat. ter-men ter-mo (-mon-). Skr. vdrt-man- n. 'road', O.C.Sl.

vre-m^ n. 'time' for *vert-mq. *men-men- 'mind, spirit, thought':

Skr. man-man- n., Gr. d^paav-fiifivMv 'Aya-fisf-iviDv for *-f^ev-/j.ov-

(De Saussure, Mem. de la Soc. de lingu. IV 432). Skr. vds-

-man- n. 'coyering' Gr. sl-/^a n. 'garment, covering' iv-sificov 'well

clothed'. Skr. dd-man n. 'food', Gr. sS-f-uv-ai dat. inf. 'to eat',

Lith. pi. ed-men-ys (stem ed-mm-i-) m. 'mouth, chaps'. Skr.
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dhd-man- n. 'statute, action, seat, dwelling', Gr. avd-d-tj/ncc n.

'erection, something set up, offering' tv-d-ij/iuuv 'keepiag some-

thing in good order d->]-/ii.c6v (-fuov-) m. 'heap' d-s-^ia 'something

set up, deposit, pledge', v^ dhe-. Skr. da-man- n. 'gift' da-mdn- m.

'gift, giver', Gr. (S6-/iia n. 'gift' inf. So-f-isvai, \^do-. Skr. sthd-

man- n. 'standing-place, strength', Gr. sTii'-aT7]/.ta n. 'what is set

up upon something else' aT?]-/Mov (-/iioi>-) 'warp in the upright

loom', Lat. sta-men n., Goth, sto-ma m. 'constituent part, ele-

ment', Lith. sto-mu m. 'stature, height of body', yst^-. Skr.

d^-man- m. 'stone, heaven' Gr. ax-f.iwv 'anvil, thunderbolt'. Skr.

dj-man- n. 'road, train', Lat. cigmen n. for *ag-men (the vowel

owes its length to the following -gm-) and ex-oimen n. for *-ag-

-men (I § 506 p. 371 '). Skr. 6j-man- m. 'strength', Lat. aug-

-men n., Lith. aug-mu m. 'excrescence upon bodies or trees'.

Skr. sf-mdn- m. 'parting of the hair, crown of the head' f.

'boundary, mark' (as to the fem. gender see Rem. 2 below),

O.Sax sT-mo m. 'bond, cord, rope', cp. also Gr. t-f.iav-T- (f) 'strap'

i-uov-la 'well-rope' (§ 82 Rem. p. 249 f.) ; Gr. alfiaala 'enclosing

wall, hedge' seems to be derived from a stem *sai-men-. Skr.

syu-man- n. 'bond, stripe, row' Gr. v-fxriv (sv-) m. 'hide, sinew',

y-aOavftara n. pi. 'patchwork, soles
;

plots' (prep. xaV), Lat. as-

-sUmen-tu-m 'patch sewn on. Skr. nd-ma n. Armen. anun Gr.

ovo-i^ia n. Lat. no-men n. O.Ir. ain-m n. Goth, na-mo n. Pruss.

e-mn-a- O.C.Sl. i-mq n. (I § 219 Rem. 2 p. 187 f.) 'name'. Gr.

Yvw-f.ta n. 'token' yvoJ-f.imv (-fxov-) 'one who knows or shows,

sundial, measuring-rod', Lat. agnomen n. for *ad-gno-men (con-

nected by popular etymology with nomen), O.C.Sl. zna-mq n.

'token'.

Skr. jdni-man- n. 'birth' Lat. geni-men (late) beside Skr.

jdn-man-. Of the same sort are Gr. rska-iiwv 'shoulder-belt',

O.Ir. men-me 'mind' and other examples. See I § 110 p. 104.

Datives in -men-ai used as infinitives (cp. -uen-ai § 116

p. 363). Skr. vid-mdne 'to learn, experience' (side by side with

1) In the English translation, 1. 6. of this paragraph, instead oi 'he/ore

originally long vowels', read 'after etc.'.
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which "we also find other cases of vid-mdn-), Gr. t6-fiEvai 'to

know'. Skr. dd-mane 'to give' (cp. p. 367), Gr. S6-[.isvai 'to.

give'. Lat. imper. legimin-%, in form identical with Gr. Xfyi/^sv-at

(see below).

-men- seems further to have been used even in the parent

language as a secondary suffix: Skr. arya-mdn- m. 'comrade,

friend', Mid.Ir. Airem, gen. Areman Eremon, beside Skr. aryd-

'devoted, attached' O.Ir. aire (gen. airech) 'princeps, primus'.

-men- and -mo-, are often interchanged from the proethnic

period onwards (see § 112 p. 340 f.); and this led to a certain

confusion, which can be sometimes traced in the separate

languages, between the -men- forms and the substantives in -mo-

which have the o-grade in the root-syllable (see § 72 p. 170).

Gr. ol-^m n. 'assault' instead of *fl-/.ia (Skr. e-man- n. 'course')

through the influence of ol-fio-g ol-f-irj. O.H.G. lei-mo m. 'loam'

instead of *ll-mo (Gr. Xsi-jluov) through the influence of the

form lei-m m.

In all the Indo-Germanic languages -men- was a fertile

suffix, most of all in Aryan, Greek, and Latin.

Aryan. Skr. tok-man- 'young blade of corn' Avest. taox-

-man- n. 'bud, family, offspring'. Skr. he-man- m. 'impulse'

Avest. zae-man- n. 'zeal'. Skr. dhd-man- n. 'statute, action, seat,

dwelling' Avest. dq-man- i. e. dq-man- n. 'creation, creature'

(I § 200 p. 168): Gr. dva-»7jna. etc., see above p. 867. Skr.

d§-man- Avest. O.Pers. as-man- m. 'stone, heaven': Gr. ax-fuor

'anvil, thunderbolt'. Skr. nd-man- n. Avest. nq-man- [q) n.

O.Pers. na-man- n. 'name': Armen. anun etc., see above p. 367.

In secondary use : Skr. arya-mdn- m. 'comrade, friend' Avest.

airya-man- 'obedient' beside Skr. aryd-, see above.

Sanskrit, dhdr-man- n. 'support' dhar-mdn m. 'bearer', brdh-

-man- n. 'devotion' brah-mdn- m. 'one who prays', svad-man- n.

svoid-mdn- m. 'sweetness, loveliness'; vdri-man n. vari-mdn- m.

'extent'. 6d-man- n. 'undulation', e-man- n. 'course', vdrs-man- n.

'height, surface', sdd-man- n. 'seat, abode', sd-man- n. hymn,

trd-man- n. 'protection', yd-man- n. 'course'; jdni-man- n. birth,

bhdrl-man- n. 'a carrying', hdvi-man- n. 'a calling upon, its-
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-man- us-tnan- m. 'heat', o-mdn- m. 'favour, help', je-mdn- m.

'superiority'; prathi-mdn- m. 'breadth'. dcL-mdn- m. 'giver', so-

-mdn- m. 'presser, preparer of the soma'. Forms hke prathi-

-mdn- were popularly connected with the parallel adjectives

such as p^M- prdthiyas-, and hence -i-man- became a secon-

pary suffix, as in dradh-imdn- m. 'firmness' from dfdhd- 'firm'

compar. drddh-tyas-, dhumr-imdn- m. 'dark colour, gloom' from

dhumrd- 'dark'.

Avestic. a-pisman- 'without art, without skill', ma^s-

man- n. 'urine', dae-man- n. 'eye', paf-man- n. 'milk, mother's

milk', dun-man- n. 'cloud, vapour' no doubt = dt^-man- (cp.

dq-man above), beside Skr. dhu-md-s 'smoke', stao-man- n. 'song

of praise, laudation', bar"s-man- n. 'bundle of consecrated twigs

for offering', cas-man- n. 'eye', ras-man- m. 'army in line, line

of battle': Gr. oQay-/ua n. 'a stretching out, stretch', urvas-

-man- 'one who makes others glad, joy-giver'.

Infinitival datives. Skr. vid-^ndne, da-mane, see p. 367 f.

above. Skr. dhdr-mane 'to support', tra-mane 'to protect'. Avest.

stao-maine 'to praise', xsnu-maine 'to content'. In- Avestic the

locative also appears as an infinitive, e. g. cas-mqn caS-met3g

'to behold' beside dat. cas-maine. '

Remark 2. The nominative termination -ma (m. and n.) appears

sometimes to have led to a transference to the feminine a-deolension ; this

process may have been aided by the close connexion between the -men-

and -mo-stems, which dates from before the Aryan period. Thus e. g. Skr.

st-ma- = si-mdn- 'boundary' {si-ma- in its turn influenced si-mdn- so far

as to give it the fern, gender), da-ma- beside dd-man- n. 'bond' (also f.,

according to the grammarians ; the change of gender came about in the

same way as in si-mdn- f.), O.Pers. tau-ma- 'family' = Avest. taox-man-.

Cp. § 114 Rem. 1 p. 348, § 122 Rem. p. 383.

Armenian, /ww 'snow', anun 'na.me\ see above, p. 366 f.;

for the phonetic changes see I § 202 p. 169. gel-mn, gen.

gel-man, 'wool, fleece': to be compared either with Skr. vdr-man-

'defensive armour' Gr. i^-w-v 'wool' {y/^uer-) or with Lat. vellus,

Goth, vulla 'wool' {\^uel-). marmin {-m,in- for -men-, I § 63

p. 50), gen. mar-mn-o-y, 'body, flesh' (which is extended by the

suffix -0-) : Skr. mdr-man- n. 'membrum
,

joint , open part of

the body which is especially exposed to mortal wounds'.

Brug-mann, Elements. II. '
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Greek. The history of the neuter forms is the same as

in the case of the -en- and -wew-stems; see § 114 p. 350.

yw-fta xv-i^H x^'!^"'-! y.^^'l-'-'*- /J'-'l^f^'", cptp-jua, rsQ-fxa rig-fKov

and others; see above, p. 366 f.

nvsv-fia n. 'breath', nvsv-/^(av (-/40v-) m. 'lung'. usT-/.ta n.

(g)W|', beside dsT/.(.6-v 'nvfv/.ia' Hesych.), avr-ftijv (-/.isv-) m.

'breath, exhalation, vapour' (as-T-/ua? cp. p. 372). -^-fia n.

'missile', tj-imov {-/.lov-) m. 'thrower, slinger' : Lat. se-men n. O.H.G.

sa-mo m. 0.C.81. sS-me n. 'seed', y^se-. ixvfj-f^u n. 'memorial',

f.tvrj-/.tc3i' {-fwv-) 'mindful'. v6i]-/iia n. 'thought', vori-ixmv (-f.iov-)

'thoughtful'.

^fvY-^ia n. 'bond, bridge of boats': Lat. jumentu-m for *jug-

-men-to-, -common ground-form *JeuQ-men-. dsT-jua 'fear'. XsT/x/ua

for *lsin-/.(a 'remnant'. y.Xi-/.ia xXi-/.ia 'inclination', /uy-zxa 'mix-

ture'. dip-/ita 'skin torn off, hide': Skr. dar-mdn- m. 'shatterer'.

BQ-f-ta 'ear-ring'. aTgi~i-/.ta 'something strown, bed, covering' : Lat.

stra-men n., common ground-form *stf-men ; cp. Skr. stdn-man- n.

a spreadiiig out, strewing abroad' stari-mdn- m. 'bed'. veX-jxa

We of the foot' : cp. A.S. fil-men 'membrana' O.Fris. fil-men-e f

'skin'. '(f)kiy-f.ia brand', ytwa f. 'race, family' probably was neuter

originally, and stands for *y'Bv-i.ia: ^'kv.jdn-man- n. niic^ia. 'cable,

rope' for *7rfytf^(« from y^bhendh- 'bind'; as to a for & see

p. 372: cp, Lat. of-fendi-meniu-m. ^ij-ixu 'step, grade, platform':

Skr. vi-gSman- n. 'step', common ground-form *g^men-, y/^gem-.

ns/.tfi(x 'pastry' for *nsn-fxu. vno-Srjfin 'something fastened beneath

sole' M-fta Ss-iJ/.ia 'bond' : Skr. da-man- n. 'bond', al-f^a 'blood',

beside O.H.Gr. sei-m m. 'virgin honey'. old'-/xa 'swell of the

sea'. o/.if^« 'eye, visage' for *on-/j.a. va-/.m (Dor. form) 'stream',

y/^snci-. jUij-jua 'missile, shot', gij-fia 'utterance' for *fpfj-/.ia.

cd-fta arj-i-ia 'token', to be compared no doubt with Skr. dhya-

-man- m. 'measure' n. 'thought', beside dhya- 'think of dhi-

'appear, resemble, observe, think'. Dor. nS-/.ia 'that of which

one has the disposal, over which one has power, possession',

for *fcua-men-, compared with El. s/u-nuio 'bring to effect, accom-
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plish' and with xv-gog (cp. noi/xaixog ' b y.vpiog Hesych.) i). a;(i']-/xa

'demeanour, form', nga-iia 'sight'. '6Qi.irj-f.ia 'solicitude', /.dad-w-na

'stipulated payment'.

The nom. ace. sing. neut. of one or two -mew-stems ends

in Q, as in some of the neuter stems in -en- and -uen-: fj/nap,

gen. 7] ftarog, day', /.iv/nag /Ltw/naQ 'blame', kv/itap beside kvf.ta

'pollution', rty./.iwp and rsy./.ia() 'proof {-/.icoq for -mf, cp. vdag

I § 306 p. 243). Cp. § 118.

•/.evd-'i^mv (-fiwv-) m. 'hiding-place'. nvd--/xi]V (-/.isv-) m. 'depth,

ground', ksi-fiav {-fuov-) m. 'damp place' and Xi-fiTJv (-/nsv) m.

'harbour'. XS-/xav (-/nov-) having Imowledge of {lSi.w-avv7f). im-

-}.ij<S/.iwv (-/.10V-) 'forgetful' (a instead of 5-, p. 872). not-/.iijv

(-five-) m. 'herdsman : Tiith.pe-mu m. 'herd-boy'. rXrj-ixmv {-[xov)

'stead fast, enduring'. aX?j-ftiov (-/xov-) 'wandering about' (akaa&at).

sXs>j-/Lia)v {-fiov) 'pitiful'. nXa-fiav (-/uwv-) m. 'shoulder-belt,

baldrick' properly 'bearer', \^tel-. rsgd-jumv (-/lov-) 'that becomes

soft by boiling', ^ys-f^wv (-/uov-) m. 'guide*. xrjSs-ixuv (-/lov-) m.

'one who cares for' a person, -/.mv acquired the character of a

secondary suffix, just as Skr. -i-mdn- : axgifiuv {-/.lov-) m. 'end fo

a branch, top' from ay.Qo-q, Sanv-fAwv (-fzov-) m. 'he who sits at

meat, guest' from iatrv-g.

The dative, in -/isv-ai, and the locative, in -/ifv, served as

infinitives, -f^svat occurs in Ionic (epic) and Lesbian. id'-/Ltsvai,

do-ixBvai] see above, p. 367 f. £^-/.iev-ai 'to eat' (Skr. dd-tnan-,

p. 866), d^E-ixsvw. 'to place' {-d-rjixa ds-fxu, p. 367), ccvj-iuivai 'to

blow', ^rj-fisvai 'to go' (/?r7-(W«5 P- 370), dv-fisvat 'to press in,

enter' (eit-Sv/.ia 'garment taken off"), ^X^-fxsvat 'to strike' {§Xrj-[A.u,

p. 370), Sarj-fA-ivai 'to be versed' {darj-fiwv 'versed'). On the

model of these were formed: (pav7J-/nsvai rETld-fxevai, "Qevyvv-

-fisvai, aEids-fzsvai, slnt-fA.svai a^s-fisvai. -fisv is found in Ionic

(epic), Doric, K.W.Grreek, Elean, Thessalian, and Boeotian.

iS-fllV, So-fiSV, d-S-f-lSV, l-jUSV, 'Sfl-/.ISV (fJ/lfV ^tlSl'), T£TXd-/itSV, OQVV-

-/.ISV, qiSQE-/H.SVj Eins-ftSV, a^E-/LlEV.

1) The nearest cognates of nSiun are collected by J. Baunack in his

Stud. I 73 f.

24*
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Corresponding to -t-juo -d--fio- -a-jno- (§ 72, 3 p. 173) we
find -T-/LISV- -d^-jusv- -afiBv-. -T-fisv- occurs in Xat-t/xa 'gulf of

the sea, no doubt to be compared with }.ai-/Li6-g 'throat, gullet',

and perhaps in asr/na uvT/.tijv. -d^-/Lisv- : i-d-fxa course', -ofitv-

:

nkuOf-ia 'image, figure' from nldaow, xkaa/na 'something spun' from

xlmdo), nuGfia 'cable' for *7isv^-/.ia (a had not displaced & in

the earliest period of Greek, see I § 204 Eem. 2 p. 171), tm-

-krja/iiwi' 'forgetful' from kijd-a, spsta^a 'support' from igsi^in,

a/iaf.iu 'split' from a/J^w, and the neuter forms in -la^iu and

-aofia compared with derivative verbs in -ita -dt,co, as vo^ia/iia

'usage, institution, from vo^t'^w, ddTraa/ua 'caress' from dand-

^o/uai:, also dp/.io(}/.ia joined work' from dQ/.i6^co.

Italic. The neuter forms were often extended by -to-;

see § 82 p. 249 ff.

Lat. no-men n., Umbr. nome n. 'nomen' nomner 'nominis':

Skr. nd-man- n. etc. ; see p. 367 above. Lat. prae-dicdmentu-m,

Umbr. tikamne 'dicatione, invocatione'. Lat. testa-mentu-m,

Osc. tristaamentud abl. 'testamento'. Lat. Se-mo (-mon-)

'seed-god', fem. Se-mon-ia, Pelign. Semunu 'Semonum', beside

Lat. se-men n. Umbr. afmune dat. 'alimoni'.

Lat. nil-men, n. : Grr. vsv-/Lta 'nod'; lu-men for Hue-men, later

Hugmen (I § 500 p. 367, § 506 p. 371 1), or for *luc-s-men (cp.

illustri-s and luna I § 503 p. 369): Goth, lauh-mun-i f. 'flash'

O.Sax. lio-mo O.Icel. Ijo-me m. 'brightness, light, gleam': the

u in nu-men lu-men may be either Idg. u or Idg. eu. cri-men:

Gr. y.()T-/.ia xpi-fia 'decision, sentence', ger-men. sarmen for

*sarp-men, sar-mentu-m. cul-men. seg-men for *sec-men, seg-

mentu-m. tegmen tegmentu-m. agmen: Skr. dj-man- etc., see

above, p. 367. caementu-m for *caed-mentu-m. ne-men: Gr.

vi]-/.ia 'something spun, yarn', \/^ sne-. com-pUmentu-m: cp. Gr.

nlijO/iia 'filling, what fills', fto-men fla-mentu-m. certa-men.

moll-men moli-mentu-m. volu-men, statu-men, hence were formed

leg-umen leg-umentu-m; alh-umen and other similar derivatives.

1) See footnote to p. 367 above.
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regi-men regimentu-m . tegi-men beside tegmen. of-fendi-mentu-m.

tnonu-mentu-m. colu-men (columna) beside cul-men.

Masculine forms are rarer, ter-mo (-mon-J hesiieter-menn.:

Qr. Tsp-/.aov etc., see above p. 366. ser-mo (-mon-). pul-mo

C-mon-J.

The dat. sing, in -min-T was used in Latin as the 2. pi. imp.

med.-pass., e. g. legimini (= Gr. XfYtfitvai), sequimint. The

restriction to the plural, and to the medio- passive meaning was

caused by the indicative legimim = Gr. Xiyo/^isvoi and == Isyo-

nsvai. See § 71 p. 165.

Old Irish. Neuters, sruaim, ainm; see above, p. 366 f.

deilm 'noise', cuirm 'beer', gairm 'call, cry', druim 'back' for

"dros-men^ compared with Lat. dorsu-m. ceimm ceim 'stepping,

step', beside cingim 'I step', leimm leim- 'spring' beside lingim

'I spring', greimm greim 'progressus' beside in-grennim T pursue'

(grend-), see I § 523 p. 380. beim 'striking, blow' beside benim

'I strike' : did this come regularly from *ben-men- or was it in-

fluenced by the form of these other nouns? "With -9-men-:

feid-m 'strain', fo-naidm 'bond, compact'.

Remark 3. The origin of nn in forms like nom. pi. ari-mann, dat.

pi. an-mannaib, is still quite obscure. The latest discussion of this diffi-

cult question is by Stokes (Bezzenberger's Bcitr. XI 9:j) and "Windiseh

(tjber die Verbalformen mit dem Character R p. 40 f.).

men-me m. (gen. men-man) 'mens' for *men-9-men- (cp.

Skr. man-man- n. 'mind, thought'). The nom. in *-men-s was

a re-formation like Lat. sanguis Gr. dsXcptg, for *SeX(fiivg, cp. also

O.Ir. aru, § 114 p. 352, § 115 p. 360.

Masculine and Feminine forms with pr. Celt. *-md in the nom.

sing. (cp. Gall, casa-mo, Sego-mo), gen. Ir. -mon -man dat. -main.

The masculine forms appear to be all denominatives: Aire-m:

Skr. arya-mdn- m., see above p. 368, orbe-m 'heir' from orbe n.

(which represents a gi'ound-form *orbJi-ii-o-m) 'inheritance', flai-

the-m 'ruler' from flaith 'rule', dule-m 'creator' from dull 'element',

brithe-m 'judge' from breth 'sentence', olla~m, gen. olla-man,

'princeps poetarum' no doubt connected with oil 'great, mighty'.

tala-m (gen. talman), f. 'earth' no doubt for *tl-mo, \/^tel-.
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anim f. 'soul' (dat. aii-min) may have been originally a -mS-stem

(cp. Lat. anima-) and have been transferred to this declension

through the iafluence of menme.

Germanic. The old variation between neuter and mascu-

line was almost entirely obliterated in favour of the masculine.

The neuter survives only in Gothic and Norse in a few exam-

ples: Goth, na-mo n. 'name' (O.Icel. na-fn n. by a transference to

the o-declension, O.H.G. na-mo m.) : Skr. na-man- n. etc., see

p. 367 above; O.Icel. ^-ma beside sT-me m. 'rope' (O.Sax.

sT-mo m.) : Skr. sT-mdn- etc., see p. 367 above.

Masculine. Goth, hliii-ma 'hearing O.H.G. hliu-mun-t 'call',

Goth, sto-ma 'constituent part', see p. 866 above. O.H.G. so-mo

'seed', see p. 370 above. O.Sax. lio-mo 'brightness', see p. 372

above. Goth, hiuh-ma 'heap'. Goth, skei-ma 'light', O.H.G. sci-mo

'brightness, sheen'. O.H.G. Jct-mo 'the bursting bud'. O.H.G.

glizemo 'brightness', Goth, glit-mun-jan 'to gleam'. Goth, milh-ma

'cloud'. Goth, all-ma 'spirit'. Goth. Mo-ma O.H.G. bluo-mo

'bloom'. This masculine suffix was fertile only in Old Frisian

and there only to a limited extent; it became denominative as

in Sanskrit etc., e. g. werth-ma 'taxation' from tverth 'value'.

-s-men-, like -s-tro—s-lo- etc. (see § 61 p. 117). O.H.G.

rosamo 'aerugo' for *rots-mo beside O.Sax. roton 'to rust', cp.

O.H.G. rotamo 'redness'. O.H.G. dthsamo 'prosperity' fram-

-dehsmo 'increasing prosperity*, beside dthan 'to wax great'.

O.Sax. blicsmo 'flash' beside lUcan to 'gleam'. The s came from

forms like O.H.G. wahs-amo was-mo 'growth' {wahs-an 'to wax')

and O.Sax. hrosmo 'soft part of bread, crumb' (A.S. hrys-an 'to

break ia pieces').

-t-men-, like -t-mo- § 72 p. 175 f. O.H.G. wi-damo 'price

of the bride, dowry' from u%- 'bind'; A.S. blostma 'bloom', cp.

Mid.H.G. bluos-t beside bluo-t 'bloom'.

The feminine -mow- is rare and certainly a late formation:

e. g. O.H.G. bluo-ma beside the masc. bluo-mo.

B alto- Slavonic. Lith. ak-mu m. O.C.Sl. ka-my m. 'stone'.

Lith. szel-mum. 'gable' O.C.Sl. sle-mq n. 'beam': cp. Lith. ssal-ma
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'long beam'. Lith. se-men-s pi. m. 'seed', especially linseed,

O.C.Sl. sS-m^ n. 'seed': Gr. ^-fia etc., see p. 370 above.

In Lithuanian only masculines appear (nom. -mu gen. -mens

etc.); the neuter has died out in the same way as in other

classes of stems, sto-mu 'stature, tallness', aug-mu 'excrescence',

see p. 367 above, pe-mu 'herd-boy', see p. 371 above, rau-mu

'flesh of the muscles', no doubt to be compared with O.H.G.

rio-mo 'strap, band', common ground-form *reip-inen- (cp. Osthoff,

Morph. Unt. IV 142). re-mu 'heart-burn', le-mu 'trunk, stature*.

szef-men-s pi. 'funeral meal' (no doubt from szir-ti 'to feed').

zel-mu 'sprout, plant', tesz-mu 'udder', dsz-men-s pi. 'cutting

edge'.

O.C.Sl. brS-m^ n. 'burden', vr6-m^ 'time', i-m^ 'name', zna-mq

'token'; see above, p. . pis-mq 'letter', \/~'pei^-. flemq^ 'stem,

family' no doubt for *pled-m^, compare plodU 'fruit', ra-m^ be-

side ra-mo 'shoulder' (cp. I § 306 p. 241). vym^ 'udder' for

*vyd-mq (I § 547 p. 400 f., § 666 p. 526). cisme^ 'number' for

^cit-smq, cp. cislo § 76 p. 211.

plamy m. 'flame' for *pol-mt/, beside pol-iti 'to burn, uri'

pla-nqti sq 'to blaze out'. In a few other examples the only

form of the nom. sing. ' which occurs is one which shows a trans-

ference to the i-declension; e. g. pra-men-t 'thread' (gen. pramen-e,

like plamen-e) ; in others we have both forms, plamen-i beside

plamy^ kamen-t beside kamy.

Bemark 4. The original weak form of this suffix perhaps appears

in such examples as kamimja kamni, which Leskien has collected in his

Handb." § 43 p. 58.

VI. Suffixes in -r.

§ 118. Nom. ace. neut. in -r (-f -f). We may fairly

class among the elements from which noun stems were formed

the -r of neuter words like Skr. udhar Gv. ovdng Lat. uber

(O.H.G. idar m., but there can be no doubt that it was ori-

ginally neuter) 'udder' — for further examples see § 114 pp. 347,

350, § 116 p. 364, § 117 p. 371; etymologically it must be

connected in most cases with the suffix -ro-^ in some words

perhaps with -er- and the comparative suffix -ero-. See
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§ 74 p. 180. How these forms in -r came to be included in

the paradigm of w-stems (e. g. Skr. udhar gen. abl. udh-n-as

loc. udh-an-i) is a question we cannot answer. The difference

in meaning, which (to judge from the variation of the stem)

must once have existed between the nom. ace. and the other

cases, had probably disappeared before the dissolution of the

proethnic community. With this we may naturally compare the

loss of the distinction in meaning, which once existed over

and above the difference in gender, between the stems of the

masc. Skr. pt-van- Gv. m-(f)ov- and the fem. Skr. pt-va-r-i Gr.

7rt-f/)ap« f. 'faf.

In Aryan this nom. ace. form was also used for the pi.,

just as (e. g.) Skr. nama '6vo,ua and purii 'nolv were plural

as well as singular ; it also served as loc. sing., cp. loc. kdrman.

This plurality of function may be regarded as proethnic. In

Avestic however we have a still freer use; the forms in -ar^

appear indifferently for cases of the most widely different

meaning; e. g. karsvar" 'division of the earth' is used for the

gen. sing., dasvar^ 'strength, health' for the dat. sing., as well

as for the nominative.

In several branches of language the form in -r was made

the basis of a new paradigm, though the change never affected

any very large number of words. Thus in Avestic we have

dat. sing, zafr-e nom. pi. zafr-a gen. pi. -zafr-qm from zafar'

'throat, mouth' beside gen. sing. zafan-O] instr. pi. bafvar'-Us

from haevar" 'myriad', Grr. sag 'blood' gen. tap-og beside Skr.

asdn- n. 'blood'; Lat. Uber gen. uber-is beside Skr. udhan-;

femur gen. femor-is beside femin-is, Jecur gen. jecor-is and

jecin-or-is beside Skr. yak-dn; O.H.G. ww^^ar gen. wanares

beside Goth, vato gen. vatins 'water'.

§ 119. The Suffixes -er- and -ter-^). The two forms

of the suffix are found side by side without difference of meaning,

1) The Author, Die Nomina auf -ar- und -tar-, Curtius' Studien

IX 361 ff., D'Ooge, On the use of the suffixes -rsp -toq -rt/Q -ra in Homer,

Leipzig 1873. B. Schaffer, tJber den G-ebrauoh der Derivativa auf tor

oind irix, Prenzlau 1859. 1860.
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like the comparative suffixes -ero- and -tero- (§ 75 p. 188 ff.).

It is probable that the form -ter- arose through the addition of

-er to a stem formed with a i-suffix.

The nouns in which these suffixes occur are, with com-

paratively few exceptions, nomina agentis or names of kindred.

The former class has -ter- throughout, e. g. *jeuq-ter- 'harnesser

,

the latter both -er- and -ter-, e. g. *daiu-er- 'levir' and *p9-ter-

'father'. -er- is also found in a few substantives which belong

to neither of the two groups, as *n-er- 'man' and *us-er- 'dawn'.

The nomina agentis are masculine, and even in the proethnic

period feminines were formed for them by means of -t- -ie-, e. g.

Skr. jdni-tr-i Gr. yevs-TsiQa Lat. gene-tr-i-x 'she that produces,

mother', see § 110 p. 336. The names of kindred were masculine

or feminine according to the sex they denoted, as *p9-te-r 'father',

*mcL-ter- 'mother'. It was not till later periods that special

grammatical signs were added to mark this, and then only in

a few words; e. g. Lat. jani-tr-i-c-es beside Skr. yd-tar-

'husband's brother's wife' Gr. slvd-Tfo-Si:; 'women married to

brothers'.

§ 120. The forms assumed by the suffix -(t)er- in its

different grades were very numerous both in the proethnic and

later periods. The so-called strong cases had -(t)er- -(t)or- -(t)er-

-(t)dr-, the weak cases -(t)r—(t)^-.

First as regards the weak cases: -(t)r- appears before the

case endings which begin in a sonant, e. g. Skr. dat. sing.

pi-tr-e dd-tr-e, (t)^- before those which begin in a consonant,

e. g. loc. pi. pi-tf-su dd-tf-su. The same forms of the suffix

were originally regular in derivatives; e. g. Skr. datr-i-su loc.

pi. fem. beside dd-tar- dO-tdr- 'dator', bhratf-tm-m 'brotherhood'

beside bhrd-tar- 'brother'. In several languages the weak forms

of the suffix were soon driven out by the strong in the declension

of the -{t)er- stems, especially in nomina agentis ;
and all that

remain to show that weak forms had ever existed in the case-

system are derivatives which contain the weak stem. Compare

e. g. Gr. krja-TQ-ig 'female robber' Irja-TQ-iKo-q 'inclined to robbery'

beside Xi]ia-T(o(i {-rug-) and Itjia-TTjii {-rt^g-) 'robber', Lat. da-tr-i-x
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beside da-tor {-tor-), mole-tr-ma beside moli-tor {-tor-), TJmfer,

uh-tr-etie 'auctoritate' beside ub-tur 'auctor', Litb. dukr-eU

'little daughter', po-dukr-a po-dulcr-e 'step-daughter' (Pruss. po-

-ducr-e) beside duk-te {-ter-) 'daughter, Pruss. swestr-o O.C.SI.

sestr-a beside Lith. ses-u {-er-) 'sister'.

With regard to the original distribution of the strong forms

of the suffix the following points may be considered certain.

1. The nom. sing, ended sometimes in -(t)e(r), sometimes

in -{t)o(r), cp. on the one hand Gr. na-Tijg do-ri^Q Lat. pa-ter

(I § 655, 4 p. 503), O.Ir. a-thir (I § 657, 6 p. 509), O.Icel.

fa-der fa-dir, Lith. duk-te O.C.SI. duSti (Skr. pi-ta da-ta) and

on the other Gr. cppd-TCDQ f.c7jTQo-ndTwg Jw'-rf«p. Lat. sor-or da-tor

(I § 655, 4 p. 503), O.Ir. siur for sues-or (I § 657, 6 p. 509),

Lith. ses-u (Skr. bhrd-ta dd-td).

2. A certain number of these stems had in the ace. sing,

and nom. du. pi. -(t}er-, cp. Gr. na-rsg-u, O.H.G. fa-ter, Lith.

diik-ter-i (Skr. pi-tdr-am).

3. There was a loc. sing, in (-er) -eri, cp. Gr. nu-rig-i

(Skr. pi-tdr-i da-tdr-i).

Further conclusions which I think probable are as follows.

All the -fit)er-stems had originally the same inflexion; the

difference between -e- : -e- and '-o- : '-o- wa;s caused solely by

difference of accent. Gr. nanj^ nuTsga : /.iTjrgo-naTwg-, nuroga,

dvrjo : avegu : dy-tjvo}^ -rjvoga and SO forth, just as qigrjv cpgsva : a-tfgmv

a-(fQova. Moreover the same variation appears where the words are

uncompounded ; Gr. Sa-f^Q ^o-rrjo beside 6i6-Twg, gi^-T?jp beside

grj-tnip and the like, and Skr. nom. dd-td beside da-ta, paid beside

pd-ta, Avest. ace. bar^-tar-etn = Skr. bhartdr-am beside basar-em

= Skr. bhdrtar-am (I § 260 p. 212 f.). In Greek there is no

trace of a difference in meaning between these latter pairs of

forms; in Sanskrit, on the other hand, the nomen agentis as a

rule has the character of a participle when the root-syllable

hears the accent (the governed nouns being usually in the ace,

vdsuni ddta 'bona dans'), whereas, when the suffix is accented,

it is a noun pure and simple (usually governing the gen., vdsuna,

data 'bonorum dator'). This distinction may be original, and
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at one time have prevailed in Greek ; indeed, the Lat. da-tur-u-s

vouches for the fact that these nomina agentis had a participial

character in the parent language, as they actually have in

Iranian. It follows that the difPerence of accent in this class

of words may been originally based on a difference of accent

in the sentence. Hence it is probable that

1. The ace. sing. nom. ace. du. had -(t)or- under some

conditions, parallel to -(t)er- under others; cp. Gr. Jw-rop-a

ipQa-TOQ-a soQ'sg (§ 122), Mid.Ir. siair, Goth, hro-par svist-ar

O.H.G. hruo-dar^ Skr. dd-tar-am svds-ar-am.

2. The loc. sing, always ended in -(t)-er-i, even where

-(t)or- occurred in the strong eases of the same paradigm, cp.

Skr. dd-tar-i (with -a- as much as da-tdr-i) , svds-ar-i beside

dd-tar-am svds-ar-am; cp. Goth. loc. dh-min: ace. ah-man.

Similarly in all the feminine derivatives in -%- -ie- (§ 110 p. 336 f.)

-ter-T was no doubt the original form in the nom. sing. ; cp. Gr.

Bv-narsiQa 7iuf.i-f.i>]TSiga (from sv-TrdrinQ na/Li-/.i7]TWQ) as well as

Sfiij-Tfiga (beside d/.irj-Trjo).

Remark. The assumption that all -fer-stems had originally the same
inflexion is further supported by the Gr. voc. na-Tsa from aw-rrj^ (just as

na-reg from TTa-Tijg).

Considerable readjustment took place in Aryan and Greek in the

inflexion of nomina agentis which accentuated the suffix. In Sanskrit -we

have da-tdr-am instead of *da-tdr-am through the influence of dd-tar-am
;

similarly in the other strong cases. In Greek, the form -rijf of the nom.

sing, spread through all the eases: So-rijg-a instead of *^o-Tfp-a, cfo-T^Jp-o;

instead of *So-Tg-6i and so forth; only a few vocatives singular are ex-

cepted, as (jio-Tfg above. On the other hand, the -ter- of the nomina

agentis is preserved in the Slavonic -tel- (§ 122): nom. pi. z^-lel-e 'cutters,

reapers' = Idg. *Qhi^-tere-s.

Amongst the names of kindred, *bhrd-tor- (Gr. tpga-rog-a, Goth, bro-

-par) seems to have been associated even in the parent language with

forms that had -t^r-, such as *p9-ter- ; e. g. an ace. *bhrd-ter-m. was formed

beside *bhrd-tor-m. Hence in Greek we find the by-forms ipga-nig rpga-reg-sg,

in Sanskrit bhrd-tar-am, in hatiafra-ter; hence perhaps O.H.G. ace. bruo-der

as well as bruo-dar. Yet while *hhrd-ter-m arose by the side of *bhrd-

-ior-m, no such form as 's-aeser-m came into use beside *sy,esor-m (Skr.

svdsar-am, Lat. sor-or), the reason perhaps being that the absence of t in

the word prevented its association with forms like "pd-th-- 'ma-tir-. But

Avestic, West-Germanic and Lithuanian ultimately brought the word 'sister'
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into close connexion with the other names of kindred; thus aoc. Avest.

xwanhar-em, O.H.G. swester, Lith. sSser-i (see below).

In Latin the nominative termination -(t)or spread through all the

cases: da-tor-em da-tor-is etc., sor-or-em sor-6r-is etc.

In Greek -Troj- is only found in the nom. sing, except in an isolated

example : Horn, fuja-riag-a fi^n-raiQ-fi.

In Gothic fadar (contrast naTiQ-a) was formed in imitation of bropar

{(PqHtoq-o) svistar (cp. eoQ-s;); in Old High German the forms with e, such

as fater muoter, had prevailed over hruodar etc. before the date of the

earliest monuments of the language.

In Lithuanian we have sesw, but ace. seser-i gen. seser-s and so forth

with -er-: here the analogy of dilk-ter-i (^S-uya-reg-a) duJcter-s etc. has

influenced the forms , aided perhaps by the original loc. sing, in *-er-i

(Skr. svdsar-i).

Compare the relations of Ablaut in the K-stems, which are

on the whole similar, § 113 p. 342 ff. and what is said in the

Remark there.

§ 121. Ablaut within the root-syllable varied pari

passu with the variation in the suffix. *p9-ter- 'father' Skr.

duhitdr- etc. 'daughter' have the weak-grade-vocalism; on the

other hand *ma-Ur- 'mother' has that of the strong grade.

Cp. I § 670 p. 535. Skr. us-dr- 'dawn' beside Gr. f/Qi loc.

'early' for *at;((T)-£p- and aoiaro-v for '*aii(a)-SQ- (see § 122 p. 381).

In nomina agentis, the strong form of the root generally

prevailed in Aryan, and that with either accentuation (dd-tar-

and da-tdr-); a few variations from this type seem to have

survived from the period before varying forms were levelled;

as Skr. savye-sthar- 'the warrior who stands to the left of the

charioteer' (-sthar-= *-st-tor-) beside stM-tdr- sthd-tar-, Avest.

a-frttar- 'magician' beside Skr. pre-tdr- 'benefactor, lover', Avest.

yux-tar- beside Skr. yoh-tdr- 'yoker', Avest. Icer^-tar- beside

Skr. Tcar-tdr- 'doer'. In Greek we have So-ti]q : Sm-TWQ, ^o-Tijg :

(iw-roip, cp. also no-riJQ -dtrijp ^a-tTJp and aqj-jjmi^ ; but we also

find iio-T->jg l^svy.-rij^ and Ya-tcoQ Qia-rcop) with exactly the con-

verse accentuation. In Latin, where -ter was displaced by -tor

(-tor), we have sta-tor and sta-tor^ da-tor^ sa-tor, condi-tor and

po-tor, Umbr. fertur (Skr. bhdr-tar- bhar-tdr-). In the case

of in-ventor censor and the like it is impossible to say whether

we have the weak or the strong grade. The Latin participles
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da-turu-s etc. follow the perf. part, (^da-tu-s). In Slavonic we

find both the strong (da-teli, su-d6teli, bljus-teli) and the weak

grade (Sn-teU).

§ 122. Indo-Germanic. "daiuSr- *daiuf- and no doubt

also *daiur- (I § 155 Rem. p. 140') 'husband's brother, brother-

in-law': Skr. devdr-, Armen. taigr gen. taiger (^ for m, I § 162

p. 145), Gr. Jftj/p for *daiJ^riQ (I § 96 p. 90) , Lat. levir (gen.

leviri) for Hever through popular association with vir (cp. also

I § 369 p. 279 f.), A.S. tacor O.H.G. zeihhur (for the c and hh

see Bugge, Paul-Br. Beitr. XIII 575), Lith. gen. sing, dever-s

(nom. sing, dever-i-s whence the by-form of the gen. dever-Ss;

the word is also declined as an io-stem ; the true nom. *deve

= Skr. devd Gr. ()«?yp no doubt dropped out of use owing to

its gender and to avoid confusion with deve 'goddess') O.C.Sl.

dSver-i. Skr. n-dr-, Gr. dv-'^p, gen. dvUp-og, 'man', S^-dip

'human being' (Hesych.) for *vq- (I § 204 p. 170), Umbr. ner-f

ace. 'proceres' ner-us 'proceribus'. Skr. us-dr- 'early light, dawn'

Gr. j;p/ adv. loc. 'early' for *^£q-i *dus-er-i (i^ig-io-g 'early'),

beside which we have aQi-aro-v doubtless for *aus-er- (I § 312

p. 249 f.), cp. also dyx-avgo-g 'close on morning' avQ-io-v 'morrow,

morning' (for *aus- or *cius-) and Lith. auszrd 'red of the morn-

ing' (§ 74 p. 180). *sij,isor- *sitesf- *suesr- 'sister' (cp. p. 9

footnote, and § 120 Rem. p. 379 f.) : Skr. svdsar- Armen. Koir gen.

Jc'er (I § 560. 561 p. 416 f.), Lat. sor-or and sobr-mu-s (I § 570

p. 428), O.Ir. siur Cymr. chwaer (for *chwear-), Goth, svistar

instead of *svisar through the influence of svistr-s etc. (I § 580

p. 433 f.), Lith. ses& gen. sesers, O.C.Sl. sestr-a (I § 585 p. 439)

;

we must no doubt class here Gr. £0(j (vocat.)" d-vynri]^, dvsipiog

and sop-sg " nQoaijy.ovTsg, ovyysvtTg Hesych. («- for I- I § 564

p. 421), where the meaning has changed.

*p9-Ur- 'father': Skr. pitdr-, Armen. hair gen. haur^ Gr.

na-ri]Q (note its form in compounds, e. g. ^(^rpo-Tra'rcop), Lat.

pater ^ O.Ir. athir, Goth, fadar. *ma-ter- 'mother' : Skr. matdr-,

1) In this Remark a full stop should be inserted after the word

formation'; and in the preceding paragraph (§ 155) 1. 4 read 'prim. Ar.

*atharun- ('fire-priest') not *atharitn-\ instead of 'for atharun-\
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Armen. mair gen. maur, Gr. /n^rijp gen. /.iritg-og (the accent of

/.iiJTijp no doubt follows that of the voc. i-fiJTfg) {uqo-hijtwq),

Lat. mater, O.Ir. mathir, Goth, muoter, Lith. moie and mrffe

(Voman, wife') O.C.Sl. mati. Skr. duhi-tdr- Gr. ^vyd-rij^ (like

Skr. dami-tdr- Gr. nuv-6tt/.id-TW(), p. 383) Armen. c^Msfr (the s*

is obscure) Goth, daikh-tar (early Norse nom. pi. doh-tr-tR like

Gr. Horn, d-vya-rg-sg) Lith. rfwA;-^! O.C.Sl. (^Msi* 'daughter.

*bhrd-tor- and later *bhra-ter- 'brother' (cp. § 120 Rem.

p. 379): Skr. bhrdtar-, Armen. elbair gen. elbaur, Gr. ifQaxwQ

<ppaT7iQ ('member of a (ppavQia'), Lat. frater, O.Ir. brathir, Goth.

bropar, Lith. broter-eli-s ('little brother'), O.C.Sl. bratr-u (from

which came &ra#it by dissimilation, as prostu from *pro-stru,

Miklosich, Etym. Wtb. p. 321) like ses<r-a.

iSTomina agentis (in Sanskrit the ace. always has -tar-, in

Gr. -Tog- excepting /.i-i^oTcop-, and -t^^j-^ in Lat. all cases have

-tor-). Skr. pura-etdr- 'he who precedes, guide", Lat. praetor,

\/^ ei-. Skr. vettar- 'knower', Gr. larmp "ovcoq 'knower, witness',

Lat. visor in-vtsor, O.C.Sl. su-v6steU 'conscius, witness' (e in place

of Idg. oi is not original), y/^ueid-. Skr. yok-tdr- Avest. yux-

-tar- 'yoker', Gr. 'Qsvx-rrjQ 'yoke-strap' tEw.-TSLQa 'binder (f.)',

Lat. junc-tor, \^jeij,g-. Skr. boddhar- 'he who knows, or under-

stands something', Gr. nsvaTijg-to-q 'questioning, inquiring', O.C.Sl.

bljustel-t 'watchman', v^ bheudh-. Skr. bhar-tdr- bhdr-tar- 'bearer,

supporter, nourisher, Lat. m-fertor Umb. af-fertur 'infertor,

flamen". Skr. gdn-tar- 'he who goes, comes', Gr. ^a-rijg'

(iaivwv, ^adinrixog (Hesych.), sm-fi^Tap 'mounter, coTerer', Lat.

in-ventor, y^ gem-. Skr. han-tdr- 'he who strikes, kills, murderer",

O.C.Sl. 0q-tel-t 'cutter', y/^qhen-. Skr. Sqs-tar- 'he who recites',

Osc. cens-tur 'censor', y^lcens-. Skr. pak-tdr-, 'he who cooks,

broils, bakes", Gr. nsn-rg-ia 'cook (f.)' (late), Lat. coc-tor, \^peq-.

Skr. sdttar- 'he who sits', Lat. ad-sessor, \/^sed-. Skr. dha-tdr-

dhd-tar- 'he who places, creator', Gr. S^e-tijq 'placer' (late), Lat.

con-ditor, O.C.Sl. su-dMel-t 'conditor', V^dhe-. Skr. stha-tdr-

'standing, not moving' sthd-tar- 'charioteer' savye-sthar- savya-

-sthdr- 'the warrior who stands to the left of the charioteer' i. e.

'''-St + tar- (cp. Germ. *fir-sti- § 100 p. 297), Gr. ara-rvQ a
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weight and a coin ano-arnTi^Q 'apostate', Lat. Jwppiter Sta-tor,

sta-tor ob-stetr-i-x, Y^sta-. Skr. pa-tdr- pd-tar- 'drinker', Gv.

no-Tijp 'drinking vessel, goblet' olvo-norrjg 'wine-drinker', Lat.

po-tor. Gr. ay.-rap 'leader' in-uy.rTJp 'he who goes out for prey,

hunter', Lat. dc-tor ac-tr-T-x, y^ ag-. Avest. sba-tar- 'panegyrist'

0.C.81. zva-tel-X. Skr. jnoi-tdr- 'knower, acquaintance', Grr. yvwaTt;()

'witness for the truth of a statement' (-a- is an analogical in-

sertion as in yvwdTo-g beside yvw-To-g), Lat. no-tor, 0.C.81. sna-

-tel-i 'knower'.

Skr. dami-tdr- 'tamer', Gr. nav-iufid-rMQ 'vanquisher of all',

Lat. domi-tor. Skr. jani-tdr- Gr. ysvs-rrjf) yivt-rao Lat. geni-tor

'begetter, Lat. gene-tr-i-x.

Aryan. Skr. dev-dr-, Skr. n-dr. Avest. n-ar- 'man', Skr.

MS-ar-, Skr. svds-ar- Avest. xwanh-ar- 'sister' (§ 120 p. 379);

see above, p. 381. Skr. ndnoLnd-ar- 'husband's sister' is an

analogical formation, cp. nand-ini- the same. Here should per-

haps be classed Avest. atar- (ace. atar-em, nom. (a re-formation)

atars) m. 'fire' ; ^ is in place of pr. Ar. th, as is shewn by Skr.

dfharvan- and Avest. apravan-.

Skr. pi-tdr- Avest. pi-tar- p-tar (I § 473, 2 p. 349) O.Pers.

pi-tar- (gen. pisa, I § 261 p. 261 p. 213) 'father', Skr. ma-tdr-

Avest. O.Pers. mcL-tar- 'mother', Skr. duhi-tdr- Avest. dug^dar-

duySar- 'daughter', Skr. bhrd-tar- Avest. O.Pers. bra-tar-

'brother', see p. 382 above. Skr. jdmatar- Avest. zamatar-

'son-in-law'.

In proethnic Aryan napM- napt- 'offspring, descendant^

(§ 123) was associated with the names of kindred, first in the

weak cases : Skr. ndptar- Avest. naptr- (cp. Czech neti below)

;

yet the ace. sing, is Skr. ndptaram Avest. naptarem, like si^d-

sdram. Skr. gen. pdtyur 'mariti' like pitur (see Wackernagel,

Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV 290).

Remark. In § 114 Rem. 1 p. 348 and § 117 Rem. 2 p. 369 mention

was made of the transference of nominatives in -a and -ma to the a-

declension; we see the same thing in Prakrit, where rfit/w'rfa 'daughter' and

mada 'mother' were inflected like o-stems. Similarly, in Lithuanian in-te

"brother's wife', and in some dialects also sese 'sister', which is found side

by, side with s«s^, were declined as e-stems.
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The class of nomina agentis was very fertile. Skr. upa-

-ksetdr- 'adherent', Avest. xsafAar- ruler'. Skr. je-tar- 'con-

queror'. Avest. vi-Saetar- 'one who looks around, spy. Skr.

kro-tar- 'hearer', Avest. srao-pr-T- f. 'hearer (f.)'. Skr. ho-tar-

Avest. zao-tar- 'high priest'. Skr. sto-tdr- Avest. stao-tar- 'one

who sings praises'. Skr. jos-tdr- jos-tar- 'lover, protector' O.Pers.

daus-tar- 'friend' : cp. Gr. ysva-rijp-io-v 'vessel for tasting, goblet',

\^geus-. Skr. vodhar- 'carrier, draught-horse' Avest. vas-tar-

'draught animal' (I § 482 p. 356) : Lat. vec-tor-, y/^uegh-. Skr.

han-tdr- 'he who strikes, kills, murderer', Avest. jan-tar- 'killer,

slayer' O.Pers. jatar- (read /a>?ter-) 'slayer, foe': O.C.Sl. sq-tel-t,

see above p. 382. Skr. hhar-tdr- bhdr-tar- Avest. har^-tar-

hcisar- ber^-tar- 'bearer, supporter (cp. § 120 p. 378): Lat. In-

ferior; see above, p. 382. Skr. dhar-tdr- 'bearer, supporter',

Avest. der^-tar- 'holder'. Skr. kar-tdr- Mr-tar- Avest. ker^-tar-

doer'. Skr. dras-tdr- 'he who sees', y^ derU-. Avest. har^-tar-

guardian, protector'. Skr. sdttar- 'sitter', Avest. aim-sastar-

he who sits': Lat. ad-sessor; see above, p. 382. Skr. ddgdhar-

incendiary' y^dliegh-. Skr. dha-tdr- dhd-tar- Avest. dOr-tar-

'he who places, creator': Gr. &i-T>jg etc., see p. 382 above.

Skr. md-tar- 'measurer', O.Pers. fra-mMar- 'master', \/^me-.

Skr. da-tdr- dd-tar- Avest. da-tar- 'giver: Gr. io-Trjg Sw-rijo

dcJ-TWQ Lat. da-tor (da-tr-l-x) O.C. SI. da-tel-i 'giver', y''do-.

Skr. stha-tdr- 'standing' stha-tar- 'charioteer, driver' savye-

-sthar- savya-stdr- 'the warrior who stands to the left of the

charioteer', Avest. rapae-star- 'the warrior who stands in the

chariot': Gr. 6xa-rrjg etc., see p. 382 f. Skr. pa-tdr- pd-tar-

Avest. pa-tar- 'protector, guardian'. Skr. yas-tdr- Avest.

yas-tar- 'offerer', \^ia§-. Skr. vi-hhaktdr- Avest. bax-tar-

'divider', y^bhag-. O.Pers. a-yastar- 'possessor' from Ar. yat-

'strive'. Skr. ias-tdr- Avest. sas-tar- 'master'. Skr. jna-tdr-

'knower, acquaintance' Avest. ma-tar- 'learner, knower' (accor-

ding to I § 403 p. 298 we should expect Sna-tar-) : Gr. yvoiavtJQ

etc., see above, p. 383. Skr. tra-tdr- Avest. pra-tar- 'protector'.

Skr. ya-tar- 'he who goes, is on the way'. Avest. a-snatar-

name of a priest who is responsible for ablutions.
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Skr. dami-tdr-, j(^^^_^.Jit(/r- ; see above, p. 383. Skr. jari-tdr-

'singer, Cp. Avest. aibi-jar'tar- 'praiser*. Skr. pavi-tdr- purifier',

vardhi-tdr- 'increaser' , vedi-tar- 'knower*. Avest. daihi-tar-

'deceiver'. Skr. prati-grahUdr- 'receiver' grdhM-tar 'seizer'. Skr.

taru-tdr- tdru-tar- 'subduer'. Skr. codayi-tdr- beside codi-tdr-

'inciter'.

Towards the end of the Vedic period of Sanskrit, the nom.

sing. du. pi. masc. of these nomina agentis began to be used vrith

the present of as- 'esse' as a periphastic future (cp. Lat. daturus

sum), which became a favourite construction in the classical

period. In the third person the copula was usually omitted,

and the form of the nom. sing, which had become fused with

the verb, was generally kept even in the first and second per-

sons of the plural and dual. Sing, datasmi 'I will give' datdsi

data, du. dcttdsvas ddtdsthas dcUdrclu, pi. datdsmas dstdstha

datdras. Rarely 3 sing, ddtdsti, 1. du. datdrau svas and the hke.

The adjectival character of the nomina agentis created a

neuter form for them in Sanskrit; thus nom. ace. sing, dct-tf

(in Veda also -tiir, see I § 285 p. 228), pi. -tpii etc. Cp.

Lanman, Noun-Infl. p. 421 if.

Armenian. Here are found only names of kindred, all

of which have been already mentioned: taigr 'brother-in-law',

Jcoir 'sister', hair 'father*, mair 'mother', dustr 'daughter', eXbair

'brother'; see above, p. 381 f.

Grreek. Sarjg 'brother-in-law', uvrjg 'man', fiQi 'early' sop-sg'

npootjxovtsg, see above, p. 381. a?fp, gen. SsQ-og, f. m. 'air,

Lesb. avi]Q, compare avpci 'air'. ald-i]Q, al&spog, f. m. 'aether',

compare aid'Qa.

na-T7Jg 'father', fii^-rrjQ 'mother, &vyu-t7jQ 'daughter', cppd-rij^

'member of a (pgaTQia ; see above, p. 381 f. slvd-rsp-sg 'women

married to brothers': Skr. ya-tar- (ace. -tar-am) 'husband's

brother's wife' (probably for *i§-ter-, see I § 253 p. 207), Lat.

jani-tr-i-c-es (§ 119 p. 377), Lith. in-te (gen. in-tes, cp. the

Remark on p. 383) 'brother's wife'; it is still doubtful what we

should assume as the original form of the root-syllable; there seem

to have been both a form with a following the root-syllable,

Brug:maiin, Elements. II. 25
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and a form without, as in Skr. duhi-tdr- : Goth, dauh-tar. yaa-

-Tijg 'belly'.

The nomina agentis in -rrjQ-, -rog- were a fertile class. XdvaQ

"arioQ 'knower, witness', im-iavwf) 'conscius': Skr. vettar- etc.;

see above, p. 382. (pv-rcog 'begetter': Osc. Fuutr-ei 'Creatrici,

Genetrici', cp. also Skr. Mam-iar- 'impending, future', y^bheu-.

^a,-ri'jQ • ^alvcov, ^aSiarLy.6(; (Hesych.), iTn-^rJTag 'mounter, coverer':

Skr. gdn-tar- etc.; see above, p. 382. ^o-ti^q (ico-raQ 'herdsman',

novXv-^oTftga f. 'much-nourishing'. dcp-TJvioQ 'slinger, shooter':

Lat. sa-tor, \^se-; some scholars add Skr. s-tr-t 'wife' (cp.

Lat. sator 'begetter') which as regards the form of the root-

syllable hears the same relation to sa-tor and -rj-raoQ as Skr.

savye-sthar- to Gr. 6ra-rrjQ and Skr. stha-tdr- (p. 382 f.). df.iaU.o-

-SsrriQ 'sheaf-binder': Skr. ni-datdr- 'fastener', \/~'de. ax-rwg

'leader' in-axTTjg 'he who goes out for prey, hunter': Lat. ac-tor.

dldarwg 'not forgetful of punishment, avenying deity' beside

a-Xaaro-g X?]&-a). la/nn-TfJQ 'lighter'. hn-xr\Q Si-onxriQ 'watcher, spy'.

t,ioa-TtJQ 'girdle', dia-lilrjrmg 'slanderer' (late). y.ga-Ti'ig 'mixing

vessel'. i/.i?j-T7JQ 'subduer', Afiij-xcoQ , ^/.irj-TsiQa 'subduer (f.)'.

d-rjQa-x^Q 9-)^Q7]-xrjQ, &7jQa-rcoQ Si^gij-rap 'hunter' (d-ijgda)), xv^sgvTj-

-rrjQ 'steersman' {y.v^igvdco), avXrj-xriQ 'flute-player' fem. avlrj-xg-ig

{avXsd)), yoOf-LTJ-TcoQ 'commander' (xoa^tew), f.ua9-w-vQ-ia 'procuress'

{/.tw&dio). XijiarrJQ Xijiaras) 'plunderer, robber' [XtjlKoi-iai). a7]/.Mv-

-xcop 'commander' {arjuaivao). (pvXay.-xrjg 'watchman' (cpvXdaaa

for *-ax-f.co).

nav-Sai.id-Tiog, ysvs-xTJg ysvs-xcag, see above p. 383. aX-i-

-rg-iQ 'miller (f.)': dX- for ml-? cp. Lat. mol-i-tor.

"With -TCOQ- we find only /.iija-xcog, Homer, ace. -rmg-u,

'counsellor' (but as a proper name Mrjarog-a), beside firjS-ofcac

Italic. Lat. levir modified in form by popular etymology;

see above, p. 381. Umb. ner-f 'proceres'; see above, p. 88L'

Lat. soror for "''suesor, see above, p. 381.

Lat. pa-ter Umbr. lu-pater 'Juppiter' luve patre 'Jovi

patri' Osc. patir 'pater' paterei 'patri' (I § 627 p. 471) Marruc.

patres 'patris', Lat. ma-ter Umbr. matrer 'mati'is' Osc. maatreis
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'matris', Lat. frcL-ter Umbr. frater 'fratres' fratrom 'fratrum';

see above, p. 382. Lat. ven-ter.

In the group of nomina agentis we may assume that -tor-

had prevailed in all cases even in proethnic Italic; only the

derivatives show -tr-. The formation seems to have been in

active use in all dialects.

Lat. in-fertor^ Umbr. af-fertur 'infertor, flamen ace. ars-

-ferturo dat. -ferture : Skr. bhar-tdr- ; see above, p. 382. Lat.

e-versor, Osc. fsgaopst (o to be read long) '*Versori, Tponalw,

•^uert-. censor (cp. § 79 Eem. 2 p. 231), Osc. censtur keensztur

(for the zs see I § 209 p. 176), 'censor': Skr. iqs-tar-, see

p. 382 above. Lat. Inspector, Umbr. speture 'spectori' speturie

dat. 'spectoriae' : Avest. spas-tar- 'watchman'. x^speJc-. Lat.

auc-tor, Umbr. uhtur 'auctor' uhturu 'auctorem' uhtretie

'auctoritate'. Osc. embratur 'imperator', regaturei 'rectori'.

Lat. pts-tor pms-tor pis-tr-T-x: Ski.pes-tar-'gvmder, crusher'.

fictor. vtc-tor. due-tor. us-tor. de-sertor. tortor for "^tore-tor,

from torqueo. com-mentor: Skr. man-tdr- 'thinker', Gr. Msv-twq,

y/^men-. tex-tor: Skr. tds-tar- 'foreman, architect, carpenter',

y^teRs-. esor estr-i-x: Skr. attar- 'eater', Gr. afirjarrig 'eating

raw food' (late) vrjariiga f. 'fasting' (late), messor. cor-rector.

rap-tor. can-tor. al-tor. oc-cisor, from caedo. sU-tor. spre-tor.

im-pletor. vie-tor. fid-tor. curcl-tor, bella-tor; fint-tor.

Lat. domi-tor, geni-tor; see above, p. 383. meri-tor-iu-s

mere-tr-t-x. debi-tor. moli-tor. moni-tor.

The connexion of the Latin participles in -turu-s, such as

da-turu-s, with these nomina agentis can not be denied, but

the u is obscure (I § 89 p. 85).

In Old Irish only the names of kindred remain.

siur, ace. Mid.Ir. siair, 'sister'; see above, p. 381 ; through

the influence of names of kiadred in -ter- arose the forms gen.

sethar ace. sethir dat. pi. sethraib.

athir 'father', mclthir 'mother', brClthir 'brother', see above

p. 381 f. To these the word for 'uncle' was assimilated, Mod.Cymr.

ewi-thr O.Corn. eui-ter, cp. Lat. avun-cidu-s.

25*
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Germanic, soist-ar O.H.Gr. swest-er 'sister', see above

p. 381.

Goth, fa-dar dauh-tar bro-par O.H.G. fater muoter tohter

bruoder; see above, p. 381 f. In O.H.G. another word seems to

have been associated with these: swiger, gen. swiger, 'mother-

-in-law' (Skr. svairu-).

In Gothic, -tru-m (for *-tx-mi) in the dat. pi. and -tr-uns

(for *-ir-fs) in the ace. pi. gave rise to the nom. pi. in

-trjus, as broprjiis, after the analogy of the M-declension. In

Old High German the names of kindred were also declined as

o-stems and as S-stems (according to their gender), but the

feminine forms occur only in the pi., and not until a late period.

Thus we have gen. sing, futeres beside fater, gen. pi. only

fateroL, gen. pi. tohtera beside tohter.

Of the nomina agentis we have only doubtful traces. A.S.

bwcestre f. 'baker (f.)' and the like; see § 110 p. 336. A.S.

bealdor O.Icel. baldr 'chief, O.H.G. smeidar 'artifex', see Kluge,

Nominale Stammbildungsl. § 30. O.H.G. friu-dil fri-dol m. 'be-

loved' O.Icel. fri-dill 'concubinus' : O.C.Sl. prija-tel-l 'friend'

Avest. a-frUar- 'one who pronounces a blessing' Skr. pre-tar-

'benefactor, lover': I must have arisen in Germanic, as in Slavonic,

(-tel-t) through dissimilation, op. murmulon etc. I § 277 p. 221;

but there is difficulty in explaining the relation of the vowels

in the root-syllable (cp. Brate in Bezzenb. Beitr. XI 187).

Balto-SIavonic. Lith. dever-i-s gen. dever-s O.C.Sl.

diver-i 'brother-in-law', Lith. sesii gen. sesers, also nom. sese on

the analogy of mdte etc. (cp. the Remark on p. 383), O.C.Sl.

sestra 'sister', see above, p. 381.

Lith. mo-te and mo-te 'woman, wife' O.C.Sl. mati 'mother',

Lith. duk-te O.C.Sl. duSti 'daughter', Lith. bro-ter-eli-s 'little

brother'. O.C.Sl. bra-tr-u bra-tu 'brother', see p. 382 above.

Lith. in-te (gen. intes) 'brother's wife' (O.C.Sl. jV-*''-*/ like svehry):

Skr. yd-tar- etc., see p. 385 above ; a confusion with gentl-s 'a

relative' (m. f.) gave rise to the form gent-e gen. genter-s or

genth 'husband's brother's wife'. In Czech the inflexion of

neti f. 'niece' (= Skr. napt-i) was assimilated to that of the
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names of kindred, partly in consequence of the similar ending

of the nom. sing.: thus gen. neter-e, like mater-e; cp. Skr.

ndptar- p. 383.

The class of nomina agentis is found only in Slavonic,

where it was fertile. In Lithuanian these forms were displaced

by those in -toji-s = O.C.Sl. -tajt, as ar-toji-s = O.C.Sl. ra-taji

ora-tap 'arator*; as to Lith. -hU see I § 281 Rem. 1 p. 224.

Slav, -tel- arose from -ter- by dissimilation; see I § 281 p. 224.

-tel- without any additional suffix is still found in nom. gen.

instr. pi., -tel-e^ -tel-ti, -tel-y although the two latter forms may

also be regarded as belonging to the o-decl.) ; elsewhere we

have -tel-j'e-. su-visteli 'conscius, witness', hljusteU 'watchman',

z^-teli 'reaper', su-MteU 'conditor', zva-teWca&Qv, 3wa-foZ?'knower';

see above, p. 382 f. da-teli 'giver', see above, p. 384. prija-teU

friend', see above p. 388. zri-tett 'offerer, priest'. vlas-teU

'commander' {vladq 'I command, rule'), zi-telt 'inhabitant', dUa-

-teU 'worker'. sU-biratelt 'collector'. um6-teVi 'one who under-

stands'. su-vMUeli 'conscius, witness', prosi-telt 'beggar', goni-telt

'follower', -iteli was also used as an independent suffix: e. g.

po-dad-iteli 'lender, bail, security', po-greb-itelt 'burier'.

VII. Suffixes in -t.

§ 123. The Suffix -i-'). In the proethnic language

this was a primary suffix; and it was most frequently found, as

its use in Sanskrit, Greek and Latin shews, in the final members

of compound words. These had the force of a participle, which

was generally active and could be either an adjective or sub-

stantive. But -t- is used in this way only with roots which end

in vowels, liquids, or nasals, such as ei-, dhe-, bher-, ghen-.

Skr. arthet- (artha-i-t-J 'busy, in haste', Lat. comes stem com-i-t-

(properly 'one who goes with'), v^ei-. Avest. fratema-Sa-t-

'one set first, set in front, chief, Gr. 5-?/c, gen. &rj-r-6s, 'hired

labourer', y^dhe-. Avest. praoto-sta-t- adj. 'in the rivers', Lat.

anti-sti-t-, \^sM-.

1) De Saussure, Le suffixe -t-, Memoires de la Soc. de Ling. Ill

197 fP.
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Here must be classed *nepot- *nept- (Skr. ndpoit 'offspring,

descendant' insti*. nddbhis for *nabd-bhis, Lat. nepos, Mid.Ir. niae,

gen. niath, 'sister's son', O.H.Gr. nefo 'nephew, relative' Goth.

nip-ji-s 'cousin, relative', O.Icel. ni&r 'offspring', 0.C.81. net-iji

'nephew, cousin', see I § 527 Rem. 1 p. 382, § 545 p. 399), if

it belongs to the root of *jp9-ter- 'father' and if its original

meaning was 'not having (a father's) protection, belonging to

the family of uncle or grandfather', and hence 'nephew' or

grandson'; see E. Leumann, Pestgruss an Otto von Bohtlingk

1888 p. 77 f.

Next should be mentioned noq-t- night' (beside *noq-U-,

cp. the suffix -tati- beside -tat- § 102 p. 308): Skr. ndk-t-

(Graedicke, Der Ace. im Veda 177, B. Kahle, Zur Entwickelung

der Consonant. Decl. im Germ. 32 f.), Gr. vv^ wn-ro-g, Lat. nox

(which also forms i-cases), O.Ir. in-nocht 'hac nocte', Goth. gen.

nah-t-s dat. nah-t, O.Lith. gen. pi. nak-t-u.

We also find a few substantive numerals (with by-forms in

-ti-^ see § 101 p. 306 f.). *delcm-t- 'decade': Skr. daidt-^ Gr. Sfxdg

gen. Js/aJ-o? (for the J see p. 392), Lith. pi. dessimt-s O.C.Sl.

pi. desqt-e. In this way were formed Skr. paficdt- Gr. nsLindg

rrswdg 'a group of five' (I § 427 « p. 312) beside Skr. fdnca

Gr. nsvTS 'five', and other examples.

Lastly we find a certain number of nouns in different

languages with a short vowel between the root and -t- ; as Skr.

sravdt- i. 'river', Lat. teges^ gen. teget-is, f. 'covering', Goth.

mitap-s, stem mitad- f. 'measure', Skr. vaghdt- 'praying', Gr.

apyar- 'gleaming', Lat. teres, gen. teret-is, 'turned, round, long'.

Not one of these nouns appears in more than one language.

Nevertheless it is natural to derive them from a common source.

In several branches of Indo-Germanic, particularly in Aryan,

this suffix -t- was taken widely into use in combination with

others by which it was extended. The new compound suffixes

were used independently and became fertile, e. g. Skr. -t-nu-.

Aryan. Skr. arthet-, Avest. fratema-ctat- praoto-stiZt-, see

above p. 389. Skr. visva-Ji-t- 'obtaining all by conquest', Avest.

isasem-ji-t- 'subduing, suppressing one's wish'. Skr. deva-stu-t-
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'praising the gods', Avest. ahum-stu-t 'praising the world'. Skr.

deva-srii-t- 'heard of the gods, audible to them'. Skr. vajra-

hhf-t- 'bearing the thunderbolt', Avest. as-her^-t- 'enduring much'

a-ber^-t- 'purveyor' (appellation of a priest's assistant). Skr. su-

-hf-t- 'behaving well', Avest. yas-her'^-t- 'transacting business'.

Avest. taxmcir^-t- (taxma-ar^-t-) 'pressing on hard'. Skr. adhva-

gd-t- 'on the way, traveller', v^gem-. Less often in uncom-

pounded words : Skr. ri-t- 'running', hru-t- 'injurer, foe', Avest.

stu-t- 'praiser'. Moreover these -^-sterns are found in Aryan as

feminine abstract substantives: Skr. sam-i-t- 'hostile meeting',

ni-yu-t- 'team', stu-t- 'praise, song', vf-t- 'company, following,

troop, band', Avest. xsnUt- 'wisdom'. For the Skr. ndpclt- ndpt-

'offspring, descendant' Avest. nafclt- napt- (fem. Skr. napt-i-

Avest. napt-t-) see above p. 390, and for Skr. ndptar- Avest.

naptar- § 122 p. 383.

Extensions of this suffix gave rise to the suffixes -tya-,

e. g. Skr. kftya-s 'faciendus' § 63 p. 123 f., -tnu-^ e. g. Skr.

hytnu-s 'active' § 106 p. 820, -tvan-, e. g. Skr. kftvan- 'effecting'

§ 116 p. 364. Compare Skr. mr-t-yii-s 'death' § 105 p. 318 f.

Skr. ndk-t- 'night', see above p. 390. Skr. dasdt- 'a group

of ten' pancdt- 'a group of five', see above, p. 390.

A few Sanskrit nouns have -at- -it-, sravdt- f. 'river'.

vahdt- f. 'stream', saicdt- f. 'stopping, check', vehdt- f. 'a cow

which yeans prematurely, casts', vaghdt- 'praying, one who

prays', sarit- f. 'river, brook', yoslt- f. 'girl, maiden', liarit-

'tawny'. There is one word in -ut- : marut- name of the storm-

gods.

Greek. 5)^'?, gen. d-tj-r-og, 'hired labourer', see p. 389 above.

TiArogj gen. n^a-r-og, 'swimmer' name of a fish, cofio-lipmg, gen.

-^Qw-r-og, 'devouring raw flesh' (v^ger-, cp. I § 306 p. 242).

dyvijig, gen. -yvoJ-t-og, 'unknown, not knowing'. npo-jiXrjg, gen.

^Irf-T-og, 'thrown forward, springing forward, prominent'. Jojij-

-a/^ijg, gen. -y-f-irj-T-og, 'subdued by the spear'.

vv^, gen. vvx-T-6g, 'night', see p. 390 above.

dsudg, TTSjLtndg nivxdg, see p. 390 above. So also Inxdg 'a

group of seven' ground-form '"septtn-t-., ivveag 'a group of nine',
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Svug rpidg (this word cannot be compared with Lat. triens, gen.

trient-is), eUi etc. In I § 238 p. 199, § 469, 7 p. 346 some-

thing has been said of the -S- in these forms. In the Indo-

Grermanic case-system {dekmt- *septmt- and so forth) there was

a variation between t and d, e. g. dat. *de%mt-ai, instr. *deJcmd-

-bhi(s). The only question is whether the Gr. -6- arose from an

assimilation of the cases with t to this latter form either in

Greek or earlier, or whether the rf was a special Greek de-

Yelopement, due to the terminations -ag -a6i^ which also belonged

to the original t^-stems (§ 128). The latter explanation now seems

to me the more probable. Cp. Xaray- § 130 Rem.

aQyar- and agyiJT- 'gleaming' the nom. was perhaps originally

-et, gen. -et-os and so forth (cp. below A.S. hcele 'hero' for

pr. Germ. */alep). y.shjg, gen. -i^v-og, m. 'runner, courser', s/i^g m.

'possessor', Xs^ijg m. 'cauldron, bowl'.

Italic. Lat. com-es, anti-stes, nepos (gen. nepot-is etc.; the

weak form of the stem appears in nept-i-s), see p. 390 above.

sacerdos, gen. -dot-is, for *sdcro-dd-t- I § 633 p. 473 f. ; where

it must be remembered that -do-t- can be derived not only from

v/^c^o-, but also from y^dhe (cp. Gr. &w-fi6-g etc. I § 315

p. 254). locu-ples, gen. -ple-t-is, whose original meaning has not

been clearly determined (see Corssen, Krit. ISFachtr. 253). man-

sues, gen. -sue-t-is (beside mcLn-sue-tu-s). Add in-gen-t-, if it

originally meant 'unknown, unheard of, and then 'exti'aordinary,

huge', and so comes from \/^ gen- 'know' (Danielsson, Pauli's

Altital. Stud. IV 149 f.).

Lat. nox, see above p. 390.

"With -et- : teges (gen. teget-is) f., seges f., merges f. ; teres,

hehes. An isolated form is caput, gen. capit-is.

Remark 1. "With -it-: eques (gen. equit-is) m. {equo-s), pedes m.

(pes), veles m. {yelu-m), miles m., circes m. (circu-s), palmes m. {pi?,lma),

ales subst. m. and adj. {ala). K. Walter (Kuhn's Ztschr. X 194 if.) holds

that these correspond to such Greek denominatives as imi<!~ra (eques)

ayQo-Tij-q (§ 80 p. 240). There seems to me to have been a confusion in

Latin between ia-stems and compounds with -i-t- 'going' (see eom-i-t-

above), after the vowels preceding the -t- had become indistinguishable

through phonetic change. The compounds attracted the ta-stevas into their
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own consonantal declension , a process which was assisted by popular

etymology. But it is doubtful whether all these forms (eques etc.) were
^a-stems to start with. It may certainly be assumed of a few examples,

such as ped-it; that (like com-es) they were real compounds of -i-t- 'going'.

Old Irish, niae, gen. niath^ (Mid.Ir.) 'sister's son', in-

-nocht 'hac nocte', see p. 390 above.

"With -et-: cing-, gen. cinged, 'hero, warrior' Gall. Cinges

-etis Cinget-o-rtx, traig 'foot', cin 'debt', luch 'mouse'. Compare

Gall. ace. pi. Namnet-as, and further (with a) Atrebat-es (beside

O.Ir. atreha i. e. ad-treha 'possidet, habitat') as well as Ir. ascad-

(nom. ascae) 'rival, enemy' arad- 'charioteer'; in these words it

is difficult to determine the original form of the suffix.

Germanic. O.H.G. nefo 'nephew' for *nefo(d) has been

attracted into the n-declension : Skr. ndpat etc., see p. 390 above.

O.H.G. nift 'neptis, privigna' = Skr. napt-t.

Gen. sing. Goth, nah-t-s O.H.G. naht-e-s, dat. Goth. O.H.G.

nah-t etc. (nom. Goth, naht-s O.H.G. naht 'night') : Skr. ndk-t-

etc, see above p. 390. In Germanic the various cases of this

word followed different declensions.

Remark 2. Consonantal cases are found in the declension of the

feminine nouns Gofh. vaih-t-s 'thing' hrus-t-s 'breast' as from naht-s; and

also from spaicrp-s (spawr-d-) 'race-course' didp-s {dtil-p-) "feast'. The

two latter should be compared with such Sanskrit fem. forms as vf-t- stu-t-

(see p. 391), if their consonantal inflexion is original. -

—

There is a class of nouns which show a vowel before the

-t- (pr. Germ, -p- or -d-, following always the position of the

accent) , which have abandoned their old consonantal inflexion

more or less completely. Goth, mitap-s (st. mitad-) f. 'measure',

beside O.Sax. metod O.Icel. mjqtud-r m. 'measurer, orderer, artist,

creator'. O.H.G. helid A.S. heeled (also hcele^ an old nom.

without s, for *yalep) O.Icel. hqld-r 'hero'. O.H.G. hehhit 'pike',

sceffid 'creator', leitid 'leader'. In Norse this class (nomina

agentis) was fertile : e. g. hatu-Sr hqtud-r 'hater', skapadr 'creator'

framid-r 'gestor, tributor, dator'.

Goth, menop-s (dat. nienop, pi. nom. ace. rmnop-s) O.H.G.

mandd O.Icel. manad-r (pi. manad-r m. 'month'. The nominative

form *mend(p) gave rise to Goth, mena O.H.G. mano, which
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then developed w-cases like nefo. In this word -t- was a

secondary suffix, and so also in Goth, veitvo^-s (veitvod-) m.

witness'; this form will be discussed below in § 176.

Balto-Slavonic. The Lith. nom. sing, men^ (gen. menesio)

may, with O.H.Gr. mclno, be referred to *menot.

Lith. pi. deszimt-s 0.C.81. des^t-e; see p. 390 above.

Remark 3. The Slav. maso. lahuti "elbow, ell', nogvM 'unguis', pieaU

'seal* form cases according to the consonantal declension; e. g. gen. pi.

lakiitu nom. pi. pecat-e. Have we here a secondary transference to this

declension?

§ 124. The Suffixes -tat- and -tut- formed feminine

abstract substantives from Adjectives and Substantives, and had

in the proethnic and later periods the parallel forms -tati- and

-tuti-. They have been discussed in § 102 p. 308 ff.

§ 125. The Suffix -nt-'^). In all periods this suffix

formed all the active participles excepting that of the Perfect

(§ 136). In most of the separate groups of languages it has

remained in living use down to the present day.

nt- participles became simple nouns in all the languages,

though more rarely in some than in others. They became

partly adjectives pure und simple (with comparative and

superlative) , such as Mod.H.Gr. reizend 'charming' and partly

substantives, such as Mod.H.Gr. freund 'friend'. This change

from one part of speech to another has taken place at every

stage in the developement of the Indo-Grermanic languages.

Thus for example Mod.H.Gr. zahn (Lat. dens) had become a

substantive in the proethnic period, freund (Goth, frijond-s) in

1} H. Ebel, Das Suffix -ant und Verwandtes, Kuhn's Ztsohr. IV 321 ff.

M. Breal, Origine du suffixe participial ant, M6m. de la Soc. de lingu.

II 188 if. F. Baudry, Le t du suffixe participial ant, ibid. 393 ff. 0. Bech-

stein, De nominibus Latinis suffixorum ent- et mino- ope formatis, Curtius'

Stud. VIII 835 sqq. (I have not been able to work through Ch. Bartho-

lomae's essay, Die ar. Flexion der Adjeotiva und Participia auf -nt-, which

has just appeared in Kuhn's Ztsohr. XXIX 487 ff., so as to make use of

it for the following sections, but a cursory survey has shown me, to my
great satisfaction, that we have arrived at the same conclusions on certain

main points).
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proethnic Grermanic, heiland (A.S. hcelend) in proethnic West-

Germanic, and der vorsitzende (O.H.G. furi-sizzando) president'

in High German. Compare § 144.

-nt- is sometimes added immediately to the root-syllable,

e. g. *s-^i- 'being' y^es- (Skr. s-dnt- s-at-), sometimes to stems

having a tense-determinant, e. g. pres. *qi-nu-'^t- V^qei- (Skr.

ci-nv-dnt- ci-nv-at-), *rud-6-nt- y^reud- (Skr. rud-d-nt-)^ *bhSudh-

-o-nt- x^bheudh- (Skr. hodh-a-nt-), fut. *do-si6-nt- \/^do- (Skr.

da-sydnt-).

Remark 1. It is a plausible hypothesis that the 3. pi. in -nil and

-nt {*yudi-nii = Skr. rudd-nti *i rud6-nt = Skr. d-rudan, op. Lat. rudu-nt)

is simply the bare stem of this participial formation, to which -i was some-

times added on the analogy of the 3. sing, in -U beside -t etc. If so, the

3. pi. perf. (Q-r. hioyx-Sai -am, Groth. vit-uii) was doubtless formed originally

with some other suffix ; and as a matter of fact the 7it- suffix is not

used in that tense in Aryan.

The original variation of ablaut is on the whole clear:

In participles formed from non-thematic verbal stems, the

suffix varied between -tit- and -nt- in the parent language; as

Skr. sing. ace. s-dnt-am ci-nv-dnt-am gen. s-at-ds ci-nv-at-ds pi. loo.

s-dt-su ci-nv-dt-su (instead of *s-at-su *ci-nv-at-su), cp. I § 226

p. 193, § 230 p. 196 etc.

With thematic stems, on the other hand, the suffix assumed

the forms -6-nt- and -iit- ; as Skr. rudd-nt-am rudat-ds rudat-su

(instead of *rudat-s'£) Gr. fMvr-ra *fiSar-6g *fiSav-ai (replaced

by fidovTOQ and fuUvai ftiSovai). It is certain that -6-nt- and

-^t- were original; but it is still a little doubtful whether the

paradigm also contained -e-nt-. The nom. sing, ended partly in

-o-nt-s (and under certain conditions perhaps in -e-nt-n), partly

in -OH (Gr. (peguv O.C.Bl. bery; there was no loss of-i, contrast

syvov for *£-'yvco-vv I § 611 p. 461).

Remark 2. Special evidence for a form -e-ni- beside -o-nt- and -i}t-

is given by Mid.H.G. zint O.Icel. tind-r 'tooth, prong' = *d-en-t- beside

*d-on-t- (O.H.G. zan, Gr. oSovt- etc.) and *d-^t- (Goth. tun^-). It is pos-

sible to assume (with B. Kahle, Zur Entw. der Conson. Decl., 13) that

the loc. sing, was originally *dint(i), cp. loc. sing. -en(-i) -men(-i) § 113

p. 344 and -(t)er-i % 120 p. 379. Another view is also possible. *rud-e-n(-

may once have existed beside *bM.%id-o-nt-, *d-i-nt- beside *'-d-o-nt- as

tp(-6r-(: beside a-<pg-ov-(c § 113 p. 343 f. and -/iK-TF^-ef beside (pQa-roii-sg
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/uijTgo-TjaTOQ-eg § 120 p. 378 ; while in the -lit- stems also in either case the

loc. sing, may have had -e-, *dent-(i). This latter assumption would

explain very simply the varying declension of these stems in the different

languages. Observe especially that in this case there would be no necessity

to suppose any levelling of different forms of the stem in participles like

Lat. rudens nideniis etc., inasmuch as riident- would come as regularly

from *rudenf- as from *rudi}t-.

§126. Indo-Grermanic. Participles. *bher-o-nt-*bher-'^t-,

beside *hher-e-ti 'fert': Skr. bhdrant- bhctrat-, Gr. <psQh>v (-oir-),

Lat. ferens {-ent-), Groth. bairand-s (-and-), O.C.Sl. bery {*-qt-).

*dorMio-nt-, from the causative *dorMie-ti 'causes to see',

V^ derh- : Skr. darsdyant- 'causing to see' Goth, ga-tarhjand-s

'distinguishing' ; Skr. tyoijdyant- 'bidding one abandon something'

Gr. aofitcov 'driving away quickly, scaring oft' ; Skr. ndSdyant-

'causing to disappear, destroying' Lat. nocens from *noceient-

(indic. noceo). *rud-6-nt-,^) *rnd-')}t- from *rud-e-ti 'laments,

howls': Skr. ruddnt- rudat- Lat. rudens {-ent-); Skr. viddnt-

'finding' Gr. Uwv 'seeing Goth, vitand-s 'knowing'; Skr.

girdnt- O.C.Sl. zn-y 'swallowing' common ground-form* g^r-

-6-nt-, v^ger-; Skr. hi-ntdnt- 'cutting off" Lith. hrintds {-ant-)

'falling off'. *do-si6-nt-, from *do-sid-ti fut. 'he will give':

Skr. dasydnt- Lith. d^'s(^ {-ent-). ^ue-nt- (the stem doubtless

had this form in all the cases; for Aryan vat- in the weak

cases see § 110 p. 337), from *ue-ti 'blows' (without vowel-

gradation): Skr. vd-nt-, Gr. asig a(f)svT- for *u(f)rivv-\ add Lat.

vent-u-s Goth, vind-s 'wind', which have been extended by -o-.

*sthd-nt- *stdnt-, from *std-t(i) (Lat. sta-t, Skr. d-stha-t Gr. s-or;/):

Skr. std-nt-, Gr. Gtag (aravr- may regularly represent either form

of the stem), Lat. stans {stant-, as in Greek) ; *do-nt- *d3-nt-,

from d6-t(i) (Lat. da-t instead oi *do-t, 8kv. d-da-t): Gv. dovg

(Jorr- for *Jra-i'r- or instead of ^Sot-vr-, see I § 109 p. 102),

Lat. dans (da-nt- = *dd-nt-). In the following examples the

tense-stem ends in a consonant. *s-^f- *s-ft-, beside *is-ti 'is'

:

Skr. s-dnt- s-at; in Greek the only trace of the orig. stem is

*s-nt- in the fem. Dor. saaaa i. e. *6(a)-ar-La § 110 p. 337

1) Or *rud-i-nf-, under other (more primitive) conditions, see § 125

Eem. 2. So also in the cases which follow.
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(elsewhere we find new formations, such as Dor. ivr-iQ Ion.

sovT-sg Att. ovT-sc), Lat. prae-sens (sent-), Pruss. empriki-sins

'present' (dat. -sentismu). *de-d-y,t- *dhe-dh-i^t- {-'>}t- no doubt

in all the cases), from *de-do-ti gives', y/^do-, *dhe-dhe-ti 'ponit',

\^dhe-: Skr. dddat- dddhat- (ace. dddat-am dddhat-am) , Gr.

JiJo'iT- Tidivr- new formations in place of *SidaT- ^nd-ur-

(J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVII 394 f.). *qi-nii-nt- *qi-nii-

-^t-, from *qi-neu-ti- \/~'qei-: Skr. cinv-dnt- cinv-at- 'gathering,

arranging', iak-nuv-dnt- 'being able'; in Greek we have a re-

formation ay-vv-vT- 'breaking' taking the place of *ay-vv-uvT-'^)

*ay-vv-aT- which would correspond to the 3. pi. ay-vv-am. *mf-

-n-nt- *m^-n-i^t- , from *mY-nd-ti
,

y^ mer- : Skr. m^-n-dnt-

mr-n-at- 'grinding' ; Gr. Saf.i-v-dvr- (nom. da/.ivdg) 'taming', where

this strong form of the stem is carried through the paradigm.

A number of participles of this kind became simple

nouns even in the parent language. Skr. jdra-nt- 'frail, old.

1) In this section, as in "Vol. I § 235 p. 198 f., I have regarded -av-

as the regular phonetic representative of original -n-. This view has been

recently attacked by Kogel in the Literar. Centralbl. 1888 Sp. 1380, in his

criticism of Burghauser, who maintained (as I do) that eaoi (for *i{n)avTi)

was the normal form of the 3. pi. of the root es- ; the comparison Skr.

sdnti = Gr. ilaC (for *aevri') = H.G. sind 'is', says our critic, 'almost

universally (??) accepted'. In view of this, I am bound to call

attention to the evidence of the word n-dn- = Idg. "Itn-ni- which

is shortly to be mentioned in the text; a form which is of especial im-

portance from its isolation, and which in my opinion decides the question

of the representation of Idg. n in Greek distinctly in favour of av. Can

any one maintain the alternative that in the proethnic period of Greek

*7r-frT- became 'n-arr- through the influence of the weak form *n-art- =
*/E«-^<-? This form disappeared in that very period, and in other instances

of levelling between different cases it is the reverse process and that

only that has been established — e. g. -/ft- for -far- on the analogy of

-ftvT-, rpQ-s-at for tpq-a-at On the analogy of tp^fv-. Nor are the objections

urged by Meringer (Ztschr. f. osterr. Gymn. 1888 p. 149 f.) against my theory

at all more serious. I hope to iind an opportunity elsewhere of dealing

with his arguments in detail ; suffice it here to say, that in maintaining as

he does (p. 150) that the e of the Indo-Germanic sound 'n^ which he and

J. Schmidt assume in place of ?i, naturally' became « in Aryan, he has

completely overlooked the fact that before this ^n the Aryan /..-sounds

would necessarily appear as c-sounds,- which no more happens here than

it does before /;• = Idg. rr.
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hoary', Gr. yi^mv (-o-vr-) 'old man'. Skr. sd-svant- sd-ivat-

'complete, whole, every' for *sd-ivant- (I § 557 p. 413), Gr.

ndvT- {nag) a-navv- (a-nag) 'all, every', Idg. *ku-'^t- *Tcu-^t- ori-

ginally perhaps 'coming to fulness', compare Skr. Sva- 'swell out'

Gr. y.vEio 'am pregnant' xvog 'fetus' (to the same root belongs

Dor. nS-fia § 117 p. 370 f.) ; cp. Goth, alls § 66 p. 147 and Lat.

omni-s § 95 p. 286. Skr. b^-hdnt- h^-hat- 'exalted, high, great'

fem. h^hat-t^ O.Ir. Brigit f. ('she who is exalted'), see § 110

p. 337. ""d-o-nt- "d-t^t- 'tooth' (cp. § 125 Eem. 2 p. 395 f.) from

y/^ed- 'eat': Skr. ddnt- dat- {dat-ds dad-bhis), Gr. oSow- nom.

nSovg and odiuv^ *daT- appears in oSa^ § 86 p. 256, § 88 p. 265,

Lat. dent- nom. dens (Osc. dunt- = dont- is uncertain, see

Danielsson, Pauli's Altital. Stud. Ill 184), O.Ir. del (Mod.Cymr.

dant) dat. deit^ Goth, tunp-u-s O.H.G. zan (see p. 402 f.), Lith.

dant-l-s (we still find gen. pi. dant-u beside dancziu) ') ; it seems

more probable that Gr. Lesb. Movrsg was a re-formation, the

original word beiug altered on the analogy of I'Jw, than that

a by-form *ed-o-n-t- 'tooth' should have existed side by side

with *d-6n-t- in Indo-Germanic ; the o- of oSovg however has

yet to be explained; the theory of J. Schmidt (Kuhn's Ztschr.

XXV 51) and G. Meyer, (Gr. Gr.2 p. 306) does not satisfy me.

Aryan. Skr. vdh-a-nt- Avest. vas-a-nt- (nom. vdhan vazqs)

'vehens': Lat. vekens, Goth, ga-vigand-s, Lith. veSqs O.C.Sl. vezy,

common ground-form *u4gh-o-nt-, beside indie. *uegh-e-ti 'vehit'.

Skr. dhardya-nt- Avest. daraya-nt- 'holding*, beside indie, dha-

rdya-ti- dclrayeiti; Skr. vahdya-nt- 'causing to ride, causing to

run' : Gr. o/scov 'causing to drive, ride', Goth, vagjand-s 'setting

in motion'. Skr. ndi-ya-nt- Avest. nas-ya-nt- 'becoming lost',

beside indie, nds-ya-ti nas-yeiti. Skr. pfchd-nt- Avest. per^sa-nt-

'asking': Lat. poscens for *por(c)-scent-, beside indie. pfcha-U

per^saiti poscit ground-form *pj^(k)-sRe-ti, \/~'preJc-. Skr. vindd-nt-

Avest. vinda-nt- 'finding', beside indie, vindd-ti vindaiti, y^^eid-.

1) I see no sufficient reason for doubtiog that in dantU we still have

the old -nt-stem (Bruckner, Archiv fiir slav. Phil. Ill 247). grindu beside

grindziu from grindl-s 'deal board', oidy shews that the word has been

influenced by the analogy of such forms as dantu.
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Skr. udan-yd-nt- 'streaming' beside indie, udan-yd-ti. Skr. vaJc-

-syd-nt- Avest. vax-sya-nt- fut. 'about to speak', beside indie.

vah-syd-ti vax-syeiti. Skr. vd-nt- Avest. vd-nt- 'blowing', beside

indie, vd-ti vaiti: Gr. asig, see above p. 396. Skr. snd-nt-

'washing oneself, bathing', beside indie, snd-ti : Lat. nans. Skr.

s-dnt- Avest. h-ant- 'being, true', beside indie, ds-ti as-ti 'is'.

Skr. y-dnt- Avest. y-ant- 'going, coming', beside indie, e-ti aeiti.

Skr. ddd-at- "giving, dddJi-at- ponens*, Avest. dadant- 'giving

ponens', beside indie. Skr. ddda-ti dddha-ti Avest. dadaiti; the

Avestie form was a new formation, see above, p. 397. Skr.

su-nv-dnt- Avest. hu-nv-ant- 'pressing out", beside indie, su-no-ti

hu-naoUi. Skr. krl-n-dnt- 'buying', beside indie, kn-na-ti.

In proethnic Aryan, participles like vd-n-t- 'blowing' lost

their nasal in the weak cases on the analogy of sdnt-am: sat-ds

etc. Compare § 110 p. 337. Beside Skr. mahat- Av. mazat-.

(mahat-d mahdd-hhis, mazaji) 'great' we have a remarkable form

Skr. mahant- Avest. mazAnt- (mahant-am, masdnt-em). Compare

with it the Vedic ace. maha-m and such compounds as maha-

-gramd-s 'great host', mahant- is doubtless a contamination of

mahan- (mahan-^ and mahat-; compare § 135.

On the whole Sanskrit has preserved faithfully the vowel-

gradation of proethnic Aryan ; e. g. sing. ace. p^chd-nt-am su-nv-

-dnt-am instr. pfchat-a su-nv-at-d pi. instr. p^chdd-bhiS su-nv-

-dd-bhis. On the other hand, we find in Avestie the strong

form of the stem constantly transferred to the weak cases, as

gen. pi. jasent-qm contrasted with Skr. gdcchat-am, dat. pi.

her^zenhyo contrasted with Skr. hfhdd-hhyas.

Participles used simply as nouns. Pre-Aryan: Skr. yaraw^-,

Skr. M-ivant-, Skr. b^hdnt-^ Avest. ber"zant- 'exalted, high,

great', Skr. ddnt- 'tooth' (Avest. dant-an- has the -en- which is

so common in names of parts of the body, cp. § 114 p. 345 ff.);

see above, p. 397 f. Aryan: Skr. mahnt- Avest. mazdnt-

'great', see above, Skr. pfsant- 'spotted, dappled', dhfsdnt-

'courageous, bold', ^hdnt- 'small, little' (the opposite of bfhdnt-)^

Avest. sao-sya-nt- fut. part, 'who will help, saviour, preserver'.

Grreek. Participles, qewv (-o-vr-) 'flowing', beside indie.
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Qtsi QsT: Skr. srdv-a-nt-, \^sreu. (popiwv 'bearing', from (pogsw

(popa: Skr. bhardya-nt-, x^bher-. nsxpcov (-o-i/r-) fut. about

to cook', from nail'cu, y/^peq-. hncov {-o-vt-) 'leaving', from

s-hn-ov: Skr. ric-d-nt- y/^leiq-. yvov'g (-oVt-) 'learning' for

*Yvio-vr- (I § 611 p. 461), from s-yvw-v; /.aytig (-svr-) 'mixed

with, united with' for *^ayrj-vr-, from i-/.uyrj-v. riy-tahmv 'making',

from TtKraivm for *xsY.xav-uo. ri/.idwv 'honouring', from rlndw.

SovXoMv 'subjugating', from Jbi/Xoo?. arag (arair-) 'placing one-

self, being in a position', beside s-orrj-v; see p. 396 above, n-ag

(ace. n-avT-a gen. n-uvr-og) 'complete, all' for *ku-ig,t-^ see p. 398

above; the indie, would perhaps be *Mu-ti. neipag (-«yr-) part. aor.

'cooking', beside s-nsxp-a, instead of *nsn-a-dvv- *niit-a-aT- =^

*peq-s-ij't- *peq-s-'^t- or perhaps instead of the single form ^ntn-

•G-ax- = *pSq-s-^t- (which may have been regular in all the

cases) ; the latter view is supported especially by Ved. nom. sing.

dhdksat (dah- 'burn'). rt-&fi'g {-sw) 'placing' contrasted with

Skr. dddh-at-; see above, p. 397. uyvvg (-v'vt-) 'breaking' (trans.)

contrasted with Skr. sak-nuv-dnt- ; see above, p. 399. 3afi-v-ag

(-dvt-) 'taming', see ibid.

In Greek only a few traces remain of the different formS'

due to the original vowel gradation. Beside (psgovx- a form

*(pspuT- = Skr. bhdrat- is implied in Heracl. loc. pi. itQaaaov-

raaai and the like: such a form as *<psgaaai for *(pfQftT-ai (Skr.

bhdrat-su) would be altered to cpspovx-aaot through the influence

of (ptQovx- in the other cases. Dor. saaaa (Cret. dat. Idrra) =
Skr. s-at-i has been already mentioned on p. 396. If we may

trust a few corrupt glosses in Hesychius, a form fsxax-, fern.

d-sxaaaa once existed beside Ixoiv snovr-og 'willing'. See K. Kogel,

Paul-Br. Beitr. VIII 116, J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV
590 If.

Remark 1. It is very questionable whether ^e^/uaaaa 'furnace, stove'

conies directly from the partic. ^sp^wv 'warming', as some maintain. It is

important to notice that we have the parallel form ^e^naiyui. Cp. n^o-ipqaaaa

beside n^o-ip^u>r.

Participles used simply as nouns. Pre-Greek: ysgmv, nag,

oSovc, see p. 398. Greek : dQayiwv 'dragon' {Sganmv part, aor.),
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otQ/wv ruler, agikov 'ruler' {sigv-xQuav 'ruling over wide realms')

/xidcov 'counsellor, lord' {EVQv-i.ddcov) : Goth, mitand-s 'measuring',

bpi^cov 'the bounding line, horizon'; sxmv 'willing', (faed-mv 'shin-

ing, bright', ixsXXmv 'future'.

Italic. Participles. Lat. sedens (-ent-), Umbr. z e f e f

serse 'sedens'. Lat. prae-sens, Osc. praesetitid 'praesente'. Lat.

ducens: Goth, tiuh-a-nd-s 'drawing', y^dezik-. agens: Skr. dj-

-a-nt- Gr. ayuv, \^ag- 'agere'. monens for *moneient-, beside

moneo (I § 134 p. 121) : Skr. mandyant- 'honouring', \^men-

'remember, think', con-spiciens : Skr. pat-ya-7it- 'seeing', \/^ spek-,

rudens: Skr. rud-d-nt- 'lamenting', \/^reud-. vorrens (verrens):

O.C.Sl. vncliy 'threshing', l^uers-. rumpens: Skr. lumpd-nt-

breaking', im-plens, beside im-ple-t (pie-), flans, beside fla-t

(fla-). albens, beside albe-t. plantans, beside planta-t. steins,

dans, see p. 396 above, mi-nu-ens ster-nu-ms may represent

immediately the original forms in -nu-4}t- -nu^-V't- ; and similarly

li-nens ster-nens (li-n-eni- ster-n-ent-), may be directly com-

pared with Skr. mx-n-dnt- Gr. baf.i-v-avx- \ see above, p. 397.

Pew traces can be found of vowel gradation in the stem.

If the form -e-nt- did not ever occur beside -o-nt- -in,t- in the

original paradigm of the participles from thematic stems (see

§ 125 Rem. 2 p. 395 f.), then in all the examples of participles

of this class in Latin, -ent- must be due to an assimilation of

all the cases to those with Idg. --^.t- (e. g. gen. rudent-is =
Skr. rudat-ds). The grade ~o-nt- is still seen in eunt-is etc.

beside iens, flexu-nt-es beside flexentes, Roman knights on active

service, voluntas for *volont-i-tas beside volens, and other exam-

ples; see Bechstein in Curtius' Stud. YIII 344. 348. 352; the

forms ferundu-s faciundu-s also are indirect evidence for o-nt-

in the partic; see § 69 p. 162. In the participles from non-

thematic stems, such as prae-s-ent-, -ent- regularly represents both

-ht- and -^t- (I § 240 p. 200); and this form, which appeared

in all the cases, may have helped to establish -ent- in the

former class to the exclusion of -o-nt-.

The purely nominal use of the suffix is here more common

than in Aryan and Greek. Pre-Itahc: Lat. dens, see p. 398.

Brug:mann, Elements. II. 26
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Lat. prae-sens, Osc. prae-sentid. Lat. serpens, parens, ad-ulescens,

diens, oriens (sc. sol) ; e-loquens, con-gruens, in-nocens, sapiens,

abimdans, in-tolerans. In its adjectival function the participial

suffix was fertile even beyond its original sphere; thus such

forms as bene-volenter -volentior -volentissiwu-s which were

attached to bene-volu-s etc., produced magni-ficenter -ficentior

-ficentissimu-s (from -ficu-s).

In Old Irish it is only used as a purely nominal suffix.

Brigit f. = Skr. h^liat-t and det 'tooth', see above p. 398. loche,

gen. lochet, 'flash', 1/" leMk-. hrage 'neck', care cara, gen. carat,

'friend', Gall. Carant-onus Carant-illus. tS, pi. teit, 'hot' for

Hepent- (I § 339 p. 269).

Germanic. Goth, hius-a-nd-s O.H.G. chios-a-nt-i 'trying,

choosing': Skr. joS-a-nt- 'being fond of, \^geus-. Goth, us-

-vakja-nd-s 'awakening' O.H.G. wecche-nt-i 'wakening': Skr.

vajdya-nt- 'urging, driving on', \^*ueg- 'move, be strong'; Goth.

fra-vardja-nd-s O.H.G. far-wertte-nt-i 'causing to disappear,

destroying': Skr. vartdya-nt- 'causing to turn, or run a com-se',

\^uert-. Goth, nasja-nd-s O.H.G. nerie-nt-i 'saving', ^/~'nes-.

O.H.G. feh-ta-nt-i 'fighting' : Lat. pec-tens. Goth, vit-a-nd-s O.H.G.

wiii-a-nt-i 'knowing': Skr. vid-d-nt- 'finding', Gr. U-6-vt- 'seeing',

Y^ueid-. Goth, ga-daurs-a-nd-s Venturing*: Skr. dhfs-d-nt-

'courageous'. Goth, salbo-nd-s O.H.G. salbo-nt-i 'anointing', be-

side indie. Goth, salbo-p O.H.G. salbo-t.

The original vowel - gradation has disappeared. But an

example of original -i^t- survives in Goth, hulund-i 'cave, hole'

§ 110 p. 337.

The participles in actual use were declined in Gothic as

weak w-stems ; except that in the nom. sing, we have -nds i. e.

*-nd-a-z besides the usual form from w-stems : thus, nom. Musa-nds

and -nda, gen. -ndins and so forth. In Old High German this

participle was an -io-stem; -nti is the so-called uninflected form.

Parallel to it is the inflected form: 'strong' -nter, 'weak' -nto.

See the sections on the cases.

Participles becoming Substantives:

Pre-Germanic. Goth, tunp-tt-s O.H.G. san 'tooth', see
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above p. 398. This variation arose from the original doublet,

pr. Germ. Hdnp- = *d-6-nt- and *tund- = *d-i^t-. Such cases

as ace. sing. Groth. tunp-u (instead of *tanp-u = *d6nt-m) gave

rise to the w-inflexion; see Kahle as already quoted, 12 ff.

Examples common to all branches of Germanic are:

Goth, frijond-s O.H.G. friunt 'friend' ("who loves'), Goth, fijand-s

O.H.G. fiant 'enemy' (who hates'), no doubt also Goth, all-

-waldand-s O.Sax. alo-waldand 'All-ruler, Almighty' O.H.G.

ivaliant 'ruler, director', and a few similar words. Other exam-

ples are found only in single dialects or groups of dialects,

as Goth, giband-s 'giver', merjand-s 'proclaimer', O.H.G. wigant

A.S. wi^end 'fighter', O.H.G. helfant 'helper'. These participles,

which became substantives only in Germanic, still show an un-

extended w#-inflexion, though it is nowhere found in all the

cases: e. g. nom. pi. Goth, frijond-s O.H.G. friunt O.Icel.

fr'Bnd-r = *-nt-es (Gr. -vr-fg), loc. (dat.) sg. Goth, frijond

O.H.G. friunt = *-nt-i- (Gr. -vt-i); whereas other cases in

Gothic and West-Germanic follow the o-declension , as nom.

sing. Goth, frijond-s O.H.G. friunt (thus in O.H.G. we have

nom. pi. friunta as well as friunt), and in Norse follow the

^-declension, as nom. sing, frcende frmndi.

A still younger stratum is formed by substantives like O.H.G.

waltanto 'he who rules', furi-sizzando 'architriclinus', nerrendeo

'preserver, saviour'. Their substantival use was based upon

the w-inflexion, to which as participles they were transferred;

compare Mod.H.G. der reisende and the like.

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. vesqs O.C.Sl. mzy 'vehens': Skr.

mh-a-nt- etc., see p. 398 above. Lith. velkqs O.C.Sl. vUki/

'dragging, drawing': Gr. slamv, \/^(s)uelq-. Tuith. pinqs 'plaiting'

O.C.Sl. pmy 'stretching, hanging', ground -form *p^n-6-nt-,

i^ (s)pen-. Lith. me'^^^s 'milking' : Gr. df.is}.ywv 'milkmg' ; O.C.Sl.

mluzy 'milking' : cp. Skr. m^j'-d-nt- "wiping off, rubbing off'. Lith.

limpqs 'cleaving, clinging': Skr. lirnpd-nt- 'smearing', y/^leip-.

Lith. hu-sqs O.C.Sl. by-sq^ fut. 'about to be' {bysqSte-je Vo f.dXlov\

the only relic of the future participle in Slav.) : Avest. bu-sya-nt-,

common ground-form *bhu-sid-nt-, 1/" bheu-. Lith. jeszkqs 'seek-

26*
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ing', beside indie. 1. t^I. jeszkd-me, for *jeszkd-nt- (I § 615 p. 465)

:

O.H.Gr. eiscont-i 'inquiring, asking' Lith. turis (turint-) 'haTing',

beside indie. 1. sing, turiii 1. pi. tUri-me. O.C.Sl. chval^ (gen.

chvalqsta) 'praising', beside indie. 1. sing, clwaljq 1. pi. chvali-mu.

The old vowel-gradation has disappeared. Participles be-

longing to non-thematic vowel stems followed the analogy of

stems in -o-nt-, e. g. Lith. esqs and has O.C.Sl. sy 'being',

beside indie, es-ti jes-tu. In Prussian however there is a form

-sins = Idg. *s-i^t- or *s-'i}t- (p. 396 f.).

Remark 2. I cannot believe that Lith dangujesis 'heavenly' =
danguje loo. + sis 'being' (J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXYII 393). Nor

can I believe that O.C.Sl. dad^ beside dady 'dans' represents another non-

thematio form corresponding to the 3. pi. dad-etu (= Skr. ddd-ati) ; as to

dad^ and other forms in -if beside -ij see 0. "Wiedemann, Beitr. zur alt-

bulg. Conjug. 128 f., Leskien Handb^. p. 76 f.

In Baltic and Slavonic most of the cases of the -nt- parti-

ciples were attracted into the «o-declension owing to the suffix

of the feminine ; e. g. gen. Lith. vezanczio O.C.Sl. vezqsta. The

ace. sing. Lith. vezant-\ still belongs to the unaltered conso-

nantal inflexion.

Lith. dant-i-s "tooth': Skr. ddnt- etc., see p. 398 above.

Pruss. dilant-s 'worker'.

§ 127. The Suffix -uent-'^). This Suffix appears in

Aryan, Greek and Italic in denominative adjectives; it usually

denotes the possession of something, more rarely a resemblance

to something.

In the strong cases -uent- = Skr. -vant- Gr. -ftvx-, and

in the weak cases -u'^t- = Skr. -vat- Gr. *-fax-. The latter

was displaced by -/«t- (loc. pi. /agisai = */api-f£T-at, fem.

yaglsnaa = */aQi-J^sv-!,a), s being taken from the cases which

had -{f)£VT-. Lat. -onsu-s -osu-s for -o-u'^t + to-, a derivative

form which also appears in Avestic, see § 79 p. 231 f.

1) See Ebel's (and Bartholomae's) essays mentioned on p. 394

footnote. A. Q-oebel, De epithetis Homericis in «s desinentibus , "Wien

1858, Schuster, Die homerischen Adjectiva auf -fu-, Ztschr. fur osterr.

Gymn. 1859 § 16 flf. 0. Schonwerth and C. Weyman, tjber die la-

teinischen Adjectiva auf osus, Archiv fiir lat. Lexlcogr. V 192 if.
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In the proethnic language this suffix seems to have been

displaced by -ues- -uos- in a certain number of the cases. "We

have evidence of this in the proethnic Aryan nom. sing. masc.

in *-uas (Avest. -vd, altered in Skr. to -vqs -van, see § 136

Rem. 2), voc. sing. masc. in *-uas (Skr. -vas, Avest. -vo) and

the Greek *ra-Fog Horn, ttjoq compared with Skr. td-vant- (see

Rem. 1). Observe the similar phenomena in the Aryan -tnant-

stems (Whitney, Skr. Gr. § 1235): nom. sing. Skr. -mqs -man

Avest. -md, voc. Skr. -mas (Avest. *-mo), and notice the Homeric

forms rij-fiog and rj-/.iog (Dor. rafiog df-iog) (which are probably

to be compared with the Aryan stems in -mant-), beside which

we have rd-/.iov in Thessalian; Solmsen (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 77)

and Kozlovskij (Archiv f. slav. Phil. X 657 f.) are no doubt

right in comparing O.C.Sl. ta-mo 'thither' )'a-mo 'whither'.

Idg. Skr. dpa-vant- 'watery', Gr. ono-eig 'rich in sap'. Skr.

visd-vant- 'poisonous, poisoned', Lat. vtrosu-s. Gr. ^oXo-sig 'crafty*:

Lat. dolosu-s. Gr. oivo-sig 'made of or with wine', Lat. vinosu-s

'full of wine' or 'like wine' (sapor, odor).

Kemark 1. Further examples of the meaning 'like something' are

aestuosu-s cadaverosu-s mdnstrudsu-s etc. (Archiv fur lat. Lexikogr. V 216 ff.)

;

examples from Aryan are Skr. vfsan-vant- 'like a vfsan-', indrasvant- 'like

Indra' (the s is due to the analogy of stems in -as-), Avest. drafsaha-vant-

'like a small flag, fluttering, undulating' (K. Geldner, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV
401). This meaning is specially frequent in the Sanskrit adverbs in -vdt

(ace. neut.), such as angiras-vdt 'like angiras' purva-vdt 'after the ancient

fashion, as of yore', and in the adjectives formed from pronouns such as

Skr. tvd-vant- Avest. pwa-vant- 'who is of thy nature, like thee', Skr.

td-vant- etd-vant- Avest. a^ta-vant- 'tantus' Skr. yd-vant- Avest. ya-vant-

'quantus', from which we cannot separate Horn, rijos ijoq Dor. «; for pr. &r.

*ra-fog *a-foi;.

Aryan. The accent in Sanskrit falls sometimes on the suffix,

but oftener on the word to which it is added. Skr. dma-vant-

Avest. ama-vant- 'acting with violence, constraining with force,

strong', from Skr. dma- Avest. ama- m. 'violence, strength'.

Skr. putrd-vant- Avest. pupra-vant- 'having a son or sons', from

putrd- pupra- m. 'son'. Skr. vastra-vant- 'having a beautiful

garment' Avest. tias<r«-waw^- 'provided with clothing', from vdstra-m

vastre-m 'garment, vesture'. Skr. agni-vdnt-, 'provided with fire*,
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from agni-s 'fire'. Skr. dht-vant- 'devout' from dht-s f. 'devotion',

udMn-vdnt- 'ricli in water' from uddn- n. 'water', brdhman-vant-

'accompanied with prayer' from brdhman- n. 'prayer' (I § 229

p. 195), nf-vdnt- 'rich in men* from ndr- m. 'man', mariit-vant-

'accompanied by the Maruts' (mariit-J, joad-vdnt- 'having feet',

from pad- m. 'foot', tdmas-vant 'dark' from tdmas- n. 'darkness',

nas-vdnt- 'with a nose' from nds- f. 'nose'. Avest. gaoma-vant-

'provided with flesh' from gaoma- m. 'flesh', asi-vant- 'holy' from

asi-s f. 'holiness', astvant- i. e. astu-vant- (cp. I § 159 p. 143)

'having a body, corporeal' from astu-s m. 'body', d'his-vant-

'hostile, hating' from *d''bis- Skr. dvis- f. 'hate, enmity'. In Old

Persian the suffix occurs in the feminine proper name harau-

vat-T- = Avest. haraxwait-l- Skr. sdras-vat-% (sdras-vant- 'rich

in water'); cp. I § 159 p. 143.

We have no certain explanation of the length of the final

vowel of the contained stem in Skr. dsvd-vant- beside dSva-vant-

'possessing horses' from diva-, sutd-vant- 'provided with pressed

soma' from sutd-, kdktt-vant- 'mighty' from iakti-, visU-vdnt-

"which has or wears different sides, which is in the middle' from

visu and the like. Cp. ma-vant-, yusma-vant-, td-vant- in Eem. 1.

p. 405 and dsvd-magha-s etc. § 22 p. 38, and also Gr. -oi-sig

-tj-stg in the Greek section.

This suffix was frequently added in Sanskrit to the passive

participle in -td- (§ 79 p. 225 f.), as kftd-vant- 'factum habens,

having done'. In the course of the Vedic period this was developed

into a perf. part, act., which is very common in classical Sans-

krit, where it is almost always used as a predicate; e. g. mq

na Jcascid dfstavdn 'no one has seen me'.

Greek. The / of -Ftw- appears e. g. in Corcyt. inscr.

cxovnfsaaav = Homer, arovosaaav. a/.in£k6-iig 'rich in vines' from

a/.i7ifXo-Q. TT/Liij-ng 'treasured, honoured' (Pamphyl. inscr. nua-

fsda) from rTf-ii]. %aoi-Eig 'graceful' from xdpt-g ace. :((ipi-v.

vyi-siQ 'having growth, blooming' (cp. Osthoff, Morph. Unt. IV

180 ff.). Hom. svpioeig no doubt meaning 'mouldy, musty' from

tvpwg (post-Homerie gen. ivgw-r-og etc.) 'moald'. rsksiig beside

rshjftg (see below) 'having fulfilment, fulfilling itself, no doubt
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for *tsXsa-fsvr-, from rsXog n. Mgdcic 'horned' (late) from xipag.

-o-eig, proper to the derivatives from' o-stems, became an in-

dependent suffix : fi->]Tt-6eig 'rich in wisdom' from /nTjri-g, l/d-v-ostg

'full of fish' from Ixd-v-g, rjs^-osig 'cloudy' from ^r/^, vtcp-osig 'snowy'

from ace. vicp-u, y.\w!.iay.-6sig 'rocky' from y.Xaiuai, &v6siq from

0-vog n.; this is found even where the word is derived from an

a-stem: a-Mong 'shady' from 6Y.ta, /^njxavosig 'fertile in resource'

from fxrixavrj. On the other hand from o-stems we find -rj-ng

as well as -o-sig: /.uarjiig 'moderate' from /.isao-v, (potvrjstg 'bloody'

from (poiv6-g 'bloody'. The same -rj-sig occurs also in d-vijfig

beside dvosig, rtXijsig 'having fulfilment, fulfilling itself beside

Tslhig, £Xy.7Jstg 'full of wounds', from sXy.og n., ^confjsig 'overgrown

with underwood' from ^dxp, etc. -w-sig is found in other words

besides svpiosig; e. g. Hom. xi-jTcoeig 'full of hollows' (cp. y.rjrwSijg

p. 409), cuTOJsig 'eared' (wt-) and in late authors mjXdsig loamy,

muddy' {n?]X6-g)^ ^evS^xjostg 'wooded' (dirdgo-v).

Remark 2. It cannot be established that •i'ifiaaw-i; contains the a

of the -far- (see p. 404) which we must assume as the weak form of the

suffix (J. Schmidt, Kuhn's Ztsohr. XXV 591). See Wackernagel ibid.

XXVIII 130 f.

Italic. It is found only in the Latin compound suffix

-onsu-s- osu-s, where the termination of forms containing o-stems

became regular in all words. The suffix of Avest. asavasta-

from asa-vant- is exactly parallel; see p. 404 above, verbosu-s

from verbu-m, officiosu-s from officiu-m; fdmosu-s from fama^

silvosti-s from silva; piscosu-s from pisci-s; aestuosu-s from

aestu-s; cnminosu-s from crimen; nivosu-s from nix, like Grr.

vi(fi-osig.

Vni. The Suffix -d- (-ad-).

§ 128. In Sanskrit -ad- occurs a few times, in Greek -aJ-

and -i^- are found more frequently, in Latin there are a certain

number of examples of -d- with a preceding vowel, and in

Germanic we have denominative verbs in -at-jan, which seem

to correspond to the Greek verbs in -aCttv (-1- == -J-x-). Side

by side with these forms in Greek, Italic, Germanic and Balto-
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Slavonic we find other suffixes having d for their distinguishing

consonant which appear to be connected with them (-do- may
be related to -d- as -to- to -t-). Thus we may be justified in

regarding this suffix as proethnic, although there are perhaps

only two examples in which -d- appears in more than one

branch of language: O.H.G. gramizzon A.S. ^remettan: Gr.

XQOfiaSo-g, and O.H.G. alhiT, O.Icel. dipt : 0.C.8I. lebedi.

Remark. "We must not disregard the possibility that the -d- of this

suffix may have come from -t- in the proethnic period, and that not only

in the cases with 67t-suffixes, such as Skr. drsdd-hliis. See I § 469, 7 p. 346,

and cp. 11 § 130 Remark.

Aryan. There are only three certain instances, all in

Sanskrit, dfsdd- f. 'rock, great stone, millstone', bhasdd- f. 'back

parts, pudenda muliebria, iardd- f. 'autumn'. Add vandd-, a

doubtful word found in the Rig-Veda, meaning perhaps 'desire'.

Greek. Adjectives and (feminine) Substantives in -ad-:

ffvydg 'fleeing', f^rjydg 'mixed', /.laivag 'raving', /.a]y.dg 'bleating',

roKcig 'bearing, bringing forth', vofiag 'pasturing', yv^cvdg 'naked,

stripped for gymnastics, practised', TSfpdg 'ash-coloured', xoipdg

'rising up, jutting out'; vi^dg 'snow-flake', amldg 'reef, llXd(;

*cord, rope', /oXdd-sg 'entrails, iatestines', Xa/nndg 'torch', Tojydg

'rime, frozen earth', ysvsidg 'beard, hair of the beard', nshidg

'wild dove'. Stems ending in -id- (fem.), the i of which in

many words certainly comes from the «-stems: sqiS- (sgid-og

etc.) 'strife' beside ace. sqi-v, %dlnid- 'jug, vessel' {ymXttiS-

-og etc.) beside ace. xdlm-v , Jgi-g 'rainbow', aihg 'place for

passing the night', alyig 'stormcloud, shield of the gods', damg

'shield', yXvfig 'notch in the shaft of an arrow', xEgxig 'weaver's

comb', uy.Qig 'locust', smyovvig 'upper part of the thigh'. Con-

nected with these J-formations, and undoubtedly in great part

derived from them, are a variety of elements of the nature of

suffixes containing -J-. Examples are xp6/iiaSo-g (mentioned

above), to which yJXado-g 'noise, tumult' is parallel; xogvSo-g

'tufted lark', which in its formation comes very close to the

cognate Germ, word *;(erut- 'stag' (Danielsson, Gramm. und

«tymol. Stud. I 31); patronymics like L4y.vogtd>]g m. from
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'AaroQiq f. ; adjectives in -coding such as y.rjxaSrjt; 'like a sea-

monster' (for the oj cp. y.r/vwsie), which have been incorrectly

classed with the adjectives in -slSijg i)
; and the numerous verbs

in -«Tw and -i^a with a characteristic dental which were derived

from these J-nouns, such as dr/.dKa, vofiiO".

Italic. There are a few examples in -id-, no doubt with

Idg. i: Lat. capis {-id-is) f. , Umbr. kapire 'capide', Osc.

y.nmSirioi.1 i. e. capid-i-to-m 'ollarium'; Lat. cassis f., cuspis f.,

lapis m. Add pecus [-ud-isj f., heres (Sd-is) m. f., merces i.,

palUs (-ud-is) f. Here too are found a variety of formative

elements connected with this c^-suffix: as in or-do -din-is (be-

side or-d-ior), cp. Gr. /.uXedrnv /^sXedaivca, capedo frigedo rtibedo,

cp. Gr. ax&i]SL6v, xaigtj^iov. The -do- of such adjectives as imbridu-s

lUcidu-s however cannot be classed here, if they were originally

compounds with do- 'give' (as Skr. jala-da-s 'giving water' artha-

-da-s 'bringing benefit, generous') (Corssen, Krit. Beitr. 97 ff.,

Osthoff, Verb, in der Nominalcomp. 121 If.; see also the evidence

given by Thurneysen in his essay, Uber die Herkunft und

Bildung der lat. Yerba auf -io, 1879, p. 13).

Old Irish. On account of the coincidence of t and d in

unaccented syllables it is hard to say what Irish forms belong

to this section. Yet it is clearly established that the adjectival

suffix -de = *-dio-, e. g. conde 'caninus' talmande 'terrestris',

contains an original -d-, not -t-.

Germanic. The verbs in -at-jan should be first mentioned,

as Goth, lauhatjan O.H.G. lohazzen 'to shine like lightning'

lougazzen 'to burn like fire', Goth, kdupafjan 'to box the

ears, cuff' (pret. kdupasta), svogatjan 'to sigh', O.H.G. blecchezzan

'to flash', roffezzen 'eructare', snepfezzen 'to sob'. The following

words may also be referred to old ci-stems: O.H.G. gremizzi

provoked' beside gramizzon gremizzon, einazzi, dat. pi. einazzem

'singulatim'; O.H.G. albiz m. O.Icel. alpt f. 'swan' (the Icelandic

1) The complete similarity between the usage of -eiSrjq and -coSijg

only shews that even in antiquity the two terminations had been connected

by popular etymology. I reserve a fuller discussion for another opportunity.
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word still keeps the consonantal declension, see Noreen, Altn.

Gramm. I § 327. 328) : 0.C.81. lehedt 'swan, O.H.G. Uruz A.8.

heorot 'stag' (cp. E. Brate, Bezzenb. Beitr. XI 184 f.); Goth.

stiviti n. 'patience', O.H.G. fiscizzi 'fishery, fishing' and several

other similar forms (von Bahder, Yerbalabstr. Ill if.).

Balto-Slavonic. There are no examples with -d-, only

-do- -di- and the like; and it must be remembered that Balto-

SlaYonic d may also be referred to Idg. dh. Lith. pa-Jdoda-s

pa-Mode 'cloth for spreading underneath' from pa-Moti 'to spread

out', and other examples. O.C.Sl. vrazida 'enmity', krimda

wrong', and other examples, d = pre-Balt.Slav. d. seems to

be certain only in lebedi 'swan' (see above).

IX. The Suffix -n- and -q-.

§ 129. In § 83—89 we assumed that a certain number of

Greek, Italic, and Old Irish words in -k- had formerly been

-Ho- or -qo- stems, e. g, Gr. aKnimj^ (Skr. lopaM-s), oprvi (Skr.

vartaka-s), fuTpn'^ (Skr. maryahd-s) vsa^ (O.C.Sl. novaku), Lat.

senex (Skr. sanakd-s), vertex, fthx, bibax, O.Ir. aire (Skr.

ciryaka-s). In these cases it is sometimes certain and sometimes

very probable that there has been an attraction from the

o-declension to the consonantal; but we find in the same

languages other similar stems in -k- which cannot be explained

with any degree of probability as derived from an original -ko-

or -qo-. For Greek and Italic the reader may be referred to

Leo Meyer's Vergl. Gramm. II 409 ff., 508 IF. In Old Irish,

examples of this kind are nathir, gen. nathrach, 'water-snake',

lair 'mare', fal 'hedge' (Zeuss-Ebel Gr. C. 805 ff., Wh. Stokes,

Bezzenberger's Beitr. XI 84 ff. 155). In Aryan there is only

one doubtful relic of these forms: vipaS- f. beside vipaka- f.

name of a river, which is referred to vepate 'is in trembling,

whirling motion'.

This being the case, it may be assumed that -Jc- -q- once

existed as suffixes parallel to -fco- -qo-, bearing much the same

relation to them as -t- to -to-. And further the transition of

such classes of forms as aXdniji, ogrvi, senex, aire to the con-
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sonantal inflexion may have been aided by the influence of such

original A;-stems.

X. The Suffix -g- (and - g -?)

§ 130. We find suffixes in -g in Aryan and Greek; but

not one of the words containing them appears in both simul-

taneously. Thus it is not safe to assume this suffix for the

parent language.

Remark. "We must not overlook the possibility that -</- may have

come from -k- in the proethnic period, and that not only in the cases with

67j-suffixes such as Skr. utig-bhis. See I § 469, 7 p. 346. In the case of

Gr. ;.ffiT«y- {Xirai) 'drop, dregs': Lat. latic- {latex) it may be assumed that

the Greek word originally had /c, and passed over to the ordinary inflexion

of (/-stems simply through the influence of the form of the nom. sing, and

of the loc. pi. C-a? -a'ii) (op. gen. aqrvy-oi § 86 p. 258 and gen. SsxaS-oq

§ 123 p. 392) ; and many other instances are doubtful for the same reason.

Cp. § 128 Rem. p. 408.

Aryan. Skr. sandj- 'old' (beside sanahd-s), dhfsdj- 'bold',

t^sndj- 'thirsty' (beside tfsna- 'thirst'), usij- 'longing, desirous',

vanij- 'merchant', hhurij- 'arm'. Forms hke instr. pi. uMg-hhiS

point to -;- = Idg. -g-.

Greek. a()na'^, gen. cignay-og 'robbing, rapacious', whence

dpnd^co (the a of Lat. rafac- shews that it is quite a different

word). cpoiQvl i-vy-) 'throat, gullet'. nriQv"^ {-vy-) 'wing, pinion'.

I.idavl'^ (-ry-) 'scourge, lash'. The parallel forms -ayy- vyy- -lyy-

are more frequent; these may possibly have arisen from an

original formation in which a nasal followed the y-suffix (cp.

I § 221 p. 188 ff.), e. g. (pdlayt 'phalanx, cpd^ay'^ 'steep rock,

gorge', luQvy^ 'larynx' (similarly cpuQvy'i is found later for yapuS),

avoQdvy^ 'tooth, prong, point', aiXmy^ 'trumpet', diuwdiy^ 'weal,

swelling'.

XL Suffixes in -si).

§ 131. The Suffix -es-^). The nouns formed with this suffix

in the parent language were partly neuter substantives (generally

1) The Author, Zur Geschichte der Nominalsuffixe -as-, -jas- und

-vas-, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIV Iff. D'Arbois de Jubainville, Les

themes celtiques en s, M^m. de la Soo. de lingu. II 827 ff.

2) Th. Aufrecht, Bildungen auf nus, vog nas, Kuhn's Ztschr.

II 147 ff. A. Goebel, Das Suffix ^e; in seinem Verhaltnisse zum Suffix
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abstract), with which were associated adjectives like Skr. yasds-

'glorious, majestic' Grr. xpfvSi^g 'deceitful', and partly masculine

or feminine substantives, e. g. nom. Skr. usds Gr. '^cog 'dawn'.

These two groups bear very much the same relation to one

another as the group of neuter and the group of masculine and

feminine -mew-stems, e. g. Gr. xH-/.ia : xsi-fiiov § 117 p. 365 S.;

we sometimes find -sff-stems , as we found -mm-stems , which

seem to have had both forms of inflexion from the earliest times;

e. g. Skr. tdpas- n. warmth': Lat. tefor m., Lat. tenus n. Gr.

TSvoQ n. 'bond': Lat. tenor m. At the time of the separation of

the languages the neuter forms greatly preponderated. "VVe may

begin with these, and the vowel-gradation of the stems will be

separately discussed under each of the two classes.

§ 132. 1. Neuter Substantives in -es- and the ad-

jectives connected with them.

From the proethnic period onwards -es- is regular in all

cases of the substantives except the nom. sing., which had -os,

and in the adjectives also except in the nom. sing., whose ending

in the masc. was -es, in the neut. -es. The vocalism of the

root-syllable is almost without exception that of the strong

grade (the e-grade in the e-series), and takes the accent in

substantives, while in adjectives it falls on the formative suffix.

E. g. Gr. ipsvSoq gen. ifjsvStog etc. /.levog gen. /nsvsog etc. beside

xlJtvSrjQ ipfvd'Eg gen. •tpsviiog etc. dva-fiEVTJg -/.isvtg gen. -/.isviog etc.

This double system of declension in the substantives and

adjectives was no doubt developed out of a single one. The

abstract substantive, denoting a quality, when it was used simply

for the owner of that quality, formed a nom. sing, with the

mark of masculine or feminine gender in the same way as nouns

like Gr. noi-ftrjv na-TTJp; SO also, with a similar indication of

gender, an ace. sing, -es-m, nom. pi. -es-es; and the different

accent connected with the new meaning caused a differentiation

f,r Oder die Neutra in &o;, ibid. XI 53 ff. H. Ebel, Neutra auf -as im

Altirisehen, Kuhn - Schleicher's Beitr. VI 222 fif. Wh. Stokes, Irish

neuter stems in s, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVIII 291 ff. H. Ebel, Suffix -as

im Q-othischen, ibid. V 355 ff.
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of accent in the other cases corresponding to the new function of

the word. There is evidence however that amongst the cases

of the neuter substantive there once were also forms with -h-
;

this is shewn by the datives like Skr. dohds-e 'to milk', which

are used as infinitives. There must also have been cases where

the suffix was simply -s- (the weak-grade form), namely, those

in which the case-suffix bore the accent: compare Skr. itrs-d-m

'head' Gr. xdpcr?; 'temple, forehead' beside Skr. siras 'head'

(I § 306 p. 242), Skr. d-s-a-s q-s-a-m Gr. w/.io-g for *w/.i-ff-o-g

Goth, am-s-a m. 'shoulder beside Lat. um-er-u-s, Skr. vats-d-s

'year, calf beside Gr. fhog n. 'year', Skr. osa-dhi- f. 'medicinal

herb' for *au-s-a- beside dvas 'help, comfort', man-dhatdr-

'thoughtful, devout person' for *manz-dhatar- beside mdnas

'thought', Lith. tams-a beside Skr. tdmas 'darkness', Lat. farr-

for *fars- beside Goth, hariz-ein-s 'of barley' (I § 571 p. 429)

and many similar examples (The Author, Kuhn's Ztschr.

XXIY 10 f., J. Schmidt, ibid. XXV 26, Danielsson, Pauli's

Altital. Stud. Ill 192) i). Finally we must observe the frequency

of the instances in which the root-syllable shows the weak

grade; e. g. Skr. Sir-as beside Lat. cerebru-m for *ceres-ro-m

Gr. Xinoi; 'fat' beside Skr. repas 'spot, stain', Gr. ndSog beside

ntvdog, Gr. ciyog 'guilt' beside Skr. agas 'sin', Goth, ga-digis

'structure, work' beside Gr. XETyog 'wall', Gr. nvog 'pus', Skr.

duv-ds- 'eagerly striving' and the like (Osthoff, Morph. Unt. IV

182 f.). "We may then reconstruct the paradigm of these neuters

as follows: nom. ace. *fter-os 'head', gen. Tcf-s-es (or -6s), dat.

*Tcf-s-di, loc. *1cfr-es -es-i ; nom. ace. *d-gos 'sin, guilt' (Skr. dgas),

gen. *aq-s-es (or -6s) , dat. *aq-s-di , loc. *ag-es -es-i (cp. Gr.

ayog aysog). The dat. *-es-ai (cp. Skr. inf. hhiy-ds-e jiv-ds-e etc.)

was then formed on the model of the loc. -es -es-i. In most

instances however, and even in the parent language, the nom.

ace. {*Tceros) gave the type for the position of the accent and

the form of the root in all the cases. "With regard to the ad-

jectives we must further observe that the accentuation of the

1) Cp. also Lat. max-imu-s beside Skr. mahd-s 'great' and Umbr.

Osc. Celt, 'neks- in nesimo- nessam § 73 Rem. p. 179 f.
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final syllable of the stem was original in compounds also: Grr.

av-ayiig 'innocent, pure' Sva-/.isvf]g 'ill-disposed', Skr. an-agds

'sinless' (beside dn-dgcls) a-repds 'spotless' su-pwds 'very fat' etc.

Along with these there are other words which have the later

accentuation , Gr. ovQavo-i.irjy.i](; 'heaven-high' fisya-y.rir-rjQ 'mon-

strously great' Skr. su-mdnCLs 'well-disposed' dur-vdsas 'ill dressed',

with other examples.

In do-Germanic. *Meu-os: Skr. krdv-as Gr. xXsfog y.Xeog

'fame, glory', O.C.Sl. slovo 'word'. *gen-os 'race, family': Skr.

jdnas Gr. ysvog Lat. genus. Gr. OTsyog rsyog 'roof, house', O.Ir.

tech leg 'house'. *sed-os 'seat': Skr. sddas Gr. eSog O.Icel. setr

(gen. setrs). *rig-os: Skr. rajas 'darkness, dust', (Armen. erek

'evening') Gr. tQs^og Goth, riqis (gen. riqizis) 'darkness'. *nebh-os

'clouds, atmosphere': Skr. ndbhas, Gr. vscpog, Lith. dehes-i-s {d-

instead of n- ;is difficult to explain; perhaps it is due to the

influence of dangic-s 'heaven', Holthausen in Paul - Braune's

Beitr. XIII 590) O.C.Sl. nebo. ^-neid-os : Skr. vedas 'knowledge',

Gr. eldog 'form, idea'; add perhaps (with the weak form of the

stem) *uits-, 'iao-g Cret. flafo-g 'like'; see § 64 p. 135. Gr. ay-og

'awe', Skr. yaj-ds- 'honouring', \/^iag-. Skr. dndh-as 'plant',

Gr. uv&-og 'bloom'. Skr. dqs-as 'glorious deed' Gr. pi. di^vsa

'counsels, wiles', common ground -form *ddns-os. Skr. edh-as

'wood for burning', Gr. ald--og 'brand'. Skr. 6j-as 'strength' Gr.

spi-avyrjg (late) 'very bright' and *vyi]g 'strong, sound' in vysia

vysivo-g "^YysZvo-g, Lat. augus-tu-s. Skr. dp-as dp-as 'work,

religious practice', Lat. op-us.

The dative and the locative of nomina actionis served also as

infinitives, a usage which is doubtless proethnic. In Yedic in-

finitives in -as-e the formative suffix usually bore the accent;

this must be due to an early isolation of meaning. Skr. jivds-e

(dat.) 'to live' Lat. vwer-e (loc).

In several languages -es- sometimes appears in close con-

nexion with other formative elements, which precede it; as in

Lat. pig-nus. These formations existed in the parent language;

indeed they were so well established that the compound suffix

had the appearance of a primary formation (cp. Skr. hf-t-ya-
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and the like, § 123 p. 391). Skr. pt-v-as Gr. nT-(f)-og n. 'fat'. In

the word *me-n-os n. (or nom. '*ine-n-ds m., § 133) dat. *me-n-

-s-di loc. *me-n-es -Ss-i from \/'me 'measure', the *me-n-s- form

of the stem prevailed through all the cases, producing the masc.

Gr. /.i->]v gen. /ufjvog Lesb. ^ifjw-oc, Lat. mens-i-s gen. pi. mens-um,

O.Ir. ml gen. mis 'month'; in Lithuanian *me-n-es- still survives

in the gen. mmes-io etc. '). The Aryan mas- and the Old Church

Slavonic m&-^ct, vfhich J. Schmidt explains as coming from an

Idg. nom. sing. *mes for *mens (see I § 220 p. 188), may have

been formed directly from the root; see § 134, 1. *loiq-n6s

'remainder, what is left over' from l^leiq- 'leave': Skr. rek-nas

'riches' (bequest'), O.H.G. lehan n. O.Icel. Ian n. loan'.

Of the simple adjectives no example is found in more than

one language simultaneously in its adjectival function ; e. g. Skr.

mahds- 'great' beside mdhas- n. 'greatness', yaids- 'glorious' be-

side ydSas- n. 'glory', Gr. ipfvSi^g, oacprji;. On the other hand

several adjectives are so found in composition. Skr. dur-manas-

'ill-humoured' Gr. ^va-^isvtjg 'ill-disposed', Skr. n^-mdnas- 'having

a man's mind' Gr. '^vSpo-^isvijg, from *mSn-os n. Avest. detcs-

r-savah- Gr. iSva-xXsr/g 'of ill report', from *MSu-os n. Skr. puru-

-ddsas- 'rich in wondrous deeds', Gr. noXv-d'qvsn' noXv^ovXov,

TcoXvfiT^Ttv (Hesych.), from *ddns-os n.

Aryan. Neuters. Skr. srdv-as 'fame glory', Avest. srav-o

'word, prayer, glory, honour' (with ca 'and' it has the form

sravas-ca): Gr. xXtog etc.; see above, p. 414. Skr. jrdy-as

'level, tract*, Avest. zray-o O.Pers. dray-a 'sea'. Skr. ndm-as

'obeisance, reverence', Avest. nem-o 'prayer, invocation' (cp.

O.Ir. nem 'heaven' p. 419), \/^nem-. Skr. mdn-as Avest. man-o

'thought': Gr. ixsv-og 'courage, anger', Lat. Miner-va (I § 569

p. 426). Skr. vdc-as Avest. vac-o 'word, speech': Gr. fsn-og

sn-og 'word, speech' [/ ueq. Skr. sdh-as Avest. has-o 'might':

Goth, sig-is (a-stem), 'victory', \/^ segh-. Skr. prdth-as Avest.

frap-o 'extent, breadth': Gr. nXdr-og 'extent, breadth' (the root

in the weak grade, as in nXaT-v-g), O.Ir. leth 'side'. Avest. raoc-o

1) Another and less probable explanation of this word has been

mentioned in vol. I § 221 p. 189 f.
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'light, clearness, brightness' O.Pers. rauc-a 'day', Skr. sva-rocas-

'shining of itself, l/'leuq-. Skr. 6j-as Avest. aoj-o 'strength':

Gr. igi-avyijg etc. ; see aboTe, p. 414. Skr. vdr-as 'width' beside

ur-as 'breast': Ur. svq-o^ 'breadth*, like evqv-q; see § 104 p. 314.

Skr. hdr-as 'deed', jdr-as 'age', pei-as 'form', jdv-as and Jiiv-as

'swiftness'. Avest. tac-o 'course', drcij-o 'length', haec-o 'dryness'.

Examples of the dative used as an infinitive
;
pr. Ar. *-as-ai.

Skr. Yed. dohdse 'to milk' (doh-as n. milking'), bhdrase 'to bear",

spdrase 'to obtain'. Avest. avatshe 'to help' (av-o n. 'help, protec-

tion') and by an extended analogy vaocatdhe inf. to the indie, aor.

vaoc-a-p from vac- 'to speak', srUvat/awhe inf. to the indie, srav-

-ayeiti cans, 'causes to hear, announces'.

Ar. -n-as, -t-as. Skr. rek-nas 'riches', Avest. raex-no ('glad-

ness'?), see above p. 415. Skr. e-nas 'oppression, wickedness,

sin', Avest. ae-no 'enmity, hate, vengeance'. Skr. djo-nas 'pos-

session', dr-nas 'wave'. Avest. zae-no 'readiness, watchfulness,

guard', xwar^-no 'brightness, glory', raf-no 'joy, happiness'. Skr.

drdvinas 'property'. Skr. sro-tas O.Pers. raii-ta 'river' (I § 558,

3 p. 414). Skr. re-tas 'seed'. Avest. vz-sqs-to 'obedience, learning',

pars-to 'fight, weapon for fighting'. Ar. -u-as is found in Skr.

ptvas, see p. 415.

In Adjectives. Skr. tards- 'eagerly striving' beside tdras

'eager striving', apds- 'active' beside dpas 'work*, raksds- 'injuring,

injurer' beside rdkSas 'injury*, tavds- 'strong'. Avest. dvaesah-

(nom. sing. dvaesA) 'tormenting, tormentor' beside dva^so 'torment',

radah- 'giving, giver* beside rado 'gift', xwa/nah- 'bright, glorious'

beside xwar^no 'brightness, glory', a^nah- 'hostile, enemy' beside

a^no 'enmity'. Skr. dur-manas- 'out of humour* Avest. dus-manah-

'ill-disposed', Skr. su-mdnas- Avest. hu-manah- 'well disposed*,

Skr. nr-mdnas- Avest. nar"-manah- 'with a manly mind, heroic'.

Skr. su-cetas- 'having a good disposition, wishing well', puru-

-bhojas- 'nourishing many'. Avest. dus-varsnah- 'evildoer*, aiwi-

-aojah'- 'surpassing in strength, subduing victoriously', O.Pers.

aspa-canah- proper name (no doubt to be compared with Skr.

cdnas- n. 'pleasure'). — Skr. vedhds- 'helping, gracious', Avest.

asa-vazdah- proper name, and vohvazdah- i. e. vohu-vazdah-
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proper name, ground-form *uedh -{- tes-, y^uedh- 'lead', Skr.

su-medhds- 'intelligent', ground-form *mij,dh + ies-, see I § 482

p. 356.

Armenian. Here the es-stems have been lost. A part of

them became o-stems, as sar, gen. saroy, 'height, peak, declivity'

:

Skr. iiras- Avest. sarah- 'head', common ground-form *]c^r-es-.

Greek, nsog 'membrum virile' iov *7iEa-og: Skr. ^as-as the

same, fir-og sr-og 'year': Lat. vetus (originally a subst.), Skr.

vats-d-, see p. 413 above, d^sp-og 'heat, summer': Skr. hdr-as 'glow,

heat'. Tsv-og 'sinew, bond': Skr. tdn-as 'offspring', Lat. ten-us.

^svy-og 'yoke': hat. jugera jugeribus, cp. also M.id.li.Q. jiuch n.

'measure of land'. ^sX-og 'missile', syx-og 'spear', sQy.-og 'enclosure',

}tsvd--og 'hidden depth', diog 'fear' for *dfe!fog, &EQa-og (Aeol.) and

d-gaa-og ^aQO-og 'courage', xQer-og (Aeol.) and xQur-og YMgr-og

'strength', nsv^-og 'woe, sorrow' and nd&-og 'suffering, experience,

misfortune', oy^-og 'vehicle' instead of iy-og (which is preserved

in Hesych.) through the influence of 6 o/og., y^uegh-; cp. Lat.

modes-tu-s p. 418, O.H.G. fahs p. 420. /uifa-og length', -^^-og

'pleasure', ald^-og 'brand': Skr. ec?/i-as, see p. 414 above. ayY.-og

'valley, ravine' : Skr. diah-as 'bend, curve', adx-og 'shield', ipvy-og

'cold', xvd-og 'glory'. Qiy-og 'frost': Lat. frig-us.

ntog 'fat' for *nl-f-og: Skr. ptvas, see above, p. 415. dgog

'wool' for *ftg-fog, cp. Lat. vervex ("laniger'). sg-vog 'sprout,

twig'. sd--vog 'multitude, race', ylij-vog 'show, marvel'. Sd-vog

'gift, loan', y/^do- (cp. § 66 p. 142 f.). rsf^svog 'piece of land'.

ndysTog 'thickness', s^cccpog 'ground, foundation'. xdXXog 'beauty'.

tpivSr]g 'deceitful, lying' beside ipcvdog. aa(f7Jg 'clear, plain'.

d-adsvijg 'weak' beside a&svog. sv-^svijg 'well-disposed' beside

/iifvog. d-ntv9-i]g 'unaware, uninvestigated': Avest. baodah- n.

'consciousness, knowledge'. d-Xtjd-ijg 'unconcealed, true' beside

Dor. la&og 'forgetfulness'. Sv6-ysQ')]g 'hard to deal with': Skr.

haras 'grip'; we should also add xsig 'hand' if "Wackernagel is

right in referring x<^^9- ^o *Xf9"- (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX 131 ff.);

the gen. *xiQ-(i-og would then be explained in the same way as

Lat. farr- p. 413. — nXij-grjg 'full' side by side with nkij-QOM 'I fill'

Lat. ple-ru-s.

Brugmann, Elements. II. 27
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Italic. Lat. op-os op-us op-er-is, op-er-a, Umbr. ose 'opere'

osatu 'operate', Osc. lipsannam 'operandam' (I § 633 p. 474):

Skr. dp-as dp-as, see above p. 414. Lat. vet-us vet-er-is ('aged-

ness, or being stricken in years; old creature', hence as an adj.)

'old', vetus-tu-s, Osc. Yezkei dat., name of a god, '*Vetusco'

(cp. vetusculu-s): Grr. fsv-og. Pr. Ital. *med-os 'measure' (Grr.

UsS-if-ivo-q, Goth, mdt-an): Lat. modes-tu-s moder-an (the o in-

stead of e is due to 7nod-u-s), Umbr. mer-s mers 'ius, fas' for

*med(o)s, the o being lost by syncope, see I § 633 p. 474. Umbr.

vas 'vitium' for *vak(o)s, beside Lat. vacare. Lat. aes, gen.

aer-is, which can hardly stand for *ai-es-, but for *ais-, the

weak form of the stem i) (the nom. ace. aes instead of orig. *a(i)-os

was formed on the analogy of the other cases), aenus Umbr.

ahesnes 'aenis' for *aies-no- (I § 134 p. 121): Skr. dy-as

metal, iron', Goth, dis (gen. dizis) 'ore, money'.

Lat. nem-us {-or-) : Gr. vsf.i-og 'place of pasture', dec-us

(-or-) : Skr. daias-yd-ti 'he honours , is at the service of, is

obliging'. Ven*us {-er-), originally n. love's enticement': Skr.

vdn-as- 'charm, sweetness', scel-us (-er-). temp-us {-or-), terg-us

{-or-) : Gr. avSg^-og TSQ(p-og 'leather, skin', esp. 'the hard hide

on an animal's back", corp-us (-or-), pondus and foedus, like

modes-tu-s, have exchanged their e for o {*pend-os *feid-os, the

latter still appearing in f%dus-tu-s), through the influence of

parallel stems in -o- (abl. pondo), cp. Gr. o^og above, p. 417,

O.H.G. fahs p. 420.

Lat. infin. in -er-e for *es-i (loc), as vlvere (Skr. jtvds-e),

agere, minuere; ferre mile esse are discussed in § 162. Jiert is

a new formation for (O.Lat.) fiere, modelled on agt, seqm, see ib.

vol-nus, mu-nus
,
fu-nus, pig-nus, /acinus; mi-nus must

also be classed here; see § 135. pectus.

The vowel-gradation which belonged to the -es-suffix in the

pre-Italic period (preserved e. g. in gen-us -er-is) was super-

seded in many words in favour of the form -os- which prevailed

over the other forms. This is seen in tempus -oris etc.; yet

1) See Osthoff in Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIII 405.
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we have also -es- in the adverb temper-T, tempes-tu-s, and temper-

-are. Similarly we have penus -oris etc., whilst the loc. sing.

penes (cp. aiiq), which had become a preposition (or postposition),

retained the form -es-. -os- is also found in derivatives, e. g.

robus-tu-s (gen. robor-is) onus-tu-s (gen. oner-is), corpus-culu-m

(gen. corpor-is) opus-culu-m (gen. oper-is) cp. O.C.Sl. -os-tt

p. 422.

Adj. pubes and puber, gen. pUberis. Further de-gener, bi-

-corpor, both of them probably fairly modern formations having

no direct connexion with the original Indo-Germanic type. Simi-

larly the use of vetus (also mter) as an adjective was of recent

date; cp. vetus-tu-s like onus-tu-s, veter-atii-s like sceler-atu-s.

Here we have a repetition of the process by which adjectives

of this kind were formed in the original language.

Old Irish, tech teg, gen. tige, 'house': Gr. atsy-og tiy-og

'roof, house', nem 'heaven', which we may either compare at

once with Skr. ndm-as 'obeisance, reverence, so that the original

sense was 'object of reverence', or suppose to stand for *neb-os

= Skr. ndbh-as O.C.Sl. neb-o, its form having been influenced

by words containing the \^nem- like Gall. vsi.ii]tov Ir. nemed

'sacred thing or place', leth 'side': Skr. prdthas etc., see above

p. 415. au (Mid.Ir.), gen. aue, 'ear' : O.C.Sl. ucho 'ear' ; should we

add Gr. ovg Dor. cog 'ear'? (see § 114 p. 347). mag 'level tract of

country'. Gall. OiivSo-ixayoq = O.Ir. Find-mag. log luach "price,

hire'.

"With -nes-: du-n 'stronghold'; even as early as in GaUic

we have Aovyv-dowog beside Aovyov-dowov. glU-n 'knee'.

In Germanic the old inflexion suffered great changes.

The transference of these nouns to the o-declension, which

appears so frequently in Gothic and Norse, seems to have taken

place in proethnic Germanic, and to have been partly due to the

analogy of forms like Skr. mts-d- (beside Gr. Hrog), p. 413.

Goth, dis (gen. dizis) O.H.G. er n. 'ore' pr. Germ. *aiz-a- (Goth.

diza-smipa O.H.G. er-smid, § 40 p. 73): Skr. dy-as etc., see

p. 418 above. O.H.G. lefs m. 'lip' beside A. S. lippa m. 'lip'

(cp. I § 837 p. 267 f.) for pre-Germ. nebes- *leps-. Goth, ahs
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(gen. alisis) O.Icel. ax n. O.H.Gr. ahir ehir n. 'ear of corn'

: Lat. ac-us. O.H.G.fahs O.Icel. fax m. 'hair', no doubt due to con-

tamination of a form *pe^-os n. with *pok-o-s m. (Gr. nono-c) (cp.

Gr. o/og p. 417, Lat. modestu-s p. 418). Goth, veihs (gen. veihsis) n.

'borough, vicus': cp. Skr. ve^ds- m. 'neighbour, yassal'. Goth.^ei/is

(gen. peihsis) n. 'time' beside peiJian 'to thrive, grow', \/~'tet9q-

(I § 214 p. 181) ; it is usual to compare Lat. tempus, but I cannot

think it proved that Lat. p is ever= Idg. q. Goth, plahs-fan 'to fear',

a denominative : Lat. locusta for *tlocus-ta (Osthoif, Paul-Braune's

Beitr. XIII 412 f.). Goth, rimis (gen. -isis) n. 'rest', y/^rem-.

Goth, agis (gen. -isis) n. 'fear', O.H.G. egis-Uh 'terrible' egis-o m.

(A.S. ejes-a m.) 'fear' egison 'to terrify' : Gr. ot^" off 'pain at heart,

grief. Goth, sigis n. O.Icel. sigr (gen. sigrs) m. A.S. sijor m.

'victory' O.H.G. sigir-on 'to conquer', Goth, sigis-ldun § 40 p. 73:

Skr. sdhas; see above, p. 415. Goth. Jiatis (gen. -isis) n. O.Icel.

Aair n. 'hate', Goth. Jiatizon 'to hate'. Goth, riqis (gen. -ms) n.

O.Icel. rekhr n. 'darkness': Skr. rdjas etc., see above p. 414.

Goth, ga-digis n. "building, work' : Gr. rsTx-og 'wall', with vowel-

gradation in the root-syllable (p. 413). Goth, lariz-ein-s adj.

'of barley' O.Icel. barr n. 'barley': Lat. /an*- for *far-s-; see

above, p. 418. Goth, skapis n. 'harm', O.Icel. setr (gen. setrs) n.

'seat': Skr. sdd-as etc., see p. 414 above.

No satisfactory explanation has been given of the variation

between -s- and -z-, as Goth. gen. agis-is beside riqiz-is., Goth.

valvis-on 'to roll oneself, wallow' O.H.G. egis-on beside Goth.

hatiz-on O.H.G. sigir-on.

Remark 1. Possibly it may be connected with the fact that in certain

isolated uses some of the cases retained -es-, e. g. in the Skr. inf. in -ds-e

(p. 413). Furthermore side by side with the neuter substantives there

may have been adjectives with the accent upon the formative suffix, say

*a^is- 'fearing' beside *dy,s- 'fear', like Gr. xpevSi]^ beside rpevSo;, and the

-s- may have been taken from them; compare further § 183 Rem. p. 424.

Lastly in certain instances where the word was used as the first member
of compound, -s- may have remained regularly voiceless even when the

suffix -es- was unaccented. See von Bahder, Verbalabstr. 55.

In West -Germanic we find beside this another entirely

different modification of the original declension, due to the
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syncope in final syllables. After a long root-syllable, the

nom. ace. -oz was dropped (I § 661, 2 p. 517). This loss coupled

with the influence of the o-declension, first established a paradigm

such as O.H.Gr. sing. nom. ace. kalb ('calf) gen. kalbires dat.

kalhire, pi. nom. ace. halhir gen. halhiro dat. halhirum. Then

in the gen. dat. sing, -ir- was dropped, kalbes kalbe being formed

on the analogy of wortes worte from nom. wort; hence -ir-

naturally . became the mark of the plural, especially in the nom.

and ace. which had no other distinguishing sign. (A more remote

consequence was that -ir-, Mid.H.Gr. Mod.H.Gr. -er-, was used

for the sign of the plural in a multitude of words with which

it had originally no connexion whetever). In the oldest period

of West-Germanic this style of inflexion (kalb gen. kalbes, pi.

Jcalbir) is commonest in animal names; cp. besides kalb e. g.

O.H.G-. lamb (A.S. lomb) 'lamb', and outside of this category

ei 'egg' pi. eigir (A.S. «j pi. ^^ru), ris 'sprout, twig', and

other forms. Compare the use of these words as the initial

members of compounds, § 40 p. 73. Other words however,

through the same phonetic change in the form of the nom. ace.

sing., entirely lost their «r-inflexion, e. g. O.H.G. inast n. 'mast,

food, fattening: Skr. med-as n. 'fat' (I § 591 p. 447 f.).

Remark 2. Certain substantives which follow the i- and the u-

deolension have also been regarded as representing original -es-stems; as

O.H.Q-. sigi A.S. sjge m. 'victory', O.Sax. heti A.S. heie m. 'hate' A.S. ege m.

'fear', A.S. sife n. 'sieve' and O.H.G. sigu sigo m. = sigi, situ sito m.

'custom' (Gr. e9oq). The nom. sigi is said to stand for *si^iz, -os -az having

been replaced by -es -iz because of the other cases, and the analogy of

the m. f. j'-stems having then come into play. This transference must

have been complete before the beginning of the Christian era; for the

«-stem appears in Strabo's SsyC-fiijqoi (cp. Segi-meru-s Segi-mundu-s in

Tacitus, O.H.G. sigi-nomo). But I can see no satisfactory reason for the

displacement of -az by -iz in these words and these only, and it seems

more reasonable to assume that they are original i-stems; in fact we
have such parallel forms as Skr. van-i-s beside van-as. It is perhaps

less improbable that -os under certain conditions should have become -uz

in proethnic Gtermanic, whence the form sigu (cp. O.H.G. angust § 101

p. 307) ; see Paul in his and Braune's Beitr. VI 187, and Bremer ibid. XI 3,

who remarks: 'I see in -uz the representative of an Idg. sonant s (z), a

subject which I hope to discuss in a systematic form at some future

time'.
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-nes—tes-: O.H.Gr. lehan n. 'loan', see above p. 415; A.S.

hro-Sor n. beside hre-d (m. ?) 'glory'. Cp. also A.S. hwl O.Icel.

heill n. 'favourable omen, happiness' for *hailiz- beside the adj.

Goth, hdi-l-s 'healthy (§ 76 p. 206), A.S. hlww n. 'grave-mound'

for *lilaiwiz- beside Groth. hldi-v 'grave-mound' ground-form

*Jcloi-uo- (§ 64 p. 137) and the like.

Adjectives like Gr. xpsvSrjg Sv(}-,uev7jg do not seem to occur.

It is a question whether they can be inferred from the appear-

ance of -s- side by side with -s- in the oblique cases of the

substantives and in derivatives. See Rem. 1 p. 420 above.

O.H.G. mast 'mast, food' has also a secondary use as adj.

'fattened'.

Balto-Slavonic. Here we find only Substantives. In

Lithuanian they have become masc. or fern, i- or jo-stems: -es-i-

and -es-ia-.

Lith. dehes-i-s m. and f. 'cloud' (but we have the conso-

nantal stem preserved in the gen. pi. debes-u) O.C.Sl. mbo

'heaven': Skr. ndbh-as etc.; see above, p. 414.

Lith. edes-i-s, gen. -io, m. 'food (for animals)': cp. Lat.

eder-e. katbes-i-s, gen. -io, m. 'phrase, proverb', beside which

we have kalbes-e f. 'speech'. Gen. menes-io and menes-es 'of a

month'; see above, p. 415. The original -es- is also seen in

Icalbes-ni-s 'talk', mokes-ti-s 'payment' and the like: see § 101

p. 307.

O.C.Sl. slov-0 'word': Skr. irdv-as etc., see above p. 414.

uch-o 'ear': Mid.Ir. au; see above, p. 419. ok-o 'eye'. Ulo

'body'. Gen. lices-e 'of the face'; the nom. sing. *Uko, is wanting,

its place being taken by lice. In consequence of their similar

termination in the nom. ace. sing, es-stems were often inflected

like neuter o-stems ; e. g. gen. slova instead of sloves-e. On the

other hand some of the Slavonic es-stems were perhaps o-stems

origuially, and became es-stems only because of this same simil-

arity of form, e. g. drSv-o 'tree', ddlo 'work'. The suffix -os-

is no doubt also to be traced in abstract nouns like qzos-ti

^strait', cp. Lat. angus-tu-s; see § 101 p. 307.
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§ 133. 2. Substantives, masculine and feminine,

with the suffix in the form -os-. Side by side with the

neuters in -os- there existed in the original language a certain

number of masculine and feminine substantives with -os- in the

strong cases, -os in the nom. sing., -es -es-i in the loc. sing.,

and -s- in the weakest cases. It is only in Italic that this for-

mation is at all fertile; and there the o of the nom. sing, was

carried through all the cases. The masculine or feminine form

and the neuter form often appeared side by side, as Lat. decor :

decus (cp. p. 411 f.).

Skr. us-ds- f. Gr. ?]wg f. (for *aus-os) ') Lat. aur-Sr-a

dawn'. The ace. sing, was originally *-os-iw: Skr. usds-am

A\est. usdiah-em, Gr. -i^io tor *7;o'«; Skv. usds-am and tisdm were

re-formations, the latter modelled on the nom. usds. Loc. -es-i

:

Skr. usds-i; Gr. ^oT was a re-formation. Gen. Skr. Ved. usds

instead of *us-s-ds, instead of which we find later usds-as, and a

similar re-formation in Greek, rjovg i. e. *rjoog. Does the accent

of the Att. tcac (ace. mi) indicate that the original accent was

*dusos

?

*aiuos- *aiues- *aius- (cp. *aiuen- *aiun- § 116 p. 362 f.):

Gr. ace. aliii, a by-form of aluva, for *alf6a, loc. (dig adv. 'always';

the weakest form of the stem is found in Sanskrit only as a

neuter noun, clyus- 'life'. Cp. also Ir. ais aes m. 'age' Mod.Cymr.

oes § 108 p. 329.

Gr. aUmg f. 'shame, modesty', ace. aUtS, and parallel to it

alSfG-, in ttld'iof^ai fut. al^iO-ao/uca and uv-atdi]s.

Latin. Masculines, decor beside decus Skr. dakas-yd-ti

'honours, is at the service of; tenor beside tenus Skr. tdnas 'off-

spring' Gr. rtvoq 'sinew, bond'; angor beside angus-tu-s anx-iu-s

Skr. cihas 'distress'; tepor beside Skr. tdpas 'heat' and many

other similar words, honos honor (hones-tu-s), sudor, ador,

amor etc. Compare also rumi-fico beside rumor § 34 p. 60. In the

nom. sing, -or (-or) took the place of -os on the analogy of the

other cases, where -r- regularly represented -s- between vowels

1) ^ws proves that the law of vowel-shortening discussed in I § 611

p. 461 did not come into operation until after the loss of intervocalic a.
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(I § 569 Rem. 2 p. 426 f.). auror-a (see above), like Flor-a

beside flos, cp. § 60 p. 110.

Remark. It is possible that all these nouns, excepting the word

for 'dawn', were originally masculine ; if so they kept their original gender

in Latin, whilst Grr. alSag became feminine, in the same way as the -tu-

stems (§ 108 p. 323. 327).

It is uncertain how we ought to regard the Sanskrit masculine abstract

substantives jards- 'weakness of age' Vhiyds- 'fear' tavds- 'strength'. They

belong to this section if their ace. in -dsain is a re-formation like usdsam.

Further: were such Latin substantiyes as sedes moles plebes pubes really,

as is usually assumed, originally s-stems ? Possibly we should assume a

double class of masculine and feminine substantives in the parent language,

corresponding to the two classes appearing e. g. in G-reek, ax-fioiv con-

trasted with noi-ftriv, Sw-toiq contrasted with So-r>JQ, distinguished by a dif-

ference of accent and of vocalism in the suffix. The accent of rja( ixlSwi

would then have been shifted just as that of the forms in -i6r -fiiav. Ad-

jectives like Gr. if/ivS^g (§ 132 p. 412 f.) would then bear a nearer relation

to these m. and f. substantives in -es than to the neuters in -os.

§ 134. The Suffix -s- (-9-s-, -i-s-, -u-s-).

Side by side with the nouns formed with -es- (-os-), which

have been discussed in §§ 131—133, we find nouns which have

the same s-sound in the suffix, but which cannot be shewn

with certainty to have ever had an e (o) before the s. And

we must remember that although -es- was certainly used as a

single and independent suffix at the time of the dissolution of

the proethnic community, it may nevertheless have arisen from

the fusion of two distinct elements (-e-.s-, or rather perhaps as

in *gene-s-, see p. 20).

The nouns here to be discused may be arranged in four

groups.

1. Skr. bhas- n. 'light, brilliancy' (nom. ace. bhds instr.

bhdsd), Lat. fas n. (indecl.) originally 'utterance', \/^ bha- (Bloom-

field, Amer. Journ. of Phil. IX 19 compares Att. g)wg with Skr.

bhds). Ar. *das- 'gift' in Skr. dds-vant- 'rich in gifts' su-das-

'giving richly' (ace. -dds-am- gen. -dds-as-) Avest. vaKhti-Mh-

'giving good' (ace. -Mwh-ent gen. -ddtgh-o), x/^do-. Skr. jfids-

m. 'relative', cp. jM-ti-s. Lat. flos flor-is, Flor-a Osc. Fluusai

dat. Lat. spe-r-dre O.Lat. pi. spe-r-es spe-r-ibus beside spe-s.

Should we class here the Greek *>ipag- *y.agag- in y.pciaT- xaQtjar-
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'head' (for ^paa-y^- *j<apatf-:g-, cp. § 114 p. 347)? There is nothing

to prevent our comparing with these words Skr. mas- 'moon, month'

O.C.Sl. m&s-qci 'month' from v^jwe- 'measure', see § 132 p. 415.

In these words it is possible that the e of -es- has been

contracted with the preceding vowel, so that *dos-: *bheres- =
*dono-ni: *bhereno-m, see § 65 p. 138. In this case we might

regard the Sanskrit stems dravino-dds- 'giving riches' vayo-dhds-

'bestowing life-power' candrd-mas- 'moon' (see Lanman, Koun-

Infl. p. 555 f.) as the direct representatives of an original for-

mation, and analysing them as *-d-es- *-dh-es- *-m-es-. *-d-es-:

*dos- = Gr. Xin-og: Skr. rep-as and the like; see § 132 p. 415.

Lat. vt-r-e-s beside vi-s vi-m cannot have suffered this con-

traction; but it is perfectly easy to assume that the s-inflexion

in this word may be due merely to the analogy of older types.

2. -9-S-. Skr. kravis- n. 'raw flesh', Gr. y.()bag n. 'flesh', cp.

Lat. cruor. Gr. xspag 'horn' beside Skr. iiras- 'head' (originally

'prominent point'); Lat. cere-brum may contain either *Jceres- or

*&?*as-, yrjpus 'old age', yipag 'gift of honour', ^e^iug 'bodily frame'.

Skr. tdmis-ra tamis-ra-m 'darkness' beside tdmas ; Lat. tenebrae

instead of *temebrae (I § 570 p. 428 f.) and Mid.Dutch deemster

'dark' may contain either *temes- or HemdS-. Slcr. rods- n. 'light'

beside sva-rocas- and Avest. raocah- n. 'light, clearness', O.Pers.

raucah- 'day'. Avest. hadiS- O.Pers. hadis- n. 'seat' beside Skr.

sddas-. As regards the Aryan forms, however, it must be borne

in mind that -is- may represent Indo-Germanic -i-s-.

To this class perhaps also belong Gr. masc. spcog 'love' and

ye'Awg 'laughter'. According to Solmsen (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXIX
109), there was the same ablaut-relation between these nomina-

tives and the stems igag- ysXag- seen in Hom. squv-voc riQua-aaro

Pindar. ytXavTJg Hom. iysXaa-aa, as between Jw- *dd- and Ja-

*d9- give' (I § 317 p. 255 f.): ytkwg *ysXaG-og "ytlaa-i etc.,

thence by qualitative assimilation of the vowel *j'*Ao((j)-o; *ysXo((j)-i;

later on they passed into the o-declension : ace. ysXo-v sqo-v and

so forth.

3. -i-s-. Lat. cinis, pulvis, gen. cineris for *cinis-is cp.

cinis-culu-s (I § 33 p. 33). Danielsson (Gramm. u. etym. Stud. I
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51) compares, perhaps rightly, cinis with Gr. x6vi-g. The same

scholar assumes a stem d-s/.urj- 'ordinance, right' in dsfua-Hgewv

{hsfiia-T- and so forth. Here might also be classed some of the

Aryan neuters in -is- (see under 2) ; I will add only Skr. arcis-

'beam' jyotis- 'light'.

Was this -is- ever the weak form of an earlier -ies-?

4. -u-s-. Skr. dhdnus- n. 'bow' beside dhanii-s m. dhdn-

van- n.
;
parus- n. 'knot' beside pdrvan- n. ; mddhus- n. 'sweet-

ness' beside mddhu- n.; mdnus- m. 'human being' beside mdnus m.

Goth, mann- for *m.anu-. Lat. pecus n. beside pecu, genus m. n.

'knee' beside genu can hardly be deemed parallel examples; see

§ 104 p. 313.

In a few instances we find the ablaut -us-: -ues- {-uos-).

Mention has already been made of Skr. dyus- n. 'life' compared

with Gr. alsg alu § 133 p. 423. Another example is Skr. drus- n.

'wound' beside O.Icel. err n. 'scar' for *aruiz-.

135. The Suffix -ies- -iies-'^).

This is a primary comparative suffix, side by side with the

secondary -ero- -tero- (§ 75 p. 188 ff.). The fact that it is

contained in the superlative suffix -is-to- (§ 81 p. 242 ff.) in-

dicates that its comparative meaning was wider then that of the

sister suffix -ero- -tero-, which from the earliest period to which

we can trace it was used only in comparing two things (e. g.

Gr. nd-Tf^og 'which of two?'). So that originally the combination

-is -\- tero- in Gr. d^torfpo-g Lat. sin-ister and the like (§ 75

p. 190 ff.) was probably not a mere pleonasm.

Even in the proethnic language the comparatives and super-

latives containing this suffix had been brought into connexion

with 'Positives' formed with all manner of suffixes (-M-, -o-, -ro-

etc), and were regarded as being derived from them, e. g. Skr.

svdd-Jyas- Gr. 7}S-i(x)V 'suavior' beside svdd-u-s ri^-v-g 'suavis.

Thus -ies- {-is-to-) acquired the character of a secondary suffix,

which appears very clearly in the new formations which are so

1) J. Sclimidt, Das yn-imare Corapavativsufflx, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVI
377 ff.
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common in the separate languages, such as Skr. hrdhm-iyas-

Lat. amic-ior. Compare § 58 p. 107, § 81 p. 243.

As regards the ablaut of the root-syllable, the general rule

seems to have been that the comparative had the strong grade

(e in the e-series), and the superlative the weak grade. Parallel

to this there was always a difference of accent. The corres-

ponding positive was generally a form in which the weak-grade

was regular in the root-syllable. Thus *lei9gli-ies-: *lKgh-ist6-:

IfdQh-ii- 'brisk, small, little' = Avest. renj-yali- Gr. ilaaaav

for *sXayx-iav (I § 459 p. 360, § 497 p. 365, § 618 p. 466)

instead of '"iXsyx-f.cov through the influence of the form skax-:

Skr. Ugh-istha-s Gr. iXux-iffio-g (both with the accent shifted,

see § 81 p. 243): Skr. lagh-u-s Gr. £la;(-v-g; Skr. prdth-iyas-:

p^th-u-s; Gr. KQiaaiov ./.QaT-iaro-c, instead of *icgar-iaT6-g : xpar-

-v-g; olsH^wv: oUy-iato-Q instead of *oAiy-jCTio'-e : oytty-o-g; O.H.G.

suoi-iro : Goth, sut-ista. These distinctions of ablaut were to a

large extent lost through the influence of analogy; particularly

as between the comparative and superlative. E. g. Skr.

Idghiyas- instead of Hdisglnyas- or the true phonetic form Hqh-

-lyas (I § 454 p. 335 f.) ; and conversely prdthistha- instead of

"pfthisthd-, hdhistha- instead of *bahisthd- (compar. haji-lyas-

posit. bah-ii-); Gr. rd/-iov instead of d^aadov (rdxtaTu, laxv-g),

and conversely alsy/iOTo-g instead of iXaxioro-g ; in /ndaacov and

firjMGTo-g {/.lay.-Qo-g) the vowel -grades have exactly changed

places ; Goth, sut-iza instead of *svot-iza (O.H.G. suoz-iro), but

conversely O.H.G. suo^-isto instead of *sui-isto (Goth, sut-ista).

In considering all such cases however it must be remem-

bered that in the original paradigm of the comparative besides

-ies- and -ios- the stem also appeared in the form -is-, before

which the root-syllable must have had the weak-grade; e. g.

dat. sing. "iKgh-is-di like the superlative *h9gh-is-t6-; and this

form of the root may also have appeared before -ies- (see below).

We have perfect right to assume if we choose that even in the

proethnic language the strong form of the root (Hetagh-ios-) had

prevailed in all cases of the paradigm of the Comparative, so

that, e. g. *lt9ghisdi had dropped out of use in favour of *lei9gh-
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isdi; but it is quite as easily conceivable that forms like *l'^Qh-

isdi descended into the separate languages, and there assisted

in levelling the forms of the Comparative and the Superlative.

The latter assumption would also make it easier to understand

such instances as /Lidaffcov : /.irjy.tOro-q (Avest. mas-yah- O.Pers.

map-ista-).

There are some examples without vowel-gradation in the

root : *ple-ios- *pU-is- : *'ple-is-t6- : *ple-ro- = Slor. pra-yas Gr.

nXi-fg for *nlrji,a-: Grr. nlsTa-ro-g: Lat. ple-ru-S Gr. nXrj-p-Tji;.

As regards the different forms assumed by the comparative

suffix itself in different languages many points are still obscure.

The history of -ies- is in many ways parallel to that of the

participial suffix -ues- (§ 136).

Remark 1. It is absolutely impossible to maintain that -iens- was

the original form of this suffix. I attacked this view in Kuhn's Ztsohr.

XXIV 54 ff., and J. Schmidt in the same periodical XXVI 337 ff. has

again undertaken its defence. Schmidt imagines that -ions (-iens) in the

nom. sing. masc. became -ids {-ies) in the proethnic language by a regular

phonetic change (cp. I § 220 p. 188) and that the nasal was dropped in

other cases by analogy. To say nothing of the fact that no certain exam-

ples of this proethnic phonetic law {-ios coming from -ions) have been ad-

duced (cp. also p. 415) '), the results vyhich Schmidt's hypothesis involves

are altogether incredible and inadmissible : see the Author in Iw. Miiller's

Hdb. II 55 and Solmsen, Kuhn's Ztsclir. XX.IX 83 (CoUitz too declares

against Schmidt, Bezzenb. Beitr. X 65). I therefore still believe in -ies-

(and in -jtes- also ; see p. 439).

-ies- and -iies- stand side by side, just as -io- and -iio- ; and the form

-lies- which is represented by Skr. -lyas- Gr. Att. -10(0)- may be compared

with -IJO-, see § 63 p. 122.

The following conclusions may be considered as adequately established

for the parent language (in vyhat follows the parallel forms -lies- -iies-

are disregarded).

1. -ios in the nom. sing, masc, -ios in the nom. ace. sing. neut. : Avest.

vah-yd vah-yo, Skr. vds-yas (n.), Lat. ma-jor instead of -jos (I § 569 Rem. 2

1) R. Meringer (Ztschr. f. osterr. Gymn. 1888 p. 134) derives the

ace. pi. *gps (Skr. gas Gr. /?ms) through *gons from *2,0'iins. On p. 138,

however, he assents to my view that the ace. sing, was *gpi^)m before a

sonant, but *gd'iim before a consonant. I confess I do not see how to

reconcile these statemente. I must still regard Meringer's *go?*ns as a

monstrosity, and the view that gas liw; are re-formations on the analogy

of the ace. sing, as perfectly admissible.
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p. 426 f.) ma-jus, O.Ir. mao (m.), Goth, hduhis (n. adv.) for pr. Germ, -iaz,

O.C.Sl. hol-je (u.J for pr. Slav. -ips.

2. -ios in the voo. masc. : Skr. vds-yas.

3. -lis- in the loo. sing. : Skr. v&s-yas-i (the accent has been shifted).

Also in the fem. uom. -ies-i, gen. -is-ies etc. ; levelling in different directions

produced on the one hand Skr. vas-yasl vds-yasyas, on the other Goth.

Sut-izei iut-izeins, and O.C.Sl. bol-fisi bol-fisq (instead of Holjesi *bolisq)

The suffix has also the -ies-lorm in Lith. sald-es-ni-s 'sweeter' with -es-

for -ies- (I § 147 p. 131), in the unique Pruss. gen. pi. muis-ies-on 'mai-

orum' and perhaps in Lai ma-jes-tas beside ma-jor (this may also be a

new formation modelled on hones-tas : honor and the like) and pe-jer-are

beside pe-jor (of. Osthoff, Zur Gesch. d. Perf. 115).

4. -is- in the weak cases, h. g. dat. sing, -is-di loc. pi. -is-sit. This

form of the suffix has spread through the paradigm, wholly or in part,

in Gr. nZe^g nXs'ag neut. Trisa (*jT^fts-), Goth, sut-iz-a gen. sut-iz-ins, mdiz-a

gen. mdiz-ins, O.C.Sl. gen. holjisa 'maioris' for *boljw-ia instead of *bol-

-is-ia (see below). There were moreover adverbs in -is-: *mg-is = Osc.

mais 'magis' Goth, mdis 'more', Lat. mag-is, Goth, vairs for *iiirs-iz, Gr.

Tt^fia- = Lat. pris- in n^ela-yv-q n^sla-fiv-q pris-cu-s. Further -is- occurred

in the fem., gen. -is-ies etc., see 3. Cp. superl. -is-td-, § 81 p. 242 ff.

Finally I regard it as probable.

5. That the strong cases of the masc. (except the nom. sing.) had
-ios- : ace. Avest. vah-ycmh-em Gr. ilaaaa for -(o(n)-a. The fact that in

Greek -loa- is confined to the strong cases (there is no such form as

*eXiaao-of in the gen., for example) may be regarded as an additional

proof that in the other cases another form of the suffix prevailed; for if

all the cases had originally had -loa-, they would surely have all been

treated in the same way.

In Aryan, -is- was displaced by -yas- in the weak cases: dat. sing.

Skr. v&s-yas-e Avest. vah-yanh-e, gen. sing. Skr. vds-yas-as Avest. vah-

-yatdh-o. Where -yas- is also found in the strong cases in the same group

of languages, as Skr. kamyas-am 'iuniorem' Avest. vahJianh-em 'meliorem'

{-hh-=: -hy-, I § 558 p. 415), it is not original, but due to a secondary

change. Instead of -yas in the voc. sing. masc. -yan appears in the post-

vedio language; this form is doubtless due to the analogy of -van (§ 136

p. 441).

In Latin the -ids of the nom. sing, was carried through the whole

case-system; later it became -ior following the other oases, where -s-

regularly became -r-; ma-jor -jor-em, -Jor-is etc.; cp. hon-or •or-em and

so forth, § 133 p. 423.

The Old Church Slavonic nom. sing. masc. boljlji boljiji beside neut.

bolje is probably not a compound word (polji -f ji), but a modification of

*bol-vji which had the suffix in the form -ties- ; beside it we find nove-ji

with -ies-. boljiji owes its form to the influence of the neuter bolje, or of

masculines like doblji-fi, or of both together. The masc. terminations -yi

and. -ji (instead of *-ya *-ja = Idg. "-iips *-ios) are due to the influence

of the -io- stems, such as doblji; nove-ji bears to neut. nove-je the same
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relation as dohlji : doblje. Prom the nom aoc. sing. neut. and nom. sing,

masc. -j- passed on to the other cases which had -?se- ^ -is-ie-: gen. boljtSa

instead of *boVisa etc. See 3. above, fern, holjisq instead of *bolisq.

But what is the origin of the nasal in Skr. vas-yqs- (nom. vds-yan

ace. vas-ycj.s-ani) and of the Greek paradigm eidaaav -ov-og etc. ? In § 63

p. 132 we regarded -ies- as an extension of the comparative -ip- by -es-;

compare Skr. ndv-yas- Lat. nov-ior beside Skr. ndv-ya- Goth, niu-ji-s, Lat.

nim-is beside nim-iu-s. Now in some instances there may have been a

form -ien- parallel to -io- and having the same force. The stems formed

with this stood in Greek side by side with those which had -ies-, and were

taken into more extended use because they had an easier and clearer in-

flexion than that of the -ies- comparatives, which had broken up into very

dissimilar groups through the operation of phonetic laws within the case-

system; thus arose -^S-iwv -tov-oe like xqov-Cwv -lov-oi (§ 115 p. 359), and

;^fijo-rfJ0-;
:
;ffi'ja))' = ntd-rego-g: nioiy^}. In Sanskrit however -yas- and

-yci,n- were contaminated, producing the form -yqi-, just as mdhdnt- (beside

mahat-) seems to have arisen from the fusion of an w-stem and a i-stem.

(§ 126 p. 399). Op. Danielsson, Gramm. and etym. Stud. I 49. Thus we
should have side by side e. g. (1) *ple-io- (Gr. nUw-g nUo-q Cret. nUvi,

Armen. li, gen. lioy, 'full', Skr. prayena pr^ya-saS 'for the most part,

usually, mostly'), (2) *ple-ies- *ple-is- (Skr. pra-yas, Gr. nXeda nhTaro-g etc.)

and (3) *ple-ien- *ple-in- {nXsCav -ov-og, neut. Att. nXslv, cp. with the latter

Cret. tiqbCv Hom. n^tv Att. nqCv beside nqsia- ; nXslv : nXsiov nXiov ^ Goth.

mdis : hduMs). Compare further (1) Skr. han-ya 'maiden' Gr. xaivo-g 'new'

for *xav-io-g: (2) Skr. kdn-iyas- 'younger' kan-isthd- 'youngest': (3) Avest.

kain-in- f. 'girl'; Gr. (1) |s-io- 'easy' {^^-(Sio-g, ^^-C-re^o-g): (2) ^r,Cm ^a,
^^wTo-g ^Saro-g: (3) ^ij-Cwv qiiiav (etymology doubtful, see Osthoff, Zur Gesch.

d. Perf. 446 f.) '). Compare the parallel forms *ai-ij;0- (Lat. aevo-m Goth.

div-s) : *ai-y,es- (Gr. alsg alw Skr. ayus-): *ai-'K,en- (Gr. atmv alev Skr. dyun-)

§ 116 p. 362, § 133 p. 423, Skr. fbh-va- fbh-ms- fbh-van- 'artistic' and
other examples.

Indo-(xermanic. lei9gli-(i)ios- hesiie H^ggh-ii- : She. Idgh-

-lyas- Avest. renj-yah- Gr. ace. iXdaaw, cp. p. 427 above. *sudd-

-(i)ios- beside Skr. svadu-s Gr. ?iSv-q Goth, sut-s 'suavis': Skr.

svdd-tyas-, Gr. tj^-Iw -tco, Lat. suavior 'instead of *sucid-ior

through the influence of suavi-s, O.H.G. suo^-iro Goth, sut-iza.

*6li-{iHos- beside Skr. a§-u-s Gr. mx-v-g Lat. acu-pediu-s: Skr.

di-tyas; Gr. cox-lmv (this is not actually found, but may be

1) "We find also fiaXta-ri'qo-g (Solon) /SsXria-reQa-g (TelesiUa) compared
with fidXiov fifXriav formed on the same principle as ao<pio-re^o-g § 75 p. 193.

2) In view of this it may not be rash to see a further group of old

-io- forms in the Att. gen. sing, of the corapar. in -lov (dno rov fniov, 1/

»aTTov, Meisterhaus, Gramm. d. Att. Inschr. p. 67).
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inferred from ay.-iaTo-(), Lat. oc-ior. *ple-ios- {*pleis- by a pro-

ethnic contraction horn '*ple-is- ; see I § 116 p. 108) beside Lat.

ple-ru-s Gr. nlij-Q-tjg: Slir. adv. proi-yas Avest. frd-yah-, Grr.

TiksiM nXssg, Lat. pleor-es or pleor-es and plts-ima carm. Arv.,

(O.Ir. Ua, see p. 435), O.Icel. fleir-e (re-formed to correspond

with meir-e). *mo-ios- *m3-is- beside O.Ir. ma-r Gall, -maru-s

(in proper names) 'great' Goth, -mer-s 'great' (cp. § 81 p. 247):

Osc. mais 'magis', O.Ir. mS,o mo, Goth, indis-a adv. mdis^);

perhaps Gr. Mnuov should also be classed here.

Aryan. Skr. vds-yas- Avest. vah-yali- vax-yah- (I § 558

p. 415) beside vds-u- vatdh-u- 'good'. Skr. ak-Tyas- Avest. cis-

-yah- beside cls-u- as-u- 'swift': Gr. lox-uov etc., see above.

Skr. mdh-iyas- Avest. maz-yah- 'greater': Gr. Ion. f.is'Qwv, Lat.

major (cp. I § 185 p. 122) mag-is mag-is-ter (cp. I § 469, 8

p. 346 f.). Skr. ned-lyas- Avest. nazd-yah- 'nearer' for pr. Ar.

*na-zd-; see I § 591 p. 447 and II § 4 p. 9.

Skr. vdr-iyas- beside ur-u- 'wide'. Sre-yas- beside irl-ld-

'fair, glorious' : should we compare Gr. y.pfiwv 'noble, princely,

ruler' (which has passed into the -w- declension, like dsQomwv

etc., see § 114 p. 350)? ksep-iyas- beside ksip-rd- 'quick'.

ddv-tyas- beside du-rd- 'distant', tej-iyas- beside tig-md- 'sharp'.

srdj-iyas- beside srag-vln- 'crowned', ndv-yas- ndv-tyas- beside

ndv-a- 'novus': Lat. nov-ior, O.H.G. niw-iro niuw-iro 'novior'.

pre-yas- beside priy-d- 'dear', jyd-yas- 'mightier'. As regards

Skr. stheyas- instead of *sthd-yas- beside sthi-rd-, spheyas- instead

of *sphd-yas- beside sphi-rd-, see § 81 p. 244.

Avest. mas-yah- 'greater beside O.Pers. map-ista- 'the

greatest': Gr. /udaacov beside /nax-go-g 'long'. Avest. tqs-yah-

'more warlike, stronger' ground-form Hewq-ies- (I § 200 p. 168,

§ 473 p. 350), beside superl. tanc-ista-. In Avestic the metre

often shows that the reading should be -iyah-, as renjiyah-,

nazdiyah-, masiyah- (beside mah-)s.ya

In Sanskrit we find occasionally new formations from noun-

1) In the light of this paragi'a])h wliat is said about this Q-otliio word

in I § 635 p. 475 should be corrected.
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stems, as ttksn-iyas- from tiks-nd- 'sharp', hr&lim-iyas- like

brdhm-istha-, drMh-iyas- like drddh-istha-; see § 81 p. 245.

Grreek. -f(0(q)- -to-{c)- occurs only in the ace. sing. masc.

and the nom. ace. plur. masc. and neut. By its side we find

through all the cases -ifiv- -i-ov- (-iv- in nXttv, ngslv ngiv ngiv)
; in

Eem. 1 p. 430 I have stated my conjecture that this form re-

presents Idg. -ion- and never contained s. -Zo(6)- -lov- occur in Attic.

The examples are given in the form of the ace. sing. masc.

in -i-tD -ta for *-i.o(6)-a *-to(6)-a.

ndaait) and nax-iu beside nax-v-g 'fat, thick', ddaaco for

*&ayx-i;oa-a beside rax-v-g 'swift' (we must compare Pol. dqzyd

'to press forward, aspire, hasten', see Bezzenberger in his

Beitr. XII 241; the favourite comparison of this with Avest.

tqsyah- has not been reconciled with phonetic law), cp. slaaawv

p. 427. (igaS-lco beside (igad-v'-g 'slow' : Skr. mrad-iyas-. ylvx-iw

beside yXv/.-v-g 'sweet', blsl^m beside oXiy-o-g 'little' oXiy-iaro-c, from

which 6)J^(.o was afterwards formed, xay.-io) beside xax-6-g 'bad'.

£X&-i(jn beside 6%d--g6-g 'hostile'. tJoom 'inferiorem' beside ^y.-a;

fjTTaad-ai instead of *fjTTovnd^ai follows vTxaa&at, and from the

verb -i^TTaa&ai the substantive rjTra was itself formed (Wacker-

nagel, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXX 299 f.). dfislvio for *a/zsv-i,a)

'meliorem'. A form *ay/-i.on- 'nearer' may be inferred from the

adv. aanov for ay;(-i.ov (beside ay^-i) : Skr. qh-iyas- O.H.G. eng-

-ir-o 'narrower', /.mw 'minorem' for *f.iH-^o(6)-a beside *mi-no-

*mi-nu-, Lat. mi-nus Goth, minniza for *mi-nu-is-, see below;

the superl. fisTaro-g stands for *us(i,)-wto-q (for the vowel-grade

of the root cp. sXiyx-K^ro-g and the like p. 427) or else is a

new formation in imitation of its opposite nXsTaro-g. nXsiio nXko

'more' instead of *7ih]-(i.)o((})-a has been affected by the form

of nXsTaro-g (like Skr. stM-yas- instead of *sthd-yas- through

the influence of sthestha-, § 81 p. 244), and perhaps also to some

extent by /udu); by the side of it we find a form nXfia- for

*pleis-, belonging properly to the weak cases of the comparative,

in Hom. nXs-sg nXs-ag Cret. nXi-eg neut. nXl-u (« for *, I § 64

p. 51'): Skr. pra-yas etc.; see p. 481 above. xQiiaaco xqUtto)

1) Here for 'in the Doric dialects' read 'in some Doric dialects'.
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beside Ion. xpiaaw (: xgdr-ioro-g y.par-v-g 'strong' and /^slUo beside

Ion. ^liCco {: fxey-iaro-q jxiy-a-c, 'magnus') owe their n to the

analogy Qi x^iQa a/xsivco olei^w, conversely Ion. saaco beside ^'ttw

follows xQEaaco, op. I § 639 Rem. p. 479 and Bar. d. sachs. Ges.

d. Wiss. 1883 p. 193.

In rare instances we find nominal suffixes preceding the

comparative -j^otf-, as aaXX-ko 'pulcriorem' beside y.d?dog n., ^il-r-m

'meliorem'. Compare the superlatives, § 81 p. 245.

In Cretan (Gortyn) we find ngsiym {ngdyova) beside ngsTyv-g

TiQitayv-g and xagrco (xaproVav?) instead of *xqsttm= Ion. xgeaoa,

beside xaprv'-g. It remains doubtful whether these forms are

regular phonetic representatives of *ngstzy-ifi), *yMQX-yji (cp. Dor.

xd.QQav for *xa.Qaamv)^ or new formations with -m instead of -ifi>

on the model of some one or more forms where the ^ tad

regularly disappeared.

One example of an adverb in -is is ngsta- ('before') found

in the compound Cret. ngsTa-yv-g (whence ngstyv-e by assimilation).

Thessal. npiTa-^v-g (cp. I § 428 p. 316), which corresponds to

the prts- of the Lat. pns-cu-s (beside prior prius), cp. Rem. 1

p. 429 and for -yv- -^v, § 91 Rem. p. 277. Obviously *npfig

is related to Cret. npelv (Horn, n^tv Att. npiv) as nXsia- (in

nXisg nXsia-ro-g) to Att. nXstv and as nXeiovg (i. e. ^nXstoa-sg)

to nXsiov-sg, cp. Rem. 1 p. 430. If we start from an original

*prSi-ios- *pri(i)-is- (by analogy *pri-ios- and *prei-is-), Lat.

przs- may represent not only *nQsig but also *prii-is (cp. n^tv).

It must be admitted that the forms ngtayv-g nQsafiv-g are still

obscure ^).

Italic. O.Lat. minerimu-s for *minis-imo-s {c^. plur-imu-s

etc.), minis-ter^ Osc. minstreis mistreis 'minoris' : cp. Goth, minniza

1} The student who believes that the doctrine of 'hyphaeresis' (xs'axiTo

= *xs{o)sa>!STo, nnsaai = *a7ieeaai) is not a mere midsummer madness, may-

find comfort in supposing that *7t(iea- stands for an older form *7rpf(j)fff_,

an analogical modification of an original loc. *27ri-ies. It is simpler

however to analyse *?rpfs into ttq + -f<; (the genitive ending), and to regard

it as u. by-form of ndtj-og Skr. ptir-as (I § 294 p. 234); Prellwitz, De dial.

Thessalica 1885 p. 11 takes a very similar view, but a different explanation

may be found in Per Persson's Studia etymologioa, Upsala 1886, p. 95.

Brugmann, Elements. II. 28
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'minor' for "mi-nu-is- O.C.Sl. mmjip 'minor' and the archaic

Grr. /^leio) 'minorem' for '"/usi-^oa-a (p. 432) ; minus was a neuter

like vol-nus Gr. dd-vog (see § 132 p. 415 and p. 418); it originally-

meant minority', and then like vetus came to be used as an

adjective; when it had thus become the opposite of majus,

majoris major etc. gave rise to the analogous formations minor-is

minor etc.'). Umbr. mes-tru f. 'maior' (cp. § 75 p. 195), Osc.

mais 'magis': O.Ir. mao etc., see p. 431 above. Osc. piistir-is

'posterius'.

Lat. oc-ior beside acu-pediu-s : Skr. dS-iyas- etc., see p. 430 f

above, nov-ior beside novo-s: Skr. ndv-yas- etc., see p. 431

above, sen-ior beside senex: Skr. sdn-yas- beside sdn-a-s 'old',

O.Ir. sin-iu 'older' sinser 'the elder, eldest' for *senis-tero-s

beside sen, Lith. senes-ni-s 'older' beside sen-a-s, cp. also Goth.

sinista 'eldest', melrior. pe-jor. mcijor majus with magis

beside mdgnu-s: Skr. mqh-tyas- etc., see p. 431 above; the

evidence of the Gr. fxkya-(; and the Goth, mikil-s shews that the

root originally had e and hence it seems necessary to assume

that the Latin word has been influenced by the pr. Ital. *mais-

= Idg. *m9-is- (cp. Osc. mais beside Lat. magis, Umbr. mes-tru

beside Lat. magister), which belongs to a different root.

pleores ani pUsima; see p. 431 above. It has not yet been

clearly shewn what relation the forms pious plus, plUr-es, ploer-a

and ploirume (C. I. L. I 32) bear to *plS-ios- which we must

assume as the ground-form of the comparative stem.

Remark 2. For a discussion of these latter forms see Stolz

(Iw. MuUer's Handb. II p. 164), Danielsson (Pauli's Altital. Stud. IT p. 164

and Osthoff (Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIII 445 f.). Dauielsson's proposal to

assume a form '^plo-ios- parallel to *ple-ios- is the simplest from the

phonetic standpoint. We should start from a stem *pldis- , whence we

should arrive at *plois- (according to I § 612 p. 462)^), and then at jilus-.

In pious- ou would be merely a graphic representative of the sound u.

1) It seems to me less probable that even at the time when minus

was still a substantive , there was also a masc. form minor , like decor

beside decus and the like (§ 133 p. 423).

2) In the third live of this paragraph read 'explosive or spirant'

instead of 's o n a n t'.
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Adverbs in -is-. Lat. mag-is beside major, nimis.

pns in pns-cu-s beside prior., see p. 433 above ; is it also con-

tained in prldem ? '). Osc. mais 'magis' : Goth. mdis.

There was in Latin a very great deal of levelling between

the form of the comparative and that of the positive, which

converted -ies- into a secondary suffix, sudvior instead of *suCid-

-ior follows sudv-i-s for *suad-u-i-s, cp. Skr. svdd-iyas-. tenuior

instead of Hen-ior follows ten-u-i-s, cp. Skr. tan-iyas-. levior

instead of *leg-ior follows levi-s for Hegu-i-s. ser-ior instead of

*se-(i)os follows se-ru-s; in the same way, in old Irish, side by

side with the regular sia there arose a form sTriu sire on the

analogy of the positive si-r 'long', jun-ior juven-ior, cp. Skr.

ydv-iyas-. audcLc-ior. facil-ior. asper-ior. doct-ior. sapient-ior.

Lat. super-ior inter-ior dexter-ior Osc. piistir-is; see § 75

p. 195. Late formations are pluriores proximior and the like.

Old Irish. Only the nom. sing, has been kept.

mao mo for *md-ios, beside mcl-r 'great': Osc. mais etc.,

see p. 481. sin-iu beside sen 'old': Skr. sdn-yas- etc., see p. 434.

laig-iu 'smaller'.

It is often a secondary suffix, as in str-iu (see above),

foills-iu from follus 'manifest', uaisl-iu from uasal 'high'.

Sometimes we find -u instead of -iu after consonants, as

lug-u beside laigiu. This is perhaps a new formation modelled

upon those forms in which i had been dropped between vowels,

such as mao (*mau).

The forms in -a have not been explained: examples are with

maa ma side by side mao; lia beside il 'much': Skr. prd-yas etc.,

see p. 431 above; sia beside st-r 'long'; oa beside oac oc

'young': Skr. ydv-tyas-; nessa 'nearer'.

-is-tero- : sinser oser, see § 75 p. 196.

Germanic. As a rule, the suffix is extended by w-suffixes.

1) prldie can only be regarded as "pns-die if it is assumed that

postridie stands for *postris-die (op. Osc. piistir-is) (Havet's explanation,

in Mem. de la Soc. de lingu. IV 229, seems to me untenable). But postri

may also be loo. sing, of postro-, and prldie may have been formed later

in imitation of postridie.

28*
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These are absent only in sucTi adverbs as Goth, hduh-is 'higher

nehv-is nearer', hald-is 'more gladly, potius, rather' fram-is

'further on' ; the termination -is seems to be the origiaal neuter

termination -ios (Rem. p. 428 f.) , while such adverbs as Goth.

vairs O.H.G. wirs worse', for pr. Germ. *uirs-iz , Goth, mins

O.H.G. min 'less', for *m^>^^t-^2; represent Idg. -is (see loc. cit.).

Pr. Germ, -iz-en- {-iz-en-) m. n. (f. Goth, -iz-ein- O.H.G.

-ir-on-). Goth, sut-iza O.H.G. suo^-iro 'sweeter': Skr. svdd-zyas-

etc; see above, p. 430. Goth, mdisa O.H.G. wero 'greater' : Osc.

mais etc., see above, p. 431. Goth, hard-i^a O.H.G. hart-iro hert-iro

beside Goth, hard-u-s 'hard': Lith. hartes-ni-s beside hart-ic-s

'bitter'. Goth, hduh-iza O.H.G. hoh-iro beside Goth, hduh-s 'high'.

Goth, hat-iza O.H.G. he^^-iro 'better'. Goth, vairs-iza O.H.G.

wirs-iro 'worse, wickeder'. The forms have often been levelled

to match the positive, and secondary formations have arisen:

Goth, juh-iza O.H.G. jung-iro and jUg-iro beside Goth, jugg-s

O.H.G. jung, as contrasted with Skr. ydv-iyas- O.Ir. oa., cp.

O.H.Or.jungisto § 81 p. 248; Goth, cdp-iza O.H.G. alt-iro beside

Goth, al-p-ei-s O.H.G. al-t 'old'. The origin of Goth, minn-iza

O.H.G. minn-iro for *mi-nu-iz-, compared with Gr. /.uico Lat.

minis-ter O.C.Sl. mmpp, is obscure.

-oz- -oz-en- appeared in proethnic Germanic side by side

with -iz- -iz-en-; see § 81 p. 248. It is used only in the

comparatives of o-stems in Gothic and (with rare exceptions)

in Old High German. Adv. Goth, snimnundos 'more hastily',

aljaleihos 'otherwise'. Goth, frodoza from frop-s 'wise', svinpoza

from svinp-s 'strong, powerful', O.H.G. lioboro from lioh 'beloved',

liohtoro from lioht 'bright', gileganoro from gi-legan 'apt, suitable':

hohoro (also hohiro) from hoh 'high', heroro (also heriro) from

her 'grand, glorious'; this variation is frequent; tiuroro (and

tiuriro) from tiuri 'dear, valuable'.

O.H.G. obaroro (oharosto) from db-aro 'upper', aftroro

(aftrosto') from af-tro 'later', fordroro fordaroro (fordarostoj

from for-dro for-daro 'former', mer-iro and meroro from mero.

Balto- Slavonic. In Lithuanian the only form of the

suffix is -ies-, in the combination -e-s-n-i-s -e-s-n-e ; the origiu of
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the second part (-n-io-) is difficult to explain (an attempt may
be found in Schmidt's paper in Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVI 399 f.).

In Slavonic in the nom. ace. sing. neut. -je = Idg. -ios; as

regards -Jtse- instead of -ise- = Idg. -is-io- and nom. sing. masc.

-/?/? (later -/«/?, no doubt by the rule in I § 36 p. 37) -p,

see p. 429 f.

Remark 3. For the Lithuanian comparative adverbs in -iaus, such

as saMziaus 'more sweetly', whose suffix has nothing to do with -ies-,

see § 81 p. 248 f.

Lith. sald-esni-s O.C.Sl. sZai(i?;?,neut. slaMe, beside satd-ii-s

slad-u-kU 'sweet'.

Lith. geresni-s beside gera-s 'good', didesni-s beside dldi-s

'great'. It is clearly denominatiye in e. g. baltesni-s from bdl-ta-s

'white' jaunesni-s from jdu-na-s 'young'.

In Prussian a solitary example with -ies- is preserved {-ies-

no doubt = Idg. -ies-) : muis-ies-on 'maiorum'.

O.C.Sl. holjiji holjiji neut. holje 'greater': Skr. hdl-tyas-

'stronger, more powerful', gorjiji 'worse' : Skr. gdr-iyas- 'gravior',

mmjijH 'smaller' : O.Lat. miner-imu-s minis-ter, see pp. 433 f. 436

above, kreplpji beside krSpuku 'strong'. chuMyi beside chudu

'bad'. vySijl beside vysoku 'high'. As to the effects produced

by the first j of -jijt upon preceding consonants, see I § 147

p. 132 ff.

This formation however is not so frequent in Slavonic as

that in -&-ps-: nom. sing. masc. -eji nom. ace. sing. neut. -6je

gen. -Sjisa and so forth. novSp from novu 'new'. silmSji from

siKnu 'strong', munosajt from munogu 'multus', for *munogejl

according to the rule given in I § 76 p. 66. As the last example

shows, the i of -^ji was Idg. e, and it can scarcely be doubted

that this comparative formation arose from the addition of the

suffix -ies- to the instr. sing, in -e of the o-stems ; compare the

Germ, comparative in -oz-(en-), formed from the instr. sing, in o.

From the nom. sing, in -6-p -e-je^ j passed into the other cases;

hence the gen. -i-pSa instead of -i-tsa and so forth. The Prussian

comparatives with -ais- seem to be of the same kind; e. g.

maldais-in ace. sing, masc, from malda- 'young', cp. O.C.Sl.
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mladS-ji beside mladu young', urais-in beside ura- 'old',

massais adv. less' beside Lith. mams 'small'. It is doubtful

however whether these forms come from the instrumental in -e

or from that in -o, whether -ais- represents -e-is- -Sis- or -o-is-

-ois-.

§ 136. The Suffix -wes-i). This served to form the

Perfect Participle Active.

In this participle as elsewhere the perfect stem was redupli-

cated ; cp. Skr. ba-bhu-vds- Grr. m-cpv-iog from v^ hheu- 'become'.

Even such forms as Goth. pi. masc. ber-us-jos 'parents' Lith.

fern, sed-us-i (beside sed-au 'I sit') contained reduplication, as

we shall see when we come to discuss the verb.

Remark 1. It may be assumed tliat the syllable of reduplication

had not come to be regarded as an integral element in the formation of the

-y.es- participle, until the latter had been associated with the perfect system

(single forms with -ues- may very well have had the reduplicating syllable

before that time, see § 52, 2 p. 93 f., and these very forms may have

been the chief factors in cementing the connexion of this participle with

the perfect-system). It is therefore a question whether the partio. Skr.

vid-vds- Gr. J-eiSioi; stdoie has not descended as an unreduplioated form from

a period older than the date at which this association had taken place;

it is certain that the infinitive Avest. vid-van-oi Gr. dS-h-ai (§ 116 p. 368),

whose connexion with the verb belongs to a comparatively late period,

never had the reduplication. I conjecture that this participle of yeid- was

always unreduplioated, and being a word very frequently used banished

the reduplication even in the forms of the finite verb (Skr. veda Gr. olSs

etc.). Other participles without reduplication must be explained in the

same way, e. g. Skr. sah-vds- visi-vds-, Gr. nx-oof, ayvta (sc. ^ oSoq) a'i&vm

(so. (5'fwc)^), Lith. dSg-^s O.C.Sl. ieg-u, Lith. vei-qs 0.0. SI. vez-u.

The root-syllable has generally the weak-grade of Ablaut;

this is regular in Aryan, as Skr. ri-riJc-vds- beside ri-rec-a 'he

1) J. Schmidt, Das Suffix des participium perfeoti activi, Kuhn's

Ztschr. SXVI 329 ff. "W. Schulze, Zum participium perfeoti activi,

ibid. XXVII 547 S. (with this essay compare Spitzer, Lautl. des arkad.

Dialektes, Kiel 1883, p. 11 ff.). P. Miklosich, Beitr. zur altsloven.

Gramm., Yienna 1875, p. 5 ff. (das Partie. praet. act. I).

2) Cp. E. Worner, Die Substantiva auf vi.a, in Spraohwissensch. Abh.

aus G. Curtius' gramm. Gesellsch. 1874 p. Ill ff. On p. 114 the author

writes of participles like ayvut that 'either they have lost their redupli-

cation, or else — more probably — they never had any'.
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set free, made empty', ca-kr—vds- beside ca-kar-a 'he made', Gr.

U-yta f. 'knowing' beside olds, Lith. vilk-qs O.C.Sl. vluh-u beside

the pres. vdk-u vlSk-q 1 trail'. Certain forms, howeyer, seem

to have originally had the strong grade, that is e in the e-series^

e in the e-series and so forth. This is indicated by Gr. sISmq

{.ISvXu, oiSs), y.sxXs^wg Messen. {: KSKlocpe) , igpiiysM Heracl.

(: SQQioyE), XsXrjyMi; (: Xs'kaY.vta), dgij^iwg (dpa^vTa), eOxrj-wq (: eora-

-wg) and the like; also by Goth, veitvop-s 'witness', if, as is

probable, its ei = Idg. ei (see below) i). It may be assumed,

that originally this form of the root was proper to the strong

cases of the masc. and neut., where the participial suffix appears

in its -0- form {-uSs- not -ues-) : nom. sing. masc. *ueid-uos

ace. *uSid-uos-ivi. Further explanation of the forms assumed

by the root-syllable (e. g. Goth, her-us-jos Lith. sed-qs) must

be reserved for the section dealing with the formation of the

perfect-stem.

With respect to the phonetic variation in the character of

the participial suffix, our enquiry into its original form or forms

is met by the same difficulties as we encountered in dealing

with the primary comparative suffix (§ 135). Much has still

to be explained.

Rem. 2. In Kuhn's Ztsohr. XXIV 69 if. I have attacked the view

(which J. Schmidt, ibid. XXVI 337 ff., has again undertaken to defend)

that this suffix originally contained a nasal {-'y.ens-'). My criticism (§ 135

Rem. 1 p. 428) of the old view of the comparative suffix, applies equally

well to this. It is absolutely untenable. The arguments on either side

are on the whole the same, see loo. oit. I therefore still regard -jtes-

as the original form.

There is no record of a form -uues- parallel to -ues- (cp. -ties- beside

-ies-). Osthoff, Zur Gesch. d. Perf. 401 ff., endeavours to shew that in Skr.

forms like okivds- paptivds- the termination -ivas- took the place of -uvas-.

If we disregard this question as to the initial part of the suffix and

regard it simply as -jtcs-, the following assumptions may be considered as

adequately established for proethnic Indo-Germanic.

1. The nom. sing. masc. ended sometimes in -jtos, Gr. ftJ-oi?, some-

times in -jtes, iLith. da-vqs instead of *da-ves (see below). The pr. Ar. -jtos,

Avest. vlCt-va, may represent either termination; here we must notice the

1) O.C.Sl. vlehii, and bregu prove nothing. See 0. "Wiedemann, Beitr.

zur altbulg. Conjugation, 1886. p. 182 f.
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Skr. compounds with d- dus- su, as d-vidvas- s'A-vidvas- beside vid-vds-, as

favouring the view that -jtos and -jtgs existed side by side in Aryan.

2. -jtos in nom. ace. sing. neut. -. Gr. slS-og. There was probably »

parallel form -?t&, compare the masc. -?*gs. It remains uncertain whether

the Lat. neuter forms cadaver and papaver contained this suffix (-t>er would

have taken the place of the phonetically regular *-ves).

3. -y,os, or (under other conditions) -}tes, in the voc. sing. m. : Skr.

-vid-vas.

4. -y,is- in the loc. sing. : Skr. *-vas-i (there is unfortunately not a

single example of this case in our text of the Teda). "We may again

directly compare with this the feminine formation (cp. § 135 p. 429): nom.

-u^-ii gen. -us-iSs: Gr. -sXa beside -via; an original ysyoreTa: *ysyov-viag

became, by levelling , on the one hand ysyovsTa : yfyoysiag, on the other

yeyo-yvla : ysyorviag ; cp. also Laced. /SiSsoi beside fiiSvot ISvloi, ISaoi name of

an official ('inspectors').

5. -us- in the weak cases: dat. sing. Skr. vid-ui-e Avest. vid-us-e,

gen. sing. Skr. -us-as Avest. -us-o, gen. pi. Skr. -us-am Avest. -us-qm,

instr. pi. Avest. -us-hls. Further in the fem. suffix -us-ie- and the corre-

sponding masc. neut. -us-ip-: gen. sing. f. Skr. vid-us-yas Gr. IS-vlSc, Gr.

pi. ISvToi /SiSvoi (see 4), Goth, ber-us-jos m. 'parents', gen. sing. f. Lith.

mlh-us-ios O.C.Sl. vluk-iXsq gen. sing. m. Lith. vitk-us-io O.C.Sl. vluk-Usa.

Cp. further the Ar. nom. sing, in -us: Skr. vid-vis Avest. vitt-us maman-us

and other like forms, compare perhaps Osc. sipus 'scions' and O.C.Sl.

vliiku (see below), and again the comparative formation Skr. vidus-iara-

Avest. jager'-hus-tara-.

Lastly, I regard it as probable

6. That the strong cases of the masc. (except the nom. sing.) had

-'lios-^ where the tense-stem bore the accent: aoc. sing. Avest. viM-vomh-em.

It will be remembered that we have regarded -ies- as an extension of

-io-, and assumed the existence, side by side with -ies-, of u form -ien-

witb the force of a comparative suffix (§ 135 p. 480). In the same way,

I regard -jtes- as an extension of -y,o- (cp. Skr. pak-vd- Lat. ar-vo-s pas-

cuo-s perspicuo-s residuo-s and the like, see G. Curtius, Ber. d. sachs. Ges.

der "Wiss., 1885, p. 432)'), and I assume the existence of a parallel form

-?*ei-, made by the addition of the -t- {-et- -ot-) discussed in § 123 p. 389 ff.

This -jtei- appears in Greek and Gothic: Gr. ace. sing. slS-ir-a gen. sing.

slS-or-oi; etc., Hom. r^^vij-ioT-a, Goth. veit-vod- 'witness'; veit-vod-: *'iiid-

-yjBS- = Goth, me-nop- : *me-nes- (Lith. gen. mSnes-io), see § 128 p. 898 f.

The form -^ot- was originally proper to the nom. sing, masc, and the

phonetic coincidence of -y,os and -yot-s in Greek produced there the con-

taminated declension. I doubt, however, whether this was also the origin of

the Skr. -vat- in loc. pi. vid-vdt-su instr. pi. vid-vdd-hhis nom. ace. neut.

vid-vdt. We saw in § 127 p. 405 that in proethnio Aryan these participles

1) We have the two side by side in *ai-j*es- *ai-'!{,o- § 116 p. 862 f.

§ 133 p. 423.
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coincided with the vant-stems in the formation of the nom. and too. sing,

maso. : -14,08 and -y,as. Now pr. Ar. *-us-su loo. pi. and *-ug-bhis inatr. pi.

(Avest. viS-uz-bls) must have regularly become in Sanskrit *-utsu and

*-udbMs, and similarly, "^-jtas-SM and *-'yMZ-hhis (if -uas- had taken the place

of -lis- before the phonetic change of s and i came into operation) must have

become -vatsu and -vadbhis (I § 557 p. 412, § 591 p. 448). In either case,

especially in the latter, a new and closer phonetic relation to the vant-

stems was established. If *-utsu *-udbhis arose first, then it must have

been just the association with the vani-steina that superseded these termi-

nations by -vatsu -vadbhis^). The neuter form vid-vdt and the post-Vedic

vidvattara 'wiser' vidvattd- vidvattva-m 'erudition' were further results of

this connexion.

Now whence comes the nasal in Skr. -vqs- ? To explain this as we
explained the nasal in Skr. -yqs- (p. 431) as being derived from a, form

-jten- parallel to -jtes-, is hardly probable, because there are no participial

forms corresponding to the Greek comparative ^uftair -ovo; and the like.

I conjecture that in early Sanskrit the nasal passed from -vant-am

-vant-as to the nom. sing, in *-vas (see § 127 p. 405), *agm-vds becoming

agni-vas (-van), and thence passed on to the participles, first vid-vqs, then

vid-vt^s-am and so forth ; it is possible also that -vant-am had a direct

influence upon *-vas-am.

And lastly, the vant-%tems may have given rise to the later formation

of the voc. sing, in -van instead of -was, having first exchanged -vas for

-van in their own system.

In Lithuanian we find vilk-^s beside da-v^s, Pruss. laiplnn-ons beside

klanti-wuns, O.C.Sl. vluk-ii beside da-vu, similarly gen. vitk-iis-io beside

da-vus-io, vluk-usa beside da-vUsa. In the nom. sing, the consistent absence

of V after the consonant may have been caused by the fact that this sound

regularly disappeared after certain consonants (cp. I § 184 p. 160 f.)^);

the form which the suffix took in these instances was then applied generally

to all tense-stems that ended in a consonant. At the same time the absence

of the V in the other cases {vilk-us-io vluk-usa etc.) may have helped in

forming the type. In the case of Slavonic however, we have further to

take into account the possibility that there existed a nom. in '-ws (cp.

Skr. vid-<(,s etc. p. 440): -u may be the regular phonetic representative of

this ending. Lith. -vens -ens, -vqs -^s replaced *-ves *-es through the in-

fluence of the present form -ans -qs (-ens probably arose first, on the

model of -ans, then -vens likewise) ; and a further consequence was that

the neuter of the preterite in -vq -^ was formed upon the neuter of

the present in -q. The Prussian -wuns -ons (-uns -ons) is a similar ana-

logical formation; but it remains an open question whether the original

1) This association prevented the developement of forms parallel to the

loe. pi. maUyassu and the instr. pi. mdhlyobUs (see I § 557 Rem. p. 412,

§ 591 Rem. 2 p. 448).

2) Inl. 18 of this page read 'after initial s- (sz-)' instead of 'before'.
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form here waa *-Mes, whose e-vowel, after the insertion of the nasal, be-

came (u) because of the preceding ^-sound, or whether we should take

Idg. "-ijios as our starting-point. In Slavonic we have masc. -vu -u and

neut. -vu -u, just as in the present -y serves for both genders : as here -i/

passed from the masc. to the neut., so probably did -vu -u in the preterite,

the old neuter form falling out of use. If now -u = Idg. *-ms, it is a

very natural suggestion that -vu arose from a contamination of *-us and

*-y,es or *-uos. But -vu may have arisen in the same way as -j% (p. 429 f.):

if so, there once existed side by side maso. -va = Idg. *-?tos and neut.

*-vo = Idg. *-jtos; *-vo produced the masc. -to and was itself afterwards

driven out of the field by -viX. Gen. Lith. da-vus-io O.C.Sl. da-vusa owe
their v to the nom. (we should expect *d-us-io *d-usa) ; Lith. biivusio O.C.Sl.

byvusa (beside hu-vqsbtj-vu) are to be analysed as bHv-usio byv-usa (instead of

*buv-Usa), and thus these forms may have helped to give currency to the

formations davusio etc. O.C.Sl. chvalji chvaljisa for "chval/u *chvaljusa

(later chvalivu chvalivusa) follow the type of the non-derivative verbs, op.

part. pret. pass, chvaljenu like vedenu ("Wiedemann, Beitr. zur altbulg.

Conjug. 134).

It is to be hoped that the explanations advanced here and on p. 429 ff.

will not meet with the fate which has befallen J. Schmidt's attempt to elucidate

the same difficult theme, and be regarded as 'final'. We are still, I think,

some distance, perhaps a very considerable distance, from a final conclusion.

Idg. Skr. ri-rik-vas- Gr. Is-lom-wg Lith. lik-^s, \^leiq-

'leaye at liberty, leaye'. Skr. bu-hhuj-vds- Gr. ne-(f>tvy-c6c Lith.

bug-es, y^bheug- 'bend, (bend aside, extricate oneself, fear)'.

Skr. ba-bhU-vds- Gr. nf(fv-iog Lith. bii-vqs O.C.Sl. by-vu, y/^bheu-

'become*. Skr. ma-mf-vds- (ma-mr-iis-) Lith. mir-^s O.C.Sl.

mw-ii, y^mer- 'die'. Skr. adi-vds- [dd-us-J Gr. t3-rj3-wc, Lith.

ed-^s O.C.Sl. Jac^-M, \/^ed- 'eat, devour'. Skr. da-d-vds- da-di-

-vds- da-da-vds- (da-d-us-) Lith. dd-v^s O.C.Sl. da-vu^ y^do-

'give'. Skr. ta-sthi-vds- (ta-sth-us-) Gr. s-ara-iog s-arcog, s-arij-uk

s-ffrsojg O.C.Sl. sta-vU, y^std- 'stand'.

Aryan. Skr. ci-kit-vds- ci-kit-us- Avest. ci-kip-wah- ci-cipus-

(a re-formation in place of *cicit-us-) beside Skr. perf. ci-Mt-a

'he knows, discerns', cp. ci-kit- instead of ci-cit-, I § 448 Earn,

p. 333. Skr. bu-budh-vds- bu-budh-iis- beside bu-bodh-a 'he

awoke, noticed, marked': Lith. pa-bicdqs 'awake', \/^bheudh-.

Skr. uci-vds- uc-tis- Avest. vaok-us- beside Skr. u-vdc-a va-vac-a

'he spoke', \/^ueq-. Skr. va-vft-vds- va-vft-us- beside va-vArt-a

'he turned': Lith. vift-qs 'overturned, having altered oneself,

^/~'uert-. Avest. va-ver"s-us- from var^z- 'perform, execute':
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Gr. *s-oQy-(j)q, \/^y,erg-. Skr. ca-h^-vds- ca-hr-4s- beside ca-Mr-a

'he made', \^qer-. Skr. va-van-vds- va-vn-us- Avest. va-van-

-vah- vaon-us- from Ar. van- 'gain', ground-form '"ue-utj^-ues-

*ue-un-us- (I § 229 p. 195). Skr. ja-ghan-vds- (later also ja-

-ghni-vds-) ja-ghn-us- from han- 'strike, slay: Litli. gin-^s

'having driven (cattle)' O.C.Sl. zm-u 'having cut ofP, harvested',

V^ ghen-. Skr. ja-gan-vds- (later also ja-gmi-vds) ja-gm-us-

Avest. ja-ym-us- (cp. I § 199 Rem. 2 p. 168, § 225 p. 192 f.):

Gr. (ie-fia-iug no doubt instead of *§£^av-{f)wg (cp. the last-men-

tioned passage, and the Greek section below), Lith. gim-qs 'having

come into the world' (I § 249 p. 204), y^gem-. Skr. bi-bht-

-vds- bi-bhy-us- Avest. bi-ioi-vah- beside Skr. bi-bhdy-a 'he was

afraid', \/^ bliei-. Skr. su-sru-vds- iu-sruv-iis- beside su-srdv-a

'he heard', \/~'Meu-. Skr. pa-pti-vds- pa-pt-iiS- beside pa-pdt-a

'he shot through the air, flew': Gr. nenrdj^ for ^'TTE-nTa-coQ (ns-

-nrrjMQ ns-nnmg are later formations following the perfect of

(Tva\ y^pet-. Skr. sedi-vds- sed-us- beside sa-sdd-a 'sat', sed-

= Avest. hazd- I § 591 p. 447 : Lith. sed-qs 'having seated

oneself, y^sed-. Avest. ta-pk-iis- beside tac- 'run' (I § 473

p. 349): O.C.Sl. tek-u 'having run, flowed'. Skr. da-d-vds-

(da-di-vds- da-dd-vds-) da-d-us- Avest. da-d-vah- da-p-us- 'JfJw-

xa'e' : Lith. dd-vqs O.C.Sl. da-vu, \P do- 'give'. Skr. ja-jni-vds-

ja-jn-us- and jan-iis- beside ja-jnaii 'he knew' pres. ja-nS-ti

:

O.C.Sl. zna-vU beside zna-ti 'to know'.

Greek, dsl-wg dsl-vlu Id-via beside ol6-i 'he knows': Skr.

vid-ms- vid-us- beside ved-a 'he knows', y^ueid-; cp. also Goth.

veit-vop-s 'witness' p. 440. tfx-ws oh-wg i-oiK-coc, beside s-oiy.-e

olx-s 'it is like, resembles, appears', Ti-vsvx-wg 'prepared, made

ready' beside ts-tv/.-tui, Ts-Tsvx-ccrai. &X->]lovd--wg flXi]lovd--wg

beside slX/jlovd-s an-iX/jXvd-s 'is come'. ns-7iov9--ajg ns-nad--vTa

beside ni-nov&s 'he has suffered', nsvS-. rs-TQorp-wg xs-tQacf-wg

beside xi-rgocp-s, X£-rQu(f-£, pres. tqetiw 'I turn'. S£-doQy.-ac, beside

S£-SoQy.-£, pres. S£Qx-o-f.iai 'I see': Skr. da-dfs-vds- da-d^s-iis-^

y/^ derk- 'see'. Ti£--noQS-w<; beside ni-noQd-£ 'pepedit': JAth. perd-qs

Lett, pi^rd-is, y^ perd-. dt-scfdoQ-wg beside Si-i(pdoQ£, pres. Sm-

-(p&£i^u) 'I destroy'. y£-yov-ajg beside yS-yov-£ pi. y£-ya-/.i£v, aor.
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s-ytv-s-TO 'arose, became'; the parallel form yf-ya-wg ysywg

yi-ya-vta, like f.is-f.ia-i.ug ([^ men-) and §i-^a-mg (|/"gem-), was a

new formation suggested by ys-ya-f.ii:v {/.is-i^ia-fiev ^s-^a-/Luv) etc.

and modelled upon t-ara-wg : s-aTn-/,isv. Ss-Si-wg beside Sl-Si-iuv

'we feared' 1. sing. SeISw i. e. dtdfco for *ds-<ifo(i.)-a, V du-ei-

TiE-cpv-ojq: Skr. ba-hhu-vds- etc., see p. 442 above. Ts-Toy.-cog

beside s-rex-s 'he begat'. s-aru-Mg s-anog and i-arrj-blg s-arecog

beside i-6xa-/.isv 'we stand': Skr. ta-sthi-vds- etc., see, p. 442

above. nt-nr]y-Mg beside vs-rri^y-s 'is fitted, fixed', \/ pak- pd,g-.

(jTs-arjg-w'g as-aag-vTa beside Omqlo 'I sweep'.

The suffix is sometimes found in derivative verbs, as Horn.

xs/apTj-cog beside yf/ap7j-/iai (aor. s-j^ag-ip', pres. yaiQio 'I rejoice'),

^s^aQTj-wg 'gravatus' beside pres. (japko, Boeot. inscr. ff-fw.ovo-

/iieiovTwv = Att. M-/.ovo/.f>]y.6Tcov beside olyovo/,it(.o 'I govern' (for

-ovrcov instead of -orwv see below), all following the formation

of rsdvrj-wg y.f-y./iii^-a)g and the like. Cp. O.C.Sl. zeU-vu.

It was further extended to the x-perfect: OsScoy.-wg beside

c5f'-dwx-£ 'has given', s-nrijx-d'ig beside e-arijK-s 'stands', TSTT/nTjx-ug

beside Ts-rt/.irix-£ 'has honoured' and so forth.

The femine forms in -sTa -eiag (see p. 440) appear in Doric

dialects and in Attic: e. g. Heracl. sQQ-tjy-sia Ther. sara/.-sta,

Att. ysyov-sTa.

It occurs in Homeric forms with -(/)wr- instead of -(/jor?,

whose (0 was taken from the nom. sing, masc, e. g. ns-ifv-av-a-,

/Lis-/Lia-iuT-sg -wr-og, re-d-vrj-iijv-a. Cp. /xTJa-rcog-a formed on the

pattern of /.trja-rajg § 120 Rem. p. 380, § 122 p. 386.

These perfect participles, like the other forms of the per-

fect stem, were remodelled on the analogy of the presents in

-w in different dialects, especially in those of the Aeolic group:

e. g. Lesb. nsnXrjgwy.ona svsQysTTjy.oiaav, Thess. sv-ot/.o-3o/.uiy.ov-

Tsaai, Boeot. fefvmvo/xstovTWv (see above), Horn. xsy.Xrjyovrsg,

Hesiod. tQQtyovvi, Pind. nscpgixowag, Delph. TsrsXsvxaxovaag.

Here it was a purely syntactic consideration, viz- the similarity

of meaning (the Greek Perfect being a Present in point of time)

that suggested this transfer to the system of the present-inflexion;

the new feminine formations, on the other hand, such as Horn.
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Att. (isfimaa, Ait. karSaa red-noaa, Herod. IffrscSffu, with precisely

the same endings as the pres. part. ri/.twau and the like, were

in part also determined by the contracted forms in -cot- (iOrar-

for eardor-, ts&vsojt- for tsd-vrjor-^ of the corresponding masc.

and neut. ; the -co- of these feminines in -coaa was taken from

the corresponding masc. and neut., the -au from the pres. part,

fern. I do not believe that torcSaa is derived from a hypothetical

'"sOraovaot.

Italic. An attempt has been made to trace this suffix in

Lat. cadaver and papaver, the former being regarded as 'that

which has fallen' (cado cadcc-bundu-s, cp. nrw^ia 'corpse') or 'that

which has been destroyed' (cadamitas cassu-s Skr. had-, see

Bersu Die Gutturalen und ihre Verbindung mit v im Lat. p. 170),

the latter as 'that which is inflated' (papula pampinu-s), and

both compared with participles like Gr. y.sy.afi^iog (Curtius, Das

Yerb der gr. Spr. 11- 250). The suffix has also been traced

in Lat. perfects like se-vl strCl-vi ama-vi^ which have been

regarded as examples of a crystallised periphrastic formation

of the same kind as the Skr. fut. datdsmi 'I will give' ('dator

sum, daturus sum') (Curtius, Ber. d. sachs. Ges. d. "Wiss., 1855,

p. 421 if., Schulze, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXVIII 266 if.). Lastly,

the same suggestion has been made for Osc. sipus 'sciens' («), as

compared with a Lat. perf. *sep-i equivalent to sapm (J. Schmidt,

XXYI 372 ff.) ; its termination might have come from either ibid.

Idg. *-MS or *-uos (cp. p. 440).

This suggestion is most plausible as apphed to sip-us, least

as applied to se-Vi.

In Germanic only a few isolated examples have survived.

Goth, ber-us-jos pi. m. 'parents' ('they that have brought forth'),

l^bJier-^ cp. indie. 1. pi. berum 1. sing. bar. A.S. e^esa e^sa

O.Sax. ecso m. 'owner' = Goth. *dig-iis-ja m., beside Goth.

digan 'to have, possess'. The suffix is -us-io- as in the Gr. pi.

ISvioi, gen. sing. Lith. vilkiisio O.C.Sl. vlukusa (p. 440).

Balto-Slavonic. Lith. ge%d-qs beside geidsiu 'I long for,

desire', O.C.Sl. sid-u beside sidq Mdq 'I wait, await'. O.C.Sl.

cit-u beside cU-q 'I reckon, esteem, honour'. Lith. kirt-qs beside
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hertu 'I hew, strike', O.C.Sl. crit-u beside cnt-q 'I cut': Skr.

ca-k^t-vds- beside kptt-d-ti 'cuts, splits', |/ qert-. Litli. mils-qs

beside melm 'I milk', O.C.Sl. mluz-u beside mluzq '1 milk',

l/^melg-. Lith. Unk-qs beside linkstii 'I bend myself, lenh-^s

beside lenhiii 'I bend', O.C.Sl. li^t-u beside l^q 'I bend'. Lith.

min-qs beside menu 'I bethink me': Avest. ma-man-us (p. 440)

1/ meti-. Lith. pin-qs beside pinu 'I plait', O.C.Sl. pm-u beside

pmq 'I stretch, hang', [^ (s)]oen-. Lith. vem-^s beside vemiu

'I Yomit' Skr. vemi-vds- beside Skr. va-vdm-a 'he vomited',

V' wew?,-. Lith. inir-qs O.C.Sl. tmr-U 'dead', see p. 442 above.

Lith. ver-qs beside veriii 'I open or shut the door' (Pruss. et-

-wiriuns) O.C.Sl. vir-u beside vtrq 'I open or shut the door',

1/ uer-. Lith. ger-qs beside geriii 'I drink' O.C.Sl. Sir-u beside

sirq 'I swallow', Kger-. O.C.Sl. sVir-u ^lsxA pro-strwu (originally

'*st^r-us- :*st'f-ues-) beside sUrq 'I stretch', \/^ ster-. Lith. ves-qs

O.C.Sl. vez-u beside vegii vezq 'veho': Skr. Uhi-vds- uh-us- beside

indie, u-vdh-a "vexif, |/ uegh-. Lith. deg-qs O.C.Sl. seg-u beside

degit gegq 'I burn'. O.C.Sl. pek-u beside joek-q 'I bake': Skr.

2)eci-vds- pec-iis- beside indie, pa-pdc-a 'coxit', \/'peq-. Lith.

sed-qs beside sedu 'I sit' : Skr. sedi-vds-, see p. 443 above. Lith.

dd-vqs O.C.Sl. da-vu beside du-ti da-ti 'to give': Skr. da-d-vds-,

see p. 443 above. O.C.Sl. dS-m beside de-ti 'to lay', [/ dhe- ; Lith.

dejqs dejusio, following the pret. dejau, inf. de-ti 'to lay'. O.C.Sl.

sta-vii, beside sta-ti 'to place oneself, see p. 442 above, and

compar. the Pruss. po-stciuns i. e. -stciwuns (cp. below, hlantiwuns

beside klantmns); Lith. stojqs stojusio, following the pret. stojau,

inf. sto-ti 'to place oneself, step'. Lith. saus-qs Lett, sus-is beside

Lith. saustii 'I become dry', O.C.Sl. sUch-u beside sUchnq 'I be-

come dry': Skr. iu-Sus-vds- beside indie. iu-Ms-a 'he became

dry, iXsaws- (cp. I § 557 p. 413).

Just as the Lithuanian participles dejqs and stojqs follow

the preterite in -jaii, so do the forms mdtqs mdcziusio (:pret.

macziau pies, ma fail mi. maty-ti 'to see'), vdlgqs vdlgiusio (:pret.

vdlgiau pres. vdlgau inf. valgy-ti 'to eat') ; where it should be

observed, that 7ndtqs vdlgqs, earlier mdtens vdlgens, according to

the regular phonetic laws must be referred to *matiens *valgiens
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(I § 147 p. 131). Further examples of the same sort are penej^s

beside penejau 'I nourished, fattened', jesMj^s beside jeskojau

'I sought'. On the other hand we find u in the Pruss. klantl-

-wuns 'having condemned' {klanti-t 'to condemn'), less correctly-

written klantiuns; and similarly signauns {signcL-t 'to bless'),

teikuuns (teikii-t 'to form, make') as well as the form postauns

quoted above must have had the termination -uuns.

O.C.Sl. buzdt for *bud-)u beside pres. buMq inf. budi-ti

'to wake' chvalj% beside pres. chvaljq inf. chvali-ti 'to praise' etc.,

are like Lith. mates macziusio; later we have -ivu, as budivu

chvalivu. Cp. p. 442. dSla-vu beside dSla-jq d6la-ti 'to work'.

seU-vu beside SeUjq seU-ti 'wish'.

MEANING CONVEYED BY THE SUFFIXES: NOUNS

CLASSIFIED FROM THIS POINT OF YIEW.

§ 137. In the foregoing account of the formation of noun-

stems (§ 59—136) our classification has been based upon the

phonetic character of the formative suffixes. It will be useful

to re-arrange the facts of this chapter in the history of noun-

formation from the point of view of their meaning.

Considered in this respect the different suffixes have many

points in common and are connected in many ways ; all of which

can be exhibited more clearly and studied more directly by a

fresh survey.

The original meaning of the proethnic Indo-Grermanic

formative suffixes is unknown ; accordingly the method by which

we are to consider them must be based upon the logical

categories which they generally serve to denote. We need not

concern ourselves with the question whether any given suffix in its

very oldest usage was, or was not, capable of fully expressing

the idea which it helps to represent in those periods of the

history of language which we are able to observe.

It is only a small proportion of the formative suffixes in

which we can trace from the beginning a simple and clearly
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defined function; as, for example, in the comparative -tero-.

Most of them serve several purposes, and it is often impossible

to reconcile the meanings of a particular suffix. It must be

admitted, however, that it is far from certain whether in such

cases we have really to recognise only one formative element.

The same group of sounds may have more than one etymological

origin, e. g. -mo- as a suffix of comparison (Lat. summu-s for

*sup-mo-) may have a different origin from -mo- in substantives

like Lat. fu-mu-s ani-mu-s (§ 72 p. 170 ff.).

In the following sections there is no need to do more than

emphasise the most important points. I have not attempted to

make the survey absolutely comprehensive from any point of

view.

A dj e ctives.

§ 138. Yariation according to gender (masc. neut. fern.),

and the formation of derivatives to denote comparison (degrees

of comparison), are usually assigned as the chief characteristics

of adjectives as such in the Indo-Germanic languages. However

these types of inflexion are all • found in substantives also , so

that no hard and fast line can be drawn between the two groups.

The suffixes which appear in adjectives in the proethnic

and later periods are all found in substantives as well. The

question then arises , whether the substantival or the ad-

jectival use is the older. In some cases the latter is un-

doubtedly earlier, e. g. Lat. caprma in pellis caprina and the

like, compared with caprina 'goat's flesh" (§ 154). In another

group of forms, however, the substantival meaning seems to

have been the older e. g. Skr. mdlias- 'greatness' compared with

mahds- 'great', Grr. ipsvSsO- 'deceit' compared with ipsvdsa- 'deceit-

ful' (§ 155). In other instances again, no distinction is possible

a priori^ e. g. in Avest. per^ncl- f. 'plena' and 'plenitude, plenitas'

(§ 158).

Many Indo-Germanic adjectival suffixes have no definite

meaning to distinguish their own class of adjectives from others.

The most sharply defined are those with a comparative meaning.

These we will consider first.
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§ 139. Adjectives with Comparative meaning. The

elements of meaning which are really distinctive of this class

are first the idea of contrast by comparison, and secondly the

idea that what is predicated by the adjective is only true in

a relative and limited sense.

-io- in *al-io-s 'alius', *medh-io-s 'medius' *me-io-s mens'

and the like simply helps to express the idea of conti-ast by

comparison, which is given by the root itself. See § 63, 3 p. 182 f.

It may be conjectured that -io- had etymologically nothing to

do with the notion of comparison, but that in the earliest or some

of the earliest of these adjectives the suffix came to participate

in this idea, which was really expressed by the root of the word

(cp. § 57 p. 104 f.); and that it was then used independently

in other words with the same force.

-ies- (-ien-) which is probably an extension of -io-, expresses

primarily contrast by comparison in the widest sense. The

adjectives formed with this suffix came into close connexion with

other adjectives of the same root and the same root-meaniug,

where the idea of relativity was wanting; hence they were

applied to express not so much absolute contrast (as that of

'new* : 'old') as limited contrast ('new in comparison with something

else which must also be called new') A further limitation of

meaning appeared with the to derivative -is-to- (§ 81 p. 242 ff.).

A distinction in usage sprang up between -ies- {-is-) and -is-to-,

which is analogous to that between -ero- -tero- and -mo- (-mmo-)

-tmmo-: whilst -is-to- denotes comparison with several other

objects, -ies- {-is-) is confined to comparison with one other.

E. g. comparative Skr. Idgh-iyas- Avest. renj-yah- Gr. si-daaav

and superlative Skr. Idgh-is-tha-s Gr. iXux-ia-ro-g beside Skr.

lagh-u-s Gr. iXax-i-g (agile, small, httle'). In formations like

Gr. ccQ-ia-THQO-g 'left', as contrasted with 'right' (§ 75 p. 190 S.),

the notion of contrast with a single other thing is still further

expressed by the addition of -tero- ; for this suffix, as we shall

see, was especially used in the Indo-Germanic period and later

to express ideas which are contrasted absolutely. See § 135

p. 427 ff.

Brugmann, Elements. II. 29
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-ero- and -tero- seem to have been first used only in

words expressing conceptions of space and time, and in certain

pronouns of a different meaning. In these the comparison con-

tains only one notion, that of strong contrast, like 'below':

'above'. *i^dh-ero- 'lower': Skr. ddhara-, O.H.Gr. undaro; *en-

-tero- 'inner': Skr. dntara-, Armen. ender-M, Gv. Ivtsqo-v, Lat.

inter-ior^ O.C.Sl. j^tro. *qo-tero- 'which. (o{ two)?': Skr. katard-

Ur. novsgo-g, Umbr. podruh-pei, Groth. hvapar, Lith. katra-s.

Add certain examples found in single languages, as Armen. mer

O.Ir. ar n- Goth, unsar 'our', Gr. rj/.is-TSQo-g Lat. nos-ter 'our'

{contrasted with 'your'), Gr. dygo-rspo-g 'dwelling in the open

fields, wild', thus having the sense of aygio-g, but originally

distinguished from it by the reference to its opposite aarv. In

Aryan and Greek -tero- then became a common comparative

suffix for adjectives of any formation and meaniag, like Skr.

Umd-tara- Gr. w^io-TSQO-g compared with amd- co/no-g 'raw', and

here there was comparison no longer with the absolutely opposite

idea, but with the notion expressed by the so-called positive;

probably this process was completed partly through association

with the other group of comparatives formed with -ies-, such

as Skr. svdd-iyas- Gr. rjS-iixi (ace. sing.). In the older stratum

of comparatives, like *en-tero- *m-tero-, it is seldom that the

idea of relative contrast appears, as in Gr. nQorspov rj 'before that'

Osc. pruter-pan 'prius quam'. See § 75 p. 188 ff.

-to- -is-to—mo- {-rrtmo-) -t-mmo-. -to- and -mo- are

found first in numerals, where they were used to express

position in a numerical series, e. g. ^dek/mto- 'decimus*: Gr.

ih-aro-g Goth, taihunda Lith. deszimta-s O.C.Sl. desetu^ *septmo-

*septmmo- 'septimus': Skr. saptamd- Gr. £^So/.io-g Lat. septimu-s

O.Ir. sechtm-ad Lith. sekma-s O.C.Sl. sedmy-j'i. Thus these

suffixes were suited to set one particular idea in comparison

with several others separately. Hence -is-to- was formed beside

-ies- -is-, to express comparison with a number of objects, cp.

e. g. Gr. fieyioTog s/a) vfuuv 'I am greater than any one of you'

(fisi^av syoj v/iiuiv 'I am greater than you', v^mg being regarded

as a single notion) , noXfftov dhoXoycovavor rtSv nQoyfysv)]i.ievMv
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'more remarkable than any one of the preceding wars' (Thucyd 1 1).

-mo- passed from the numerals to those stems which expressed

ideas of space and time and contained the suffix of contrast

-ero-, forming either (in contrast to -ero-) the true superlative,

as *up-mo- *up-i^ino- 'uppermost, highest' (Skr. upamd- Lat.

summu-s) beside *upero-, or, as in Gothic, a general expression

of comparison, e. g. Phil. 2, 3 sis aiihuman 'se superiorem' (from

which was derived the normal superlative aiihum-ist-s). In the

same way, -ttnmo- ranged itself beside -tero-, and in Aryan it

proved quite as fertile a suffix. See § 72 p. 166 ff., § 73 p. 177 ff.,

§ 81 p. 242 ff.

In Lettish -alca- became the usual suffix of comparison;

sa'ld-dk-s 'sweeter'. See § 89 p. 273 f.

§ 140. Verbal Adjectives. Under this head I include

all such adjectives as have a more or less participial character,

cp. § 144. Here we may make several subdivisions.

1. Forms with Active Meaning.

-nt-. *bhero-nt- 'bearing': Skr. hhdrant- Grr. (pspcov Lat.

ferens Goth, bairand-s O.C.Sl. bery. See § 126 p. 396 ff.

-ues-, with the implied idea of a completed action (cp. 3

below). Skr. ririk-vds- Gv. Islom-as Lith. lik-es 'having let

free, left'. Goth, ber-us-jos parents' ("those who have brought

us into the world"). See § 136 p. 438 ff.

Other forms, found in single languages, are: Skr. -vant-^

in Iftd-vant- 'factum habens, having done', see § 127 p. 406.

Slav, -lo- in U-Ivl 'having smitten, see § 76 p. 212 ff.

2. Porms'with Medial and Passive Meaning.

-mno- -meno- -mono- had from the earliest period the

same meaning as the medial personal-endings. Skr. ydja-mana-

Avest. yaza-mna- Gr. aU-nsvo-q partic. of ydja-te yazdi-te a^srai

'he honours'. See § 71 p. 163 ff.

-mo- has the same meaning as -mno- in Umbro-Samnitic

and Balto-Slavonic. Umbr. persnih-mu 'precamino' Osc. censa-

-mu-r 'censemino', Lith. vem-ma-s 'being carried, fit to be carried'.

See § 72 p. 166.

Ar -ana- is used as a medio-passive suffix, as in Skr.

29*
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diih-ana-s diigh-dna-s , beside the act. indie, dogdhi 'he milks'.

See § 67 p. 151 f.

3. Forms expressing completed action and hence

a state, chiefly passive.

-to-. *Mu-t6- 'heard, famed': Skr. irutd- Gr. y-kwo-g Lat.

in-clutu-s O.Ir. cloth O.H.G. Hlot-hari ('Lothair') hlut ('loud').

*g')}i-t6- : Skr. gatd- 'gone, gone forth, come' d-gata- 'untrodden',

Gr. §av6-(; 'trodden, passable', Lat. circum-ventu-s. See § 79

p. 218 ff.

-no- -i^no- and in some of the languages also -eno-

-ono-. *pl-n6- *pl-n6- 'filled, full': Skr. purnd- Avest. per^na-

O.Ir. Icln Goth, fulls Lith. pUna-s O.C.Sl. plunu; Gr. arvy-vo-g

'hated'; Jjith. kil-na-s 'exalted'. Goth. /wZ^-m-s 'hidden'; O.C.Sl.

vez-enu 'carried'. Goth, vatirp-an-s O.H.G. gi-wort-an 'become'.

See § 65 p. 138 fF.

-ues-, with active sense, see 1 p. 451.

4. Forms expressing the feasibility, possibility,

or necessity of the action; passive.

-io- -iio-. Skr. ydj-ya-s Gr. Sy-io-g 'venerandus'. Skr.

dfk-ya-s ddrt-iya-s 'visible, worth seeing'. Gr. arj;'y-(o-e 'abo-

minable, detested'. Lat. ex-im-iu-s 'eximendus, distinguished'.

Goth, hruk-s (stem bruk-ja-) O.H.G. pruehi 'useful'. See § 63, 1

p. 123 ff.

-tno- -t^no-. Lat. dandu-s 'who is to be given'. Lith.

sick-tina-s 'torquendus'. See § 69, 2 p. 161 ff.

Further the words formed with -to- (3) seem to have

sometimes implied this secondary meaning even in Lido-

Germanic, primarily however in negative usages. It is found

especially in Greek, as Xv-r6-g 'that may be freed or loosed'.

See § 79, 1 p. 220.

Forms peculiar to single groups of languages: Skr. -tva-, kdr-

-i2;a-s 'faciendus', see § 61 p. 116. Skv.-tav-ya-, kar-tavyd-s

'faciendus' see § 63 p. 126 f. Gr. -rso- clearly for -rs-fo-,

(Siwx-Tto-g 'who is to be pursued', see § 64 p. 135 with Rem. 1.

Occasionally this meaning can be seen in the no- adjectives (3),

as Gr. dy-vo-g venerandus, deserving of honour, holy', o/.ieQS-v6-s
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'timendus, terrible', sdav6-g 'eatable'; similarly in Lith. -ma- (2),

as V(iza-ma-s 'fit to be carried, transportable', siika-ma-s 'capable

of being twisted'.

§ 141. Denominative Adjectives. The relation to the

noun from which they are derived may be any one of many
different kinds: the word may mean 'made of the same material',

'belonging to the same species', 'derived from', possessing', 'being

provided with' etc.

-ino- -ino- -a''ino-. This is especially used with the

meaning 'made or consisting of, 'arising from*, 'belonging to

the same kind as' that which the original noun expresses. Gr.

(fitJY-tvo-g 'beechen' (cpi^yo-g). Lith. duhs-ina-s 'golden' (duksa-s).

Avest. haivr-a^ni-s Lith. bebr-ln-i-s Lat. fibr-mu-s 'coming from

the beaver' (e. g. fur). 8kr. sat-ind-s (sdnt-) Gr. ali]&-tv6-g

{alTjdrjq) O.H.G. war-in (war) 'truthful'. See § 68 p. 155 if.

-tient-. The chief meaning is 'provided with' that which

the original word denotes ; more rarely it means, 'of the same

kind'. Skr. visd-vant- 'poisoned, poisonous' Lat. vtrosu-s 'poiso-

nous' (viSd-m mru-s 'poison'). Gr. olvo-stg 'made from or with

wine', Lat. vinosu-s 'full of wine, like wine' {olvo-g vmu-m 'wine').

Skr. putrd-vant- 'having a son or sons' (putrd-s 'son'). Gr.

xagi-sig 'graceful, gracious' {ydgi-g 'grace'). Lat. verbosu-s 'full

of words, diffuse' (verbu-m 'word'). See § 127 p. 404 ff.

-tno- -ti^no-. This is found in adjectives formed from

temporal adverbs. Skr. pra-tnd-s 'ancient, old', nu-tna-s nu-

-tana-s 'present'. Lat. diu-tinu-s, crds-tinu-s, Lith. dabar-tina-s

'present'. See § 69, 1 p. 160.

-qo- occurs in adjectives derived from adverbs, which chiefly

express ideas of space. Skr. n%-ca- 'low, going downwards',

O.C.Sl. ni-c-i 'pronus'. Lat. reci-procu-s orig. 'turned backwards

and forwards'. Besides these, -qo- and also -iqo- are found

in adjectives formed from substantives ; the relation to the original

word varies very widely. Skr. sua-ka-s 'pricking' {suet- 'needle'),

sindhu-ka-s 'arising from the Indus [sindhu-sj\ Lat. amni-cu-s

(amni-s), O.Ir. suile-ch 'oculeus' {suil n. 'oculus'), Goth, stdina-h-s

O.H.G. steina-g 'stony' (Goth, stdin-s O.H.G. stein "stone"). Skr.
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faryay-ikd-s 'strophic' (paryayd-s 'strophe'), Gr. vv/iiq)-iM-g 'bridal'

{yvncprj 'bride'), Lat. bell-icu-s (bellu-m), O.Ir. cuimn-ech 'mind-

ful' {cuman 'remembrance, memory'), O.H.G. wuot-ig 'furious'

{imot 'fury'). See § 86 p. 255 ff., § 87 p. 260 ff.

The following examples of the proethnic methods of forming

adjectives will further serve to shew how widely the relation of

the derived to the original word may vary in different cases.

-io- -iio-. *p9tr-iio-s 'relating to one's father, fatherly'

{*p9Ur- 'father') : Skr. pitriya-s Gr. ndrgio-c, Lat. patriu-s. Skr.

usas-ya-s 'dedicated to the dawn' Gr. ^oTo-g 'early, eastern' {usds-

ijcog 'early light, dawn'). Skr. nav-iya-s 'navigable', Gr. vtjio-g

'belonging to a ship, consisting of ships' (nav- vr)(f)- 'ship').

The adjectival usage is seen with special clearness in compounds

like Gr. o/.io-ndTp-w-g O.Icel. sam-fectr 'having the same father'

compared with the Gr. of-io-ndrcoQ O.Pers. hama-pitar- , with

the same meaning. See § 63, 2 p. 125 ff.

-no-. Skr. strai-na-s 'feminine' (strt- 'woman'). Gr. dXyst-

v6-Q 'paining, painful' (dlyog 'pain'), Hom. igawo-g 'lovely' {sgwg

'love'). Lat. aenu-s (aes)^ ilignu-s (ilex)., paternu-s (pater).

Skr. purd-nd- 'ancient' (pura 'earlier , before') : Umbr. Osc.

*kom-no- n. 'to koivov" (kom 'cum') ; Lith. jdu-na-s O.C.Sl. ju-nu

'young' {jau ju 'already, by this time'). See § 66 p. 139 ff.

-ro-. Avest. tqp-ra (cp. § 74 p. 182 footnote). Mid.Dutch

deemster O.H.G. dinstar 'dark' Lith. tlms-ra-s 'bay-coloured' (Skr.

tdmas- n. darkness'). Gr. olt.v-po-g 'mournful' (ollvg 'mourning'),

(fojis-Qo-g 'fearful' {(p6§o-g 'fear'), Sgoas-Qo-g 'dewy' (Jpo'ao-g 'dew').

See § 74 p. 179'ff.

Particular uses in the separate groups of languages : Ar. -o-

is especially frequent with the meaning of origin, as Skr. savitr-d-s

'sprung from savitar', but also denoting every kind of relation,

e. g. Skr. manas-d-s 'mental' {mdnas- n. 'mind'), see § 60 p. 112 f.

Ar. -in-: Skr. cittin- 'intelligent' (citti-s 'intelligence'), parnin-

Avest. per^nin- 'winged'. (Skr. parnd-m 'wing'), O.Pers. vtpin-

'belonging to a clan (vtp-y, see § 115 p. 857 f. Skr. -nu- : rods

-nii-s 'shining' {rods- 'light'), kravis-Ms 'greedy of raw flesh'

(kravis-), see § 106 p. 320 f. Gr. -i/ito-, especially with the
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meaning proportioned, suited to' that which the original word

denotes; as v6f.i-if.io-s "suited to law, legal' {v6fio-g law'), see § 72, 3

p. 174. Gr. -avvo-: SovXo-awo-g 'subject, in service' (dovXo-g

'servant'), see § 70 p. 163. Lat. -SZ«- -Sli- -ili- -Uli : vUdli-s,

fideli-s, hostlU-s, iduli-s^ see § 98 p. 292. Kelt, -ako-, as O.Ir.

marc-ach 'equester' (marc 'horse'), see § 89 p. 273. Germ, -isha-

Lith. -iszka- O.C.Sl. -isho-: Goth, judaiv-islc-s 'Jewish' (Jm-

daiu-s 'Jew') gud-isk-s 'divine' (gup 'god') O.H.G. ird-isc 'earthly'

(erda 'earth'). Lith. prus-isska-s 'Prussian' [Priisa-s 'a Prussian),

dSv-iszka-s 'divine' (divas 'God'), O.C.Sl. kunqz-isku 'princely'

(kunqgu 'prince') , d&-tsku 'childish' (dMi f. pi. 'children'), see

§ 90 p. 276.

§ 142. Amongst denominative adjectives, those with a

diminutival meaning form a special group: they denote what

merely approximates to the description given by the original

adjective, what is only similar to it. This meaning has often

disappeared, so that the derived adjective has acquired the

meaning of the word from which it was formed.

-lo-. Gr. naxv-l6-s 'somewhat thick' inayi-q, 'thick'), 7iSv-lo-g

'sweetish' (riSv-c, 'sweet'). Skr. bahu-ld- beside bahu- 'thick'.

See § 76 p. 198 ff.

-qo-. *sene-qo- orig. 'oldish', beside *seno- 'old': Skr. sanakd-

Lat. senex (Goth, sineig-s). Skr. aniyas-ka- beside cmiyas-

'thinner, finer', Lat. prls-eu-s compared with prior, melius-c-ulu-s

with melior, nigri-cclre with niger. *anghu-qo- orig. 'somewhat

narrow', from "'aiighu- 'narrow': Armen. ancuk anjuk- O.C.Sl.

qsuku 'narrow'. See § 84 p. 252 f., § 88 p. 262 ff. Cp. also

Lith. -oka-, as saMdka-s 'sweetish, fairly sweet', see § 89 p. 273.

With this must perhaps be classed -go-, Skr. drbha-ga-

'youthful' beside drbha- 'small, young', O.H.G. alti-h 'old' O.Sax.

lutti-c 'small'. See § 91 p. 276 f.

Compare the substantival diminutives, § 153.

§ 143. Adjectives formed with primary suffixes

whose original function cannot be clearly defined.

-0- *neu-o-s 'new' : Skr. ndva-s, Gr. vso-e, Lat. novo-s, O.C.Sl.
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novU. *saus-o-s : Skr. so-sa-s 'drying, parching', Gr. Ion. avo-g

Lith. sausa-s O.C.Sl. suchu 'dry. See § 60 p. 109 ff.

-U-. *Q^r-u-s (*gr-u-s): Skr. guru-s 'heavy, violent, hard',

Gr. ^agv-q Lat. grav-i-s Goth, hauru-s 'heavy'. *afigh-u-s 'narrow'

:

Skr. qM-s Armen. ancu-k anju-k Goth, aggvu-s O.C.Sl. qzu-hu.

*suctd-u-s (*sud-u-s) 'sweet, pleasant': Skr. svdd^-s Gr. i]dv-g

Lat. suav-i-s Goth, sut-s. See § 104 p. 312 ff.

-ro- -fro-. *rudh-r6-s -frd-s 'red': Skr. rudh-ird-s Gr.

sQv9--g6-g Lat. rub-er O.C.Sl. rud-ru. *sp9-rd-s: Skr. sphird-s

'fat, large, rich', Lat. prosper, O.C.Sl. sporu 'rich'. Skr. cit-rd-s

'shining
,

glorious , wonderful' O.H.G. heit-ar 'shining , clear,

bright'. See § 74 p. 180 ff.

-mo-, excluding its participial function. (§ 140, 2). Avest.

gar^-ma- Lat. for-mu-s O.H.G. war-m 'warm', Armen. jer-in

Gr. dsg-fxo-g 'warm'. Skr. tu-tu-md- Avest. tU-ma- 'strong';

Skr. tig-md- 'sharp', O.Ir. lua-m 'celox'. Goth. rU-m-s 'roomy'.

Lith. szir-ma-s 'gray'. See § 72, 3 p. 170 ff.

-U0-: *g^-uo-s 'living': Skr. jwd-s Lat. vwo-s Mod.Cymr.

hyw Goth, qiu-s Lith. gyva-s O.C.Sl. sivu. *fdh-uo-s: Skr.

urdhvd-s Gr. og&o-g 'upright', Lat. arduo-s 'steep', O.Ir. ard

'high, great, noble'. Skr. pur-va-s 'former, earlier', Gr. *ngco-fo-

in Dor. n^iav 'of yore', and other words, O.C.Sl. pri-vy-p 'primus'.

See § 64 p. 133 ff. In Latin and Germanic this suffix is

used in a considerable number of adjectives denoting colour;

which must be explained as due to the influence of a few exam-

ples (as *ghel-uo- : Lat. helvo-s O.H.G. gelo), cp. § 57 p. 104 f.

The Relation of Adjectives to Participles.

§ 144. An adjective can be used to denote not only a quality

inherent in the nature of a thing, but a transitory attribute,

defined in regard to time according to the standpoint of the

speaker ; thus it comes to have somewhat of a verbal character,

in other words it becomes a participle dusroxi]). Its verbal nature

may include the power of governing a case, and of distinguishing

different epochs of time, different kinds of action (momentary,

continuous, inceptive), and Voice (diathesis, genus verhi). See

§ 140 p. 451 f.
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In general the existence of adjectives as a class must neces-

sarily precede that of participles. Where however we find

purely nominal and purely participial values side by side in any

one word, it would be incorrect to regard the former as in

every case the older ; for the participle may be again gradually

reduced to a simple noun.

In many cases it is impossible to determine whether the

nominal character of any given form dates from a time before

the corresponding adjectival form had developed verbal uses,

or whether a participle has been re-converted into a noun ; e. g.

in the case of Skr. id-hant- Gr. ci-nag 'complete, whole, every'

Skr. hfli&nt- 'exalted, high, great' (§ 126 p. 397 f.), Skr. vid-vds-

'heedful, full of knowledge' compar. vidiiStara- vidvattara- (§ 136

p. 438), and in the Skr. and Lith. -<o-participles constructed

with an adnominal genitive, as Skr. dnuspasto id hhavaty eso

asya 'conspectus est ille ab eo' (lit. 'eius'), Lith. arhlys suestas

vuho 'equus devoratus a lupo' (lit. lupi'), cp. also Jton-doroc

(§ 79 p. 218 fF.).

The former transition, from a purely nominal to a parti-

cipial use, may be assumed with certainty in a few instances

in the separate languages ; e. g. in the Sanskrit participles with

-vant-, like k^td-vant- 'having done' (§ 127 p. 406), and in the

Slavonic participles in -lo-, as hi-lU 'having smitten' (§ 76 p. 212).

The connexion with the verbal system was established by the

influence exerted on the meaning and usage of the adjectival

forms in question by verbal forms derived from the same root,

either those of the finite verb, or, sometimes, other participles

previously formed. The process of transition was complete when

analogous forms of the same kind could be made at will from

other verbs in actual use.

Undoubted examples of the change from a participial to a

purely nominal character are of frequent occurrence in later

periods. Such are e. g. Gr. sxav 'willing' /xsklmv 'future' Lat.

e-loquens sapiens Mod.H.G. reizend 'charming' (§ 126 p. 396 ff.),

and the Gr. compar. aa/nsv-savEpo-g 'more glad' sppio/.isv-sOTs()o-g

'stouter, stronger' (§ 71 p. 163 ff., § 75 p. 194).
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Substantives denoting material things or persons

(Concrete Substantives).

§ 145. Distinction of Sex. The o-suffixes served to

indicate male creatures, e. g. *ekuo-s 'horse, stallion': Skr.

divas Gr. "nno-g Lat. equo-s O.Ir. ech. Female creatures were

distinguished by the a-suffixes and by -ie- -%-, e. g. *ekucL-

'female horse, mare': Skr. Mvcl Lat. equa Lith. aszva; *ulq-ie-

*ujq-t- 'she-wolf: Skr. vfM O.Icel. ylg-r O.H.Gr. wulpa. See

§ 59 fF. p. 107 fF., § 109 iF. p. 332 ff. It must, I think, be

assumed, as I have already observed (in § 57 Rem. p. 104,

cp. my essay on Gender there cited), that originally neither

the 0- and ffl-suffixes nor even -w- {-i-) had any connexion

with animal sex ; it is far more probable that in one or two

words, perhaps in *gena- 'woman' *mS,ma- 'mother' *s-tr-iie-

*s-tr-l,- woman', the idea of female nature contained in the

root of the word was imparted to the suffix, and that this led

to the creation of such forms as *ekua- beside *ekuo-^ ^tilqjfi-

beside *ulqo-, to describe the female as distinct from the male

animal. It was only through being contrasted with -a- and -ie-

that the 'o-formation afterwards came to denote male sex. And

it was still constantly and iadeed primarily used to denote any

given creature without reference to gender, e. g. "nno-g 'horse'.

See § 158.

§ 146. Names of kindred. The suffix most frequently

used is -er- -ter-, as in *daiuer- 'husband's brother-in-law'

(Skr. devdr- etc.), *suesor- 'sister' (Skr. svdsar- etc.), *p9-tSr-

•father' (Skr. pitdr- etc.). See § 119 fP. p. 376 fF. This suffix

in its origin had certainly nothing to do with the notion of

kinship. From its accidental use in one or other of these nouns

it was taken to form a series of words in which its function

was to denote that idea. *p9-Ur- seems to have been originally

a nomen agentis: 'protector'.

§ 147. Names of Animals. The use of -hho- in one

or other of the words denoting animals, which had come down

from the earliest times, led the Indians and the Greeks to employ
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this suffix in other instances to form animal-names; e. g. Ski*.

iarabhd-s a fabulous eight-legged creature, Gr. slatpo-g 'stag'.

See § 78 p. 216 f.

In Germanic are found bird-names with Idg. -qo-^ as Goth.

ahak-s 'dove' O.H.G. habuh 'hawk', which follows cranuh 'crane'

(Armen. hrun-k). See § 91 p. 277 and Kluge Nom. Stammb.

p. 29.

§ 148. Names of parts of the body, -en- is found in

a large number of proethnic names for parts of the body,

though to begin with the suffix had no such meaning. It

follows howeyer that this use of it must have developed in the

proethnic period, although we cannot tell which of the words

containing it, e. g. Skr. udh-an- Gr. oi'5--«-(ro-) 'udder' Skr. yak-dn-

Gr. tju-a-ijo-) 'liver', formed the type for the rest. It was still

a living suffix with the same sense in the separate languages,

e. g. Skr. dos-dn- 'forearm', Avest. ndwh-an- 'nose'. See § 114

p. 344 ff.

§ 149. Nomina agentis.

-en-. Skr. taks-an- Gr. rtxr-wv 'carpenter, artificer'. Avest.

spas-an- 'watchman', O.H.G. speh-o spy'. Lat. ed-o O.H.G. e^'^-o

'glutton', trr. itpavy-wv 'screamer, wood-pecker'. Goth, nut-a

'fisher', O.H.G. bot-o 'messenger'. See § 114 p. 344 ff.

-ter-. Skr. dcL-tdr- da-tar- Gr. ^o-rrjg Sa-rijp Sm-vwQ Lat.

da-tor O.C.Sl. da-tel-i 'giver'. Skr. pa-tdr- pa-tar- 'drinker',

Gr. olvo-noTijp 'wine-drinker', Lat. po-tor 'drinker, drunkard'.

See § 119 ff. p. 376 ff.

-lo-. Gr. xdm^Xo-g 'huckster' diUrjXo-s 'actor'. Lat. figulu-s

potter' legulu-s 'gatherer, gleaner'. O.H.G. putil 'beadle' ('sum-

moner') brUt-pitil 'a wooer's best man, suitor's advocate', tregil

'bearer'. Lith. tekela-s 'grindstone turning about an axle' (lit.

'runner'). See § 76 p. 198 ff.

"We have an example of a suffix of this meaning occurring

only in one group of languages in the Lith. -ika-, as szerika-s

'feeder' tuplka-s 'sheaf-binder', see § 87 p. 262.

Many nomina agentis in the Indo-Germanic languages arose
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through the metaphorical use of nomina actionis for the doer

of the action. Thus Skr. dhuti-s m. 'shaker' (as f. 'a shaking',

cp. Grr. S'vOt-g f. 'a raging, roaring'), Avest. raiti-s m. 'bestower'

(as f. 'bestowal, alms', cp. Skr. rati-s f. 'alms, gift'), O.Ir. taid m.

O.C.Sl. tail m. 'thief (orig. 'concealment, theft"), see § 99 f.

p. 293 ff. Skr. tndn-tu-s 'counsellor' as well as 'counsel, advice',

see § 108 p. 323 if. Cp. § 157.

The nomina agentis may be used to denote an activity limited

in point of time as well as one constantly repeated. It is espe-

cially in the former use that, like the participles, they have

developed verbal constructions; for example those in -ter-, as

Skr. vdsuni data 'bona dator' beside vdsunq ddtoL 'bonorum dator'

(cp. p. 378 f.), Lat. (rarely) dator divitias, justa orator beside

dator dwitiarum, justorum orator, Gr. (Aesch. Prom. 612) nvgoc.

jj()oroTg SoTijf) ogng Ilgof.irj&ia 'thou seest Prometheus, the

bestower of fire upon men'. If the connexion between the sub-

stantive and the verbal meaning is relaxed, the former may by

degrees lose the character of a nomen agentis altogether ; there

then remains only the notion of a concrete thing or person.

Thus *p9-ter- at the time of the separation of the Indo-Ger-

manic races had ceased to mean 'protector', which seems to have

been its orginal signification, and meant simply 'father' (cp. § 146).

*uksen- (Skr. uksdn- Mod.Cymr. ych Goth, auhsa) did not mean

'sower, begetter', but 'bull'. Gr. rpvywv 'turtle dove' orig. 'cooer'

(rpvCa 'I coo'), Lat. praetor orig. 'qui praeit', O.H.G. heri-zogo

'duke' orig. 'leader of a host'.

§ 150. Nomina instruments

-tro- -tlo-. Skr. ari-tra-m ari-tra-s OM.G. ruo-darhith.

ir-Ma-s 'rowing implement, oar'. Skr. kdr-tra-m 'magic charm'.

Gr. (fSQs-TQo-v (psQ-XQo-'v Lat. fer-culu-m 'framework for carrying,

litter, bier'. See § 62 p. 118 ff.

-ro- -lo-. Avest. pata-ra- 'wing', Gr. nrs-go-v 'feather,

wing' ("means of flying', \/^pet- 'fly'). Lat. scalp-ru-m 'cutting

instrument, knife', caelu-m 'chisel' for *caed-lo-m, prelii-m 'press'

for *prem-s-lo-m. See § 74 p. 180 ff., § 76 p. 198 ff.
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-dhro- -dhlo- in the European languages. Lat. su-hula

in-suhulu-m Czech sl-dlo 'punch, awl' (Lat. suere). Gr. xtj'At;-

-&^Qo-v 'magic charm', sm-^dd-ga 'means of climbing, ladder'.

Lat. cr^-brlc-m, tere-bra, suscitd-bulu-m. Czech bSli-dlo 'means

of colouring white, white paint'. See § 77 p. 213 ff.

Gr. -XTjQio- Lat. -torio- in neuter nouns. Gr. &BXy.-T-?jgio-v

'means of enchantment or delight' vgi-rriQio-v 'means or ground

of decision' yMXlw-rrjgto-v 'means of adornment, ornament' yMva-

rrjgio-v 'branding iron' arjf.iav-TrjQio-v 'seal, stamp', Lat. liquCL-

-toriii-m 'filtering vessel, strainer' scalp-toriu-m 'instrument for

scratching' circum-cisoriu-m 'lancet'. See § 63 p. 128 f.

Lith. -tuva-: koss-ticva-s 'strainer, sieve', min-tuvm 'tool

for tearing flax' and other examples see § 61 p. 117.

Nomina agentis (§ 149) are often used to denote an in-

strument, this being regarded as if it were a living performer

of the action: cp. Mod.H.G. trdger used both for the person

who carries and for the means of carrying (beams and the like),

feld-messer 'surveyor's instrument' and gas-messer 'gasometer'

[Eng. shutter, fender etc.] and the like. Thus Skr. s^-tdr-

'fetter, bonds' {si- 'enchain, bind'), Gr. QMav?JQ 'hammer' (gala)

'I shatter, crush') l^ivy.-rijp 'yoke-strap' {^(vyvv^u 'I yoke') apv-

-TTiQ 'ladle, spoon, scoop' (dpiJw 'I draw water, ladle') just like

So-TTjQ 'giver'; Lat. runco, -on-is 'hoe' like edo -on-is; O.H.G.

meisil 'chisel' (Goth, mdita I hew') slu^zU 'key' (ht. 'he who

closes') slegil 'mallet' ('beater') just like joiitil 'beadle'.

We find also nomina actionis becoming names of instru-

ments, see § 155.

§ 151. Nomina loci. The suffixes chiefly used to form

names of places were those which also formed nomina in-

strumenti (§ 150). A locality may often be regarded as the

means for the performance of an action, e. g. a hiding-place is

a means of concealment. When a suffix has so acquired this

function in a few words, it may then be used directly in other

words as a suffix denoting locality.

-tro- -tlo-. Skr. fo'e-<ra-m "place of settlement, field' Avest.

soi-pre-m 'place of settlement, dwelling-place'. Skr. stha-trd-m
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'standing-place, position, jani-tra-m 'birthplace, home'. Grr. Ik-

-TQo-v lying-place, bed', d^ia-rgo-v 'place of exhibition, theatre'.

Lat. cubi-culu-m, sjoectct-culu-m, hospitd-culu-m, ambulcl-cru-m.

Lith. bU-Md, 'home', bu-Ma-s (u?) 'lair of an animal'. See

§ 62 p. 118 ff.

-ro- -lo-. Skr. mand-ird-m housing, chamber, house', Grr.

(.idvS-ga 'fold, pen, stall'. Skr. aj-ird-m 'arena, courtyard'. Gr.

sS-Qci O.Icel. set-r n. 'seat'. Gr.Lac. sXla for *ld-}.a Lat. sella

for *sed-la Goth, sit-l-s 'seat', O.C.Sl. selo 'fundus, habitaculum'

Upper Sorb, sy-dlo 'dwelling-place'. Here no doubt should be

classed Idg. *ag-ro-s 'common, meadow, field' (Skr. dj-ra-s,

Gr. dy-Qo-g Lat. ag-er Goth, ah-r-s) as denoting 'a place for

driving cattle', x^ag- 'agere', cp. Skr. ajird-m; the word acquired

the meaning 'arable land' only when pasturing gave way to

tillage, and the greater part of the land was cultivated by the

plough. See § 74 p. 180 ff., § 76 p. 198.

-dhro— dhlo-. Gr. dhv3r]-d-Qa, 'wallowing-place', yfvs-d-h]

'birthplace' sSs-S-Xo-v 'seat, site*. Lat. volutcl-bru-m 'wallowing-

place for swiae', sta-bulu-m, natS-bulu-m, conciliS-bulu-m, lati-

-bulu-m, late-bra. Czech by-dlo 'dwelling'. See § 77 p. 213 flF.

Gr. -rtjpio- Lat. -torio-. Gr. dywvia-rrjgio-v 'place of battle',

d.KQoa-rriQio-v 'hall of audience', iayad-rijpio-v 'place of work',

^ovkev-T7jQio-v 'council hall'. Lat. audl-toriu-m deversoriu-m

condi-toriu-m.

Other suffixes came in other ways to denote locality. Thus

-^en- in Greek, as olvscov olvcov 'wine-bin', napS-svtcov nagdsvmv

'piaidens' apartment', tnnuiv 'stable', kamcov 'place thick with

bushes', see § 116 p. 364. -to- in Lat., as arbuS-tu-m 'plan-

tation' ('something provided with trees'), filic-tu-m 'place full of

ferns', cclrec-tu-m 'place full of reeds', see § 79 p. 231 f. and

cp. § 152. Cp. further the nomina actionis which have become

names of place, § 155.

§ 152. Collective Nouns. Under this head there is little

to notice. The chief means which the Indo-Germanic languages

possess of denoting groups of things collectively in the singular
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is the use of the neuter (e. g. Gr. vnrjv.oo-v 'dependencies' com-

pared with vntjy.oo-g 'subject, dependent') which cannot be properly

considered in this section , although indeed the view of the

distinctively neuter case-suffixes as having been originally used to

form the stem of the noun to which they were added is one which

has nothing against it and a good deal in its favour. Nor are we
here concerned with the collective use of the singular in names

of peoples and the like (e. g. Gr. o Ilsgaijg= 'the Persians' O.Pers.

mada = 'the Medes collectively, Media'X or with the later use of

compounds in which the final member had become a kind of

suffix, (e. g. O.H.G. liut-scaf 'natio' Mid.H.G. heiden-schaft

'heathendom, the Saracens and their country').

Notice first that denominative adjectives, denoting connexion

with the word from which they are derived, are a very common

means of representing the collective idea. It will be found,

I believe, that the neuter is regular in all the cases which

occur frequently, and this was a factor of importance in

expressing the collective meaning. E. g. Gr. -iy.6-v: lnmv.6-v

'body of horsemen', 6nXlriy.6-v 'body of heavyarmed troops',

av^/^a/txo-v 'alliance, host of allies', see § 87 p. 260. The

Lithuanian collectives in -yna-s also, such as auSul-yna-s 'a

number of oaks standing together, grove of oaks', krum-yna-s

'thick underwood', akmen-yna-s 'heap of stones', appear to have

been originally neuter, see § 68 p. 159.

"We must further observe that sometimes suffixes used in

substantives denoting a quality are also used collectively; e. g.

8kr.jand-ta 'company of people, community', Little-Russ. bidota

'proletariate' temnota 'ignorant people' (§ 80 p. 238 if.), Gr.

(fpaTQia O.C.Sl. bratnja 'brotherhood' (§ 63 p. 125 ff.).

The collective nouns cannot always be clearly distinguished

from the nomina loci (§ 151). A few of the group of Latin

neuters in -tu-m mentioned in the previous section may be

repeated here; e. g. arbus-tu-m 'plantation', virgul-tu-m 'bushes',

salic-tu-m 'willow plantation, undergrowth of willows'.

§ 153. Diminutives and Pet Names. The sense of

diminution (depreciation, detraction, endearment and so forth)
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often disappeared, partly even in prehistoric periods. Compare

the diminutive adjectives in § 142.

-lo-. Skr. v^sa-ld-s 'mannikin, small man', ialaka-ld 'httle

shaving'. Gr. ugnnXo-g young bear'. Lat. porc-ulu-s porcil-ia

O.H.G. farhel-i Lith. farsze-l-i-s 'little pig, sucking pig'. Lat.

rot-ula Lith. rate-l-i-s 'small wheel'. O.H.G. bendil 'little band'.

See § 76 p. 198 ff.

-qo-. Skr. marya-kd-s 'mannikin', Gr. /.islga^ 'ghV /hhqux-io-v

'boy'. Skr. asva-kd-s 'small horse'. Gr. j^to/ua^ 'small altar'.

Lat. homun-c-io 'mannikin' (in the sense of a weak creature),

ovi-c-ula 'little sheep'. Lith. parszuka-s 'little sucking pig',

Uvuka-s 'little father', O.C.Sl. synu-ku 'little son'. See § 84

p. 252 f., § 88 p. 262 ff.

Usages confined to single groups of languages : Gr. neuters

in -lo-v. oQvtd'-io-v 'small bird', eraiQid-io-v 'little mistress',

damS-io-v 'small shield', adsXcp-iSio-v 'httle brother', see § 63

p. 128. Germanic neuters with -ina-: Goth, gdit-ein O.H.G.

gei^-m 'little goat', Goth, gum-ein 'little man', see § 68 p. 158.

In both these instances the intermediate stage was the idea of

belonging to a species, which suggested that of incompleteness

and inferiority. The developement was perhaps the same in

the case of the suffix -ten- in Avest. kain-in- f. 'girl', Lat.

pUs-io 'little boy' pumil-io 'dwarf senec-io 'little old man'

homunc-io and others of the same sort, see § 115 p. 358. 859.

Mention should also be made of the Germanic diminutives with

Idg. -Q0-, such as O.H.G. armihha 'paupercula' snurihha 'httle

daughter-in-law', see § 91 p. 277.

Diminutive suffixes were often combined, as Gr. -x-io-,

Lat. -c-ulo- -l-ulo-, Germ, -l-ina-, Lith. -U-la- (nom. -le-l-i-s).

This was done partly to give a fuller and more emphatic ex-

pression to the idea of diminution, e. g. Lat. agellulu-s beside

agellu-s, from ager 'field', Lith. mergelele beside mergele, from

mergd 'girl', partly in consequence of a complete loss of the

diminutival sense in the first suffix, e. g. Lat. mus-p-vlu-s^

Mod.H.G. ferk-el-chen.
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-lo- and -qo- were frequently employed in the proethnic

and later periods in names of persons, especially to form pet

names'. How far indeed the suffix retained its proper sense, is

often hard to determine in any particular instance. Skr. bhanu-

-la-s, G-r. ©Quav-Xo-g, O.Ir. Tuathal, Goth. Vulfi-la, Pruss. Butil.

Skr. deva-ka-s devika-s Gall. Divico Dwic-ia, Skr. Suna-ka-s

Gr. Kv'va^, Skr. sana-ka-s Gall. Senicco Seneca O.H.G. Sinigu-s

(the termination is Latin), O.H.G. Berhtung Berhting^ Pruss.

Tewiko Banduke.

Relation of Adjectives to Concrete Substantives.

§ 154. No distinction in form has ever been made in the

Indo-Germanic languages between the adjective or participle on

the one hand and the concrete substantive on the other.

Adjectives were used without change as substantives, just

as substantives were often used without change as adjectives.

Thanks to this usage the original adjectival or substantival

character was often completely lost; thus Idg. *dont- 'tooth'

(Skr. ddnt- etc.), originally a verbal adjective meaning 'eating',

became a simple substantive, perhaps even in the proethnic

period (§ 126 p. 394. 398). The original character of a particular

word however often appears side by side with the new sense,

e. g. Lat. ncltu-s 'born' and 'son', Uher 'udder, exuberant fulness,

abundance' and 'fertile, rich'.

The process of the change from adjective to substantive

was frequently that the meaning of the adjective came to

include the idea of some substantive to which the adjective

was especially often applied. Thus vavg 'ship' was often left

unexpressed Greek, as in the phrases tj TQitjgi^g, -rj n^v'/xvij.

In many instances the different languages show a remarkable

agreement, and there the usages in question may date from

the Indo-Germanic period. Thus we have fem. Gr. ds^ia

(sc. xsig) Lat. dextra (sc. manus) 'the right hand', O.Ir. for

dels (sc. laim) 'on the right', Goth, taihsva (sc. handu-s),

Lith. deszine (sc. rankh) 'the right hand', but on the contrary

masc. Skr. ddksina-s (sc. hdsta-s) 'right hand'. Lat. capr-ma

Brugmann, Elements. II. 30
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'goat's flesli* Lith. os-ena 'flesh of a he-goat' O.C.Sl. Mbrov-ina

'beaver's flesh'; Lat. rap-ma 'turnip-field' Lith. avis-ena 'oat-

field' O.C.Sl. nov-ina 'newly ploughed land, fallow land', see

§ 68 p. 156 ff.

But some formative suffixes acquired the special function

of converting adjectives into substantives, being used as denomi-

native suffixes to form names of persons or things possessing

the attribute or quality which was expressed by the original

"word, -en- is very commonly so used, especially in Germanic;

e. g. Ayest. mar"t-an- 'a mortal' beside mar^ta- 'mortal', Gr.

GTQa^-wv 'squinter' beside (jvpaj^o-g 'spinting', Lat. Ruf-o beside

riifu-s Goth, rdud-a 'red one' beside rdup-s 'red', Lith. rud-u

'autumn' beside ricda-s 'reddish-brown. See § 114 p. 344 ff.

Other suffixes of this kind are found only in single groups of

languages, as -ago- in Balt.-Slav., e. g. Lith. naujoJca-s O.C.Sl.

novaku 'novice' beside nauje-s novu 'new' (§ 89 p. 274), and

Germ, -inga-, e. g. O.H.G. arming 'poor man, poor fellow'

beside arm 'poor' (§ 88 p. 267).

Substantives denoting an activity or state

(nomina actionis^ verbal abstract nouns).

§ 155. To denote an activity or a state is in general the

function of the verb. Substantives which express an action or

a state owe their existence to a metaphor, as do those which

denote a quality (§ 157), — action and state being regarded as

belonging to the category of material objects.

It often happens that the nomen actionis does not express its

own idea simply, but represents also, by a confusion, the notion

of a person or thing that is in some way connected with the

action; thus such substantives come to denote material objects.

The designation of the action may be apphed to its (gram-

matical) subject: e. g. Mod.H.Germ. rat (properly 'advice') =
'adviser, counsellor', strom stromung (properly 'a streaming') =
'streaming water', verzierung (properly 'an adorning') = 'something

which adorns'. [Cp. Eng. counsel (in e. g. Queen''s Counsel), a

^rief = 'something which grieves', a hindrance = 'something
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which hinders'.]. Or it may be further extended to denote the

external (direct) object of the action, that which is in any way
affected by the action, e. g. Mod.H.Grerm. saat (properly a

sowing') = 'what is sown, loohnung (properly 'the act of in-

habiting') = 'the house a man inhabits' [cp. Eng. contrivance

= 'what is contrived', belief = 'what is believed']. Or to the

internal ('cognate') object, thus giving rise to a term for the

result of the action, e. g. Mod.H.Germ. riss (properly 'a rending')

= 'a rent', wuchs (properly 'a growing') = 'the result of growing,

growth, figure', vereinigung (properly 'a uniting) = 'the result

of uniting, a united body' [cp. Eng. growth^ union, a spelling

= 'the method or result of spelling a word']. In the same

way we have such words used as nomina instrumenti^ e. g.

Mod.H.Germ. verzierung = 'means of adornment', losung (pro-

perly 'a setting free') = 'means of setting free, redemption-

money' [cp. Eng. distinction = 'means of distinguishing', in-

fluence ('he will use his influence for me')= 'means of influencing',

relief= 'means of relieving'] ; or as nomina loci e. g. Mod.H.Germ.

wohnung = 'a dwelling -place', trift (properly 'a driving') =
'pasture-land' [cp. Eng. dwelling, pasture} etc. Cp. Paul Princ.^

p. 81 f.

These various developements are generally difficult to separate

clearly, and hence in what follows we shall not confine our atten-

tion to the nomina actionis in the strict sense but consider

along with them those which show the secondary variations of

meaning that have just been enumerated.

We will begin with the suffix which seems to retain the'

simple meaning of an action or state most regularly.

-ti-: *sru-ti-s 'a flowing, stream': Skr. sruti-s Gr. ^'loi-q.

*qi-ti-s: Skr. dpa-citi-s 'requital, punishment' Gr. riai-g 'valuation,

fine, punishment'. Skr. ma-ti-s 'thought, mind', Gr. (.lav-n-q (m.)

'one inspired, seer', Lat. mens 'mind', Goth, ga-mund-s 'remem-

brance' ana-mind-s 'conjecture', Lith. at-minti-s 'memory', 0.C.81.

pa-mqt% 'remembrance'. Skr. iru-ti-s 'hearing, sound, news, tale',

syu-ti-s 'sewing, sa.ck\ prd-jnati-s 'perception' jnd-tl-s m. 'relative',

Gr. /v-di-g 'outpouring, gush, libation', Qrj-ai-g 'speaking, word'.

30*
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oi/'c? 'sight, countenance', /.idpn-n-g (m.) 'seizer, robber'. Lat.

morS) tussi-s, ves-ti-s, cos, hos-ti-s. O.Ir. buith existence', bli-th

'painting*. Goth, us-tauht-s 'perfection, completion, fra-lust-s

'loss, destruction', sauh-t-s 'sickness, illness', ga-skaft-s 'creation,

created thing', O.H.Q-. sih-t 'sight, power of sight', Mid.H.Gr. trift

'driTing, common (cattle-drive), meadow'. Lith. du-ti-s O.C.Sl.

da-ti 'gift'. Lith. gir-ti-s 'feast', skUsti-s 'cleft in the hoof of

cattle', pir-tl-s 'bath-room', pri-eitl-s 'suburb'. O.C.Sl. po-znatt

'cognitio', vristt 'state, condition, position', s6-tt 'string'. See

§ 100 p. 294 ff.

-ni-. Skr. lu-ni-s 'a tearing loose, severance', Groth. lil-n-s

'means of deliverance, ransom money'. Skr. gir-ni-s 'a swal-

lowing', jur-ni-s 'heat'. O.Ir. tain 'a driving forth, booty', huain

'harvesting, harvest'. Goth, ana-busn-s 'bidding, injunction, order',

ga-rehn-s 'intention, plan', siun-s 'a seeing, power of sight, counte-

nance, appearance'. Lith. bar-nl-s 'quarrel' O.C.Sl. bra-ni 'battle'.

Lith. Mnksni-s 'step'. O.C.Sl. stig-m 'way, road'. See § 95

p. 285 S.

-tu-. Skr. gdn-tu-s 'course, way', Lat. ad-ventu-s. Avest.

vi-datu-s 'decomposition of the body, dissolution, death'. Gr.

xnarv-g 'a founding', ay-ovTiarv-g 'javelin-throwing, fight with

javelins'. Lat. ad-itu-s , or-tii-s, gemi-tu-s. O.Ir. mess 'decid-

ing, sentence'. Goth, kus-tu-s 'trial, proof, vahs-tu-s 'growth'.

Lith. lytu-s letu-s 'rain'. See § 108 p. 323 ff.

-mo- -ma-. *dhu-mo-s 'ebullition': Gr. &vfi6-g 'ebullition

of temper, passion, courage', Skr. dhumd-s Lat. fumu-s Lith.

dumai O.C.Sl. dymu 'smoke'. Skr. sdr-ma-s 'a flowing', Gr.

6q-/.li] 'impulse'. Skr. bhd-ma-s 'light, brightness'. Gr. nruQ-f.i6-g

'sneezing', Ivy-^io-g 'shrieking', apnay-iiw-g 'plundering, booty',

Sfxa/i6-g 'partition, division', rt-Hv? 'estimation, honour', yvm-fii;

'intention, opinion'. Lat. ani-mu-s ani-ma, fa-ma. Goth, do-m-s

O.H.G. tuo-m 'sentence, judgment, position, worth', O.H.G. stro-m

'stream'. Lith. hnksma-s 'bending', reksma-s 'roar', suMma-s

'a turning', sakyma-s 'a saying'. O.C.SL u-mu 'mind, under-

standing. See § 72, 3 p. 170 ff.

-men-. Skr. dhd-man- 'statute, operation, seat, dwelling-
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place'. Avest. dqman- 'creation, created thing', Gr. avd-&i]i.iot.

a setting up, that which is set up, votive offering' d-s-i.ia '-'a

storing up, deposit'. Slcr. da-man- 'a giving', Gr. d6-i.iu gift".

Gr. Qsv-i-ia Qv-^ia. O.Ir. sruain 'a streaming, stream'. 8kr. hhdr-

-man- 'support, fostering care', Gr. cpsn-fia 'fruit of the womb',

0.C.81. br&mq 'burden'. Skr. hdvl-man- 'a summoning', e-man-

'a going', dhdr-man- 'prop, support'. Gr. '^-/na 'a throwing', v6i]-/iia

thought', oQa-/.ia 'sight', ^ivy-fxa. 'bond, bridge of boats'. Lat.

nu-men, lu-men, agmen, certa-men. O.Ir. ceim 'a stepping, step',

beim 'a striking, stroke', gairm 'call, cry'. Goth, hliu-ma 'hear-

ing', skei-ma 'a light' O.H.G. sci-mo 'brightness, gleam'. Lith.

re-7nu 'heart-burn', aug-mu 'excrescence'. See § 117 p. 365 ff.

-0-, -a-. Skr. jdn-a-m 'birth, origin', Gr. yov-o-q 'birth,

offspring'. Gr. /po/.i-o-g 'noise, murmur, neighing', O.C.Sl. grom-u

'thunder'. Skr. ghos-a-s 'sound, din' Avest. gaoS-a- m. 'ear'.

Gr. oAx-o'-g 'dragging, that which drags', To/n-o-g 'cut, slice'. Goth.

ga-fah-s 'capture', dragk 'drink'. Lith. lis-valka-s 'outside cover-

ing, bed-covering' O.C.Sl. oblaku 'cloud'. Gr. ^o-rj 'flood', Lith.

srav-d 'flowing, bleeding'. Gr. (fvy-rj Lat. fug-a 'flight'. Skr.

bhid-d 'split, division'. Goth, gib-a 'gift'. See § 60 p. 109 ff.

-es- -OS- -S-. Skr. c^asas 'glorious deed', Gr. J?;Vfa 'counsels,

wiles'. Skr. apas dpas 'work, religious performance', Lat. opus.

Gr. Qiyog Lat. fngus 'cold'. Skr. dohas 'milking', ndmas 'obei-

sance, reverence', Avest. taco 'course'. Gr. ^Soq 'pleasure', ald^og

'brand', Siog 'fear'. Goth, hatis 'hate', agis 'fear'. Gr. aidojg

'shame, modesty'. Lat. tepor., amor. See § 131 ff. p. 411 ff.

-ien- -tien- in some European languages. Lat. cap-id,

religiO, Goth, ga-runjo 'overflow', sdkjd 'strife'. Lat. ra-tio,

Goth, ra-pjo 'ratio'. Lat. men-tio, O.Ir. er-mitiu 'honor'. See

§ 100 p. 294 ff., § 112 p. 341 f., § 115 p. 357 ff.

Other suffixes used in the formation of nomina actionis will

be discussed in §§ 156 and 158.

"When the nomina actionis had come to denote material

objects, they were liable a still further extension of meaning,

namely to be used as adjectives (cp. § 154). Here perhaps should
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be classed e. g. Skr. pu-ti-S 'stinking' and tapya-tti-s 'hot, glowing',

originally 'stench' and 'heat, glow'.

Relation of the nomina actionis to the Infinitive

(Supine) 1).

§ 156. Since the nomina actionis denote not merely a

continuous activity but also one which may be defined in point

of time, they sometimes come to be used in verbal constructions.

Here, as in the case of the adjective (§ 144), the connexion

with the verb may include the power of governing a case, and

of distinguishing differences of time, different kinds of action

(such as momentary, continuous, inceptive) and Yoice {diathesis^

genus verhi).

This kind of assimilation to the character and construction

of the verb appears e. g. in Gr. rijv voi d-sov Soatv v/luv (Plat.)

'the gift of Grod to you', nspl 3s acpiat y.atadovXcbaf(x)g (Thuc.) =
nepi (Je rov savrotg y.aradovXmd-'^vai [tovg "EXXrjvag), Lat. reditus

Bomam. But a still more complete identification is seen in what

are called infinitives (and supines), which are crystallised cases

(generally ace, dat., loc.) of nomina actionis. An infinitive may

be said to be completely formed when the noun is no longer

regarded as a case-form belonging to its own system, and its

construction no longer follows the analogy of its original use as

a noun ; this is true, for example, of Gr. So^svai Sovvai Lat. dare.,

at the earliest period of which we have record. Before, however,

such forms were completely isolated from the nominal system,

1) E. "Wilhelm, De infinitivi linguarum Sanscr. Bactr. Pers. Graeo.

Osc. Umbr. Lat. Grot, forma et usu, 1873. J. Jolly, Geschichte des In-

flnitivs im Indogermanischen, 1873. A. Ludwig, Der Influitiv im Veda,

1871. M. Miiller, Grammatical forms in Sanskrit corresponding to the

so-called Infinitives in Greek and Latin, Essays IV 420 if. H. Brunn-
hofer, tJber Dialectspuren im vedischen Gebrauche der Inflnitivformen,

Kuhn's Ztsohr. XXV 329 if. Chr. Bartholomae, Die Inflnitivbildung

im Dialect der Gatha's, ibid. XXVIII 17 ff. L. Meyer, Der Infinitiv der

homer. Sprache, Gott. 1856. B. Windisch, Zum ir. Infinitiv, Bezzen-

berger's Beitr. II 72 ff. A. Deneoke, Der Gebrauch des Infinitivs bei

den ahd. tJbersetzern des 8. u. 9. Jahrh., Leipz. 1880. W. Muller, tjber

den letto-slavischen Infinitiv, Kuhn-Schleicher's Beitr. VIII 186 ff.
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they passed through a number of intermediate stages, and hence

it is often hard to say whether any particular form should be

called an infinitive in the strict sense of the word'). The in-

finitives that least deserve the name are the Irish, because

the nomina actionis used in Irish where other languages use

the infinitive retained the construction of nouns, e. g. ar-dot-

-chuibdig fri sechem na m-bria-thar sin pledge thyself to obey

these words' (literally 'to the obeying of these words'). In this

latter respect (the power of governing an ace.) even the language

of the Yeda shews a further degree of developement ; e. g. we

find not only dndhasah pttdye 'for the drinking of the soma-

juice', but also dndhqsi pitdye; the same double construction is

found in the Avesta (cp. Bartholomae, Kuhn's Ztschr. XXYIII

12 f.). The infinitive reached its most characteristic develope-

ment in Grreek and Latin, the only languages in which we find

a special expression for differences of voice.

The following formative suffixes are distributed amongst

the infinitival forms (we may omit the Keltic infinitives), -tu-

rn Ar., Lat., Balt.-Slav., see § 108 p. 323 ff. -ti- in Ar., Balt.-

Slav., see § 99 f. p. 293. -men- in Ar., Gr., see § 117 p. 365 S.

-i^en- in Ar., Gr., see § 116 p. 362 ff. -es- in Ar., Lat., see

§ 131 f. p. 411 ff. In single groups of languages : -i- in Ar., see

§93 p. 279f.; -lo- in Armen., see § 76 p. 202; -o- in Umbr.-

Samn., see § 60 p. 114; -ono- in Germ., see § 67 p. 153. 154.

As the participle might again become a simple noun (§ 144),

so also could the infinitive. In this case, however, the process

was more difficult because it was not inflected. The approxi-

mation to the noun was easiest where there was least necessity

for expressing its relations by means of inflexion, that is, in its

use as subject or object; e. g. Gr. iravrsaaiv Ini '^vqov "avatai

d}ifj.rj<; 7] /.tula Xvypog 6lsd^(iog 'A/aioTc; rjs (iiwvai (Hom. K. 173),

nsiQijniD aXaXy-sTv (Id. T. 30), Lat. habere eripitur, habuisse nun-

1) Hence e. g. the objection urged by Brunnhofer against Ludwig-

and "Wilhelm, that they had adduced as infinitiyes Vedic forms -which were

nothing but nomina actionis (Kuhn's Ztschr. XXV 330).
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quam (Sen.), Jdc veren (= verecundiam) perdidit (Plaut.). This

led on to such constructions as Gr. to liyai^v, Lat. tuom amare

(Plant.), nostrum istud vwere triste (Pars.), ml praeter plorare

(Hor.), quid huius vlvere est? (Sen.) ') and so forth. See Paul

Princ.2 311 f.

Substantives denoting a quality (Abstract Sub-

stantives in the strict sense).

§ 157. Substantives which denote a quality, owe their

existence to a metaphor just as do the nomina actionis: an

attribute or natural quality was regarded as belonging to the

class of material objects.

Substantives denoting a quahty often come to designate the

person to whom the quality belongs, e. g.Mod.H.Gr.JM5'ewci= 'youth-

ful persons, young folk (collectively)' or 'a single youthful person',

[Eng. youtK\. But it is difficult to maintain any sharp distinction

between the separate uses, and therefore the words which show

this secondary developement of meaning will be treated along

with the rest. It is important also to recognise the fact that no

hard and fast line can be drawn between this class of nouns

and the nomina actionis with their secondary shades of meaning.

It is natural enough that the two divisions should often overlap.

The suffixes that most frequently appear in these abstract

nouns are the following.

-tCl-. Avest. cista- 'wisdom'. Grr. mwr^ 'prudence, under-

standing'. Lith. geita 'yellowness'. Lat. juventa Goth, junda

youth'. Skr. purnato- O.H.G. fullida O.C.Sl. plunota 'fulness'.

Skr. ghorata- 'awfulness' Goth, gduripa 'trouble'. Skr. dirghatd-

O.C.Sl. dlugota 'length'. In Greek and Slavonic are found con-

crete nouns like aypotij-g 'countrymen' junota 'youth'. See § 79

p. 220 ff., § 80 p. 238 ff.

-tati- -tat- and -tuti- -tut-. Skr. sarvdtati-s sarvdtat-

'completeness' Avest. haurvatat- 'safety' Gr. oXori^g 'totality,

entirety'. Gr. viorrjs 'youth', Lat. novitas 'novelty, strangeness'.

1) Cp. "Wolfflin, Der substantivierte Infinitiv [im Latein], Arohiv fiir

lat. Lexikogr. Ill 70 ff.
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Lat. juventCLs and juventus. O.Ir. oentu 'unitas'. Goth, gamdin-

dup-s 'communitas'. See § 102 p. 308 S.

-na-. Avest. 'per^na- Goth, fullo 'fulness'. Skr. jarand

'decrepitude, age'. See § 65 ff. p. 138 ff.

-io- -is,-. Skr. pa^«f«/a-m 'greyness', irais<%a-m 'excellence'.

O.H.G. gi-fuori 'fitness, usefulness'. Lith. ilgi-s 'length', O.C.Sl.

ostnje 'sharpness'. Gr. dyi]vogi't] 'manliness', amQ^la 'anarchy'.

Lat. audclcia 'boldness', modestia 'moderation', sapientia 'wisdom'.

See § 63 p. 122 ff.

-tuo- -tucl-. Skr. devatvd-m 'divinity', iucitvd-m 'purity',

sdtmatvd-m 'inspiration, possession by a deity'. Goth, pivadv

'servitude', fijapva 'enmity'. O.C.Sl. zSlistvo 'violence'. See § 61

p. 116 f.

-ti-. *pef9qti-s 'fivefold character, pentad, the number

five': Shc.pa^kti-s OJcel.fimt O.C.Sl. pqtt. Skr. yuvati-s 'maiden'

(orig. 'youth' (abstr.) O.H.G. jugund 'youth'. O.C.Sl. dlugosti

'length', qzosa 'narrowness'. See § 99 p. 293, § 101 p. 306 ff.

-es- -OS-. *reges- 'gloom, darkness': Skr. rdjas (Armen.

erek) Gr. spsfiog Goth, riqis. Skr. mdhas- 'greatness, size', ydsas-

'glory', Gr. svqoc, 'breadth', nrjy.og 'length', flsvdog 'depth', /^dysd-og

size, greatness'. Lat. Venus 'charm of love', languor 'weariness',

levor 'smoothness', dulcor 'sweetness'. See § 131 ff. p. 411 ff.

In single groups of languages: e. g. Lat. -tUdin-, forti-

tudo 'fearlessness', lassitudo 'weariness' (cp. § 128 p. 409), Lith.

-ybe-, auksztyhe 'height, highness', O.C.Sl. -ha-., zuloha 'wicked-

ness' (§ 78 p. 217 f.).

The Relation of Adjectives to Abstract Substan-

tives (nomina actionis and substantives denoting a

quality) formed with the same suffixes.

§ 158. In conclusion we have to discuss another question

which bears upon the origin of the substantives denoting an

action or a quality and the general relation between adjectives

and substantives in Indo-Germanic.

Many nouns formed with o-suffixes act both as adjectives

and as abstract substantives; as a rule it happens that the
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feminine or neuter form, more rarely that the masculine form

is the one which is used suhstantivally. If the adjective is a

nomen agentis, we have a corresponding nomen actionis, e. g.

Skr. srutd-s 'flowing': srutd-m n. 'a flowing, flood'. Or if it

predicates an attribute, then the corresponding substantive

denotes the attribute, e. g. Lith. gelta-s 'yellow' : gdtd, f. 'yellow-

ness'.

The following are examples.

-to- -ta-.

Feminine. Avest. cista- 'wisdom': Skr. cittd- parte, in

the neut. 'observation, thought, intent, spirit'. Gr. mrvTij 'in-

telligence, wisdom': TTiwro-g 'intelligent'; ysvsrrj 'birth, origin':

Lat. genitu-s; ^qovtij 'thunder'. Lat. offensa 'a stricking against,

offence': offensu-s; repulsa 'rejection': repulsu-s; impensa 'ex-

penditure': impensu-s; multa 'punishment': mulsu-s instead of

*mol(c)tu-s (the isolation of the substantive from the participle

preserved it from the analogical change which affected the latter),

Skr. m^std- "grasped, touched'. O.Ir. ed-part ed-hart 'oblatio':

do-breth Mid.Ir. 'datum est', (Skr. hhftd-s Grr. (pigro-g) ; loth 'filth':

compare this and the Lat. lutu-m luttc-s 'mud' with Lat. -iMtu-s

(ab-lutu-s etc.) 'besprinkled, soiled'. Goth, skanda O.H.G. scanta

'disgrace': O.H.G. scant 'shamed'; O.H.G. forahta 'fear': Goth.

faurht-s 'fearful'; A.S. ^uSt 'battle': Skr. hatd- 'smitten'. Lith.

gelta- 'yellowness': gelta-s 'yellow'; banktos pi. 'boisterousness,

storm': bankta-s 'boisterous'. O.C.Sl. vrista 'condition, state,

position, stage': Skr. vfttd- 'versus'. The secondary Idg. suffix

-ta- in Lat. juventa Skr. purnatct etc. should be added here,

see p. 238 ff.

Neuter. Skr. niftd-m 'death' O.H.G. mord 'murder': Skr.

mftd-s 'dead'. Skr. matd-m 'meaning, opinion, intent' Lat. com-

-mentu-m 'idea, invention, design' O.Ir. der-met 'forgetfulness'

:

Skr. matd- 'thought, intended'. Idg. *]cleti-to-m 'faculty of

hearing' Avest. sraote-m Goth, hliup: Skr. irutd-s 'heard'. Skr.

srutd-m 'flowing, flood, stream': srutd-s 'flowing'; stiitd-m 'lau-

dation, praise': stutd-s 'praised, lauded'; manita-m 'a doing of

honour': manita-s 'to whom honour is done, honoured'; Avest.
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fra-Sate-m 'help, success'
:
/ra-aato- 'helped, made'. OS..G.ferid

'navigium*. O.C.Sl. pqto 'fetter': partic. f^tu. Here we must

also class Idg. -mi}-to-, as in Skr. iromata-m 'a listening to'

O.H.G. hliumunt 'repute, character', Lat. cognomentu-m , see

p. 249.

Masculine. Skr. gha-ta-s 'blow, slaying'. Avest. stuto

'laudation, prayer', cp. Skr. n. stutd-m. Gv. y.on-ogro-g 'raising

of the dust, cloud of dust': vs-ogro-g 'newly arisen' Lat. ortu-s;

s/^fto-g Vomiting: s/nsro-g Skr. vamita-s vomited'; avQavo-g 'en-

camped host': Skr. stftd-s Gr. cvQiord-g 'outspread, outstretched';

oiTo-g 'fate': Skr. etas 'hasting' Lat. -itu-s; cpd^ro-g 'burden':

(pspzo-g 'bearable' Skr. bhftd-s 'borne'; d-dvaro-g 'death': d-vriro-g

'mortal'; xcoxvi6-g "wailing', xoTro-g 'couch' (with y.oiTrj) and other

exx. Lat. lectu-s (and lectu-rri) 'couch', lutu-s (and lutu-m 'mud',

cp. O.L". loth f. above. A.S. O.Icel. sess 'seat' (cp. Lat. suh-

-sessa f. 'ambush'): Skr. sattd-s 'sitting' Lat. oh-sessu-s; O.H.G.

giwaht 'mention, fame' : Skr. uhtd-s 'spoken' ; Goth, mops 'wrath'

O.H.G. muot 'spirit, temper, courage' beside O.C.Sl. mS-ti "to

dare'; O.H.G. frost (and O.Icel. frost n.) 'frost' beside friosan

'to freeze'. Lith. bicta-s 'dwelling, house': Skr. bhutd-s 'become,

been', cp. O.Ir. both f. 'dwelling-place, hut' Skr. bhutd-m 'existence

with power, welfare, prosperity'; mmszta-s (and maiszta) 'uproar':

Gr. fiiy.r6-g 'mixed'; tvdrta-s 'enclosure': <«^rto-s 'grasped, enclosed';

of course these Lithuanian masculine forms may once have been

neuter. O.C.Sl. citu 'number' po-citu 'enumeration': Skr. cifd-s

'arranged in rows or layers', cp. Skr. cita 'layer'; podu-j\tu

'grasp, support' podu-j^tu 'grasped, undertaken'.

Remark. With regard to the relation of the forms with vocalism

of the strong grade to those with that of the weak grade (e. g. O.C.Sl.

pqfo pqto) see p. 221 above.

-no- -nci-, -eno— end,-, -ono- -onO,-.

Pem. Avest. per^na- Goth, fullo 'fulness' : Avest. per^na-

Goth. fuU-s 'full'. Skr. jarand 'old age: Skv.jarand- 'deerepit'.

O.H.G. stuUna 'theft': O.Icel. stolenn 'stolen'.

ISTeut. O.H.G. zorn A.S. torn 'anger, wrath', orig. 'a torn

or rent condition of the temper': Slo-. dtrnd-s 'torn to pieces';
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O.H.G. mein 'falsehood, mischief : mein 'false , deceitful'. Skr.

vdhana-m 'a carrying' : vahana-s 'carrying' O.C.Sl. vezenU 'carried';

vdrtana-m 'turning, motion' : vartana-s 'setting in motion'; mdna-m

'measuring, measurement': vi-mana-s 'measuring out'. Goth.

hairan inf. 'bear' : bauran-s 'borne'.

Masc. Skr. iisna-s (also usna-m usnO) 'h.ea.t' : usnd-s 'hot'.

Skr. yajnd-s 'reverence' : Gr. kyvo-g 'worthy of reverence, sacred,

pure'. Gr. &vvo-z 'onset, fight': Skr. dhuna-s 'violent, agitated'.

O.H.G. scm 'visibility, brightness, gleam' : scm 'visible.

-io- -id-.

Fern. Skr. hgtyd- 'infliction, bevitchment' : /c/iya-s 'facien-

dus'. Gr. (pgav^ia O.C.Sl. hratnja 'brotherhood': Gr. (pgaxQio-q

orig. 'brotherly'. Gr. rjovyja 'peace' : ^av/w-g 'peaceful' ; ^evla

'hospitality' : ^vio-g 'hospitable'. Lat. noxia 'guilt, crime' : noxius

'guilty, criminal'. O.H.G. lugi (vrhich implies a preceding *lu^-io-)

O.C.Sl. lum 'He': O.H.G. lu^i/i lukki O.C.Sl. lugt 'lying, false'.

A.8. nyt O.Icel. nyt-r 'use, advantage': A.S. tiyt O.H.G. nuszi

'useful, serviceable'. O.C.Sl. feminines like suSa 'dryness' qrosda

'folly', see p. 131.

Neut. Skr. vacya-m 'speaking, word, blame': vdcya-s

'dicendus'; ksatriya-m 'lordship, supremacy' : fcsaiH^/a-s 'possessing

lordship, ruler'. Gr. aqxiyio-v 'offering, beast of offering' : a(puyio-g

'striking, killing'; &Fly.r)jgio-v 'delight, enchebntment' id fKy.Tijgio-g

'delighting, enchanting'. Lat. auguriu-m 'act of divination,

prophecy' : auguriu-s 'prophetic'. O.H.G. gi-fuori 'suitability, use-

fulness' : gi-fuori 'suitable, useful'. Furthermore forms like Lith.

kirti-s 'cut, blow' (: Skr. kartya-s 'to be hewn or cut off') etc.

no doubt represent original neuters; see p. 124 f.

-tno- t^no-. Examples of neuter forms are O.Pers.

cartana- 'action', loc. cartanaiy used as infinitive, Lat. gen. dandi

'of giving': Lat. dandu-s 'to be given', Lith. siiktina-s 'torquen-

dus'. See p. 161 ff.

-tuo- -tucL-. Neut.: Skr. kdrtva-m 'task': kdrtva-s 'fa-

ciendus'. Fem. : O.C.Sl. s^tva 'harvest': Skr. hdntva-s 'feriendus'.

-mo- -ma-. Fem.: Gr. d-tgi-irj 'warmth': d-sQ/.i6-g Armen.

Jerm 'warm'. Goth, miduma 'midst': O.H.G. metamo metemo
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mediocris' Avest. madema- 'medioximus', cp. p. 167. 0.0. SI.

tiima 'great number', orig. 'strength' : Avest. tUma- Skr. tu-tumd-

'strong', cp. p. 171. l^Teut.: Avest. yar^jwe-m 'warmth': gar^ma-

'warm'. Masc. : Skr. gharmd-s warmth, heat': Avest. gar^ma-

Lat. formu-s O.H.G. warm 'warm'. Goth, rums O.H.G. rum

'room': Goth, rums 'roomy'; Mid.H.G. stim 'turmoil, confused

masses': Skr. stima-s lazy, crawling' pra-sthna-s 'thronged,

heaped'.

-ro- -ra-. Pern. Skr. tdmisrcl- Lat. tenebrae 'darkness':

Mid.Dutch deemster O.HiG. dinsiar 'dark*. Gr. ciy.^ia 'point,

peak': ixK^o-g 'pointed' 0.0.SI. ostrU 'sharp'. Neut. Skr. ta-

misra-m beside tdmisrcl-, Gr. atcgo-v beside aapa. Skr. chidrd-m

'perforation, hole, interruption': chidrd-s 'perforated'. 0.0.SI.

vedro 'good weather' : vedru 'clear, bright'.

This brief list of examples is enough to justify the con-

clusion that . the fluctuation between the adjectival and sub-

stantival value in the o-nouns dates from the proethnic period ').

Now in the case of the double usage of the es-stems (such as

Skr. mdhas- 'greatness': mahds- 'great', Gr. ifjsvSog 'lie : ipsvS-^g

'lying, false'), which is also proethnic, it can scarcely be doubted

that the substantival value is the older, and it would be natural

to adopt the same view in the present instance. But no decision

is possible until the original meaning of the a-suffixes as opposed

to the o-suffixes has been established. In discussing these

(p. 106, 458) we were led to the conclusion that except in a

comparatively small group of words (e. g. Lat. equo-s equa),

they had no connexion whatever with the distinction of animal

sex. A further consideration may now perhaps be suggested.

Is it not precisely in the variation of meaning we have just

noticed that we must look for light on the original function of

the o-and a- suffixes?

1) It is still a question for investigation liow far this use has been

extended in the separate families of languages apart from the direct in-

fluence of the original variation of meaning in similar cases which came

down from Indo - Germanic (cp. e. g. B. H. Balser, De linguae Graecae

partioipis in neutro genere substantive posito, Lips. 1878, p. 29 ff.).
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NOUNS WITHOUT FORMATIVE SUFFIXES (ROOT-

NOUNS) ').

§ 159. The term Root-nouns is applied to those nouns

which do not admit of analysis into root and formative suffix,

in the termination of whose stem no element can be recognised

which is similarly used elsewhere to form noun stems. "Whether,

however, all the nouns that full under this definition were from

the beginning absolutely simple forms, must be left an open

question. Many of them, e. g. Skr. div- 'heaven and Lat. hiem-

(see below), may have been originally compound forms.

Root-nouns are found in all divisions of Indo-Grermanic

;

they have been preserved most frequently in Aryan and the

classical languages. In many instances they lost the special

character of their formation and passed iuto the analogy of some

vowel declension (cp. § 56 p. 102 f.), and we may regard this

change of declension as the chief cause of their comparatively

rare appearance in Armenian and in Germanic 2), and of their

almost complete disappearance in Balto-Slavonic. Here however

we are bound to discuss all the nouns of this kind which occur

in the separate languages, when the change of declension has

made no difference in their meaning.

The Root-nouns have no simple, clearly marked function

(such as that of denoting material things, actions or any other

special idea). Even those which are demonstrably proethnic

have meanings of different kinds. The uncompounded examples

are mostly substantives, and amongst these the nouns denoting

an action (fem.) and those denoting the agent preponderate ; and

in the former group we must include those that are used as

1) Leo Meyer, Die einsilbigen Nomina im Griech. und Lat., Kuhn's

Ztsehr. V 366 ff.

2) As far as the Germanic is concerned, this exchange of declension

has been thoroughly discussed by B. Kahle, Zur Entwickelung der con-

sonantischen Declination im Germanisohen, Berlin 1887.
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infinitives in Aryan, Grreek and Latin. When they are the

second members of compounds these nouns usually denote an

agent.

This method of forming noun-stems was still in active use

in the separate developement of Aryan, Greek and Italic.

§ 160. Root-nouns uncom pounded.
We will begin with such examples as appear simultaneously

in more than one group of languages.

1. Forms showing vowel-gradation.

*y/0jli- *uiJc- (y^ueifc- 'enter'): Skr. vii- i. 'settlement, house,

community, stock', Avest. vis- O.Pers. vip- f. Village community,

clan'; Gr. oiy.adt, better written, oi-zm-^s, 'homewards' (compare

Horn, rpixcc-ly.-ig?); O.C.Sl. vis-i 'village', which follows the

i-declension. With Skr. ace. viS-am cp. div-am Gr. Jia beside

dydm Zijv (see p. 481).

*dorU- *dfTt {\/^ derfc- 'see') : Skr. dfS- f. 'seeing, perception,

eye', adj. 'seeing, beholding, inf. d^s-S 'to see' (§ 162); Gr. Jo'pl

SoQy.-6g f. 'roe, gazelle' (named from its eye).

Avest. har'^z- her^z- f. 'height', adj. 'high'. O.Ir. hri, gen.

hreg, 'mountain' (I § 288 p. 230, § 298 p. 236). Goth, ha^rg-,

gen. haurg-s, 'fortress, city'. Avest. bar"z- may stand for *hhfgh-

*bhorgh- or *bhergh- ; all the other forms represent *bh^gh-.

*sem-, sm- S'tn-. Gr. sig Cret. ev-g, gen. sv-og, 'unus', sv

'unum' {sv-6g substituted for *£,u-og, see I § 204 p. 1 70) ;
/^iwvv^

'with undivided hoof for *<}^-iovv^, fern, juia for *a/.i-ia; a/.t-a

'simul' instr. sing., see I § 236 p. 199. Lat. sem-per 'in one

unbroken sequence, always'; for -per see I § 658, 7 p. 504.

*]cred- (*'kerd-) and *%(^- 'heart'. Skr. Srdd dadhami

'I believe, trust' Lat. credo for *crezdo (I § 507 Rem. p. 372)

0.L-. cretim 'credo' (I § 521 p. 379), from the pr. Idg. phrase

*'kred dhe-. Lat. cor cord-is O.Lith. gen. pi. szird-u (now

szirdsiu) from *]c^d-, cp. Gr. y.aQS-la Ion. ^Qad-i-r) etc., where

the root has the same vowel-grade (I § 292 p. 234). Gr. y.^Q

no doubt for *'y.i]QS^).

1) This shews that the law of vowel shortening discussed in I § 611

p. 461 f. was later than the loss of the d. Cp. p. 423 footnote.
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Remark 1. Armen. sirt and Goth, hairto 'heart' represent *Kerd-

or *lierd- (the e being shortened, op. I § Bl4 p. 464 f.). "What relation

does this form bear to Tired- ? In view of this difference and of others,

such as Lat. grex: Gr. ye^ye^a (§ 52 p. 94), Gr. /3ge(poc: O.C.Sl. irebe for

"eerhf, Gr. tpXiya O.H.G. hlechen Skr. hlirajate: Skr. bhdrgas (ep. also Skr.

draksydmi and the like I § 259 p. 212), we may perhaps suppose that

the metathesis — under certain conditions — occurred in proethnic Indo-

Germanic.

*ped- m. 'foot'. Ar. pad-: Skr. ace. sing, pad-am dat. sing.

pad-e loc. pi. patsu, Avest. ace. sing, pad-em pdct-em dat. pi.

paSfbyo instr. sing, pad-a. Armen. pi. ot-Jc; by its side we find

ting, otn gen. otin. Gr.Dor. nwg (nwg?) nog Att. novg (the ov

has not been explained), gen. noS-og etc., instr. sing. Lesb.

Boeot. etc. ns&d 'after, with', Heracl. fiy.ari-7i£3-o-g 'amounting

so 20 feet'. Lat. pes ped-is, Umbr. peri persi 'pede' du-purs-us

bipedibus'. In Germanic *ped- occurs in O.Icel. fet n. 'step',

*pod- in A.S. foet 'step' ; elsewhere *pod- : nom. pi. O.Icel. fwtr

A.S. fet = pr. Germ. '*fdt-iz, loc. sing. A.S. fet = pr. Germ.

*fot-i ; Goth. ace. fot-u fot-uns (pr. Germ, -un -uns = -m -i}s,

I § 244 p. 203), on the pattern of which was formed nom. sing.

fot-u-s etc. (thus the. correspondence of the Gothic word with

Skr. pad-ii-s would be purely accidental). For the ablaut cp.

I § 311 p. 249.

Skr. vClc- f. 'voice, speech', without vowel gradation (ace.

vac-am- dat. vClc-e), Avest. vdc- vac- m. 'speech, word, prayer'

(nom. vaxs ace. vac-em Anstv. vac-a). Gr. o\p f. 'voice'. Lat. voxi.

'voice, word', all from y^ueq- 'speak'. The original paradigm

is uncertain, perhaps nom. *u6q(-s) ace. *u6q-^ loc. *y,iq-i dat.

*uq-di. Cp. I § 314 p. 252 f.

Skr. bhrdj- f. 'brightness, gleam' instr. bhrctj-d (cp. pres.

bhrdj-a-te). Gr. cpXo^ (pXoy-og f. 'flame' (cp. pres. q)Xsy-co). The

root is bhleg- (bhelg-), cp. Rem. 1 above ; the original paradigm

of the noun is not clear.

*nas- *nas- 'nose'. Skr. du. nds-0, instr. sing, nas-d, O.Pers.

ace. nclh-am. Lat. nClr-em, which has become an i-stem (narium

etc.). Cp. also A.S. nces-dyrlu, Lith. nas-ral nos-i-s. Originally

it formed ace. *nds-'iri dat. *nas-di. Cp. I § 318 p. 257. "We
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cannot regard %s certain the often repeated conjecture that the

-s- in Lat. nas-u-s O.C.Sl. nos-u is explained by supposing

*nas(s) to be the original form of the nominative, cp. I § 569

Rem. 3 p. 427.

2. Forms showing vowel-gradation, and the loss of the final

consonant of the root before the -m which appears in the ace.

sing, when a sonant follows. (Cp. I § 188 p. 162, § 192

p. 164).

*dieu- *diieu m. 'heaven, bright day'. Skr. dyclii-s diydu-s

ace. sing, dydm diydm div-am nom. pi. dyav-as diydv-as div-as

loc. sing, dydv-i div-i dat. sing, div-e instr. pi. dy4-bhi-s. Gr.

Zsv-g for *Z->]u-g (I § 611 p. 461) voc. Zsv ace. Zrjv (whence

sprang the forms Ztjvu Zijvog Ztjvi) /ti(f)-a gen. AiF-oc, loc.

Aif-L Lat. Umbr. Osc. Jov- (for *Diov-, I § 135 p. 122, § 506

p. 371) and Di(i)ov-: Lat. Jov-em Jov-is, Jupiter Juppiter voc.

= Zsv ndreg (I § 612 p. 463), dat. O.Lat. Diov-ei Diov-e,

Umbr. luve Osc. luv-ei lovi' Osc. Diiiv-ei 'lovi'; the Ital.

-ov- may in all the cases = Idg. ej* (I § 65 p. 52) i)
; to these

add Lat. diem for *diem. Germ. gen. sing, in O.H.G. (Alemannic)

Zios-tac A.S. Tmes-dae^ O.Icel. Tys-dag-r (Goth. *Tius-dag-s)

'day of Tin (Zio), Tuesday*. The original paradigm seems to

have been: nom. *dieyrS (beside this possibly a parallel form

*dies before consonants and when it stood last in a sentence,

cp. Gr. Zrjg Lat. dies) ace. *ditm voc. *die'ti, (for the quahty of

the accent see I § 671 p. 536) loc. *diSu-i dat. *di'!i-di loc.

pi. *diu-si!i.

Eemark 2. The analysis of *diii- into *di-u- is no doubt right.

*diu- seems to bear the same relation to *di- *dei- as srti- (Skr. sru-td-

'flowing') bears to sr- ser- (Skr. sar- 'go, flow'), see § 8 Rem. 2 p. 20 f.

Then as we speak of a 'root' srey,-^ we may certainly add *(i»ejf- to the

root-nouns. However, if any scholar, in view of Avest. bazau-s O.Pers.

1) There is nothing to prevent our claiming for Italic the same double

forms *dieii,- and **'^ejt- as we find in Sanskrit; cp. also I § 120 p. Ill

and § 153 p. 138 f.
, § 170 p. 150 (jbi-dens : dui-dens). I am therefore

unable to agree with Danielsson, who would separate etymologicaUy Jov-

and Biov- (Gramm. und etym. Stud. I. 49).

Brug-mann, Elements. II. 31
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dahyau-s and Gr. /Sa^'dtv-c: (for -ijtSfS) should prefer to class this word
amongst those containing suffixes, I should offer no objection. It is entirely

a matter of convention.

*gou-s m. f. 'ox, cow'. Skr. gau-s ace. sing, gam and

gav-am nom. pi. gdv-as loc. sing, gdv-i dat. sing, gdv-e instr.

pi. go-bhis. Avest. gciu-s gao-s ace. gam gaum (i. e. gclv-em)

gaom (i. e. gav-em) instr. gav-a gav-a. Armen. kov, gen. Tcovu

(M-decl.). Gr. §ov-g for *^wu-g (I § 611 p. 461) ace. Horn. Dor.

fiwv, gen. ^o{f)-6g; the ace. §ovv is a new formation following

^ovQ. Lat. hos bov-is (is this borrowed from some Umbr.-Samn.

dialect? see I § 432 Eem. 1 p. 322), Umbr. bum 'bovem' buf

'boves' bue 'bove' ; Ital. bov- may be Idg. *go4t- or *geu- (I § 65

p. 52). O.Ir. bo gen. bo, cp. I § 174 p. 153; kelt. *bov- may

be either Idg. *go^f- or *Qeu- (I § 66 p. 56). O.H.G. chuo

O.Sax. ko, A.S. cu O.Icel. kg-r; the relation of the Towels

presents a difficulty; *kd- (O.H.G. O.Sax.) may perhaps have

been developed out of the ace. pr. Germ. *kon = Gr. ^(Sv, and

*ku- (A.S. O.Icel.) may perhaps come from an Idg. stem of

the form *gU- (cp. Skr. iata-gu- 'having a hundred cows' Gr.

siiar6fj.-^r) = *-gu-a). The original paradigm may be eon-

jecturally given as follows: nom. sing. *gou-s (also possibly a

parallel form *q6-s like *die-s, cp. Gr. ^cog beside ^ovg) ace. sing.
*

*Qom nom. pi. *gdu-es loc. sing. *QSu-i dat. sing. *QUu-di *gu-di

loc. pi. *gu-sii.

Skr. rds 'property, treasure, riches' ace. ram, and rdy-am

instr. pi. rabhis nom. pi. ray-as dat. sing. roLy-e, Avest. nom.

pi. ray-o inst. sing, ray-a gen. pi. ray-qm; cp. Skr. re-vdnt-

'rich' ray-i-s 'property, treasure, riches'. Lat. res rem m 'pro-

perty, thing. Cp. I § 150 p. 136.

Skr. ksdm- f. 'earth' : nom. ksas ace. ksdm nom. pi. ksdm-as

loc. sing, ksdtn-i gen. abl. sing, ksm-ds gm-ds jm-ds instr. sing.

Mam-d jm-d. Avest. zd ace. zajn gen. !<fm-o instr. z^m-U,. Gr.

X^uiv f., x^ov-6g instead of */d-ofi-og (I § 204 p. 172), xd^ufi-

-aX6-g xa/Li-ai {Mata for *X/^-ata *r/.i-aia?). Cp. further Lat.

hum-u-s, hom-o O.Lat. hem-o, hum-cLnu-s (probably not for *humin-

-dnu-s, but formed immediately from *hom- and only at a later
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period connected with homo), Goth, gum-a, Lith. m-onh Vife'

(cp. p. 346 footnote 1), O.C.Sl. zem-lja. The original paradigm
may be conjecturally given as follows: ace. *gzh6m^) nom. pi.

*gsh6m-es loc. sing. *gshSm-i dat. sing. *gzht^m-di (cp. Skr.

hsam-d Gr. ydafi-al6-g /««-«(' Goth, gum-a) *ghm-ai loc. pi.

*gzh')^-S3i.

Avest. sya m. 'winter ace. zyqm gen. zim-o. Gr. /«tJv f.

'snow', gen. x'ov-og instead of *xioti-o(;, like /9ov-6g (see p. 482).

Lat. Mem-s Mem-is. O.Ir. gam 'winter' instead of *gi(i)am- O.Cymr.
gaem for *geam- *gi(i)am-, see I § 383 p. 288, § 392 p. 293.

We may conjecture that the orig. paradigm was ace. *ghi6m

*ghii6m nom. pi. *ghi6m-es *ghii6m-es loc. sing. *gMem-i *ghiiem-i

dat. sing. *ghim-di loc. pi. *ghiin-sii *ghiim-su. The word may
be mentioned here, although it is certainly not a root-noun in

the strict sense of the word, cp. Skr. he-man Gr. xsi-/.iojv. But
we find nowhere else an Idg. suffix -em-^).

*dem- 'house', y^ dem- 'build'. Gen. Skr. dan Avest. deigg =
pr. Ar. *dam-s, Avest. loc. dqm = pr. Ar. *dam. Gr. gen. *6svg

= Skr. ddn in iSia-noTTjg 'lord of the house' (I § 204 p. 171);

<?'«- = *d'ipr- in dd-nsdo-v 'house-floor', then 'ground' in general;

here probably must be classed Sdiuagr- 'wife', which should be

analysed into da/^-apr- = Idg. *dmm- (I § 236 p. 199) ; remarks

1) As regards the initial part of the word I assume the correctness

of Bartholomae's hypothesis, see I § 554 Rem. 1. p. 407.

2) In view of the fact that words of contrasted meaning often in-

fluence each other in form (on this point cp. amongst others the Author,

Ber. der kgl. saohs. Gesellsch. der "Wissensch. 1883 p. 191 ff., W. Meyer,

Die Schicksale des lat. Neutrums im Eomanisohen 1883 p. 12, Holthausen

in Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIII 590, Wheeler, Analogy and the scope of its

application in language, Ithaca N. T. 1887, p. 19 sq.), it is not a very bold

conjecture that there once existed in proethnio Indo-Germanic a form

*gh(i)i-en-, whose n gave place to m under the influence of the word *sem-

'summer' so often joined with it (Avest. ham- Armen. am-arn O.Ir. sam

O.H G. sam-ar, cp. Bartholomae, Ar. Porsch. II 111 f.). Even during the

period of separate developement the words for these two ideas have some-

times influenced one another; cp. e. g. O.Ir. gam: sam (see I § 392 p. 293),

O.H.G. wintar : sumar (see Kahle, Zur Entwickl. der consonant. Decl. im

Germ., 1887, p. 20).

31*
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on further examples from Greek may be found in R. Meringer's

paper in the Ztschr. f. osterr. Gymn. 1888 p. 152. Cp. also

Avest. dm-ana- and Armen. tun gen. tan for *tin-an-. We may

conjecture therefore that the following was the original paradigm:

ace. *dom, whence Gr. dco/.i-a, nom. pi. *d6m-es, loc. sing. *d4m-i

gen. sing. *dSm-s (cp. gen. Skr. gos Avest. gaos, Skr. dyos),

dat. sing. *dm-&i *d'rrim-di loc. pi. ^drn-sA.

As to the forms *difim *Qom *rem see I § 150 p. 136, § 188

p. 162. I may now also refer the reader to Johansson, De

derivatis verbis contractis (Upsala 1886) p. 117 ff., R. Meringer,

Ztschr. f. osterr. Gymn. 1888 p. 132 ff.

Obs. 3. Meringer's welcome 'Hints' shew very clearly that in the

question he discusses there is much that still needs explanation. Here

I can only add a few remarks (cp. p. 428 footnote). I regard the ac-

cusatives also {*gehoin *ghiom *dom) as regular phonetic developements.

"What Meringer (in footnote 6 p. 139) offers as 'another possible solution'

is distinctly preferable to that which is given in the text itself; for if there

had ever been a nom. sing. *dies *gos without y,, it is certain that the jt

would never have been again inserted in these forms (Skr. dyaus) without

being at the same time restored to the precisely parallel aco. sing, (such

a form as *dyaum is unheard of). Moreover, I do not feel convinced

that y, and i ever disappeared before consonants and at the end of a sen-

tence in the nom. sing, as well as the ace. (Gr. Zrjc Lat. dies, Gr. /Su;,

Skr. ras Lat. res) ; in all these we must allow the possibility of a re-formation

on the model of the ace. sing. With regard to ksas I must here emphati-

cally repeat what I have said elsewhere. Meringer's assertion (p. 132.

187), that J. Schmidt has 'demonstrated' the loss of n after a e o before

final s in pro-ethnic Indo-Germanio, does not agree with the facts (cp.

§ 135 Rem. 1 p. 428). Lastly, I would add that we are not justified in

assuming the same Indo-Germanic inflexion for all monosyllabic stems of

this kind, so as to construct e. g. an aco. *nam 'navem' simply on the

model of *gom. It is not necessary to suppose that all these monosyllables

arose at the same period of the parent language. For example, *nau- 'ship'

may have been formed at a later stage, and so have been dealt with otherwise

than the older stems were at the time when they came into existence.

3. Forms in which vowel-gradation cannot be proved.

*reg- ruler, king'. Skr. rdf- 'prince, king', usually found

as the second member of compound words. Lat. rex reg-is.

O.Ir. n rtg, Gall. Catu-ng-es ('battle-lords'). Goth, reik- nom.

pi. reik-s; the ei is remarkable (I § 74 p. 64).
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Skr. as- (instr. as-d) Avest. ah- (n.?) 'month'. Lat. os n.,

or-is, Cp. also O.Icel. os-s river-mouth'.

Gr. (piuQ Lat. fur 'thief. \/^bher- 'carry'.

Gr. /TJp 'hedgehog', Lat. er her.

*nciu- f. 'ship'. Skr. n^ii-s ace. ndv-am dat. ncLv-e. Gr.

vavg for *va.u-g, vavol for *vay,-ai (Ion. vrjvg vi^vai are new for-

mations), nom. pi. vi^-sg gen. sing. vij-6g vsoig (I § 611 p. 464).

Lat. n^v-em, which has become an «-stem, nom. nav-i-s. Cp.

also O.Icel. nor (gen. nos) m. from pr. Germ. *not{,-a-z.

*mus- 'mouse'. Skr. mus-, nom. pi. mus-as. Gr. /.ivg

loc. pi. /Livni; /.ivv fxvog instead of */.iv(a)-a *f^v(a)-6g follow

6q)gvv -voc and the like; /.ivog then produced /.ivai beside /nvdl.

Lat. mus- mur-is Germ. mUs- is kept e. g. in nom. ace. sing.

O.H.G. WMS, nom. pi. A.S. niys O.Icel. mys-s; beside which we

find new formations following the vowel declension. O.C.Sl. mysi

follows the ^'-declension. A by-form Idg. *mus- (the accentless

form of the weak grade) is seen in Skr. mus-kd-s Lat. mus-culu-s

(should we assume a parallel form musculu-s?) § 88 p. 262 f.

Skr. di§- f. 'direction, region of the sky', Lat. gen. die-is in

dicis causa 'only in appearance, for form's sake', v^ de^- 'point

out, show'.

Gr. viifi-tt ace. 'snow', Lat. nix niv-is, go back to a common

ground-form *sniqh- (I § 423 p. 309, § 433 p. 322 f.), V^sneiqh-.

Gr. xV^ /'?"('? Dor. x^^ /ccv-oq 'goose' for */aw-; the

nom. xvv is a new formation which has replaced */ag as /j.ijv

replaced /.is/g (stem pr. Gr. *i.ii]va-'). In Germanic the same stem

occurs in a few forms, as in A.S. loc. sing, ^es = Gr. xrjv-i,

and also in the Lith. gen. pi. Sqs-u, which elsewhere conforms

to the vowel-declension. The -s- of the word however, may

perhaps be an element of the nature of a suffix, cp. O.H.G.

ganaiio 'gander'.

Gr. ol-g al-og m. Lat. sal sal-is m. n. 'salt', Umbr. salu

'salem'; Lat. sal instead of *sal follows forms like ^^es. Armen.

aX gen. aX-i and O.C.Sl. sol-t are i-stems.

4. There is a special group of forms in which are found

.u -I- -f- -f- -J- before case-endings which begin with a con-
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sonant, and -mm- -ii- -ig,n- -^r- -11- before those which begin

with a vowel. See I § 253 p. 207, § 306 p. 243, § 312 p. 250.

*hhru-s f. 'eyebrow' dat. sing, '^bhruu-di. Skr. bhru-s

loc. pi. hhru-su ace. sing, bhriiu-am dat. sing, bhruv-e. Gv.

6(pQv-g ace. otppv-v gen. otpgv-og; loc. pi. o(pQvai instead of

H(pQmi. A.S. hru. The O.C.Sl. hruv-t belongs to the i-decl.

Compare the parallel forms Gall, hrlva 'bridge' O.H.G. brawa

'brow' whose common ground-form is *bhreu-oi-.

*su-s 'sow' dat. sing. *snu-di. Gr. v-g v-v v-6g. Lat. su-s

sU-bus su-em su-is, TJmbr. sim 'suem' (I § 57 p. 46). O.H.G.

su O.Icel. sy-r; ^suy,- is perhaps represented by A.S. su^u f.

'sow', see Bugge, Paul-Braune's Beitr. XIII 509 f. Cp. the

dimin. sM-qo- § 88 p. 263.

Gr. l/d-v-g Ix&vv l/d-v-og m. 'fish'. Lith. gen. pi. dial.

mv-u; elsewhere it follows the i-decl., suv-i-s. Cp. Armen.

ju-k-n etc. § 88 p. 263.

Gr. t-g f. 'power, might' instr. l-<pi. Lat. vi-s vim for *vi-m,

(I § 612 p. 463, § 655, 4 p. 503). *'un- before sonants seems

to have disappeared.

The other instances belong only to single groups of languages:

e. g. Skr. go-sa-s gen. -san-as 'gaining cattle' {-§-), pur gen.

pur-ds 'fortress' (-|-).

5. Skr. jya- jiyd- f. Gr. ^la f. 'might'. Compare Skr. perf.

ji-jyau subst. neut. jyana-m and perf. ji-gdy-a pres. jdy-a-ii.

Cp. § 8 Eem. 1. p. 20, and Morph. Unt. I 6.

§ 161. Examples from single groups of languages.

The largest numbers are found in Aryan, Greek, and Italic.

Aryan. "When they denote an action these root-nouns are

always feminine.

Skr. driih- f. 'injury, enmity', concrete 'injurer, enemy',

Avest. druj- f. 'lie', concrete 'fiend (f)'. Skr. kfp- f. 'figure,

appearance', Avest. kehrp- f. 'figure, body' : cp. Lat. corp-us. Skr.

ksdp- f. Avest. xsap- f. 'night'. Skr. Avest. ap- f. 'water': ace.

Skr. dp-am Avest. ap-em, instr. Skr. ap-d Avest. ap-a Skr.

ace. kha-m f. 'source', finds its complement in Avest. x& f. 'source',
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both from pr. Ar. *fc/if-s *kh§-m, beside Ar. khan- 'dig. Skr.

spdS- Avest. spas- m. 'spy, inspector', cp. Lat. au-spex, Gr.

axa)^/J 'owl'. Skr. hfd- n. Avest. sard- n. 'heart'. Skr. mdh-

Avest. maz- 'great'.

Skr. vfdh- f. 'help, prosperity', adj. 'helping, strengthening'.

vft- f. 'host of foes, foe', adj. 'turned against anyone', nft- f.,

'bearing, gesture', yiij- 'yoked with, companion', cp. Gr. av-^v^

Lat. con-jux. U- 'lord', bhu- f. 'world', nom. sing, bhu-s pi.

bhiiv-as. dht- f. 'thought'. bM- f. 'fear', gir- f. 'praise, laud',

adj. 'praising', nom. sing, gtr ground-form *g^-s pi. gir-as ground-

form *q^r-es. jd- f. 'being, creature' adj. 'born, formed', nom.

sing, jd-s ace. sing, jd-m loc. pi. jd-su^ ground-form *^f-. sihd-

'standing', nom. sing, sthd-s ace. sthd-m. psa- f. 'food' ni-dra-

f. 'sleep' vra- f. 'host, troop' like jya- § 160, 5 (Morph. lint.

I 18. 43).

Avest. var^z- ver^z- 'work', mas- 'great, wide', cp. Gr.

Armenian. The old root-nouns have passed into other

declensions. See the examples in § 160. It is however possible

that certain case-forms, such as ot-lc 'pedes' sirt-H 'corda', still

belong to the old consonantal inflexion.

Greek, a-n/? (5rvy-6<; f. 'hatred, awe', cp. '\psvoi-6xv\ 'hating

lies', nqmi, nQOM-og f. 'drop, dew', ground-form *pfTc-, see I § 306

p. 242. dXx-i loc. sing, beside dXy.-ij 'strength of body', xpox-a

ace. sing, beside yp6y.-i] 'woof, compared with y.gsxEiv, which was

also used of the noise caused by the striking of the web. (pQi^

(pQU-og f. beside (pgh-T) 'the shiver of the surface of the water'.

Thus no doubt dU-rj has replaced an older *8it = Skr. dU-.

Xv'y^Xvyy-og f. 'hiccough' beside XvYydvo/.iai Xv^o) Xvy-d'tjv (O.H.G.

sluccho n. 'devourer') ; for the nasal in the root-syllable cp. I § 221

p. 187 and Skr. fiiflj- beside ytij- (ace. yMj-am and yuj-am)

Lat. con-junx beside -jux. S-qI'S, TQiy-ic, f. 'hair' (cp. I § 496

p. 864 f.). uvld% f. 'furrow' for *d-nuy.-, with the by-forms

roA? dlo'g (Zlu^, seems to have sprung from an old doublet

VAax-: */oAx- with ablaut, from (s)uelq- 'draw, pull' (cp.

Darbishire, Notes on the spir. asper in Greek, Cambridge 1888,
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p. 29). pw'l Qcoy-og f. rift, cleft, split', beside Qijy-vv-fii. uip

'countenance' ace. wn-a; compare xvxX-wxp eXlx-mn-tg and olv-oifj

(dd--oip, which probably shew an old gradation mip wn-a *6n-6g

etc. xpi n. 'barley' no doubt for *i<pi3; cp. xqiS-tj. d-oig, gen.

d^Mog, jackal' beside &ff- 'run', xpjj 'necessity' (cp. also 6/^oxXrj

'joint cry, loud cry', fisao-Sfirj 'intermediate structure, cross-beam'),

like |8/a § 160, 5 (Morph. Unt. I 49. 64). xps'l y.Q£x-6q m. a

bird, and also 'braggart', beside kqekco, cp. xoox-a above, rptu'l

rgcoy-og m. 'gnawer, worm' beside rgwyLo. xT-g xi-og m. 'a worm

in the corn', like Skr. dhi-s dhiy-ds. xXaiip m. 'thief beside

nksn-TU). Further examples are giyen by Bloomfield, Amer.

Journ. of PhU. IX 7 ff.

Italic. Lat. lex leg-is f. 'law', Osc. ligud 'lege' ligis'legi-

bus' Marruc. Uxs 'lex' or 'leges' Pelign. lex-e 'in leges'. Lat.

vcls vds-is n. 'vessel', Umbr. vas-us 'vasis' (the preservation of

the voiceless s in all the cases is perhaps due to the analogy of

the nom. ace. sing.), man- 'hand', Umbr. manf ace. pL, Lat.

man-ceps malluviae for *man-luviae, with other exx. (Danielsson,

Pauli's Altital. Stud. Ill 189 f., Duvau, Mem. de la Soc. de

lingu. YI 226 f.). The connexion between Lat. frux frUg-is f.

'produce' and Umbr. frif ace. 'fruges, frumenta' (I § 57 p. 46)

is doubtful, see Pauh Altital. Stud. Y 114 f.

Lat. lux luc-is f. 'light', nux nuc-is f. 'nut', jaix pic-is f.

'pitch', vie- gen. vic-is f. 'change' (beside vineo, see Osthoff,

Paul-Br. Beitr. YIII 272). nex nec-is f. 'death', prex prec-is f.

'prayer', op-s op-is f. 'might, means, power', pax pCtc-is f.

peace', dap-s dap-is f. 'feast', beside Gr. dan-avrj 'expenditure'.

arx arc-is f. 'citadel', faex faec-is f. 'dregs', faux fauc-is f.

'throat', spe-s, ace. spe-m, f. 'hope', re-quie-s, gen. -quiet, f.

like Skr. )ya- § 160, 5 (Morph. Unt. I 10). strix strig-is f.

horned owl', dux due-is m. 'leader', vas vad-is m. 'surety'.

Osc. far n. 'far' and Umbr. far n. 'far' farer 'farris' appears

to be a root-noun; far-: Lat. farr- (for *far(e)s-, see § 132

p. 413 and p. 420) = Skr. kfp-: Lat. corpus.

Old Irish, bri 'mountain', rt 'king', bo 'cow', see § 160.

This method of forming noun-stems seems to have died out in
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Irish. Cp. further the Gall, brog- 'district, neighbourhood, land'

in allo-brox pi. allo-broges^ parallel to which we find brogi- in

Brogi-mclrus O.Ir. bruig and other exx. (Zimmer, Kelt. Stud.

I 117 f. Thurneysen, Keltoroman. 50).

Germanic. The original root-nouns (§ 160) were all more

or less completely transferred to the Yowel declensions; e. g.

out of the Goth, paradigm, sing. nom. haurgs gen. ba4rgs

dat. (loc.) baiirg ace. baurg pi. nom. baurgs gen. baurge

dat. baurgim ace. baiirgs only the gen. dat. sing, and the

nom. -ace. pi. belong to the original consonantal declension.

Even amongst the few root-nouns which do not recur in

other languages there are none in which the simple root is used

for the stem in all the cases. Examples of forms whose stems

contain no suffix are: O.H.G. dat. sing, gi-no^ nom. pi. gi-noi

beside nom. sing. gi-no$ 'companion' (i. e. 'one who enjoys (ge-

niesst) with another'), A.S. dat. (loc.) sing, bee beside nom. sing.

boc 'book', O.Icel. nom. pi. hend-r beside nom. sing. h<^nd (Goth.

handu-s) 'hand'; see Kahle's essay cited on p. 478 footnote 2.

As regards some of these nouns it is probable that they had

at fii'st a Yocalic formative suffix, and that it was a secondary

process, affecting even then only a certain number of their

cases, which put them on a level with the root-nouns.

B alto- Slavonic. The root-nouns as a class have almost

entirely disappeared, giving place to new formations on the

model of the vocalic declensions; e. g. Lith. nos-i-s f. 'nose',

0.C.81. vis-i f. 'village', see § 160. Besides these there are

only a few traces preserved in the forms of the gen. pi. in

Lithuanian: O.Lith. szird-u, Mod.Lith. sqs-u mv-u; we should

add Slav. krUv- f. 'blood' gen. sing, kruv-e, beside which we

have nom. sing. krUv-i instead of *kry.

§ 162. Nomina actionis used as Infinitives. Cp. § 156

p. 470 ff.

This usage is found in Aryan, Greek and Italic. In all

three the dative is used as an infinitive; in Sanskrit other cases

are used as well.
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In Saaskrit the case-suffix had the accent, if the verb had

no prefix; otherwise the accent fell on the root-syllable, d^i-e

'to see' hhuj-e 'to enjoy', nir-dje 'to drive forth' (Lat. ag-l) ni-

-ndme 'to bend down'. Avest. sav-oi 'to use* dar^s-oi 'to see'.

Lat. ag-% (: Skr. -dje)^ dTc-t, sequ-i Ut-i, hence also tund-i

fosc-t mi-nu-i etc. in imitation of these forms. A difference in

meaning was established between these and the locative forms

agere etc. (§ 132 p. 418), the latter being distinguished as active,

the former as deponent or passive forms ; the origin of this pro-

cess was probably an accidental preponderance of the use of the

dative of root-nouns to serve as infinitives in deponent verbs.

-s- sometimes appears between the root-syllable and the

dative termination. This is rare in Aryan : Skr. ji-s-e 'to con-

quer' -prdk-s-e 'to fill, satisfy', Avest. a ndse 'to bring near', root

Avest. nas- Gr. ivsyx-. Gr. ygdxpai 'to write' ^sT^ai 'to show'.

The -s- is identical with the element which is frequently found

in the verb finite after the root-syllable, particularly in the

sigmatic aorist, to which it gave its name (it is very possible

that it is etymologically identical with the -s- which is used

in the formation of noun-stems, § 134 p. 424 ff. ; cp. Morph.

Unt. Ill 42 f.) ; hence in Greek this kind of infinitive was con-

fined to the sigmatic aorist. In Latin we may compare such

forms as da-ri fer-n.

Remark 1. There are difficulties in determining the relation of the

Latin forms in -se -re to those in *-sl -rl ; several different views are almost

equally tenable. If we start by assuming that Latin inherited from an

earlier period only forms in *-es-i (vivere amare) *-ai (agi) *-8-ai (dart),

we must suppose that the following are new formations: dare ferre on

the model of vivere amare, and on the other hand amari, following dari,

fieri also instead of fiere. But perhaps even in the pre-Italie period there

were parallel forms in *-s-i (da-re), op. dlxe scripse and Skr. infinitives

like dri-i (see below). Lastly it is also possible that on the analogy of

indie, ''agei : infin. *agesi (agit : agere) the infinitives *es-si *fer-si (esse

and ferre respectively) were first formed to correspond to es-t fer-t and

that then and not before ferrl was formed on the model of agi

Remark 2. In Old Latin and even later in poetic diction beside the

forms in -i and -ri we find equivalent forms in -ier and -rier, as agier

darier. It has often been assumed that agier should be analysed into

agie-r, -r being the sign of the passive as in agitu-r, and *agie being the
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ground-form of agi. This every one would admit if *agie could be ex-

plained as an infinitive form '), and if the change from -ie to -I could be

shewn to be regular (it is not shewn by the voo. fill, for the -i of this

form may be the original weak -grade of -iio- -tie-, op. § 63 p. 122).

Other explanations of -ier -rier are equally unsatisfactory ; see e. g.

J. Stadelmann, De quantitate vooalium Latinas voces terminantium, Lucerne

1884, p. 73, V. Henry M4m. de la Soc. de lingu. VI 62 ff. I conjecture

that -er represents the preposition ar far-biter ar-vorsus), which appears

to be of dialectic origin (I § 369 Rem. 1 p. 280). For the change of -ar

to -er see I § 97, 3 p. 91, cp. in-ers arti-fex im-pertio; and for the position

of the word op. quem ad beside ad quern and Umbr. asam-ar 'ad aram'.

It need not surprise us to find at so early a stage of Latin the combination

of the infinitive with a preposition which is established in the Romance
languages (cp. ad before the infinitive, as Ital. ho a scrivere, Diez Q-ramm III*

231 ff.), since even in Latin the infinitive had again approximated to the

noun, and at least inter and praeter were used with it (see p. 471 ff.). Nor
is there any difficulty in the assumption that agi-er, after the origin of

the -er had been forgotten, had the same meaning as agi: the assimilation

in usage was caused by the association of the final r of agier with the r

of agor agitnr etc. This entire class of infinitive formations, being like

ar of dialectic origin, were allowed to drop out of use in classical prose,

like so many other idioms that came from the same source.

In Sanskrit we find, besides the dative, the ace. in -am,

the loo. in -i and the gen.-abl. in -as used as infinitives, e. g.

a-ndm-am (a-nam- 'incline or bend towards one'}, d^i-i sq-dfi-i

(cp. d^i-e p. 490), abhi-iris-as (abhi-iris- 'make fast to').

§ 163. Root-nouns appearing as the second
member of compound words.

In the Indo-Germanic and later periods we find compounds

in which a root is the second member, and serves as a noun

to denote the agent, as in the Skr. puru-druh- 'injuring many'.

There is no need to assume that the root was first used in the

compound as a nomen actionis and that the whole word was

subsequently epithetised (i. e. converted into an adjective, see

§ 50 p. 92), since in proethnic Indo-Germanic the root could

be used alone to denote the agent; cp. Skr. rdj- p. 484, Skr.

dr4h- Avest. druj- etc. p. 486 ff. More rarely the compound

has a passive sense, as Skr. sq-yuj 'joined by bonds of friend-

1) Thurneysen's explanation seems to me improbable (tjber die Her-

kunft und Bildung der lat. Verba anf -io, p. 46).
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ship or kinship', cp. yuj- yoked with, companion'. Compound

words of this type were formed in Aryan, Greek and ItaHc.

Indo-Grermanic. Skr. sa-yuj-^ see aboye, mand-y4j-

'yoked by thought, by mere will', Gr. av-^v^ b^o-^v'^ 'yoked

together, united', especially 'joined in marriage', Lat. con-jux.

Slcr. visva-vid- 'knowing everything', Gr. v/j-ig ace. v>j-i3a 'not

knowing, ignorant'. Skr. tri-hhuj- 'threefold, triple' Avest. qso-

-huj- 'freeing from distress', Gr. ngva-tpv'^ 'fugitive, client'. Skr.

p^tandj- (pxtana-aj-) 'running in or to battle', Lat. rem-ex. Skr.

muhur-gir- 'devouring suddenly', cp. Gr. m/uo-iiQujg 'devouring

raw' gen. -^gu-r-og etc., see I § 306 p. 242, § 312 p. 250,

11 § 123 p. 391.

I may add a few examples taken from the separate groups

of languages.

Aryan. Skr. vftra-hdn- Avest. ver^pra-jan- 'slaying Yritra'

:

ace. Skr. -hdn-am Avest. -jan-em dat. Skr. -ghn-e Avest. yn-e

loc. pi. Skr. -hd-su. Skr. upastha-sdd- 'sitting in the lap', Avest.

armae-scl& sitting quiet'. Skr. iHd-anc- 'turned or directed up-

wards' ace. sing, lid-anc-am loc. pi. lid-ak-su, ny-dfic- Avest.

ny-anc- 'turned or directed downwards', cp. Gr. noS-an-oc, 'coming

whence?' Lat. prop-inqu-o-s long-inqu-o-s (cp. I § 228 p. 195);

the Sanskrit and Avestic declension of words containing -anc-

-ane- (Whitney Skr. Gr. § 407 ff., Bartholomae Handb. § 192,

J. Darmesteter, Le suffixe -ac- en Iranien, Mem. de la Soc. de

de lingu. Ill 302 ff.) shows many new formations, partly caused by

a confusion with forms which had the suffix -qo- (see § 86 p. 256).

Skr. satya-ydj- 'duly honouring, duly offering' Avest. da^va-yciz-

honouring the demons, offering to them'. Avest. na-zd- Skr.

ned-, only in compar. and superl., see § 135 p. 431.

In Sanskrit, compounds of this kind are very common.

Any root could be used in this way. "We may add as further

examples su-dfk- 'seeing well', saho-vfdh- 'increasing strength',

puro-yudh- 'fighting before', puro-bhu- 'being in front, surpas-

sing'. In Iranian too this kind of formation remained in active

use, cp. vohu-var^z- 'working good', ahum-mer^c- 'slaying, in-

juring the world' (also -mer"nc-, cp. Skr. yunj- Gr. Ivyi p. 487).
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Greek. rpsval-aTv^ 'hating deceit'. olv6-(pXv^ 'drunken with

wine, wine-bibbing (cp. I § 427 p. 314, § 428 p. 316). x^Q-vitp

'water for the hands' originally 'washing the hands', vno-Sga

for ^-Squx neut. adv. 'looking from below upwards", cp. Skr.

dfs- f. 'sight, aspect'. Here perhaps we may class Ssvqo (which

hitherto has never been satisfactorily explained) if it stands for

*ds-fQon 'inclined hither', compare ^snw 'I incline' Qonij 'inclination,

sinking, direction'; v is regular, as in y.ala-vQo%p; Ssvgco Hom.

r 240 may be for *Si-fQoni; more probably it is only a re-

formation on the model of avw nQoam and the like.

Italic, liai. judex 'declarer of the law, judge' for *jou2-

dic-s (I § 33 Eem. 1 p. 33, § 594 p. 450), Osc. med-diss

med-dis 'meddix' (I § 501 p. 368); in spite of its abbreviated

form metd. which occurs once, I should prefer not to separate

the first part of the Oscan word from Umbr. mef-s mers ius,

fas' (§ 132 p. 418). Lat. prae-ses -sid-is. tubi-cen -cin-is.

libri-pens -pend-is. redux -due-is.

Remark. For arti-feo^ opi-fex see § 85 p. 254.

Germanic. O.H.G. ort O.Icel. odd-r 'point' may have

been a compound of this kind, standing for *ud-\-dhe- 'upraise,

lift on high' (I § 536 Kem. p. 392); it is however quite con-

ceivable that the original form was *ud-\-dh-o-, with the suffix

-0-, which in this position would date from a very early period.
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